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Introduction 
 

 Developments in the law, both in the United States and elsewhere, have come at a fast 

pace since publication of Military Justice: Cases and Materials in 2007. The field has proven to 

be a surprisingly fertile source of legislative and judicial activity in the current era, and the 

gratifying number of law school adoptions indicates an increasing level of student and faculty 

interest, presumably as a result of the steady flow of high profile courts-martial and military 

commission cases. 

This Supplement seeks to take account of those developments. In a few instances we have 

included pre-2007 materials that either have only now come to our attention or simply seem 

more salient than they previously did. We have also corrected or clarified a few matters with 

which we were not satisfied in the book. 

Taking into account this Supplement, there is unquestionably more in the book that can be 

covered in a three-credit, much less a two-credit, course. We assume that instructors will be 

selective in making reading assignments—and indeed, will also cover areas and/or materials that 

we have omitted. 

We are grateful to users of the book, both students and teachers, who have taken the time to 

offer suggestions. As we prepare a second edition for release in 2011 we will welcome ideas for 

further cases and materials to include. Our email addresses are eugene.fidell@yale.edu, 

hillmane@uchastings.edu, and dhsullivan@aol.com. (Affiliations shown on the title page are for 

identification purposes only. Our comments in this Supplement should not be construed as 

representing the views of any agency of the United States Government.) 

We are also grateful to Michelle Lindo McCluer, Jonathan E. Tracy and Irina Vayner of the 

National Institute of Military Justice, Agustina Del Campo of the American University 

Washington College of Law, and Nicole A. O’Dwyer for their assistance. 
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Insert before Notes and Questions: 

UNITED STATES v. GRANER 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

69 M.J. 104 (C.A.A.F. 2010) 

Judge STUCKY delivered the opinion of the Court. 

 We granted review in this Abu Ghraib case to determine whether the military judge abused 

his discretion in (1) refusing to compel the Government to produce certain memoranda requested 

by the defense; (2) excluding the testimony of, and an e-mail from, Major Ponce; and (3) limiting 

the testimony of a defense expert witness. We hold that the military judge did not abuse his 

discretion in any of these decisions and affirm the judgment of the United States Army Court of 

Criminal Appeals (CCA). 

I 

 A general court-martial composed of officer and enlisted members convicted Appellant, 

contrary to his pleas, of two specifications of conspiring to commit maltreatment, one 

specification of dereliction of duty for failing to protect detainees under his charge from abuse, 

four specifications of maltreating detainees, assault with a means likely to produce death or 

grievous bodily harm, assault consummated by battery, and committing an indecent act, in 

violation of Articles 81, 92, 93, 128, and 134, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 10 

U.S.C. §§ 881, 892, 893, 928, 934 (2000). The panel sentenced Appellant to a dishonorable 

discharge, confinement for ten years, reduction to E-1, and forfeiture of all pay and allowances. 

The convening authority approved the findings and sentence. The CCA summarily affirmed. . . . 

II 

 On November 7, 2003, Appellant exploited his position as a military policeman at Abu 

Ghraib, an American-operated detainee facility in Iraq, in order to abuse and demean Iraqi 

detainees. Appellant‘s actions that day included: ripping the pants off a detainee and having 

Specialist Sabrina Harman write ―I‘m a rapeist [sic]‖ on the detainee‘s leg, then punching the 

detainee in the temple so hard that the detainee was knocked unconscious; posing in a picture 

with a detainee where Appellant held the detainee‘s head in his hands while Appellant‘s other 

hand was cocked in a fist near the detainee‘s head, even though photography was prohibited at 

that section of the facility; helping to force the unwilling detainees into a naked human pyramid 

and then posing for a picture with the pyramid of naked Iraqi detainees; taking a picture of a 

detainee being forced to masturbate while Private First Class (PFC) Lynndie England smiled, 

pointed at the detainee‘s genitals, and gave a ―thumbs up‖ sign; placing a detainee in a position 

so that the detainee‘s face was directly in front of the genitals of another detainee to simulate 

fellatio, and then photographing them; and wrapping a tether around a detainee‘s neck, handing 

the tether to PFC England, and then taking a picture of PFC England and the tethered detainee. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3639204D2E4A2E2020313034&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A7A720383831&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A7A720383831&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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 The defense theory of the case was that Appellant was complying with a general command 

climate of humiliating detainees in the belief that humiliation would make them more likely to 

reveal information of intelligence value, and that individual military policemen had wide 

discretion in implementing this agenda. Several defense witnesses testified that the detainees 

were routinely naked, that their sleep was regulated and disturbed, that their food was limited, 

and that their hands were sometimes handcuffed to cell doors. Defense witnesses also testified 

that they had received vague orders to soften up detainees, that intelligence personnel did not 

care what was done to detainees, and that intelligence personnel supported more aggressive use 

of force on detainees. 

III 

A 

 On June 12, 2004, the defense requested that the Government 

Provide a copy of the Department of Defense report detailing the legal obligations 

of the United States government to refrain from using torture as an interrogation 

technique and the legal liabilities of government agents who do use such methods. 

This report was produced on or about 6 March 2003 by a DoD working group. . . . 

This report would be relevant to the defense‘s case because the report constitutes 

some evidence of the duties owed to a detainee (viz. in the context of a dereliction 

of duty charge) by a government agent and of whether these duties change if the 

agent is ordered to engage in conduct that constitutes maltreatment. Emphasis 

deleted. 

 The Government denied the request, asserting that the DoD report was not relevant because 

Appellant‘s actions were not in furtherance of an official interrogation. 

 At a session of the trial held pursuant to Article 39(a), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 839(a)(2006), the 

defense renewed its request for the DoD report. The military judge declined to compel release of 

the report because the defense had not demonstrated relevance, but the military judge invited a 

future motion if relevance could be established at trial.  

 Later in the same Article 39(a) session, the defense revisited the memo issue. At this point, 

the defense counsel conflated the DoD report with other memoranda that were not previously 

mentioned: 

Just a minute ago, we were talking about a memo from the Department of Justice, 

from various Staff Judge Advocates and General Counsel to the President of the 

United States, to the CIA and other government agencies, to the Secretary of 

Defense. We understand there were memos given, perhaps, to Lieutenant General 

Sanchez and to other officials within the direct chain of command of Specialist 

Graner pertaining to the legal status or not of detainees during the war on 

terrorism. 

 There was then a lengthy colloquy between the military judge and defense counsel in which 

the defense proposed several broad theories on why the memos were needed: (1) that the memos 

established that the detainees were not protected by any of the laws of war, and therefore 

Appellant could not possibly maltreat them; (2) that Appellant lacked the state of mind necessary 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A720383339&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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to maltreat because he thought he was just following orders; and (3) that there was unlawful 

command influence in general. The military judge again rejected the request because Appellant 

had not formulated a sufficient theory of relevance but again invited the defense to resubmit the 

discovery request once relevance had been established. The defense did not submit another 

request for the DoD report or any other memos during the remainder of the trial. 

 The Government claims that the DoD report was publicly released on the DoD website one 

day after the Article 39(a) hearing. 

B 

 Appellant argues that the military judge abused his discretion by not compelling the 

Government to submit the various memoranda because they would have supported the defense 

theory that senior government officials had authorized the sort of detainee treatment that 

Appellant engaged in. We review a military judge‘s ruling on a request for the production of 

evidence under the strict standard of an abuse of discretion. . . . 

 None of the theories enunciated at the Article 39(a) session by Appellant established the 

relevance of the request. There was no evidence that Appellant‘s state of mind at Abu Ghraib 

was in any way affected by a DoD report that he had never seen. Appellant‘s affirmative duty to 

protect the detainees under his charge from abuse was not affected by any views on the 

international legal status of Iraqi detainees set out in the report. Abuse of detainees in the custody 

or control of the United States may form the basis of a maltreatment conviction. See United 

States v. Smith, 68 M.J. 316, 323 (C.A.A.F. 2010). 

 Finally, Appellant failed to present any ―facts which, if true, constitute unlawful command 

influence.‖ United States v. Biagase, 50 M.J. 143, 150 (C.A.A.F. 1999). . . . 

IV 

A 

 Major William Ponce was a mid-level military intelligence officer who had been assigned to 

both Afghanistan and Iraq. Major Ponce wrote an e-mail on August 14, 2003, to several people 

in which he stated that he favored the more forceful treatment of detainees during interrogation. 

Abu Ghraib did not yet exist as an interrogation center when the e-mail was sent, but several of 

its recipients may have occupied positions at Abu Ghraib. There is no evidence that Appellant or 

any of his co-conspirators ever knew about this e-mail. Appellant moved for its admission prior 

to trial on the basis that it may have affected the orders that issued from military intelligence 

teams. The Government objected on the basis that it was irrelevant, was hearsay, and lacked 

foundation. The military judge sustained the Government‘s objection because the e-mail was not 

relevant. Later, there was a renewed discussion about Major Ponce‘s e-mail. The military judge 

again denied the admission of the e-mail because it was too far removed in time and space from 

Appellant‘s activities at Abu Ghraib. 

 Appellant also wanted to call Major Ponce to testify before the court members to establish 

when military intelligence officers generally became more forceful in their treatment of 

detainees. The military judge initially agreed to allow Major Ponce to testify about the 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3638204D2E4A2E2020333136&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3530204D2E4A2E2020313433&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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―conditions for actionable intelligence and its impression on the [military intelligence] 

community in the September time-frame and the October timeframe.‖ But the military judge 

changed his mind after the defense moved to introduce the testimony of Roderick Brokaw, a 

retired military interrogator with the Army who had worked as an interrogator at Abu Ghraib, 

because the military judge reasoned that Mr. Brokaw had a strong connection with Abu Ghraib, 

while Major Ponce‘s connection was tenuous at best. Mr. Brokaw was permitted to testify ―as to 

pressure from higher echelons to produce actionable intelligence.‖ 

 Later, the defense again argued that Major Ponce should be able to testify in order to show 

―the frustration that higher command was feeling‖ about being unable to acquire intelligence 

within the existing interrogation parameters, but the military judge did not allow his testimony 

because it was unclear who received Major Ponce‘s e-mail or what impact it had on the 

interrogators at Abu Ghraib. 

B 

 Appellant argues that the military judge abused his discretion when he declined to admit 

Major Ponce‘s e-mail or allow Major Ponce to testify, purportedly because Major Ponce would 

have helped establish the defense theory that his superiors authorized the rough treatment of 

detainees. We review a military judge‘s decision on whether to admit evidence for an abuse of 

discretion. United States v. Weston, 67 M.J. 390, 392 (C.A.A.F. 2009). 

 The military judge did not abuse his discretion when he declined to admit Major Ponce‘s e-

mail and testimony. There was no evidence that Appellant, or anyone giving orders to Appellant, 

knew about Major Ponce‘s e-mail, or had any contact with Major Ponce. Appellant was still able 

to present direct evidence that he and his coconspirators believed that they were supposed to 

soften up the detainees. Given the total lack of evidence connecting Major Ponce‘s opinions with 

Appellant‘s conduct, neither Major Ponce‘s e-mail nor his expected testimony had a tendency to 

show that any fact of consequence to the court-martial was more or less probable. 

V 

A 

 Thomas Archambault, a non-military training instructor and use-of-force specialist, testified 

for the defense as an expert on the use of force. At a pretrial Article 39(a) hearing, Mr. 

Archambault testified that use of the leash on detainees and the naked pyramids were reasonable 

uses of force. With respect to the tether, he stated that the use of the tether around the neck of the 

detainee was a reasonable means of cell extraction under the facts of this case. While Mr. 

Archambault said that the tether should not have been used around the neck as it was, he 

reasoned that the tether may have accidentally slipped from the upper torso to the neck. Mr. 

Archambault testified that the fact that pictures were taken of the leash incident did not render 

the tether incident unreasonable because the photographer could quickly have come to the other 

guard‘s aid in the event that the detainee became violent. 

 With respect to the naked pyramids, Mr. Archambault testified that this sort of ―stacking‖ 

could be an appropriate use of force, even if it was neither authorized nor approved by any 

professional organization or training manual, as a means of controlling and containing 

unrestrained detainees. Here, Mr. Archambault reasoned, the detainees were not in restraints, 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3637204D2E4A2E2020333930&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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they were shouting to each other in Arabic, and the detainees were all in a small space with 

limited guards. Mr. Archambault also testified that the form of stacking here prevented 

―positional asphyxia,‖ a dangerous medical condition where a person has trouble breathing as a 

result of pressure on the diaphragm. Mr. Archambault conceded that he was aware of only one 

incident of stacking humans and that occurred at Attica Prison, a civilian facility in the United 

States, by guards taking back the facility from rioting, unrestrained inmates. 

 The military judge ultimately limited Mr. Archambault‘s testimony to the point that the 

detainees would not have suffered from positional asphyxiation because of the manner in which 

they were stacked. The military judge refused to allow Mr. Archambault to testify concerning the 

appropriateness of the leash (or tether) around the neck and stacking techniques. The military 

judge concluded that such testimony was irrelevant and not helpful to the court members. Mr. 

Archambault knew of no authority for either technique, and the stacking at Attica had occurred 

under very different circumstances. 

B 

 Appellant argues that Mr. Archambault‘s testimony was improperly restricted because 

Appellant was denied his most effective rebuttal to the tether and pyramid incidents. An expert 

witness may provide opinion testimony if ―(1) the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or 

data, (2) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, and (3) the witness has 

applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.‖ M.R.E. 702. ―The military 

judge has broad discretion as the ‗gatekeeper‘ to determine whether the party offering expert 

testimony has established an adequate foundation with respect to reliability and relevance.‖ 

United States v. Green, 55 M.J. 76, 80 (C.A.A.F. 2001), quoted in United States v. Allison, 63 

M.J. 365, 369 (C.A.A.F. 2006). 

 We find that the military judge did not abuse his discretion when he limited Mr. 

Archambault‘s testimony to positional asphyxia. The military judge properly determined that Mr. 

Archambault had an insufficient basis to conclude that the naked human pyramid and the tether 

around the neck were reasonable uses of force. 

VI 

 The judgment of the United States Army Court of Criminal Appeals is affirmed. 

BAKER, Judge (concurring in part and dissenting in part): 

 I agree with the majority‘s analysis and conclusion with regard to Appellant‘s motion to 

compel discovery of the Department of Defense (DoD) report. This report was specifically 

requested, was made part of the record, and was not relevant to Appellant‘s defense, for the 

reasons stated in the majority opinion. I also agree with the Court‘s resolution of the issues 

pertaining to Major Ponce and Mr. Archambault. However, I do not agree with the majority‘s 

treatment of the issue of discovery of the various other memoranda . . . . 

 Appellant raised and this Court granted the issue challenging the military judge‘s refusal or 

failure to order discovery of a variety of official government memoranda said to pertain to the 

handling of detainees. He has moved to attach these memoranda to the appellate record. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3535204D2E4A2E20203736&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3633204D2E4A2E2020333635&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3633204D2E4A2E2020333635&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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Unfortunately, the majority, in a footnote [omitted here], denies this motion in a perfunctory 

manner by stating that the documents are not ―necessary‖ and without explaining how it can 

reach this conclusion without reviewing the documents. I would have granted the motion to 

attach. 

 Alternatively, if a majority of this Court concluded that it was beyond our authority to attach 

such documents to the record, a remand to the CCA or an order for a DuBay hearing would have 

been in order -- or any alternative mechanism, including judicial notice, which could allow for 

consideration of the documents.
1

 In this way, we might have addressed head-on Appellant‘s 

allegations that he was operating in a command climate, if he was not following specific 

instructions, that condoned and tolerated detainee abuse. Given the Court‘s refusal to directly 

address this claim, Appellant is left to allege that he was singled out for prosecution and did not 

receive a fair trial, writ large. Further, addressing the claim directly would afford Appellant, and 

the public, the knowledge that his claim, meritorious or not, was addressed in detail by a federal 

civilian court. 

 Instead, Appellant‘s specific and broader claims have been dismissed with a perfunctory 

wave of the judicial pen. True, at the time of trial, Appellant did not describe the memos in 

question with specificity, or directly link those memos to his conduct. However, the majority 

does not explain why, how, or if, Appellant‘s counsel could have identified these memos with 

sufficient specificity in order to now support a relevance claim on appeal. Neither does the 

majority indicate whether the memos were classified at the time of trial. More importantly, 

absent review of the memos, Appellant and the larger audience are left to wonder whether the 

memos are in some manner relevant to Appellant‘s broader (and more amorphous) argument 

regarding command climate. 

 Of course, these documents can now be described with particularity and are publicly 

available. We know what they say, and can address Appellant‘s relevance arguments in detail. 

Instead, Appellant and the larger audience, including the public, the military community, and the 

victims of Appellant‘s abuse are left to review the memos on their own and reach their own 

determinations as to whether or not they were relevant, and in what manner, without benefit of a 

full judicial vetting and application of legal principles. The interests of justice and the military 

justice system would be better served were the documents attached to the record and subject to 

judicial review. 

[Chief Judge EFFRON concurred in part and in the result.] 

                                                           
1
 [n.2] Among other things, the motion to attach included the following: 

(a) Memorandum from John C. Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Dep’t of 
Justice, on Military Interrogation of Alien Unlawful Combatants Held Outside the United States to William J. 
Haynes II, General Counsel, Dep’t of Defense (Mar. 14, 2003). 

(b) Major General Geoffrey Miller, Annex 20: Assessment of DoD Counterterrorism Interrogation and 
Detention Operations in Iraq (U), Taguba Report with Annexes (AR 15-6 Investigation of the 800th Military Police 
Brigade), available at http://www.dod.gov/pubs/foi/detainees/taguba). 

(c) Memorandum from Donald Rumsfeld, Sec’y, Dep’t of Defense, on Counter-Resistance Techniques in the 
War on Terrorism to the Commander, U.S. Southern Command (Apr. 16, 2003). 
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Add after Note 3: 

 

4. A rich case study of both the special objectives of military justice and the ways in which 

politics sometimes collide with military discipline took place in 2009 and 2010, when three Navy 

SEALs were accused of abusing a high-value detainee after he was captured and in custody.  The 

accused men demanded a court-martial rather than accept the non-judicial punishment hearing 

their commander offered.  Eventually, all three were acquitted in separate trials.  Meanwhile, 40 

Republican members of the House of Representatives joined in the protest to the convening 

authority that appears below; earlier, 33 legislators had signed a protest to Secretary of Defense 

Robert M. Gates.  The convening authority‘s response follows the letter from Congressman 

Burton and his colleagues. 

 

December 10, 2009 

 

Major General Charles T. Cleveland 

Commander, Special Operations Command Central 

U.S. Central Command 

7115 South Boundary Boulevard 

MacDill AFB, FL 33621-5101 

Dear General Cleveland: 

 We are writing to express our strong disagreement with the decision of 

your officers to pursue first a non-judicial punishment and now a full court 

martial against three Navy SEALS – Matthew McCabe, Jonathan Keefe and Julio 

Huertas—on charges of assault against Ahmed Hasim Abed—at one point one of 

the most wanted terrorists in Iraq. 

 In March 2004, Fallujah, Iraq was a hub of insurgent activity. Four 

American civilians working as contractors were ambushed and killed; their bodies 

were mutiliated and burned, then dragged through the streets and hung from a 

bridge over the Euphrates River—one of the most horrific outrages perpetrated on 

Americans in the last decade. The man widely identified as the mastermind of that 

attack, as well as other attacks on United States and coalition troops in Iraq, is 

Ahmed Hasim Abed. 

 For over five years Ahmed evaded capture until Matthew McCabe, 

Jonathan Keefe and Julio Huertas finally brought him to justice.  Instead of being 

hailed as heroes, these brave Americans are being vilified for allegedly assaulting 

Abed once he was in custody.  First, press reports raise significant doubts about 

whether Abed was actually in SEAL custody when his alleged minor injuries 

occurred. Second, al-Qaeda‘s own handbook instructs operatives to allege 

detainee abuse if detained by American forces. In fact, al-Qaeda operatives are 

trained to self-inflict injuries for the sole purpose of accusing U.S. forces of 
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abuse. We‘ve seen repeated cases of this since the conflicts in Iraq and 

Afghanistan began. 

 General, surely you agree that we are in a war that we must win. Our 

military personnel are putting their lives on the line every day trying to track 

down terrorists who want to indiscriminately kill Americans. Our troops and your 

SEALs need to be bold and decisive in combat; not looking over their shoulder 

fearing legal jeopardy for every action or gesture. In this case in particular, there 

is more than enough doubt as to whether these SEALs committed any wrongdoing 

at all. In our opinion, prosecutorial discretion should have been exercised. Failing 

that, we respectfully and strongly urge you to use your leadership authority, stop 

the impending court martial and exonerate these men. 

 We await your prompt response.       

  Sincerely,        

  Dan Burton (R-IN)        

  and 39 other Republican      

  Members of Congress 

 

December 15, 2009 

Dear Representative Burton, 

 Thank you for your letter expressing your and your colleagues concern 

regarding the pending courts-martial of Petty Officers Huertas, McCabe, and 

Keefe. I understand your interest in these cases and can assure you that I am 

committed to protecting the rights of the Sailors who have been accused. 

 Regrettably it appears that your perception of the incident is based upon 

incomplete and factually inaccurate press coverage. Despite what has been 

reported, these allegations are not founded solely on the word of the detainee, but 

rather, were initially raised by other U.S. service members. Additionally, the 

alleged injuries did not occur during actions on the objective, as is also being 

widely reported in the media. A medical examination conducted at the time the 

detainee was turned over to U.S. forces determined that his alleged injuries were 

inflicted several hours after the operation had ended, and while in the custody and 

care of the U.S. at Camp Schweidler‘s detainee holding facility. 

 While the assault and resulting injury to the detainee were relatively 

minor, the more disconcerting allegations are those related to the Sailors‘ attempts 

to cover-up the incident, particularly in what appears to be an effort to influence 

the testimony of a witness. All of these allegations were fully investigated by the 

Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS). 

 As you have likely read, I chose to deal with this incident administratively 

via non-judicial punishment pursuant to Article 15 of the UCMJ. However, Petty 

Officers Huertas, McCabe and Keefe elected to exercise their UCMJ rights to 

refuse such a hearing. I have attached previously released, redacted copies of the 
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charge sheets in the hope that they will help clarify the allegations surrounding 

this incident. These charges were drawn from information disclosed during the 

course of the investigation. The release of any further information at this time 

would be inappropriate as it might prejudice the outcome of the trial. 

 I take my military justice authority and responsibility for maintaining good 

order and discipline very seriously, as I have in six commands previously. 

Discipline and integrity are primary factors that make our U.S. Special Operators 

such an effective fighting force. The abuse of a detainee, no matter how minor, 

creates strategic repercussions that harm our nation‘s security and ultimately costs 

the lives of U.S. citizens. 

  I must ensure that the service members under my command abide by the 

laws passed by Congress and follow the lawful orders of their superior officers. 

When there are reasonable grounds to believe that an offense has been committed, 

and that a specific individual in my command has committed that offense, it is my 

duty to take appropriate action to not only ensure justice is done, but also to 

maintain good order and discipline. 

 It is these factors that led me to refer these charges to Special Courts-

Martial. I assure you that the rights of these Sailors are being protected and they 

will have all of the facts of the case presented and reviewed fully by an impartial 

panel. 

           

 Sincerely,         

 CHARLES T. CLEVELAND       

 MG, U.S. ARMY         

 Commanding 

 

5.  In 2004, a Danish officer was charged with violating the Third Geneva Convention and 

Denmark‘s own law regarding treatment of detainees.   Captain Annemette Hommel commanded 

an interrogation tent during ―Dancon Irak‖ (the Danish mission in Iraq) and was accused of 

failing to prevent military police from treating detainees harshly by forcing them to sit for 

extended periods in stress positions, by conducting loud and forceful interrogations, and by 

denying detainees water and appropriate toilet facilities. The High Court of Eastern Denmark 

considered six separate charges against her and acquitted her of all six, holding that the evidence 

did not support the charges and noting that: 

 Especially with regards to the accused [redacted], part of the 

determination must take into consideration the importance that more precise 

guidelines for interrogation were not drawn up, that this training she received 

previously is relevant for the interrogation, that the training she received several 

years back must be considered outdated by the Military Academy, and that this 

must be the reason why the accused Hommel did not have any knowledge about 
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this, nor about the change in practice that had been made. Of additional 

importance, as referred to in the judgment, it must be noted that she on several 

occasions addressed her superior officer and the Military Legal Adviser, intending 

to obtain guidance as to what kind of rules applied to her work in connection with 

the interrogation, and whether her interrogation progressed appropriately.   

Military Prosecutor v. Captain Annemette Hommel (High Ct. E. Denmark 2006). In the realm of 

detainee operations, how much should the training and guidance provided to military police and 

interrogators matter if those individuals are charged with maltreatment of detainees? 

 

Page 30 

Insert the following footnote after the bracketed first sentence of the first full paragraph: 

 

* [Editors‘ Note. The editors are grateful to Prof. John Paul Jones of the University of Richmond 

School of Law for pointing out that although some evolution—perhaps the stirrup—occurred in 

the eleventh century, cavalry is a weapon of ancient standing. See, e.g., ROBERT E. GAEBEL, 

CAVALRY OPERATIONS IN THE ANCIENT GREEK WORLD (2002); AUGUSTO AZZAROLI, AN EARLY 

HISTORY OF HORSEMANSHIP (1985) (noting effectiveness of Parthians and Scythians).] 

 

Page 33 

Add after ―B. Modern Codes‖, before the Bishop excerpt: 

Gerry R. Rubin, Why Military Law? Some United Kingdom Perspectives 

26 U. QUEENSLAND L.J. 353, 365-66 (2007) 

Military Covenant 

 The [military covenant] is more of an ethical or even of a quasi-religious commitment 

between the serviceman and the armed forces. Moreover it is one which is expected to cut both 

ways in terms of the armed forces looking after the welfare of the serviceman and his family 

through thick and thin, a reciprocal duty which some argue is not being fully met by the services 

in respect of the treatment of British military casualties from the Iraq war or in terms of the 

quality of service living accommodation. 

 The covenant seeks to imbue service personnel with certain values such as courage, 

discipline, trust, loyalty, integrity, self-sacrifice, respect for others and for the law, teamwork, 

cooperation, professionalism, regimental spirit and tradition, that is, a sense of belonging to a 

unit (perhaps as distinct from the Army or Navy or Air Force); in other words the primacy of the 

collective over the individual, of duties as against rights, in order to maintain the essential 

integrity of the unit as a fighting force and its military effectiveness. It also seeks to set higher 

standards of behaviour as reflected in civil law, military law and the law of armed conflict. 

 Soldiers are adjured to avoid any activity which might undermine their professional 

ability or place others at risk. The misuse of alcohol and drugs is singled out as unacceptable, as 

are bullying, harassment, discrimination or other forms of deceit. A CO [commanding officer], 
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faced, with a complaint against a soldier relating to such conduct will pose one question, ‗Have 

your actions or behaviour adversely affected or are they likely to impact on the efficiency or 

operational effectiveness of the Army?‘ 

 And here we can see the rationale for the general prohibition within military law of 

conduct to the prejudice of good order and service discipline, whether it takes the form of 

bullying, harassment, or even fraternization. For the last-named may well sow the seeds of 

jealousy or favouritism within a unit and may undermine trust in one‘s superior if it were known 

that he (or conceivably she) was having an illicit or adulterous relationship with a junior member 

of the unit. 

 That is, military law is not simply about forbidding anti-social behaviour by members of 

the armed forces. It is also about fostering certain values and standards. They may not, perhaps, 

be wholly unique to the military. Nonetheless, the value of (inter alia) trust, loyalty, teamwork 

and self-sacrifice are the ideological assumptions upon which military operations are conducted. 

They are what impel soldiers to undertake dangerous operations and where such values are 

slipping in any particular instance, military law will be a reminder of the ‗moral component of 

fighting power‘ or, in simpler terms, of military effectiveness. 
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Chapter 2.  Sources of Law 
 

Page 37 

Add before “I. Constitutional, Statutory, and Regulatory Provisions” 

 

Gerry R. Rubin, Why Military Law? Some United Kingdom Perspectives 

26 U. QUEENSLAND L.J. 353, 359-60 (2007) 
 

Where is Military Law? 

 The legal governance of the British armed forces is wondrously complex.  There are, of 

course, statutes such as the Armed Forces Act 2006 (UK). There is subordinate legislation in the 

form of statutory instruments issued by the Secretary of State under statutory authority such as 

the Army Custody Rules 2000 (UK).  There is subordinate legislation in the form of regulations 

issued by the Defence Council under statutory authority, for example, the Custody and Summary 

Dealing (Army) Regulations 2000 (UK).  There are prerogative Orders in Council issued under 

statutory authority, for example, any Order in Council issued under s. 131(3) of the Reserve 

Forces Act 1996 (UK) directing the extension of the Act to the Channel Islands and the Isle of 

Man.  . . .  

 Importantly attention should be drawn to the prerogative powers embodied in Queen‟s 

Regulations (QR), a code for each of the arms. QRs are regulations approved by the Sovereign 

and issued under the aegis of the Defence Council.  They may provide detailed provisions 

relating to such matters as enlistment, discharge, unsuitability, conscientious objection or 

„services no longer required‟. Indeed QRs cover an extensive range of issues from the 

monumentally important such as publicising the applicability of the law of armed conflict to 

service personnel, on the one hand, to the monumentally esoteric, such as which flags should be 

flown from the barracks on the birthdays of various members of the Royal Family.  However, it 

is important to note that breaches of QRs do not, per se, lead to disciplinary proceedings but any 

breach may provide evidence for charges under the service discipline legislation, notably the 

offence of conduct to the prejudice of good order and service discipline. . . . 

[Professor Rubin goes on to note that administrative instructions and standing orders are also 

sources of legal authority that add to the complexity of British military law.] 

Page 55 

Insert before Notes and Questions: 

UNITED STATES v. LANE 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

64 M.J. 1 (C.A.A.F. 2006) 

Chief Judge GIERKE delivered the opinion of the Court. 

 Pursuant to Article 66(a), Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ),1 the Judge Advocate 

General of the Air Force assigns appellate judges to the United States Air Force Court of 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3634204D2E4A2E202031&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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Criminal Appeals. The Judge Advocate General of the Air Force assigned a Member of 

Congress, Senator Lindsey O. Graham, who was also a lieutenant colonel in the United States 

Air Force Standby Reserve at the time, as an appellate judge on the Air Force Court of Criminal 

Appeals. At the lower court, Appellant unsuccessfully challenged Senator Graham‟s sitting on 

the panel that affirmed his conviction and sentence. 

 The Incompatibility Clause of the Constitution [Art. I, § 6, cl. 2] provides that “no Person 

holding any Office under the United States, shall be a Member of either House during his 

Continuance in Office.” The issue before this Court is whether the assignment of a Member of 

Congress to the Air Force Court of Criminal Appeals is proper under the Constitution.
1
 For the 

reasons set forth below, we conclude that a Member of Congress may not hold the office of 

appellate judge on a Court of Criminal Appeals. 

FACTS 

*   *   * 

 Senator Graham served on the panel of the Court of Criminal Appeals that reviewed 

Appellant‟s case. Senator Graham is an officer in the United States Air Force Standby Reserve. 

Pursuant to applicable regulations, he has been designated as a “key employee” assigned to the 

Active Status List within the Standby Reserve, where he is eligible to participate in reserve 

training activities without pay, earn retirement points, and compete for promotion. Appellant 

moved to disqualify Judge Graham on several grounds, citing, inter alia, the Incompatibility 

Clause of the Constitution of the United States. . . . 

I. STANDING 

 Initially, we must address whether Appellant has standing to assert this claim of 

constitutional error. The present case is similar to Ryder v. United States, [515 U.S. 177 (1995)] 

in which the Supreme Court upheld a military petitioner‟s right to challenge “the composition of 

the Coast Guard Court of Military Review while his case was pending before that court on direct 

review.” In Ryder, the petitioner presented a constitutional claim based on the Appointments 

Clause of Article II of the Constitution. The Supreme Court stated, “[O]ne who makes a . . . 

challenge to the constitutional validity of the appointment of an officer who adjudicates his case 

is entitled to a decision on the merits of the question and whatever relief may be appropriate if a 

violation indeed occurred. In the present case, as in Ryder, Appellant also has raised a 

jurisdictional objection that the lower court is not properly constituted. Appellant‟s position 

arises from the assignment of a Member of Congress as an appellate judge on the lower court 

and his participation on the panel that decided Appellant‟s case. We conclude Appellant has 

standing under Ryder. The Government contends that Appellant lacks standing to challenge the 

panel in his case because he has not suffered an injury to a legally protected interest. Contrary to 

the Government‟s assertion, the constitutionality of the assignment of a person to serve as a 

judge on a Court of Criminal Appeals is not an abstract question. The fact that a Member of 

Congress sat as a judge in this criminal case relates to the rights and liberties of a specific 

individual, Appellant. The direct liberty implications for Appellant make this case distinct from 

                                                           
1
 [n.5] Appellant expressly stated that he is not challenging Senator Graham’s service in the military in general or  

his status as a Standby Reservist in particular, and we do not address those issues. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=35313520552E532E2020313737&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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other abstract circumstances where the Incompatibility Clause might be implicated. Consistent 

with the Supreme Court position in Ryder, Appellant is entitled to a decision as to the 

constitutional validity of the appointment of an officer who adjudicated his case. 

 The Government also contends that Appellant lacks standing because Incompatibility Clause 

determinations are the sole province of Congress. In support of this contention, the Government 

asserts that the Incompatibility Clause constitutes qualification for congressional service, not a 

disqualification from executive branch service, making it a nonjusticiable political question. The 

Government further asserts that, in any case, Congress would not find a violation because service 

in the Standby Reserve does not make a person an officer of the United States. 

 The issue before us is not whether the duties of a person in the Standby Reserve, in the 

abstract, are of sufficient significance to constitute an office of the United States for purposes of 

qualification to serve as a Member of Congress under the Incompatibility Clause. The issue 

before us is whether a criminal conviction and sentence, which by statute can be sustained only 

by an affirmative appellate decision, may be reviewed by an appellate judge who simultaneously 

serves as a Member of Congress. 

 Under the Government‟s theory of standing, no citizen could cite the Incompatibility Clause 

in challenging a governmental decision bearing directly on the life, liberty, or property of the 

citizen. Members of Congress could serve as the heads of departments and regulatory agencies, 

simultaneously participating in the passage of legislation and in the execution of the laws. A 

person against whom such a law was executed, under the Government‟s theory, could not 

challenge the participation of Members of Congress in the enforcement and adjudication of 

rights under such laws. Under such a regime, the structural integrity of the Constitution would 

rest on a gravely weakened foundation. We reject all of the Government‟s arguments that 

Appellant lacks standing and proceed to the merits of this appeal. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. SUPREME COURT PRECEDENT REAFFIRMING 

THE PRINCIPLE OF SEPARATION OF POWERS 

 In Buckley v. Valeo, [424 U.S. 1 (1976)] the Supreme Court emphasized the significance of 

the bedrock constitutional principle of separation of powers as this principle applies to the 

appointment and assignment of persons holding federal office. 

 In Buckley, the plaintiffs challenged the appointment of the Federal Election Commission 

members on separation of powers grounds. “The Court agreed with them and held that the 

appointment of four members of the commission by Congress, rather than the President, violated 

the Appointments Clause.” 

 In doing so, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the vital role of the separation of powers 

constitutional principle stating that “The principle of separation of powers was not simply an 

abstract generalization in the minds of the Framers: it was woven into the document that they 

drafted in Philadelphia in the summer of 1787.” 

 In Buckley, the Supreme Court also analyzed and relied on related constitutional threads 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=34323420552E532E202031&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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“woven into the document” tied to the principle of separation of powers –- the Appointments 

Clause and the Ineligibility and Incompatibility Clauses.
2
 

 Importantly, the Supreme Court explained the close relationship among these clauses. After 

reviewing the primary sources of legislative, executive, and judicial powers, the Supreme Court 

observed: “The further concern of the Framers of the Constitution with maintenance of the 

separation of powers is found in the so-called „Ineligibility‟ and „Incompatibility‟ Clauses 

contained in Art. I, § 6 . . . .” The Supreme Court observed that these “cognate provisions” 

provided the context for interpreting the Appointments Clause of the Constitution. 

 The Supreme Court in Buckley generally defined and thereby identified those federal 

government positions to which the Appointments Clause pertains. The Supreme Court observed 

that the term “Officers of the United States” includes “all persons who can be said to hold an 

office under the Government.” The Supreme Court also stated that “any appointee exercising 

significant authority pursuant to the laws of the United States is an „Officer of the United 

States‟” under the Appointments Clause. 

B. SUPREME COURT PRECEDENT APPLYING THESE PRINCIPLES 

TO JUDGES APPOINTED TO A COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS 

 The Supreme Court applied these principles in a trilogy of Appointments Clause cases 

involving the assignment of persons to sit as judges on the Courts of Criminal Appeals.
3
 In so 

doing, the Supreme Court precedent defines and explains the status of judges on the Courts of 

Criminal Appeals. 

 In Weiss v. United States, the Supreme Court stated that military judges, including appellate 

judges, are “Officers” of the United States who “must be appointed pursuant to the 

Appointments Clause.” The Supreme Court held that presidential nomination and Senate 

confirmation of a person as a military officer would satisfy the Appointments Clause with 

respect to the assignment of such an officer to the military judiciary. 

 In Ryder, the second case, the Supreme Court addressed the assignment of two civilians by 

the General Counsel of the Department of Transportation to serve as judges on the Coast Guard 

Court of Military Review (now the Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals). During direct 

review, the servicemember had challenged the composition of the panel that reviewed his case 

under Article 66, UCMJ, on the ground that the civilian members had not been appointed by the 

President, a court of law, or the head of a department, as required by the Appointments Clause. 

The Supreme Court agreed, implicitly applying the pertinent reasoning of Weiss that judges on 

the Courts of Criminal Appeals are officers who must be appointed under the Appointments 

Clause. The Court concluded that the constitutional violation could not be cured by according de 

facto validity to the actions of the civilian judges. 

                                                           
2
 [n.20] Id. The Ineligibility Clause provides: “No Senator or Representative shall, during the Time for which he was 

elected, be appointed to any civil Office under the Authority of the United States, which shall have been created, 
or the Emoluments whereof shall have been [i]ncreased during such time . . . .” U.S. Const. art. I, § 6, cl. 2. 

3
 [n.26] Weiss v. United States, 510 U.S. 163, 167-76 (1994); Ryder, 515 U.S. at 179-88; Edmond v. United States, 

520 U.S. 651, 653- 66 (1997). 
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 After noting that the Appointments Clause “is a bulwark against one branch aggrandizing its 

power at the expense of another,” the Supreme Court added: “[B]ut it is more: it „preserves 

another aspect of the Constitution‟s structural integrity by preventing the diffusion of the 

appointment power.‟” The Supreme Court also noted that it would not invoke the de facto officer 

doctrine in a case involving “basic constitutional protections designed for the protection of 

litigants.” In the course of rejecting the government‟s contention that any error in the 

appointment of these appellate judges was harmless, the Supreme Court emphasized the unique 

powers of intermediate courts under Article 66, UCMJ, including their “broad[] discretion to 

review claims of error, revise factual determinations, and revise sentences.” 

 In the third case, Edmond, the Supreme Court considered the assignment of civilian judges at 

the Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals after appointment by the head of a department, the 

Secretary of Transportation. The Supreme Court held that appointment by a department head met 

the terms of the inferior officers provision of the Appointments Clause, and that the Constitution 

did not require presidential appointment and Senate confirmation of these judges. The Supreme 

Court emphasized that treatment of the judges on the Courts of Criminal Appeals as “inferior 

officers” reflected the applicable supervisory hierarchy, including review by our Court. The 

Supreme Court took the opportunity to underscore the significant authority exercised by judges 

on the Courts of Criminal Appeals as “Officers of the United States”: “We do not dispute that 

military appellate judges are charged with exercising significant authority on behalf of the 

United States. This, however, is also true of offices that we have held were „inferior‟ within the 

meaning of the Appointments Clause.” The Supreme Court added: “The exercise of „significant 

authority pursuant to the laws of the United States‟ marks, not the line between principal and 

inferior officer for Appointments Clause purposes, but rather, as we said in Buckley, the line 

between officer and non-officer.” 

III. DISCUSSION 

 Appellant asserts that the participation of a Member of Congress as an appellate judge in this 

case violates the Incompatibility Clause of the United States Constitution that provides: “no 

Person holding any Office under the United States, shall be a Member of either House during his 

Continuance in Office.” The Supreme Court has noted that “The Constitution thereby . . . 

prohibits Members of Congress from holding other offices through [this] limitation, the 

Incompatibility Clause.” 

 In Buckley, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the principle of separation of powers and the 

operation of both the Appointments Clause and the Incompatibility Clause to bolster this 

principle. As to the Appointments Clause, the Supreme Court stated it is critical to the structural 

integrity of the Constitution, not a mere form of “etiquette or protocol.” 

 Addressing the Incompatibility Clause, the Supreme Court stated that “The further concern 

of the Framers of the Constitution with maintenance of the separation of powers is found in the 

so-called „Ineligibility‟ and „Incompatibility‟ Clauses . . . .” Indeed, “the Incompatibility Clause 

plays a vital role in our constitutional scheme . . . by . . . reinforcing the separation of powers.” 

Further, “the Incompatibility Principle has become one of the five great distinguishing structural 

features of our constitutional system, along with checks and balances, separation of powers, 
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bicameralism, and federalism.” 

 We review the assignment of judges to the Courts of Criminal Appeals in the context of 

pertinent Supreme Court precedents addressing the Appointments Clause, described in Section 

II, supra. The Supreme Court has instructed “that the Constitution‟s terms are illuminated by 

their cognate provisions.” In view of the close relationship between the Appointments Clause 

and the Incompatibility Clause as “cognate provisions,” the precedents developed under the 

Appointments Clause provide the appropriate framework for interpreting the Incompatibility 

Clause. 

 In the Appointments Clause cases discussed in Section II, supra, the Supreme Court 

emphasized that an appellate judge serving on a Court of Criminal Appeals exercises significant 

authority on behalf of the United States in adjudicating the rights of servicemembers. In that 

capacity, a judge on a Court of Criminal Appeals holds an “office under the government” that 

must be filled by an “Officer of the United States” under the Appointments Clause. 

 In the context of the Incompatibility Clause -– a “cognate provision” –- the term “office” 

should be given the same meaning. Accordingly, the Incompatibility Clause –- which prohibits a 

Member of Congress from “holding any Office under the United States” -– precludes a Member 

from serving as an appellate judge on a Court of Criminal Appeals –- an “office” that must be 

filled by an “Officer of the United States.” 

 The present problem before this Court is the judge‟s simultaneous service as a Member of 

Congress and an appellate judge. The fundamental principle of separation of powers is the key to 

analyzing the relationship among branches of government as they apply to a citizen. The 

structure of the Constitution provides for separate and shared powers among the branches. 

 This separation of powers was forged in the hard-earned lesson from history that executive, 

legislative, and judicial powers should not reside in one hand. One of the purposes served by the 

separation of powers is that a military accused will not be judged by a Member of Congress. 

Service by a Member of Congress performing independent judicial functions runs afoul of the 

fundamental constitutional principle of separation of powers. . . . 

 In this case, a Member of Congress is serving in a position that requires the exercise of 

judicial power to affirmatively find beyond a reasonable doubt that an accused committed a 

criminal offense, that there is no prejudicial error, and that the sentence is lawful and appropriate. 

A position that requires the exercise of those powers is an office of the United States and cannot 

be filled by a person who simultaneously serves as a Member of Congress. We conclude that 

Appellant has a right in such a proceeding to have his case decided by a judge who is not then a 

Member of Congress. 

CONCLUSION 

 Like the servicemember in Ryder, Appellant in the present case properly challenged the 

constitutionality of the assignment of a person to serve on the panel reviewing his case. The legal 

defect here is in the assignment of a Member of Congress to be a judge on the Air Force Court of 

Criminal Appeals. The assignment of a Member of Congress to serve in such an office violated 

the Incompatibility Clause, a provision essential to the structural integrity of the Constitution. As 

a result, the panel was not properly constituted. Only a properly constituted appellate panel can 
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complete the review required by Article 66, UCMJ. Therefore, as in Ryder, the unconstitutional 

assignment at issue here invalidates the decision of the court below. The proceedings at the lower 

court are invalid and void. . . . 

 

CRAWFORD, Judge (dissenting): 

 I respectfully dissent from the majority‟s conclusion that the proceedings at the lower court 

are invalid and void for the following reasons. First, assuming Appellant has standing, the 

majority‟s holding that the assignment of a Member of Congress who is a Standby Reserve 

officer to a panel of the lower court violates the Incompatibility and Ineligibility Clauses in 

Article I, Section 6 of the United States Constitution is inconsistent with the text, history, 

tradition, and precedent of the clauses. Second, assuming a constitutional error, that error was 

harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. Finally, assuming a constitutional violation, the majority‟s 

holding should be applied prospectively. See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 142 (1976); Northern 

Pipeline Construction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50, 87-88 (1982) (plurality 

opinion), superseded by statute, Bankruptcy Amendments and Federal Judgeship Act of 1984, 

Pub. L. No. 98-353, 98 Stat. 333; Cipriano v. City of Houma, 395 U.S. 701, 706 (1969); Allen v. 

State Board of Elections, 393 U.S. 544, 572 (1969). 

*   *   * 

 

TEXT, HISTORY, TRADITION, AND PRECEDENT 

A. Introduction 

 The Constitution sets up a governmental structure with three branches of government to 

serve as a check on each other because of their distinctive organizations, responsibilities, and 

procedures. This principle of separation of powers, recognized in United States v. Scheffer, 523 

U.S. 303, 311-12 (1998), permits the government to operate efficiently and preserves the 

initiative of those serving in the various branches and the right of ordinary citizens in exercising 

their right to vote. 

 Over time, from one generation to the next, the Constitution has come to earn the high 

respect and even, as Madison dared to hope, the veneration of the American people. . . . The 

document sets forth, and rests upon, innovative principles original to the American experience, 

such as federalism; a proven balance in political mechanisms through separation of powers; 

specific guarantees for the accused in criminal cases; and broad provisions to secure individual 

freedom and preserve human dignity. These doctrines and guarantees are central to the American 

experience and remain essential to our present-day self-definition and national identity. 

 The checks and balances set forth below ensure that Senator Graham‟s position as an 

appellate judge is not incompatible with being a Member of Congress and does not interfere with 

the separation of powers between the executive, legislative, and judicial branches. 
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B. Text 

*   *   * 

 Certainly, the plain meaning of these [Ineligibility and Incompatibility] clauses ensures that 

the branches of government remain structurally independent and that a Member of Congress is 

not in control of an executive branch as in a parliamentary system government. These clauses do 

not prohibit Senator Graham from serving both as a Standby Reserve officer and appellate judge 

on the United States Air Force Court of Criminal Appeals. Nor does the history of the text 

preclude Senator Graham‟s position as an appellate judge. 

 The Constitution appears to be exclusive in defining these responsibilities and powers 

permitting a balance and excluding one decision maker from usurping another‟s power. These 

powers do not fit into neat categories, but the Constitution is designed to secure, so far as 

possible, that the separation of powers boundary lines are not crossed. “While the Constitution 

diffuses power the better to secure liberty, it also contemplates that practice will integrate the 

dispersed powers into a workable government.” Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 

U.S. 579, 635 (1952). 

*   *   * 

D. Tradition 

 The Incompatibility Clause was not designed to prevent Members of Congress from being 

members of the militia, the National Guard, or the Reserves. See Schlesinger v. Reservists 

Comm. to Stop the War, 418 U.S. 208, 210 n.2 (1974). If Professor Corwin is right that there 

may be “cabinet councils,” then the Incompatibility Clause was not written to prevent a Member 

of Congress from examining a defendant‟s case as a Standby Reserve officer, either working for 

points, or on two weeks of active duty. . . . Senator Graham‟s commission was not created after 

he became a Member of Congress. How Senator Graham‟s career in the Air Force began and 

how it progressed demonstrates why the Incompatibility Clause does not apply. After graduation 

from the University of South Carolina School of Law, Senator Graham entered active duty and 

served as a judge advocate between January 1982 until August 1988 when he was transferred to 

the Air Force Reserve. He then served in the Air National Guard from 1989 to 1994 and 

transferred back to the Air Force Reserve in 1995 where he has served to the present time. . . . 

There is no evidence that Senator Graham did not appear at various sessions of Congress or that 

he has taken positions that would be incompatible with his position as an appellate judge. If 

Senator Graham cannot perform his duties as a Senator, the selection process of standing for 

election may serve as a discriminator. 

 In addition to a majority exercising the ballot box, Article I, Section 5 of the Constitution 

provides that “[e]ach House may determine the Rules of its Proceedings [and] punish its 

Members for disorderly Behaviour . . . .” This provides congressional oversight. If Congress 

thought there was a potential violation by Senator Graham, they were free to take action. See 

U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 2. Over the last few months, they have not. If a Member of Congress 

does hold an incompatible office, action has been taken against them when they sought to hold 

full-time positions during the Civil War. See Cong. Globe, 37th Cong., 2d Sess. 343-44 (1862). 

But when the Member resigned his commission before entering the Senate, no further action was 

taken. Id. at 344. Neither the text nor history of the Ineligibility and Incompatibility Clauses 
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precludes Senator Graham from sitting as an appellate judge, but does precedent? 

E. Precedent 

 . . . There is no indication in the UCMJ, including Article 67, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 867 (2000), 

that appointing a Member of Congress to be a trial judge or an appellate judge is forbidden. In 

fact, Congress may well desire the synergism that would result from having a Member of 

Congress serving as a trial or appellate judge in the military justice system. Many reservists have 

served in the federal judiciary and state judiciary examining administrative actions by the 

services and have even reviewed some criminal cases, for example, Judge Haldane Robert 

Mayer, United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, and Judge James Leo Ryan, 

United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, members of the Reserves. No federal court 

has precluded those reviews. The action by the majority would prevent Members of Congress as 

policy makers from obtaining a critical prospective on national security and the operation of the 

military justice system. To hold that these inferior officers and individuals who have been 

commissioned, and are reviewing cases for points and not pay, have somehow advanced to 

principal officers that violate the Incompatibility or Ineligibility Clauses reads far too much into 

Supreme Court practice and the language of the Constitution. 

 To rely on the Incompatibility Clause to disqualify Senator Graham expands precedent and 

overlooks the practice of appointing members of the Senate to serve on diplomatic or semi-

diplomatic missions. . . . It also undermines the practice of Members of Congress being members 

of the Reserves, National Guard, and militia. The office held by Senator Graham existed prior to 

his serving on the appellate court. 

HARMLESS BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT 

 If there was a violation of the Incompatibility Clause, Appellant has not established any 

actual adverse impact on his findings or sentence. Both the Congress in enacting Article 45, 

UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 845 (2000), and the President in promulgating R.C.M. 910, have designed a 

system much more protective than the federal or state system to ensure that a truly knowing and 

voluntary plea was obtained in this case. Thus, any error here would be harmless beyond a 

reasonable doubt. 

PROSPECTIVE RULE 

 If relief is to be granted, it should be granted prospectively and not to all cases on direct 

review. Griffith v. Kentucky, 479 U.S. 314, 321-22 (1987). The efficient operation of the military 

justice system is important for maintaining good order and discipline in the armed forces. In a 

number of cases the Supreme Court has recognized the public interest in avoiding retroactive 

invalidation of actions by public officials. The Supreme Court has avoided retroactive 

application of decisions that challenge the appointment of officers or the exercise of their power. 

Buckley, 424 U.S. at 142 (Appointments Clause violation); Northern Pipeline Construction Co., 

458 U.S. at 87-88 (plurality opinion holding the unconstitutional grant of authority to bankruptcy 

judges did not invalidate prior acts); Cipriano, 395 U.S. at 706 (declining to invalidate municipal 

bonds issued by unconstitutionally elected body). While a trial should be free of constitutional 

violations, when, as in this case, an accused has shown no prejudice, there is no requirement for 
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a readjudication of the findings or sentence. The judges on the Courts of Criminal Appeals are an 

integral part of the military justice system and the failure to demonstrate any meaningful 

likelihood of prejudice requires affirmance of the court below. Article 59(a), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 

859(a) (2000). 

CONCLUSION 

 Assuming standing, the assignment of Senator Graham as an appellate judge is not 

inconsistent with the text, history, tradition, and precedent of the Incompatibility and Ineligibility 

Clauses. Thus, I respectfully dissent. 

 

Page 62 

Insert after Note 5: 

6. Ordinarily, the governing law in courts-martial is federal. When, however, units of the 

National Guard or Air National Guard serve in their state capacity (i.e., when they are in “title 32 

status”), the governing law is a combination of federal and state law. For an interesting decision 

by a state military appellate court applying state law that differs materially from federal military 

law see California v. Habberstad, No. 01-2007 (Cal. Mil. App. Panel 2007) (sentence to 

confinement begins to run when approved, rather than when adjudged). Efforts are currently 

underway to encourage states to adopt a model state code of military justice and state manual for 

courts-martial. 
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Page 89 

Insert before Notes and Questions: 

 

Victor M. Hansen, Changes in Modern Military Codes and the 

Role of the Military Commander: What Should the United States 

Learn from this Revolution? 
16 TULANE J. INT‘L & COMP. L. 419 (2008) 

 

 [Professor Hansen notes that recent changes to the Canadian and British military justice 

systems have largely eliminated commanding officers‘ control over the military justice system.  

Civilian prosecutors and judges have been given much of the discretionary authority over those 

countries‘ military justice systems that commanding officers once exercised.] 

 The doctrine of command responsibility, developed primarily at the conclusion of World 

War II, holds that a commander may be criminally liable for the law-of-war violations 

committed by the forces under his command.
1
  Over the years, the doctrine has obtained the 

status of customary international law and has been codified in various international agreements.
2
  

Under this doctrine, if a commander fails to control his forces in such a way as to prevent, 

suppress, or punish law-of-war violations that he either knew about or was either reckless or 

negligent in failing to notice, he can be punished as if he committed the crimes personally.
3
 

 This doctrine is based on the commander‘s unique position in a military organization.  It 

is a recognition that the commander is the focal point of military discipline and order, and it is 

the commander‘s responsibility to maintain command and control of his subordinate forces.
4
  

                                                           
1 [n.301] See generally Quirin v. Cox, 317 U.S. 1 (1942) (sanctioning use of military tribunal to 

try a Nazi saboteur); Yamashita v. Styer, 327 U.S. 1, 13-15, 23 (1946) (approving military 

commission to try a commander for war atrocities committed by troops under his command). 
2 [n.302] See, e.g., Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and 

Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 1), June 8, 1977, 

1125 U.N.T.S. 3; S.C. Res. 827, P2, U.N. Doc. S/RES/827 (May 25, 1993); S.C. Res. 955, P1, 

art. 4, art. 6, U.N. Doc. S/RES/955 (Nov. 8, 1994); Rome Statute of the International Criminal 

Court, U.N. Doc. A/CONF/183/9 (July 17, 1998). 
3 [n.303] S.C. Res. 955, supra note 302, art. 6. 
4 [n.304] See, e.g., Hague Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, § 1, 

C.1, art. 1, Oct. 18, 1907, 36 Stat. 2295. 
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The doctrine is also based on the traditional role of the military commander as the oracle for 

military justice.  The doctrine is based on the recognition that there is often a very thin line 

separating a disciplined military force from a mob.  It is the commander who stands on that line 

and, by use of all the resources and authority available to him, ensures that his forces do not 

violate the laws of war.  If they do, it is in large part attributable to the commander‘s failings. 

. . .  [O]ne of the unique aspects of military justice is that it serves as a primary tool available 

to the commander to maintain order and discipline within the force.  If outside officials, 

government bureaucrats, courts, and international commissions step in and take for themselves 

the disciplinary authority that was once reserved for commanders, it raises a number of concerns. 

 If commanders lose a significant portion of the disciplinary authority they have 

traditionally held, do they no longer occupy that critical position of responsibility over the forces 

under their command?  If they have lost that authority, to whom does the law now turn to for 

accountability?  Can [Canada‘s] office of the Director of Military Prosecutions or the Chief 

Military Judge be held criminally liable if either fails to prosecute or fails to convene a court-

martial to try soldiers for law-of-war violations?  Must these or similarly situated officials be 

consulted and involved in the training of service members and in the planning of military 

operations, as they now have the responsibility for prosecuting and convening courts for law-of-

war violations?  Or, does the commander, who has lost some of his authority and ability to 

maintain discipline through the military justice system, now find himself in a situation where he 

is given the responsibility to maintain discipline and control without having sufficient authority 

to meet that obligation?  Worse yet, is the commander still likely to be held criminally liable for 

failings that are now beyond his control?  Are the military forces less likely to respect and abide 

by the directions and commands of an officer who they know has little ability to punish them for 

their conduct? 

 To raise these questions is not to suggest particular answers, and time may show that 

some of these concerns are unwarranted.  However, in the move to make the military justice 

systems of Canada and the United Kingdom more like their civilian counterparts, there is little to 

suggest these issues have been carefully or closely examined.  The consequences are as of yet 

unknown. 

 

Page 89 

Add to Notes and Questions: 

 3. ―The public international law doctrine of command responsibility, like many firmly 

accepted rules in law, is more clearly stated than consistently applied. Intended to establish a 

base level of order and responsibility for sustained violence endemic to the inherently ugly 

nature of war, even state militaries of fully mature Western democracies demonstrate difficulty 

appreciating its importance and applying its law.‖ William C. Peters, Adjudication Deferred: 

Command Responsibility for War Crimes and US Military Justice from My Lai to Haditha and 

Beyond, 37 NATIONALITIES PAPERS 925 (2009). According to Lt Col Peters, ―[w]hen it comes to 

officers implicated in command responsibility for violations of the law of war, the record 

suggests that US military justice since the My Lai massacre has proven no more effective in 
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establishing ultimate responsibility for war crimes than the Leipzig trials in the aftermath of 

World War I.‖ Id. at 944. 

 

Page 109 

Add after Questions: 

 

UNITED STATES v. MACK 
United States Army Court of Criminal Appeals 

56 M.J. 786 (2002) 

BROWN, Judge: 

BACKGROUND 

The appellant served as the Installation Staff Chaplain for the U.S. Army Air Defense 

Artillery Center and Fort Bliss, Fort Bliss, Texas. Between 22 September 1998 and 30 April 

1999, he stole a total of $ 73,557.75 from the Fort Bliss Consolidated Chaplains‘ Fund (CCF). 

In his capacity as the Installation Staff Chaplain, the appellant had oversight responsibility 

for the CCF and for expenditures made therefrom. He used his knowledge of the CCF procedures 

and his position of responsibility to develop a detailed scheme to commit fourteen separate 

larcenies. In each instance, the appellant requested that the CCF Clerk, a subordinate, write a 

check drawn on the CCF to ―Covenant House‖ for the purchase of hundreds of religious books or 

pamphlets. Rather than standard purchase orders, the appellant submitted hand-written requests 

for the checks. Because of the appellant‘s rank and position, the CCF Clerk questioned neither 

the deviation from normal procedures nor the legitimacy of the appellant‘s request. In each 

instance, the CCF Clerk made a check payable to ―Covenant House‖ and gave the check directly 

to the appellant. The checks ranged in amount from $2,122.00 to $9,662.00. In reality, 

―Covenant House‖ was a fictitious business entity.  

As part of his scheme, the appellant opened an account at a bank in the name of ―Covenant 

House.‖ The appellant was the only signatory on the account. As he received checks from the 

CCF Clerk, the appellant took the checks and deposited them into this bank account. Once the 

checks were deposited into the ―Covenant House‖ account and cleared, the appellant would 

access the funds. The appellant withdrew money from the account to support his gambling 

addiction. He gambled in various casinos in several states and lost most, if not all, of the money 

he stole. On eleven duty days, he gambled at a casino in El Paso during duty hours. 

The appellant‘s subordinates trusted and respected appellant and did not know that appellant 

was stealing money. Incident to each larceny, the appellant submitted a falsified invoice, 

indicating that the religious books had been purchased, paid for, and received in good condition. 

Over time, even his loyal, trustful subordinates became suspicious of the appellant‘s activities. 

When confronted, the appellant lied to his subordinates regarding how the money was used. As 

suspicion mounted, he likewise lied to other chaplains and to the Garrison Commander about 

using the money for religious books. When asked where the ordered books were stored, appellant 

lied and said that he had already distributed the books. He gave the Garrison Commander a 
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phone number and a point of contact for ―Covenant House.‖ The person who answered the phone 

at the contact number said that she had sold the appellant some religious books. However, further 

investigation revealed that the person who answered the phone was appellant‘s sister, and she 

had not sold the appellant any religious books. Thus, appellant involved his sister in his scheme. 

During his sentencing case, the appellant presented evidence that he is a pathological 

gambler. He has also been diagnosed as suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder due to his 

combat experiences and to his sexual abuse as a child. His gambling addiction is connected to his 

post-traumatic stress disorder. His sentencing case also detailed a twenty-three year military 

career of otherwise dedicated, selfless, and often-valorous service. 

Among his assignments of error, the appellant alleges that . . .the convening authority, as an 

accuser, was disqualified from convening the court and taking action in the appellant‘s case. 

 

DISCUSSION 

*   *   * 

C. Disqualification of the Convening Authority as an Accuser 

The appellant asserts that the convening authority, Major General (MG) Cavin, was an 

accuser and should have been disqualified from both referring the charges and taking action on 

his case. Having failed to raise this issue at trial or in his clemency submission, the appellant 

raises the issue for the first time on appeal. Essentially, the appellant asserts that MG Cavin was 

an accuser because: (1) MG Cavin and he had a close personal and professional relationship; and 

(2) MG Cavin was his senior rater, and his misconduct was related to MG Cavin‘s duties, which 

included supervisory responsibility for the installation chaplains‘ fund.
5
 To remedy this alleged 

error, the appellant requests that this court set aside the findings and sentence, or, in the 

alternative, order a new review and action by a different convening authority. 

In support of his position, the appellant filed two affidavits. First, his own affidavit states 

that: (1) the appellant was a senior member of MG Cavin‘s staff, met with MG Cavin on a 

regular basis, and served as the principal advisor to MG Cavin regarding ―policies that affected 

religious life and morale within the command;‖ (2) MG Cavin and his family attended many 

worship services conducted by the appellant; (3) the appellant, MG Cavin, and their respective 

families participated in social activities together in each others‘ homes; and (4) the appellant 

provided premarital counseling to MG Cavin‘s daughter, coordinated wedding preparations with 

MG Cavin and his wife, and officiated at the wedding of MG Cavin‘s daughter in July 1998. 

Second, an affidavit from Chaplain (Captain) Milburn essentially indicates that MG Cavin 

frequently attended Sunday worship services and interacted with the appellant. 

Our analysis of this assignment of error requires several steps. First, we review the definition 

of an ―accuser‖ and review what an accuser should and should not do in the court-martial 

process. Second, we must determine, on the facts in the record before us, whether MG Cavin was 

                                                           
5
 [n.11] See Army Reg. 165-1, Religious Activities: Chaplain Activities in the United States Army, para. 14-4(a)(27 

Feb. 1998), which states in part that the commander is responsible for establishing and disestablishing the 
Chaplains’ Fund and for ensuring that the Chaplains’ Fund is “audited at least every 2 years, upon a change of Fund 
Manager, or prior to the consolidation, transfer, or disestablishment of a Chaplains’ Fund.” 
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an accuser at any point in the appellant‘s court-martial process. Finally, we address whether, 

assuming that MG Cavin was an accuser, the appellant has waived his right to object to the 

convening authority‘s referral and action in his case. 

Under the UCMJ, an ―accuser‖ is defined as ―a person who signs and swears to charges, any 

person who directs that charges nominally be signed and sworn to by another, and any other 

person who has an interest other than an official interest in the prosecution of the accused.‖ 

UCMJ art. 1(9). ―An accuser may not refer charges to a general or special court-martial.‖ R.C.M. 

601(c). If an officer who is empowered to convene a general court-martial ―is an accuser, the 

court shall be convened by superior competent authority, and may in any case be convened by 

such authority if considered desirable by him.‖ UCMJ art. 22(b). 

―The convening authority shall take action on the sentence and, in the discretion of the 

convening authority, the findings, unless it is impracticable.‖ R.C.M. 1107(a). It would be 

―impracticable‖ for the convening authority to take action ―when the convening authority is 

disqualified because the convening authority has other than an official interest in the case or 

because a member of the court-martial which tried the accused later became the convening 

authority.‖ R.C.M. 1107(a) discussion. 

The test for determining whether a person is an accuser is ―whether, under the particular facts 

and circumstances with which we are dealing, a reasonable person would impute to him a 

personal feeling or interest in the outcome of the litigation.‖ United States v. Gordon, 2 C.M.R. 

161, 166 (C.M.A. 1952). See also United States v. Nix, 40 M.J. 6, 8 (C.M.A. 1994); United 

States v. Jeter, 35 M.J. 442, 445 (C.M.A. 1992); McKinney v. Jarvis, 46 M.J. 870, 875-76 (Army 

Ct. Crim. App. 1997). ―Personal interests relate to matters affecting the convening authority‘s 

ego, family, and personal property. A convening authority‘s dramatic expression of anger 

towards an accused might also disqualify the commander if it demonstrates personal animosity.‖ 

United States v. Voorhees, 50 M.J. 494, 499 (1999). ―Undoubtedly, the prohibition against the 

convening of a general or special court-martial by an ‗accuser‘ was designed to protect an 

accused from a vindictive commander seeking to obtain a conviction because of some personal 

interest in the case and using his power as a convening authority to obtain this result.‖ Jeter, 35 

M.J. at 446. The appellant‘s failure to raise the ―accuser‖ issue at trial waives appellate review of 

the issue, absent plain error. See id. at 447. See generally R.C.M. 905(e). 

To prevail on a claim that a convening authority should be disqualified as an accuser, the 

appellant must generally establish that the convening authority developed a personal interest 

adverse to the appellant, a hostile animus toward the appellant, or a bias against the appellant. . . . 

The appellant argues that MG Cavin was an accuser because MG Cavin and he had a close 

personal and professional relationship and because the appellant‘s misconduct directly reflected 

on MG Cavin‘s duty to oversee the CCF. We find the appellant‘s argument to be speculative and 

unsupported by the record. 

Admittedly, the appellant has established that MG Cavin and he had a personal and 

professional relationship. Nevertheless, nothing in the record convinces us that this relationship 

was unusual or different from the relationship that most staff principals would hope to enjoy with 

their commanding general. The record contains no evidence to cause us to conclude that their 
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relationship--however close it may have been--equates to a personal interest in the outcome of 

the appellant‘s case. 

Similarly, the record contains no evidence of the extent of MG Cavin‘s involvement, if any, 

with the CCF. We find no evidence that the appellant‘s crimes embarrassed or personally 

affected MG Cavin to the extent that he developed a hostile animus toward, or a bias against, the 

appellant.  

In assessing how MG Cavin disposed of the appellant‘s case, we must start with the fact that 

the appellant stole over $73,000.00 from the CCF and lied about it. Major General Cavin‘s 

decision to relieve the appellant of his duties seems a reasonable, measured response to such a 

breach of trust. Likewise, MG Cavin‘s declination to support the appellant‘s offer to retire in lieu 

of court-martial 
13

 was not indicative of a hostile animus or a bias against the appellant. The 

appellant‘s crimes were serious and warranted a referral to a general court-martial. The 

appellant‘s pretrial agreement permitted the approval of a dismissal, yet it limited the appellant‘s 

approved confinement to twenty months and provided that the convening authority would ―defer 

any adjudged confinement for up to 40 days for the purpose of sending COL Mack to the Lewis 

Stokes Cleveland Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Brecksville Division for treatment. The 

pretrial agreement does not evidence a hostile animus or a personal interest adverse to the 

appellant on the part of MG Cavin, but rather a favorable disposition toward the appellant. See 

generally Voorhees, 50 M.J. at 500 (―the convening authority had otherwise demonstrated a 

favorable disposition toward appellant including a favorable pretrial agreement which 

significantly limited the punishment that appellant would face for his various drug offenses‖). As 

an act of clemency, MG Cavin also disapproved the adjudged forfeitures and waived automatic 

forfeitures for six months. 

After reviewing all of the evidence, we conclude that MG Cavin‘s actions, both pretrial and 

post-trial, were nothing but professional. If anything, he demonstrated a favorable disposition 

toward the appellant, not an impermissible bias against him. Simply because the appellant did 

not get the clemency he wanted--suspension of the entire sentence--does not mean that the 

convening authority was biased or had a personal interest in the case. We find that no reasonable 

person could believe that MG Cavin had a hostile animus, an adverse personal interest, or an 

impermissible personal bias with respect to the appellant. We hold that MG Cavin was not an 

―accuser‖ and therefore, was not disqualified from referring the charges to a general court-

martial or from taking initial action in the appellant‘s case.  

Assuming, arguendo, that MG Cavin was an accuser, failure to raise the ―accuser‖ issue at 

trial constitutes waiver, absent plain error. As we find no error, let alone an error that is clear or 

obvious, and the appellant has not shown material prejudice, we find no plain error under Powell.  

Accordingly, the findings of guilty and the sentence are affirmed. 

 

NOTE AND QUESTION 

1. Students of cinema (and fans of Jack Nicholson) may recall the 1973 film ―The Last 

Detail.‖ In it, Nicholson plays a petty officer assigned to escort a hapless sailor to the Naval 
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Prison at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, following his conviction (and eight-year sentence) for 

stealing $40 from the commanding officer‘s wife‘s favorite charity. 

2. Can a commanding officer be sufficiently neutral and detached to decide search and 

seizure and pretrial detention issues? Does that standard apply in the military setting? These 

issues are addressed in the next two cases. 

 

BOYLE v. UNITED KINGDOM 
European Court of Human Rights, 2008 

[A British Army soldier stationed in Germany contended that his detention on remand 

pending trial by court-martial violated Article 5, § 3 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights.] 

 

THE FACTS 

1.  On 1 November 1999 a woman alleged that she had been raped and on 2 November the 

applicant was arrested, along with two other soldiers, by the service police. The service police 

interviewed the applicant on 4 November 1999 and it appears that he was assisted by a lieutenant 

from Army Legal Services. On that date he also signed a certificate acknowledging that he had 

been informed of his right to have the assistance of an ―accused advisor‖ during any summary 

hearing before his commanding officer (―CO‖). 

2. On 5 November 1999 he was charged by his CO, pursuant to section 70 of the Army Act 

1955 (―the 1955 Act‖), with indecent assault contrary to section 14(1) of the Sexual Offences 

Act 1956. It appears that his two co-accused were charged with rape. The charge was read; the 

CO said that the matter was to be referred to a higher authority given the seriousness of the 

charge; the applicant was asked if he had anything to say and he replied that he had not. He was 

given a four-page document immediately before that hearing, which document was taken back 

from him immediately thereafter. 

3. A certificate dated 6 November 1999 and signed by the applicant has been submitted: it 

confirms that the applicant received the pamphlet ―The Rights of a Soldier Charged with an 

Offence under the Army Act 1955‖ and that he had had the opportunity to be advised by an 

officer of his choice. On the same date, the CO referred the case to the Higher Authority and 

remanded the applicant in close arrest. A short note by the CO (―referred to Higher Authority‖) 

constitutes the sole record before the Court of that hearing. 

4. On 16 November 1999 the applicant was transferred to the Military Correctional Training 

Centre (―the MCTC‖) in the United Kingdom. 

5. Twelve ―8-day delay‖ reports were completed during the applicant‘s pre-trial detention. 

The first, dated 12 November 1999, was signed by his CO in the 12th Regiment of the Royal 

Artillery and the reasons for detention were recorded as being ―undesirable that he should remain 

at [large]‖. All subsequent reports (dated 19 November, 25 November, 3 December, 

13 December, 20 December and 29 December 1999 and dated 4 January, 12 January, 20 January, 

28 January and 7 February 2000) were signed by the CO of the MCTC and recorded two reasons 
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for his continued detention: it was considered that he was likely to suborn witnesses and that, 

given the ―nature and prevalence of the alleged offence under investigation‖ it was ―undesirable 

in the interests of discipline that he should be at large or consort with his comrades.‖ The final 

report dated 7 February 2000 recorded for the first time an additional charge against the 

applicant pursuant to section 70 of the 1955 Act: rape contrary to section 1(1) of the Sexual 

Offences Act 1956. 

6. Six ―16-day arrest‖ forms were also completed (pursuant to Rule 22 of the Investigation and 

Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 1997) on 19 November, 3 December and 20 December 

1999 and on 4 January, 20 January and 7 February 2000. The CO of the MCTC signed these 

forms and recorded that the applicant had been brought before him to consider any 

representations the applicant may have had concerning his arrest status and that he had been 

informed of his right to apply to the military authorities for his release. No representations from 

the applicant were recorded as having been made. No reasons were noted as to why the applicant 

had been detained except in the last form (dated 7 February 2000) which recorded the same 

reasons as in the above-noted 8-day reports namely: 

He is likely to suborn witnesses. Having regard to the nature or prevalence of the 

offence under investigation it is undesirable in the interests of discipline that he 

should be at large or consort with his comrades. 

7. A Special Report form dated 4 January 2000 (relating to detention beyond the seventy-

second day which would fall on 13 January 2000) also recorded that the applicant was likely to 

suborn witnesses and that it was undesirable in the interests of discipline that he be allowed to 

consort with his comrades due to the seriousness of the alleged offence. A Special Report, dated 

10 January 2000 and completed by a lieutenant colonel (chief of staff) of Headquarters Land 

Command, recorded that approval had been given for the continued detention of the applicant on 

the grounds that he was a habitual absentee and was likely to absent himself again if released. 

Headquarters was to be informed if he had not been brought to trial by 14 February 2000. 

8. On 12 January 2000 a solicitor was instructed by the applicant‘s parents. On 13 January 

2000 that solicitor took instructions from the applicant. The latter alleged that the accused 

advisor had taken no part in the review procedures. 

9. On 14 January 2000 his solicitor requested the military authorities to provide copies of the 

relevant documentation concerning the applicant‘s detention. By letter dated 11 February 2000 

the acting brigade commander of the 16th Air Assault Brigade sent the above-described reports 

to the applicant‘s solicitor. 

10. On 1 February 2000 his solicitor sought a review of the applicant‘s detention by the 

general officer commanding 4th Division. He was initially orally informed that the review would 

take place on 15 February 2000 but was then informed on 16 February 2000 that the review had 

not taken place. 

11. On 18 February 2000 the applicant‘s representative applied for a writ of habeas corpus to 

the High Court. A return date was fixed for 3 March 2000. The application was served on the CO 

of the MCTC on 19 February 2000. 
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12. On 22 February 2000 the CO of the MCTC released the applicant from close arrest and he 

was posted to the 47th Regiment Royal Artillery. 

13. On 2 March 2000, the same CO swore an affidavit setting out the reasons for the 

applicant‘s release. He stated: 

I decided, on balance, following a thorough review of the Applicant‘s case, that 

the interests of justice could be met by releasing the Applicant into open arrest 

even though the allegation against him was that he had committed rape and 

indecent assault . . . and despite the fact that there was evidence that he, with 

others, concocted a story and interfered with a witness. I decided that the 

Applicant should be posted with immediate effect to a different unit in a different 

country namely the UK, and issued with specific orders preventing him from 

being able to influence the witnesses. 

14. The applicant and his two co-defendants were tried by Army General Court Martial on a 

joint charge of rape between 14 May and 25 May 2001. All three defendants were acquitted. 

 

II. RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW AND PRACTICE 

15. At the relevant time the provisions governing the detention and trial of members of the 

army were contained in the Army Act 1955 as amended by the Armed Forces Act 1996 (―the 

1955 Act as amended‖), the Investigation and Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 1997 (―the 

1997 Regulations‖) and the Queen‘s Regulations for the Army 1975 (―the Queen‘s 

Regulations‖). 

16. Since the applicant‘s detention, the law has been amended by the Armed Forces 

Discipline Act 2000 (amending, inter alia, section 75 of the Army Act 1955) and the Army 

Custody Rules 2000 (Statutory Instrument 2000 No. 2368) which replaced the 1997 Regulations. 

The provisions detailed below are those applicable at the time of the applicant‘s arrest and 

detention. 

1. The investigation and laying of charges 

17. Section 70 of the 1955 Act provided that any person subject to military law who 

committed a civil offence, whether in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, was guilty of an offence 

against that section. Section 76 (1) and (2) of the 1955 Act as amended provided that any 

allegation that a person subject to military law had committed an offence under, inter alia, 

section 70 was to be reported, in the form of a charge, to his CO, who would investigate the 

charge. The CO then had power, under section 76(3) of the 1955 Act as amended, to amend the 

charge or substitute another charge. After investigating the charge, he had the power, under 

section 76(5) of the 1955 Act as amended, either to refer the charge to a higher authority, or to 

deal with it summarily, or to dismiss it. If he referred the charge to a higher authority, that higher 

authority could either refer the case on to the prosecuting authority or refer the case back to the 

CO, with an order that he deal with the case summarily, that he stay it or that he dismiss it (see 

section 76A(1) and (2) of the 1955 Act as amended). If the case was referred to the prosecuting 

authority, that authority could, inter alia, decide that the case should be tried by court-martial or 

discontinue the proceedings (see 83B of the 1955 Act as amended). However, Regulation 26(2) 
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of the 1997 Regulations made clear that, even if the prosecuting authority decided not to bring 

court-martial proceedings or to discontinue such proceedings, the CO retained the power to ―take 

action to deal with the charge‖. 

2. Arrest, detention and reviews 

18. At the material time, section 75(2) of the 1955 Act as amended provided that whenever a 

person subject to military law remained under arrest for longer than eight days without a hearing, 

a special report on the necessity for further delay had to be made by his CO to the prescribed 

authority and a similar report had to be made every eight days (unless not reasonably practicable) 

until the applicant was tried or released. 

19. Regulations 19-24 of the 1997 Regulations were entitled ―Arrest and Avoidance of 

Delay‖ and provided as follows: 

Avoidance of delay by commanding officers in investigating charges 

19(1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3) below, when a person subject to 

military law is detained by military, naval or air force authority in arrest, his 

commanding officer shall within 60 hours of his being detained, have such person 

brought before him, and read and, if necessary, explain to him the charge on 

which he is being held. . . 

Detention of an accused in arrest 

20(1) When a commanding officer investigates a charge against an accused in 

accordance with section 76(1) of the [Army Act 1955], and he intends to detain 

the accused in arrest, he shall have the accused brought before him and inform 

him:– 

(a) whether he is to be detained in open or close arrest; 

(b) the reason why he is so to be detained. . . 

Continued retention of the accused in arrest 

22. When the accused has been detained in arrest for a period of sixteen days 

the commanding officer shall, subject to the exigencies of the service, but, in any 

event, within twenty days of the accused being so detained, take the following 

action:- 

(a) have the accused brought before him; 

(b) having heard anything the accused or an officer on his behalf may have to 

say and considered any written representation that have been made by a person on 

his behalf, determine whether the accused should be further detained in arrest, and 

if so, whether in open or close arrest; 

(c) inform the accused of his decision and the reasons for it. . . 
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Review of the retention of the accused in arrest by the commanding 

officer 

23(1) Subject to paragraph (2) below, the commanding officer shall repeat the 

action required in regulation 22 at further successive intervals of sixteen days 

from the date on which the accused was first detained in arrest, until his trial 

begins, or he is dealt with summarily, or he is released from all forms of arrest. 

(2) If, because of the exigencies of the service, the commanding officer is 

unable to take the action required by paragraph (1) above on the appropriate day, 

he may defer taking such action for a maximum period of four further days. In the 

event of such deferral the date on which action shall next be required by him in 

accordance with paragraph (1) above will be sixteen days from the date on which 

such action would have been taken but for the operation of this paragraph. . .‖ 

20. Part 2 of Chapter 6 of the Queen‘s Regulations further regulated the arrest of persons 

subject to military law. The relevant sections provided as follows: 

Arrest – Determination of Need and Category 

6.005 The mere allegation that a person subject to military law has committed 

an offence does not of itself necessarily call for or warrant placing that person 

under arrest of any description . . . The circumstances which would warrant 

placing an offender under close arrest include those where: 

. . . 

d. He is likely to suborn witnesses. 

. . . 

f. Having regard to the nature or prevalence of the alleged offence which is 

under investigation, it is undesirable in the interests of discipline that he should be 

at large or allowed to consort with his comrades. 

Change in form of arrest 

6.007 Subject to paras 6.005, 6006, 6.115 and 6.118, and to the general 

principle that an accused is not to be unnecessarily held under arrest, commanding 

officers are responsible that in each case the need to keep an accused under arrest, 

and what the form of arrest should be, is kept under constant review. As necessary 

the form of arrest may be changed, or the accused released without prejudice to 

rearrest, or rearrested. 

THE LAW 

I. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 5 § 3 OF THE CONVENTION 

A. The parties’ submissions 

21. The applicant alleged a violation of Article 5 § 3 of the Convention which provides as 

follows: 
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Everyone arrested or detained in accordance with the provisions of 

paragraph 1 (c) of this Article shall be brought promptly before a judge or other 

officer authorised by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial 

within a reasonable time or to release pending trial. Release may be conditioned 

by guarantees to appear for trial. 

1. The applicant 

22. The applicant‘s main complaint was that his CO could not constitute a suitable judge or 

other officer because he was part of the prosecution machinery, because his power to decide on 

close arrest conflicted with his responsibility for discipline within his command and because he 

lacked the necessary qualifications or experience. The applicant relied in particular on the 

Court‘s judgment in Hood v. the United Kingdom [GC], no. 27267/95, ECHR 1999-I. 

23. Secondly, he complained that he was not provided with any form of representation (legal 

or otherwise). Thirdly, he submitted that the decision to keep him in close arrest was made 

before the hearing on 6 November 1999, probably by the military police, and before the 

applicant could present any reasons to the contrary. Fourthly, he submitted that he was not told 

of the reasons for his detention in close arrest until 14 January 2000, when his solicitor 

intervened and, as a result, he had no opportunity to correct errors (such as the assertion that he 

was a habitual absconder). Fifthly, he claimed that there was no basis in fact or law for his 

detention (in particular, the claim that he was a habitual absconder was unfounded). No 

document had been produced providing the factual basis for these reasons. Moreover, it was 

unlikely that the commanding officer at 12th Regiment of the Royal Artillery or at the MCTC 

knew why the applicant was being held in close arrest. Lastly, he alleged that no officer 

concerned carried out his obligations under the Army‘s rules until the applicant‘s final release 

into open arrest (although the applicant was unaware of this because there was no provision that 

he be provided with the paperwork). 

2. The Government 

 24. The Government observed that applicant‘s detention was reviewed by his CO on 12 

November 1999. At each subsequent review the reasons for his detention were recorded in the 

relevant delay reports at the applicable time. The applicant appeared before the CO under the 

sixteen-day arrest procedure on 19 November, 3 December and 20 December 1999, and 7 

February 2000. A further review took place on 4 January 2000 and the applicant was also 

interviewed on 25 January 2000 following a request from the applicant‘s solicitor. On each 

occasion the applicant was orally informed of the reasons for holding him under close arrest, 

although the CO did not record these reasons in the sixteen-day arrest pro-forma. The applicant‘s 

solicitors were provided with copies of all the relevant documents at their request on 11 February 

2000. 

B. The Court’s assessment 

25. Before examining the merits of the applicant‘s individual complaints, the Court recalls its 

findings in Hood where it considered that a commanding officer was liable to play a central role 

in the prosecution of a case against an accused so that an accused‘s misgivings about his 

commanding officer‘s impartiality, when the latter decided on the necessity of the pre-trial 

detention of the former, were considered to be objectively justified (see Hood, cited above, § 57; 
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Thompson v. the United Kingdom, no. 36256/97, § 33, 15 June 2004; and Stephen Jordan v. the 

United Kingdom, no. 30280/96, § 27, 14 March 2000). In Hood the Court also found that the 

commanding officer‘s concurrent responsibility for discipline and order in his command would 

provide an additional reason for an accused reasonably to doubt that officer‘s impartiality when 

deciding on the necessity of the pre-trial detention of an accused in his command (see Hood, 

cited above, § 58). 

26. The requirement that the judge or other judicial officer be independent and impartial is a 

necessary but not sufficient condition for compliance with the requirements of Article 5 § 3 of 

the Convention. As the Court stated in Schiesser v. Switzerland, judgment of 4 December 1979, 

Series A no. 34, § 31, in addition, there is both a procedural and a substantive requirement. The 

procedural requirement places the ―officer‖ under the obligation of hearing himself the 

individual brought before him; the substantive requirement imposes on him the obligations of 

reviewing the circumstances militating for or against detention, of deciding, by reference to legal 

criteria, whether there are reasons to justify detention and of ordering release if there are no such 

reasons.  

1. Whether the applicant’s CO was a “judge or other officer” 

27. In examining the applicant‘s complaint about the lack of independence and qualifications 

of ―the commanding officer‖, the Court notes at the outset that the applicant in particular 

complained of ―the commanding officer‖ being responsible for discipline within the applicant‘s 

unit. Thus, his complaint is directed against his own CO in the 12th Regiment of the Royal 

Artillery, not against either the CO of the MCTC, who carried out reviews of the lawfulness of 

his detention from 16 November 1999 onward; or the lieutenant colonel who completed a 

Special Report on 10 January 2000 (see paragraph 14 above). The Court will therefore confine 

its examination of the applicant‘s complaint to the independence and impartiality of this first CO 

only, covering the period from 6 November to 16 November 1999. 

28. The Court considers that there was a violation of Article 5 § 3 in this respect for 

essentially the same reasons as in Hood, cited above. Even after the introduction of the 1997 

Regulations, the CO retained a conflicting prosecution role, a role the Court identified in Hood 

as giving rise to objectively justified misgivings as to his impartiality (see Hood, cited above, § 

57). Although the CO did not draw up the charges himself, he had the power to amend or 

substitute any charge presented to him (see sections 76(1) and (2) of the 1955 Act as amended, 

paragraph 24 above, and Schiesser, cited above, § 34). He then had the power to decide whether 

to dismiss the charge, try it summarily or refer it to a higher authority. Even when the CO 

referred the charge to a higher authority (as occurred in the present case), the possibility still 

remained that the CO might play a prosecuting role: he retained the power to take subsequent 

action to deal with the charge if the prosecuting authority decided not to institute proceedings or 

to discontinue such proceedings (see Regulation 26 of the 1997 Regulations and Hood, cited 

above, § 57). Secondly, the conflict remained between the CO‘s pre-trial detention decision-

making and his responsibility for unit discipline (see Hood, cited above, § 58). 

29. As a result, the Court considers that the CO was not sufficiently impartial to be considered 

―an officer authorised by law to exercise a judicial power‖. It therefore finds that there has been a 

violation of Article 5 § 3 of the Convention. In light of this conclusion, it does not consider it 
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necessary to examine the applicant‘s additional complaints concerning proceedings before this 

officer, including his alleged lack of qualifications, the alleged lack of legal representation in the 

proceedings before him and the CO‘s alleged failure to decide on the applicant‘s detention on 6 

November 1999 (see, for example, Hood, cited above, at § 59). . . . 

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT UNANIMOUSLY 

1. Holds that there has been a violation of Article 5 § 3 of the Convention in respect of the 

lack of independence and impartiality of the applicant‘s commanding officer in the 12th 

Regiment of the Royal Artillery . . . 

 

UNITED STATES v. HUNTZINGER 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

69 M.J. 1 (2010) 

Chief Judge EFFRON delivered the opinion of the Court. 

[In this child pornography case, one of the questions presented asked: 

WHETHER THE MILITARY JUDGE ERRED IN DENYING A MOTION TO 

SUPPRESS APPELLANT‘S EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE AND PASSWORD 

PROTECTED LAPTOP WHEN THE COMMANDER WHO ORDERED THE 

SEIZURE OF THE EQUIPMENT IMMEDIATELY SEARCHED THE 

EQUIPMENT UPON SEIZURE, DEMONSTRATING THAT HE WAS 

PERFORMING LAW ENFORCEMENT FUNCTIONS AND WAS NOT 

NEUTRAL AND DETACHED WHEN SEIZING THE ITEMS.] 

 

I. BACKGROUND 

 The present appeal concerns an investigation initiated by the commanding officer of 

Appellant‘s unit, Captain (CPT) Aaron J. Miller, during a deployment to Forward Operating 

Base (FOB) Loyalty, Baghdad, Iraq. CPT Miller ordered the investigation after obtaining 

information indicating the circulation of child pornography within his command. The ensuing 

investigation led to the discovery of hundreds of sexually explicit digital photos and video clips 

on Appellant‘s computer and external hard drive, including child pornography. 

 At the outset of the trial, Appellant moved to suppress the evidence from the search. The 

following summarizes the evidence presented at the hearing, as well as the findings of fact and 

conclusions of law entered by the military judge in denying the motion to suppress. 

 The commanding officer, CPT Miller, testified that he first learned of the child pornography 

issue as he was leaving the FOB on a mission. The unit‘s information officer, Sergeant First 

Class (SFC) Richard A. Powell, told CPT Miller that he had exchanged music files with Private 

First Class (PFC) Dennis Parr earlier in the day, and later discovered that one of the files 

contained a video clip depicting what he suspected was child pornography. CPT Miller testified 

that SFC Powell appeared to be ―shaken up‖ when he disclosed this information. 

 Based on this conversation, CPT Miller ordered the unit‘s first sergeant, Sergeant (1SG) 
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Joseph Goodwater, to look into the situation. He instructed 1SG Goodwater to ―make sure you 

get a statement from PFC Parr, make sure you get a statement from Powell and have those ready 

for me . . . should we return to FOB Loyalty that evening.‖ CPT Miller told 1SG Goodwater that 

they would ―figure out what [they] need[ed] to do next‖ at that time. 

 1SG Goodwater testified that he first obtained a statement from PFC Parr. PFC Parr said that 

he had previously shared music files with three other soldiers, in addition to Appellant. 

According to PFC Parr, the video clip unexpectedly popped up on his computer earlier in the 

day. He immediately deleted the file, but did not report the incident to anyone. PFC Parr told 

1SG Goodwater that he had shared files with SFC Powell and three other individuals, including 

Appellant. In response to the question as to who might have ―downloaded pornography to your 

computer or hard drive,‖ PFC Parr responded: ―Maybe Huntzinger.‖ PFC Parr also provided his 

computer to 1SG Goodwater. 

 CPT Miller testified he returned to FOB Loyalty in the evening, and 1SG Goodwater briefed 

him on the status of the investigation, including the information obtained from PFC Parr. CPT 

Miller reviewed PFC Parr‘s written statement. He also viewed two videos discovered on PFC 

Parr‘s computer. CPT Miller testified that one of the videos was the same as the video viewed by 

SFC Powell, and he described the second, entitled ―13- year-old Russian girl,‖ as ―pornography.‖ 

He noted that PFC Parr had ―specifically named Huntzinger as someone he could have received 

pornography from.‖ He also testified that ―at this point it appeared that I had a contraband issue 

in the battery and that these other three individuals may have the same material on their 

computers and external memory devices.‖ CPT Miller directed 1SG Goodwater to search the 

barracks rooms of the three soldiers and to seize their laptop computers and external memory 

devices. 

 1SG Goodwater testified that Appellant‘s room was located in a brick building on FOB 

Loyalty, which he shared with two other soldiers. He added that the barracks rooms were subject 

to regular inspections and that items permitted on the FOB were highly regulated. When he went 

to Appellant‘s room, the door was open. He entered the room and seized Appellant‘s laptop 

computer and external hard drive. 

 CPT Miller viewed files on Appellant‘s external hard drive, including one entitled ―nasty‖ 

and a large number of files depicting what he considered to be child pornography. At that time, 

he could not view files on Appellant‘s laptop computer because it was password protected. 

 Later that evening, CPT Miller advised Appellant of his self-incrimination rights under 

Article 31, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 831 (2000). Appellant said that he wanted to speak to an attorney. 

CPT Miller asked Appellant for the password to his computer, which he provided. CPT Miller 

used the password to search the files on Appellant‘s laptop computer, leading to the discovery of 

additional pornographic material.
6
 

 The following day, two agents of the United States Army Criminal Investigation Command 

                                                           
6
 [n.1] In the present appeal, Appellant focuses on CPT Miller’s request for his password as a factor bearing on CPT 

Miller’s impartiality in the context of a search authorization under the Fourth Amendment and Military Rule of 
Evidence (M.R.E.) 315. Appellant does not contend that CPT Miller’s request for his password violated either  his 
privilege against self-incrimination or his right to counsel. 
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(CID) conducted an investigation into the incident. Appellant signed a consent form, agreeing to 

the search of his laptop computer, external hard drive, and an SD memory card. Later analysis of 

these sources identified evidence admitted against Appellant at trial. 

 The military judge denied the motion to suppress . . . 

II. DISCUSSION 

*   *   * 

B. DISQUALIFICATION OF THE COMMANDER UNDER M.R.E. 315 

 A military commander may authorize a search based upon probable cause with respect to 

persons or property under the control of the commander in accordance with M.R.E. 315(d)(1).
7
 

Appellant contends that the commander was disqualified from granting the search authorization 

in the present case based upon his involvement in the investigation. 

 M.R.E. 315(d) provides that a person authorizing a search under the rule must be ―an 

impartial individual.‖ The evaluation of impartiality includes consideration of whether a 

commander‘s actions call into question the commander‘s ability to review impartially the facts 

and circumstances of the case. See United States v. Freeman, 42 M.J. 239, 243 (C.A.A.F. 1995); 

United States v. Middleton, 10 M.J. 123, 129 (C.M.A. 1981); United States v. Powell, 8 M.J. 

260, 261 (C.M.A. 1980); United States v. Sam, 22 C.M.A. 124, 127, 46 C.M.R. 124, 127 (1973); 

United States v. Drew, 15 C.M.A. 449, 453, 35 C.M.R. 421, 425 (1965). To the extent that our 

case law has indicated that a commander acting as a ―law enforcement official‖ with a ―police 

attitude‖ may be disqualified from authorizing a search, see, e.g., Freeman, 42 M.J. at 243, the 

disqualification applies when the evidence demonstrates that the commander exhibited bias or 

appeared to be predisposed to one outcome or another. The participation of a commander in 

investigative activities in furtherance of command responsibilities, without more, does not 

require a per se disqualification of a commander from authorizing a search under M.R.E. 315. 

See, e.g., id. In that regard, a commander‘s direction to take reasonable investigative steps to 

ascertain the facts prior to making an impartial probable cause decision does not disqualify the 

commander from issuing a search authorization under M.R.E. 315. Compare United States v. 

Ezell, 6 M.J. 307, 320-22 (C.M.A. 1979) (commander disqualified because of bias related to 

prior disciplinary issues involving accused), with United States v. Hall, 50 M.J. 247, 251 

(C.A.A.F. 1999) (commander not disqualified because he showed no ―foul motivation‖ or 

―vindictiveness‖). 

 Appellant asserts that CPT Miller‘s actions demonstrate that he was performing law 

enforcement functions and did not possess a neutral and detached demeanor. Appellant claims 

that CPT Miller‘s testimony during the motion hearing before the military judge suggested that 

he never intended to authorize a search under M.R.E. 315, and that he did not understand the 

legal requirements of such a search. ―[T]here is no constitutional requirement that the person 

[issuing the search authorization] have some minimal legal or educational qualifications.‖ United 

                                                           
7
 [n.2] The constitutionality of M.R.E. 315(d)(1)(describing the search authorization powers of military 

commanders) is not at issue in the present appeal. 
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States v. Lopez, 35 M.J. 35, 40 (C.M.A. 1992) (citing Shadwick v. City of Tampa, 407 U.S. 345 

(1972)). As we stated in Lopez, the requirement for impartiality serves to establish ―an orderly 

process and prevent the magistrate from representing a law enforcement interest while at the 

same time authorizing searches and seizures.‖ Id. 

 The record does not demonstrate that CPT Miller was biased or participated in the 

investigation to such an extent, or in such a manner, that he compromised his ability to act 

impartially. The critical inquiry involves whether the commander conducted an independent 

assessment of the facts before issuing search authority and remained impartial throughout the 

investigation process. See Lopez, 35 M.J. at 41 (noting that a commander will be disqualified if 

the authorization to search is motivated by revenge). 

 CPT Miller did not predetermine any issues or the outcome of the probable cause decision 

prior to hearing and viewing the evidence. When he learned that child pornography was 

potentially circulating among members of his unit after being approached by SFC Powell, CPT 

Miller took appropriate follow-up action by ordering 1SG Goodwater to investigate and report 

back to him. In doing so, CPT Miller acted impartially in authorizing the search, reflecting a 

desire to establish facts before ordering the seizure of Appellant‘s computer equipment. 

 Significantly, CPT Miller did not authorize the search until after 1SG Goodwater had 

narrowed the potential suspects to three soldiers, including Appellant. CPT Miller maintained a 

degree of ―control‖ over the investigation by directing 1SG Goodwater to speak to SFC Powell 

and to PFC Parr, but such actions do not suggest bias or predisposition. CPT Miller‘s actions 

were consistent with his responsibility as a commander to obtain the facts necessary to determine 

whether a search authorization should be issued. 

 After the facts were developed, CPT Miller determined that he had probable cause to 

authorize the search and seizure of the computer. His subsequent actions, such as requesting the 

computer password from Appellant, reviewing the files on the computer, and evaluating the 

evidence, reflect the reasonable actions of a commander charged with maintaining good order 

and discipline within his unit. These actions do not demonstrate that his prior actions, in the 

course of considering whether to authorize the search, were undertaken on the basis of bias or 

predisposition. In that context, we do not treat his decision to review the evidence following the 

search and seizure as retroactively invalidating his prior actions. There was nothing so unusual 

about CPT Miller‘s evaluation of the evidence that warrants a conclusion that he approached his 

duties under M.R.E. 315 with an impermissible bias. Having made a decision to authorize the 

search, he was not disqualified from viewing the fruits of the search for the purposes of 

exercising his responsibilities over the unit as a commander. . . . 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 The decision of the United States Army Court of Criminal Appeals is affirmed.  
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Page 118 

Add to Note 2: ―For a variant of the lurking-commander problem see Usón Ramírez v. Venezuela, 

Inter-Amer. Ct. Hum. Rgts. (Nov. 20, 2009), ¶ 122 (noting claim that Minister of Defence visited 

the seat of the military courts during the proceeding ―and particularly on the day that the 

judgment was to be rendered‖).‖ 

Add at the end of Note 4: 

What does it mean to call unlawful command influence the ―mortal enemy of military 

justice‖? In United States v. Douglas, 68 M.J. 349, ___ (2010), Judge Baker, dissenting, wrote: 

Military judges, counsel, and indeed all participants in the military justice 

system have a duty to remain vigilant to the risk of unlawful command influence 

on military justice. In this sense, the metaphor of the ―mortal enemy‖ is still apt. If 

allowed in practice, unlawful command influence will have a corroding effect that 

could prove deadly to the confidence members of the Armed Forces must have in 

the military justice system. However, it is also fair to acknowledge that the system 

has matured and evolved since Thomas. Thus, the metaphor remains less apt to 

the extent it conveys the sense that there is an enemy afoot—a mortal enemy—

which one might expect to contest the system at every turn, like Cold War 

enemies or Carthage and Rome. In this sense, the metaphor may suggest too 

much, in the way of a breathless presence, or omnipresence. In that regard, one 

might better look to child pornography or processing delay in the military justice 

system as ―mortal enemies.‖. . . . 
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Page 120 

Substitute the following from United States v. Bartley: 
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UNITED STATES v. LEWIS 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

63 M.J. 405 (C.A.A.F. 2006) 

Judge ERDMANN delivered the opinion of the court. 

[In this drug prosecution, the court granted review of, among others, the following issue:] 

WHETHER THE LOWER COURT ERRED WHEN IT HELD THAT THE IN-

COURT ACCUSATIONS BY THE STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE AND TRIAL 

COUNSEL THAT THE MILITARY JUDGE WAS INVOLVED IN A 

HOMOSEXUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CIVILIAN DEFENSE 

COUNSEL AMOUNTED TO UNLAWFUL COMMAND INFLUENCE BUT 

WERE HARMLESS BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT.] 

Unlawful command influence is ―‗the mortal enemy of military justice.‘― United States v. 

Gore, 60 M.J. 178, 178 (C.A.A.F. 2004) (quoting United States v. Thomas, 22 M.J. 388, 393 

(C.M.A. 1986)). Where it is found to exist, judicial authorities must take those steps necessary to 

preserve both the actual and apparent fairness of the criminal proceeding. United States v. Rivers, 

49 M.J. 434, 443 (C.A.A.F. 1998); United States v. Sullivan, 26 M.J. 442, 444 (C.A.A.F. 1988). 

The ―‗appearance of unlawful command influence is as devastating to the military justice system 

as the actual manipulation of any given trial.‘― United States v. Simpson, 58 M.J. 368, 374 

(C.A.A.F. 2003) (quoting United States v. Stoneman, 57 M.J. 35, 42-43 (C.A.A.F. 2002)). 

Lewis contends that outrageous conduct by the trial counsel and staff judge advocate (SJA) 

placed an intolerable strain on the public perception of fairness in his trial and the military justice 

system, and that the proper remedy to cure this unlawful command influence is dismissal of the 

charges. We conclude that under the unique circumstances of this case, no remedy short of 

reversal of the findings and sentence and dismissal of the charges and specifications with 

prejudice will ameliorate the unlawful command influence present and restore the public 

perception of fairness in the military justice system. 

Facts 

The initial military judge detailed to this court-martial was Major (MAJ) CW. At the initial 

Article 39(a), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 839(a) (2000), session held on November 7, 2002, MAJ CW 

announced her qualifications as a military judge and offered the parties the opportunity to voir 

dire or challenge her. Both parties declined and Lewis was arraigned. The detailed military 

defense counsel then announced that Lewis had retained a civilian defense counsel, Ms. JS. Ms. 

JS was a former Marine judge advocate who had attained the rank of colonel. Ms. JS represented 

Lewis at all proceedings after the first Article 39(a), UCMJ, session. 

At an Article 39(a), UCMJ, session held on January 14, 2002, MAJ CW stated that trial 

counsel had requested a voir dire of the military judge. The voir dire covered a number of areas 

including: (1) companion cases to Lewis‘s tried by MAJ CW as military judge; (2) MAJ CW‘s 

prior professional relationship with the civilian defense counsel, Ms. JS; (3) the number of cases 

presided over by MAJ CW at which Ms. JS appeared as civilian defense counsel; and (4) the 

extent of any social relationship between MAJ CW and Ms. JS in general, as well as any 

personal contact between MAJ CW and Ms. JS since the Lewis case had begun. 
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Concerning personal contact with Ms. JS, MAJ CW said, ―She boards horses at the barn 

where I ride, as a hobby I ride on Sundays there, and occasionally I see her at the barn.‖ Based 

upon the companion cases at which MAJ CW served as military judge, the professional 

relationship MAJ CW had with Ms. JS and because MAJ CW and Ms. JS had ―at least interacted 

. . . in a very limited social way at the barn but on no other occasion‖, trial counsel inquired 

whether the military judge believed there was an ―appearance of impartiality [sic].‖ Major CW 

responded that she did not believe there was ―the appearance of impropriety.‖ 

Trial counsel then asked MAJ CW about another case in which she had been voir dired about 

whether she detailed herself to the case and her relationship with Ms. JS. When asked if she 

considered that voir dire inappropriate, MAJ CW responded in the negative and added: 

Well, I find it interesting that I‘m frequently voir dired on my acquaintance 

with Ms. [JS] when my other military judge counterparts are never voir dired on 

their acquaintance with her. She stood as their reviewing officer and working 

relationship with them, she‘s been around the Marine Corps for over 30 years, so I 

do find that as interesting. 

Summarizing the voir dire to that point and specifically including ―having limited social 

interaction at the barn only‖, trial counsel again asked if the military judge believed there might 

be an ―appearance of impartiality [sic].‖ In response, MAJ CW asked trial counsel if he was 

making a motion for recusal. The trial counsel said that he was not, but continued his voir dire 

and inquired about yet another case in which MAJ CW was questioned about electronic mail 

messages generated by Ms. JS and her relationship with Ms. JS. Noting that trial counsel in that 

case had submitted a motion for recusal, trial counsel asked MAJ CW if she ―resented that 

inquiry or the subsequent motion.‖ Major CW responded: 

I resented the – the – Major [W] was assigned to that case by the SJA for the 

specific purpose of conducting a voir dire of the military judge and floating the 

recusal motion, and then he was taken off the case before I even deliberated and 

ruled on the motion. When I went to go and ask him further questions on the 

motion, he was not available. He had left the building. So I found, overall, his 

conduct and the way that he asked the questions, and his conduct in leaving 

before the motion was even resolved – I found that to be unprofessional, and, yes, 

I was offended by that process. 

Asked further about her reaction to that voir dire and motion, MAJ CW indicated that she 

―probably‖ told another major that she felt she had been put through ―an inquisition‖, that she 

felt she had been ―attacked by the government‖, and that she may have indicated ―it would take . 

. . a few days to get back on good terms with the government.‖ 

Trial counsel‘s voir dire continued. The questions concerned whether MAJ CW had detailed 

herself to Lewis‘s case after learning that Ms. JS would be the civilian defense counsel, the 

extent and nature of any communications with Ms. JS about the Lewis case, and whether MAJ 

CW had received copies of electronic mail generated by Ms. JS dealing with matters relating to 

an allegation of prosecutorial misconduct. At this point, trial counsel made a motion for recusal 

as follows: 
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Ma‘am, at this time taken all of the facts that have come to light during this 

inquiry, your previous involvement with the companion cases, having worked 

with Colonel [JS] in the past, having a social relationship limited to interactions 

at the barn, as well as the fact that defense counsel in the Neff case apparently 

received statements from the assistant civilian defense counsel expressing 

preference for you as military judge, also the fact that you expressed in the 

Scamahorn case displeasure with the way that you had been voir dired in the 

Curiel case; also the fact that civilian defense counsel in this case has made a 

habit of CC‘ing you on electronic mail messages which contained disputed and 

contested substantial issues relating to suborning perjury, discovery issue, and 

making recommendations to you as to what would be an appropriate resolution 

for failure to comply with pretrial milestones: All of that taken together, ma‘am, 

would you agree that creates an appearance of impartiality [sic] that a reasonable 

person might perceive with respect to this case, ma‘am? 

Emphasis added. Asked if he had a written motion, trial counsel responded, ―If the issue 

becomes ripe, ma‘am, the government will have a written motion to reconsider.‖ After 

determining that the motion for recusal was based solely on her responses during voir dire, MAJ 

CW stated that she did not ―think the record supports recusal of the military judge. That‘s my 

ruling on the motion.‖ 

At this point trial counsel indicated that the Government had a written motion for 

reconsideration. The written motion asserted three bases for recusal: ―the reasonable appearance 

of impartiality [sic] by the military judge, actual bias by the military judge, and personal 

knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts.‖ In general, the motion noted the prior professional 

relationship between Ms. JS and MAJ CW, some cases in which MAJ CW had docketed herself 

as military judge when Ms. JS was to appear as civilian defense counsel, voir dire of MAJ CW in 

other cases concerning her relationship with Ms. JS, Ms. JS‘s practice of sending copies of 

electronic mail correspondence about pending cases to MAJ CW, and the companion cases to 

Lewis‘s case over which MAJ CW had presided. 

Specifically, the motion stated: ―On 25 November 2001, after already having presided over 

the arraignment in this case, and being copied on numerous electronic mail messages by the 

civilian defense counsel, the military judge and civilian defense counsel were observed exiting a 

showing of the play ‗Dracula the Musical‘ in LaJolla, California, by Colonel [RZ].‖ The motion 

for reconsideration asserted that the appearance of impropriety arose from a number of factors, 

including:  

First, [MAJ CW] and [Ms. JS] have a long professional history going back 

nearly a decade, in which [Ms. JS] was in her chain of command and assisted her 

in a remedial board. Second, [MAJ CW and Ms. JS] apparently interact socially 

as well, and it appears that they did so after [MAJ CW] had docketed herself to 

the instant case. 

Although the Government had obviously been aware as early as January 11, 2002 of the fact 

that MAJ CW and Ms. JS had attended the play, no questions were asked about that play during 

the voir dire conducted on January 14, 2002. The motion for reconsideration was the first time 
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the Government disclosed that knowledge. In further voir dire MAJ CW explained that when 

trial counsel initially voir dired her, she did not remember going to the play: ―[I]t slipped my 

mind that I had gone to that play with [Ms. JS].‖ Major CW denied the motion for 

reconsideration and noted that she and Ms. JS had ―occasional social interaction with no 

discussions of any military trials pending before me.‖ 

In response to MAJ CW‘s ruling, the trial counsel requested a seventy-two-hour continuance 

to determine whether the Government would appeal MAJ CW‘s ruling under Article 62, UCMJ, 

10 U.S.C. § 862 (2000). See Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 908(b)(1). Trial counsel revealed 

that he had already coordinated with the appellate government division and that they were not 

yet certain whether the challenge to MAJ CW‘s ruling would be a Government appeal or a 

request for extraordinary relief. Major CW denied the request for a continuance. Trial counsel 

then asked for a three-hour continuance in order to seek a stay of the trial proceedings. That 

request was also denied. 

At an Article 39(a), UCMJ, session held on January 15, 2002, to litigate defense motions 

relating to pretrial confinement and prosecutorial misconduct, the defense called the SJA of the 

1st Marine Division, Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) JC, as a witness on the prosecutorial misconduct 

motion. The SJA was asked about his role in the earlier voir dire of MAJ CW. The SJA indicated 

that he had given ―[g]eneral advice on voir dire‖ to the trial counsel and had passed along some 

unspecified things he had heard. 

In explaining some of the advice he had given to trial counsel, the SJA stated that ―there was 

some evidence out there that, in fact, the defense lawyer had been on a date with the judge while 

this case was pending.‖ The SJA also revealed that he had conversations about a Government 

appeal or extraordinary writ with Colonel (COL) RF at the appellate government division during 

which the SJA also conveyed the things he had heard. Those conversations included ―the 

apparent discrepancy on the record when the military judge could not recall going on a date‖ as 

well as the fact that Ms. JS did not correct MAJ CW when she omitted any mention of the play 

during voir dire. Asked if he had discussed any particular evidence of bias on the part of MAJ 

CW, the SJA said: 

A perfect example, and I relayed this to Colonel [RF], a perfect example is 

while [trial counsel was] addressing the court this morning, [Ms. JS] starts 

strolling around the courtroom, just walking around anywhere she wants to go. 

I‘ve never seen that in any court of law in my life. The body movement being 

exhibited, in my opinion, which I told Colonel [RF] was that [Ms. JS] is running 

this court-martial, and [Col. RF] was very interested in that. If you really want to 

get tacky – and I‘ll tell you what else I told Colonel [RF]. 

The SJA also discussed his ―own personal bias observations‖ with COL RF. The SJA‘s 

testimony was periodically marked by direct exchanges with Ms. JS. The personal nature of this 
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matter was reflected later when Ms. JS considered withdrawing from the case. However, having 

advised Lewis of her concerns, Ms. JS remained on the case at Lewis‘s insistence.
8
 

At a later Article 39(a), UCMJ, session MAJ CW indicated she had been informed that a stay 

of proceedings had been prepared by the appellate government division. She announced for the 

record that the contents of that stay request had been read to her over the phone. Based on the 

prior proceedings and the information that had been read over the phone, MAJ CW again 

reconsidered her denial of the recusal motion and concluded she could continue to sit as military 

judge. 

The next day, January 17, 2002, after receiving evidence on the prosecutorial misconduct and 

pretrial confinement motions and following an overnight recess, MAJ CW indicated that she had 

once again reconsidered her ruling on the recusal motion and had decided to recuse herself at this 

point: 

I‘m sure everyone in the courtroom can see that I‘m emotional about this. I 

handled the government‘s request to voir dire the military judge badly. I was 

thrown off balance by the motion. I didn‘t expect it from [trial counsel]; it was not 

a timely request. No notice had been given. I should have demanded a good faith 

basis for his questions. 

I tried to answer the questions that were asked to my best recollection as they 

were asked because I felt I had nothing to hide. I didn‘t feel it necessary to expand 

on my answers because I believe that my association with [Ms. JS] is not 

improper. My poor memory for people and places now has people questioning my 

truthfulness on the record. In good faith I tried to apply the law regarding the 

disqualification of the military judge to this case. I believe that I could strike the 

balance between the interests of the government and getting a sentencing hearing 

free from any appearance of impropriety and Lance Corporal Lewis‘ interests in 

getting a fair and prompt resolution of his charges. 

I stand by my earlier analysis and findings; however, testimony of the trial 

counsel and the SJA demonstrate how little it takes to create an appearance of 

impropriety in some people‘s minds. I‘m mortally disappointed in the 

professional community that is willing to draw such slanderous conclusions from 

so little information. I wish I could do this with less emotion. 

I now find myself second guessing every decision in this case. Did I favor the 

government to protect myself from further assault? Did I favor the accused to 

retaliate against the government[?] 

. . . 

I have consulted with the circuit military judge and other judges in the circuit 

in making this decision. I‘m granting the motion for recusal for two reasons: One, 

                                                           
8
 [n.2] When called to testify as a defense witness on the motions, Lewis’s mother stated that her observations to 

this point caused her to have little faith in fairness of the trial. She characterized her observations of the SJA’s 
earlier testimony as a “personal vendetta.” 
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in an abundance of caution, interpreting appearance of impropriety at its broadest 

possible meaning; and two, because my emotional reaction to the slanderous 

conduct of the SJA has invaded my deliberative process on the motions. The 

proceeding should begin anew at arraignment. 

The court is in recess until a new military judge is detailed and a new trial 

schedule is set. I apologize to everyone. 

Almost a month later, on February 15, 2002, an Article 39(a), UCMJ, session was convened 

before a new military judge, LTC FD. After making a record of the various administrative 

proceedings that had occurred since MAJ CW‘s recusal, LTC FD announced that after reading 

the record and considering some of his R.C.M. 802 conference rulings, he had decided to 

disqualify himself from Lewis‘s case. Lieutenant Colonel FD stated that he had concluded that 

―a reasonable person knowing the facts of this case might reasonably question my impartiality, 

and . . . I do have a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party.‖ Further, concerning MAJ 

CW‘s recusal, LTC FD made the following comments: 

The manner in which [trial counsel] handled the voir dire in this case 

particularly offends me. Further, the SJA‘s crass, sarcastic, and scurrilous 

characterization of the social interaction between Major [CW] and Ms. [JS], 

bespeaks an ignorance, prejudice, and paranoia on the part of the government that 

I can neither understand nor set aside. Accordingly, I am recusing myself from 

further service on the court-martial. 

On February 22, 2002, an Article 39(a), UCMJ, session was convened before a new military 

judge, Captain (CAPT) PF, who had been detailed to the case from another judicial circuit. 

Concerned with any further delay in litigating a motion to release Lewis from pretrial 

confinement, CAPT PF arranged for another military judge, Commander (CDR) RW, to hear a 

defense motion to release Lewis from pretrial confinement. Commander RW heard that motion 

four days later and ordered Lewis released from pretrial confinement on that same day. Lewis 

had been in pretrial confinement from August 14, 2001, until February 26, 2002, a period of 197 

days. Lewis spent forty of those days confined after MAJ CW had recused herself from the case. 

On March 11, 2002, the court reconvened with CAPT PF again serving as military judge. 

Over the next two days CAPT PF heard and ruled upon numerous defense motions including a 

motion for administrative pretrial confinement credit, a motion for a change of venue, a motion 

for dismissal based upon a violation of Lewis‘s right to a speedy trial, a motion for mistrial, a 

motion to dismiss for unlawful command influence, and a motion to dismiss for prosecutorial 

misconduct. A number of these motions involved allegations relating to the trial counsel‘s voir 

dire of MAJ CW and the SJA‘s conduct with respect to the Government‘s effort to unseat MAJ 

CW as military judge. 

Although CAPT PF denied the motion to dismiss for unlawful command influence, he did 

order some relief on the related motion for a change of venue. Captain PF noted that the defense 

had received a change to a military judge from another judicial circuit. He further ordered that 

the SJA be disqualified from further participation in the case, that the SJA be prohibited from 

observing further trial proceedings, and that a substitute convening authority assume all post-trial 

responsibilities for the case. Captain PF also cautioned that although he was not ordering that all 
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court members be selected from another military installation, the members should be carefully 

scrutinized to ensure that they were not tainted by the prior conduct in Lewis‘s case. Lewis 

subsequently chose trial by military judge alone, entered guilty pleas pursuant to a pretrial 

agreement, and was sentenced by CAPT PF as the military judge. 

Discussion 

Article 37(a), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 837(a) (2000), establishes the congressional prohibitions 

against unlawfully influencing the action of a court-martial: 

No authority convening a general, special, or summary court-martial, nor any 

other commanding officer, may censure, reprimand, or admonish the court or any 

member, military judge, or counsel thereof, with respect to the findings or 

sentence adjudged by the court, or with respect to any other exercises of its or his 

functions in the conduct of the proceedings. No person subject to this chapter may 

attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence the action of a court-

martial or any other military tribunal or any member thereof, in reaching the 

findings or sentence in any case, or the action of any convening, approving, or 

reviewing authority with respect to his judicial acts. 

Lewis contends that there was unlawful command influence when the command, through its 

trial counsel and SJA, forced the recusal of MAJ CW, the first military judge detailed to his case. 

He contends that this conduct was designed to prevent MAJ CW from hearing his prosecutorial 

misconduct motion. Lewis argues that if his conviction is allowed to stand, it will create the 

appearance that a command can de-select military judges and orchestrate the parties to a court-

martial, which raises serious doubt about the fairness of the military justice system. Lewis claims 

that the Government‘s conduct was outrageous, was not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt, 

and cannot be allowed to stand without penalty.  

The Government responds that there was no unlawful command influence and, even if there 

was, it had no prejudicial effect in this case. Noting that Lewis was not entitled to a specific 

military judge to try his case, the Government argues that the military judge was properly 

changed before Lewis requested trial by military judge alone and that a change in military judges 

is not a recognizable form of prejudice. The Government argues that there were protective 

remedial steps taken that ensured the integrity of Lewis‘s court-martial and that, absent any 

demonstrable prejudice, no relief is warranted. 

At the outset we note that the granted issue and question before us is not whether the defense 

has met its burden of raising unlawful command influence or whether there was unlawful 

command influence in Lewis‘s case. Those issues were resolved by the Court of Criminal 

Appeals: 

The unprofessional actions of the trial counsel and the SJA improperly 

succeeded in getting the military judge to recuse herself from the appellant‘s 

court-martial. There can be no doubt that, but for the improper actions, the 

appellant would have been tried by Maj. W, vice the judges from the Southwest 

Circuit. To the extent that the SJA, a representative of the convening authority, 

advised the trial counsel in the voir dire assault on the military judge and to the 

extent that his unprofessional behavior as a witness and inflammatory testimony 
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created a bias in the military judge, the facts establish clearly that there was 

unlawful command influence on the court-martial. 

*   *   * 

As a general matter, ―the defense has the initial burden of raising the issue of unlawful 

command influence.‖ United States v. Biagase, 50 M.J. 143, 150 (C.A.A.F. 1999) (citing United 

States v. Stombaugh, 40 M.J. 208, 213 (C.M.A. 1994)). At trial, the defense meets its burden by 

showing ―facts which, if true, constitute unlawful command influence, and that the alleged 

unlawful command influence has a logical connection to the court-martial, in terms of its 

potential to cause unfairness in the proceedings.‖ Id. at 150. A similar burden exists for the 

defense on appeal where the defense raises unlawful command influence by showing: ―‗(1) facts 

which, if true, constitute unlawful command influence; (2) . . . that the proceedings were unfair; 

and (3) . . . that unlawful command influence was the cause of the unfairness.‘― United States v. 

Richter, 51 M.J. 213, 224 (C.A.A.F. 1999) (quoting Biagase, 50 M.J. at 150). Once the issue of 

unlawful command influence has been raised, the burden shifts to the government to demonstrate 

beyond a reasonable doubt either that there was no unlawful command influence or that the 

proceedings were untainted. Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 41. This burden is high because ―‗command 

influence tends to deprive servicemembers of their constitutional rights.‘‖ Gore, 60 M.J. at 185 

(quoting Thomas, 22 M.J. at 393). 

Because the conclusion of the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals that there was 

unlawful command influence is law of the case, we need not determine whether Lewis has met 

the burden of raising the issue nor need we review whether the Government has demonstrated 

beyond a reasonable doubt that there was no command influence. We are concerned only with 

whether the Government has met its burden of demonstrating, beyond a reasonable doubt, that 

these proceedings were untainted by unlawful command influence. We review this question de 

novo. See United States v. Kreutzer, 61 M.J. 293, 299 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (de novo review of 

whether constitutional error is harmless beyond a reasonable doubt); United States v. Villareal, 

52 M.J. 27, 30 (C.A.A.F. 1999) (de novo review of issues of unlawful command influence). Our 

review of the effect of this unlawful command influence must necessarily consider both whether 

actual command influence was cleansed from these proceedings as well as whether any 

perceived unlawful command influence has been eradicated. Simpson, 58 M.J. at 374; Stoneman, 

57 M.J. at 42. We turn first to the actual unlawful command influence in this case. 

Authority to detail military judges has been delegated to service secretaries. Article 26(a), 

UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 826(a) (2000). The Secretary of the Navy has further delegated that authority 

to the Judge Advocate General who has prescribed that military judges will be detailed by and 

from a standing judiciary. See Dep‘t of the Navy, Judge Advocate General Instr. 5800.7D, 

Manual of the Judge Advocate General (JAGMAN) para. 0130a.(1) (Mar. 15, 2004); Dep‘t of 

the Navy, Judge Advocate General Instr. 5813.4G, Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary para. 6 

(Feb. 10, 2006). In addition, military judges of general courts-martial are ―designated by‖ and 

―directly responsible to‖ the Judge Advocate General of the service. Article 26(c), UCMJ. 

Neither the government nor the defense at a court-martial is vested with the power to designate, 

detail, or select the military judge. Conversely, neither party can usurp the authority of the 

service secretaries or Judge Advocates General by removing or unseating properly certified and 

detailed military judges. 
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A military judge ―‗shall perform the duties of judicial office impartially and fairly.‘― United 

States v. Quintanilla, 56 M.J. 37, 42 (C.A.A.F. 2001) (quoting Canon 3 of the American Bar 

Association Model Code of Judicial Conduct (2000 ed.)). Both the accused and the government 

are ―permitted to question the military judge and to present evidence regarding a possible ground 

for disqualification.‖ R.C.M. 902(d)(2). Should grounds arise, the ―military judge shall 

disqualify himself or herself in any proceeding in which that military judge‘s impartiality might 

reasonably be questioned.‖ R.C.M. 902(a). 

The orchestrated effort to unseat MAJ CW as military judge exceeded any legitimate 

exercise of the right conferred upon the Government to question or challenge a military judge. 

But for the Government‘s attack upon MAJ CW, it appears unlikely that there existed grounds 

for disqualification. Nevertheless, through suggestion, innuendo, and the SJA‘s personal 

characterization of the relationship between MAJ CW and Ms. JS, the Government compelled 

MAJ CW to remove herself from the case. Major CW‘s own words clearly illustrate how the 

Government itself created this disqualification: 

[T]estimony of the trial counsel and the SJA demonstrate how little it takes to 

create an appearance of impropriety in some people‘s minds. I‘m mortally 

disappointed in the professional community that is willing to draw such 

slanderous conclusions from so little information. I wish I could do this with less 

emotion. 

I now find myself second guessing every decision in this case. Did I favor the 

government to protect myself from further assault? Did I favor the accused to 

retaliate against the government[?] 

Major CW‘s recusal was the result of an unlawful effort to unseat an otherwise properly detailed 

and qualified military judge. As found by the Court of Criminal Appeals, this was actual 

unlawful command influence. Lewis, 61 M.J. at 518. 

The record reflects that the SJA – a staff officer to and legal representative for the convening 

authority – was actively engaged in the effort to unseat MAJ CW as military judge. The trial 

counsel, who was provided advice on voir diring MAJ CW by the SJA, became the tool through 

which this effort was executed. The SJA went so far as to coordinate a possible review of MAJ 

CW‘s decision by the Navy-Marine Corps court and in so doing he passed along his own 

gratuitous characterization of MAJ CW‘s relationship with Ms. JS. The record also makes it 

clear that the effort to unseat MAJ CW in Lewis‘s case was a continuation of an ongoing effort 

to remove MAJ CW from any case in which Ms. JS served as civilian defense counsel. Major 

CW made note of this effort on the record: ―Well, I find it interesting that I‘m frequently voir 

dired on my acquaintance with Ms. [JS] when my other military judge counterparts are never 

voir dired on their acquaintance with her.‖ 

We are not convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the effects of this actual unlawful 

command influence were ameliorated by later actions and remedial steps. We are concerned that 

the SJA‘s instrument in the courtroom, the trial counsel, remained an active member of the 

prosecution despite participating fully in the unlawful command influence. In short, the 

Government has not sustained its burden of demonstrating beyond a reasonable doubt that 
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Lewis‘s court-martial was free from the effects of actual unlawful command influence from the 

moment that MAJ CW was detailed as military judge. 

We do not doubt the qualifications and neutrality of CAPT PF or CDR RW who eventually 

served as military judges in Lewis‘s case. We are also mindful of the remedial measures ordered 

by CAPT PF when he directed that the SJA be disqualified, that the SJA be barred from sitting in 

the courtroom, and that there be a new convening authority for post-trial actions. A military 

judge should direct such measures when he or she finds unlawful command influence in a given 

case. See Rivers, 49 M.J. at 443; Sullivan, 26 M.J. at 444. However, the actions taken by CAPT 

PF fell short of removing doubts about the impact of the actual unlawful command influence in 

this case. 

Our review of the command influence in this case is not limited to actual unlawful influence 

and its effect on this trial. Congress and this court are concerned not only with eliminating actual 

unlawful command influence, but also with ―eliminating even the appearance of unlawful 

command influence at courts-martial.‖ United States v. Rosser, 6 M.J. 267, 271 (C.M.A. 1979). 

―[O]nce unlawful command influence is raised, ‗we believe it incumbent on the military judge to 

act in the spirit of the Code by avoiding even the appearance of evil in his courtroom and by 

establishing the confidence of the general public in the fairness of the court-martial 

proceedings.‘‖ Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 42 (quoting Rosser, 6 M.J. at 271). This call to maintain the 

public‘s confidence that military justice is free from unlawful command influence follows from 

the fact that even the ―‗appearance of unlawful command influence is as devastating to the 

military justice system as the actual manipulation of any given trial.‘‖ Simpson, 58 M.J. at 374 

(quoting Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 42-43). Thus, ―disposition of an issue of unlawful command 

influence falls short if it fails to take into consideration . . . the appearance of unlawful command 

influence at courts-martial.‖ Id. 

Whether the conduct of the Government in this case created an appearance of unlawful 

command influence is determined objectively. Stoneman, 57 M.J. at 42. ―Even if there was no 

actual unlawful command influence, there may be a question whether the influence of command 

placed an ‗intolerable strain on public perception of the military justice system.‘― Id. at 42-43 

(quoting United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 172, 175 (C.A.A.F. 2001)). The objective test for the 

appearance of unlawful command influence is similar to the tests we apply in reviewing 

questions of implied bias on the part of court members or in reviewing challenges to military 

judges for an appearance of conflict of interest. See, e.g., United States v. Miles, 58 M.J. 192, 

194 (C.A.A.F. 2003); United States v. Calhoun, 49 M.J. 485, 488 (C.A.A.F. 1998); see also 28 

U.S.C. § 455 (2000); R.C.M. 902(a); R.C.M. 912(f)(1)(N). We focus upon the perception of 

fairness in the military justice system as viewed through the eyes of a reasonable member of the 

public. Thus, the appearance of unlawful command influence will exist where an objective, 

disinterested observer, fully informed of all the facts and circumstances, would harbor a 

significant doubt about the fairness of the proceeding. Applying this test to the instant case, we 

believe that a reasonable observer would have significant doubt about the fairness of this court-

martial in light of the Government‘s conduct with respect to MAJ CW.  

To find that the appearance of command influence has been ameliorated and made harmless 

beyond a reasonable doubt, the Government must convince us that the disinterested public would 

now believe Lewis received a trial free from the effects of unlawful command influence. Despite 
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the fact that CAPT PF was from another judicial circuit and even though he ordered some 

remedial action, we are not convinced that these proceedings have been cleansed of the 

appearance of unlawful command influence. The Government wanted to ensure that a given 

military judge, properly detailed and otherwise qualified, would not sit on Lewis‘s case. In the 

end, the Government achieved its goal through unlawful command influence. To this point, from 

an objective standpoint, the Government has accomplished its desired end and suffered no 

detriment or sanction for its actions.
9
 

Because we conclude that neither actual nor apparent unlawful command influence have 

been cured beyond a reasonable doubt, we must consider what relief, if any, should be fashioned 

in this case. In Rosser, 6 M.J. at 273, after concluding that a military judge did not properly 

consider the appearance of unlawful command influence over witnesses and court members, we 

set aside the findings and sentence and authorized a rehearing. In United States v. Grady, 15 M.J. 

275, 276-77 (C.M.A. 1983), we also set aside the findings and sentence, and authorized a 

rehearing where we concluded that the military judge did not ensure Grady a trial by members 

―unencumbered from powerful external influences.‖ In Villareal, 52 M.J. at 30, we found that 

the appearance of unlawful command influence upon a convening authority was cured because 

the charges were forwarded to a new convening authority after any possible taint arose. The 

remedial actions taken or approved above have a common thread in that they address the unique 

circumstances of each unlawful command influence issue individually and they remedy the 

specific harm. 

To fashion an appropriate remedy in this case, we must consider both the specific unlawful 

influence (unseating of the military judge) and the damage to the public perception of fairness.  

Since the appearance of unlawful influence was created by the Government achieving its goal of 

removing MAJ CW without sanction, a rehearing before any military judge other than MAJ CW 

would simply perpetuate this perception of unfairness. Further, even if we wished to consider 

ordering a rehearing before MAJ CW, that option is unavailable in light of her acknowledgement 

that the conduct of the SJA ―invaded [her] deliberative process‖ and influenced her specific 

decision to disqualify herself from this case.  

We have long held that dismissal is a drastic remedy and courts must look to see whether 

alternative remedies are available. United States v. Cooper, 35 M.J. 417, 422 (C.M.A. 1992). 

Dismissal of charges with prejudice, however, is an appropriate remedy where the error cannot 

be rendered harmless. Gore, 60 M.J. at 189 (holding that a military judge did not abuse his 

discretion in dismissing charges with prejudice to remedy unlawful command influence). 

Having found that the unlawful command influence in this case has not been cured, we 

cannot let the findings and sentence stand. Although it is drastic, we believe that the only remedy 

                                                           
9
 [n.4] The record before us does not indicate whether the unlawful command influence in this case was the 

subject of any ethical or disciplinary investigations or sanctions. Had such occurred, they could have had an impact 
on the public’s perception and perhaps restored some confidence in the military justice system. Similarly, we are 
concerned that there appears to be no response from supervisory officials such as the Staff Judge Advocate to the 
Commandant of the Marine Corps or the Judge Advocate General of the Navy. Therefore, we direct that the Clerk 
of the Court send copies of this decision to those officials for review and consideration of appropriate action, if 
any. 
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to cure the unlawful command influence in this case is to reverse the decision of the lower court, 

set aside the findings and sentence, and dismiss the charges with prejudice. We do not do so 

lightly, but the nature of the unlawful conduct in this case, combined with the unavailability of 

any other remedy that will eradicate the unlawful command influence and ensure the public 

perception of fairness in the military justice system, compel this result. . . . 

Decision 

The decision of the United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals is reversed. 

The findings and sentence are set aside. The charges and specifications are dismissed with 

prejudice. 

[EFFRON, J. concurred, stressing the unique circumstances of the case and the slow pace of the 

post-trial processing of the case.] 

 

QUESTIONS 

 1. How well did the military justice system function in this case? Would the outcome have 

been the same if Lance Corporal Lewis had been convicted of murder or some other crime of 

violence? 

 2. Should the court have substituted initials for the names of the lawyers and judges? 

 3. The Judge Advocates General are responsible for bar discipline, but their actions are not 

public. Similarly, nonjudicial punishments are ordinarily exempt from disclosure under the 

Freedom of Information Act. Should they be? What bar and other sanctions would you impose, 

and on whom? 

UNITED STATES v. HAMDAN 
United States Military Commission 

1 M.C. 78 (2008) 

ALLRED, J. 

 The Defense has moved the Commission to dismiss all charges and specifications with 

prejudice, or in the alternative, to disqualify the Convening Authority and the Legal Advisor to 

the Convening Authority from any further participation in the case as a result of Command 

Influence on the Chief Prosecutor and other Prosecutors in the case. The Government opposes 

the motion, arguing that the conflict between General Thomas Hartmann (legal Advisor to the 

Convening Authority) and Colonel Morris Davis (formerly the Chief Prosecutor of the Office of 

Military Commissions) and his staff did not amount to unlawful influence. The Commission 

heard the testimony of Colonel Morris Davis, USAF, former Chief Prosecutor; Major General 

John Altenburg, US Army (Ret) and former Appointing Authority; Major (Ret) Michael 

Berrigan, Deputy Senior Defense Counsel, Office of Military Commissions (OMC), and received 

various items of documentary evidence in open court at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba on 28-29 April 

2008. 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

WITH RESPECT TO COLONEL MORRIS DAVIS 

AND GENERAL THOMAS HARTMANN 

 1. Colonel Morris Davis traveled to Washington DC in August of 2005 to interview with 

DoD General Counsel Mr. Jim Haynes for the position of Chief Prosecutor, Office of Military 

Commissions. 

 2. During the interview, Colonel Davis observed that the reputation of the commissions for 

fair treatment might be enhanced if there were some acquittals, as there had been in Nuremberg. 

Mr. Haynes responded ―We can‘t have acquittals. We‘ve got to have convictions. We can‘t hold 

these men for five years and then have acquittals,‖ or words to that effect. Colonel Davis was 

surprised that Mr. Haynes did not appear to have considered the possibility of acquittals. Colonel 

Davis also opined that OMC needed to be more engaged with the media, and Mr. Haynes was 

happy to hear that. Notwithstanding the exchange about acquittals, or perhaps because of it, 

Colonel Davis was offered the job. Colonel Davis affirmatively denies that this statement had 

any impact on any of the decisions he made in Mr. Hamdan‘s case. 

 3. Colonel Davis reported for duty as Chief Prosecutor in September of 2005. At that time 

Mr. Haynes was not in his supervisory chain, and so Colonel Davis did not consider the remark 

about acquittals to be from someone who would have authority over him. Military Commission 

Instruction (MCI) #3 required Davis to report to the Legal Advisor, who reported to the 

Appointing Authority. MCI #3 also indicated that the ―chief prosecutor shall direct the overall 

prosecution effort.‖ 

 4. Soon after reporting for duty, Colonel Davis learned about some dissension in the office 

prior to his arrival, as a result of the ―Preston Carr‖ memo, written by an Air Force officer 

previously assigned there. He was eager to settle the prosecutors down and assure them of his 

policies, apparently in light of the disturbance Carr had occasioned. He met with them 

individually, and, among other things, told them that they would not be pushed to use any 

evidence that had been gained by the use of torture, waterboarding, or anything else they 

considered inappropriate. He invited his prosecutors to come and speak to him if they had any 

questions about their cases or their evidence. Colonel Davis got very little supervision from 

anyone during the first eighteen months or so of his tour as Chief Prosecutor. Indeed, he 

sometimes felt that nobody cared how he did his job. During this period, Colonel Davis was 

rated by the Appointing Authority and Mr. Haynes, both of whom described his performance in 

glowing terms. 

 5. About 28 September of 2006, he attended a meeting of the Senior Oversight Group, held 

in the office of Deputy Secretary of Defense Gordon England. During one of these meetings, Mr. 

England said ―there could be strategic political value in getting some of these cases going before 

the [November 2006] elections. We need to think about who could be tried‖ or words to that 

effect. The Commission takes judicial notice that the Supreme Court issued Hamdan v. Rumsfeld 

in June 2006 and that the Military Commissions Act was not signed until late October 2006. 

Consequently, there was no possible way in which any military commissions case could be 

referred, much less brought to trial, before the November 2006 elections. 
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 6. Mr. Haynes immediately jumped into the conversation and corrected Mr. England by 

saying ―There is only one person in this room who can make those decisions, and that is Colonel 

Davis. Charging decisions are his alone‖ or words to that effect. Everyone present seemed to 

agree, and Colonel Davis viewed the remark as an opinion, rather than a command. Colonel 

Davis affirmatively denies that this statement had any effect on any decision he made with 

respect to Mr. Hamdan‘s case. 

 7. During the same meeting, then-Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence Mr. Steve 

Cambone opined that Department of Defense (DoD) attorneys were not sufficiently experienced 

to handle these cases, and that they needed to get some Department of Justice (DOJ) attorneys 

involved. Although no DOJ attorney had made an appearance in a military commission hearing 

before that date, they have since been assigned to military commission trial teams. Colonel Davis 

affirmatively denies that this statement had any impact on any decision he made in the Hamdan 

case. 

 8. While at the time certain ―High-Value Detainees‖ were in the custody of the CIA, Colonel 

Davis believed they would ultimately come into DOD hands, and that their trials would be 

assigned to his prosecutors. In September of 2006 the HVD‘s were transferred to DOD custody, 

and at that point many people became interested in the OMC Prosecutors and how they 

performed their duties. 

 9. On 7 September 2006, as the MCA was being drafted, Colonel Davis was invited to the 

office of an old Air Force friend, now Senator Lindsey Graham, to discuss the pending 

legislation. He met for about two hours with Senate Staffers, and more briefly with Senators 

Graham and McCain. During this meeting, Senator McCain asked Colonel Davis what he needed 

to do the job right, and he replied that he needed protection for the independent exercise of 

judgment by both prosecutors and defense counsel. Colonel Davis had in mind, as he made this 

observation, the comments of Mr. Haynes and perhaps others he had heard during the course of 

his many meetings. He was invited to draft some language, and he proposed the language that 

now appears at MCA §949(a)(2)(C) ―No person may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized 

means, influence-the exercise of professional judgment by trial counsel or defense counsel.‖ The 

Military Commissions Act was passed on October 17, 2006, and signed into law soon thereafter. 

 10. On January 9, 2007, Mr. Haynes‘ nomination for a seat on the Fourth Circuit Court of 

Appeals was withdrawn, apparently in large part because of a memo he had written regarding the 

use of torture on detainees. Later that day, Mr. Haynes called Colonel Davis and asked how soon 

charges could be prepared against David Hicks. Colonel Davis reported that there were still 

many steps to be put in place before anyone could be charged. These included the issuance of the 

Manual for Military Commissions (MMC) and the DOD Trial Regulations, which would include 

the elements of the offenses, and the appointment of a Convening Authority. Mr. Haynes pressed 

Colonel Davis for an answer, and he finally opined that he might be able to have charges ready 

within two weeks after receiving the MMC. 

 11. Within thirty minutes of this call, Mr. Dell‘Orto, the Principal Deputy General Counsel, 

called to assure Colonel Davis that Mr. Haynes had been out of line, and to disregard everything 

Mr. Haynes had said. 
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 12. Two weeks after the MMC was issued, Mr. Haynes called again to inquire about charges 

for David Hicks, and asked if others could also be charged. Colonel Davis responded that there 

were others who could also be charged. These included Hamdan and Khadr. All three had 

previously been charged before military commissions. 

 13. Colonel Davis considered this insistence on speedy processing premature. There was still 

not a complete process for the trial of detainees, and there was still no Convening Authority in 

place who could refer charges even after they were prepared and sworn. 

 14. Mr. Hamdan‘s case had first been referred to trial on 13 July of 2004. The Supreme Court 

issued its decision in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld on 29 June 2006. The Military Commissions Act was 

signed and became effective in October, 2006, and charges were sworn again on 2 February 

2007, and referred for trial on 10 May 2007. This Commission dismissed the charges on 4 June, 

and the Prosecution filed a Motion for Reconsideration on 8 June. Brigadier General Hartmann 

reported for duty as Legal Advisor to the Convening Authority on 2 July 2007. On 17 August 

2007, this Commission agreed to reconsider the evidence of jurisdiction over Hamdan. 

 15. Brigadier General Hartmann first met Colonel Davis on 2 July, 2007, while Colonel 

Davis was about to undergo surgery, followed by a month‘s convalescent leave. During his 

absence, General Hartmann began visiting the Prosecutor‘s Office, asking counsel about their 

cases, and requiring detailed reports regarding the evidence, witnesses, and level of counsel 

preparation to try the cases. In Colonel Davis‘ opinion, General Hartmann took micro-

management to the level of ―nano-management‖ which amounted to ―cruel and unusual 

punishment.‖ 

 16. During Colonel Davis‘s nearly month-long absence for convalescence, LTC Britt called 

him at home nearly daily to discuss office business. Either LTC Britt or Colonel Davis described 

General Hartmann‘s conduct and demands as ―cruelty and maltreatment.‖ During the same 

period of convalescence, General Hartmann called Colonel Davis at home, questioning his 

leadership, his Deputy‘s integrity, the general quality of the prosecution shop‘s work, and giving 

him specific direction about needed improvements. He punctuated his demands with statements 

such as ―Am I making myself clear, Colonel?‖ Colonel Davis was shaken, and offered to resign 

the next day. General Hartmann backed off and assured Colonel Davis that there was no need for 

that. 

 17. On 18 July General Hartmann announced that he was going to select the next cases to go 

forward. He wanted cases that would be ―sexy‖ enough to capture the public interest, or cases in 

which an accused might have blood on his hands, rather than cases involving low level actors 

transporting documents, etc. ―Sexy‖ was a term then in use in Colonel Davis‘ office that General 

Hartmann had adopted. In a meeting in the Prosecution war room on 19 July, General Hartmann 

announced to all in attendance that he wore two hats: one as Legal Advisor to the Convening 

Authority, and one in charge of the prosecution. 

 18. As a result of concerns about what was going on in his office, Colonel Davis returned to 

work after only 18 days of convalescent leave, a week earlier than he had intended. 

 19. On 15 August 2007 a meeting was held between Colonel Davis, General Hartmann, and 

various assistants and representatives of other agencies. Anticipating a favorable decision from 

the Court of Military Commission Review (CMCR) in the near future, General Hartmann 
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directed that three cases be ready to refer the day that decision was issued. Colonel Davis 

objected that three cases could not be ready by that date, and thought it odd that the Legal 

Advisor should be directing a particular number of cases to be referred on a date certain. General 

Hartmann stopped the discussion by saying ―I said we are going to have three cases ready on that 

day. Does everyone understand me?‖ 

 20. On a number of occasions between July and September of 2007 General Hartmann 

accentuated his position of authority over Colonel Davis by explicit reference to the difference in 

rank, with phrases such as ―Do you understand me, Colonel?‖ and ―Am I making myself clear, 

Colonel?‖ On other occasions during the same period of time, the two often had productive, 

collegial and mutually satisfying discussions about the best way forward in trying these cases. 

They sometimes laughed together, enjoyed sharing personal, professional and family 

discussions, and seemed (to Colonel Davis) to be working well together on Commissions 

matters. 

 21. General Hartman had no active involvement in the Hamdan case because it had already 

been referred for trial and was in the hands of this military judge before General Hartmann 

reported for duty as the Legal Advisor. Sometime in August of 2007, General Hartmann received 

a call from Mr. Haynes, who reported that Hamdan‘s civilian counsel was interested in a pretrial 

agreement. Mr. Haynes apparently directed General Hartman to personally conduct the 

negotiations. When Colonel Davis offered to have the Hamdan counsel brief him on the case and 

help prepare him for the negotiations, he declined the offer. 

 22. Before General Hartmann arrived, his predecessor had reached a pretrial agreement in the 

case of David Hicks without any consultation with or advice from Colonel Davis, who did not 

learn of the agreement until he arrived in Guantanamo Bay for what he expected to be an 

arraignment. On that occasion Colonel Davis objected publicly to having been bypassed in the 

negotiations, and was later counseled privately by the Convening Authority for having done so. 

 23. The tensions between Colonel Davis and General Hartmann continued to increase, with 

General Hartmann becoming, in Colonel Davis‘s opinion, much too deeply involved in the 

operations of the chief prosecutor‘s Office. General Hartmann wanted a training program to 

enhance the prosecutors‘ trial skills, detailed briefs on the witnesses and evidence in each case, 

including its weaknesses, who they were, and what they would say, and he wanted to know the 

details of the prosecutors‘ closing arguments. 

 24. After General Hartmann‘s arrival, he and Colonel Davis had numerous discussions about 

the trial of these cases. In one discussion about the use of testimony obtained by coercive 

techniques, General Hartmann questioned Colonel Davis‘s authority to make decisions about the 

use of such evidence. General Hartmann considered all such evidence potentially admissible, and 

wanted the judges to determine the matter. Colonel Davis was ethically opposed to using such 

evidence in nearly every case. Colonel Davis‘s standard was ―reliable and in the interests of 

justice.‖ 

 25. In August of 2007, Colonel Davis and General Hartmann traveled together, and General 

Hartmann expressed his disappointment with the speed at which the trials were moving. General 

Hartmann wanted the trials to get moving, even if it meant using closed sessions to admit 
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classified evidence, while Colonel Davis preferred the lengthy process of classification review 

and inter-agency coordination, so that the cases could be tried using declassified evidence. 

 26. LCDR Stone, the Assistant Trial Counsel in this case, was also bothered by General 

Hartmann‘s demands and specifically by his expressed intent to negotiate single-handedly with 

the defense. He sought an ethics opinion from the Ethics Division of the Judge Advocate General 

of the Navy over this issue, and offered to meet with General Hartmann to explain how the 

General was causing himself an ethical conundrum. LCDR Stone also drafted a letter to the 

editor of the Wall Street Journal as an expression of this frustration. 

 27. At length, Colonel Davis responded to this pressure from General Hartmann by writing a 

complaint, and leaving it on the desk of Judge Crawford, the Convening Authority. She 

forwarded it to General Hartmann‘s supervisor, Mr. Haynes, and the complaint resulted in a 

formal investigation by a three-officer panel headed by Brigadier General Tate. 

 28. Between 6 and 7 September 2007, the ―Tate Commission‖ interviewed a number of 

people with knowledge of the dispute between General Hartmann and Colonel Davis, and 

examined various documents and authorities. The Tate Commission concluded that General 

Hartmann‘s supervision of Colonel Davis was authorized by regulation, that the SECDEF 

[Secretary of Defense] was authorized by statute to publish that regulation, and that General 

Hartmann‘s efforts to influence Colonel Davis were therefore ―authorized.‖ 

 29. In early October 2007, Colonel Davis was invited to Mr. Haynes‘ office to discuss the 

complaint and its resolution, and was there given an appointing letter for the first time since he 

had entered upon his duties. Mr. Haynes excused himself from the meeting, and Mr. Dell‘Orto 

delivered the letter and the news. The appointing letter indicated that he was to work for the 

Legal Advisor, and that the Legal Advisor was to work for the DoD General Counsel. Mr. 

Dell‘Orto informed Colonel Davis that this decision had been discussed among, and agreed to 

by, the Judge Advocates General of all the Services, and by Senator Graham. Because Mr. 

Haynes, in Colonel Davis‘s mind at least, advocated both the use of torture and the use of 

evidence obtained by torture, Colonel Davis found it impossible to continue working with Mr. 

Haynes as a supervisor. 

 30. The next day, Colonel Davis resigned from his assignment as Chief Prosecutor. He later 

spoke to the Judge Advocate General of the Air Force and to Senator Graham, and learned that 

they had not concurred in the solution described above, but that they had merely been informed 

of the decision and offered a chance to comment. Major General Rives had affirmatively 

objected to the solution and taken Colonel Davis‘ side. 

 31. On September 11, 2007, Colonel Davis filed a 42-page complaint with the Department of 

Defense Inspector General (IG) in which he repeated many of the assertions he had previously 

made to the Convening Authority. The IG relayed the case to the DOD General Counsel because 

it dealt with ―legal‖ issues. When Mr. Haynes reported to the IG that the matter had been 

resolved, the IG‘s investigation was also closed. 

 32. In an article published in February of 2008, Colonel Davis wrote that he had resigned 

because he concluded that ―full, fair and open trials were not possible under the current system.‖ 

This conclusion apparently referred to a system in which the Chief Prosecutor reported to and 
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was supervised by a demanding legal advisor, whose own boss was a political appointee who 

supported torture and the use of evidence gained by torture. 

 33. In the months since September of 2007, both General Hartmann and Colonel Davis have 

written and spoken publicly about the conflict between them over the control of the prosecutor‘s 

office. The have written op-ed pieces, appeared on radio talk shows and otherwise publicly aired 

their disagreement now raised again in the motion before the Commission. 

 34. The Commission takes note of the 28 February 2008 article in Harper’s Magazine 

entitled ―The Great Guantanamo Puppet Theater‖ that alleges political influences over the trials 

and publicly challenges General Hartmann‘s ability to continue to act as the Legal Advisor to the 

convening Authority. 

 35. General John D. Altenburg, Jr. (MG, USA, Ret.), a Government witness, served as the 

Appointing Authority for Military Commissions (a predecessor office to the current Convening 

Authority for Military Commissions) from March 2004 thru November 2006. He described the 

intent of the MCA drafters to have military commissions mirror the well-understood and familiar 

military justice model that all the players would be familiar with. He described the role of the 

SJA in supervising trial counsel, setting goals, establishing standards and procedures for 

prosecutors, supervising and sometimes conducting pretrial negotiations in military law. At the 

same time he acknowledged that the SJA cannot ―supervise the trial counsel too actively‖ or he 

will risk disqualification as the SJA. 

WITH RESPECT TO THE CONVENING AUTHORITY, MRS. SUSAN CRAWFORD 

 36. Judge Susan Crawford, formerly a Judge of the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, 

became the Convening Authority on February 4, 2007. She was appointed by the Secretary of 

Defense, and reports to the Deputy Secretary of Defense. She does not supervise any personnel 

within the OMC. Colonel Davis was already in place when she assumed duties as the CA. 

 37. Judge Crawford has never received input, orders, instructions or suggestions from the 

Secretary of Defense, his Deputy, or any other person having to do with the trial of detainees by 

military commissions. Her conversations with the Deputy Secretary have never addressed 

individual cases being tried or being considered fro trial by military commission. 

 38. Judge Crawford became aware of Colonel Davis‘s complaint about interference from 

General Hartmann sometime after July of 2007. Because General Hartmann did not work for her, 

she forwarded the complaint to the DOD General Counsel for his consideration. This resulted in 

the Tate Commission described above. 

 39. Judge Crawford has had very few conversations with Mr. Haynes about the commissions 

process and no conversations about individual cases, types of cases, charging decisions or 

outcomes. She has never met Stephen Cambone or had any communications with him. She has 

never spoken to the Vice President or anyone in his office about military commissions. 

THE LAW OF UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE UNDER MCA 

 Relevant Portions of the MCA include: 

 § 949a authorizes the Secretary of Defense to establish pretrial, trial and post-trial procedures 

for cases triable by military commission, and requires that ―pre-trial, trial and post-trial 
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procedures, including elements and modes of proof. . . .‖ To the extent the Secretary considers 

practicable, these procedures ―shall apply the principles of law and rules of evidence in trial by 

general courts-martial.‖ 

 § 949b, as noted above, prevents ―any person‖ from coercing, or, by unauthorized means, 

influencing the exercise of professional judgment by the trial counsel or defense counsel. 

 § 949k(d) established the offices of Chief Prosecutor and Chief Defense Counsel‖ and 

requires them to be fully-qualified military judge advocates. 

 The Regulations for trial by Military Commissions were issued on April 27, 2007. The 

Regulations contain these relevant provisions: 

1-4: 10 U.S.C. § 949b prohibits unlawful influence in military commissions 

proc0eedings. All convening authorities, legal advisors, trial counsel and others 

involved in the administration of military commissions must avoid the appearance 

or actuality of unlawful influence and otherwise ensure that the military 

commission is free of unlawful influence. 

2-1: The Office of the Convening Authority for Military Commissions is 

established in the Office of the Secretary of Defense under the authority, 

direction, and control of the Secretary of Defense. The Office of the Convening 

Authority shall consist of the Director of the Office of the Convening Authority, 

the convening authority, the legal advisor to the convening authority, and such 

other subordinate officials and organizational elements as are within the resources 

of the Secretary of Defense. 

8-6a: The Chief Prosecutor shall supervise all trial counsel and other 

personnel assigned to the Office of the Chief Prosecutor, including any special 

trial counsel of the Department of Justice who may be made available by the 

Attorney General of the United States. 

806b: Individuals appointed, assigned, detailed, designated or employed in a 

capacity related to the conduct of military commission proceedings conducted in 

accordance to the M.C.A. and M.M.C. shall be subject to the relationships set 

forth below. Unless stated otherwise, the person to whom a person ―reports‖ as set 

forth below, shall be deemed to be such individual‘s supervisor and shall, to the 

extent possible, fulfill all performance evaluation responsibilities normally 

associated with the functions of direct supervisor in accordance with the 

subordinate‘s Military Service performance evaluation regulations. 

 1. Chief Prosecutor: The Chief Prosecutor shall report to the legal advisor 

to the Convening Authority. 

 RMC 406 requires the legal advisor to the convening authority to provide consideration and 

advice to the convening authority before any case may be referred to trial by military 

commission, and specifies the contents of that advice. This section repeats nearly verbatim the 

corresponding section of the Manual for Courts-Martial, i.e., R.C.M. 406. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A72039343962&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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 RMC 705 authorizes the ―accused, defense counsel, the legal advisor, convening authority, or 

their duly authorized representatives‖ to initiate pretrial agreement discussions. 

 RMC 1106 requires the legal advisor to provide a recommendation prior to action by the 

convening authority on a case. No one can serve as the legal advisor under this rule who has 

acted as a trial counsel on the case. There must be a specific recommendation by the legal 

advisor as to the action to be taken by the convening authority on the sentence. 

UNLAWFUL COMMAND INFLUENCE UNDER THE UCMJ 

 Congress and the military courts have demonstrated concern not only with eliminating actual 

command influence, but also with ―eliminating even the appearance of unlawful command 

influence from courts-martial.‖ United States v. Rosser, 6 M.J. 267, 271 (C.M.A. 1979). ―Once 

unlawful command influence is raised, ‗we believe it incumbent on the military judge to act in 

the spirit of the Code by avoiding even the appearance of evil in his courtroom and by 

establishing the confidence of the general public in the fairness of the court-martial 

proceedings.‖ United States v. Stoneman, 57 M.J. 35, 42 (C.A.A.F. 2002). ―[D]isposition of an 

issue of unlawful command influence falls short if it fails to take into consideration…the 

appearance of unlawful command influence at courts-martial.‖ Id. Even if there is no actual 

command influence, ―there may be a question whether the influence of command placed an 

‗intolerable strain on public perception of the military justice system.‘‖ Id. at 42-43. 

 The threshold for raising the issue at trial is low, but more than mere allegation or 

speculation. United States v. Johnston, 39 M.J. 242, 244 (C.M.A. 1994). The issue can be raised 

at trial by ―some evidence‖ of facts which, if true, would constitute unlawful command 

influence, and that the unlawful command influence has a logical connection to the court-martial, 

in terms of its potential to cause unfairness in the proceedings. United States v. Ayala, 43 M.J. at 

300 (C.A.A.F. 1995); United States v. Allen, 33 M.J. 209, 212 (C.M.A. 1991). The ―appearance 

of unlawful command influence is as devastating to the military justice system as the actual 

manipulation of any given trial.‖ United States v. Cruz, 25 M.J. 326 (C.M.A. 1987). But ―proof 

of command influence in the air‖ will not do. United States v. Thomas, 22 M.J. 388, 396 (C.M.A. 

1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1085 (1987). 

 Once the issue is raised at the trial level, the burden shifts to the Government, which may 

either show that there was no unlawful command influence or show that the unlawful command 

influence will not affect the proceedings. United States v. Gerlich, 45 M.J. 309, 310 (1996). 

Once the issue is raised by some evidence, there is a rebuttable presumption of prejudice and a 

judge must be ‗persuaded beyond a reasonable doubt that the findings and sentence have not 

been [or will not be] affected by the command influence.‘ After the burden shifts to the 

Government, the Government may carry its burden (1) by disproving the predicate facts on 

which the allegation of unlawful command influence is based; (2) by persuading the military 

judge or the appellate court that the facts do not constitute unlawful command influence; (3) if at 

trial, by producing evidence proving that the unlawful command influence will not affect the 

proceedings; or (4), if on appeal, by persuading the appellate court that the unlawful command 

influence had no prejudicial impact on the court martial. United States v. Stombaugh, 40 M.J. 

208, 214 (C.M.A. 1994); United States v. Argo, 46 M.J. at 457 (C.A.A.F. 1997); United States v. 

Biagase, 50 M.J. 143, 150-51 (C.A.A.F. 1999). 
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ANALYSIS 

 The Commission notes that decision of military courts implementing the UCMJ are not 

binding on it as it interprets the Military Commissions Act (10 U.S.C. § 948b(c)). But since there 

is no established body of case law construing the provisions of § 949b(a)(2)(C), this Commission 

properly looks to military law for guidance. The Commission finds that Congress had the intent 

to protect military commission participants from unlawful influence, and specifically from 

political influence, and that its purpose in doing so was to protect the integrity of the proceedings 

and enhance their reputation in the public view. The Commission generally accepts the military 

law of command influence as an appropriate model for decisions under the comparable provision 

of the MCA. But because Congress took special steps in the MCA to protect the prosecutors 

from unlawful influence, the general military model, in which the SJA properly supervises and 

directs the prosecution, military law‘s general acceptance of SJA supervision of trial counsel 

must be moderated somewhat to prevent that supervision from becoming not merely intrusive, 

but coercive or unauthorized. With these considerations in mind, the Commission concludes that: 

With respect to the motion to dismiss the charges and specification: 

 1. The Defense has not raised the issue of unlawful influence with respect to the decision to 

swear and refer charges against Mr. Hamdan, who has always been among the first military 

commission defendants to be charged. He was originally charged in 2004, and charged again in 

2007 before General Hartmann arrived for duty. This case was shielded from General 

Hartmann‘s influence because this Military Judge already had control of the case before his 

arrival. If an appellate court should determine that the Defense has raised the issue with respect 

to the referral of this case to trial, the Commission is satisfied that the Government has shown 

beyond a reasonable doubt that the influence has not affected these proceedings. 

 2. While pressure from Mr. Haynes may have resulted in the case‘s referral earlier than might 

otherwise have occurred, it did not cause to be referred for trial a case that would not otherwise 

have been referred. Hamdan was first charged in 2004, and clearly would have been charged 

again, with or without Mr. Haynes‘s prodding. Colonel Davis also expressly denies that his 

decision to refer this case to trial was influenced by any pressure, and asserts that he was 

personally convinced that this case should have been referred to trial. The Commission agrees 

with this declaration and finds it to be true. 

 The motion to dismiss all charges and specifications is DENIED. 

With respect to the motion to disqualify the Convening Authority: 

 The Defense has not raised the issue of unlawful influence with respect to any actions of the 

Convening Authority. Judge Crawford was never subject to, nor did she subject any Prosecutor 

to, unlawful influence with respect to any decision in this case. Her decisions to deny expert 

assistance requested by defense reflect careful adherence to the requirements of military law, and 

invite resubmission and continued debate. There is no evidence that any of these decisions reflect 

unlawful influence by General Hartmann. The Motion to disqualify the Convening Authority is 

DENIED. 
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With respect to the motion to disqualify the Legal Advisor: 

 1. The Defense has offered substantial evidence that the Legal Advisor to the Convening 

Authority was closely associated or identified with the Prosecution. General Hartmann‘s efforts 

to energize, educate, and professionalize the Prosecutors were clearly within the scope of his 

proper duties as Legal Advisor, as were his efforts to familiarize himself with the cases being 

prepared for trial. Robust sentencing and training programs in trial advocacy seem entirely 

appropriate for the Legal Advisor to institute and insist upon. 

 2. The Legal Advisor is specifically authorized to initiate pretrial agreement negotiations by 

RMC 705(d)(1), and General Hemingway‘s involvement in conducting negotiations personally 

in the Hicks cases certainly created a precedent upon which General Hartmann may have relied. 

But the pretrial negotiations in this case were initiated by the Defense, via a phone call to Mr. 

Haynes. If General Hartmann personally participated in negotiations (it is not clear whether the 

planned negotiations actually took place), he would have done so at the peril of compromising 

his continued objectivity as the Legal Advisor. 

 3. Although the duties of the Legal Advisor are largely comparable with those of the Staff 

Judge Advocate in military practice, Congress has inserted in the MCA specific provisions (1) 

establishing a Chief Prosecutor, and (2) protecting Prosecutors against coerced or unauthorized 

influence in the exercise of their professional judgment. This language is not found in the UCMJ, 

and must be construed to reflect a Congressional determination that Prosecutors in military 

commissions require greater protection from political pressure than trial counsel in a court-

martial require. 

 4. The Commission is troubled by the following actions of the Legal Advisor that reflect too 

close an involvement in the prosecution of commission cases: 

 (a) While RMC 705 authorizes the Legal Advisor to initiate pretrial agreement negotiations, 

General Hartmann intended to personally conduct them without any consultation with or the 

company of the trial counsel. This worked successfully when an agreement was reached in 

Hicks, but may compromise the Legal Authority‘s objective position under other circumstances. 

 (b) Telling the Chief Prosecutor (and other prosecutors) that certain types of cases would be 

tried, and that others would not be tried, because of political factors such as whether they would 

capture the imagination of the American people, be sexy, or involve blood on the hands of the 

accused, suggests that factors other than those pertaining to the merits of the case were at play. 

 (c) Appearing to direct, or attempting to direct, the Chief Prosecutor to use evidence that the 

Chief Prosecutor considered tainted and unreliable, or perhaps obtained as the result of torture or 

coercion, was clearly an effort to influence the professional judgment of the Chief Prosecutor. 

While it is true that the trial judge is ultimately the gatekeeper for each item of evidence, each 

Prosecutor also has an ethical duty not to present evidence he considers unreliable. 

 (d) Challenging the Chief Prosecutor‘s decision to take to trial first the cases he considered 

most serious suggests an improper influence on the Chief Prosecutor‘s discretion. 

 (e) Making public statements in which he aligned himself with the prosecution, took credit 

for their success and indicated that he is their leader. 
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 (f) ―Nano-management‖ of the Prosecutors‘ office to such an extent that it could be 

considered ―cruelty and maltreatment‖ suggests a greater level of involvement than a Legal 

Advisor can properly engage in without becoming identified as part of the prosecution.  

 (g) The Legal Advisor‘s intimate involvement in the details of prosecutorial decision making 

have led one prosecutor to resign, another to seek ethical guidance from the Navy JAG ethics 

office, and has led both prosecutors in this case, and their former supervisor, to believe they were 

being ―nano-managed‖ in both the performance of his duties and the exercise of their discretion. 

 (h) Finally, the national attention focused on this dispute has seriously called into question 

the Legal Advisor‘s ability to continue to perform his duties in a neutral and objective manner. 

While the public‘s view of the matter is not controlling, the fact that a national magazine should 

have called the public‘s attention to General Hartmann‘s actions and suggested that he can no 

longer perform his duties is deeply disturbing. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

 The Commission is not persuaded, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the Legal Advisor to the 

Convening Authority retains the required independence from the prosecution function to provide 

fair and objective legal advice to the Convening Authority. These are substantial doubts about 

the ability based on the length and intensity of the Legal Advisor‘s involvement with the 

Prosecution in general, as well as the impact his actions have had on the prosecutors in this case. 

To ensure that the accused receives the fair and objective advice to which he is entitled during 

the balance of this case, the motion to disqualify the Legal Advisor to the Convening Authority 

from further participation in the case of the United States v. Hamdan is GRANTED. 

 The following additional measures are ordered to ensure the trial is not influenced by 

unlawful influence and to enhance public confidence in the proceedings: 

 1. The General Counsel, Department of Defense, is directed to use such means as are at his 

disposal to ensure that no person who testified before the Tate Commission, or was involved in 

the litigation of this motion, suffers any adverse consequence, professional embarrassment, 

unfavorable performance rating, or other disadvantage as a result of such participation. LTC Britt 

and LCDR Stone are of particular interest to this Commission. 

 2. The General Counsel, Department of Defense shall appoint a substitute Legal Advisor for 

the case of United States v. Hamdan. The substitute shall not be a Deputy to, or any other 

subordinate of, the current Legal Advisor. 

 3. The Commission here notes that, with the consent of both parties, it received a handwritten 

note at the conclusion of the litigation of this motion in Guantanamo Bay. The note requested 

that the transcripts of the testimony of LTC Britt and LCDR Stone be made public, because the 

Commission indicated in open session that it would consider their recorded testimony before the 

Tate Commission ―as if it had been given in open court.‖ The note was signed by several 

members of distinguished national newspapers. To ensure that these Trial Counsel are not 

compromised in their ability to continue to perform their duties as trial counsel in this case, the 

Commission orders the transcript of their testimony redacted from public release until the trial is 

complete. After that point, each Prosecutor may balance all the competing interests in this 

matter, and determine whether his testimony before the Tate Commission may or should be 
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released to the public, in accordance with the normal procedure for the release of documents 

relating to military commission proceedings. 

 4. The Commission retains control over this matter, and will be alert for evidence of unlawful 

influence, including retribution of any kind, until authentication of the records of trial. Additional 

corrective and preventative measures remain within the Commission‘s discretion until that time, 

if necessary. 
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Chapter 4.  Summary Discipline 
 

Page 148 

Add before A.D. v. Turkey: 

BELL v. UNITED KINGDOM 
European Court of Human Rights 

45 EUR. HUM. RGTS. RPTR. 24 (2007) 

THE FACTS 

I. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE 

 1. At the time of the events in question, [Bell] was a soldier serving as a Private with the 

Grenadier Guards of the British Army, stationed at Alexandra Barracks in Northern Ireland. 

 2. On the evening of 19 December 1997 the applicant was talking with an officer, Captain J, 

in the foyer of the cookhouse at the barracks. There followed an exchange of words between the 

applicant and a non-commissioned officer, Sergeant H, who subsequently ordered another non-

commissioned officer, Corporal G, to have the applicant locked up overnight. The applicant was 

not told the offence of which he was accused, but on his arrival at the guardroom he overheard 

Sergeant H tell the Guard Commander that he had seen the applicant with a bleeding nose and 

that, when he asked the applicant about it, the latter had told him to ―fuck off‖. 

 3. The applicant was released the following morning and went to the medical centre. He 

submitted that his examination established that he had not had a nose bleed the night before. 

 4. On 22 December 1997 at approximately 2 p.m. the applicant was informed that he would 

have to appear before his company commander. At approximately 4 p.m. he appeared before his 

company commander, who, in connection with the events of 19 December, charged the applicant 

with the offence of using insubordinate language to a superior contrary to section 33(1)(b) of the 

Army Act 1955 and informed the applicant that the case would be heard the following day by the 

battalion commanding officer (―CO‖). He informed the applicant of the facts alleged against 

him. 

 5. The applicant claimed that he then went to the medical centre and asked for a record of his 

examination establishing that he had not had a nose bleed on the night in question. He claimed 

that staff at the medical centre refused to provide the record and the Government disputed this. 

 6. The applicant accepted that he received a version of the information pamphlet entitled 

―Rights of a Soldier charged with an offence under the Army Act 1955‖, although he claimed 

that it was the pre-October 1997 version and thus out of date. 

 7. On the morning of 23 December 1997 the applicant was asked if he had any witnesses to 

call at the hearing before the CO. He asked that Captain J and Corporal G be called to give 

evidence on his behalf. When the applicant arrived at the Regimental Offices later that morning 

he saw Corporal G being called into the Regimental Sergeant Major‘s office. The applicant 

claimed that Corporal G had been directed not to give evidence in support of his case. The 

Government argued that it was routine for witnesses to be called into the Regimental Sergeant 
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Major‘s office so that the procedure to be followed at the hearing could be explained and they 

denied that Corporal G had been directed as the applicant alleged or at all. 

 8. The applicant appeared before the CO at 10.30 a.m. on 23 December 1997. The hearing 

lasted approximately ten minutes. Present in the CO‘s office for the hearing were the CO, the 

battalion adjutant, the regimental sergeant major, Sergeant H and the ―accused adviser‖, an 

officer appointed to look after the applicant‘s interests, whose identity remained unknown to the 

applicant and with whom he had not discussed his case. That officer did not speak at any point 

during the hearing. The applicant was required to stand to attention throughout the hearing and 

was permitted to speak only when invited to do so by the CO. 

 9. The CO asked Sergeant H to give his evidence. The latter said that he had seen the 

applicant in the foyer of the cookhouse on the relevant evening and that his nose had been 

bleeding. When he had asked the applicant about his nose bleed, he had replied: ―Fuck off, it‘s 

nothing to do with you‖. 

 10. The CO then asked the applicant if he admitted the offence described and the applicant 

pleaded not guilty. The CO asked him to give his evidence and he said that he had been speaking 

to Captain J when Sergeant H had ordered him to go to bed. The applicant had said to Sergeant H 

that he was speaking to Captain J, but Sergeant H had then ordered Corporal G to lock him up. 

The CO asked the applicant if he had any evidence to call and the applicant asked to call Captain 

J. The latter said that he had been speaking to the applicant in the foyer of the cookhouse and had 

not heard him swear at Sergeant H. The applicant claimed that, at this point, Sergeant H 

interrupted Captain J‘s evidence saying that he did not think the Captain could have heard 

anything as the exchange in question had taken place outside the cookhouse. The Government 

denied any such interruption. The applicant further alleged that Captain J responded to Sergeant 

H: ―In which case I would not have heard it‖. Corporal G did not give evidence. 

 11. The CO asked the applicant if he wished to elect trial by court-martial, but the applicant 

said that he would accept the CO‘s award. The company commander, who was present by this 

time, said that the applicant was a satisfactory member of his company. The CO then said that he 

found the applicant guilty and sentenced him to seven days‘ detention and seven days‘ associated 

loss of pay. The applicant served his sentence in a locked cell in the battalion guardroom. 

II. RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW AND PRACTICE 

 12. The Armed Forces Act 1996 (―the 1996 Act‖) came into force on 1 April 1997 and 

amended the disciplinary and court-martial procedures regulated by the Naval Discipline Act 

1957, the Army Act 1955 and the Air Force Act 1955. References below to ―the 1955 Act‖ are to 

the Army Act 1955 as amended. The statutory disciplinary provisions applicable to armed forces 

personnel are contained in the above-listed three ―service discipline Acts‖. Each Act specifies, in 

virtually identical terms, the offences for which persons subject to that Act can be tried and the 

punishments applicable. Persons subject to armed forces law are thereby subjected to a common 

code of offences and punishments. 

A. The Offence 

 13. The offences triable under the 1955 Act include misconduct in action; offences by or in 

relation to sentries, person on watch etc; failure to attend for, neglect of, duty; looting; mutiny 
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and related offences; insubordinate behaviour; disobedience of a lawful command or standing 

order; desertion, absence without leave and related offences; malingering, drunkenness, 

disorderly conduct and fighting; refusal to submit to drug testing; false statements on entry or 

enlistment; offences harmful to morale; scandalous or disgraceful behaviour; ill-treatment of 

persons of inferior rank and conduct or neglect to the prejudice of good order and military 

discipline (see sections 24-68 of the 1955 Act). 

 14. In addition to the above, any person subject to armed forces law who commits a civilian 

offence (any act punishable by the laws of England) is also guilty of an offence against the 

service discipline Acts (section 70 of the 1955 Act). 

 15. Section 33(1)(b) of the Army Act 1955 (―the 1955 Act‖) provides: 

Any person subject to military law who - . . . 

(b) uses threatening or insubordinate language to his superior officer 

shall, on conviction by court-martial, be liable to imprisonment or any less 

punishment provided by this Act. 

B. Summary trial: investigations 

 16. Section 76 of the 1955 Act provides that an allegation that an accused has committed an 

offence, including the offence cited above, shall be reported to his commanding officer (―CO‖). 

Regulation 25 of the Investigation and Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 1997 (―the 1997 

Regulations‖ - enacted under section 83 of the 1955 Act) provides that COs shall investigate the 

charge by, inter alia, causing such enquiries to be made as appear necessary. Following 

investigation, the CO may dismiss the charge, refer the charge to a higher authority or deal with 

it summarily. 

C. Summary trial: hearings 

 17. Regulation 9 of the 1997 Regulations notes that COs may deal summarily with any 

charge under section 33 of the 1955 Act. Before dealing summarily with a charge, a CO shall, 

inter alia, call witnesses whose evidence he considers may be relevant to the charge, allow the 

accused to question those witnesses, allow the accused to give evidence on his own behalf and 

allow the accused to call his own witnesses (Regulation 29 of the 1997 Regulations). The CO 

had to either hear evidence orally himself or cause it to be reduced to writing. The latter was 

obligatory if it was considered that extended detention could be awarded on any finding of guilt 

(see ―Penalties‖ at paragraph 28 below). 

 18. If, having heard the evidence, the CO finds that the charge has been proved, the CO shall, 

before so recording, afford the accused the opportunity of electing trial by court-martial (Section 

76B of the 1955 Act). If the accused does not so elect, the CO can, inter alia, record a finding of 

guilty and award penalties. 

 19. While an accused cannot be legally represented at the CO hearing, Chapter 62 of the 

Army General Administrative Instructions (―AGAIs‖) describes the Accused‘s Adviser 

procedure. The Adviser acts in the accused‘s best interests but is not to be considered a form of 
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defence lawyer and is not legally qualified. An Adviser‘s function is limited to advising the 

accused before and at the hearing (for example, as regards whether to elect trial by court-martial) 

and making a statement during the trial about the accused‘s background and in mitigation. 

Detailed guidance for the Accused‘ Adviser is set out at Annex M to Chapter 62, including on 

the procedure for electing trial by court-martial and the advice to be given to an accused in that 

respect. 

D. Penalties 

 20. The maximum duration of the imprisonment for the offence of using insubordinate 

language is not defined under the 1955 Act. 

 21. By virtue of Regulation 12 of the 1997 Regulations, a CO dealing summarily with an 

offence can make an award of detention not exceeding 28 days unless he complies with 

Regulation 31 of the 1997 Regulations. That Regulation provides that a CO may award extended 

detention (up to 60 days) if he has taken written statements from all the witnesses (Regulation 

31(3)), satisfied himself that the accused was not likely to dispute the charge (Regulation 31(4)), 

obtained permission from a higher authority to award extended detention (Regulation 31(5) and 

(7)) and informed the accused of his extended powers (Regulation 31(9)). 

 22. A district court-martial can award imprisonment of up to two years (section 85(2) of the 

1955 Act). There is no upward limit on the awards of imprisonment of a general court-martial. 

E. The Pamphlet 

 23. All soldiers are provided with a pamphlet entitled ―The Rights of a Soldier Charged with 

an Offence under the Army Act 1955‖. The pamphlet was amended on 1 October 1997 following 

the entry into force of the 1996 Act. 

 24. The post-October 1997 version of the pamphlet submitted by the Government in the 

present case informs soldiers of their right to have an Accused‘s Adviser both before and during 

the hearing, of the role of the Adviser (see paragraph 26 above), the procedure at the hearing, the 

penalties available, the procedure for applying for extended detention powers, the means of 

electing for trial by court-martial (including when and how much time is accorded to decide), the 

time available to withdraw any such election and the consequences of such an election (including 

the possibility of being prosecuted on more serious charges). 

THE LAW 

I. ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 6 OF THE CONVENTION 

 25. The applicant made various complaints under Article 6 §§ 1 and 3 of the Convention, 

which provisions, in so far as relevant, read as follows: 

1. In the determination . . . of any criminal charge against him, everyone is 

entitled to a fair and public hearing . . . by an independent and impartial tribunal 

established by law . . . . 

3. Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights: 

. . . 
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(c) to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or, 

if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when 

the interests of justice so require; . . . 

A. Applicability of Article 6 

 26. The applicant contended that the charges against him were ―criminal‖ within the meaning 

of Article 6 having regard to the three criteria outlined at paragraph 82 of the Engel judgment 

(Engel and Others v. the Netherlands, judgment of 8 June 1976, Series A no. 22). While he 

accepted that the relevant offence was disciplinary in domestic law and in nature, he argued that 

the penalty risked rendered it criminal. The maximum penalty risked by him was life 

imprisonment (if he was tried by general court-martial), two years‘ imprisonment (if tried by a 

district court-martial) or 60 days‘ imprisonment (the extended sentencing powers of a CO). 

 27. Prior to admissibility, the Government noted that the offence was disciplinary in 

domestic law and in nature and considered that neither the penalty risked nor that awarded was 

sufficiently severe as to ―transform‖ a disciplinary offence into a criminal one. Following 

admissibility, the Government did not comment on the applicability of Article 6. 

 28. The Court notes that it remains undisputed that the starting-point, for the assessment of 

the applicability of the criminal aspect of Article 6 of the Convention to the present proceedings, 

is the criteria outlined at paragraph 82 of the above-cited Engel judgment: 

. . . [I]t is first necessary to know whether the provision(s) defining the offence 

charged belong, according to the legal system of the respondent State, to criminal 

law, disciplinary law or both concurrently. This however provides no more than a 

starting point. The indications so afforded have only a formal and relative value 

and must be examined in the light of the common denominator of the respective 

legislation of the various Contracting States. 

The very nature of the offence is a factor of greater import. . . . 

However, supervision by the Court does not stop there. Such supervision would 

generally prove to be illusory if it did not also take into consideration the degree 

of severity of the penalty that the person concerned risks incurring. 

 29. In its more recent judgment in the case of Ezeh and Connors v. the United Kingdom 

([GC], nos. 39665/98 and 40086/98, ECHR 2003-X), the Court clarified as follows: 

 86. In addition, it is the Court‘s established jurisprudence that the second 

and third criteria laid down in Engel are alternative and not necessarily 

cumulative: for Article 6 to be held applicable, it suffices that the offence in 

question is by its nature to be regarded as ―criminal‖ from the point of view of the 

Convention, or that the offence made the person liable to a sanction which, by its 

nature and degree of severity, belongs in general to the ―criminal‖ sphere . . .. 

This does not exclude that a cumulative approach may be adopted where separate 

analysis of each criterion does not make it possible to reach a clear conclusion as 

to the existence of a criminal charge . . .  
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 120. The nature and severity of the penalty which was ―liable to be 

imposed‖ on the applicants . . . are determined by reference to the maximum 

potential penalty for which the relevant law provides . . . 

 The actual penalty imposed is relevant to the determination . . . but it 

cannot diminish the importance of what was initially at stake (see Engel and 

Others, cited above, p. 36, § 85, together with Demicoli, Garyfallou AEBE and 

Weber, loc. cit.). 

 30. In its Ezeh and Connors judgment, the Court referred specifically to the following extract 

from paragraph 82 of the Engel judgment: 

 In a society subscribing to the rule of law, there belong to the ―criminal‖ 

sphere deprivations of liberty liable to be imposed as a punishment, except those 

which by their nature, duration or manner of execution cannot be appreciably 

detrimental. The seriousness of what is at stake, the traditions of the Contracting 

States and the importance attached by the Convention to respect for the physical 

liberty of the person all require that this should be so. 

and went on to conclude (at paragraph 126) that: 

 Accordingly, given the deprivations of liberty liable to be and actually 

imposed on the present applicants, there is a presumption that the charges against 

them were criminal within the meaning of Article 6, a presumption which could 

be rebutted entirely exceptionally, and only if those deprivations of liberty could 

not be considered ―appreciably detrimental‖ given their nature, duration or 

manner of execution. 

 31. The offence at issue in the present case (using insubordinate language to a superior 

officer) was, in the Court‘s view, disciplinary in domestic law and in nature. It was one of the 

service disciplinary offences listed in the 1955 Act (see paragraphs 19-22 above) to be 

prosecuted by the services only. Its aim was to maintain discipline within the armed forces and 

there was no apparent civilian criminal equivalent (Campbell and Fell v. the United Kingdom, 

judgment of 28 June 1984, Series A no. 80, § 71). 

 32. However, the Engel criteria being alternative and not necessarily cumulative, the 

―criminal‖ nature of the relevant ―offence‖ could, in principle, be determined solely on the basis 

of the nature and severity of the sanction. 

 33. It was not disputed, and the Court finds, that the applicant‘s confinement in a locked 

battalion guardroom amounted to a deprivation of liberty (the above-cited Engel judgment, at § 

63 and Stephen Jordan v. the United Kingdom, no. 30280/96, § 25, 14 March 2000). Since a 

deprivation of liberty was liable to be and was actually imposed on the applicant, there was a 

presumption that the charge against him was ―criminal‖, a presumption which could be rebutted 

entirely exceptionally and only if his deprivation of liberty could not be considered ―appreciably 

detrimental‖ given its nature, duration or manner of execution (the above-cited Ezeh and 

Connors judgment, at § 126). 

 34. The parties disagreed on the severity of the penalty ―liable to be imposed‖: the 

Government argued that it was 28 days and the applicant maintained that it was either life 
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imprisonment, two years or sixty days for the reasons outlined above. However, the applicant did 

not select trial by court-martial and the CO did not take any of the steps required by Regulation 

31 (and listed at paragraph 28 above) in order to obtain extended detention powers in the 

applicant‘s case. Consequently, the sentence ―liable to be imposed‖ was the maximum penalty of 

28 days which was available at the moment of the applicant‘s summary trial before the CO 

(Engel, at §§ 24 and 85), this period being the equivalent of an eight-week sentence in a 

domestic criminal court. The actual sentence imposed was 7 days‘ detention. 

 35. The Court concludes that the deprivation of liberty which was liable to be, and which 

actually was, imposed on the applicant cannot be regarded as sufficiently unimportant or 

inconsequential as to displace the presumption as to the criminal nature of the charge against 

him. 

 36. It finds that the applicant was charged with a ―criminal offence‖ within the meaning of 

Article 6 which provision applies therefore to his complaints. 

B. Waiver of rights under Article 6 of the Convention 

 37. The applicant maintained that any waiver by him of a trial by court-martial could not be 

considered to be valid. The Government observed that the applicant declined to elect trial by 

court-martial and submitted that there were no important public interest considerations which 

might suggest that the matter should have been dealt with otherwise than summarily. In such 

circumstances, they argued that he made a voluntary, informed and unequivocal election to 

waive his rights under Article 6 of the Convention. Contrary to the position in the case of 

Thompson v. the United Kingdom (no. 36256/97, 15 June 2004), the present applicant could have 

chosen a court-martial convened under the 1996 Act which would have fully complied with the 

requirements of the Convention (Cooper v. the United Kingdom [GC], no. 48843/99, ECHR 

2003-XII). He could have taken legal advice and, even if he could not be legally represented at 

the summary hearing, he had access to the Accused‘s Adviser. 

 38. The Court recalls that a waiver of a right guaranteed by the Convention – in so far as it is 

permissible – must not run counter to any important public interest, must be established in an 

unequivocal manner and requires minimum guarantees commensurate to the waiver‘s importance 

(Håkansson and Sturesson v. Sweden, judgment of 21 February 1990, Series A No. 171, § 66 and 

Pfeifer and Plankl v. Austria, judgment of 25 February 1992, Series A No. 227, § 37). 

 39. It is further recalled that the Court found in the above-cited Thompson case that, even 

supposing that the Article 6 rights in question could be waived, the circumstances surrounding 

Mr. Thompson‘s waiver deprived it of any validity from the point of view of the 

Convention. The Court gave three reasons. 

 40. In the first place, it referred to certain structural elements of the summary procedure: 

 44. The Court notes . . . that the applicant was directly subordinate, and in 

close structural proximity, to his [CO], a factor which undoubtedly would have 

affected the free and unambiguous nature of any choice between a summary trial 

and a court-martial. The applicant would also have been influenced by the fact 
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that a summary procedure involved a maximum sentence of 28 days (and 60 days 

only if extended powers were granted) whereas trial by a district court-martial 

could have in theory . . . led to a sentence of up to two years‘ imprisonment. . . . 

Moreover, the fact that the option was presented to him at all meant that his [CO] 

considered him to be guilty as charged and, further, that he warranted more than a 

minor punishment. The applicant would have been aware of all of these matters 

from, inter alia, the information pamphlet which he accepted he would have 

obtained in Northern Ireland. 

Even assuming the applicant received the post-October 1997 Pamphlet (see paragraph 31 above) 

as maintained by the Government, the Court considers that the above-cited reasoning remains 

entirely applicable to the present case, and indeed the Government did not contest this. 

 41. Secondly, the Court in the Thompson case pointed out that the applicant, as a layman, 

was not in a position to evaluate his legal position in February 1997 or, consequently, the options 

to be pursued by him. Legal representation was not allowed at the summary hearing when the 

opportunity to elect was afforded to an accused which absence, in turn, would have rendered it 

difficult for a lawyer to comprehensively advise an accused during the period thereafter when the 

election would have become definitive. The Court considers that this reasoning also remains 

relevant to the present case despite the Government‘s submissions to the contrary: the legal 

representation position and the role of the Accused‘s Adviser were substantively similar in both 

cases. 

 42. It is true that the remaining reason given in the Thompson case cannot be applied to the 

present. When the court-martial option was presented to Mr. Thompson, the court-martial system 

in place at that point was considered by this Court to violate the independence and impartiality 

guarantees of Article 6 § 1 (Findlay v. the United Kingdom, judgment of 25 February 1997, 

Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1997-I). However, when that option was available to the 

present applicant, the 1996 Act had reformed the army court-martial system so as to comply with 

the independence and impartiality requirements of Article 6 § 1 (Cooper v. the United Kingdom 

[GC], no. 48843/99, ECHR 2003-XII). 

 43. However, the Court considers that the two matters detailed at paragraphs 47 and 48 above 

are sufficient to allow it to conclude that, even supposing that the Article 6 rights in question 

could in principle have been be waived, the circumstances were such that there was no valid 

waiver by the applicant of his rights under that Article. 

C. Merits of the complaints under Article 6 §§ 1 and 3(c) 

 44. The applicant complained under Article 6 § 1 that the CO was not independent or 

impartial (since the CO acted as prosecutor and judge) and that the proceedings before the CO 

were consequently unfair. He also complained that those proceedings were not ―public‖ and that 

the CO did not constitute a tribunal ―established by law‖. In addition, he complained under 

Article 6 § 3(c) that legal representation was excluded from his summary trial. The Government 

contested the violations. 

 45. The Court recalls that, in the above-cited Thompson case, it concluded that the summary 

procedure presented even clearer structural independence and impartiality problems than those 

established in the above-cited Findlay case and, further, that those proceedings were, 
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consequently, unfair. The Court went on in that case to find that the exclusion of legal 

representation from the applicant‘s summary trial constituted a separate issue from the structural 

breaches of Article 6 § 1 which had been established and gave rise to an additional violation of 

Article 6 § 3(c) of the Convention (citing, inter alia, Benham v. the United Kingdom, judgment 

of 10 June 1996, Reports 1996-III, § 64). 

 46. The Court does not see any reason in the present case to depart from those conclusions 

and, for the reasons outlined in detail in paragraphs 46-47 of the Thompson judgment, finds that 

the summary procedure before the CO violated the independence, impartiality and, consequently, 

fairness aspects of Article 6 § 1 and that the exclusion of legal representation from the 

applicant‘s summary trial also constituted a violation of Article 6 § 3(c) of the Convention. . . . 

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT 

1. Holds by 6 votes to 1 that there has been a violation of Article 6 § 1 of the 

Convention in that the applicant did not have a fair trial by an independent and 

impartial tribunal; 

2. Holds by 6 votes to 1 that there has been a violation of Article 6 § 3(c) of the 

Convention . . . 

MARUSTE, J. dissenting. 

 The majority relies very much on the application of the Engel criteria (Engel and Others v. 

the Netherlands, judgment of 8 June 1976, Series A no. 22) in the judgment in Ezeh and Connors 

v. the United Kingdom ([GC], nos. 39665/98 and 40086/98, ECHR 2003-X). I can agree partly 

since there are some similarities, but there are also circumstances which would distinguish this 

case from Ezeh and Connors. 

 The present case is about a fresh conviction not related to serving a lawful and current prison 

sentence. The similarity comes from the ―what was originally at stake‖ problem. It is suggested 

that, if the case was tried by a district court-martial, the applicant could have ―in theory‖ faced a 

sentence of up to two years‘ imprisonment and, in paragraph 47 of the attached judgment, the 

majority endorsed this position. However, it must be noted that the expression ―in theory‖ is 

speculative and, further, it is clear from the circumstances and nature of the present case that that 

was very unlikely to happen and no case law was produced to substantiate such a scenario. 

 It should also be noted that the applicant could have opted, but refused to so opt, for trial by 

court-martial. In outlining its reasoning on the waiver point, the majority of the Chamber relied 

upon the Thomson case (Thompson v. the United Kingdom, no. 36256/97, 15 June 2004) but not 

specifically applying it to the circumstances of the present case. No evidence was produced that 

the applicant had not understood the differences between two procedures, even with the 

assistance of the Accused‘s Adviser and the post-October 1997 Pamphlet. It was just presumed 

by analogy. This is not convincing for me and I consider the waiver to be valid in the 

circumstances. 

 Finally, I consider some discretionary, speedy and summary disciplinary measures as a 

necessary and natural part of military service, without which the army would lose part of its 
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effectiveness and operationality. It would be my understanding that these considerations were 

behind the Eggs decision (Eggs v. Switzerland No. 7341/76, Commission decision of 4 March 

1978, Decisions and Reports 15, p. 35, § 79) where the Commission found that, although 

relatively harsh, that penalty restricting freedom could not, either by its duration or by the 

conditions of its enforcement in Basle prison, have caused serious detriment to the applicant. 

That procedure could not, therefore, be classified as criminal. . . . 

 

Page 190 

Insert new paragraph under Notes and Questions: 

5. From an American perspective, the decision in Tzufan is surprising to the extent that the court 

became involved in the choice between summary discipline and court-martial proceedings. A 

later decision may mark an expansion of this judicial involvement in what to us is an inherently 

executive decision. In Abu Rahme v. Mandelblit, No. 7195/08 (Isr. Jan. 7, 2009), the Supreme 

Court, sitting as the High Court of Justice in a case brought by the victim and four human rights 

organizations, ordered the Military Advocate General (―MAG‖) to reconsider the severity of 

court-martial charges levelled against a lieutenant colonel battalion commander and a staff 

sergeant for an incident in which a handcuffed and blindfolded Palestinian demonstrator was 

intentionally shot in the toe at point-blank range with a rubber-coated bullet for the purpose of 

scaring him. The two accused were originally charged with conduct unbecoming a soldier. The 

Supreme Court observed that ―[t]he moral gap between the nature of the act described in the 

indictment and the manner of evaluation in the indictment—as the offense of ‗improper 

conduct‘—is so deep that it cannot stand,‖ and ordered the MAG to reconsider what charges 

should be brought. Tomer Zarchin, Court: IDF [Israel Defence Force] Must Toughen Charges 

for Shooting of Bound Palestinian, HA-ARETZ, Jan. 7, 2009. (In the end, the lieutenant colonel 

was convicted of threatening the detainee, the staff sergeant was convicted of illegal use of a 

weapon, and both were convicted of conduct unbecoming.) Who should make charging 

decisions, a commander or a prosecutor? What role, if any, should civilian courts (and victims 

and nongovernmental organizations) have in the charging process? See generally Chapter 3, § II. 

For an examination of Israeli trial and appellate court-martial results see Yesh Din (Volunteers 

for Human Rights), Exceptions: Prosecution of IDF Soldiers During and After the Second 

Intifada, 2000-2007 (Sept. 2008), available at: 

 http://www.yesh-din.org/sys/images/File/Exceptions[Eng][1].pdf 
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Chapter 5.  Professional Responsibility 
 

Page 217 

Delete first three lines of Note 1. Replace with: 

 1. One highly respected Army lawyer observed that this same analysis should govern cases of 

imputed disqualification within a defense office, explaining: 

 

Page 218 

Add following Note 2: 

 3. In United States v. Lee, 66 M.J. 387 (C.A.A.F. 2008), detailed defense counsel was 

transferred to prosecution duties after arraignment but before trial. As a trial counsel he was 

supervised by the judge advocate who was his adversary in the Lee case. After becoming a trial 

counsel detailed defense counsel continued to represent his defense clients, meeting with them in 

an office in the defense counsels‘ suite. He conducted no legal research concerning conflicts of 

interest, never secured a written waiver from the client, failed to notify the client that he could 

simply refuse to have the lawyer become a prosecutor while still acting as defense counsel, and 

never brought the matter to the attention of the military judge. [Disclosure: the first editor is 

appellate defense counsel in this case.] 

 

Page 231 

Add following Note 5: 

 6. Must the government allow military defense counsel who represented an accused before a 

military commission to continue to represent the client when his case is withdrawn from the 

military commission system and he is prosecuted in federal district court? See United States v. 

Ghailani, 686 F. Supp. 2d 279 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (although officers ―have performed a service to 

their country as well as to their client by their steadfast devotion to his cause‖ and ―[t]heir 

professionalism in seeking to remain in the case is admirable, . . . decision to reassign them does 

not violate Ghailani‘s rights‖). 

 7. Several recent military justice cases have focused on detailed military defense counsel‘s 

withdrawal from representation. Rule for Courts-Martial 505(d)(2)(B) provides: 

After an attorney-client relationship has been formed between the accused and 

detailed defense counsel or associate or assistant defense counsel, an authority 

competent to detail such counsel may excuse or change such counsel only: 

 (i) Under R.C.M. 506(b)(3)[, which provides that a defense counsel may 

be excused ―with the express consent of the accused, or by the military judge 

upon application for withdrawal by the defense counsel for good cause shown‖]; 

 (ii) Upon request of the accused or application for withdrawal by such 

counsel under R.C.M. 506(c); or 
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 (iii) For other good cause shown on the record. 

 In United States v. Garcia, 68 M.J. 561 (C.G. Ct. Crim. App. 2009), pet. denied, 69 M.J. 

83 (C.A.A.F. 2010), the accused‘s attorney-client relationship was severed over his objection 

when his military defense counsel was ordered to deploy to Iraq to support Law and Order Task 

Force in Baghdad. The Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals upheld the severance, finding 

―good cause in the form of military exigency for the severing of the attorney-client relationship 

in this case. See United States v. Hultgren, 40 M.J. 638, 640 (N.M.C.M.R.1994) (deployment of 

defense counsel to Somalia in early 1993 was a military exigency under R.C.M. 505).‖ Id. at 

565. In a concurring opinion, Judge Ham of the Army Court observed that the Army‘s approach 

is different:  

Unlike the Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals, we have never held that 

deployment of either the soldier or his attorney establishes good cause, and, in 

fact, defense counsel routinely remain on cases despite deployment or 

redeployment of either the counsel or the represented soldier. . . . As the Army‘s 

current practice forcefully demonstrates, deployment is not a ―truly extraordinary 

circumstance rendering virtually impossible the continuation of the [attorney-

client] relationship.‖ [United States v. Iverson, 5 M.J. 440, 442-43 (C.M.A. 

1978)]. 

United States v. Fordyce, 69 M.J. 501, 510 (A. Ct. Crim. App. 2010) (en banc) (Ham, J., 

concurring) (first brackets in original).  

 The Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals recently found that ―[n]o good cause 

existed to sever the attorney-client relationship‖ where one of the accused‘s detailed military 

defense counsel who had represented the accused in a murder case for 10 months left active duty 

approximately two months before the contested court-martial began. United States v. Hutchins, 

68 M.J. 623, 628 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 2010) (en banc). The court reasoned: 

―[G]ood cause‖ must be assessed on a sliding scale which considers the 

contextual impact of the severance on the client. Severance of an attorney/client 

relationship early in a case will have significantly less impact on an accused‘s 

representation rights than severance after work has been done on the defense case. 

A severance on the eve of trial after nearly a year of defense strategizing and 

preparation has even greater impact. 

Id. at 629. The Judge Advocate General of the Navy certified that case to the Court of Appeals 

for the Armed Forces. One of the certified issues asks, ―WHETHER UNDER R.C.M. 

505(d)(2)(B), THE NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURT INCORRECTLY FOUND NO ‗GOOD 

CAUSE‘ ON THE RECORD FOR THE REPLACEMENT OF APPELLANT‘S SECOND 

DETAILED DEFENSE COUNSEL WITH ANOTHER COUNSEL?‖ As of this writing, the 

Court of Appeals had not yet decided the case. 
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UNITED STATES v. DIAMOND 
United States Army Court of Criminal Appeals, 2010 

BAIME, Judge: 

 

[Staff Sergeant Diamond was sentenced to confinement for life without parole for premeditated 

murder, obstruction of justice, adultery and other offenses. He was defended by both military and 

civilian counsel. The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces granted review and remanded the 

case for further inquiry on the following issue:] 

WHETHER THE NAMED CO-CONSPIRATOR, MICHELLE THEER, PAID 

APPELLANT‘S CIVILIAN DEFENSE COUNSEL RETAINER AND, IF SO, 

WHETHER THIS CONFLICT OF INTEREST WAS DISCLOSED TO THE 

COURT. 

FACTS 

 Our original opinion contains a detailed description of the facts surrounding the murder 

of Dr. Michelle Theer‘s husband, United States Air Force Captain (Capt.) Frank M. Theer. See 

Diamond, 65 M.J. at 877-82. A recitation of the facts is not necessary, but for purposes of this 

opinion, it is important to know appellant was convicted of conspiring with Dr. Theer to murder 

Capt. Theer, and Dr. Theer was ultimately convicted in the Superior Court Division of the State 

of North Carolina court for the first-degree murder of her husband and sentenced to life in 

prison.  

 Post-trial, appellant alleged Dr. Theer paid the retainer fee for his civilian defense 

counsel, Messrs. Coy Brewer and Ronnie Mitchell, which created a conflict of interest. He also 

alleged counsel never disclosed this conflict to the court. After our superior court remanded the 

case to us, we ordered affidavits from Messrs. Brewer and Mitchell, who denied Dr. Theer paid 

the retainer. Appellant also submitted affidavits from numerous family members alleging Dr. 

Theer paid the retainer fee. Faced with competing affidavits, we ordered a DuBay hearing. 

 During the DuBay hearing, appellant testified he was in pretrial confinement at Camp 

Lejeune and during an appointment he asked Mr. Brewer how appellant was going to pay his 

retainer fee. Appellant testified he was told ―Don‘t worry about it,‖ and ―that Michelle took care 

of everything and that all I needed to know was to keep my mouth shut and they would contact 

me at Camp Lejeune and we went from there.‖ In contrast, both Mr. Brewer and Mr. Mitchell 

testified they were not aware of the retainer‘s source.  

After the conclusion of the DuBay hearing, the military judge made findings of fact and 

conclusions of law and attached them to the DuBay record. Most important and relevant to the 

first part of the remanded issue, the military judge found ―Ms. Theer paid the retainer fee of 

$1,500 for the appellant with money orders,‖ and ―Neither Mr. Brewer nor Mr. Mitchell was 

aware that Ms. Theer was the source of funds for the retainer fee. Neither Ms. Theer nor the 

appellant told either Mr. Brewer or Mr. Mitchell that Ms. Theer was the source of the funds for 

the retainer fee.‖ Pertaining to the issue of disclosure, the military judge found: 

The civilian defense counsel did not discuss Ms. Theer as the source of the 

funding with the appellant since Ms. Theer was not known to be the source of the 
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funds for the retainer fee. The civilian defense counsel did not discuss any 

apparent or actual conflict of interest with the appellant because they were 

unaware of any such conflict. The civilian defense counsel did not disclose Ms. 

Theer‘s funding of the retainer fee with the court because they were unaware she 

was the funding source. 

The military judge also found ―Ms. Theer did not direct any part of the defense.‖ After our 

review, we find nothing clearly erroneous in these findings of fact and conclusions of law and 

adopt them in full. . . . 

LAW 

Our court reviews the DuBay judge‘s factual findings under a clearly erroneous standard. 

United States v. Clark, 55 M.J. 555, 560 (Army Ct. Crim. App. 2001). ―Allegations of conflicts 

of interest during ineffective assistance of counsel inquiries are reviewed de novo.‖ United States 

v. Calhoun, 49 M.J. 485 (C.A.A.F. 1998). 

Military accused‘s ―right to effective assistance of counsel means the right to effective 

assistance of conflict-free counsel.‖ United States v. Carter, 40 M.J. 102, 105 (C.M.A. 1994). 

―Defense counsel have an ethical obligation to avoid conflicting representations and to advise the 

court promptly when a conflict of interest arises during the course of trial.‖ Cuyler v. Sullivan, 

446 U.S. 335, 346 (1980) (footnote omitted). ―An attorney is bound to disclose to his client every 

adverse retainer, and even every prior retainer, which may affect the discretion of the latter.‖ 

Mickens v. Taylor, 535 U.S. 162, 182 (2002) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (quoting Williams v. Reed, 

29 F. Cas. 1386, 1390 (C.C. Me. 1824)). 

―Courts and commentators have recognized the inherent dangers that arise when a 

criminal defendant is represented by a lawyer hired and paid by a third party, particularly when 

the third party is the operator of the alleged criminal enterprise.‖ Wood v. Georgia, 450 U.S. 261, 

268-69 (1981) (footnote omitted). An attorney can only serve one master. See Mickens, 535 U.S. 

at 172; Cuyler, 446 U.S. at 349; Glasser v. United States, 315 U.S. 60, 75 (1942). One risk is the 

party paying the fees may have an interest in determining the outcome of the other party‘s legal 

case to assist the payer‘s ultimate legal interests. See Wood, 450 U.S. at 269-70.  

In cases alleging a conflict of interest in an attorney‘s representation, ―a defendant who 

raised no objection at trial must demonstrate that an actual conflict of interest adversely affected 

his lawyer‘s performance.‖ Cuyler, 446 U.S. at 348. See also United States v. Thompson, 51 M.J. 

434-35 (C.A.A.F. 1999); United States v. Hicks, 52 M.J. 70, 72 (C.A.A.F. 1999). ―[A] defendant 

who shows that a conflict of interest actually affected the adequacy of his representation need not 

demonstrate prejudice in order to obtain relief. But until a defendant shows that his counsel 

actively represented conflicting interests, he has not established the constitutional predicate for 

his claim of ineffective assistance.‖ Cuyler, 446 U.S. at 349-50 (citations omitted).  

An actual conflict of interest does not always arise when a civilian counsel‘s retainer fee 

is paid by a codefendant. See Danner v. United States, 820 F.2d 1166, 1170 (11th Cir. 1987). In 

Danner, the court found the attorney‘s representation at trial was sufficient and free from any 

conflict after one codefendant paid a portion of the retainer fee for the other codefendant 

(Danner) if the latter agreed to use his counsel. Id. Ultimately, both codefendants were 

represented by different attorneys, but Danner‘s attorney was paid from the original fees. Id. See 
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also United States v. Wells, 394 F.3d 725 (9th Cir. 2005). In Wells, one codefendant paid another 

codefendant‘s attorney fees; the issue before the Ninth Circuit was ―whether the fee arrangement, 

which created a theoretical division of loyalties, adversely affected‖ the attorney‘s 

representation. Id. at 734. The court found ―no evidence that the fee arrangement affected [the 

attorney‘s] handling of any issue in the case‖ and concluded the attorney effectively represented 

his client. Id. at 736.  

DISCUSSION 

 The military judge found Dr. Theer paid the retainer fee for appellant‘s civilian defense 

counsel, and the source of the funds was never disclosed to the court because the attorneys were 

unaware Dr. Theer paid the retainer fee. Since appellant raised the conflict issue post-trial, he 

must demonstrate an actual conflict of interest occurred to entitle him to any relief. Appellant has 

failed to meet this burden because in this case, no actual or apparent conflict of interest existed. 

First, as the military judge found, the civilian defense counsel did not know who paid their 

retainer fee. The attorneys‘ lack of knowledge allowed them to be ―mentally free of competing 

interests,‖ and appellant ―was afforded conflict-free counsel.‖ Carter, 40 M.J. at 106. Second, 

Dr. Theer never directed any part of the defense strategy. In fact, the military judge found her 

―payment of the retainer fee had no impact on the advocacy by the defense counsel either 

individually or as a team.‖  Third, the amount of the retainer fee, $1,500.00, was ―a small 

percentage of the total amount of the funds paid to Mr. Brewer‖ compared to the amount of fees 

paid to the civilian defense team by appellant‘s family, $11,500.00. Simply stated, no division of 

loyalties existed. 

 Although we answer both parts of the remanded issue in favor of appellant, unique 

factors exist denying appellant any relief. We find although the payment was made by 

appellant‘s co-conspirator, no conflict of interest, and thus, no duty to notify the court existed 

because civilian defense counsel were unaware Dr. Theer paid the fee in the first place.
1
  

CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, the findings of guilty and the sentence are affirmed. 

 

APPLICATION OF RULE 1.5(D) TO RECEIPT OF A CONTINGENT 

FEE IN A WRIT OF ERROR CORAM NOBIS PROCEEDING 
District of Columbia Bar Legal Ethics Committee, Opinion 262 

124 DAILY WASH. L. RPTR. 9 (Jan. 3, 1996) 

 Rule 1.5(d), prohibiting contingent fees in criminal cases, does not apply to a writ of error 

coram nobis proceeding. Therefore, a lawyer may accept a contingent fee to represent an 

individual in such a proceeding.  

                                                           
1
 [n.2] Appellant was aware Dr. Theer paid the retainer fee when he hired his civilian defense counsel.  However, in 

light of the fact that those attorneys did not know who paid the fee, we need not decide whether appellant waived his 

right to object to any alleged conflict or whether that right is even waiveable in this situation.   
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Applicable Rule 

Rule 1.5(d) (Ban on Contingent Fees for Representing a Defendant in a Criminal Case) 

Inquiry 

 The inquirer, a private lawyer, requests an opinion whether a lawyer may enter into a 

contingent fee agreement to represent a person, who was previously convicted by a court-martial 

and has been released, in an effort to have the prior criminal conviction set aside by a writ of 

error coram nobis. If successful, the individual will be entitled to back pay and allowances from 

which the lawyer‘s contingent fee will be paid.  

Discussion 

 Rule 1.5 provides that a ―[a] lawyer shall not enter into an arrangement for, charge, or collect 

a contingent fee for representing a defendant in a criminal case.‖ Comment [6] to the Rule notes 

that this provision continues the prohibition imposed under the previous Code of Professional 

Responsibility. According to Ethical Consideration [EC] 2-20 of that Code, ―[p]ublic policy 

properly condemns contingent fee arrangements in criminal cases, largely on the ground that 

legal services in criminal cases do not produce a res with which to pay the fee.‖ 

 A Writ of Error Coram Nobis (―Writ‖) originally was a common law writ brought to correct 

a judgment that the court would not have made had it known of an error of fact at the time of the 

original proceeding. The Writ was brought in an independent civil proceeding governed by civil 

rules. Today, the Writ is the only post-conviction remedy that can be used to vacate a federal 

conviction after the petitioner has been released from custody. It will be granted only where 

necessary to correct errors of such a fundamental character as to render the previous court 

proceeding invalid. Such errors include a violation of the right to counsel; incompetency of 

counsel; insanity or incompetency of the petitioner at trial; and a subsequent Supreme Court or 

appellate decision holding unconstitutional the federal statute under which petitioner was 

convicted. In other words, the Writ will be granted only where the circumstances compel such 

action to achieve justice. 

 For the reasons discussed below, we conclude that Rule 1.5(d) does not apply to a Writ 

proceeding. We believe that Rule 1.5(d) is intended to apply to criminal cases in which the 

government proceeds against a criminal defendant. By comparison, the petition for a Writ is filed 

by an individual who, after release from custody, claims error in the previous criminal 

proceeding. The individual is not identified as a defendant, but rather as the petitioner. 

 Although many reasons have been given for the ban on contingent fees in criminal cases, and 

the precise rationale is somewhat murky, we find that none of these reasons apply to a Coram 

Nobis proceeding. One reason often given is that if contingent fees were permitted, lawyers 

would be less likely to accept less meritorious cases. In a Writ proceeding, however, the concern 

that lawyers will be discouraged from representing criminal defendants does not apply, since the 

criminal proceedings are already complete. 

 A second rationale for the ban was that ―legal services in criminal cases do not produce a res 

with which to pay the fee.‖ [EC 2-20] Even if that rationale were still relevant, we note that the 

Writ in a court-martial conviction may generate a res (back pay and allowances) from which a 

fee can be paid. Finally, it is argued that contingent fees are not necessary in criminal cases 
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because there is a constitutional guarantee of counsel for indigent criminal defendants. In a Writ 

proceeding, however, there is no such right to counsel. Contingent fees thus may enable 

individuals to secure counsel when they might otherwise lack the necessary financial resources 

to do so. 

Whether a Writ proceeding is a civil or criminal proceeding has not been clearly decided. A 

confusing footnote to a Supreme Court opinion [United States v. Morgan, 346 U.S. 502, 505 n.4 

(1954) (―Such a motion is a step in the criminal case and not, like habeas corpus where relief is 

sought in a separate civil proceeding . . . . This motion is of the same general character as one 

under 28 U.S.C. § 2255‖)] and a division among the circuits have served to muddy the waters in 

this regard. 

 But even if the Writ proceeding were deemed to be a criminal proceeding, the petitioner in 

the proceeding would have to be a ―defendant,‖ in our view, to bring the proposed transaction 

within Rule 1.5(d). Although he was the defendant in the original criminal case, the Committee 

believes that, at this stage of the legal proceedings, the coram nobis petitioner is not a 

―defendant.‖ As we noted above, Rule 1.5(d), by its terms, applies only to representation of a 

―defendant in a criminal case.‖ In our view, the representation of an individual in a Writ 

proceeding, where the individual allegedly wronged, i.e., the petitioner, initiates the legal action, 

is plainly not covered by the Rule. Thus, a lawyer may accept a contingent fee in a Writ 

proceeding.  

 

Page 234  

 

Add as Note 2 (re-numbering the single note that now appears on that page as Note 1):  

 

2.  In January 2005, Lieutenant Commander Matthew M. Diaz, a Navy judge advocate assigned 

to Joint Task Force Guantanamo Bay, sent a Valentine‘s Day card to Barbara Olshansky, a human 

rights lawyer at the Center for Constitutional Rights (―CCR‖) in New York City.  Included in the 

card was information that Olshansky had tried, and failed, to obtain through official channels: the 

names of more than 500 detainees being held at Guantánamo Bay. Diaz knew of her request 

because he was the point of contact for her correspondence with his superiors.  Frustrated with 

the official decision to withhold the information that CCR sought, Diaz took matters into his own 

hands. He culled the names from a secure database, printed them out, cut the printout into pieces, 

and mailed the pieces to Olshansky.  After she and her colleagues turned over the contents of the 

card to the court, Diaz was court-martialed for disclosing classified information.  He was 

convicted of both conduct unbecoming an officer and violating the Espionage Act, and sentenced 

to six months in the brig and dismissal from the Navy. 

 On appeal, Diaz argued that he should have been able to counter the ―conduct 

unbecoming‖ charge by introducing evidence of his honorable motives in releasing the names of 

the detainees, most of whom had been held at GTMO for years without being charged or tried. 

The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces agreed that Diaz was entitled to put on such 

evidence, but that the error at trial was harmless because he had an obligation to protect 

classified information that overcame any reasonable desire to disclose that information. United 

States v. Diaz, 69 M.J. ___ (C.A.A.F. 2010).  
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 Is there any situation in which a judge advocate‘s duty to disclose classified information 

(a duty that Diaz reported he felt he had) is not trumped by his responsibility to follow 

regulations and protect that information? 

 

 

STATEMENT ON CIVILIAN ATTORNEY PARTICIPATION 

AS DEFENSE COUNSEL IN MILITARY COMMISSIONS 
National Institute of Military Justice, 2003 

 NIMJ has examined in detail both the March 21, 2002 Procedures for Trials by Military 

Commissions and the April 30, 2003 Military Commission Instructions. 

 An important issue has arisen as to whether civilian counsel should participate in trials by 

military commission. In a variety of significant ways, the Secretary of Defense‘s procedures treat 

civilian defense counsel differently from the way they are treated in federal and state courts and 

in courts-martial. Many members of the bar and the public both here and overseas are concerned, 

as we are, that those procedures could materially affect counsel‘s ability to fully and adequately 

represent military commission accuseds. These concerns may have dissuaded some lawyers, who 

might otherwise have volunteered their services in the interest of justice, from doing so. 

 The question whether to participate in proceedings when one believes that the governing 

procedures are an unwarranted departure from due process norms must be decided according to 

each individual‘s conscience and professional values. But it would be as unfortunate for the 

American justice system for competent civilian defense counsel to make themselves unavailable 

in military commissions as it would be if civilians were formally precluded from participation. 

Military lawyers have proven over many years that they can and will provide zealous 

representation, even for highly unpopular clients. Nonetheless, and whatever else may be said of 

military commissions, public confidence in the administration of justice would be ill-served by a 

boycott by the civilian bar. Public esteem for the bar would also suffer. 

 The preamble to the American Bar Association‘s Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

provides in relevant part: ―[a] lawyer, as a member of the legal profession, is a representative of 

clients, an officer of the legal system and a public citizen having special responsibility for the 

quality of justice,‖ and ―[a]s a public citizen, a lawyer should seek improvement of the law, 

access to the legal system, the administration of justice and the quality of service rendered by the 

legal profession.‖ 

 Even where a lawyer personally believes that the procedures adopted by a tribunal are unfair, 

unwise, unconstitutional, or contrary to international norms, the lawyer nonetheless performs an 

important public service by representing accused persons before that tribunal. The lawyer has the 

opportunity—and, where warranted, the duty—to challenge the validity of the procedures, to 

suggest changes, to make a record of any disadvantages suffered by the accused as a result of the 

procedures, and to use his or her knowledge, experience and skill to provide the best possible 

defense in the circumstances. To date, no State bar has ruled that ethical considerations preclude 

civilian attorney participation in military commissions as currently structured. 

 If experienced and talented lawyers are willing to volunteer their services, some of the 
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procedures that have been prescribed for military commissions may well be deemed 

unnecessary. If, for example, lawyers make clear that they will not share attorney-client 

information with third parties, there may be no need for the government to monitor all lawyer-

client conversations. Annex B to Military Commission Instruction No. 5 (April 30, 2003) 

contains an affidavit and agreement that civilian defense counsel must sign to participate in trials 

by military commissions. Although paragraph I provides that attorney-client communications 

―may be subject to monitoring,‖ there is no requirement for monitoring, and there is the 

opportunity for civilian defense counsel to persuade government officials that monitoring is 

unnecessary and may damage the attorney-client relationship between civilian defense counsel 

and the accused. 

 Military commissions have been used in wartime in the past. But we now face a new use of 

these tribunals as part of the war on terrorism—a struggle that pits the country against 

individuals and groups rather than other nations, and does so without the prospect of a clearly 

defined end-date. As military commissions commence their work, new law will be made, 

precedents will be created, verdicts will be rendered, and sentences will be imposed upon 

conviction. 

 The absence of competent civilian defense counsel from military commissions would mean 

that talent and experience that might improve the quality of justice and promote confidence in 

the fairness and integrity of the proceedings will be missing. There is an argument, of course, 

that by abstaining from military commissions, civilian lawyers will demonstrate their rejection of 

the procedures chosen for these tribunals. But as long as those accused face trial by commission, 

abstention by the civilian bar cannot increase the likelihood that they will receive justice or at 

least as much justice as might be obtained with help of civilian counsel. 

 Like the military bar, the civilian bar has a role to play. It has a voice with which to speak. It 

has the talent and breadth of experience to use the tools of direct and cross-examination to help 

put the government to its proof, to demonstrate the unreliability of various kinds of hearsay, and 

to muster facts favorable to the defense. The civilian bar knows how to argue for procedural 

fairness and to make a record documenting procedural unfairness. 

 None of the procedural rules that govern military commissions are immune to change. 

Indeed, modest changes have already been made. The participation of civilian lawyers might 

well result in improved procedures. There is, of course, no guarantee that arguments for change 

will prevail. It is certain, however, that there will be no change without argument. 

 Mindful of the fact that the decision to participate may be a function of deeply held and, in 

many instances, conflicting personal and professional values, and that reasonable people may 

well differ on the matter, we recommend that attorneys who are otherwise qualified for the 

civilian defense counsel pool, and have the time, give serious consideration to submitting their 

names. The highest service a lawyer can render in a free society is to provide quality independent 

representation for those most disfavored by government. 

 Neither this Statement nor the participation of any individual attorney should be construed as 

an endorsement of the use of military commissions or the procedures and instructions that have 

been prescribed by the government. 
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NOTE 

 For a powerfully-expressed contrary view see Mary Cheh, Should Lawyers Participate in 

Rigged Systems? The Case of the Military Commissions, 1 J. NAT‘L SEC‘ L. & POL‘Y 375 (2005). 

 

 

Page 234 

Add a new Section III.  Judicial Conduct 

 

UNITED STATES v. QUINTANILLA 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

56 M.J. 37 (C.A.A.F. 2001) 

EFFRON, J. 

. . .The first two granted issues pertain to a series of out-of-court confrontations between the 

military judge and a civilian witness, Mr. Bernstein, in which the military judge initiated 

physical contact and used profanity. Although some information about the confrontations was 

placed in the record through a series of partial revelations, the military judge did not ensure that a 

complete disclosure of the facts was set forth in the record of trial. Moreover, the record does not 

reflect evidence of a critical, ex parte discussion in the midst of the proceedings between the 

military judge and trial counsel, described in a post-trial memorandum prepared by the trial 

counsel. Many of the details concerning the confrontations were not revealed at trial, but were 

set forth in separate investigative records compiled during the trial and immediately thereafter, 

which were not made available to the defense until several years after the trial. . . . 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Appellant asks this Court to find that the military judge should have disqualified himself, on 

the military judge‘s own motion, for creating an appearance of bias under R.C.M. 902(a), or for 

actual bias under 902(b). Appellant contends that the judge‘s conduct in regard to Mr. Bernstein 

created an appearance of bias. He argues that the judge‘s actions in bringing a reluctant witness 

to the stand and subsequently ―using the court-martial proceedings to minimize and rationalize 

his conduct‖ demonstrate actual bias. Finally, appellant claims that the judge‘s knowledge of the 

underlying facts about the confrontation made him a witness when the issue came into evidence 

via the stipulation of fact.  

In response, the Government contends that appellant waived the appearance of bias issue 

under R.C.M. 902(a), noting that on at least four occasions, defense counsel either expressly 

stated that he had no challenge to make against the judge or turned down the opportunity to 

question the judge. With respect to actual bias under 902(b), the Government takes the position 

that there is no evidence of bias against appellant in the record and no evidence that the judge 

gained knowledge about the proceedings from an extra-judicial source. The Government further 
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argues that the agreement of the parties to enter into a stipulation of fact regarding the out-of-

court events vitiated the possibility that the judge would become a witness.  

 We review a judge‘s decision on disqualification for an abuse of discretion. United States v. 

Norfleet, 53 M.J. 262, 270 (2000). 

 

A. WAIVER UNDER R.C.M. 902(e) 

R.C.M. 902(a) provides that ―a military judge shall disqualify himself or herself in any 

proceeding in which that military judge‘s impartiality might reasonably be questioned.‖ This is 

the only basis for disqualification that may be waived by a party, provided that the waiver is 

―preceded by a full disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.‖ R.C.M. 902(e). 

In this case, the post-trial filings indicate that the military judge did not fully disclose the 

events that could reasonably raise a question about his impartiality. Foremost, . . . the military 

judge never disclosed the ex parte conversation described in trial counsel‘s affidavit, which states 

that the military judge acceded to trial counsel‘s request to allow Mr. Bernstein to testify on the 

merits before taking up the issue of the out-of-court confrontations and Mr. Bernstein‘s 

complaint about the judge. Although the judge‘s initial reaction was to disclose his 

confrontations with Mr. Bernstein on the record immediately after learning of the complaint, the 

trial counsel‘s memorandum states that the military judge agreed when trial counsel expressed 

fear that such an approach could detonate Mr. Bernstein‘s volatile personality and spoil the 

prosecution‘s case.  

This matter was not revealed to defense counsel at trial and only came to light when 

appellant obtained trial counsel‘s memorandum two years later. Although the decision on how to 

proceed with Mr. Bernstein ultimately rested with the military judge, defense counsel was 

entitled to be informed of developments involving an adverse witness and to engage in a 

discussion about the timing of Mr. Bernstein‘s testimony on the merits versus the confrontations, 

given that the order of such testimony was clearly a strategic point for the prosecution. 

There are other lapses in the record that make it impossible to find full disclosure for 

purposes of R.C.M. 902(a). The military judge failed to fulfill his fundamental responsibility to 

ensure that the record of trial set forth a complete account of the out-of-court events bearing 

upon his actions and the issue of judicial impartiality. In his memorandum, the military judge 

acknowledges that he did not provide a complete description of his confrontations with Mr. 

Bernstein because he hoped that those events would not become an issue at trial. . . . To the 

extent that elements of the out-of-court events were placed on the record, it is difficult to 

determine precisely what happened during the confrontations between the military judge and Mr. 

Bernstein. This is primarily the result of the military judge‘s failure to provide a coherent 

description of the events on the record, preferring instead to place Mr. Bernstein on the stand in 

an Article 39(a) session and question him about the episodes in a manner that minimized the 

disclosure of information about the events. When the military judge learned that Mr. Bernstein 

had filed a complaint about their out-of-court confrontations, it was the judge‘s responsibility to 

provide a complete and coherent description of the events on the record. . . . 
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B. APPEARANCE OF BIAS UNDER R.C.M. 902(a) 

―Any conduct that would lead a reasonable man knowing all the circumstances to the 

conclusion that the judge‘s ‗impartiality might reasonably be questioned‘ is a basis for the 

judge‘s disqualification.‖ United States v. Kincheloe, 14 M.J. 40, 50 (C.M.A. 1982) (quoting E. 

Thode, Reporter‘s Notes to Code of Judicial Conduct 60 (1973)); Wright, 52 M.J. at 141. In this 

case, the military judge committed several acts that would reasonably put his impartiality into 

doubt. ―When a military judge‘s impartiality is challenged on appeal, the test is whether, taken as 

a whole in the context of this trial, a court-martial‘s legality, fairness, and impartiality were put 

into doubt‖ by the military judge‘s actions. United States v. Burton, 52 M.J. 223, 226 (2000) 

(citations and internal quotation marks omitted). On appeal, ―the test is objective, judged from 

the standpoint of a reasonable person observing the proceedings.‖ Id. 

 

1. IMPACT ON THE PRODUCTION OF A WITNESS (JB) 

The military judge erred by interjecting himself into the problem of JB‘s failure to appear 

without first ascertaining the facts. He took the unusual step of leaving the bench during a trial 

and engaged in out-of-court, off-the-record actions: (1) without first determining whether the 

trial counsel was unable to fulfill his responsibilities under R.C.M. 703(c)(1) to produce the 

witness, and (2) without the involvement of both parties to the court-martial. By not inquiring, 

the military judge erroneously assumed that the witness had been issued a subpoena. That 

mistaken belief not only led to the confrontation with Mr. Bernstein, but also appears to have 

contributed greatly to the animosity exhibited during the episode.  

Although it is appropriate for a military judge to play an active role in promoting the 

efficiency of a trial, the judge in this case did not even ask trial counsel for an explanation of 

what had transpired or whether help was needed. Indeed, the judge‘s action appears to have been 

contrary to trial counsel‘s wishes at the time. The military judge acknowledged in his post-trial 

memorandum that he erred by involving himself in the question of JB‘s availability when that 

matter was the responsibility of the trial counsel.  

 

2. FAILURE TO ENSURE THAT THERE WAS FULL DISCLOSURE AND 

A COHERENT RECORD OF THE OUT-OF-COURT CONFRONTATIONS 

As discussed in the previous section on waiver, the military judge failed to put forth a clear, 

coherent, and complete record of his out-of-court actions and acknowledged that he did not do so 

because he did not think that the confrontations with the witness would become an issue at trial: 

―I saw that [full disclosure of confrontations] then as unnecessary. . . . Had I known that the 

matter wasn‘t closed . . . I would have arranged for some way to document those facts.‖ The fact 

that the judge failed to perform his duty to fully disclose the events on the record after the events 

clearly became an issue at trial could cause a reasonable person to question the judge‘s 

impartiality in the proceedings. 

 Contrary to the judge‘s hopes, his confrontation with Mr. Bernstein became a central issue at 

trial, and his failure to personally describe what occurred out-of-court makes it difficult to 

determine exactly what happened. The ambiguity flows from many sources. 
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First, the record contains numerous discussions between the military judge and various 

spectators in the courtroom, none of whom were sworn as witnesses. Often, these discussions 

contain cryptic and incomplete references to persons whose duties and relationship to the 

proceedings are not defined, as well as references to events not described in the record. The 

military judge failed to ensure that the reader of the record would have an understanding of the 

significance and context of these discussions. 

Second, the military judge‘s interaction with witnesses and counsel was marked by numerous 

interruptions, incomplete sentences, and references to persons and events whose significance was 

not explained. 

Third, the record reflects at least one off-the-record session under R.C.M. 802 touching on 

these issues, the substance of which was not adequately summarized in the record. 

Fourth, the record also includes vague references to a variety of out-of-court developments 

with incomplete information as to context and little or no indication as to the source of the 

information, or whether the information came from, or was shared with, counsel. 

Fifth, the record regarding trial counsel‘s motion to recuse the military judge and trial 

counsel‘s announcement of the prosecution‘s intent to submit an interlocutory appeal of the 

military judge‘s denial of that motion is unclear. The record describes the military judge‘s views 

about whether the denial could be appealed, as well as the military judge‘s various conversations 

with a spectator (CPT Henry), rather than trial counsel, about the appeal. Much of the 

conversation is difficult to follow and the record contains no indication of how the matter was 

resolved, but simply leaves an inference that the Government decided not to submit an 

interlocutory appeal. Cf. Art. 62, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 862 (appeal by the United States). 

Finally, assuming the accuracy of trial counsel‘s memorandum, the military judge failed to 

disclose an ex parte conversation with trial counsel about the timing of Mr. Bernstein‘s 

testimony on the merits. This discussion cannot be minimized or dismissed as merely an 

administrative decision. The judge‘s confrontations with Mr. Bernstein, and Mr. Bernstein‘s 

credibility, became central issues at trial. The judge himself repeatedly emphasized Mr. 

Bernstein‘s role in the defense case and described him as the prosecution‘s ―achilles heel.‖ Later 

in the trial, when the defense proposed a stipulation of fact regarding the out-of-court 

confrontations, the military judge expressly ruled that those events were relevant on the merits. 

Ex parte contact with counsel does not necessitate recusal under R.C.M. 902(a), particularly 

if the record shows that the communication did not involve substantive issues or evidence 

favoritism for one side. Alis, 47 M.J. at 817; In re Federal Skywalk Cases, 680 F.2d 1175 (8th 

Cir. 1982). However, an ex parte communication ―which might have the effect or give the 

appearance of granting undue advantage to one party‖ cannot be condoned. United States v. 

Wilkerson, 1 M.J. 56, 57 n.1 (C.M.A. 1975). 

The failure to provide for complete disclosure created two major problems. First, the absence 

of such disclosure deprived the parties of an adequate foundation for their decisions on whether 

or not to request recusal. Second, a complete disclosure could have made it more likely that the 

military judge would have clearly identified and considered those facts crucial to determining 

whether there was a conflict or appearance of conflict requiring disqualification. 
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3. IMPACT ON THE CONTENT OF THE STIPULATION 

The entanglement of the military judge‘s actions with substantive issues at trial deepened 

with the stipulation of fact advanced by the defense. Near the end of trial, defense counsel moved 

to put the details of the military judge‘s confrontations with Mr. Bernstein before the members 

via a stipulation of fact. The stipulation described events fully known to only two or three 

persons (the military judge, Mr. Bernstein, and JB) and partially known by others (trial counsel 

and the bailiff). The purpose of the stipulation was to contrast Mr. Bernstein‘s conciliatory, in-

court testimony about the events with his subsequent complaints, placing a comparison of the 

judge‘s credibility with Mr. Bernstein‘s credibility directly before the members. 

The prosecution would not agree to the stipulation, arguing that the out-of-court events were 

not relevant to the merits. Trial counsel immediately recognized that the stipulation would 

impermissibly put the military judge in the position of being a witness in the proceedings – since 

he was one of the few people with direct and complete knowledge about the events – regardless 

of whether the stipulation was titled as one of ―fact‖ rather than ―testimony.‖ 

The military judge urged the trial counsel to accept the stipulation, noting that his only 

alternative was to bring Mr. Bernstein to the stand to testify about the events. As for being a 

witness, the judge erroneously told trial counsel that if he (the judge) stepped down, the 

Government would face a mistrial and possible operation of double jeopardy. However, if the 

judge had disqualified himself at this point because he was becoming involved as a witness, 

another military judge could have been assigned and the proceedings could have continued. The 

stipulation was admitted into evidence after the judge further involved himself by editing it and 

suggesting changes to the parties. 

The military judge‘s continued participation in the case, after the development of a 

stipulation that relied extensively on the judge‘s personal knowledge of out-of-court events and 

that placed the judge‘s stature and credibility in contest with the credibility of a witness, clearly 

raised questions about his impartiality under R.C.M. 902(a). 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

[S]everal actions by the military judge created an appearance of bias under R.C.M. 902(a). In 

light of the military judge‘s failure to provide full disclosure on the record, the moment at which 

he first should have disqualified himself cannot be precisely identified, but it became necessary 

when defense counsel announced that he was going to make the confrontations between the 

judge and Mr. Bernstein an issue on the merits with respect to Mr. Bernstein‘s credibility. At the 

very least, the judge should have disqualified himself when the stipulation was presented and the 

judge found himself in the midst of negotiations that would: (1) determine how complete a 

description of the confrontations should be made, under circumstances where he had personal 

knowledge of events not known to either party; and (2) adversely reflect on his own professional 

conduct. 

Had the military judge made a full disclosure at the outset, the facts therein might have led 

him to announce a disqualification, at which point, under applicable law, the parties could have 
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proceeded with a new judge, or they could have expressly waived the disqualification as 

provided by R.C.M. 902(e). 

[The case was remanded for development of a better factual record. Senior Judge Sullivan 

dissented from this part of the court‘s decision.] 

 

UNITED STATES v. GORSKI 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

48 M.J. 317 (C.A.A.F. 1997) 

Memorandum of Judge EFFRON 

Appellant has moved ―for the recusal of Judge Andrew S. Effron from further consideration 

on this case.‖ The motion has been referred to me for disposition, consistent with past practice of 

this Court and the relevant statute. See 28 U.S.C. § 455; C. Wright, A. Miller & E. Cooper, 

Federal Practice and Procedure: Jurisdiction 2d § 3550 at 629 (1984). 

I 

Appellant filed a petition for review in this case on October 11, 1996. On February 26, 1997, 

we granted review of the following issue: 

WHETHER APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 58b, UCMJ, VIOLATES THE EX 

POST FACTO CLAUSE OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION WITH 

RESPECT TO APPELLANT. 

The brief for appellant was filed on March 26, 1997, and the brief for the Government was 

filed on April 23, 1997. Oral argument in this case was held on May 15, 1997. Nearly 3 months 

later, on August 11, 1997, appellant filed the instant recusal motion. 

II 

A 

There are two primary statutes governing disqualification and recusal of federal appellate 

judges. Under 28 U.S.C. § 47, ―no judge shall hear or determine an appeal from the decision of a 

case or issue tried by him.‖ Appellant does not rely on this statute. 

Appellant relies on 28 U.S.C. § 455, which provides for self-imposed disqualification by a 

federal judge in specified circumstances. Prior to my appointment as a Judge of this Court, I 

served as minority counsel on the staff of the Committee on Armed Services, United States 

Senate, at the time of that Committee‘s consideration of the legislative provision that is under 

review in the present case. Appellant argues that this prior service should cause my recusal under 

either subsections (a) or (b) of § 455. 

B 

Subsection (b) of § 455 states that a judge shall recuse himself or herself in the following 

situations: 

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal 

knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding; 
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(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in controversy, or a 

lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served during such association as 

a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge or such lawyer has been a material 

witness concerning it; 

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such capacity 

participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning the proceeding or 

expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the particular case in controversy; 

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor child 

residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject matter in 

controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other interest that could be 

substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding; 

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to either 

of them, or the spouse of such a person: 

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party; 

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 

affected by the outcome of the proceeding; 

(iv) Is to the judge‘s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 

proceeding. 

Appellant does not assert that I have ―personal bias or prejudice concerning a party,‖ that I 

have ―personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding,‖ or that any 

of the disqualifications in subsections (b)(2), (b)(4), or (b)(5) apply. Instead, he cites subsection 

(b)(3), noting my prior service as a Legislative Branch employee. 

Subsection (b)(3) requires recusal only when a person ―has served in governmental 

employment and in such capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 

the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the particular case in 

controversy.‖ The text of the statute addresses specific activities of an attorney and does not 

require recusal based merely upon status as an employee of a Legislative Branch committee that 

considered a statute that subsequently is the subject of judicial review. 

Subsection (b)(3) also does not require recusal of a government attorney who may have 

participated in the legislative process or otherwise expressed a view on the subject matter of the 

legislation. As noted in a leading treatise, ―The language [of subsection (b)(3)] was chosen with 

care and does not require disqualification because of opinions on general propositions of law but 

only those that go to the merit or lack of merit of a specific case.‖ Wright, supra, § 3544 at 590, 

citing S. Rep. No. 93-419, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1973). 

The report of the Senate Judiciary Committee on the bill that established the present version 

of § 455 makes clear that the Committee rejected a provision that was in the original version of 

the bill, which ―would have required disqualification if a government employee had ‗expressed 

an opinion concerning the merits of the controversy.‘― Instead, the Committee restricted the 

recusal requirement to situations in which a government attorney ―had expressed an opinion 
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about the merit or lack of merit of a specific case.‖ Wright, supra at 590 n.8, quoting S. Rep. No. 

93-419, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1973) (emphasis added).
2
 

Consistent with congressional intent concerning § 455, members of the judiciary generally 

have not disqualified themselves from cases involving issues of law on which they have 

expressed an opinion or participated in the formulation of public policy prior to appointment to 

the bench. ―All judges come to the bench with a background of experiences, associations, and 

viewpoints.‖ United States v. Alabama, 828 F.2d 1532, 1543 (11th Cir. 1987). Such matters, 

however, generally are not disqualifying. Most judges have extensive experience in matters of 

public policy, having participated actively in the public and political affairs of our Nation. See id. 

Because active participation in the democratic process is regarded as a positive virtue in our 

society, the expression of opinion on legal issues by public figures, including views expressed by 

a member of the Legislative Branch during the legislative process, has not been viewed as 

mandating disqualification when such an individual subsequently faces the same issue as a judge. 

Id. 

The author of a recent text has noted that ―the experience a judge has acquired does not 

supply a basis for seeking his disqualification, and this is true whether such experiences were 

acquired in his personal life, during the course of practicing law, in his previous position in the 

executive branch of government, in his past role as a state legislator, or when he was acting as a 

member of Congress. . . . Similarly, judicial disqualification has generally been held not to be 

warranted merely because the challenged judge was involved in the drafting of a statute or 

promulgation of a procedure that later comes before the judge, as long as the validity of that 

statute or procedure is purely a question of law.‖ R. Flamm, Judicial Disqualification: Recusal 

and Disqualification of Judges 311-12 (1996) (footnotes omitted).
3
 

Justice Black, for example, who had been one of the principal authors of the Fair Labor 

Standards Act while a member of the Senate, participated in the unanimous decision that upheld 

the constitutionality of that Act, United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100 (1941), as well as in cases 

construing the Act, e.g., Jewell Ridge Coal Corp. v. Local 6167, United Mine Workers, 325 U.S. 

161 (1945). Justice Frankfurter, who had ―played an important, perhaps dominant, part in the 

drafting of the Norris-LaGuardia Act,‖ wrote the majority opinion ―in one of the leading cases 

interpreting the scope of the Act, United States v. Hutcheson, 312 U.S. 219 (1941).‖ See Laird v. 

Tatum, 409 U.S. 824, 831-32 (1972). 

                                                           
2
 [n.2] C. Wright, A. Miller & E. Cooper, Federal Practice and Procedure: Jurisdiction 2d § 3544 at 590 n.8 (1984), 

also notes that “the language was deliberately drawn not to require disqualification in a situation such as the one 
that confronted Justice Rehnquist in Laird v. Tatum,” 409 U.S. 824 (memorandum of Rehnquist, J.)(Congressional 
testimony defending the constitutionality of specific governmental activities does not disqualify the witness from 
acting subsequently on the same issue as a judge.). 

3
 [n.3] Different considerations may arise when a judge must make factual findings about an event in which he or 

she was an active participant, because 28 U.S.C. § 455(b)(1) requires recusal when a judge has “personal 
knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding.” See United States v. Alabama, 828 F.2d 1532, 
1543, 1545-46 (11th Cir. 1987)(recusal was not required by expression of opinions by the judge during service as a 
legislator, but recusal was required by specific circumstances of case which involved resolving disputed evidentiary 
facts involving the judge’s activities as a legislator). The present case, however, involves an issue of law, not 
disputed evidentiary facts. 
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The practice in our Court is consistent with the general practice of not disqualifying judges 

based upon prior participation in the legislative process. Judge Paul J. Kilday, who served on this 

Court from September 25, 1961, to October 12, 1968, was a Member of the House of 

Representatives from January 3, 1939, to September 24, 1961, including service as a member of 

the House Armed Services Committee during the period in which that Committee had 

jurisdiction over the drafting, enactment, and implementation of the Uniform Code of Military 

Justice, Act of May 5, 1950, ch. 169, 64 Stat. 108. Judge Kilday not only participated in 

numerous cases involving interpretation of the UCMJ but also authored at least one opinion 

concerning the constitutionality of the Act, e.g., United States v. Smith, 13 U.S.C.M.A. 105, 114-

18, 32 C.M.R. 105, 114-18 (1962) (upholding the constitutionality of Article 36, UCMJ, 10 

U.S.C. § 836), as well as opinions expressly discussing the legislative history of the Act, e.g., 

United States v. Davis, 12 U.S.C.M.A. 576, 31 C.M.R. 162 (1961) (discussing Article 37, 

UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 837, and its legislative history). 

Judge William H. Cook, who served on the Court from August 21, 1974, to March 31, 1984, 

and Chief Judge William H. Darden, who served from November 13, 1968, to December 29, 

1973 (and who served most recently in senior status in 1996), both had previous service on the 

staff of congressional committees with jurisdiction over the Uniform Code during enactment of 

the Military Justice Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-632, 82 Stat. 1335. Both participated in cases 

construing the 1968 amendments, including United States v. Dean, 20 U.S.C.M.A. 212, 43 

C.M.R. 52 (1970) (opinion by Darden, J., discussing the legislative history of the amendments to 

Article 16, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 816), and United States v. Occhi, 2 M.J. 60 (C.M.A. 1976) 

(opinion by Cook, J., discussing the legislative history of the 1968 amendment to Article 57(d), 

UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 857(d)). 

C 

Appellant suggests that, even in the absence of facts requiring recusal under 28 U.S.C. § 

455(b)(3), I should recuse myself under 28 U.S.C. § 455(a), which provides that a judge ―shall 

disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned.‖ 

This is a self-enforcing provision directed at the judge, who must make an objective 

determination as to applicability of the statute to the circumstances in question. 

The relationship between the general recusal language in subsection (a) and the specific 

recusal provisions of subsection (b) was addressed by the Supreme Court in Liteky v. United 

States, 510 U.S. 540 (1994). In a case involving subsection (b)(1)(pertaining to personal bias or 

prejudice), the Supreme Court held that the general disqualification language in subsection (a) 

should not be read as ―nullifying‖ the specific limitations in subsection (b). 510 U.S. at 553 and 

553-54 n.2. Applying the Court‘s analysis to subsection (b)(3), which is at issue in the present 

recusal motion, one could conclude that subsection (a) should not be interpreted to require 

disqualification by all who participated in a legislative or rule-making process, because such an 

interpretation would render meaningless the more limited restrictions on government employees 

set forth in subsection (b)(3). 

A different approach was suggested by Justice Kennedy, writing for the four concurring 

Justices in Liteky, who disagreed with the majority‘s interpretation of the relationship between 

subsections (a) and (b). Justice Kennedy emphasized that subsection (a) 
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is triggered by an attitude or state of mind so resistant to fair and dispassionate 

inquiry as to cause a party, the public, or a reviewing court to have reasonable 

grounds to question the neutral and objective character of a judge‘s rulings or 

findings. I think all would agree that a high threshold is required to satisfy this 

standard. Thus, under § 455(a), a judge should be disqualified only if it appears 

that he or she harbors an aversion, hostility or disposition of a kind that a fair-

minded person could not set aside when judging the dispute. 

 510 U.S. at 557. 

With respect to the present recusal motion, appellant has not alleged facts that would 

demonstrate ―an aversion, hostility or disposition‖ that would meet even the Liteky minority‘s 

threshold. Accordingly, under either the majority or the separate view in Liteky, recusal is not 

required in the present case. 

Irrespective of the competing analytical approaches suggested by Liteky, I have considered 

whether status as a legislative employee or the fact of participation in the legislative process 

otherwise would constitute a circumstance in which the impartiality of a judge ―might reasonably 

be questioned‖ under 28 U.S.C. § 455(a). As discussed above, the judiciary traditionally has 

been drawn primarily from those who have participated actively in the legislative and policy-

making processes of our democracy, and there is ample precedent for such judges to participate 

in judicial proceedings involving the resultant laws and policies. 

The ability of a former Legislative or Executive Branch employee to distance himself or 

herself from the policy-making process is enhanced by the tenure of the judge‘s appointment. A 

federal judge, whether granted life tenure under Article III of the Constitution or the security of a 

15-year term under Article I, is placed in an environment that enhances the judge‘s ability to 

view the results of the legislative and policy-making processes in a fair and objective manner. 

The ability of a judge to distance himself or herself from prior opinions is enhanced further 

by the distinctions between the judicial process and the decision-making procedures of the 

Legislative and Executive Branches. A judicial proceeding is adversarial, involving a specific 

case or controversy, which can be decided only when a party has ―alleged such a personal stake 

in the outcome of the controversy as to assure that concrete adverseness which sharpens the 

presentation of issues upon which the court so largely depends for illumination of difficult 

constitutional questions[.]‖ Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 204 (1962); see Raines v. Byrd, 521 

U.S. 811 (1997). By contrast, the development of legislation frequently involves abstract, 

conceptual, and hypothetical concerns, with varying degrees of consideration of constitutional 

and other legal issues; although some legislation may be the product of sharp political divisions, 

much is developed through compromise or consensus. 

The ―concrete adverseness‖ with which a legal issue is presented in the judicial setting 

enables a judge to consider the matter from a perspective different from what may have been 

presented during the legislative process and with even less of a ―motivation to vindicate a prior 

conclusion‖ than a judge who previously considered a question of law in the adversarial setting 

of a judicial proceeding. The ―conscientious judge will, as far as possible, make himself aware of 

his biases of this character, and, by that very self-knowledge, nullify their effect.‖ Liteky, 510 
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U.S. at 562 (Kennedy, J., concurring), quoting In re J.P. Linahan, Inc., 138 F.2d 650, 652 (2d 

Cir. 1943). 

The role of Justice Jackson in McGrath v. Kristensen, 340 U.S. 162 (1950), illustrates the 

point made by Justice Kennedy in Liteky, as well as the differences between legal opinions 

issued in the policy-making branches of Government and opinions rendered by judges presented 

with a specific case or controversy. Kristensen involved the precise legal issue upon which then-

Attorney General Jackson had issued an opinion in 1940, broadly interpreting a provision of the 

Selective Training and Service Act of 1940. 39 Op. Atty. Gen. 504. Justice Jackson concurred in 

the majority opinion by Justice Reed that narrowly interpreted the statute, reaching a result 

―contrary‖ to the opinion he previously had authored as Attorney General. He noted in a 

concurring opinion explaining his change of view that his opinion as Attorney General had been 

―foggy‖; that it had ―left the difficult borderline questions posed by the Secretary of War 

unanswered‖; and that it had ―covered its lack of precision with generalities.‖ 340 U.S. at 176. In 

a statement that concisely summarized the difference in decision-making perspective between 

the judiciary and the policy-making branches of Government, he noted that ―the matter does not 

appear to me now as it appears to have appeared to me then.‖ 340 U.S. at 178, quoting Baron 

Bramwell in Andrews v. Styrap, 26 L.T.R. 704, 706.
*
 

D 

I have considered carefully the motion for recusal under the objective standard required by 

28 U.S.C. § 455 in light of the foregoing matters, including the past practices of this and other 

courts, the differences between judicial and legislative consideration of legal issues, and the 

judicial independence flowing from the tenure of this judgeship. I am firmly convinced that there 

is no reasonable basis for concluding that I would bring to the proceedings in this case an attitude 

or state of mind resistant to fair and dispassionate inquiry, or that recusal is otherwise required 

under § 455(a) based on my former status as a Legislative Branch employee or on the fact of my 

participation in the legislative process.
4
 

                                                           
*
 [Editors‘ Note. See also Eugene R. Fidell, Judicial Recantation: Homage to Baron Bramwell, 71 JUDICATURE 259 

(1988).] 

4
 [n.7] My approach to this matter is consistent with the consideration of this issue during the proceedings on my 

nomination, as reflected in the following exchange: 

   Senator Nunn. You have served in the Department of Defense and you have served on the staff 
of this committee. In the Department of Defense you were involved in regulations, and in this 
committee you have been involved in advising on the shaping of laws and policies. 

Would there be anything in your service, either in DOD or over here on the Hill, that would 
preclude you from participating in a case alleging a Department of Defense regulation or 
legislatively established policy was unconstitutional or otherwise unlawful? If so, how would you 
handle that situation? 

Mr. Effron. As a general matter, Senator Nunn, I don’t believe that should be a problem. It is 
my understanding that there are relatively few situations in which a person who has served as a 
government attorney must recuse himself or herself from being involved in a litigation 
proceeding. 
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III 

There is a unique aspect of the present motion, however, that calls for special consideration. 

The question of recusal was sparked by a comment during oral argument in the course of 

questioning from the bench. 

As noted by appellant, during the May 15, 1997, oral argument in this case, one of the Judges 

on this Court ―made a comment regarding Judge Effron which included the word ‗recuse‘‖ and 

―Judge Effron immediately interjected that he was not recusing himself from consideration of 

appellant‘s case.‖ Motion at 1. It is apparent from this observation in the motion filed by 

appellant almost 3 months after the oral argument that the comments in question were 

interpreted, at least upon further reflection by counsel, as raising the issue of the propriety of my 

participation in this case. 

Had consideration of such an issue been initiated by a party, I would have no hesitation in 

rejecting it based upon the views set forth in Part II herein. Although the 1974 amendments to § 

455(a) eliminated the ―duty-to-sit‖ orientation of the prior law, the statute ―is not an invitation to 

wholesale disqualification.‖ Wright, supra, § 3549 at 623. The legislative history of § 455 

contains a ―cautionary note,‖ emphasizing that the grounds for recusal must be ―reasonable,‖ S. 

Rep. No. 93-419, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1973); and a judge is obligated by virtue of his 

commission and oath of office to not disqualify himself or herself ―unless there are proper and 

reasonable grounds for doing so.‖ Wright, supra at 624 n.16, citing Idaho v. Freeman, 478 F. 

Supp. 33 (D. Idaho 1979). As the First Circuit has emphasized, a judge ―should not recuse 

himself on an unsupported, irrational, or highly tenuous speculation; were he or she to do so, the 

price of maintaining the purity of appearance would be the power of litigants or third parties to 

exercise a negative veto over the assignment of judges.‖ In re United States, 666 F.2d 690, 694 

(1981). 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has adopted the Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges, 

and that – I checked – has a particular disqualification for a person who has “served in 
governmental employment and in such capacity participated as counsel, adviser, or material 
witness concerning the proceeding” – that is, the proceeding being litigated – “or has expressed 
an opinion concerning the merits of the particular case in controversy.” That is the end of the 
quote. 

My role in both the DOD General Counsel’s office and, as you know, on the committee, has 
primarily been involved in giving legal advice as to policy options on rules and regulations in 
general matters. There have been very few, if any, circumstances where I have been called upon 
to give a legal opinion on a particular course of action, as opposed to a set of options, and I can 
think of very few circumstances in which I have actually been involved in something where it 
involved an individual who might later be processed before a court-martial. 

I will be sensitive to the issue of disqualification and, in particular, in those areas where I 
have worked closely on a rule, regulation, or statute, I will consider this particular standard 
should that matter be litigated before the court, if I am confirmed. 

Hearing on Nominations Before the Senate Armed Services Comm., 104th Cong., 2d Sess. (S. Hrg. 104-819) 231-32 
(July 9, 1996). 
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The present motion, however, did not result from an effort by litigants or outside parties to 

affect the assignment of a judge but from belated concern about an ambiguous comment from a 

judge during oral argument. As noted at the outset of this opinion, this case was filed in our 

Court on October 11, 1996; oral argument was held on May 15, 1997; and the motion for recusal 

was not filed until August 11, 1997, 3 months after oral argument. I have reviewed the audio tape 

of the oral argument and it confirms that my colleague did not suggest or imply that I should 

recuse myself from this case, but counsel‘s apparent misinterpretation of the remarks is 

understandable given the dynamic and ambiguous flow of remarks during oral argument. 

Oral argument on an active bench, such as ours, ranges far and wide. It is unfortunate that the 

matter of recusal was mentioned during oral argument in this case because it apparently was the 

spark that precipitated the motion to recuse, which introduced a tangential issue into this 

litigation that does not bear on the underlying merits of the case. 

The primary responsibility of our Court is to decide the cases presented by the parties for 

resolution. When the issue of recusal is interjected into the proceedings, a judge must decide 

whether he or she has become part of the problem, rather than part of the solution. Cf. In re 

Letters Rogatory from the Supreme Court of Ontario, Canada, 661 F. Supp. 1168 (E.D. Mich. 

1987). The judge involved then must decide whether the circumstances warrant recusal as a 

matter of discretion, even if not required as a matter of law. See id.
5
 

In my view, this is a unique event that is not likely to recur. In context of circumstances that 

are not likely to be repeated, particularly in view of the difficult circumstance facing the parties 

in this case as a result of the ambiguous comments from the bench, I believe that the best 

interests of the Court and of the parties would be served by bringing my participation in this case 

to a prompt close. 

Therefore, although not required as a matter of law and solely as a matter of discretion under 

the unique circumstances of this case, appellant‘s motion that I recuse myself ―from further 

consideration‖ of United States v. Gorski is granted.
6
 

 

 

 

                                                           
5
 [n.8] Cf. Leaman v. Ohio Dept. of Mental Retardation & Development Disabilities, 825 F.2d 946, 949-50 (6th Cir. 

1987)(rejecting retroactive effect of voluntary disqualification by a judge who had been a state legislator and who 
had determined that disqualification was not required by § 455(a)). The situation described herein requires me to 
consider whether I should disqualify myself, but it does not mandate disqualification. Cf. Matter of National Union 
Fire Insurance Co. of Pittsburgh, 839 F.2d 1226 (7th Cir. 1988). 

6
 [n.9] For the same reasons, I shall recuse myself from further participation in all other cases in which the issue 

presented to this Court requires a determination of the application of the Ex Post Facto Clause to the amendments 
to Title 10, United States Code, made by the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996. . . . 

 Although the reasons for a recusal decision normally are not reflected in a published opinion, I have decided 
to publish this memorandum in view of the unique circumstances under which this issue was raised. See Schurz 
Communications, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 982 F.2d 1057 (7th Cir. 1992)(Posner, J.)(mem.). 
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NOTE AND QUESTIONS 

 In 1992, a judge of the United States Court of Military Appeals [later renamed the United 

States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces] posed the following question to the Committee on 

Codes of Conduct of the Judicial Conference of the United States: 

 A United States Court of Military Appeals Judge (56 years old) is in the 14th 

year of her 15-year term appointment. The Judge is eligible and qualified for 

reappointment and has decided to seek reappointment. It is a matter of public 

knowledge that the Judge has requested the Department of Defense to reappoint 

her pursuant to [10 U.S.C. § 942]. The Department of Defense has the 

responsibility for recommending to the President individuals to be appointed to 

any vacancy on the U.S. Court of Military Appeals. 

 If the Judge is reappointed, her salary would remain at the present $137,300 

level. If the Judge is not reappointed, she would receive no salary and $109,800 as 

an annuity. The Judge learns that one of the next month‘s oral argument cases is 

an important, high visibility case for the Department of Defense. If the 

Government loses, the outcome of the case may seriously undercut the 

Department of Defense‘s policy banning homosexuals serving in the military. The 

Judge is concerned that her pending reappointment request will be perceived as a 

personal bias toward the Department of Defense. Should this Judge recuse herself 

from sitting on this case? . . . 

 The Committee responded: 

 Canon 3C(1) of the Code [of Conduct for United States Judges] provides that 

a juge should recuse in any case in which the judge‘s impartiality might 

reasonably be questioned. We believe that a litignt opposing the Department of 

Defense in a case before your court might reasonably question the impartiality of 

a judge to sit on his case when the judge is seeking the approval of the 

Department of Defense for the judge‘s reappointment. Accordingly, we would 

advise that Canon 3C(1) requires recusal in the situation you describe. 

Nat‘l Inst. of Mil. Justice, E Street, M.J. GAZ. No. 5 (1993). In response to a request for 

clarification some time later, the Committee advised that ―[a] judge on the Court of Appeals for 

the Armed Forces who is seeking a recommendation from the Department of Defense for 

reappointment should recuse under Canon 3C(1) when the Department of Defense is a named 

party or the real party in interest, but the judge need not recuse in ordinary criminal cases or 

associated requests for extraordinary writs.‖ Was the original advice correct? Was the 

clarification? 
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UNITED STATES v. LEE 
United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals 

2009 CCA LEXIS 385 

VINCENT, Senior Judge 

The appellant was convicted, at a general court-martial, of three specifications of burglary, 

conduct unbecoming an officer, three specifications of fraternization, and five specifications of 

indecent assault, in violation of Articles 129, 133, and 134, Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 

U.S.C. §§ 929, 933, and 934. The appellant was sentenced to confinement for three years, 

forfeiture of all pay and allowances, and a dismissal. The convening authority approved the 

sentence as adjudged. 

We affirmed the appellant‘s conviction of three specifications of burglary, three 

specifications of fraternization, and four specifications of indecent assault and, after 

reassessment, affirmed the sentence. United States v. Lee, No. 200600543, 2007 CCA LEXIS 

233, unpublished op. (N. M. Ct. Crim. App. 26 Jun 2007). 

The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces (CAAF) granted review of the appellant‘s 

assigned issue: ―whether his detailed defense counsel‘s failure to disclose a conflict of interest 

resulted in an uninformed selection of counsel.‖ United States v. Lee, 66 M.J. 387, 388 (C.A.A.F. 

2008). On 13 June 2008, CAAF returned the record of trial to the Judge Advocate General of the 

Navy for remand to an appropriate convening authority to order a fact-finding hearing pursuant 

to United States v. DuBay, 17 C.M.A. 147, 37 C.M.R. 411 (C.M.A. 1967). The court delineated 

nine factual issues requiring resolution in order to address the conflict of counsel issues raised in 

its opinion.
7
 

A DuBay hearing was conducted on 12-13 January and 13 February 2009. Both prior to, and 

during, the DuBay hearing, Lieutenant Colonel (LtCol) R. Q. Ward, USMC, the presiding 

military judge, denied the appellant‘s request that he recuse himself. . . . . 

                                                           
7
 The issues delineated by CAAF consisted of the following: 

1. What are the circumstances surrounding the assignment of detailed counsel as a trial counsel, 
including the date such duties were to begin? 

2. What consideration was given to the fact that counsel still had active defense cases? 

3. What “need” arose for the reassignment? 

4. What was the full scope of detailed counsel’s actions as a trial counsel during counsel’s 
representation of the accused? 

5. Was there, in fact, a supervisory relationship between trial counsel and detailed counsel 
during counsel’s representation of the accused? 

  6. What was the exact nature of any disclosures made to the accused? 

  7. What was the accused’s understanding regarding these disclosures? 

  8. What was civilian counsel’s role in the matter? 

9. What effects on the representation can the accused point to resulting from any claimed 
conflicts of interest on the part of his detailed defense counsel? 
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The appellant raises two assignments of error. First, he asserts that LtCol Ward was 

disqualified from serving as the military judge at the DuBay hearing and, accordingly, requests a 

new DuBay hearing before a different military judge. Second, he contends that the appellant‘s 

election of counsel was ineffective because it was not a knowing election. 

We have carefully examined the record of trial, the appellant‘s brief, the Government‘s 

answer, the appellant‘s reply, and considered the oral argument by the parties. Initially, we 

conclude that the military judge‘s findings are incomplete as to CAAF‘s fourth factual issue: 

What was the full scope of detailed counsel‘s actions as a trial counsel during 

counsel‘s representation of the accused? 

Lee, 66 M.J. at 390. 

In order to adequately answer this question, the military judge needed to ascertain the time 

frame that Captain Reh, the appellant‘s trial defense counsel, served as a trial counsel as well as 

the time frame that he was detailed as the appellant‘s trial defense counsel. If there was any 

overlap, the military judge was then required to detail Captain Reh‘s trial counsel actions while 

he continued to represent the appellant. We note that the military judge did not provide any 

finding of fact detailing when Captain Reh‘s legal representation of the appellant terminated. He 

did provide a finding of fact that Captain Reh served as a trial counsel from ―approximately 

January 2005 until he deployed in June 2005.‖ 

To determine the full extent of the overlap between Captain Reh‘s trial and defense counsel 

responsibilities to the appellant, we reviewed the record of trial and focused on the following 

relevant procedural facts: 

- Captain Reh was detailed as the appellant‘s trial defense counsel by at least June 

2004; 

- The appellant‘s trial concluded on 4 May 2005; 

- In June 2005, Captain Reh executed temporary additional duty (TAD) orders 

from LSSS Camp Lejeune to a command in Afghanistan; 

- The staff judge advocate‘srecommendation (SJAR) was completed on 22 August 

2005; 

- Major Philip Stackhouse, USMC, was detailed as the appellant‘s substitute 

defense counsel for post-trial matters on 8 September 2005; 

- Captain Reh performed trial counsel functions while TAD in Afghanistan 

between 15 June and 15 December 2005. 

Due to the unique nature of the military criminal justice system, the attorney-client 

relationship extends well-beyond the close of trial. United States v. Palenius, 25 C.M.A. 222, 2 

M.J. 86, 54 C.M.R. 549 (C.M.A. 1977). Therefore, Captain Reh maintained an attorney-client 

relationship with the appellant at least until Major Stackhouse was appointed as a substitute 

defense counsel on 8 September 2005. Id. at 93. 

The military judge‘s finding of fact that Captain Reh served as a trial counsel between 

January and June 2005 is both inaccurate and incomplete. Appellate Exhibits XXIV and XLII 
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contain fitness reports that indicate (1) Captain Reh was performing trial counsel functions while 

TAD in Afghanistan between 15 June and 15 December 2005 and (2) his permanent duty station 

during his TAD assignment remained LSSS, Camp Lejeune. 

Accordingly, the military judge should have provided findings of fact for the fourth factual 

issue to encompass the time frame from January 2005 through 8 September 2005. Under 

ordinary review, we would remand the case directing the military judge to provide additional 

findings of fact and conclusions of law necessary to answer the fourth factual issue. However, 

we have also concluded that, in accordance with Rule for Courts-Martial 902(b)(1), Manual for 

Courts-Martial, United States (2008 ed.), LtCol Ward was disqualified from serving as the 

military judge for the DuBay hearing in that he possessed personal knowledge of evidentiary 

facts in dispute. . . .  

Standard of Review for Disqualification 

We review a military judge‘s ruling on the motion of a party requesting his or her 

disqualification for an abuse of discretion. See United States v. Rivers, 49 M.J. 434, 444 

(C.A.A.F. 1998) (citing United States v. Cornett, 47 M.J. 128, 131 (C.A.A.F. 1997)). 

Disqualification 

―A judge is presumed to be qualified and so the burden placed upon the party seeking 

disqualification is substantial in proving otherwise.‖ United States v. Allen, 31 M.J. 572, 601 

(N.M.C.M.R. 1990) (citations omitted), aff’d, 33 M.J. 209 (C.M.A. 1991). A military judge shall 

disqualify himself when he has ―personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 

proceeding.‖ R.C.M. 902(b)(1). However, not all personal knowledge is disqualifying and 

―[f]acts learned by a judge in his judicial capacity cannot serve as the basis for disqualification.‖ 

Allen, 31 M.J. at 603 (citing United States v. Patrick, 542 F.2d 381 (7th Cir. 1976)). We identify 

the following matters for resolution in determining if LtCol Ward should have disqualified 

himself in this case: (1) Did LtCol Ward possess knowledge regarding this case? If so, (2) was 

LtCol Ward‘s knowledge obtained in a judicial or extra-judicial capacity? If so, (3) did LtCol 

Ward‘s knowledge extend to evidentiary facts in dispute? 

Initially, we observe that ―[t]he point of distinguishing between ‗personal knowledge‘ and 

knowledge gained in a judicial capacity is that information from the latter source enters the 

record and may be controverted or tested by the tools of the adversary process.‖ Edgar v. K.L., 

93 F.3d 256, 259 (7th Cir. 1996). Since military case law is not voluminous with regard to the 

personal knowledge aspect of R.C.M. 902(b)(1), we find guidance from federal courts because 

―‗[t]he standard for deciding the Manual judicial-disqualification question is the same as that 

provided in the Federal judicial-disqualification statute ([28 U.S.C. § 455]) upon which it is 

based.‘― United States v. Miller, 48 M.J. 790, 792 (N. M. Ct. Crim. App. 1998) (quoting United 

States v. Mitchell, 39 M.J. 131, 143 (C.M.A. 1994)). 

Federal courts have determined that the gravamen of the personal knowledge analysis is the 

exclusivity of the knowledge held by the judge. For instance, a judge presiding over the trial of 

an accused gang member does not possess personal knowledge when he was merely a casual 

spectator at the trial of the accused‘s co-conspirator and details of that trial were available to the 

public-at-large. In re Hatcher, 150 F.3d 631, 635 (7th Cir. 1998). However, a judge has been 
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considered to possess personal knowledge following an ex parte communication in chambers 

with experts likely to be called as witnesses. Edgar, 93 F.3d at 259-60. 

On the facts before us, we find that LtCol Ward did indeed possess personal knowledge as to 

evidentiary facts in dispute during the DuBay hearing. First, the record of the DuBay hearing 

demonstrates that LtCol Ward assumed duties as the military justice officer of the LSSS Camp 

Lejeune on 25 June 2005. This was the command which was processing the appellant‘s case and 

to which Captain Reh was permanently assigned while deployed. Therefore, he was in a position 

to obtain detailed and exclusive knowledge of Captain Reh‘s trial counsel actions between 25 

June and 8 September 2005. 

Second, since LtCol Ward was not a military judge, much less detailed to the present case, at 

the time of his service as the military justice officer, any knowledge he possessed or obtained 

regarding Captain Reh‘s trial counsel actions between 25 June and 8 September 2005 was 

derived in a purely extra-judicial capacity. 

Third, Captain Reh‘s trial counsel actions between 25 June and 8 September 2005 were, and 

remain, evidentiary facts in dispute at the DuBay hearing based on CAAF‘s broad fourth factual 

issue. 

Therefore, we find that LtCol Ward was mandatorily disqualified from serving as the military 

judge at the DuBay hearing under R.C.M. 902(b)(1). See Allen, 31 M.J. at 602. 

Conclusion 

We return the record of trial back to the Judge Advocate General of the Navy for remand to 

an appropriate convening authority to order a new DuBay hearing pursuant to Lee, 66 M.J. at 

390. We further direct that LtCol Ward not serve as the military judge at the DuBay hearing and 

that the successor military judge not consider the record of the prior DuBay hearing. 
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Chapter 6.   Jurisdiction Over the Person 
 

 

Page 244 
 

In Note and Questions, insert after Quilona v. General Court-Martial: In Brazil, firefighters 

(bombeiros) are militarized and subject to military justice. 

Add two new paragraphs: 

 In evaluating the Decaux Principles it is important not to overlook the different political 

climates in which military justice systems may function. A distinguished Canadian military 

lawyer has cautioned: 

. . . [O]ne should not conflate military tribunals used for political purposes to 

dominate civilians (the historical Latin American experience) with the legitimate 

use of military courts to maintain the discipline of military personnel or to 

respond effectively to the commission of crimes by those civilians who 

accompany them on extraterritorial deployments. Respect for human rights and 

the maintenance of military discipline are not mutually exclusive. This is not a 

Manichean dynamic. The actual practice of military courts of different states 

today is just as diverse as the characteristics of their parent societies. Some are 

deserving of praise, others of opprobrium, just as the human rights records of 

different countries are generally, and no doubt in much the same measure. 

Military courts should be neither sanctified nor demonized. They are too 

important both for states and for the rule of law to do so. 

Michael R. Gibson, International Human Rights Law and the Administration of Justice through 

Military Tribunals: Preserving Utility while Precluding Impunity, 4 J. INT‘L L. & INT‘L REL. 1, 

48 (2008). 

At times, there may be surprising disparities between the disciplinary systems applicable to 

classic armed forces and those applicable to other military or paramilitary forces. For example, 

when not federalized (i.e., in ―title 32 status‖), members of the state militias are subject only to 

very modest military justice penalties, although of course they may be punished for civilian 

offenses under applicable state or federal law. In Bangladesh, there was a large and bloody 

mutiny in the Border Security Force (the Bangladesh Rifles), but the Bangladesh Rifles Order, 

1972, provided penalties that were inadequate for the 74 deaths and other very serious charges. 

See Special Reference No. 1 of 2009 (Bangladesh App. Div. Sept. 3, 2009) (finding Army Act, 

1952 inapplicable and post hoc extension of act to be impermissible). In April 2010, a special 

court imposed the maximum punishment of seven years‘ confinement on 24 of the 56 accused 

and lesser sentences on the remaining mutineers. Other charges are to be tried separately. The 

Bangladesh Rifles, which are being renamed the Bangladesh Border Guard, report to the Home 

Ministry, rather than the Defence Ministry. As of June 2010, the Cabinet had approved legislation 

to speed the remaining trials. 
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Page 261 

USÓN RAMÍREZ v. VENEZUELA 
Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Ser. C, No. 207 (2009) 

[Mr. Usón Ramírez was a retired Brigadier General who had held various public positions, 

including Minister of Finance. He resigned in 2002 because he disagreed with the government 

and members of the High Military Command and retired the following year. The following 

decision is heavily redacted. The Court found multiple violations of the American Convention on 

Human Rights, awarded damages and fees, and directed the government to take other remedial 

measures such and publicizing the decision (without footnotes) and conforming its legislation to 

the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court.] 

On April 16 and May 10, 2004, Mr. Usón Ramírez was invited to take part in a TV program 

called ―La Entrevista‖ [The Interview]. On several occasions the subject of the program was the 

hypothesis stated in several press Articles written by the other invited guest on the program, a 

journalist, about the alleged use of a ―flamethrower‖ as a means of punishment against some 

soldiers in Fuerte Mara, where a cell caught fire on March 30, 2004. To that end, Mr. Usón 

Ramírez was presented as an ―excellent analyst of military and political subjects.‖ He also 

indicated that he was an expert on the subject when he identified himself as an ―Engineering 

Officer.‖ In the program, Mr. Usón Ramírez explained how flamethrowers worked and the 

procedures required in the Armed Forces to use them. He also pointed out that ―the functioning 

and the way the equipment is set up evidences that there [was] premeditation.‖ Then he added 

that such situation ―would be very-very serious if […] it were true.‖ 

As a consequence of the statements made in said television interview, Mr. Usón Ramírez was 

tried and sentenced to five years and six months in jail for the crime of ―slander against the 

National Armed Forces,‖ following a criminal statute set forth in Article 505 of the Organic 

Code of Military Justice whereby ―whoever slanders, offends, or disparages the National Armed 

Forces or any of its units shall be subject to three to eight years in prison.‖ 

 

A) On the alleged need to ensure the protection of the right to the honor and reputation 

of the Armed Forces by determining any further liabilities to the exercise of the right to 

freedom of expression  

Before analyzing the content and scope of the right to freedom of expression and the right to 

protection of the honor, it must be clarified that Article 1(2) of the Convention sets forth that the 

right recognized in such instrument correspond to persons, i.e. to human beings and not to 

institutions such as the Armed Forces. Therefore, when analyzing the alleged conflict of rights in 

this case, it is not the intention of this Tribunal to determine the scope of the rights that the 

institution of the Armed Forces could have, since this would be beyond the scope of its 

competence. However, the Tribunal shall determine whether the rights of Mr. Usón Ramírez as 

an individual have been violated. Since the justification provided by the State to restrain the right 

to freedom of Mr. Usón Ramírez was the alleged need to protect the honor and reputation of the 

Armed Forces, an analysis of the conflict between the individual right of Mr. Usón Ramírez to 
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the freedom of expression, on the one hand, and the alleged right to honor established by the 

regulations of the Armed Force, on the other hand, shall be made.  

The right to protection of honor and dignity, under Article 11 of the Convention, involves 

limits to the interference of private individuals and the State. Therefore, it is legitimate that 

whoever considers his or her honor affected can resort to judicial means that the State provides 

for his or her protection. 

The freedom of expression, particularly in matters of public interest, ―is a cornerstone of the 

survival of a democratic society‖ and the Court refers to its jurisprudence established in 

numerous cases. 

Freedom of expression may be subject to restrictions, particularly when it interferes with 

other rights guaranteed by the Convention. Article 13(2) of the Convention, prohibiting any prior 

censorship, also establishes the possibility to require further liabilities for the abusive use of this 

right. The Court has stated the conditions that the State Parties shall fulfill in order to be able to 

restrict or limit the right to freedom of expression by determining further responsibilities with 

exceptions, warning that such right shall not be limited beyond any strictly necessary limits. 

Taking into account the above, in order to resolve this specific case, the Court shall 1) verify 

whether the codification of the crime of slander against the Armed Forces affected the strict 

legality to be observed when restraining the freedom of expression in a criminal forum; 2) study 

whether the protection of the reputation of the Armed Forces is a legitimate end under the 

Convention and determine, if the case may be, the applicability of a criminal sanction to achieve 

such end; 3) assess the need for such measure, and 4) analyze the strict proportional criteria of 

the measure, i.e., whether the sanction imposed on Mr. Usón Ramírez guaranteed the right to 

reputation of the Armed Forces in a broad manner, without annulling his right to express his 

opinion. 

 

a.1) Strict formulation of the rule about limitations or restrictions (criminal legality) 

The Commission alleged ―the three guiding verbs of Article 505 [of the Organic Code of the 

Military Justice] are so large in scope that any expression (oral, written, figurative, or symbolic) 

of a critical or negative thought about the Armed Forces, that could offend any of their members, 

could give rise to a criminal judgment of 3 to 8 years. In the criminal process, not only is the 

conduct ambigous, but so are the passive subjects, the active subjects, and even the legal benefits 

that are protected. The only clear element of this rule is the sanction to be set.‖  

As regards Article 505 of the Organic Code of Military Justice, the representatives indicated 

in their final allegations that ―the broad definition of criminal behavior, […] does not take into 

account the taxative and accurate requirements established by [the] [Inter-American] Court for 

the State to abide by the principle of legality of Article 9 of the American Convention and the 

right to freedom of expression in Article 13 of the American Convention, since the restriction 

would be broader than what is expressly permitted.‖ 

The State stressed that ―the facts giving rise to the criminal trial against Mr. Usón are typified 

and penalized under a Law of the Republic, which complied with the procedure to establish the 

laws as required by Articles 162 through 177 of the revoked Constitution of the Republic of 
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Venezuela, published in the Official Gazette No. 662 of January 23, 1961, in force at the time the 

Organic Code of Military Justice was passed, which agrees with the concept of the laws 

established in the Inter-American System.‖ The State pointed out that ―the crime of slander is a 

formal crime, as it is a behavior which is able to offend and harm the honor or credit of another 

person, according to the circumstances, quality, and culture of the subjects.‖ Quoting the 

previous jurisprudence of the High Court of Justice of Venezuela regarding Article 505 of the 

Military Justice Code, the State indicated that ―[the] nomen juris […] ‗Offend‘ […] means to 

insult, affront, outrage or despise. The action in this crime is indicated by [such] verbs […] used 

alternatively. The active subject of this crime may be any person, i.e. a civilian or a military, 

while the passive subject is the National Armed Forces or any of its units, understanding that the 

National Armed Forces, under Article 328 of the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of 

Venezuela, is ―an essentially professional Institution‖, formed by ―the Army, the Navy, the 

Aviation and the National Guard.‘ […] The juridical interest that is protected is the honor, the 

reputation, the respect of the Armed Forces (the Navy, the Army, the Aviation and the National 

Guard, commands, troops, and elements of the various arms, services, and land corps)[and the] 

means to commit such crime may, as pointed out in the rule, be any adequate means to offend. 

This crime requires generic fraud, i.e. to be aware and willing to offend.‖  

This Court has the competence – based upon the American Convention and grounded in the 

iura novit curia principle, which is solidly supported in international law – to analyze the 

possible violation of Convention provisions that have not been alleged in the pleadings submitted 

to it, ―in the sense that the judge has the authority and even the obligation to apply the pertinent 

legal provisions in a case, even when the parties do not invoke them expressly,‖ in the 

understanding that the parties have had the opportunity to express their respective positions with 

regard to the relevant facts. 

The Court has pointed out that ―it is the law which shall establish the restrictions to the 

freedom of information.‖ To that end, any limitation or restriction to such freedom shall be 

established by the law, both from the formal and from the material standpoint. If such restriction 

or limitations are under criminal law, it is important to observe the strict requirements 

characteristic of the criminal codification to satisfy the principle of legality.
 
In effect, the Court 

has declared in its previous jurisprudence that when preparing the criminal codification, it is 

necessary to use strict and unequivocal terms, clearly restricting any punishable behaviors, 

giving meaning to the principle of criminal legality.
 
This involves a clear definition of the 

incriminatory behavior, setting its elements, and defining the behaviors that are not punishable or 

the illicit behaviors that can be punishable with non-criminal measures. In particular, as regards 

military criminal rules, this Tribunal has established through its jurisprudence that such rules 

shall establish clearly and without ambiguities, inter alia, any typical criminal behaviors 

particular to the military forum and shall determine the nature of any illicit behavior by 

describing the damage or how it jeopardizes the military juridical interests that have been 

seriously attacked, so that the exercise of a military punitive power is justified, as well as 

specifying the corresponding sanction. Thus, the codification of a crime shall be stated expressly, 

accurately, taxatively and in advance, even more so because the criminal law is the most 

restrictive and severe means to establish liabilities for illicit behavior, taking into account that the 

legal framework shall provide juridical certainty to its citizens. 
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In this case, the Court observes that the criminal codification of Article 505 of the Organic 

Code of Military Justice,
1
 does not establish the elements that may offend, slander, or disparage, 

and it does not specify whether it is important that the active subject attribute facts that damage 

the honor or whether it suffices simply to give an offensive or disparaging opinion, without 

attributing any illicit acts, for example, for the imputation of the crime. The rule does not 

establish whether an injury-causing, offensive, or disparaging statement may be made before the 

passive subject or third parties. Namely, this Article responds to a description that is vague and 

ambiguous and it does not specify clearly the typical forum for a criminal behavior, which could 

lead to broad interpretations, allowing the determined behaviors to be penalized incorrectly by 

using the criminal codification. The ambiguity in the text of this criminal codification raises 

doubts and opens possibilities for the abuse of discretion by the authority, particularly 

undesirable when the criminal liabilities of individuals shall be established and it is penalized in 

a manner that seriously affects fundamental goods such as freedom. This article is limited to 

foreseeing the sanction, without taking into account the specific injury of causing discredit, 

damaging the good reputation or prestige, or causing damage to the detriment of the passive 

subject. Since it does not specify the injury required, such law allows that the subjectivity of the 

offended party determine the existence of crime, even when the active subject did not have the 

intent to injure, offend, or disparage the passive subject. This text is particularly forceful when, 

according to the statements by the expert proposed by the State in the public hearing of this case, 

―there is no legal definition of military honor‖ in Venezuela. 

It follows from the above mentioned, that Article 505 of the Organic Code of Military Justice 

does not strictly limit the elements of the criminal behavior, nor does it consider the existence of 

injury, resulting in a codification that is too vague and ambiguous in its formulation to comply 

with the legality requirements of Article 9 of the Convention and the provisions of Article 13(2) 

of the Convention regarding the imposition of further liabilities. 

In view of the above, the Court considers that the criminal codification, Article 505 of the 

Organic Code of Military Justice, violates Articles 9, 13(1) and 13(2) of the Convention, in 

relation to Articles 1(1) and 2 of the Convention.  

 

a.2) Purpose of the restriction and suitability of the criminal way 

The Commission pointed out that ―[i]n this case, further liabilities were applied to Mr. Usón 

Ramírez [for exercising his freedom of thought and expression] with a purpose that cannot be 

considered legitimate, since any further liabilities under the Convention allow for the protection 

of the honor and reputation of a civil servant or any other person, but it is not allowed to protect 

the honor and reputation of legal entities, subjects which are not protected under the American 

Convention.‖  

The representatives also alleged that in this case there had not been a lawful purpose to 

justify any further liabilities imposed on the alleged victim, highlighting that ―we should not lose 

                                                           
1
 Said Article states that “[h]e who slanders, offends, or disparages the National Armed Forces or one of its entities 

will incur the sanction of 3 to 8 years of prison.” 
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sight that the American Convention […] protects the rights of persons; i.e. the rights of human 

beings, and not the rights or corporations, civil associations, or State institutions.‖ Thus, the 

representatives stated that ―[t]he object of the analysis of this case is not about the right to honor, 

as a very personal right of a third party, but in any case, the right to his or her reputation, a term 

generally reserved for legal entities whose support does not lie with the protection of their 

dignity but with other types of interests, such as interests that are commercial, social, etc..‖  

The State pointed out that the lawful purpose justifying the imposition of further criminal 

liabilities goes ―beyond the honor or reputation of a certain military personnel, but rather is 

limited to the defense of the public legitimacy of the military institution and hence, the protection 

of national security.‖ Therefore, the State pointed out that ―any expressions against public order 

[or national security] may entail liabilities for those issuing such expressions; such liabilities may 

be civil, criminal, administrative, etc..‖  

As pointed out above, the Tribunal shall determine whether the protection of the reputation 

of the Armed Forces serves a lawful purpose that justifies a restriction of the freedom of 

expression and, as the case may be, whether a criminal sanction is suitable to achieve such 

purpose.  

To that end, the Court notes that Venezuelan domestic law recognizes that the Armed Forces 

may, as a State institution or legal entity, be covered by the protection of the right to honor or 

reputation. Likewise, Article 13(2)(a) of the Convention establishes that the ―reputation of 

others‖ may be a reason to set further liabilities for exercising the freedom of expression. 

Although the subject of the right to honor or reputation is the Armed Forces in this case, not a 

natural person, and hence it is not protect by the Convention, the protection of the right to honor 

or reputation is considered in the Convention as one of the lawful purposes to justify the 

restriction of the right to freedom of expression. To that end, the Tribunal reiterates that when 

analyzing the legitimacy of the purpose in this case (the protection of the right to honor of the 

Armed Forces) the idea is not to determine whether the Armed Forces have an effective ―right‖ 

to honor or reputation; the analysis is to determine if such purpose would be legitimate for the 

purpose of restricting the right to freedom of expression of Mr. Usón Ramírez. 

Likewise, the Convention does not establish that the only restrictions to individual rights that 

may be legitimate are the restrictions to protect other individual rights. On the contrary, the 

Convention also establishes that any restrictions whose purpose is another reason not related to 

the exercise of individual rights recognized in the Convention are lawful. 

The European Court of Human Rights has had the opportunity to pronounce judgment about 

this matter and it has considered that the protection of the right to the reputation of companies, 

not only of individuals, may be a legitimate purpose to restrict the right to the freedom of 

expression. . . . 

Therefore, the Tribunal considers that the purpose in this case is legitimate since it tries to 

protect a right that the Venezuelan domestic legislation recognizes to the Armed Forces and, in 

general, such right is set forth in the American Convention regarding natural persons. However, 

it is relevant to clarify that the legitimacy of the purpose is only one of the elements in this 

analysis of proportionality and it does not necessarily mean that such restriction has been legal 
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(this has already been analyzed by the Tribunal, using the most suitable, necessary, or 

proportional means (which the Tribunal shall analyze).  

As regards the suitability of the criminal action to achieve the sought-after purpose, the Court 

has warned previously, and reiterates in this case, that although a criminal instrument may be 

suitable to restrict the abusive exercise of certain rights, provided this serves the purpose of 

safeguarding the juridical interests to be protected, the above does not mean that the use of the 

criminal forum to impose further liabilities for exercising the freedom of expression shall be 

necessary or proportional in all cases. 

In this case, the Court has already declared that the military criminal legislation that 

determined further liabilities for Mr. Usón Ramírez exercising his freedom of expression is not 

compatible with the Convention since it is excessively vague and ambiguous. Consequently, the 

Court considers that in this case the criminal way was not suitable.  

 

a.3) Need for the measure used 

The Commission pointed out that ―the criminal sanctions and their seriousness should never 

be used as a resource to suffocate any public debate on questions of general interest, nor to limit 

criticism of officials in the exercise their functions, the State, or its institutions.‖ Furthermore, 

the Commission indicated that ―[i]n a democratic society the punitive power is only exercised 

insofar as it is strictly necessary to protect the fundamental juridical interests from serious attacks 

damaging or jeopardizing them[;] otherwise it would lead to an abusive exercise of the punitive 

power of the State.‖ 

In this regard, the representatives alleged that ―the criminal sanction applied to [Mr.] Usón 

was not necessary to protect a reputation that had not been attacked.‖ For the representatives 

―nothing that Usón [Ramírez] said could be construed as insultous or offensive; there was no 

purpose to denigrate the military institution, where he was trained and which he served for over 

two decades.‖ ―There was a judgmental assessment on a hypothetical[,to which] Mr. Usón used 

the conditional tense, clearly showing that his comment was merely technical, and that he could 

not confirm [the truth or falseness] of that hypothetical.‖ 

According to the State, ―this was the opinion issued by a member of the National Armed 

Forces who, to make matters more severe, had held important positions at military level and 

beyond, which thus illustrates more discredit and comtempt of the National Armed Forces. The 

burdensome consequences of his act are much more serious.‖ Independent of this, the way Mr. 

Usón Ramírez proceeded, in view of the State, ―showed there was animus injuriando, which is 

nothing but the awareness and will to dishonor and discredit the Armed Forces.‖ The State 

pointed out that ―it results from the excerpts of the transcribed interview that Mr. Usón 

[Ramírez] made use of his freedom of expression[,] but even making an apology of crime.‖ 

According to the State, ―the analysis of the statements made by each one of the participants, 

within the context of the [TV] program, evidences that the participation of [Mr. Usón Ramírez] 

was quite far from a technical statement on a specific topic, but it was a truly insulting remark 

against the National Armed Forces.  
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When analyzing this topic, as on other occasions, the Court shall examine the existing 

alternatives to reach the lawful purpose and state clearly their injurious nature.  

The Court has pointed out that Criminal Law is the most restrictive and severe means to 

establish liabilities for illicit behavior, particularly when sanctions involve deprivation of liberty. 

Therefore, the use of the criminal way shall respond to the principle of minimum intervention, 

due to the nature of criminal law as ultima ratio. This means that in a democratic society the 

punitive power shall only be exercised insofar as it is strictly necessary to protect the 

fundamental juridical interests from the most serious attacks that damage or jeopardize it. The 

opposite would lead to the abusive exercise of the punitive power of the State.  

The need to use the criminal forum to impose further liabilities for exercising the right to 

freedom of expression shall be analyzed particularly with caution and shall depend on the 

peculiarities of each case. To that end, the good to be protected, the extreme seriousness of the 

behavior of the issuer, the fraud used, the characteristics of the unfairly caused damage, the 

characteristics of the person whose honor or reputation is to be safeguarded, the means used to 

cause damages and any other data that shows the absolute need to use criminal measures in a 

truly exceptional manner, shall be considered. At all times the burden of the proof shall be with 

the accusing party. 

To that end, the Tribunal has considered on previous occasions that the exercise of the 

punitive power of the State has been abusive and unnecessary to protect the right to honor, when 

the criminal statute in question does not establish clearly what behaviors involve serious damage 

to such right. That is what occurred in the case of Mr. Usón Ramirez. 

 

A.4) Strict proportionality of the measure 

The Commission indicated that ―the application of Article 505 of the Organic Code of 

Military Justice, in this specific case, was openly disproportionate.‖ Accoding to the 

Commission, ―the comments made by Mr. Usón Ramírez about the events […] that occurred in 

the punishment cells in Fuerte Mara represented the exercise of his right to have his own 

thoughts about a event of public interest, to express such thought by issuing an opinion and 

making comments on certain technical aspects related to one of the versions in the media about 

the possible origin of the fire in the punishment cell.‖ Therefore, ―the opinions given [by Mr. 

Usón Ramírez] regarding [those] facts that had move[d] society [should be] protected to a higher 

degree.‖  

In turn, the representatives alleged that ―[t]he comments by [Mr. Usón Ramírez], made in the 

Television interview ‗La Entrevista‘ were limited to making comments on information of public 

interest, in relation to the soldiers who were injured or dead in military installations while they 

were in a punishment cell under State custody. According to the representatives, ―the society had 

the right to know why those soldiers were punished, what instance decided their sanction, which 

were their detention conditions, how a cell could catch fire when no flammable material was 

allowed in, or why the cell caught fire so quickly and could not be controlled.‖ Likewise, the 

representatives alleged that ―[when] resorting to a criminal sanction as severe as the sanction 

imposed on [Mr.] Usón [Ramírez] (five years and six months in prison), there being other 

alternative measures such as the right to correct the falsity or reply, or monetary penalties, it is 
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clearly disproportionate and may be qualified as a serious affront to freedom of expression,‖ 

particularly because ―given the public interest at stake, the importance of the satisfaction of the 

good could not be imposed on the freedom of expression, which is of a preferential nature.‖ 

The State pointed out ―it is clear that [Mr.] Usón Ramírez made a judgmental assessment and 

attributed liabilities to the National Armed Forces in a specific punishable fact which was the 

object of a criminal investigation in the common jurisdiction; his opinions questioned the 

honorableness of the Armed Forces, creating a negative impact on the society in general of the 

image, prestige, and credibility of the military institution; this alters the harmonious relationship 

that must prevail between the Armed Forces and civil society to achieve and keep public order 

and security in the country.‖ ―Due to that, it may be fully affirmed that the restriction applied in 

this case is proportional to the interest justifying it.‖ 

At this stage of the analysis, whether the restriction is strictly proportional must be 

considered so that the inherent sacrifice of such restriction is not exaggerated or disproportionate 

to the advantages obtained through such limitation. . . . 

In this case, the restriction would have to achieve an important satisfaction of the right to 

honor or reputation which the domestic right recognizes belongs to the Armed Forces without 

making the right to free criticism non-existent against their performance as representative 

instances of the State. The following shall be analyzed: i) the degree of impact to one of the 

goods at stake, determining whether the intensity of such impact was serious, intermediate, or 

moderate; ii) the importance of the satisfaction of the opposite good, and iii) whether its 

satisfaction justifies the restriction of the other one. In some cases, the balance shall tip in favor 

of the freedom of expression and in other cases to safeguard the right to honor and reputation. 

As regards the affectation of the freedom of expression, the Court considers that the 

consequences of being subjected to trial in a military court; the criminal trial itself; the 

preventive deprivation of freedom imposed on him; the sanction depriving him of liberty for five 

years and six months to which he was sentenced; including him in the criminal record; the loss of 

revenues during the time he was in prison; the affectation of the exercise of the rights that are 

restricted due to the sanction imposed; being far away from his family and loved ones; the latent 

risk of losing his personal liberty, and the stigmatizing effect of the criminal sanction imposed on 

Mr. Usón Ramírez show that the further liabilities established in this case were truly very 

serious. 

As regards the importance of the right to honor or reputation that the domestic law 

recognizes to the Armed Forces, the Tribunal indicated in this Judgment that determining 

whether the Armed Forces have a right to honor or reputation is not within its scope. However, 

in an analogous manner, the Tribunal has pointed out before that it is extremely important to 

satisfy the honor or reputation of whoever has been offended, particularly in the case of a serious 

crime regarding an individual. Nevertheless, the satisfaction of such good does not necessarily 

justify the restriction of the right to freedom of expression in any case.  

To that end, it shall be reiterated that in the test of proportionality it should be taken into 

account that the expressions about the exercise of the functions of the State Institutions have a 

greater protection, in the sense that they can promote a democratic debate in society. That is the 

case because it is supposed that in a democratic society the state institutions or entities as such 
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are exposed to public scrutiny and criticism, and their activities are inserted in the domain of 

public debate. This threshold is not based on the quality of the subject but on the public interest 

of the activities carried out. Hence larger tolerance should face the affirmations and 

considerations made by citizens when exercising their democratic right. Such are the demands 

for pluralism of a truly democratic society, requiring a more significant circulation of reports and 

opinions about matters of public interest. 

In this case, the remarks made by Mr. Usón Ramírez were related to matters that were clearly 

of public interest. Despite the existence of public interest regarding the events in Fuerte Mara, to 

which the Armed Forces referred, Mr. Usón Ramírez was tried and sentenced without taking into 

account the requirements of the American Convention regarding the larger tolerance required 

regarding any affirmations and considerations expressed by citizens exercising their democratic 

right.  

On the other hand, the Tribunal observes that in the process before this Court the State 

underscored that Mr. Usón Ramírez made several statements that were not related to the subject 

of public interest regarding the use of flamethrowers, but that could be understood as insult, 

offense and contempt of the Armed Forces. However, as pointed about above, the national 

tribunals based the judgment of Mr. Usón Ramírez on the facts related to the alleged imputation 

to the authorities of Fuerte Mara of ―premeditation‖ in the use of a flamethrower.
2
 The other 

statements by Mr. Usón Ramírez in such Television interview do not form part of the reasons for 

the judgment, as indicated by the Venezuelan domestic jurisdiction that determined that facts on 

whose basis Mr. Usón Ramírez was tried; therefore, the Court shall not refer to them.  

To that end, the Court observes that, on the one hand, the national tribunal considered that 

Mr. Usón Ramírez had issued an opinion, not only made an affirmation and, on the other hand, 

that such opinion was affirming a fact that was not true. The Court has already pointed out that 

opinions cannot be considered true or false. As such, an opinion cannot be the object of any 

sanction, even more so when such opinion is conditioned by evidencing facts on which it is 

based. In this case, when conditioning his opinion in such a way, it is clear that Mr. Usón 

Ramírez was not stating that a premeditated crime had been committed, but that in his opinion 

such a crime seemed to have been committed in case the hypothesis about the use of the 

flamethrower was true. An opinion conditioned in such a way cannot be subjected to testing for 

accuracy. Furthermore, the above shows that Mr. Usón Ramírez lacked any specific intention to 

insult, offend, or disparage since if he had had the intent to do so, he would not have conditioned 

his opinion in such a way. A contrary reasoning, i.e., establishing disproportionate sanctions for 

giving opinions on an alleged illicit fact of public interest that involved military institutions and 

their members, thus providing a larger and automatic protection to their honor or reputation, 

without considering the larger protection of freedom of expression in a democratic society, is 

incompatible with Article 13 of the American Convention. 

                                                           
2
 According to the judgment against him, Mr. Usón Ramírez was condemned “for having given his opinion and 

made false assertions involving military personal.” Cf. Judgment of the First Military Tribunal of Judgment on 
November 8, 2004, f. 396. Similarly, according to the appeals tribunal, Mr. Usón Ramírez was charged because 
“what he expressed constitutes Slander against the National Armed Forces, by having affirmed a false fact.” Cf. 
Judgment of January 27, 2005 of the Martial Court of Military Criminal Circuit of Caracas, in relation to the appeal 
remedy, f. 1884.  
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Lastly, as pointed out above, even when the Inter-American Court cannot and does not mean 

to replace the national authority in individualizing the sanctions for any crime under its domestic 

law, the Tribunal is concerned about the lack of proportionality between the response of the State 

to the expressions by Mr. Usón Ramírez and the juridical interest affected – here, the honor or 

reputation of the Armed Forces. To that end, the Tribunal reiterates that both rationality and 

proportionality shall guide the behavior of the State when exercising its punitive power, thus 

avoiding the leniency which is characteristic of impunity such as abuse of discretion regarding 

the determination of criminal penalties.  

Taking into account all the above, the Court concludes that imposition of liabilities on Mr. 

Usón Ramírez for the crime of slander against the Armed Forces violated his right to freedom of 

expression, since the requirements of legality, necessity, and proportionality were not respected 

when restricting such right. As a consequence, the State violated the principle of legality and 

right to freedom of expression set forth in the Articles 9 and 13(1) and 13(2) of the American 

Convention, in relation with the general obligation of respecting and guaranteeing the rights and 

freedoms established in Article 1(1) of such Convention, prejudicing Mr. Usón Ramírez, due to 

the restrictions in his exercise of this right.  

 

B) On the alleged need to ensure the protection of national security and public order by 

determining any further liabilities for the exercise of the right to freedom of expression 

The Commission pointed out that ―although the State can impose further liabilities based on 

―national security‖, such liabilities can only be legitimate provided ―their genuine purpose and 

demonstrable effect is to protect the existence of the country against the use or threat of force, to 

protect its territorial integrity against the use or threat of force, to protect its capacity to react to 

the use or threat of force, or to protect the personal security of the main governmental officials.‖ 

Consequently, it does not suffice to specualte on the possible impact of the order or on 

hypothetical circumstances resulting from interpretations made by the authorities regarding facts 

that do not clearly involve a reasonable risk of serious disturbance (―anarchic violence‘). A 

broader or more indeterminate interpretation would open up an inadmissible road to arbitrariness 

and would clearly restrict freedom of expression that forms an integral part of the public order 

protected by the American Convention.‖ 

The representatives alleged that in this case there was no lawful purpose justifying any 

further liabilities imposed on the alleged victim, since ―the criminal sanction applied to [Mr.] 

Usón [Ramírez] was not necessary to protect […] the national security that was never 

threatened.‖ According to the representatives, ―the comments by [Mr.] Usón [Ramírez] were not 

a threat to national security, their purpose was not to attack any of the elements of which make 

up the crime, and objectively, they were not enough to threaten the existence of the State or any 

elements that form the State. Furthermore, they pointed out that the subject matter of the case 

―was not a confidential or secret matter, whose disclosure would become a threat for national 

security.‖  

The State pointed out that ―General [now retired] Usón [Ramírez] attributed liabilities to the 

National Armed Forces in his judgmental assessment in a specific punishable event that was the 

object of criminal investigation under common jurisdiction; such opiniones put into question the 
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honor of the Armed Forces, influencing its image negatively, prestige and credibility of the 

military institution vis-à-vis society in general; this alters the harmonious relation that shall 

prevail between the Armed Forces and the civil society to achieve and keep public order and 

national security.‖ To that end, the State highlighted that ―there is a close relation between 

safeguarding the honor and reputation of the institution of the National Armed Forces […] and 

keeping national security.‖ ―The mission of the National Armed Forces consists of protecting 

and ensuring protection to the national community; therefore fullfilling this mission justifies 

setting limits to freedom of expression.‖ Thus, it pointed out that ―it is not by chance that the 

crime of slander against the Armed Forces is set forth in chapter IV of the Military Justice 

Organic Code as a ―Crimes against Order and Security of the Armed Forces.‖ To sum up, the 

State indicated that ―any remarks whose purpose is to undermine the credibility of the military 

institution in the eyes of the population and the trust of the members in their superiors, directly 

affects the security of the country and requires effective condemnation by the State.‖ 

In this case, the parties have referred to the alleged restriction of freedom of expression under 

Article 13(2)(b) of the Convention, imposed in an alleged need to protect both the ―national 

security‖ and ―public order.‖ Although Article 13(2)(b) of the Convention establishes that the 

exercise of freedom of expression may be subject to further liabilities, provided such restriction 

is set under the law and it is necessary to ensure, inter alia, the national security and public 

order, it does not result from the file that Mr. Usón Ramírez has been sentenced with the purpose 

of ensuring the protection of the national security or public order. On the contrary, as pointed out 

above, Mr. Usón Ramírez was sentenced and found guilty for having committed the crime of 

slander against the Armed Forces pursuant to Article 505 of the Organic Code of Military 

Justice. The good that such rule tries to protect is the honor or reputation. Affecting the national 

security or public order is not in the criminal statute under which Mr. Usón Ramírez was 

sentenced. 

The Tribunal observes that the sole reference to the issue of national security is that which 

the First Military Tribunal made in the verdict of guilt when it assessed the sanction to be 

imposed on Mr. Usón Ramírez, pointing out that ―the crime committed by the accused attacks 

the security of the country.‖ However, such assessment does not form part of the grounds for the 

criminal liabilities of Mr. Usón Ramírez for the crime of slander against the Armed Forces, 

which had already been declared in the above paragraphs of said judgment. Such reference to 

national security is found in the chapter ―Of Sanctions to be Imposed‖ in the verdict of guilt, 

when assessing the corresponding aggravating and mitigating factors to determine the 

punishment, but not to determine the guilt. On the other hand, the domestic tribunal did not make 

any considerations regarding the public order to determine the criminal liabilities of Mr. Usón 

Ramírez. 

Therefore, given the fact that the crime for which Mr. Usón Ramírez was sentenced is not 

explicitly related to the protection of national security or public order, and taking into account 

that both national security and public order are concepts included in other Articles of the 

Venezuelan criminal legislation for which Mr. Usón Ramírez was not sentenced, this Tribunal 

considers that it is unnecessary to analyze whether the State violated Article 13(2)(b) of the 

American Convention in this case.  
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VII 

VIOLATION OF ARTICLES 8(1) (RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL) AND 25(1)  

(JUDICIAL PROTECTION), IN RELATION TO ARTICLE 1(1) (OBLIGATION 

 TO RESPECT RIGHTS) AND 2 (DOMESTIC LEGAL EFFECTS) 

OF THE AMERICAN CONVENTION 

In this chapter, the Court shall examine alleged violations in relation to the following 

matters: a) the right to be tried by a competent and impartial judge or court; b) other procedural 

issues recognized in Article 8 of the Convention, and c) the right to an effective judicial remedy. 

 

A) Right to be tried by a competent and impartial judge or court 

The Commission alleged that because Mr. Usón had the status of ―[a] retired member of the 

military, [he should have been] considered a civilian‖ for the purpose of determining the 

competent judge. The Commission highlighted that the norms that define the criminal military 

jurisdiction in Venezuela allow ―that civilians are tried by military tribunals and that the crimes 

subject to the criminal military jurisdiction ―reach conduct beyond the military sphere and are 

even found, in a more precise manner, in ordinary criminal legislation.‖ On the other hand, the 

Commission alleged that the lack of impartiality and independence of the tribunals that tried Mr. 

Usón´s case is evidenced by the following facts: a) ―the tribunal that processed Mr. Usón 

Ramírez belonged to the [A]rmed [F]orces, the institution that considered itself aggrieved by the 

crime of [severe insult] with which he was charged. For that reason, those who were to decide 

his case had a direct interest therein; b) ―[the] Minister of War that ordered the investigation of 

Mr. Usón [Ramírez] was part of the Court of Cassation at the time that it resolved recourse filed 

by the accused.‖  

The representatives also alleged a violation of Mr. Usón Ramírez‘s right of to be tried by a 

competent tribunal, for the same reasons cited by the Commission. Additionally, they stressed 

that the tribunals that heard Mr. Usón Ramírez‘s case lacked impartiality and independence, 

given that: a) ―they had a direct interest in the controversy‖; b) ―the same Military Prosecutor 

that ordered the investigation against [Mr. Usón Usón Ramírez] knew of the filing for a remedy 

in the face of a conviction‖ as a magistrate of the Supreme Tribunal of Justice; and c) ― the 

Military Prosecutor in the case [was designated by] the Minister of Defense, by order of the 

President of the Republic.‖ 

The State alleged that the jurisdiction that was ―appropriate to hear the case of General 

Francisco Usón[, a general now reitred] is the […] military and not the civil forum.‖ In that 

regard, it indicated that ―when a service member retires, he is no longer providing an active 

service to the Armed Forces,‖ but that does not imply ―that he is no longer a service member and 

becomes a civilian.‖ Instead, according to Venezuelan law, retirement ― is one of the possible 

relationships with the Armed Forces, which does not break the juridical and administrative links 

that a person has with the institution.‖ Similarly, the State indicated that ―if the legislators did not 

include the National Armed Forces in the crime [of slander] set forth in the Criminal Code, […] 

it was because they delegated hearing such a crime to the criminal military jurisdiction.‖ It 

alleged, as well, that ―saying […] that because the Armed Forces was the institution which was 

offended and the judges […] are part of the Armed Forces, then they have an interest and are not 
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independent, is the same as [saying] that if he offends the Judicial Branch, then there exists no 

judge which could try the case because such judge is part of the Judicial Branch.‖  

When analyzing this matter, the Court shall deal with the issue of the competence of the 

military court, and then the allegations regarding the impartiality of the military tribunals in 

Venezuela. However, it is relevant to make some general considerations about the competence of 

the military criminal jurisdiction. 

The Court has established that the military criminal jurisdiction in democratic States, in times 

of peace, has tended to be reduced and even disappear; therefore, in the case of a State that 

conserves it, its use should be minimal, as strictly necessary, and shall be inspired by the 

principles and guarantees governing modern criminal law. In a democratic State the military 

criminal jurisdiction shall have a restrictive and exceptional scope and shall be channeled to 

protect special juridical interests, related to the functions of the military forces under the law. 

Hence, the Tribunal has already pointed out that military courts shall only hear cases of crime or 

faults by the military that attack, due to their nature, the juridical interests of the military.
3
  

Likewise, the Court has considered that the right to be tried by an ordinary court of justice 

pursuant to the proceedings legally set forth is a basic principle of due process.
4
 Consequently, 

the Tribunal has pointed out that ―when the military justice takes up competition in a matter that 

should be heard by ordinary justice, the right of the natural court is affected and, a fortiori, the 

due process‖, which in turn is closely linked to the right of access to justice. 

To that end, in order to respect the right of the natural judge, the Tribunal has pointed out that 

it is not enough for the law to establish previously which tribunal shall hear the cause and grant it 

competence. Such law shall, when granting competence to a military court and determining the 

military criminal rules applicable in such court, establish clearly and without ambiguity: a) who 

is a service member, the only active subjects of military crimes; b) which are the typical criminal 

behaviors particular to the military forum; c) the unlawful conduct as demonstrated by the injury 

or how the military juridical goods have been seriously jeopardized, thus justifying the exercise 

of the military punitive power, and d) the corresponding punishment, taking into account the 

principle of proportionality. The authorities exercising their functions in the military criminal 

jurisdiction, when applying military criminal rules and accusing a military member of a crime 

shall also be governed by the principle of legality and, inter alia, shall confirm the existence of 

all the elements involved in the military criminal codification, as well as the existence or non-

existence of the exclusion causes of the crime. 

 

 

                                                           
3
 Cf. Case of Durand y Ugarte v. Peru. Merits. Judgment of August 16, 2000. Series A No. 68, para. 117; Case of Tiu 

Tojín v. Guatemala. Merits, Reparations, and Costs. Judgment November 26, 2008. Series C No. 190, para. 118, and 
Case of Zambrano Vélez et al. v. Ecuador. Merits, Reparations, and Costs. Judgment July 4, 2007. Series C No. 166, 
para. 66. 

4
 Cf. Case of Castillo Petruzzi et al., para. 129; Case of Palamara Iribarne, para. 125, and Case of Lori Berenson Mejía 

v. Peru. Merits, Reparations, and Costs. Judgment of November 25, 2004. Series C No. 119, para. 143. 
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A.1) Competence 

The Tribunal has pointed out that the application of military justice shall be strictly reserved 

to members of the active military. Hence, the Court has been consistent in stating that civilians 

and ―retired military cannot [be] judged by military courts.‖
5
  

In this case, there is no controversy regarding whether Mr. Usón Ramírez was a Brigadier 

General of the Venezuelan Armed Forces and that at the time of the facts in this case he was 

retired (supra para. 36). Also, the Tribunal observes that the trial against Mr. Usón Ramírez in 

the military forum was based on the following domestic law: 1) the Organic Law of the National 

Armed Forces of February 22, 1995 (hereinafter the ―Organic Law‖) and 2) the Organic Code of 

Military Justice of September 17, 1998 (hereinafter the ―Organic Code‖ or ―COJM‖).  

As regards the legislation governing the jurisdiction of military courts, Article 212 of such 

Organic Law points out that ―all the active members of the National Armed Forces shall be 

subjected to the military jurisdiction as set forth under the Law.‖ However, Article 124 of the 

Organic Code subjects officers to military jurisdiction ―independent […] of the status they may 

have.‖ In addition, the Court observes that numeral 3 of Article 123 of the Organic Code 

establishes, inter alia, that the criminal military jurisdiction includes ―[t]he military infractions 

committed by military officials or civilians together or separately.‖
 
From the aforementioned, it 

is not clear that the domestic legislation allows for a retired military member to be subjected to 

the military jurisdiction. Nevertheless, in the case of Mr. Usón, this matter was decided by 

military courts which declared differently from what this Tribunal has decided on other 

occasions, namely that, military courts were competent to try a retired military member. 

As pointed out above, the codification of the crime under Article 505 of the COJM whereby 

Mr. Usón Ramírez was sentenced does not limit the active subject to those in active military 

duty, rather, it includes any individual, either civilians or retired military members, to be 

subjected to the military jurisdiction. 

It is evident from the foregoing that, contrary to the requirements of the American 

Convention and the jurisprudence of this Court, the domestic legislation applicable to this case 

extends its jurisdiction to active military service members, but also extends it to civilians and to 

retired service members. Additionally, the Tribunal observes that even though the State has 

alleged that, in accordance with domestic law on the matter, retired service members do not 

cease to be active service members, the State also indicated that retirees ―cease to render active 

service‖ to the Armed Forces. Thus, retired service members in Venezuela do not exercise 

particular functions of defense or national security that would permit them to be tried in the 

State´s military forum, and the Tribunal finds no reason to depart from its previous jurisprudence 

that determined that retired service members should not be tried by a military court.  

Consequently, Mr. Usón Ramírez-–who was not an active service member or exercising any 

particular function of defense or national security—was tried by a court that was not competent 

to do so. Thus, following the jurisprudence of this Tribunal in such respect, the Court considers 

that the State violated the right of Mr. Usón Ramírez to be tried by a competent judge or court, 

                                                           
5
 Cf. Case of Cesti Hurtado v. Perú. Merits. Judgment of September 29, 1999. Series C No. 56, para. 151, and Case of 

Palamara Iribarne, para. 139. 
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pursuant to Article 8(1) of the American Convention, in relation Articles 1(1) and 2 thereof.  

 

A.2) Impartiality 

The right to be tried by an impartial judge or tribunal is a fundamental guarantee of due 

process. That is, it shall be guaranteed that the judge or the tribunal exercise maximum 

objectivity in the trial. In this respect, this Tribunal has established that impartiality requires that 

the judge in a private conflict is closer to the facts of the cause with no subjective prejudice and, 

similarly, offers sufficient guarantees from the objective standpoint so that it is beyond all doubt 

that there is full impartiality.
 
The impartiality of the tribunal means that its members should not 

have any vested interest, a premeditated decision, preference for any of the parties involved, and 

that they are not involved in the dispute. Personal or subjective impartiality is assumed unless 

there is evidence to the contrary. In turn, the so-called objective evidence consists of determining 

whether the questioned judge can provide convincing elements to eradicate any legitimate fears 

or well-grounded suspicions of partiality regarding his person. 

Consequently, this Court has declared previously that judges must separate themselves from 

a cause brought to their attention when doubt or other motives goes against the integrity of the 

tribunal as an impartial body. In order to safeguard the administration of justice, it must be 

assured that a judge is free from any prejudice and there is no fear at all raising any doubts about 

the exercise of his jurisdictional functions. 

In this case, it has been shown that one of the magistrates, Mr. Eladio Ramon Aponte 

Aponte, in the Criminal Court of Appeals of the Supreme Tribunal of Justice who heard the 

appeal filed by Mr. Usón Ramírez, was the person who ordered the investigation in his capacity 

as Military Attorney. However, such magistrate/attorney was not banned from hearing the cause 

nor did he accept the challenge against him.
 
His participation in the trial against Mr. Usón 

Ramírez, first as an accuser and then as a judge, raises serious doubts about his impartiality, not 

yet addressed by the State in a convincing manner. Therefore, the Tribunal considers that the 

State violated the right of Mr. Usón Ramírez to be tried by an impartial tribunal, which is thus a 

violation of Article 8(1) of the Convention, in relation to Article 1(1) of said Convention.
6
 

 

B) Other arguments of the parties on the violation of Article 8 of the Convention 

This Court has indicated in its previous jurisprudence that, in cases regarding an incompetent 

judge or tribunal, it is unnecessary to rule on other aspects of the criminal proceeding that 

allegedly violate Article 8 of the Convention.
 
However, despite the fact that in the present case 

the military tribunals that tried Mr. Usón Ramírez were incompetent, the Court observes that the 

                                                           
6
 [Editors’ Note. In Perote Pellon v. Spain, No. 45238/99 (July 25, 2002), the European Court of Human Rights found 

a violation of Art. 6, ¶ 1 of the European Convention where two judges of a military court participated in a case in 
which they had previously upheld the indictment. According to information provided by Spain to the Council of 
Ministers, military justice amendments enacted in 2003 “reduces the number of judges sitting at appeal from 5 to 
3 with a view to avoiding the situation in which the same judge hears a case at first instance and at appeal.”] 
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Commission and the representatives referred to other aspects of the criminal proceedings that 

also violated Article 8(2) of the same instrument.  

In this sense, the Commission alleged that ―from May 22, 2004, to June 22, 2004, Mr. Usón 

and his attorneys were not able to access the case file of the investigation against him because it 

was decided that they should be ‗kept totally confidential‘ so that […] they may not be 

‗denatured, left unrecognizable, or distorted‘ by [Mr. Usón Ramírez,] given that publicity would 

hinder the investigation and the purpose of the proceeding.‘‖ Additionally, the Commission 

indicated that ―the public hearings [in that proceeding] of October 6, 7, 8, and 11, 2004, were 

held behind closed doors,‖ despite that ―Mr. Usón was being judged [for] comments made during 

a televized program […] regarding an event of public knowledge [and debate.] That is, for events 

―unrelated to confidential information of the Armed Forces.‖ Moreover, the Commission alleged 

that the lack of independence of the tribunals that saw Mr. Usón ‘s case, was evinced by: a) 

―Military Prosecutors are designated by the President of the Republic,‖ and, in accordance with 

the Organic Code of Military Justice, the members of the lower instances of the military 

jurisdiction are chosen by the higher instances thereof, and, in the case of the Martial Court and 

the Supreme Court of Justice, from a list submitted by the Minister of Defense, making the 

military forum a ―service or dependency of the executive branch‖; b) ―the judge in charge of the 

Military Control Tribunal of la Guaria that declared himself incompetent to hear [Mr. Usón´s 

case on the day of his detention] was dismissed from his charge that same day [without] any sort 

of proceeding and c) ―the judges that made up the Trial Court were active service members of a 

lower rank than some of the officials prosecuting the case.‖  

The representatives alleged that ―both the final judgment and the judicial resolutions 

regarding Francisco Usón´s preventive detention where not sufficiently reasoned.‖ Additionally, 

the representatives alleged that the State ―violated the principle of equality of arms, providing the 

accusing party resources denied to the defense[, given that] while the Military Prosector violated 

legal deadlines for the presentation of documents, the oral and documentary evidence offered by 

the defense was rejected.‖ They alleged, furthermore, that Mr. Usón Ramírez ―did not have 

access to all of the available evidence, […] and was not able to a defend himself adequately.‖ 

Moreover, the representatives argued that ―the proceeding [against Mr. Usón Ramírez] was held 

behind closed doors,‖ ―with the pretext that the facts object of the case consituted a grave threat 

to [national] security, without adequately stating the grounds in the convicting judgment. Finally, 

the State argued that the Tribunals that tried the case lacked independence because: a) ―they were 

made up of active service members [subject to military discipline and subordination], that did not 

necessarily have to be attorneys, or attorneys with military assimilation‖; b) ―both the Military 

Prosecutor and the president of the Martial Court reported periodically and directly to the 

Minister of Defense, [who had ordered the investigation], on the state thereof‖;
 
c) ―the day after 

he declared himself incompetent, the military judge of control in La Guaria was dismissed‖; d) 

―during the proceeding, and particularly on the day that the judgment was to be rendered, the 

Minister of Defense visited the seat of the military tribunals.‖  

In turn, the State alleged that ―each and every pleading by the parties […] was resolved […] 

in a reasoned manner and was replied to.‖ Also, as regards access to the file, the State indicated 

that Mr. Usón Ramírez and his ―counsel had the necessary time and means to prepare his 

defense,‖ and that ―there is enough evidence in the file of the acts and statements by his counsel 
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to confirm that they had full access to the file before June 22, 2004.‖ Moreover, the State 

indicated that the Second Permanent Military Court of First Instance of Caracas ―reviewed the 

grounds of the decision by the Military Prosecutor with respect to the confidentiality of the 

investigation [by means] of a reasoned response,‖ in which it referred to ―the preservation of the 

proceedings during the preliminary investigation [that could] be damaged or disturbed by 

publicity.‖ According to the State, ―the judges trying General Usón established the need to 

prevent the entrance of the general public to the courtroom in the file, pursuant to the Criminal 

Procedural Code, as clarified in the judgment of the High Court of Justice.‖ Furthermore, the 

State declared that ―the tribunal ordered the doors to be closed [to the public], not at the 

beginning of the trial, but when the persons related to the Fuerte Mara case testified. At the time, 

the Fuerte Mara case was under investigation, started with their statements and [therefore,] the 

proceedings of an investigation and [thus] reserved to third parties.‖ Moreover, with regards to 

the independence of the military tribunals that saw Mr. Usón ‘s case, it stressed that ―Article 25 

of the Constitution, [. . .] one can not order principles of obedience, subordination and discipline 

in a Military Tribunal [therefore] there is no due obedience nor subordination.‖ Finally, the State 

argued that the Judge of the Court of First Instance in La Guaira was dismissed ―for lack of 

competence and professional ability,‖ for declining jurisdiction in obedience to a rule which had 

been repealed by the Supreme Court, and subsequently he ―got the annulment‖ of this decision.  

With respect to the allegations of the parties, the Court considers that, having already 

declared that Mr. Usón Ramirez was tried and convicted by courts lacking competence and 

impartiality, he stands in a proceeding, flawed from its beginning, which thus implies that Mr. 

Usón had no access to judicial guarantees, and as such, the Tribunal deems it unnecessary to 

refer to other alleged violations in relation to the guarantees established in Article 8(2) of the 

Convention. . . .  

 

Page 261 

Add at end of Note 2: 

Does Article 2(a)(13) imply that unlawful enemy combatants (who are subject to trial by military 

commission under chapter 47A of title 10) may not be tried by court-martial? How would you 

interpret Article 21, UCMJ, as amended by the Military Commissions Act? What are the pros 

and cons of prosecuting enemy combatants, lawful or unlawful, before a court-martial? See 

generally Chapter 19 infra. 

 

Page 262 

Insert new Notes: 

5. At times, a former soldier may prefer trial by court-martial to trial in a civilian court. In 

United States v. Green, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 65386 (W.D. Ky. 2008) (appeal pending), the 

defendant argued that his military discharge was ineffective and that he was therefore not subject 

to trial in federal district court under the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act of 2000 

(―MEJA‖). See 18 U.S.C. § 3261(d) (2006). (Even without that complicating factor, determining 

when a soldier has been separated can be a potent source for litigation over court-martial 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3230303820552E532E20446973742E204C4558495320203635333836&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31382055534320A72033323631&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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jurisdiction. E.g., United States v. Hart, 66 M.J. 243 (C.A.A.F. 2008).) For an argument that 

battlefield crimes should be prosecuted under the UCMJ or the War Crimes Act rather than 

MEJA see Tara Lee, MEJA for Street Crimes, Not War Crimes, DEPAUL RULE OF L.J. (Aug. 

2009), at 8 (―Win them the fairest way, or not at all‖). 

6. Article 2(a) of the UCMJ subjects certain United States military retirees to court-martial 

jurisdiction. Is this ever proper? Would (or should) it depend on the nature of the offense? See J. 

Mackey Ives & Michael J. Davidson, Court-Martial Jurisdiction over Retirees under Articles 

2(4) and 2(6): Time to Lighten Up and Tighten Up, 175 MIL. L. REV. 1 (2003). For a recent 

exercise of court-martial jurisdiction over a retiree see United States v. Stevenson, 66 M.J. 15 

(C.A.A.F. 2008). The Inter-American Court of Human Rights rejected a Chilean assertion of 

court-martial jurisdiction over a retiree in Palamara-Iribarne v. Chile, Inter-Am. Ct. Hum. Rgts., 

Judgment of Nov. 22, 2005, http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_135_ing.doc. 

 

Page 295 

Insert before H.M. The Queen v. Brady: 

UNITED STATES v. PHILLIPS 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

58 M.J. 217 (C.A.A.F. 2003) 

Chief Judge CRAWFORD delivered the opinion of the Court.  

[The court granted review on the following issue: 

WHETHER A COURT-MARTIAL HAS IN PERSONAM JURISDICTION 

OVER A RESERVIST‘S CONDUCT THAT OCCURS ON A TRAVEL DAY 

PRECEDING HER ANNUAL ACTIVE-DUTY TOUR.] 

FACTS 

 . . . [T]he military judge identified the following as uncontested facts:  

Lieutenant Colonel Patricia C. Phillips is a member of the United States Air 

Force Reserve and has been a member of the Reserve since 28 April of 1989, 

without a break in service. During all the times relevant, Lieutenant Colonel 

Phillips was a member of the Air Force Reserve.  

Lieutenant Colonel Phillips was assigned as a reservist to the 9019th Air 

Reserve Squadron, Denver, Colorado, as an Individual Mobilization Augmentee. 

As an IMA, Lieutenant Colonel Phillips is attached to the 74th Medical Group, 

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Pursuant to Reserve Order JA 17747, 

dated 24 June 1999, Lieutenant Colonel Phillips was ordered to perform her 

annual tour. The orders required Lieutenant Colonel Phillips to report to duty at 

0730 hours on 12 July 1999, and to be released on 23 July 1999. Lieutenant 

Colonel Phillips departed Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at 1200 hours on 11 July 1999 

and arrived at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio at 1630 hours on 11 July 

1999.  

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3636204D2E4A2E2020323433&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=313735204D696C2E204C2E205265762E202031&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3636204D2E4A2E20203135&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_135_ing.doc
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3538204D2E4A2E2020323137&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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Pursuant to Reserve Orders JA 17747, one-day travel was authorized on 11 

July 1999. Lieutenant Colonel Phillips received one point in travel pay for 11 July 

1999. Additionally, she received base pay, basic allowance for quarters, and basic 

allowance for subsistence for 11 July 1999. Lieutenant Colonel Phillips reported 

for duty at 0630 hours on 12 July and was released from duty on 1530 hours on 

23 July 1999.  

During the week of 12 July 1999, Lieutenant Colonel Phillips was selected for 

random urinalysis. She provided a sample. The sample tested positive for 

tetrahydro-cannabinol, with a THC level of 148 nannograms per milliliter. The 

alleged drug use occurred on 11 July 1999, after she arrived at Wright-Patterson 

Air Force Base, Ohio. 

 After the military judge denied the jurisdictional motion, Appellant entered a plea of guilty. 

During the plea inquiry, Appellant agreed to the admission into evidence of a stipulation of fact, 

which contained detailed information about the circumstances of her offenses, including the  

following information regarding the use of marijuana:  

On 11 July 1999, the Accused drove from her home in Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, where she checked into 

lodging at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Visiting Officers‘ Quarters 

(VOQ) that same day. On her trip to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, the 

Accused brought with her three brownies containing marijuana. On 11 July 1999, 

after checking in to her VOQ, the Accused ate the marijuana brownies in her 

VOQ on Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. At the time she consumed the 

brownies, the Accused knew that the brownies contained marijuana, that 

substance she was consuming was marijuana, and that she had no legal 

justification or authority to use marijuana at the time she used it. The Accused 

knew the brownies contained marijuana because the Accused had previously 

purchased the marijuana on a street corner in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and 

because she subsequently made the marijuana brownies herself, for her own use 

and consumption. 

*   *   * 

 During the military judge‘s personal colloquy with Appellant during the plea inquiry, 

Appellant added:  

On the 11th of July I drove from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to Wright-Patterson 

Air Force Base for my active-duty tour and I brought marijuana on base. I 

checked in, I ate those brownies on the 11th of July, and I reported to duty at 

seven-thirty, July 12, 1999. 

 In response to a question from the military judge, Appellant confirmed that she consumed the 

marijuana on base in the Visiting Officers‘ Quarters. Other uncontested evidence submitted 

during trial demonstrated that Appellant, who was born in 1951, entered the Air Force in 1989, 

was successively promoted to Lieutenant Colonel, and met mental and minimum age 

qualifications under 10 U.S.C. §§ 504 and 505 (2000).  

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A7A720353034&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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DISCUSSION 

 ―Court-martial jurisdiction exists to try a person as long as that person occupies a status as a 

person subject to the [UCMJ].‖ United States v. Ernest, 32 M.J. 135, 139 (C.M.A. 1991). See 

also Solorio v. United States, 483 U.S. 435 (1987). ―Status in the armed forces for purposes of 

court-martial jurisdiction is generally governed by Article 2 [of the UCMJ].‖ United States v. 

Cline, 29 M.J. 83, 85 (C.M.A. 1989) (citing United States v. Cole, 24 M.J. 18 (C.M.A. 1987)). 

Article 2(c), UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 802(c) (2000), states:  

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a person serving with an armed force 

who—  

(1) submitted voluntarily to military authority;  

(2) met the mental and minimum age qualifications of sections 504 and 505 of 

this title at the time of voluntary submission to the military authority;  

(3) received military pay or allowances; and  

(4) performed military duties;  

is subject to this chapter until such person‘s active service has been terminated in 

accordance with law or regulations promulgated by the Secretary concerned. 

*   *   * 

 The statute, by its express terms, establishes a specific analytical framework. First, the person 

must be ―serving with an armed force‖ at the pertinent point in time. The phrase ―serving with‖ 

an armed force has been used to describe persons who have a close relationship to the armed 

forces without the formalities of a military enlistment or commission. See Article 2(10), UCMJ; 

Article XXXII, American Articles of War of 1775, reprinted in William Winthrop, Military Law 

and Precedents 956 (2d ed. 1920). The question of whether a person is ―serving with‖ the armed 

forces is dependent upon a case-specific analysis of the facts and circumstances of the 

individual‘s particular relationship with the military, and means a relationship that is more direct 

than simply accompanying the armed forces in the field. See, e.g., United States v. Garcia, 5 

U.S.C.M.A. 88, 17 C.M.R. 88 (1954); United States v. Schultz, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 512, 4 C.M.R. 104 

(1952).  

 Second, the statute provides that a person serving with the armed forces also must meet the 

four-part test. Merely serving with the armed forces as a reservist or a civilian is not sufficient to 

establish jurisdiction under Article 2(c). Compare Articles 2(a)(3), 2(d) (jurisdiction over 

reservists not on active duty in specified circumstances).  

 Finally, the statute provides that once a person meets the four-part test, the individual retains 

status as a person in ―active service,‖ see 10 U.S.C. § 101(d)(3), until released under applicable 

laws and regulations.  

 Applying the first step of the analysis to the present case, Appellant‘s status as a person 

―serving with‖ the armed forces on July 11, 1999, is established by the following uncontested 

facts: (1) on that day, she was a member of a reserve component of the armed forces; (2) she 

traveled to a military base on that day pursuant to military orders, and she was reimbursed for her 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3332204D2E4A2E2020313335&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=34383320552E532E2020343335&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3239204D2E4A2E20203833&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3234204D2E4A2E20203138&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A720383032&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3520432E4D2E412E20203838&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3520432E4D2E412E20203838&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=313720432E4D2E522E20203838&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3120432E4D2E412E2020353132&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3420432E4D2E522E2020313034&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A720313031&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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travel expenses by the armed forces; (3) the orders were issued for the purpose of performing 

active duty; (4) she was assigned to military officers‘ quarters, she occupied those quarters, and 

she committed the pertinent offense in those quarters; (5) she received military service credit in 

the form of a retirement point for her service on that date; and (6) she received military base pay 

and allowances for that date.  

 In terms of the second step of the analysis, Appellant‘s status on July 11 as a person in active 

service under the four-part test in Article 2(c) is established by the following uncontested facts: 

(1) Appellant submitted voluntarily to military authority; (2) Appellant‘s date of birth and record 

of service reflected that there was no issue as to whether she met the mental and minimum age 

qualifications under 10 U.S.C. §§ 504 and 505 (2000); (3) as noted in connection with the first 

step, she received military pay and allowances for her service on that date; and (4) her military 

duty on that day, which she voluntarily agreed to perform, was to travel to the base preparatory 

to report to a specific organization on July 12. She performed that duty. The fact that her orders 

did not require her to report to a specific organization until July 12 does not detract from her 

voluntary performance of the duty, pursuant to orders, to travel on July 11. Finally, it is 

uncontested that during the period in question, she was not released pursuant to law or 

regulation.  

 Under these circumstances, Appellant was subject to military jurisdiction on the day of travel 

to her active-duty site at the time of her offense. . . . 

 

Page 319 

General Comment No. 32 

Article 14: Right to equality before courts and tribunals and to a fair trial 
Human Rights Committee, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/32 (2007) 

The provisions of article 14 apply to all courts and tribunals within the scope of that article 

whether ordinary or specialized, civilian or military. The Committee notes the existence, in many 

countries, of military or special courts which try civilians. While the Covenant does not prohibit 

the trial of civilians in military or special courts, it requires that such trials are in full conformity 

with the requirements of article 14 and that its guarantees cannot be limited or modified because 

of the military or special character of the court concerned. The Committee also notes that the 

trial of civilians in military or special courts may raise serious problems as far as the equitable, 

impartial and independent administration of justice is concerned. Therefore, it is important to 

take all necessary measures to ensure that such trials take place under conditions which 

genuinely afford the full guarantees stipulated in article 14. Trials of civilians by military or 

special courts should be exceptional, i.e. limited to cases where the State party can show that 

resorting to such trials is necessary and justified by objective and serious reasons, and where 

with regard to the specific class of individuals and offences at issue the regular civilian courts are 

unable to undertake the trials. 
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Page 321 

Add at end of Note 1: 

Do you see any daylight between General Comment 13 and new General Comment 32? The 

question of subjecting civilians to trial by military courts is also addressed in Madani v. Algeria, 

CCPR/C/89/D/1172/2003, 15 IHRR 21 (2008), and Sangeeta Shah, The Human Rights 

Committee and Military Trials of Civilians: Madani v. Algeria, 8 HUM. RGTS. L. REV. 140 

(2008); see also Eugene R. Fidell, Criminal Prosecution of Civilian Contractors by Military 

Courts, 50 S. TEX. L. REV. 845 (2009); Dan E. Stigall, An Unnecessary Convenience: The 

Assertion of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) over Civilians and the Implications of 

International Human Rights Law, 17 CARDOZO J. INT'L & COMP. L. 59, 81 (2009). While 

attention has tended to focus on the use of military courts to try civilians by countries with poor 

records for the protection of human rights, those countries do not have a monopoly over such 

cases. In addition to the United States‘ recent reassertion of authority to try certain civilians by 

court-martial in time of declared war or a contingency operation, Switzerland exercised court-

martial jurisdiction over three civilian journalists in 2007, although the result was an acquittal. 

Two SonntagsBlick reporters and an editor were charged with leaking an Egyptian government 

fax that had been intercepted by the Swiss foreign intelligence agency. They successfully argued 

that publication did not impede the agency‘s work and that details about the CIA prisons referred 

to in the fax had already been widely publicized. See Associated Press, Swiss Journalists 

Acquitted in Case of Leaked Secret CIA Prisons Fax, INT‘L HERALD TRIB., Apr. 17, 2007 

(discussing Swiss Confederation v. Brost, Mil. Ct. No. 6 (Switz. Apr. 17, 2007). ―Several 

journalists have been fined up to 700 Swiss francs by military courts in recent years due to 

critical articles that they published and in 2006 a journalist was condemned to 20 days in jail by a 

military court after he reported on a bunker's construction weakness.‖ Int‘l Freedom of 

Expression Exchange, Three Journalists Face Trial by Military Court for Publishing Secret 

Service Document (Apr. 12, 2007), available at: 

http://www.ifex.org/switzerland/2007/04/12/three_journalists_face_trial_by/ 
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Chapter 7.   Jurisdiction Over the Offense 
 

Page 347 

Substitute the following for the bracketed preliminary paragraph under Re Colonel Aird; Ex 

parte Alpert: 

[At issue, on one level, in Re Colonel Aird; Ex parte Alpert [2004] HCA 44, (2004) 220 C.L.R. 

308, was whether there was court-martial jurisdiction over a rape committed overseas while the 

accused was on recreational leave. The High Court wound up grappling with whether a statute 

conferring such jurisdiction was ultra vires. , ultimately upholding the statute by a 4-3 vote. 

Gummow, J. concurred with McHugh, J. in a separate opinion not reproduced here; Gleason, C.J. 

and Hayne, J. joined the opinions of both McHugh, J. and Gummow, J.] 

 

Page 380 

Add at the end of Note 2: 

The Mexican Constitution provides for military jurisdiction over “offenses against military 

discipline.” The Code of Military Justice extends, under this rubric, to offenses under common or 

federal law committed by military personnel on or in connection with active service. The 

Supreme Court limited this by defining “service” as “performing the inherent activities of the 

position” he or she is carrying out. Jurisprudencia, Contradicción de Tesis 105/2005-PS, (Mex. 

Sept. 28, 2008). 

Add at the end of Note 3: 

The saga of Australian military justice continued with Lane v. Morrison [2009] HCA 29, (2009) 

239 C.L.R. 230, where the High Court found that the “Australian Military Court”--which had 

been created (as a court of record) as a reform measure to remove military trials from the chain 

of command—was invalid because it exercised the “judicial power of the Commonwealth” 

without satisfying the appointment and tenure requirements of Ch. III of the Australian 

Constitution. Corrective legislation creating a “Military Court of Australia” is being framed to 

achieve compliance with Ch. III. 

 

Page 397 

Insert before Notes and Questions: 

Human Rights Watch, Uniform Impunity: Mexico’s Misuse of 

Military Justice to Prosecute Abuses in Counternarcotics 

and Public Security Operations (2009) 

Mexico’s Laws on Military Justice 

The Mexican military routinely asserts jurisdiction over cases involving allegations of 

serious violations of the rights of civilians. But Mexico’s Constitution and the Mexican Supreme 

Court do not require this outcome. On the contrary, the text of the Constitution, its interpretation 
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by constitutional law experts, and a recent and binding Supreme Court decision militate in favor 

of civilian jurisdiction in such cases. And, in fact, civilian authorities have successfully 

prosecuted military abuses . . . The military’s practice of asserting jurisdiction in cases involving 

army abuses against civilians also disregards the recommendations of several international 

bodies that have specifically addressed the issue.  

The assertion of military jurisdiction in these cases is problematic because of a built-in 

conflict of interest: the military is sitting in judgment on itself, and the Mexican military justice 

system is not structured to address alleged violations of the rights of civilians independently and 

impartially. The secretary of defense wields both executive and judicial power over the armed 

forces. Military judges have little job security and may fear that the secretary will remove them 

or otherwise sideline their careers for issuing decisions that he dislikes. Civilian review of 

military court decisions is very limited. To make matters worse, there is virtually no public 

scrutiny of, or access to information about, what actually happens during military investigations, 

prosecutions, and trials, which can take years.  

Overview of the Military Justice System 

The military justice system consists of the Military Attorney General’s Office (Procuraduría 

General de Justicia Militar, PGJM), the military’s Public Defense Office, and military judicial 

bodies, which include judges, ordinary and extraordinary courts-martial, and the Supreme 

Military Tribunal (Supremo Tribunal Militar, STM).
1
 

The PGJM is charged with investigating all cases that enter the military justice system. A 

military prosecutor may press charges (ejercitar la acción penal) against a member of the 

military or he may close the investigation and send it to the archives if there is not enough 

evidence to charge the accused with a crime—a decision that must be approved by the military 

attorney general. Throughout the investigation and judicial process, a military public defender or 

a private lawyer, who can be a civilian, defends the accused.
2
 

First instance tribunals may consist of military judges or “ordinary courts-martial,” which are 

collegiate bodies that determine if the accused is guilty but do not set the sentences.
3
 Military 

judges carry out all procedural steps of the judicial investigation in every case. If a military 

prosecutor accuses a member of the military of a crime or offense that is punishable with a 

                                                 
1
 [n.2] Organic Law of the Mexican Army and Air Force (Ley Orgánica del Ejército y Fuerza Aérea Mexicanos), 

http://www.ordenjuridico.gob.mx/Federal/PE/PR/Leyes/26121986(1).pdf (accessed February 2, 2009), art. 28. Code 

of Military Justice (Código de Justicia Militar), http://www.cddhcu.gob.mx/LeyesBiblio/pdf/4.pdf (accessed January 

27, 2009), art. 1.  

2
 [n.4] The Public Defense Office provides free legal defense to all members of the military accused of committing a 

crime, but the accused may choose to have his or her own defense attorney. Ibid., arts. 50, 51, 98.  

3
 [n.5] All military judges must be lawyers, while an “ordinary court-martial” is formed by five military officers who 

are not required to be lawyers, but must have a higher rank than the accused. Ibid., arts. 10, 14, 25.  

Under exceptional circumstances, such as during a war or when the military is in an occupied territory, the 

military may convene an “extraordinary court-martial” to try members of the military who commit any crime. These 

extraordinary courts-martial are formed by five members of the military available in the area, who must have the 

same or higher rank than the accused, and follow similar proceedings as the ordinary courts-martial. These 

extraordinary courts-martial are very rarely used. Ibid., arts. 16-23. 
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sentence of two or more years in prison, the judge must ask his superior to convene an ordinary 

court-martial. 

Once the prosecutor has pressed charges, a military judge does a preliminary analysis of 

available evidence to decide whether there should be a judicial investigation. If he thinks there is 

enough evidence, he must issue an arrest warrant (auto de formal prisión).
4
 

The judge then conducts the investigation (instrucción) through written and oral proceedings. 

The written submissions are not public, but the oral proceedings include hearings that are open to 

the public. However, in practice, access to military installations where these hearings take place 

is difficult. Based on the evidence and arguments presented by the prosecutor and defender, the 

judge determines whether it is necessary to convene a court-martial. If he deems it is not, the 

judge will directly issue the ruling deciding the case. 

If an ordinary court-martial is convened, its members carry out a series of public and oral 

hearings during which they can review all the evidence that was previously submitted to the 

judge, and can accept new evidence if the president considers it necessary. In the open hearings, 

the court-martial members cross-examine witnesses, and the accused may directly address the 

court-martial. The court-martial then deliberates in closed sessions to decide on the culpability of 

the accused. Based on the court-martial’s decision, the judge will issue the ruling and determine 

the appropriate sentence. 

Military judges’ decisions may be appealed to the Supreme Military Tribunal, which can 

review legal as well as factual issues. That tribunal’s decisions are subject only to very limited 

review by civilian courts, as described below. 

Applicability of Military Jurisdiction 

The Mexican Constitution allows for military jurisdiction only for “crimes and faults against 

military discipline.”
5
 This provision makes sense and is consistent with international law, but 

only so long as breaches of military discipline are not defined so broadly that they include 

serious criminal acts against civilians, including rape, enforced disappearances, and related 

abuses. A key problem in Mexico is that the Code of Military Justice, purporting to interpret the 

Constitution, establishes a very expansive notion of such offenses that includes “faults under 

                                                 
4
 [n.9] Ibid., art. 515. If the crime for which the member of the military is being accused does not require being held 

in pretrial detention, the judge will issue an “order to subject [the accused] to criminal proceedings” (auto de 

sujeción a proceso). Ibid., art. 516.  

5
 [n.15] Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico (Mexican Constitution)(Constitución Política de los 

Estados Unidos Mexicanos), 

http://www.scjn.gob.mx/PortalSCJN/RecJur/Legislacion/ConstitucionPolitica/ConstitucionPolitica.htm (accessed 

January 27, 2009), art. 13: “No one may be tried under private laws or by ad hoc courts. No person or corporation 

may have any privileges nor enjoy emoluments other than those paid in compensation for public services and which 

are set forth by the Law. Military jurisdiction prevails for crimes and faults against military discipline; but under no 

cause and for no circumstance may military courts extend their jurisdiction over persons which are not members of 

the Armed forces. When a crime or a fault to military law involves a civilian, the case shall be brought before the 

competent civil authority.”  
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common or federal law… when committed by military personnel in active service or in 

connection with acts of service.”
6
 

Based on this broad definition, the Mexican military has expanded the scope of cases it 

asserts a right to investigate and prosecute to include serious human rights violations committed 

by the military against civilians.
7
 According to the head of the PGJM, the military investigates 

all crimes—including serious human rights violations—that are somehow connected to a breach 

of military discipline, because they must maintain discipline within the Armed Forces.
8
 The 

federal Attorney General’s Office (Procuraduría General de la República, PGR) effectively 

supports this view by “automatically” sending all cases in which an active-duty member of the 

military is accused of committing a crime to the PGJM. As this report documents . . . , the 

military has been allowed to initiate criminal investigations into even egregious abuses. 

This practice, however, should have been brought to an end by a 2005 Supreme Court ruling 

that is binding on all judicial authorities, including military ones. Over 30 years ago, the Mexican 

Supreme Court issued several contradictory and non-binding decisions that did not clearly define 

when a crime could be committed during or in connection with “active service” and thus 

erratically sent cases involving civilian victims alternatively to military and civilian courts.
9
 But 

in 2005 the court clearly limited the scope of the provision by defining “service” as “performing 

                                                 
6
 [n.19] Code of Military Justice, art. 57(II)(a). The Code of Military Justice refers to two types of “service”: “arms 

service,” which is any assignment (comisión) that requires the use of firearms to fulfill it, and “economic service,” 

defined as any assignment that does not require the use of firearms to fulfill it. Ibid., art. 434 (VII) and (VIII). 

Internal Rules for the Interior Service of the Units, Offices, and Installations of the Mexican Armed and Air Forces 

(Reglamento para el Servicio Interior de las Unidades, Dependencias e Instalaciones del Ejército y Fuerza Aérea 

Mexicanos), http://www.ordenjuridico.gob.mx/Federal/PE/APF/APC/SEDENA/Reglamentos/28112005(1).pdf 

(accessed February 11, 2009).  

7
 [n.20] According to the Code of Military Justice, “the power to decide whether an act is or not a military crime 

belongs exclusively to military courts. They also determine if an individual is innocent or guilty and apply the 

corresponding sanctions.” Code of Military Justice, art. 435. 

8
 [n.21] The military applies the appropriate federal or state law to investigate federal or state crimes, but it carries 

out the investigations, prosecutes the cases, and tries them before military courts. . .  

9
 [n.23] Under Mexican law, binding jurisprudence may be created in two different ways. The Supreme Court 

creates binding jurisprudence when it issues five consecutive decisions (called “thesis”) that reach the same 

conclusion or when it interprets a law that has been interpreted differently by lower level tribunals (called 

“contradiction of thesis”). Amparo Law (Ley de Amparo), 

http://info4.juridicas.unam.mx/ijure/fed/19/default.htm?s= (accessed February 2, 2009), art. 192. 

For example, in 1961 the Supreme Court ruled that civilian authorities may investigate a homicide in a case in 

which it had not been proven that the member of the military accused of the crime was “in service” when the 

homicide occurred. Supreme Court, Sixth Period, Thesis No. 258,081, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, vol. 

LIV, 1961, p. 175. The Supreme Court adopted other similar decisions. Supreme Court, Fifth Period, Thesis No. 

384175, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, vol. CXXVI, 1955, p. 237; Supreme Court, Fifth Period, Thesis No. 

278085, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, vol. CXXVI, 1955, p. 480; Supreme Court, Fifth Period, Thesis No. 

294451, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, vol. CXXVI, 1955, p. 733. 

Also in 1961, the Supreme Court held that military courts were competent to investigate military abuses against 

civilians, as they had been committed while the accused was on duty. Supreme Court, Sixth Period, Thesis No. 

804058, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, vol. XLI, 1961, p. 210.  

http://www2.scjn.gob.mx/ius2006/UnaTesislnkTmp.asp?nIus=804058&cPalPrm=MILITARES,&cFrPrm=
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the inherent activities of the position that [he or she] is carrying out.”
10

 The court did not 

explicitly state that all military abuses against civilians should be sent to civilian prosecutors and 

courts but serious abuses such as rape and torture clearly cannot be considered “inherent 

activities” of the military.  

Mexican constitutional law experts also note that the Constitution clearly provides that 

civilian prosecutors should investigate cases when a civilian commits, or is a victim of, a crime.
11

 

The Constitution states [in Art. 13] that “under no cause and for no circumstance may military 

courts extend their jurisdiction over persons which are not members of the Armed Forces” and 

that “when a crime or a fault involves a civilian, the case shall be brought before the competent 

civil authority.” While the language seems clear (and prominent constitutional law experts 

believe it to be so), the Supreme Court has equivocated. It has ruled that civilians who commit 

crimes must always be tried by civilian courts, but has not said the same when it comes to cases 

in which the civilian is the victim rather than the perpetrator.
12

 Indeed, the court has occasionally 

issued non-binding rulings allowing military courts to investigate cases involving civilian 

victims.
13

 

                                                 
10

 [n.24] Mexican Supreme Court, Jurisprudence, “Contradiction of Thesis” (Contradicción de Tesis) 105/2005-PS, 

September 28, 2005. The original language in Spanish is: “realización de las funciones propias e inherentes al cargo 

que desempeña.”  

11
 [n.25] Jurists have offered several arguments in support of the view that, in light of an analysis of Article 13 of the 

Mexican Constitution as a whole, civilian courts have jurisdiction to address these cases.  

The first is that the mere fact that the victim is a civilian is enough to prohibit the use of military courts to 

investigate these cases. . . . 

A second argument is that military courts may not exercise jurisdiction over civilian victims, since the 

Constitution was modified to recognize victims’ rights in its Article 20(C), and those rights cannot be adequately 

fulfilled in the military system. These rights include the right to be informed of the progress of the proceedings, to 

collaborate with prosecutors investigating the case (coadyuvancia), to receive urgent medical and psychological 

attention, and the possibility to appeal certain decisions adopted by prosecutors. . . .  

A third argument is that “the nature of the offense” determines which justice system has jurisdiction to 

investigate a case, and whenever a case involves a common crime against a civilian (and not strictly a breach of 

military discipline), civilian courts have jurisdiction to address it. . . . 

Finally, some practitioners argue that, since the Code of Military Justice did not go through the appropriate 

process for approval of legislation, the entire code is unconstitutional. (The Code of Military Justice was issued by 

General Abelardo L. Rodríguez, acting president in 1933, using extraordinary powers asserted by the executive at 

that time, and it was never approved by the Mexican Congress.) According to this view, since the code was not 

adopted by Congress, it should not be deemed a legally binding interpretation of Article 13 of the Constitution. . . .  

12
 [n.27] Supreme Court, Seventh Period, Thesis No. 235143, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, vol. 91-96, 

Second Part, 1976, p. 33. Supreme Court, Fifth Period, Thesis No. 278082 Semanario Judicial de la Federación, 

vol. CXXVI, 1955, p. 468. Supreme Court, Sixth Period, Thesis No. 258679, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, 

vol. I, 1957, p. 75.  

13
 [n.28] Between 1917 and 1988, the Supreme Court ruled in some cases that military authorities have jurisdiction 

to investigate the cases in which the victim was a civilian. For example, Supreme Court, Fifth Period, Thesis No. 

278057, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, vol. CXXVII, 1956, p. 987. Supreme Court, Seventh Period, Thesis 

No. 235610, Semanario Judicial de la Federación, 1975, p. 34.  

http://www2.scjn.gob.mx/ius2006/UnaTesislnkTmp.asp?nIus=278057&cPalPrm=MILITARES,&cFrPrm=
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Perhaps the best evidence that it is possible for military abuses in Mexico to be investigated 

by civilians is that, in fact, it has happened. This report examines . . . a case in which soldiers 

who raped and sexually abused women in Castaños, state of Coahuila, were prosecuted by 

civilian prosecutors and sentenced by a civilian judge. The Coahuila state attorney general takes 

the view that federal prosecutors should investigate a case if a military official commits a crime 

against a civilian while on duty, given that soldiers are federal officials; state prosecutors should 

do so if a military official commits a crime against a civilian while off duty; and military 

prosecutors should only investigate cases in which soldiers who are on duty commit offenses 

strictly against military discipline. Moreover, the government of Mexico has agreed to send 

specific cases of military abuses that had originally been investigated by military prosecutors to 

the civilian justice system after the victims and their families went to the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights (IACHR). 

Even if the Code of Military Justice suffered from some ambiguity regarding when military 

jurisdiction is applicable, it should be interpreted in light of Mexico’s international obligations, 

which are clear . . . . 

Structural Deficiencies 

The military justice system lacks the necessary safeguards to ensure judicial independence 

and impartiality, reliable investigations, and accountability.  

The Military as Judge in Its Own Cause 

The military justice system is not part of the country’s judiciary. The secretary of defense, a 

military officer appointed by the president, has both executive and judicial powers within the 

armed forces.  

The secretary of defense is charged with directing the armed forces. Soldiers must abide by 

due obedience rules.
14

 And because of the military’s command structure, the secretary of defense 

is ultimately responsible for soldiers’ official actions.
15

 

The secretary of defense also directs the military justice system. The secretary appoints all 

military prosecutors, public defenders, and judges, who must all be active members of the 

military and are hierarchically below (and must respond to) the secretary.
16

 The secretary also 

                                                 
14

 [n.35] According to the Law on Discipline of the Mexican Army and Air Force, discipline is “the norm by which 

military officers must abide; it is based on obedience and a high concept of honor, justice, and morality and has as a 

purpose the truthful and accurate fulfillment of duties established in military laws and rules.” Law on Discipline of 

the Mexican Army and Air Force (Ley de Disciplina del Ejército y Fuerza Aérea Mexicanas), 

http://www.ordenjuridico.gob.mx/Federal/Combo/L-27.pdf (accessed February 2, 2009), art. 3.  

15
 [n.36] The Law on Discipline of the Mexican Army and Air Force states that “the superior officer will be 

responsible for maintaining order in the troops under his charge, and for the fulfillment of the troops’ obligations, 

without having the possibility to excuse himself if his officers carry out omissions or errors.” Law on Discipline of 

the Mexican Army and Air Force, art. 7.  

16
 [n.38] The secretary of defense appoints the military attorney general and all military prosecutors, who must be 

lawyers. Ibid., arts. 39, 41, 42, 43, 44.  

The secretary of defense appoints the head of the Public Defenders’ Office and all public defenders, who must 

be lawyers and have a lower rank than the sitting judge and, if applicable, than members of the court-martial. Ibid., 

arts. 55, 97. 
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has the power to order a military prosecutor to close an investigation, and to issue military 

pardons when military courts convict soldiers.
17

 

Lack of Security of Tenure 

Military judges and magistrates do not have security of tenure. The Code of Military Justice 

does not set a time frame for the appointment of military judges and magistrates. According to 

senior officials of the Ministry of Defense (Secretaría de la Defensa Nacional, SEDENA), judges 

and magistrates are, in practice, subject to a “high level of rotation” and usually remain in their 

posts between one and three years. 

Judges and magistrates are subject to the same administrative personnel policies as the rest of 

the members of the Armed Forces, and may thus be removed “in accordance with the current 

needs of SEDENA.”
18

 And while in the federal and state civilian justice systems there are 

independent bodies, called judiciary councils (consejos de la judicatura), in charge of 

sanctioning judges, the Supreme Military Tribunal is in charge of this task within the military 

justice system.
19

 

Under these circumstances, military judges work knowing they might be removed if they 

issue decisions or rulings that the secretary of defense dislikes.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
The secretary of defense appoints all military judges and members of the “ordinary courts-martial.” Ibid., arts. 

27, 13.  

The secretary of defense appoints all members of the STM, with approval of the president of Mexico. Ibid., art. 

7. The STM is composed of a president, who does not have to be a lawyer, and four magistrates, who must be 

lawyers. Ibid., arts. 3, 4. . . . 

17
 [n.39]Code of Military Justice, art. 36: “The military prosecutor’s office is the only one able to charge an 

individual with a crime and may not end an investigation unless it considers it necessary or by signed order of the 

Secretary of [Defense] or by the person who substitutes him; order which may be given when the social interest 

requires it…” 

Organic Law of the Federal Public Administration, art. 29 (XI): “The Secretary of Defense is in charge of the 

following matters: … (XI) intervene in the pardons related to military crimes.” 

18
 [n.41] Ibid. Code of Military Justice, arts. 87, 88, 89. 

Although military personnel working within the military justice system are not transferred to other positions 

within the Armed Forces, there is no guarantee they would continue performing the same functions (i.e., as 

prosecutors, defense attorneys, or judges). A judge could be removed to become a prosecutor, a defender, or a 

member of a court-martial, according to the needs of SEDENA. . . . 

19
 [n.42] This role is fulfilled by the president of the Supreme Military Tribunal. . . .  Code of Military Justice, arts. 

68 (VI), 67 (V).  

According to the Code of Military Justice, “members of the military judicial service may sanction and arrest… 

their subordinates for the faults they commit when carrying out their functions. The Military Supreme Tribunal, the 

Attorney General, and the head of the Military Defenders Office may propose, also, to the [Secretary of Defense]… 

the change of location of a judge, prosecutor and defender as part of the punishment. If this measure is not accepted 

by the superiors, a change of corrective measure may be taken.” Code of Military Justice, art. 92. 
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Limited Civilian Oversight 

There is very limited civilian judicial review of decisions adopted by military prosecutors 

and courts. The military officer accused of committing a crime may request such a review, but is 

unlikely to do so in cases of grave human rights abuses, and will certainly not challenge 

decisions favoring him or her.
20

 Victims of abuse—who have the clearest interest in moving 

cases of military abuses against civilians from military to civilian courts—have not been able to 

challenge the use of military jurisdiction.
21

 So when military prosecutors and judges assert 

jurisdiction over a case of military abuses against civilians, in practice there is very little that 

civilian officials can do to move the case to civilian courts until the case is dismissed or a verdict 

rendered.  

Senior SEDENA officials told Human Rights Watch that federal judges usually confirm 

decisions by military courts, arguing that this is a clear indication that the military justice system 

works. But this argument fails to take into account that federal courts are usually not reviewing 

the question of whether there should be military jurisdiction in the first place.  

In theory, a civilian judge could ask the Supreme Court to decide which court has jurisdiction 

if both civilian and military courts claim jurisdiction over a case. But this has not happened in 

recent years because civilian prosecutors routinely send cases to their military counterparts, 

preventing civilian judges—who do not even know about the cases—from claiming jurisdiction 

over cases in which serious human rights violations are alleged. 

The only remedy available to civilian victims is to request an injunction (amparo). But this 

remedy is only available in limited circumstances, such as when a military prosecutor closes an 

investigation or decides not to press charges against a member of the military accused of a 

human rights violation. And there is nothing the victim can do until the prosecutor formally 

closes the case, which can take years. In any case, federal courts cannot overturn a military 

prosecutor’s decision; they can only ask military prosecutors to do their job right. The only way 

to ensure that military prosecutors comply with such a ruling is to file another request for an 

injunction, which will once again be sent back to military courts. 

Finally, there is no real way to challenge, in civilian court, a Supreme Military Tribunal’s 

ruling acquitting the accused. Neither military prosecutors nor victims may appeal such a 

decision.
22

 Only the accused could file an injunction in such a case and he or she would be 

highly unlikely to challenge a decision benefiting him or her. 

                                                 
20

 [n.43] A private lawyer who defends military officers, for example, explained to Human Rights Watch that there 

is “nothing” that would make him prefer civilian courts over military ones. The military justice system’s benefits for 

the accused include, according to the lawyer, much better prison conditions (“military prisons are a luxury”), lower 

sentences, higher chances of obtaining conditional liberty after paying bail, and the possibility of continuing to 

receive a salary as a member of the armed forces (even if a slightly lower one). . . . 

21
 [n.44] In cases in which civilian victims have challenged the use of military jurisdiction to investigate these cases, 

federal courts have thrown out their cases, arguing they have no standing. . . . 

22
 [n.47] According to article 10 of the Amparo Law, victims could, in theory, file an injunction against a conviction 

(but not an acquittal) only in relation to reparations. Supreme Court binding case law supports this view. Mexican 

Supreme Court, Jurisprudence, Contradicción de Tesis 152/2005-PS, November 22, 2005. 
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Limited Transparency 

The general public has no way of accessing substantive information about military 

investigations and prosecutions of military abuses against civilians until there is a final ruling, 

and there is no way of knowing how long that will take.  

The military justice system is mostly closed to the public. Only those who are formally 

parties to the process—prosecutors, public defenders, the accused, and the victim if he or she 

decides to cooperate with prosecutors—have access to complete information on the case. In 

theory, the public can obtain detailed information on the status of cases through victims or their 

legal representatives, but most victims deeply distrust the military justice system and in practice 

participate minimally, if at all, in the military proceedings.
23

 Indeed, as several cases documented 

in this report show, many victims and members of civil society organizations distrust military 

courts and do not want to “legitimize” the process by being part of it.  

Military judges and ordinary courts-martial in theory hold “public” hearings, but there is no 

easily accessible information available on upcoming hearings, which makes it all but impossible 

for ordinary citizens and journalists to attend. There is no information available on SEDENA’s 

website as to which cases will be heard in public hearings, nor the dates and times when they 

will take place. Human Rights Watch called six SEDENA offices—including the PGJM, the 

Office to Assist Citizens (Oficina de Atención Ciudadana), military courts, and SEDENA’s 

human rights office—and no one provided specific dates and times of upcoming public hearings. 

SEDENA also applies confidentiality norms in a blanket fashion, denying access to 

meaningful information on the status of investigations into military abuses against civilians, even 

in the most well known cases. Human Rights Watch submitted 13 information requests to 

SEDENA on the status of several investigations into egregious human rights abuses documented 

by the CNDH in recent years. In its responses, SEDENA only provided information on whether 

an investigation was still open or had been closed. SEDENA provided no further information on 

the status of open investigations, arguing they are confidential, and refusing to provide even the 

most basic information, such as the types of crimes being investigated. In some cases, SEDENA 

even failed to provide information it had provided to the CNDH, and which the CNDH had 

published in its annual report. (The CNDH itself also refused to grant Human Rights Watch 

access to information it has on the status of military investigations into these cases.) 

Finally, it is impossible to know when the public will learn more about the military 

investigations and prosecutions.
24

 According to senior officials, SEDENA considers information 

                                                 
23

 [n.51] The director of SEDENA’s human rights office says that they have invited civilian victims to cooperate 

with military prosecutors in their investigations and have even offered them transportation from their communities 

to military installations, but that civilians have systematically refused to attend. . . . 

24
 [n.56] According to the law, military prosecutors must press charges within 48 hours (Code of Military Justice, 

art. 80) and ask a judge to issue an arrest warrant within 72 hours (Code of Military Justice, art. 515). The accused is 

supposed to declare (give his or her preliminary statement) before the judge within 24 hours (Code of Military 

Justice, art. 491); and the judge must issue a ruling within four months to a year (Code of Military Justice, art. 616).  

But, according to SEDENA officials, if the accused wishes to appeal a decision or offer more evidence, these 

time limits may be extended for an indefinite amount of time.  . . . 
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on any case confidential until there is a final judicial ruling that is not subject to any appeal, and 

they have an “absolute prohibition” on providing information until then.  

 

AMPARO EN REVISION 989/2009 
Supreme Court of Mexico (2009) 

[Soldiers who were accused of killing civilians were charged in a court-martial. Family members 

of the victims sought a ruling, by amparo, that the charges could not be tried by court-martial. 

The Supreme Court of Mexico held, 6-5, that victims lacked standing under the Amparo Law. 

The dissenting justices believed the victims could bring such an action and that such charges 

could be tried only in a civilian court. According to a report submitted to the UN Human Rights 

Committee by the Miguel Agustin Pro Juarez Human Rights Center, the Amparo Law “explicitly 

mentions that victims can file amparo actions relating to obtaining reparations or related to the 

public prosecutor’s decision not to charge someone for a crime. The Supreme Court’s overly 

restrictive reading of this article led to its decision to reject petitioner Reynalda Morales’ amparo 

action asking that the competent civilian authorities investigate her husband’s killing.” PRODH 

CENTRO DE DERECHOS HUMANOS, UNCONTROLLED AND UNPUNISHED: THE MEXICAN STATE’S 

VIOLATIONS OF FUNDAMENTAL CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS 9 n.19 (Dec. 21, 2009), available at 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/Prodh_Mexico.pdf. We present here an extract 

from the opinion of Justice Cossío Diaz. The translation is by Nicole A. O’Dwyer.] 

Separate opinion of COSSÍO DIAZ, J. 

*   *   * 

The part of Article 13 of the Constitution whose scope will be interpreted states that: “When 

a civilian is implicated in a military crime or misdemeanor, the corresponding civil authority 

will intervene.” 

The whole problem is limited to the fact that the expression “When a civilian is implicated” 

has been understood as referring only to a situation where the civilian takes part in a crime or 

misdemeanor against the military as the perpetrator. Nevertheless, the fact that he or she could 

also be implicated or involved as the victim of the crime, which is a possibility that fits perfectly 

with the text of the Constitution, has been neglected. 

. . . [T]he Mexican Supreme Court of Justice has interpreted Article 13 of the Constitution in 

isolated theses. It has agreed with the idea that the military court only addresses crimes and 

misdemeanors against military discipline and that it has no jurisdiction over a military crime or 

misdemeanor if a civilian is involved. Nevertheless, the Court has also upheld judgments in 

which these aspects vary, although it has never interpreted the content of what is established in 

the constitutional rule cited above. 

Because of the lack of standardization, over a period of approximately 40 years—since the 

theses were issued in Periods V and VI—an interpretive practice has evolved which allows all 

cases in which a military person is involved as the perpetrator of the crime and a civilian as the 

victim, to have at least the criminal procedure and judgment processed in the court-martial. 

*   *   * 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/Prodh_Mexico.pdf
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. . . [T]he debates of the 1917 Constitutional Assembly regarding Article 13 of the 

Constitution revolved around the specific question whether courts-martial should or should not 

continue to exist. This question, which the Constitutional Assembly considered, was raised for a 

reason. It acknowledged that the forum stood out because of the significant abuses it committed 

against civilians. This concern is clearly captured in the debates. So it would be a contradiction 

to assign to the Constitutional Assembly the intention to expand, instead of limiting, military 

jurisdiction. It is also obvious that the Constitutional Assembly does not use words by chance 

when pointing out that: under no circumstances whatsoever may courts-martial expand their 

jurisdiction to include people who do not belong to the Army. 

The stress put on the prohibition to expand military jurisdiction to civilians and this being 

placed in the chapter on individual rights clearly indicates that, as the complainant states, Article 

13 of the Constitution was designed to protect citizens from any possible abuse that the Army 

might carry out, rather than protecting any other interest. 

Thus, the Constitutional Assembly deliberately intended to set clear limits on the jurisdiction 

of military courts whose power—it thought―had to be limited to avoid certain problems which 

had consequences the Constitutional Assembly noted and considered undesirable. With regard to 

that intention and to the literal sense of Article 13 of the Constitution, the following conclusions 

follow: 

(a) Courts-martial only hear crimes and misdemeanors committed against the 

military discipline. 

(b) Courts-martial can only judge military persons. 

(c) Courts-martial do not have jurisdiction to hear a military crime or 

misdemeanor if a civilian is involved. 

*   *   * 

Are there any constitutional reasons that provide the grounds to conclude that it is desirable 

that ordinary courts have jurisdiction over criminal cases about criminal behavior that does not 

have to do with the military or in which a civilian is involved as the injured party or victim? This 

should be answered affirmatively. 

The judicial function is performed by courts that consist of public servants whose entry, 

continuity and promotion depends on compliance with and fulfillment of certain principles. 

Actually, the training undergone by judges of the Judiciary and of State bodies is directed at 

serving certain constitutional ends. Thus, Article 100 of the Constitution states that the judicial 

career shall be ruled by the principles of excellence, objectivity, impartiality, professionalism 

and independence. Furthermore, Article 116, Paragraph III of the Political Constitution of the 

United Mexican States establishes that the independence of judges (in the Judiciary of the 

Mexican states) shall be guaranteed during their tenure by the Constitutions and the Organic 

Laws of the states. 

. . .  [I]f there are different possible interpretations of a rule, that which allows jurisdiction to 

develop freely and without external interference should be chosen. This should be done 

following the criterion that strengthens the Judiciary and allows for a complete achievement of 

its autonomy and independence, which requires the effectiveness of jurisdictional rights. 
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In line with this, it should be borne in mind that the design and organizational structure of the 

Judiciary (local and federal) is not a coincidence but responds to the concern that different values 

placed in our Constitution be completely effective. Among them is the right to be judged by 

courts that are autonomous from the other branches. To secure this organic right, our 

Constitution established that military courts should be of exceptional nature. That is to say, the 

Constitutional Assembly thought it was valuable that criminal controversies be settled by courts 

having certain features designed to generate an adequate balance between the branches. 

This intention was expressed in Article 13 of the Constitution by stipulating that: “Nobody 

can be judged by exclusive laws or by special courts. No person or corporation may have their 

own laws, nor may they be entitled to further allowances than those that correspond to public 

services and are established by the law.” This constitutional provision states that courts judging 

citizens who are the same are obliged to have the same organizational structure. Courts-martial 

lack this structure. 

*   *   * 

. . . [T]he preservation of military discipline is not incompatible with the constitutional 

requirement that criminal cases (in which civilians and military persons are involved) shall be 

settled by courts that judge regular cases; courts which are bound by Article 17 of the 

Constitution to conduct themselves impartially and are held accountable before the citizens they 

judge for the reasons and arguments given in their judgments. 

Though it is true that the Constitution establishes civil courts as the preferred jurisdiction, we 

should then ask: Is there a constitutional reason to consider that the degree to which a right shall 

be protected may vary depending on the quality of the person involved in the criminal 

procedure? Before replying, it is necessary to analyze who the individuals involved in the 

criminal procedure are. 

The reforms of 2000, which included Section B of Article 20 of the Constitution, complied 

with the specific objective of protecting the rights of the victim or injured party in the criminal 

process. 

The clauses provided in this provision imply that all State bodies have the duty to recognize 

that the victim or injured party should have a part in the criminal procedure. This means that he 

or she has the right to an active role in the criminal process. 

Therefore, because of the reforms of 2000, the rights of the victim and the injured party were 

raised to a constitutional level. . . . 

*   *   * 

In other words, Article 20, Section B of the Political Constitution of the United Mexican 

States forces us to conclude that the expression “civilian is implicated” which appears in Article 

13 of the Constitution shall be understood to imply that the victim or injured party is also an 

individual involved. 

The meaning of the phrase “when a civilian is implicated” cannot depend only on the 

lexicographic meaning of the term “implicated” because the word is not used linguistically as it 

is used by the linguistic community of Mexico. It is obvious that it is a redefinition established in 
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the law to give the expression the sense of “involvement” rather than “implication.” 

Consequently, the communicative strength of the expression shall be understood as meaning that 

a civilian may be involved in the events being dealt with as the perpetrator of the crime or as the 

victim. 

So the victim or injured party cannot be considered as excluded from the legal relationship 

that is reviewed in any criminal process. If the courts are compelled to issue impartial judgment, 

it is because there are two parties whose interests are in conflict. Because of this, if the injured 

party or the victim can enforce rights in a trial and if his or her involvement is guaranteed, the 

Constitution also obviously recognizes that completion of the judgment involves his/her interest. 

In this way, there is no justification whatsoever for the victim of the crime (whose rights to 

be involved have already been identified) to be subjected to a forum that the Constitution permits 

only if no civilians are involved. 

In fact, the intention to limit the jurisdictional scope of courts-martial followed the 

consideration that no civilian was to be subject to military justice (Article 13 of the Constitution). 

If the Constitution, after inserting Article 20, Section B, indicates that the jurisdiction of courts in 

criminal cases includes the injured party and the victim, then it is clear that the law allowing for 

this protected condition to be violated is unconstitutional. 

I believe it is also necessary to distinguish between the concept of submitting to jurisdiction 

(an activity forbidden by Article 13 of the Constitution when a civilian is involved) and that of 

be judged. The first is a broader concept than the second. Accordingly, it is obvious that the 

victim or injured party is not being judged. Nevertheless, it does not mean that the effects of the 

jurisdiction do not affect him or her. This is so because the victim is part of the case that is being 

settled in that jurisdiction. 

On the other hand, it should be noted that the unconstitutionality of military jurisdiction in 

cases where a civilian injured party or civilian victim is involved does not derive from the fact 

that the current Code of Military Justice does not allow the victim or injured party to participate 

in them. This is so because it fails to properly regulate the rights prescribed in Article 20, Section 

B, of the Political Constitution of the United Mexican States for their benefit. 

It does not go unnoticed that Article 439 of the Code of Military Justice states that the victim 

or injured party has the right to render assistance to the Public Prosecutor and to all others 

referred to in the last paragraph of Article 20 of the Constitution. Nevertheless, this paragraph 

was added on July 22, 1994. This indicates that the terms in which a victim or injured party is 

protected by the Code of Military Justice do not match those of the 2000 constitutional 

amendment in which the rights of the victim or injured party were added. So it would be 

insufficient to say that the victim of the crime is protected in the Code of Military Justice within 

the scope the Constitution directs. 

The flaw of unconstitutionality arises solely from the fact that Article 13 of the Constitution 

(for reasons that the Constitutional Assembly thought convenient to protect) prohibits courts-

martial from considering a case in which a civilian is involved. If all parties are involved in the 

whole process and the victim or injured party has an acknowledged active involvement, it is clear 

that they are implicated in it. If Article 13 of the Constitution forbids a civilian from being 
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involved in cases of a military nature, then it is also clear that, if there is a case where the victim 

or injured party is a civilian, court-martial jurisdiction is excluded. 

This is the content of the constitutional right provided in Article 13 of the Political 

Constitution of the United Mexican States, which shall not be read without also reading Articles 

17 and 20, Section B of the Constitution itself. 

It could be argued that if the Code of Military Justice added specific rights in favor of the 

victim or injured party (rights acknowledged in Article 20, Section B) an omission will have 

been cured. This would be a good reason to point out that, since the involvement of the victim or 

injured party is guaranteed in that forum, there should not be any change. This is a mistaken 

concept since it would be the same as failing to notice that the constitutional right in Article 13 

of the Constitution means that the involvement of a civilian is enough to exclude military 

jurisdiction. . . . 

Therefore, I must make clear that I am not saying that courts-martial are not compelled to act 

impartially and to respect the rule of law. On the contrary, they have to act in line with these. 

Nevertheless, the Plenary Court would not have been able to question the reasons whereby the 

Constitutional Assembly decided to prohibit military trials in criminal matters where a civilian is 

involved. This is a constitutional right that shall be protected irrespective of the reasons that 

could be argued in the sense that it is unreasonable to distinguish between ordinary and military 

courts. The Constitutional Assembly considered that there actually was a difference. So much so 

that they determined that the military forum should be an exceptional court of limited to 

considering offenses peculiar to the military discipline. 

*   *   * 

. . . [T]he Constitution establishes two clear exceptions to the jurisdiction of courts-martial 

when crimes or misdemeanors are perpetrated against the military. 

(1) That a non-military person (a civilian) can in no case be subject to court-

martial or military jurisdiction (perpetrator), and 

(2) That if a civilian is involved in a crime or misdemeanor, the civil authority is 

the one that must hear the case (as a perpetrator and/or a victim). 

*   *   * 

. . . [W]e do not see any constitutional justification to suppose that there is a different 

jurisdictional rule between a case in which a civilian takes part as the perpetrator and one where 

the civilian is the victim. 

Article 17 of the Constitution establishes the right to an independent and impartial court. 

Every person protected by the Political Constitution of the United Mexican States (without 

distinctions) enjoys this right. The independence of the courts refers, to a certain extent, to the 

prohibition of interference of other branches in jurisdictional resolutions. The Constitutional 

Assembly of 1917 clearly intended to prevent civilians from being subject to a formally 

dependent jurisdiction (as is the court-martial). That is why, from reading this together with 

Article 17 of the Constitution and assuming that the victim or injured party enjoys the right to an 
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independent court of law, it is clear that there is not a well-grounded reason to distinguish 

between the civilian involved as a perpetrator and the one involved as the victim of a crime. 

The opposite interpretation would only make sense if we considered that criminal behavior 

perpetrated by military persons offending civil society’s interests have to be judged by a special 

court different from that which judges other criminal controversy. No provision in the 

Constitution leads us to understand that this is an objective whose enforcement shall be 

guaranteed. Conserving that military discipline is not incompatible with the defense of civilian 

courts considering those cases where the offense is also civil. 

Finally, it should be noted that this interpretation is consistent with the international 

standards concerning human rights established by different international protection authorities. 

This is so because the essential element regarding the military forum established by 

international human rights instruments and protection authorities is that courts-martial have to 

limit their jurisdiction to crimes and misdemeanors of a strictly or exclusively military nature 

committed by military persons. It has therefore been established, to cite only a few examples, 

that: 

. . . courts-martial contribute to the perpetuation of impunity because of their 

inadequate independence, resulting from the hierarchical subordination to which 

all or part of its members are subject. Its competence shall be limited to offenses 

of a specifically military nature carried out by military persons, excluding human 

rights violations, which are in the jurisdiction of national ordinary courts . . . 

. . . the limitation of the jurisdiction of courts-martial to crimes which are 

specifically military, carried out by military personnel. 

The United Nations Human Rights Committee has established in certain reports and 

observations that their recommendation to Member States is to consider that violations of 

citizens’ human rights belong in the jurisdiction of civilian courts. 

The United Nations Committee Against Torture has also made declarations on this, pointing 

out that: 

. . . the limited punishment for crimes of torture in the Code of Military Justice, 

the extension of military jurisdiction to consider common crimes allowed by an 

unacceptable concept of service incurred, does not seem acceptable. 

The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child expressed, in one of its first 

reports where the subject was studied, that: “violations of human rights and of girls and boys 

rights should always be examined by civil courts in compliance with civil rights, and not by 

courts-martial.” 

In the European system of human rights the importance of having civilian authorities 

consider a case in which a civilian is involved and where human rights are affected has also been 

established, pointing out that: 

. . . the Court imparts great importance to the fact that a civilian has had to appeal 

before a court composed of members of the armed forces. It notices that the 

plaintiff could legitimately have been afraid because one of the Court’s judges 
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was a military judge and he could be unduly influenced by considerations foreign 

to the case’s nature. . .  

On the other hand, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has stated, among other 

things, that: 

. . . judging common crimes as if they were military only because they were 

perpetrated by military persons violates the right to an independent and impartial 

court. 

It then specifies that: 

In a democratic State, military criminal jurisdiction shall have a restrictive and 

exceptional scope and be designed to protect the special legal interests connected 

to the duties that the law assigns to the military forces. Therefore, the trial of 

civilians must be excluded from the military jurisdiction, which can only judge 

military persons for committing crimes or misdemeanors that threaten military 

interests. 

When military justice assumes jurisdiction over a matter that should be heard 

by an ordinary court, the right to a judge of ordinary jurisdiction is affected and, a 

fortiori, due process which, at the same time, is intimately connected with the 

right to access justice. 

These criteria established by the Inter-American Court, as may be seen, have been repeated 

and developed over the last nine years at least in cases that include several countries of the 

region and in which the guiding principle is that in a democratic State the scope of military 

criminal jurisdiction must be restrictive and exceptional. 

Within the same Inter-American human rights system, the Inter-American Commission has 

recommended that the San Jose Agreement Member States 

adopt, in accordance with Article 2 of the [American] Convention, the national 

rights measures needed to restrict the jurisdiction of courts-martial only to those 

crimes of an exclusively military nature, and in no case to allow the trial of acts in 

violation of human rights to be tried in courts-martial. 

The Commission, specifically in a Mexican case, established that 

the deprivation of liberty and violation of the González Pérez sisters cannot in any 

way be considered facts that affect interests connected to the military. 

To clearly establish that when dealing with violations of human rights against civilians there 

is no reason whatsoever for courts-martial to have jurisdiction, categorically in line with the 

previous line of argument and in order to distinguish between what is and what is not military 

property to be protected by its jurisdiction, the Commission pointed out that 

the massacre of defenseless civilians cannot be considered part of the legitimate 

functions of the law enforcement agents. Consequently, the fact that jurisdiction 

was given to military justice to judge alleged intellectual perpetrators of the 
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serious violations carried out is in itself a violation of . . . the American 

Convention. 

On March 2009, this Inter-American body, while conducting its 134th regular session, 

analyzed the situation of military justice. It stressed its concern that in certain countries of the 

region military justice is still being used to investigate and try common law crimes that are 

carried out by members of the Armed Forces or the police. Furthermore, I repeat that military 

jurisdiction should only be used for crimes of duty, that is to say, the conduct of military persons 

in active service that involve military interests. 

Many of the international standards quoted above are also consistent with what was 

presented and offered by the Human Rights Clinic of Harvard Law School, the International 

Commission of Jurists and the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human 

Rights, as amici curiae in the case. 

Other international bodies that protect human rights have issued criteria and decisions along 

the same lines. Nevertheless, it is clear that the above are enough to show that the suggested 

interpretation is compatible with the international duties of the Mexican State, which include the 

duty of the military justice system to have a well-defined jurisdiction and not to deal with cases 

in which civilians are involved. 

Along the same lines, it can be pointed out that for military justice to be compatible with 

international standards it has to, at least, satisfy the following: 

(a) To be designed to judge only military persons for military crimes. 

(b) To have jurisdiction to hear only military crimes or misdemeanors, i.e., those 

that involve military interests. 

(c) Not to have jurisdiction over civilians under any circumstances. 

(d) Not to have jurisdiction to hear matters in which the victim or injured party is 

a civilian, even if the crime is committed by a military person, and 

(e) Not to have jurisdiction to hear matters related to violations of human rights. 

The United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention reached a similar conclusion in 

1999 by proposing the following: 

The Group considers that if some form of military justice is to survive, it should 

observe four limits: 

(a) It should declare it has no jurisdiction to judge civilians; 

(b) It should declare it has no jurisdiction to judge military persons if the victims 

are civilians: 

(c) It should declare it has no jurisdiction to judge civilians and military persons 

in cases of rebellion, sedition or any crime that endangers or might endanger a 

democratic State; 

(d) Under no circumstances would it be authorized to impose the death penalty. 
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In this way, knowing the origin and objectives that the Constitutional Assembly gave to 

Article 13 of the Constitution, the consistency and logic that such a regulation should have, the 

existence of new content in the Constitutional text, and the international duties that Mexico has 

acquired, it is possible to conclude that the interpretation of Article 13 of the Constitution 

suggested here is consistent with the Constitutional text and with international standards 

regarding human rights. Thus, if we conclude that when dealing with crimes against military 

discipline where a civilian is involved as the perpetrator or victim or the crime, civilian authority 

must be the one with jurisdiction to hear the case; all the more so and without any exceptions if 

the crime entails the violation of human rights. 

As stated, every international body that protects human rights has established that courts-

martial shall not judge civilians and that violations of human rights carried out by military 

persons shall come under the jurisdiction of civilian courts. These principles arise essentially 

from the content of most treaties on human rights that exist in the universal system and in 

regional systems of protection. 

In this way, for example, fundamental treaties of international jurisdictions—such as the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the American Convention on Human 

Rights—when interpreted by authorities in charge, have established as basic elements when 

dealing with due process and relief, the two principles pointed out above. In the same way, other 

treaties such as that of Forced Disappearance of Persons, specifically ban military courts from 

trying those who commit this crime. 

On this matter, it is important to point out that Mexico expressed a reservation in the Inter-

American Convention regarding the Forced Disappearance of Persons. Article IX establishes that 

States must try those who commit crimes of forced disappearance before ordinary courts and 

specifically exclude the military justice system, while also preventing these unlawful acts from 

being considered as part of the practice of military functions. 

The content of this reservation does not affect the scope of the interpretation of Article 13 of 

the Constitution with regard to this particular case. In fact, the reservation mentioned was 

formulated by the Mexican State in respect of the Inter-American Convention on Forced 

Disappearance of Persons which, as indicated by its name, specifically addresses that crime. The 

crime is not a matter of the criminal proceedings brought before the Military Judge because of 

the facts which constitute the basis of the current amparo. 

*   *   * 

. . . [I]n the Code of Military Justice, the following are taken as crimes, among others: (a) 

foreign threats to the country such as national treason, intelligence, violation of diplomatic 

immunity or neutrality;( b) crimes against national security, such as rebellion and sedition; (c) 

crimes against the existence and security of the army, such as forgery, fraud, embezzlement and 

holding back wages, loss, disposition, theft and destruction of army property, desertion and 

absence without leave, voluntary disabling for service, offenses, threats or violent acts against 

sentries, guards, troop formations, safeguards, the flag and the army, offenses and violence 

against the police and false alarm; (d) crimes against rank and authority, including 

insubordination, abuse of authority, disobedience and revolt. 
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Nevertheless, the part of the rule that has been challenged, i.e,, section (a) in Paragraph II of 

Article 57 of the Code of Military Justice, establishes that crimes provided for in the Criminal 

Code of the common or federal order are against military discipline and, therefore, courts-martial 

have jurisdiction to consider them if they are carried out by military persons when in service or 

acting for the military. 

Just by reading the regulation that was challenged, it is obvious that it adopts a merely 

personal criteria to determine the existence of crimes against the military discipline and, 

therefore, to establish the jurisdiction of courts-martial. That is to say, it only deals with the 

perpetrator, who has to be a member of the Army and has to be in service or acting for it. With 

this, courts-martial are authorized to consider ordinary crimes classified in local or federal 

regulations (i.e., non-military), when in such legal systems―serving their nature― there are 

anticipated behaviors that are not at all related to military discipline (such as murder, injury, 

rape, sexual abuse, unlawful imprisonment, drug-related crimes, among others). 

It is precisely in recognition of the ordinary nature of those types of crimes that the persons 

involved―as perpetrators or as victims of the crime―may be civilians. These civilians, under 

the jurisdiction attributed to courts-martial by the challenged rule, are necessarily subject to 

military justice although the crime itself does not correspond materially to those identified as 

crimes against military discipline. 

This distinction between the types of crimes according to their legal source―if the behavior 

that, under the challenged article, represents a crime against military discipline can be found in 

the Code of Military Justice or in a criminal code of the common or federal order―is not just a 

formal matter. It has extremely important implications with respect to the rights of the parties 

related or connected to the criminal behavior, mainly if it deals with the perpetrator or the injured 

party. 

In this way, where there is a crime which is clearly related to military discipline—such as 

desertion—there would be no room for a victim or injured party who does not belong to the 

army. Nevertheless, if dealing with a crime such as murder or rape, it is obvious that the damage 

or injury to a legal right is suffered by individuals separate from the military. In this way, the 

victim or injured party has the possibility, according to the provisions set forth in Article 20, 

Section B of the Federal Constitution, of asserting several rights to which he or she is entitled. 

This can only happen in the dynamics of a process where such a quality is recognized. It cannot 

happen in a complete way before the military courts where they are not recognized. Along the 

same lines, it is not even possible to declare that their interests are represented by the Military 

Public Prosecutor, since its purpose is to defend the military itself. 

Effective protection of the victim’s or injured party’s constitutional rights can only be 

attained if it is recognized that the crimes provided for in the Criminal Code of the common or 

federal order do not regulate acts against military discipline (where the victim of the crime can 

be identified as belonging to the military), but they violate or injure civilians’ interests. 

In this context, I consider that Article 57, Paragraph II, Section (a) of the Code of Military 

Justice contradicts the right stated in Article 13 of the Constitution, which establishes that it is 

forbidden for civilians to be subject to court-martial jurisdiction. 
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As a result, if the majority determined that the injured party had standing to seek protection 

on the merits of the claim, I believe that the decision should have reflected the considerations 

presented here. In this way, I consider that the majority should have protected the complainant so 

that an ordinary federal court would hear the criminal case. 
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Page 406 

Substitute the following for United States v. Taylor: 

UNITED STATES v. TAYLOR 
United States Air Force Court of Criminal Appeals, 2006 

[Desertion requires an intent to remain away permanently. Sometimes the record leaves no room 

for doubt.] 

JACOBSON, Judge: 

The appellant was convicted, in accordance with his pleas, of 1 specification of desertion, 1 

specification of larceny, 8 specifications of conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman, 1 

specification of counterfeiting $20 federal notes, 12 specifications of passing counterfeit federal 

notes, 4 specifications of creating counterfeit documents, 2 specifications of using a false social 

security account number to open checking, savings, or credit card accounts, 1 specification of 

furnishing false information to the Commissioner of Social Security, 2 specifications of using a 

false social security account number to obtain a driver’s license, 3 specifications of possessing a 

false military identification card with intent to defraud, 1 specification of subscribing false 

statements on a voter registration application, and 1 specification of using a false name to 

transfer mail between post office boxes, in violation of Articles 85, 121, 133 and 134, UCMJ, 10 

U.S.C. §§ 885, 921, 933, 934. Contrary to his pleas, he was convicted of attempted larceny, in 

violation of Article 80, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 880. The general court-martial, consisting of a 

military judge sitting alone, sentenced the appellant to a dismissal and confinement for 10 years. 

The convening authority approved the findings and sentence as adjudged. . . . 

The appellant is a 30-year-old second lieutenant assigned to the 4th Space Operations 

Squadron at Schriever Air Force Base, Colorado. At the time of his trial he had served 

approximately 30 months on active duty. While awaiting trial on charges of counterfeiting and 

passing approximately 160 $20 bills, the appellant, on 31 January 2002, mailed letters to his 

wife, his commander, his parents, and several congressmen to inform them that he was going to 

commit suicide. Included in the letter to his wife was information on how she could collect 

$250,000 from his Servicemember’s Group Life Insurance policy after his death. Several days 

later a park ranger at Lake Powell, Utah, discovered an inflatable kayak that contained the 

appellant’s wallet, some personal items, and a spent 9mm shell casing. There were blood smears 

on the inside wall of the kayak. 

 The Air Force Office of Special Investigations investigated and quickly determined that the 

evidence found at the lake was consistent with someone faking suicide. After further 

investigation, the appellant was arrested approximately one month later in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

During the intervening month the appellant had created a new life for himself under a new 

identity. To support this new identity, the appellant created, among other things, a variety of 

forged identification cards, a college transcript, fake Air Force discharge documents, and death 

certificates for his wife, son, and parents. During a search of the appellant’s new residence, 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A7A720383835&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A7A720383835&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A7203838302E&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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investigators also found two informative articles the appellant had downloaded several months 

prior to his disappearance. One was entitled “How to Change Your Identity,” and the other “How 

to Get Lost and Stay That Way.” . . . 

We conclude the findings are correct in law and fact, and no error prejudicial to the 

substantial rights of the appellant occurred. Therefore, on the basis of the entire record, the 

findings are affirmed. 

 

Page 430 

UNITED STATES v. JACKSON 
United States Court of Military Appeals 

16 U.S.C.M.A. 509, 37 C.M.R. 129 (1967) 

FERGUSON, Judge 

Socks, humblest item of our apparel, would not seem to offer themselves as a fruitful source 

of crime. True, they might be stolen and their taker duly convicted of the theft. But, in the main, 

socks seem confined to their traditional role of easing the foot’s contact with abrasive leather or, 

on the distaff side, adorning a graceful limb and coquettishly drawing our male attention. In the 

armed services, however, uniforms are essential for purposes of recognition and discipline and 

perhaps, if the innermost recesses of our hearts are probed, also to satisfy a touch of the peacock.  

In the Navy, we are informed that black socks are an essential part of every uniform, save 

one – a white tropical item, with which white knee stockings are worn. Nevertheless, the 

accused, returning from a twenty-four day unauthorized absence, appeared on board his ship 

wearing white socks, at the very minute of terminating his French leave. Hence, he was charged, 

in addition to absence without leave, in violation of Uniform Code of Military Justice, Article 86, 

10 U.S.C. § 886, with the following specification, in breach of the provisions of Code, supra, 

Article 134, 10 U.S.C. § 934: 

In that JACKSON, Terry R., 686 29 72, Seaman Apprentice, U.S. Navy, USS 

AEOLUS (ARC-3), did, on or about 1235 hours, 27 April 1966, wrongfully 

appear on board USS AEOLUS (ARC-3), wearing white socks. 

Following his plea of guilty to both charges, Jackson was sentenced to bad-conduct 

discharge, confinement at hard labor for six months, forfeiture of $90.00 per month for six 

months, and reduction. With a reduction in the amount of the forfeitures, intermediate appellate 

authorities affirmed. The accused duly sought relief from this Court, and we granted his petition 

on the issue whether the above specification alleges an offense.  

The Government urges the count fairly sets forth the offense of wearing an improper uniform 

and argues it follows the form specified in the Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1951, 

appendix 6c. That form, however, provides for alleging accused appeared on board the vessel in 

question “(without his           ) (in an unclean         ) (with an unclean    ) (          ).” Manual, 

supra, page 494.  As such, the form itself would seem to imply the necessity for alleging the 

requirement to appear in a proper uniform and the circumstances which rendered improper that 

in which he was clad. In short, as we have so often stated, a specification must expressly set forth 
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each essential element of the offense charged or use language which necessarily implies their 

existence. United States v. Sell, 3 U.S.C.M.A. 202, 11 C.M.R. 202; United States v. Sadinsky, 14 

U.S.C.M.A. 563, 34 C.M.R. 343; United States v. Fleig, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 444, 37 C.M.R. 64. 

Moreover, it was succinctly declared in United States v. Strand, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 297, 20 C.M.R. 

13, at page 301:  

Merely completing the blanks in a particular form of specification set out in the 

Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1951, does not guarantee a legally 

unassailable charge. The specification must set out every essential element of the 

offense, either directly or by necessary implication. 

If the accused is to be charged with wearing an improper uniform, the count must so allege 

and delineate in what respect it was improper. Thus, in United States v. Crooks, 12 U.S.C.M.A. 

677, 31 C.M.R. 263, we pointed out the necessity for a specification to aver wherein a uniform 

regulation was violated, even though reference was made therein to the regulation itself. In that 

case, it was alleged accused violated the regulation by appearing in a public establishment, 

dressed in a field uniform. The regulation, however, pertinently provided only that the field 

uniform would not be worn off base. We said, at page 679:  

. . .  Since the specification does not contain any indication, directly or by fair 

implication, that the public establishment, which is not further described in the 

specification, was outside military installations, it does not state facts sufficient to 

show a violation of the order. 

Here, the specification simply alleges accused “wrongfully” appeared on board his ship 

wearing white socks. No reference is made to any regulation prohibiting such items of apparel, 

nor, indeed, to whether he was wearing a naval uniform. The mere addition of words of 

criminality such as “wrongful” to a specification does not in itself convert the specified act into 

an offense. Manual, supra, paragraph 28a(3). From what is alleged here, we are left to speculate 

whether accused violated any service directive regarding proper uniforms, for, surely, white 

socks may be worn with civilian clothing and, indeed, as the Government concedes, with at least 

one naval uniform. Cf. United States v. Sweitzer, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 39, 33 C.M.R. 251; United 

States v Sutton, 3 C.M.R. 659. We necessarily conclude, therefore, that the specification fails to 

set forth the offense to wearing an improper uniform, in violation of Code, supra, Article 134.  

The remaining offense to which accused pleaded guilty will not legally support the bad-

conduct discharge here adjudged and approved. Manual, supra, paragraph 127c. Although 

evidence of two previous convictions appears in the record, the president made no reference in 

his sentence instructions to them as a basis for additional punishment. Cf. United States v. 

Hutton, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 366, 34 C.M.R. 146; United States v. Geter, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 209, 35 

C.M.R. 181; United States v. Toney, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 296, 36 C.M.R. 452. Under the 

circumstances, therefore, we deem it appropriate to return the case for disapproval of the punitive 

discharge or a rehearing on the sentence.  

The findings of guilty of Charge II and its specification are set aside, and Charge II is ordered 

dismissed. The decision of the board of review is reversed, and the record of trial returned to the 

Judge Advocate General of the Navy. The board may disapprove so much of the sentence as 

relates to the punitive discharge, or order a rehearing thereon. 
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HOMER E. MOYER, JR., JUSTICE AND THE MILITARY 
§§ 5-130, 5-132 (Pub. L. Educ. Inst. 1972) 

[ARTICLE 134] CLAUSE 2:  CONDUCT OF A NATURE TO BRING DISCREDIT ON 

THE ARMED FORCES.  Clauses 1 and 2 of article 134 overlap substantially.  Paragraph 213a 

of the MCM, 1969 (Rev.) specifically states that the same conduct may be both prejudicial to 

good order and discipline and service discrediting, and many convictions involve conduct 

violative of both clauses.  As a practical matter, most clause 1 or clause 2 offenses are tried on a 

dual theory, with the pleadings alleging that the conduct was either service discrediting or 

prejudicial to good order and discipline.  Similarly, the practice of military judges in most cases 

is to instruct in the alternative on the final element that the court must find that the conduct was 

either service discrediting or prejudicial to good order and discipline. 

 Nonetheless, the two clauses are distinct and frequently apply singly.  Certain conduct may 

be punishable as service discrediting without constituting conduct that is prejudicial to good 

order and discipline.  Moreover, clause 2 has a history separate from the remainder of article 

134, and separate considerations are relevant to many of its applications. . . . 

*   *   * 

 Historical purpose of Clause 2.  Clause 2 was added to the general article after World War I 

at the urging of the Judge Advocate General of the Army.  When asked by a member of the 

Military Affairs Committee what the purpose of the language was, the Judge Advocate General 

responded: 

That was inserted for a single purpose.  We have a great many retired 

noncommissioned officers and soldiers distributed throughout the body of our 

population and a great many retired officers.  If the retired officer does anything 

discreditable to the service or to his official position we can try him . . . for 

“conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman.”  We cannot try the 

noncommissioned officer or soldier under that article, nor can we try him for 

conduct prejudicial to the good order and military discipline; because the act of a 

man on the retired list, away from any military post, cannot be reasonably said to 

affect military discipline. 

Legal and Legislative Basis, Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1951 at 295 (quoting 

Revision of Articles of War, 1912-1920, p. 83). 

 The present-day use of clause 2 obviously is much broader than this announced original 

purpose.  The metamorphosis that the stated purpose of clause 2 underwent in various versions of 

the Manual for Courts-Martial is discussed in Hagan, The General Article—Elemental 

Confusion, 10 MIL. L. REV. 63, 74-78 (1960).  Its evolution culminated in the complete omission 
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from the 1951 Manual for Courts-Martial of any mention of the original purpose behind the 

discredit clause.  . . . 

 This legislative history has obviously not caused USCMA to limit applications of clause 2.  

Years of judicial interpretations sanctioning expansive applications appear to have rendered 

Congress’ original intent meaningless.  The present ambiguity of case law applying the discredit 

clause, however, is such that a fundamental re-examination of its proper role would not be 

surprising.  If this were to occur, a potentially strong avenue of attack of present usage would be 

clause 2’s clear, but abandoned, legislative history. 

 

NOTE AND QUESTION 

 1.  In the years since Moyer wrote about the service discrediting clause of Article 134, no 

military appellate court appears to have discussed its original purpose. 

 2.  To what extent should courts consider the service discrediting clause’s legislative history 

in determining Article 134(2)’s present reach? 
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MATUSHESKIE v. H. M. THE QUEEN 
Court Martial Appeal Court of Canada 

2009 CMAC 3 

DAWSON, J.A. 

Facts 

 Master Corporal Matusheskie is a Weapons Technician. He was charged with disobeying an 

order given to him by Sergeant Mercredi. The order directed Master Corporal Matusheskie to not 

install tactical latches on certain C-7 assault rifles. 

 At his trial, Master Corporal Matusheskie admitted that he had disobeyed Sergeant 

Mercredi‟s order. However, he defended the charge on the basis that he had installed the tactical 

latches pursuant to a subsequent, conflicting order given by Warrant Officer Green. 

 The Military Judge made a number of findings of fact that are not challenged on this appeal. 

Specifically, he found that: 

• After Sergeant Mercredi ordered Master Corporal Matusheskie not to install the 

tactical latches, Master Corporal Matusheskie was ordered to install the latches by 

Warrant Officer Green. 

• Master Corporal Matusheskie advised Warrant Officer Green that his order 

conflicted with an order previously given to the Master Corporal by Sergeant 

Mercredi. 

• After being so advised, Warrant Officer Green directed Master Corporal 

Matusheskie to obey his order to install the tactical latches. 

The Military Judge‟s Error 

 Article 19.02 of the Queen’s Regulations and Orders for the Canadian Forces (QR&Os) 

deals with “Conflicting Lawful Commands and Orders.” It provides: 

(1) If an officer or noncommissioned member receives a lawful command or order 

that he considers to be in conflict with a previous lawful command or order 

received by him, he shall orally point out the conflict to the superior officer who 

gave the later command or order. 

(2) If the superior officer still directs the officer or noncommissioned member to 

obey the later command or order, he shall do so. 
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  As noted above, the Military Judge found that Master Corporal Matusheskie was ordered by 

Warrant Officer Green to proceed with the weapon modifications. However, the Military Judge 

concluded that Master Corporal Matusheskie failed to prove, on a balance of probabilities, that 

Warrant Officer Green‟s order was lawful. Therefore, the Military Judge refused to apply the 

conflicting lawful order defence. 

 The Military Judge failed to consider Article 19.015 of the QR&Os. That Article, and the 

accompanying Notes B and C state: 

Every officer and noncommissioned member shall obey lawful commands and 

orders of a superior officer. […] 

(B) Usually there will be no doubt as to whether a command or order is lawful or 

unlawful. In a situation, however, where the subordinate does not know the law or 

is uncertain of it he shall, even though he doubts the lawfulness of the command, 

obey unless the command is manifestly unlawful. 

(C) An officer or noncommissioned member is not justified in obeying a 

command or order that is manifestly unlawful. In other words, if a subordinate 

commits a crime in complying with a command that is manifestly unlawful, he is 

liable to be punished for the crime by a civil or military court. A manifestly 

unlawful command or order is one that would appear to a person of ordinary sense 

and understanding to be clearly illegal; for example, a command by an officer or 

noncommissioned member to shoot a member for only having used disrespectful 

words or a command to shoot an unarmed child. 

 The Military Judge erred in law by imposing upon Master Corporal Matusheskie the burden 

of proving, on a balance of probabilities, that Warrant Officer Green‟s order was lawful. 

 We agree with the respondent that the Military Judge could only impose that burden upon 

Master Corporal Matusheskie if the Military Judge concluded that Warrant Officer Green‟s order 

was “manifestly unlawful.” The Military Judge made no such finding (nor would such a finding 

have been open to the Military Judge on the evidence). 

The Appropriate Remedy 

 On the basis of the Military Judge‟s findings of fact, all of the elements of Article 19.02 of 

the QR&Os were established. 

 While the Military Judge was not satisfied that the second order was a lawful order, the 

Military Judge failed to have regard to Notes B and C of Article 19.015 of the QR&Os. Those 

Notes are clear that a command is to be obeyed, unless the command is manifestly unlawful. 

This reflects the fact that obedience to orders is the fundamental rule of military life. There must 

be prompt obedience to all lawful orders. 

 The threshold for finding an order to be manifestly unlawful is, properly, very high. In R. v. 

Finta, [1994] 1 S.C.R. 701 at pages 834-835, the Supreme Court of Canada explained what a 

“manifestly unlawful” order is in the following terms: 
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239. The manifest illegality test has received a wide measure of international 

acceptance. Military orders can and must be obeyed unless they are manifestly 

unlawful. When is an order from a superior manifestly unlawful? It must be one 

that offends the conscience of every reasonable, right-thinking person; it must be 

an order which is obviously and flagrantly wrong. The order cannot be in a grey 

area or be merely questionable; rather it must patently and obviously be wrong. 

For example the order of King Herod to kill babies under two years of age would 

offend and shock the conscience of the most hardened soldier. A very helpful 

discussion as to when an order is manifestly unlawful can be found in the decision 

of the Israel District Military Court in the case of Ofer v. Chief Military 

Prosecutor (the Kafr Qassem case) [Appeal 279-283/58, Psakim (Judgments of 

the District Courts of Israel), vol. 44, at p. 362], cited in appeal before the Military 

Court of Appeal, Pal. Y.B. Int‟l L. (1985), vol. 2, p. 69, at p. 108, and also cited in 

Green “Superior Orders and Command Responsibility,” supra, at p. 169, note 8: 

The identifying mark of a „manifestly unlawful‟ order must wave 

like a black flag above the order given, as a warning saying: 

„forbidden‟. It is not formal unlawfulness, hidden or half-hidden, 

not unlawfulness that is detectable only by legal experts, that is the 

important issue here, but an overt and salient violation of the law, a 

certain and obvious unlawfulness that stems from the order itself, 

the criminal character of the order itself or of the acts it demands 

to be committed, an unlawfulness that pierces and agitates the 

heart, if the eye be not blind nor the heart closed or corrupt. That 

is the degree of „manifest‟ illegality required in order to annul the 

soldier‟s duty to obey and render him criminally responsible for his 

actions. [emphasis added] 

 Unquestionably, Warrant Officer Green‟s order was not manifestly unlawful. Warrant 

Officer Green was outside of Master Corporal Matusheskie‟s chain of command. However, as 

conceded by the respondent, an order issued by a superior officer outside of a person‟s chain of 

command is not per se a manifestly unlawful order. 

 Master Corporal Matusheskie discharged his responsibility to inform Warrant Officer Green 

of the prior inconsistent order given by Sergeant Mercredi. When Warrant Officer Green directed 

Master Corporal Matusheskie to obey his later order, Master Corporal Matusheskie was obliged 

to obey that order. 

 The Military Judge found that Master Corporal Matusheskie was complying with a second, 

inconsistent order when he installed the tactical latches. The second order was not manifestly 

unlawful. On those facts, no properly instructed trier of fact could conclude beyond a reasonable 

doubt that Master Corporal Matusheskie had the necessary intent to disobey Sergeant Mercredi‟s 

order. 

 Intent is a constituent element of the offence of disobeying a lawful order contrary to section 

83 of the National Defence Act. Absent proof of the requisite intent, the offence has not been 
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proven. 

 For these reasons, judgment will enter allowing the appeal, setting aside the finding of guilt 

and directing that a finding of not guilty be entered. 

 

UNITED STATES v. SMITH 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

68 M.J. 316 (C.A.A.F. 2010) 

Judge BAKER delivered the opinion of the Court. 

BACKGROUND 

 . . . Appellant was a military working dog (MWD) handler at the Baghdad Central 

Confinement Facility at Abu Ghraib, Iraq. Prior to deployment, Appellant was certified as a dog 

handler at the Military Working Dog Handler Course, located at Lackland Air Force Base. As 

part of the dog handler course, Appellant was instructed on proper use of his MWD. Sergeant 

First Class (SFC) Hathaway, the course chief, testified that the training received at Lackland 

included how to manage a dog safely, including keeping the dog fifteen feet away from people or 

dogs and, if that is not possible, keeping the dog muzzled. At Abu Ghraib, the military working 

dogs were used primarily as a show of force: to deter detainees from attempting to escape or riot. 

However, Colonel (COL) Pappas, commander of the 205th MI Brigade in Iraq, testified he 

authorized the use of MWDs in conjunction with one interrogation during December 2003. 

Appellant and his working dog participated in the interrogation of detainee Ashraf Abdullah Al-

Juhayshi. Testimony indicated that during this interrogation Appellant allowed his unmuzzled 

MWD to bark in Mr. Al-Juhayshi‟s face and to pull a sandbag off his head with its teeth. On 

January 13, 2004, Appellant was seen by Sergeant (SGT) Ketzer with his unmuzzled, barking 

MWD in the doorway of the cell of two juvenile detainees. The detainees screamed with fear, 

and Appellant was overheard saying shortly thereafter: “my buddy and I are having a contest to 

see if we can get [detainees] to shit themselves because we already had some piss themselves.” 

 In response to these two incidents, Appellant was charged with maltreatment and conspiracy 

to maltreat. Before trial, the defense filed a motion to dismiss the maltreatment specifications for 

failure to state an offense. The military judge denied this motion and later, after the 

Government‟s case on the merits, denied a motion for a finding of not guilty for lack of sufficient 

evidence under Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 917. At the close of the evidence, the military 

judge gave an agreed upon, albeit complex set of instructions to the panel members. Regarding 

Specification 3 of Charge I, where Appellant was charged with the maltreatment of Mr. Al-

Juhayshi, the military judge instructed that, “An order to use military working dogs to aid in 

military interrogations, if you find such an order was given, would be an unlawful order.” . . . 

ANALYSIS 

Issue I: Failure to Instruct on Obedience to Lawful Orders 

 “„The question of whether a jury was properly instructed [is] a question of law, and thus, 
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review is de novo.‟” United States v. McDonald, 57 M.J. 18, 20 (C.A.A.F. 2002) (alteration 

added in McDonald) (quoting United States v. Maxwell, 45 M.J. 406, 424 (C.A.A.F. 1996)). 

“Obedience to lawful orders” is an affirmative defense on which the military judge has a sua 

sponte duty to instruct if the defense is reasonably raised. See United States v. Davis, 53 M.J. 

202, 205 (C.A.A.F. 2000); R.C.M. 916(d); R.C.M. 920(e)(3). Specifically, “[i]t is a defense to 

any offense that the accused was acting pursuant to orders unless the accused knew the orders to 

be unlawful or a person of ordinary sense and understanding would have known the orders to be 

unlawful.” R.C.M. 916(d). The prosecution bears the burden of proving beyond a reasonable 

doubt that the defense does not exist. R.C.M. 916(b). “The test whether an affirmative defense is 

reasonably raised is whether the record contains some evidence to which the court members may 

attach credit if they so desire.” Davis, 53 M.J. at 205. “This Court reviews the question of 

whether the military judge correctly determined that an order was lawful on a de novo basis.” 

United States v. New, 55 M.J. 95, 106 (C.A.A.F. 2001). 

 The essential attributes of a lawful order include: (1) issuance by competent authority -- a 

person authorized by applicable law to give such an order; (2) communication of words that 

express a specific mandate to do or not do a specific act; and (3) relationship of the mandate to a 

military duty. United States v. Deisher, 61 M.J. 313, 317 (C.A.A.F. 2005); see also Manual for 

Courts-Martial, United States pt. IV, para. 14.c(2)(a) (2005 ed.) (MCM). Orders are presumed to 

be lawful. Deisher, 61 M.J. at 317. Additionally, Appellant contends that if he reasonably 

believed an order was lawful, even if in fact it was unlawful, then the members should have been 

instructed on the defense of lawful orders. However, some evidence must still be presented that a 

lawful order was given. 

 Appellant argues that an obedience to lawful orders instruction should have been given to the 

panel regarding the use of his dog against Mr. Al-Juhayshi as some evidence was presented at 

trial that Appellant received an order to use his working dog to aid the interrogation. Such an 

instruction would have informed the members that Appellant had an absolute defense to the 

charged conduct if he was acting pursuant to a lawful order. As Appellant acknowledges, 

entitlement to the instruction required some evidence that there was a lawful order, or an order 

he might reasonably believe was lawful, given to Appellant to engage in the conduct charged. 

See Davis, 53 M.J. at 205. That means that in this case, some evidence would have to show that a 

lawful order was issued to Appellant to use his MWD in the interrogation of Mr. Al-Juhayshi in 

the manner in which the dog was used. 

 The parties stipulated that Steve Stefanowicz, a civilian contractor and interrogator at the 

prison, wrote in his notes that working dogs were being used during interrogations and “this 

program has been approved by COL Pappas and Chief [Petty Officer (Chief)] Rivas, as of 31 

DEC 2003.” Appellant cites this fact as evidence that he received an order to use his working 

dog to aid interrogation. In response, the Government points out that “this program” appears to 

pertain to the general use of a MWD, rather than the specific manner in which Appellant used his 

MWD during Mr. Al-Juhayshi‟s interrogation. Mr. Stefanowicz was not a witness at trial and, 

accordingly, no clarifying questions were asked of him. 

 COL Pappas testified that he did not know why the interrogator‟s notes stated that the use of 
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MWDs had been approved for Mr. Al-Juhayshi‟s interrogation because the only approved use of 

the dogs he remembered was for one of three other high-value detainees. Staff Sergeant (SSG) 

Fredrick, who had been the noncommissioned officer in charge of the confinement block, 

testified that Mr. Stefanowicz told him that the use of dogs during the Mr. Al-Juhayshi 

interrogation had been approved. SSG Fredrick, in turn, told Appellant to use his MWD during 

Mr. Al-Juhayshi‟s interrogation. The record does not reflect what actions SSG Fredrick 

authorized; neither does it indicate that SSG Fredrick directed Appellant to remove the muzzle or 

to allow close contact between the dog and the detainee. Thus, while there is some evidence that 

Appellant received an order to use his working dog in the context of Mr. Al-Juhayshi‟s 

interrogation, there is no evidence he received an order, lawful or otherwise, to remove his dog‟s 

muzzle or have his dog remove Mr. Al-Juhayshi‟s hood. 

 A lawful order instruction would have been required only if the order given had been lawful 

or could reasonably have been believed to be lawful. See United States v. Calley, 22 C.M.A. 534, 

544, 48 C.M.R. 19, 29 (1973) (upholding the military judge‟s instructions that an order to shoot 

unarmed, detained civilians could not be believed to be lawful by “a man of ordinary sense and 

understanding”). In this case, if an order was given as Appellant argues it was, it did not issue 

from competent authority. 

 A competent authority is “a person authorized by applicable law to give such an order.” 

Deisher, 61 M.J. at 317; see United States v. Wilson, 53 M.J. 327, 332-333 (C.A.A.F. 2000) 

(holding that a state official was not a competent authority to discharge someone from federal 

National Guard service). In the context of U.S. military operations in Iraq, Lieutenant General 

(LTG) Sanchez, CJTF-7 commander, directed that his express approval would be necessary to 

use MWDs for interrogations.  

 Specifically, LTG Sanchez listed the interrogation and counter-resistance technique of using 

the presence of military working dogs to “exploit Arab fear of dogs while maintaining security 

during interrogations” as one of the techniques that “must be approved by me personally prior to 

use” on “enemy prisoners of war.” As a result, the record reflects LTG Sanchez was the only 

officer within Appellant‟s chain of command in Iraq competent to give that order. This limitation 

was recognized by COL Pappas, since he sought such approval to use MWDs in an interrogation, 

even after an October 12, 2003, memorandum regarding the CJTF-7 policy. However, there is no 

evidence in the record of trial that this approval was sought or obtained in Mr. Al-Juhayshi‟s 

case. To the contrary, the CJTF-7 policy, both the September 14, 2003, and October 12, 2003, 

versions, required that MWDs be muzzled and under control of a MWD handler at all times. Part 

of Appellant‟s duty as a MWD handler was to act in compliance with MWD policies, which 

called for “all reasonable efforts to use all lesser means of force” and for “[h]andlers [to] be able 

to control their dog.” Appellant‟s MWD was not muzzled and, although arguably under 

Appellant‟s control, came in close contact with the detainee when it removed the bag from his 

head. 

 In short, neither COL Pappas, Chief Rivas, nor SSG Fredrick were authorized to give such an 

order without LTG Sanchez‟s approval. Since neither COL Pappas nor Chief Rivas could 

lawfully order a subordinate to act contrary to CJTF-7 policy, it would have been unlawful for 
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them to order Appellant to use his MWD as he did. Thus, any order in this regard issued without 

LTG Sanchez‟s authority would have been unlawful. 

 In summary, (1) there was no evidence introduced that an order to use dogs in the way 

alleged was given, and (2) such an order, had it been given, would have been unlawful. 

Therefore, the military judge did not err by not giving an instruction on obedience to lawful 

orders. 

Issue II: Instruction on Obedience to Orders 

 The military judge gave an instruction for obedience to orders for several of the offenses.
1
 

However, the military judge did not provide such an instruction regarding the specification for 

maltreatment of the juvenile detainees. Appellant contends that the military judge erred in this 

regard. Here too, the predicate question is whether some evidence was reasonably raised by the 

defense of obedience to orders, as opposed to lawful orders. 

 Appellant makes three arguments as to why “some evidence” exists in the record that he was 

ordered to use his MWD against the juvenile detainees. First, Appellant argues that the dog 

handlers had previously been ordered to frighten detainees with their MWDs. Thus, in 

Appellant‟s view, it follows that use of his MWD in the manner alleged was an extension of the 

command‟s effort to frighten and control detainees. However, this argument reaches too far. As 

recounted above, the use of MWDs in aid of interrogation, if authorized, was only authorized in 

the case of a certain high-value detainee. There is no evidence in the record that Appellant 

mistook the juvenile detainees in question for high-value detainees. Neither does the record 

reflect that these juvenile detainees could reasonably have been mistaken for the high-value 

detainee for whom COL Pappas testified he authorized the use of MWDs in aid of interrogation. 

Additionally, Appellant‟s use of his dog against the juveniles in the manner alleged went beyond 

the patrolling duties to which SSG Fredrick testified and the standard operating procedure (SOP) 

defined. 

 Appellant also argues that he could not have been where SGT Ketzer described without a 

                                                           
1
 [n.7] The military judge stated: 

 The evidence has raised an issue of obedience to orders in relation to Specifications 1, 3, 
and 4 of Charge I; Specification 2 of Charge II; the sole specification under Charge III; and 
Specifications 2 and 3 of Charge IV. An order to use military working dogs to aid in military 
interrogations, if you find such an order was given, would be an unlawful order. Obedience to an 
unlawful order does not necessarily result in criminal responsibility of the person obeying the 
order. The acts of the accused if done in obedience to an unlawful order are excused and carry 
no criminal responsibility unless the accused knew that the order was unlawful or unless the 
order was one which a person of ordinary common sense under the circumstances would know 
to be unlawful. . . . . [Y]ou must first decide whether the accused was acting under an order to 
use his military working dog to aid in military interrogations. If you are convinced beyond a 
reasonable doubt that the accused was not acting under such orders, then the defense of 
obedience to orders does not exist. If you find that the accused was acting under . . . orders, you 
must next decide whether the accused knew the orders to be illegal. 
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guard allowing him access. In related manner, Appellant argues that “[his] barking MWD and 

the yells from detainees were in earshot of the MP guards, who did not respond, indicating that 

they were fully aware of what Appellant was doing.” The implication is that Appellant‟s conduct 

was condoned, if not authorized, by the command or at least his immediate chain of command. 

While other personnel may have acquiesced or even condoned Appellant‟s conduct by their 

actions, it does not follow that a guard opening a gate or door is equivalent to issuing an order to 

use a MWD to frighten detainees, nor is it “some evidence” of such an order. Moreover, SGT 

Ketzer testified that there was no immediate plan to interrogate the juveniles and that Appellant 

had the stated goal of making them defecate. 

 In view of the fact that Appellant‟s actions were neither authorized nor ordered, the military 

judge did not err by failing to instruct on the defense of obedience to orders. 

Issue III: Legal Sufficiency of Evidence for Maltreatment 

 “The test for legal sufficiency of the evidence is „whether, considering the evidence in the 

light most favorable to the prosecution, a reasonable fact-finder could have found all the 

essential elements beyond a reasonable doubt.‟” United States v. Ober, 66 M.J. 393, 404 

(C.A.A.F. 2008) (citing United States v. Turner, 25 M.J. 324, 324 (C.M.A. 1987)). This Court 

“review[s] de novo the question whether the evidence is legally sufficient to support a finding of 

guilty.” Id. 

 Article 93, UCMJ, states: 

Cruelty and maltreatment[.] Any person subject to this chapter who is guilty of 

cruelty toward, or oppression or maltreatment of, any person subject to his orders 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

 The elements of maltreatment as defined in the MCM are: 

(1) That a certain person is subject to the orders of the accused; and 

(2) That the accused was cruel toward, or oppressed, or maltreated that person. 

MCM pt. IV, para. 17(b). The dispute in this case focuses on the first element of the offense, 

specifically, whether the detainees were subject to Appellant‟s orders for the purposes of Article 

93, UCMJ. 

 Appellant makes three arguments. First, the detainees were not subject to his orders. Second, 

as a junior MWD handler he was not competent, in any event, to issue the orders alleged. 

Additionally, Appellant claims that while others may have been in a position of authority over 

the detainees, he was not because he did not have access to detainees on his own and did not 

direct their daily activities. Third, the detainees had no duty to obey his orders. Quoting Mynda 

G. Ohman, Integrating Title 18 War Crimes into Title 10: A Proposal to Amend the Uniform 

Code of Military Justice, 57 A.F. L. Rev. 1, 61 (2005), Appellant argues, among other things, 

that the detainees were “„not required to take an oath promising to obey the lawful orders of the 

belligerent forces assigned to guard them.‟”  

 Our analysis begins with the text of the article. Article 93, UCMJ, does not specifically 
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address the context of detainees, however, it is intended to protect persons outside the U.S. 

military. This is evident in the juxtaposition of the first clause, which applies to “[a]ny person 

subject to [the UCMJ],” and the second clause, which is addressed to “any person subject to his 

orders.” This interpretation is supported in the nonbinding explanation in the MCM. A person is 

subject to orders, whether “subject to the code or not,” when “by reason of some duty [he is] 

required to obey the lawful orders of the accused.” MCM pt. IV, para. 17(c)(1). It is also 

supported by persuasive authority found in the limited case law addressing the maltreatment of 

persons outside the military. In United States v. Dickey, for example, the United States Army 

Board of Review found that Article 93, UCMJ, extended to the accused‟s treatment of a Korean 

Service Corps member subject to the accused‟s orders as an employee. 20 C.M.R. 486, 489 

(A.B.R. 1956). The Board of Review noted that it was “immaterial whether or not such 

maltreated persons be subject to the [UCMJ].” Id. The essential qualification from the victim‟s 

perspective, therefore, is whether or not the victim is subject to the orders of the accused, not 

whether the victim is a member of the U.S. armed forces. 

 The evidence in this case reflects the following. Chief Petty Officer Kimbro, who managed 

three Navy dog teams for the entry control point at Abu Ghraib, testified that an SOP for military 

working dogs at Abu Ghraib was approved in December 2003 and provided to all dog handlers, 

including Appellant. 

 Among other things, the SOP tasked Appellant to “reduce escape attempts, encourage 

detainee compliance, and improve the effectiveness of compound searches and inspections.” The 

SOP indicated that detainees were subject to his orders. Under the “Use of Force” section on 

“Rules of Engagement,” dog handlers were instructed to yell “stop” prior to any release of a 

MWD, with the expectation that any detainee will follow the order to stop. It is self-evident that 

these procedures would only be effective if detainees were subject to the orders of MWD 

handlers. 

 Additionally, SSG Fredrick testified that the detainees were subject to his and Appellant‟s 

orders in their capacity as military policemen. According to SSG Fredrick, if an MP told a 

detainee to do something or to stop doing something, the detainee would have to follow orders or 

face consequences. 

 Finally, in our view, the relationship between a prison guard and prisoner or guard and 

detainee implies that the prisoners are subject to the guards‟ orders. See United States v. Finch, 

22 C.M.R. 698, 701 (N.B.R. 1956) (“A brig prisoner, until discharged, is a member of the 

military service and regardless of his status . . . is not to be subjected to acts of cruelty, 

oppression, or maltreatment even though no physical harm ensues.”). This relationship is 

recognized in the Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions as well. 

 Based on this analysis, we hold that Article 93, UCMJ, applies to detainees in U.S. custody 

or under U.S. control, whether they are members of the U.S. armed forces or not. Further, we 

conclude that viewing the evidence in a light most favorable to the prosecution, a reasonable 

juror could have found that Mr. Al-Juhayshi and the juvenile detainees had a duty to obey 

Appellant as their prison guard. Similarly, the prisoner status of the detainees and Appellant‟s 

role in controlling them imparted a duty for them to obey Appellant. 
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CONCLUSION 

 The decision of the United States Army Court of Criminal Appeals is affirmed. 

EFFRON, Chief Judge (concurring in part and in the result): 

 . . .  Appellant contends that the military judge erred in not providing an instruction on the 

lawful orders defense. Under the lawful orders defense, an act “done in the proper performance 

of a legal duty is justified and not unlawful.” Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 916(c); see 

R.C.M. 916(d) Discussion (referring to R.C.M. 916(c) as providing the defense with respect to 

an act done pursuant to a lawful order). In contrast to the defense of obedience to orders under 

R.C.M. 916(d) and United States v. Calley, 22 C.M.A. 534, 48 C.M.R. 19 (1973), the lawful 

orders defense does not entail consideration of whether an accused reasonably believed that an 

order was lawful. Compare R.C.M. 916(c) and R.C.M. 916(d); see also Dep‟t of the Army, Pam. 

27-9, Legal Services, Military Judges‟ Benchbook ch. 5, § 8, para. 5-8-2 (2002) (setting forth the 

instruction applicable to R.C.M. 916(c)). The beliefs of an accused, even if reasonable, cannot 

transform an unlawful order into a lawful order under R.C.M. 916(c). As noted in the principal 

opinion, the record in this case establishes that the orders Appellant claimed to receive – to use 

his military working dog in aid of interrogation – were not issued by a competent authority. 68 

M.J. at __ (10-12). As such, the orders were not lawful, and the military judge had no duty to 

instruct as to obedience to lawful orders. See id. 

 Third, the military judge properly determined that for the specifications related to 

Appellant‟s use of a military working dog on Mr. Al-Juhayshi, “The evidence has raised an issue 

of obedience to orders . . . .” The military judge then instructed the members, consistent with 

R.C.M. 916(d) and our decision in Calley, 22 C.M.A. at 541-43, 48 C.M.R. at 26-28, regarding 

the defense of obedience to orders. The instruction given by the military judge enabled the 

members to evaluate whether Appellant “knew the orders to be unlawful or a person of ordinary 

sense and understanding would have known the orders to be unlawful.” R.C.M. 916(d). In a 

particular case, there may be significance under R.C.M. 916(d) to the distinction between an 

order that is unlawful because of an administrative defect, as in this case, and an order that is 

unlawful because it commands the commission of a crime, as in Calley. In the present case, 

however, Appellant has not contended that the military judge should have given additional 

instructions in that regard. Under the circumstances of this case, the military judge did not err 

with respect to the manner in which he instructed the members under R.C.M. 916(d). 
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Add a new paragraph at the end of Note 1: 

The “good soldier” defense played an unusual role in United States v. Murphy, Misc. Dkt. 

No. 2007-03, 2008 CCA LEXIS 511 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. Dec. 22, 2008) (per curiam). The 

accused, a colonel in the Judge Advocate General‟s Corps who had practiced almost his entire 

Air Force career after having been disbarred by his two licensing states, sought permission to 

have his defense counsel review detailed evidence of his highly-classified and apparently very 
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successful performance of duty as general counsel of the White House Military Office. Without 

being able to reveal this evidence to his defense counsel, he argued, his opportunity to present a 

good military character defense would be compromised. The government refused to reveal the 

information to his defense counsel or even to the military judge for an in camera review. The 

military judge directed certain modifications to the charges and found that with those changes, 

the classified information was not necessary for Colonel Murphy to present a defense on the 

merits. But he also concluded that without reviewing the documents in camera, he could not 

assess what effect the documents could potentially have on the sentence. As a remedy for the 

government‟s refusal to provide the documents for review, the military judge directed that the 

permissible punishment would not exceed a sentence of “no punishment” (which is authorized 

under the Manual for Courts-Martial). The government appealed the military judge‟s ruling 

under Article 62 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. The Air Force Court held that the 

ruling was not an abuse of discretion. 
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Chapter 10.  Freedom of Speech and Conscience 
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Add at the end of the penultimate paragraph: 

One recent case, however, went against this general trend. In United States v. Wilcox, 66 M.J. 

442 (C.A.A.F. 2008), the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces reversed a soldier‘s conviction 

for committing service discrediting conduct by posting online a profile that identified himself as 

both a white supremacist and a U.S. Army Paratrooper. One judge vociferously dissented, 

producing a debate about the extent to which the First Amendment protects such speech by 

servicemembers. This chapter will examine that debate in depth. 

Page 507 

Add before Section II: 

UNITED STATES v. WILCOX 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

66 M.J. 442 (C.A.A.F. 2008) 

RYAN, Judge, delivered the opinion of the Court. 

 [While Private First Class (PFC) Wilcox had originally been convicted of several offenses, 

by the time his case reached the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, only one of the findings 

of guilty remained in contention. The portion of the finding of guilty that the Army Court of 

Criminal Appeals affirmed alleged that PFC Wilcox did  

wrongfully advocate anti-government and disloyal sentiments while identifying 

himself as a ―U.S. Army Paratrooper‖ on an America Online profile and advocate 

racial intolerance by counseling and advising individuals on racist views and that 

under the circumstances [his] conduct was to the prejudice of good order and 

discipline in the armed forces or was of a nature to bring discredit to the armed 

forces.] 

 The issue before us is whether the evidence adduced at trial demonstrated that Appellant‘s 

statements on government, race, and religion were made under circumstances legally sufficient 

to criminalize his conduct under Article 134, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 10 

U.S.C. § 934 (2000). Under the specific circumstances of this case, we hold that the evidence 

presented by the Government was insufficient as a matter of law to meet the element of either 

service discrediting behavior or conduct prejudicial to good order and discipline under Article 

134, UCMJ. 

B. Factual Background 

 Appellant first came to the attention of Army Criminal Investigative Division (CID) when a 

civilian police officer noticed an online profile containing racist views in which the author 

identified himself as a ―US Army Paratrooper.‖ The civilian officer notified CID at Fort Bragg. 

Army CID viewed two profiles assigned to Appellant‘s AOL e-mail address. The first, a general 
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AOL profile, listed Appellant‘s occupation as ―Army/Paratrooper‖ and listed as a ―personal 

quote‖ that ― ‗[w]e must secure the existence of our people and a future for white children.‘ THE 

14 WORDS—written by imprisoned matyr [sic] David Lane . . . .‖ 

 The second, a love.aol.com profile, stated, inter alia, that Appellant‘s occupation was an 

Army paratrooper, that he was single, seeking a ―[f]emale for a casual or serious relationship‖ 

and was: 

a Pro-White activist doing what I can to promote the ideals of a healthier 

environement [sic]. I do not base my deeds on Hate [sic], but that of love for my 

folk‘s women & children. Political Affiliation is none—This government is not 

worth supporting in any of its components. Natures [sic] and God‘s laws are 

eternal—Love your own kind & fight for your own kind. There‘s no ―HATE‖ in 

that! 

 A CID agent, Investigator Sturm, created an AOL instant messenger account and began 

conversing with Appellant via that service and eventually via e-mail. Sturm posed as a young 

female interested in the white supremacist movement. During their online conversations 

Appellant made racist statements and encouraged her to read various racist and anarchist 

websites and books. Sturm recorded her online conversations and e-mails with Appellant. She 

compiled a synopsis of those conversations which was admitted at trial along with the original 

transcripts of the conversations and e-mails. 

 At trial, Sturm testified in detail about her Internet communications with Appellant. She 

testified about Appellant‘s views, and also testified that Appellant had posted on various 

websites catering to those with racist and anarchist views, identified himself as a member of the 

armed forces, and espoused similar views in message forums—those posts were not admitted as 

evidence, based on the military judge sustaining the defense‘s hearsay objection. Eventually, 

Appellant invited Sturm to a white supremacist rally and rock concert, which she did not attend. 

Sturm did not testify that Appellant encouraged her to join a white supremacist group, overthrow 

the government, or take any specific action towards or against any person. 

 The Government‘s evidence concerning the Article 134, UCMJ, charge . . . consists of the 

testimony of Sturm, the evidence she gathered in the course of her online conversations, 

including Appellant‘s online profiles, and expert testimony that confirmed Appellant‘s 

statements in his online profiles, in particular the reference to the ―14 Words,‖ were consistent 

with the white supremacist movement. No evidence was introduced as to either the actual or 

potential adverse impact of Appellant‘s online profile or statements on good order and discipline 

or to the actual or potential discredit to the armed forces. In contrast, the defense introduced 

evidence from soldiers in Appellant‘s unit that he had good working relationships with 

minorities in the unit and that there was no evidence that his racist views adversely affected his 

military performance or his unit. 

 . . . . 

 While Sturm‘s testimony and Appellant‘s online profiles show that Appellant held beliefs 

that are both disturbing and inconsistent with Department of Defense policies regarding racial 

equality and other matters, that alone is insufficient under the facts of this case to impose 

criminal sanctions under Article 134, UCMJ. 
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II. Analysis 

 We review questions of legal sufficiency de novo as a matter of law. United States v. Young, 

64 M.J. 404, 407 (C.A.A.F. 2007). The test for legal sufficiency is ―whether, considering the 

evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution, a reasonable factfinder could have found 

all the essential elements beyond a reasonable doubt.‖ United States v. Dobson, 63 M.J. 1, 21 

(C.A.A.F. 2006) (citing Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 319 (1979)). . . . [T]his case involves 

legal sufficiency in the context of First Amendment considerations. 

 The First Amendment provides that ―Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom 

of speech.‖ U.S. Const. amend. I. This protection permits the expression of ideas, even the 

expression of ideas the vast majority of society finds offensive or distasteful. See Virginia v. 

Black, 538 U.S. 343, 358 (2003) (citing Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) 

(Holmes, J., dissenting)); R.A.V. v. St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 395-96 (1992); Texas v. Johnson, 491 

U.S. 397, 414 (1989). The sweep of this protection is less comprehensive in the military context, 

given the different character of the military community and mission. Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 

733, 758 (1974); United States v. Priest, 45 C.M.R. 338, 344-46, 21 C.M.A. 564, 570-72 (1972); 

United States v. Gray, 20 C.M.A. 63, 66, 42 C.M.R. 255, 258 (1970). But even under the 

potentially less protective First Amendment right afforded to servicemembers, and despite the 

offensive nature of Appellant‘s views and communications, we hold that the evidence is legally 

insufficient to support Appellant‘s conviction . . . . 

A. Free Speech and Article 134, UCMJ 

 Appellant‘s . . . conviction rests clearly on the offensive message of racial intolerance and 

dissatisfaction with the government expressed in his online profiles, communications with 

Sturm, and communications with others on Internet message boards, as relayed by Sturm. The 

substantive messages conveyed therein, while distasteful, constitute Appellant‘s ideas on issues 

of social and political concern, which has been recognized as ―the core of what the First 

Amendment is designed to protect.‖ Black, 538 U.S. at 365 (finding that the act of burning a 

cross may be a form of political speech); see also United States v. Brown, 45 M.J. 389, 398 

(C.A.A.F. 1996) (recognizing that political speech ―‗occupies the core of the protection afforded 

by the First Amendment‘‖ (quoting McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 U.S. 334, 346 

(1995))). 

 Parker v. Levy reiterated the point that differences between the military community and the 

civilian community result in military law that ―regulate[s] aspects of the conduct of members of 

the military which in the civilian sphere are left unregulated.‖ 417 U.S. at 749. But the Supreme 

Court upheld Article 134, UCMJ, against constitutional attack for vagueness and overbreadth in 

light of the narrowing construction developed in military law through the precedents of this 

Court and limitations within the Manual for Courts-Martial (MCM) itself. Id. at 752-61. As such, 

a limited Article 134, UCMJ, does not make every ―irregular or improper act‖ a court-martial 

offense and does not reach conduct that is only indirectly or remotely prejudicial to good order 

and discipline. MCM pt. IV, para. 60.c.(2)(a); see also William Winthrop, Military Law and 

Precedents 723-24 (2d ed. 1920 reprint) (commenting on Article 62 of the American Articles of 
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War, the predecessor to Article 134, UCMJ, and stating that to be punishable, acts prejudicial to 

good order and discipline ―must have been committed under such circumstances as to have 

directly offended against the government and discipline of the military state‖). If it were 

otherwise, the forces of narrowing interpretation that saved Article 134, UCMJ, from 

constitutional challenge in Parker v. Levy would fail. 

 Our jurisprudence on charged violations of Article 134, UCMJ, involving speech thus 

recognizes the importance of the context of that speech. . . .  

 Consistent with the focus on context necessary to establish a violation of Article 134, UCMJ, 

while speech that would be impervious to criminal sanction in the civilian world may be 

proscribed in the military, this Court has long recognized that when assessing a criminal 

violation implicating the First Amendment: 

the proper balance must be struck between the essential needs of the armed 

services and the right to speak out as a free American. Necessarily, we must be 

sensitive to protection of ―the principle of free thought—not free thought for those 

who agree with us but freedom for the thought that we hate.‖ 

Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 570, 45 C.M.R. at 344 (quoting United States v. Schwimmer, 279 U.S. 644, 

654-55 (1929) (Holmes, J., dissenting)). 

 Prior to applying this balancing test to a charged violation of Article 134, UCMJ, involving 

speech, two threshold determinations must be made. First, the speech involved must be examined 

to determine whether it is otherwise protected under the First Amendment. Second, the 

Government must have proved the elements of an Article 134, UCMJ, offense. 

1. Unprotected speech 

 No one disputes that servicemembers enjoy some measure of the right to free speech granted 

by the First Amendment. See Parker, 417 U.S. at 758; Brown, 45 M.J. at 395; Gray, 20 C.M.A. 

at 66, 42 C.M.R. at 258. However, the right to free speech is not absolute, and some speech—

e.g., dangerous speech, obscenity, or fighting words—is not protected by the First Amendment, 

regardless of the military or civilian status of the speaker. Brown, 45 M.J. at 395 (citing Cohen v. 

California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971); Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957); Chaplinsky v. New 

Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568 (1942)). 

 The test for dangerous speech in the civilian community is whether ―the words are used in 

such circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present danger that they will 

bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent. It is a question of proximity 

and degree.‖ Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919). Under the standard applicable to 

the civilian world, ―clear and present danger‖ extends to speech ―directed to inciting or 

producing imminent lawless action . . . likely to incite or produce such action.‖ Brandenburg v. 

Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 447 (1969). A lower standard pertains in the military context, where 

dangerous speech is that speech that ―interferes with or prevents the orderly accomplishment of 
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the mission or presents a clear danger to loyalty, discipline, mission, or morale of the troops.‖ 

Brown, 45 M.J. at 395.
1
 

2. Sufficiency of proof for a charged violation of Article 134, UCMJ, in the First Amendment 

context 

 For any offense charged under Article 134, UCMJ, clauses 1 or 2, the government must 

prove: (1) that the accused did a certain act, and (2) that the act was, under the circumstances, to 

the prejudice of good order and discipline or was of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed 

forces. MCM pt. IV, para. 60.b. To satisfy the due process requirements of the Fifth Amendment, 

the Government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt every element of the charged offense. In 

re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 364 (1970); Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. at 321. In the context of the 

First Amendment, in order to meet the second element for conduct charged under a ―prejudice of 

good order and discipline‖ theory, we have required that the prosecution show a ― ‗reasonably 

direct and palpable‘ ― connection between an appellant‘s statements and the military mission. See 

Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 569, 45 C.M.R. at 343 (citation omitted); see also Brown, 45 M.J. at 396 (― 

‗[O]ur national reluctance to inhibit free expression dictates that the connection between 

statements or publications involved and their effect on military discipline be closely examined‘.‖ 

(quoting Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 569-70, 45 C.M.R. at 343-44)). This Court has not directly 

addressed the connection needed between an appellant‘s statements and the military mission in 

the context of speech alleged to be ―service discrediting.‖ We note that the Government has cited 

no case in which this Court has upheld a conviction in a contested case based upon a violation of 

Article 134, UCMJ, for service discrediting speech solely because the speech would be offensive 

to many or most. We conclude that a direct and palpable connection between speech and the 

military mission or military environment is also required for an Article 134, UCMJ, offense 

charged under a service discrediting theory. If such a connection were not required, the entire 

universe of servicemember opinions, ideas, and speech would be held to the subjective standard 

of what some member of the public, or even many members of the public, would find offensive. 

And to use this standard to impose criminal sanctions under Article 134, UCMJ, would surely be 

both vague and overbroad. Cf. United States v. O’Connor, 58 M.J. 450, 455 (C.A.A.F. 2003) 

                                                           
1
 [n.3] In addition, the Supreme Court and this Court have made it clear that additional burdens may be placed on 

First Amendment rights in the context of the military, given the different character of the military community and 

mission.  Parker, 417 U.S. at 758; Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 570-72, 45 C.M.A. at 344-46; Gray, 20 C.M.A. 63, 42 

C.M.R. 255.  Thus, no one questions that deference must be given to military authorities‘ determination that military 

needs justify particular restrictions on the First Amendment, and that military commanders may enact regulations 

and take administrative actions that place burdens on, or exact administrative consequences for, speech, expression, 

and the exercise of religion that would not pass constitutional muster in the civilian context.  See, e.g., Goldman v. 

Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503, 510 (1986)(holding that a letter of reprimand issued for failure to obey a lawful order 

forbidding the wearing of a yarmulke while in uniform did not violate the First Amendment based on deference to 

military authorities‘ determination of military need for uniformity); Brown v. Glines, 444 U.S. 348, 354-58 

(1980)(holding that an Air Force regulation prohibiting distribution of petitions on base without permission did not 

violate the First Amendment).  The instant case involves criminal liability rather than administrative action, 

however, and the Government has not argued that any regulation prohibits the particular speech at issue in the single 

specification under Article 134, UCMJ, before us. . . .    
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(―[T]he connection between any conduct protected by the First Amendment and its effect in the 

military environment [must] be closely examined. The absence of . . . record development 

concerning the service-discrediting character of [the] conduct precludes us from engaging in that 

‗close examination‘ in the present case.‖) (citation omitted). 

3. Balancing test may be mooted 

 If the speech is otherwise protected by the First Amendment, and if a reasonably direct and 

palpable connection between the speech and the military mission or military environment is 

established, only then need we determine whether criminalization of that speech is justified 

despite First Amendment concerns. Ultimately, this Court must weigh the gravity of the effect of 

the speech, discounted by the improbability of its effectiveness on the audience the speaker 

sought to reach, to determine whether the conviction is warranted. Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 570-71, 

45 C.M.R. at 344-45. Where, as here, the record did not establish a reasonably direct and 

palpable connection between the speech and the military at all, let alone the military mission or 

military environment, the balancing test is mooted by the legal insufficiency of the charged 

offense. 

B. Appellant’s Speech 

1. Appellant’s speech as protected speech 

 Appellant‘s various communications on the Internet—which, while repugnant, are not 

criminal in the civilian world, see Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447 (holding that even advocacy of 

racist violent speech is protected speech if it is not likely to incite or produce such 

violence)—did not constitute unprotected ―dangerous speech‖ under the circumstances of this 

case. No evidence was admitted that showed the communications either ―interfere[d] with or 

prevent[ed] the orderly accomplishment of the mission,‖ or ―present[ed] a clear danger to 

loyalty, discipline, mission, or morale of the troops.‖ Brown, 45 M.J. at 395 (citations omitted). 

 Further, while one might colloquially describe the ideas expressed by Appellant as obscene,
2
 

they are not legally obscene as defined by First Amendment jurisprudence. See Miller, 413 U.S. 

at 24-25 (requiring that the material contain a depiction or description of sexual conduct in a 

patently offensive way to be considered obscenity). Neither can they be classified as unprotected 

―fighting words.‖ See Chaplinsky, 315 U.S. at 572 (defining ―fighting words‖ as ―those which by 

their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace‖). 

 Consequently, we conclude that Appellant‘s speech is protected speech under the First 

Amendment and must now turn to an analysis of whether the Government has shown a 

reasonably direct and palpable connection between the speech and the military mission or 

military environment. 

 

                                                           
2
 [n.4] See Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 18 n.2 (1973)(noting that the dictionary definition of ―obscene‖ 

includes those things which are ― ‗grossly repugnant to the generally accepted notions of what is appropriate‘ ― or ― 

‗offensive or revolting as countering or violating some ideal or principle‘ ―)(citation omitted). 
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2. No evidence of a connection between Appellant’s speech and the military mission 

 . . . . 

 We must consider the e-mails and instant messages, the forum posts, and the AOL profile 

statements to determine whether any or all of them was shown to have a reasonably direct and 

palpable effect on the military mission or military environment. Looking to our prior cases 

involving speech and Article 134, UCMJ, neither the form, forum, nor substance of Appellant‘s 

speech is clearly analogous to the speech at issue in prior cases examining exigencies of the 

military service and mission that permitted limitations on the protections of the First 

Amendment. See, e.g., Parker, 417 U.S. at 736-37; Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 568, 45 C.M.R. at 342; 

Gray, 20 C.M.A. at 63, 42 C.M.R. at 255. 

 The leading cases involving the intersection of Article 134, UCMJ, and the First Amendment 

have involved facts adduced at trial that showed that the appellant at least attempted to direct his 

speech to servicemembers. See, e.g., Parker, 417 U.S. at 761 (finding a violation of Article 134, 

UCMJ, when servicemember ―publicly urge[d] enlisted personnel to refuse to obey orders‖); 

Brown, 45 M.J. at 398 (holding that organizing a unit-wide meeting to advocate desertion 

violated Article 134, UCMJ); Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 572, 45 C.M.R. at 346 (finding direct and 

palpable connection to good order and discipline when the appellant distributed an extremist 

newspaper at the Pentagon and Navy exchange); Daniels, 19 C.M.A. at 533-35, 42 C.M.R. at 

135-37 (concluding that there was a direct connection to good order and discipline when the 

appellant assembled all African-American members of his unit and attempted to convince them 

to not fight in ―the white man‘s war‖). Because in those cases the speech was directed to 

servicemembers, the effect of the speech on the military mission was both palpable and obvious. 

 We are faced with a very different set of facts in this case. There is no evidence that any of 

Appellant‘s statements were directed at military members or ever reached his unit. And it is pure 

speculation that the racist views propounded on the Internet by a single person purporting to be a 

paratrooper either were viewed or would be viewed by other servicemembers or would be 

perceived by the public or a servicemember as an expression of Army or military policy. 

 We need not tarry long over the private statements made by Appellant through e-mails and 

instant messages to a person whom he believed to be a like-minded civilian friend. The 

Government cites no authority supporting criminal penalties for unpopular and distasteful views 

made in private between two individuals that fall short of proposing criminal activity. See, e.g., 

United States v. Williams, 128 S. Ct. 1830, 1842 (2008) (drawing distinction between advocating 

child pornography and proposals to provide or obtain child pornography). 

 Moreover, while statements made on an online message board catering to those with 

anarchistic and racist views may theoretically be more likely to have a direct and palpable effect 

on the military mission or environment, no evidence of this likelihood or effect was produced at 

trial, and copies of the postings themselves were excluded based on a hearsay objection that the 

military judge sustained. 

 Finally, and for many of the same reasons, there is no evidence that Appellant‘s statements in 

his AOL profiles had a reasonably direct and palpable effect on the military mission or military 
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environment. First, no evidence was produced that the profiles were directed at other members of 

the military, or that any military member other than the investigators stumbled upon them or was 

likely to do so. Moreover, one of the profiles was posted in connection with a ―love.aol.com‖ 

account. Nothing in the record supports the conclusion that the purpose or likely outcome of 

including the racist statements was anything other than to attract women whose beliefs were 

similar to Appellant‘s own. Nor did the Government provide any evidence that either 

servicemembers or members of the general public would even understand the source or larger 

import of the quoted ―14 Words‖ or other language. The experts who testified spoke only to the 

meaning of the phrases themselves, not to how such statements might be received. 

 . . . .  

3. No balancing required 

 Having concluded that there is no evidence establishing that Appellant‘s speech was either 

prejudicial to good order and discipline or service discrediting, we are unable to conduct the 

ultimate balancing of First Amendment considerations and military needs that Priest requires. 

See O’Connor, 58 M.J. at 455 (similarly declining to examine balance in the absence of record 

development). Rather, we conclude that there can be no conviction under Article 134, UCMJ, for 

Appellant‘s otherwise protected speech. 

III. Decision 

 It is worth restating that the issue in this case is whether Appellant‘s statements constituted a 

criminal offense in light of the evidence set forth in the record of this case, not whether this 

Court approves of the statements made by the Appellant. We do not. But condemnation and 

conviction are drastically different when the First Amendment is involved, and our disagreement 

with his statements cannot substitute for the Government‘s failure to introduce evidence legally 

sufficient to meet the element of either service discrediting behavior or prejudice to good order 

and discipline necessary for a conviction under Article 134, UCMJ. While a different record 

might support a conviction for the offense as charged, because no evidence established the 

second element of the Article 134, UCMJ, offense in this case, it is clear that no reasonable 

factfinder could have found the essential elements of the charged offense beyond a reasonable 

doubt.  

 . . . . 

BAKER, Judge (dissenting): 

 . . . .  

THE CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION 

 . . . . 

 At the start, it is critical to focus on the speech in question, as opposed to the figurative 

slippery slope. The question is: 

Does the right to free speech enshrined in the First Amendment extend to a soldier 

who makes racist, service discrediting statements in a public manner while 

holding himself out as a member of the armed forces? 
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 The question is not: 

Does a soldier have a constitutional right to make racist, unpopular, or distasteful 

statements in private to his comrades, or when not in uniform or otherwise 

holding himself out as a member of the armed forces? 

 This is a complicated question, in part because it is a novel question. ―[T]he ‗search for the 

outer limits [of the First Amendment right]‘ has, in the main, been restricted to the civilian and 

not to the military community and, even then, as we have said, the right is not to be exercised 

totally unrestricted.‖ United States v. Howe, 17 C.M.A. 165, 177, 37 C.M.R. 429, 441, (1967) 

(citation omitted), abrogated on other grounds by United States v. Frelix-Vann, 55 M.J. 329, 332 

(C.A.A.F. 2001). 

 This Court has not had occasion to address a First Amendment challenge to the application of 

an Article 134(2), UCMJ, specification. The Court has addressed conduct unbecoming an officer 

and a gentleman under Article 133, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 933, where a commissioned officer 

joined a public protest of the Vietnam conflict in civilian attire, carried a placard calling the 

President a fascist, and was recognized as an officer. See Howe, 17 C.M.A. at 167-70, 37 C.M.R. 

at 431-34. 

 The Court has also addressed Article 134, UCMJ, in the First Amendment context in ―good 

order and discipline‖ cases; however, these cases are distinct from those involving service 

discrediting conduct in at least two ways. First, as a factual matter, the governmental interests at 

stake are necessarily more granular. That is to say, speech tending to prejudice good order and 

discipline is more easily identified because it will generally come in the form of words tending to 

incite riot or mutiny. Second, and more importantly, as a matter of law, speech charged as an 

offense prejudicial to good order and discipline under Article 134(1), UCMJ, leads logically, if 

not inexorably, toward the application of the clear and present danger-incitement test. For our 

Court, this test is drawn from United States v. Priest, 21 C.M.A. 564, 570, 45 C.M.R. 338, 344 

(1972), which, of course, is drawn from the civilian test for incitement in Brandenburg v. Ohio, 

395 U.S. 444 (1969). In both cases the critical question concerns the proximity of a potential 

immediate and concrete harm: 

The question in every case is whether the words used are used in such 

circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present danger that 

they will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent. It 

is a question of proximity and degree. 

Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 570, 45 C.M.R. at 345 (citing Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 

(1919)). 

 Further, the case law is susceptible to multiple interpretations and applications. In United 

States v. Brown, 45 M.J. 389, 396 (C.A.A.F. 1996) (citation omitted), a legitimate interest 

standard was applied, ―Courts will ‗not overturn a conviction unless it is clearly apparent that, in 

the face of a First Amendment claim, the military lacks a legitimate interest in proscribing the 

defendant‘s conduct.‘‖ However, in my view, the Brown legitimate interest test does not 

adequately protect the liberty interests involved, for virtually anything might be viewed as a 
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―legitimate interest‖ when national security is invoked. Howe is more analogous to the present 

case because it involved speech without apparent incitement. However, the Court in the end 

treated the case under the good order and discipline rubric, focusing on the more immediate of 

the two charges, that of contemptuous conduct under Article 88, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 880 (2000). 

The Court concluded that the evil Congress sought to avoid is ―the impairment of discipline and 

the promotion of insubordination by an officer of the military service in using contemptuous 

words toward the [Commander-in-Chief].‖ Howe, 17 C.M.A. at 173, 37 C.M.R. at 437. ―That 

Article 133 affronts no constitutional concept has seemingly never been in doubt . . . . The right 

to free expression is not here curtailed. . . . In truth, Article 133 concerns only the abuse of that 

right.‖ Id. at 176, 37 C.M.R. at 440 (citation omitted). 

 In short, this Court‘s case law does not answer the question as to what constitutional test 

applies to service discrediting speech prosecuted under Article 134(2), UCMJ. What test should 

apply? 

 There are at least five buoys that might help to mark the constitutional channel through the 

otherwise perilous shoal that skirts the boundary between free speech and national security. 

 First, there is the text of the amendment itself. ―Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the 

freedom of speech.‖ U.S. Const. amend. I. Free speech is a hallmark of democracy, especially 

and in particular where that speech is distasteful. A society that tolerates such speech is a strong 

society. It is a society that recognizes that the answer to a bad idea is a better idea. In a 

democracy, a better idea is communicated through the exercise of free speech. That is but one 

reason why we cannot have democracy without free speech. Moreover, citizens cannot 

effectively safeguard their liberty and their security if they are not free to test, challenge, and 

question their government. 

 Second, the exercise of speech is free, but it is not unlimited. The Supreme Court in 

Brandenburg makes this clear, distinguishing between protected speech and speech that might 

nonetheless create an imminent condition of panic, alarm, or violence: 

[T]he constitutional guarantees of free speech and free press do not permit a State 

to forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except 

where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action 

and is likely to incite or produce such action. 

Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447 (citing Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494 (1951); Yates v. 

United States, 354 U.S. 298, 320-24 (1957)). 

 Similarly, for example, one is not free to threaten the President in speech or conduct. United 

States v. Ogren, 54 M.J. 481, 482 (C.A.A.F. 2001). In the military, as well, a servicemember 

may be prosecuted for using contemptuous words against the Commander-in-Chief, whether or 

not those words would be considered ―free speech‖ in civilian society. Article 88, UCMJ; Article 

133, UCMJ; Howe, 17 C.M.A. at 178, 37 C.M.R. at 442. 

 Third, the Supreme Court distinguishes between the content of speech and the time, place, 

and manner of speech; the Court is more permissive with respect to limitations on the time, 

place, and manner of speech. See generally Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 536 (1965); Perry Educ. 

Ass’n v. Perry Local Educators’ Ass’n, 460 U.S. 37 (1983). It affords more protection to the 
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content of speech, even if the content restriction applies only within a particular time, place, or 

manner. See Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312, 319-20 (1988). 

 More generally, and here is the critical point, as this distinction illustrates, the Court applies 

different First Amendment tests in different contexts. It is not a one-shoe fits-all approach. In 

Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503, 509 (1986), superseded by statute on other grounds, 

Religious Apparel Amendment, Pub. L. No. 100-180, § 508(a)(2), 101 Stat. 1086 (1987), as 

recognized in Cutter v. Wilkinson, 544 U.S. 709, 722 (2005), for example, the appellant—an Air 

Force officer—argued that a regulation restricting his First Amendment right to wear a yarmulke 

in uniform was unconstitutional ―unless the accoutrements create a ‗clear danger‘ of 

undermining discipline and esprit de corps.‖ However, the Court declined to apply the clear 

danger test, stating instead, ―we hold that those portions of the regulations challenged here 

reasonably and evenhandedly regulate dress in the interest of the military‘s perceived need for 

uniformity.‖ Id. at 510. In Boos, a case involving restrictions on the right to protest outside 

embassies, the Court applied a strict scrutiny-compelling interest analysis. 485 U.S. at 321.
 

 
In the context of this Court, it happens that one shoe has generally fit all, because our Article 

134, UCMJ, cases have all been disorder cases, involving the risk if not the reality of incitement 

to disorder or threats to military discipline. Thus, we have not been compelled to explore the 

potential application of other tests in different factual contexts. 

 Fourth, the Constitution applies to members of the armed forces except in cases where the 

express terms of the Constitution make such application inapposite. United States v. Marcum, 60 

M.J. 198, 205 (C.A.A.F. 2004). It is axiomatic that those who do so much to defend the 

Constitution as citizen-soldiers should also receive its benefits. Indeed, it is for the courts to 

ensure that this principle is not just a truism or slogan, but a meaningful reality. Moreover, the 

exercise of free speech can directly benefit good order and discipline, providing an important 

outlet for soldiers to vent and blow steam while operating in difficult circumstances. 

 Fifth, the Constitution and its safeguards—in particular those contained in the Bill of 

Rights—may apply differently in the military context. This is evident in the case of the Fourth 

Amendment, where determinations as to what is reasonable may well differ between the civilian 

home and the military barracks. It is also evident with respect to the First Amendment, where the 

Supreme Court has expressly stated: 

While the members of the military are not excluded from the protection granted 

by the First Amendment, the different character of the military community and of 

the military mission requires a different application of those protections. The 

fundamental necessity for obedience, and the consequent necessity for imposition 

of discipline, may render permissible within the military that which would be 

constitutionally impermissible outside it. 

Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733, 758 (1974). As stated in Priest, the question becomes one of 

balance, ―[T]he proper balance must be struck between the essential needs of the armed services 

and the right to speak out as a free American.‖ 21 C.M.A. at 570, 45 C.M.R. at 344. Or, as stated 

by Chief Judge Learned Hand, ― ‗In each case (courts) must ask whether the gravity of the 
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―evil,‖ discounted by its improbability, justifies such invasion of free speech as is necessary to 

avoid the danger.‘ ― Id. (quoting Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, 510 (1951)). 

 Based on the foregoing, I reach the following legal conclusions. First, as the Supreme Court 

has made clear, different tests may pertain in different factual contexts. This seems especially 

apparent in the military context. The clear and present danger-incitement test is unworkable in 

the context of a service discrediting case involving speech. The test does not fit the context 

presented, neither in terms of describing the governmental and national interests that may be at 

stake, nor the interest of the servicemembers involved. In addition, the breathless urgency of 

―clear and present danger‖ does not fit as a threshold for the more indirect consequences of 

service discrediting conduct. Whereas threats to good order and discipline can be measured in 

proximity and scope, if the test is applied in good faith, it is not clear how matters of discredit 

alone might ever pass constitutional muster. Indeed, to the extent this Court regards the 

incitement test as the appropriate test for all Article 134, UCMJ, speech cases, it would seem that 

it is effectively determining that Article 134(2), UCMJ, is generally unconstitutional if applied to 

exercises in speech. 

 Second, the most analogous civilian test to the service discrediting context is that pertaining 

to content-based restrictions—here the content restriction is on service discrediting speech. In the 

civilian context, content-based restrictions on speech are subject to exacting review in the form 

of the strict scrutiny test. Boos, 485 U.S. at 321. Strict scrutiny requires the state to show that the 

― ‗regulation is necessary to serve a compelling state interest and that it is narrowly drawn to 

achieve that end.‘ ― Id. at 321-22 (citing Perry Educ. Ass’n, 460 U.S. at 45; Board of Airport 

Comm’rs of Los Angeles v. Jews for Jesus, 482 U.S. 569, 572-73 (1987); Cornelius v. NAACP 

Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., 473 U.S. 788, 800 (1985); United States v. Grace, 

461 U.S. 171, 177 (1983)). 

 Third, as in other contexts, the test must be applied in the military context, balancing 

―between the essential needs of the armed services and the right to speak out as a free 

American.‖ Priest, 21 C.M.A. at 570, 45 C.M.R. at 344. Here, the distinction between service 

discrediting conduct and incitement to disorder may make a difference in outcome, not by 

application of the clear and present danger test, but because the discredit caused may be so 

diffuse or tangential to the government‘s interests as to be outweighed by a servicemember‘s 

interest in speech. 

As Applied in This Case 

 Applying strict scrutiny analysis to the case at hand, two questions arise. First, what are the 

Government‘s compelling interests in regulating Appellant‘s speech through criminal sanction? 

Second, is the restriction narrowly tailored to achieve those compelling interests? 

A. The Compelling Interests 

 There are at least three national interests that are at stake in the present case. 

 First, the Government has a compelling interest in preventing the advent and spread of hate 

groups within the armed forces. It is well established that the Internet is used as a recruiting 

mechanism for extremist groups, including racist groups. As a result, it would seem beyond 

doubt that the Government would have a compelling interest in ensuring that the Army is not a 
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breeding ground for extremist recruitment and potential breeding ground for acts of extremist 

violence. The Government has a parallel interest in ensuring the Internet is not used by members 

of the armed forces to self-select for such recruitment or to foster such recruitment. Of course, 

that is exactly what Appellant was seeking to do in his communications with Investigator Sturm. 

 Second, the Government has a compelling interest in fostering the perception (and the fact) 

that the military is race-neutral, politics-neutral, and disciplined. One difference between a 

member of the public and a member of the military is that the state gives a member of the 

military permissive sanction to use force in the name of the state. Part of the understanding that 

comes with that permit is the expectation and responsibility that the threat of state-sanctioned 

violence will not be wielded for unlawful purposes. If civil society perceives the military as 

racist, or its members as racist, civilians will be less willing to tolerate and support the 

performance of essential military missions at home. These might include the provision of 

security at special events, homeland defense, and search, rescue, and security missions in the 

face of natural and man-made disasters beyond the capacity of local responders.
 
A military force 

that is perceived to be racist or undisciplined will be less effective in this myriad of civilian 

contexts in which they might be deployed at home. They may be neither trusted nor welcomed.
 

At which point, they may not be effective. 

 Third, the Government has a compelling interest, especially during time of conflict, in 

recruiting and sustaining an all-volunteer force of sufficient strength and quality to provide for 

the nation‘s security and to sustain that security over time. As is well documented in the print 

media, meeting recruiting goals is an annual challenge. Where members of the military bring 

discredit to the armed forces, including, and perhaps in particular, through the advocacy of racist 

views, the Government will have a more difficult time meeting its recruiting needs. What parents 

would want their daughter or son to serve in a unit they thought might be infected with white 

supremacists and closet skinheads? What soldier (other than a white supremacist) would want to 

have ―Wskullhead‖ on his right or his left in combat? As this Court previously stated in Howe, ― 

‗The Federal Government may punish utterances which obstruct its recruiting or enlistment 

service. . ..‘‖ Howe, 17 C.M.A. at 173, 37 C.M.R. at 437 (quoting Legislative Reference Service, 

Library of Congress, Constitution of the United States of America, Revised and Annotated, 1963 

895 (Edward S. Corwin, Norman J. Small, & Lester S. Jayson eds., U.S. Government Printing 

Office 1964)). 

 Thus, it is evident that public support, recruiting, and the deterrence of extremist groups 

represent compelling governmental interests. However, a further constitutional question remains. 

When balanced against Appellant‘s free speech interests, is the impact of Appellant‘s words too 

tangential in potential effect to warrant criminal sanction? This depends in part on whether the 

Article 134(2), UCMJ, sanction is narrowly tailored to protect the compelling interests at stake. 

B. Article 134(2), UCMJ, is Narrowly Tailored 

 If the government‘s interests, meaning here the Nation‘s interests, are sufficiently compelling 

to regulate hate speech, the question becomes is Article 134(2), UCMJ, narrowly tailored to 

achieve those interests? Applying the framework presented above, there are three potential limits 
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on the reach of the discrediting service clause into the realm of protected First Amendment 

speech. 

 First, the Government has not sought to proscribe Appellant‘s free speech generally. It has 

sought to proscribe his speech while in uniform, which is to say: (1) while he is identifying 

himself or otherwise holding himself out as an Army paratrooper, and (2) doing so in a public 

forum. Moreover, it is not Appellant‘s distasteful words that are the source of sanction; it is the 

discrediting nature of those words in the context of the Government‘s compelling interests. 

Merely distasteful words would not have the same effect on the Government‘s interests. Nor 

would the failure by the Army to penalize merely distasteful words have the same effect on the 

military institution in public esteem. 

 Second, as noted above, the legal test in the military context involves two steps. The 

Government must have a compelling interest(s) to protect and the Article 134(2), UCMJ, 

sanction must be narrowly tailored in application to protect that compelling interest(s). Then, in 

accordance with Priest, military judges and this Court must balance that interest against the 

servicemember‘s speech interest in the context presented. Given the potential for a broad and 

uncertain application of the General Article, this balancing remains an essential additional 

safeguard on the protection of appropriate military speech. 

 Finally, Article 134(2), UCMJ, like Article 133, UCMJ, does not operate in a constitutional 

vacuum. To the contrary, military custom and practice as interpreted by this Court inform and 

delimit the potential reach of Article 134(2), UCMJ. Parker, 417 U.S. at 752-53. As the Supreme 

Court noted in Parker with respect to Article 133, UCMJ, citing to history and tradition: 

The Court of Military Appeals has likewise limited the scope of Art. 133. Quoting 

from W. Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents 711-712 (2d ed. 1920), that 

court has stated: 

―‗―. . . To constitute therefore the conduct here denounced, the act 

which forms the basis of the charge must have a double 

significance and effect. Though it need not amount to a crime, it 

must offend so seriously against law, justice, morality or decorum 

as to expose to disgrace, socially or as a man, the offender, and at 

the same time must be of such a nature or committed under such 

circumstances as to bring dishonor or disrepute upon the military 

profession which he represents.‖‘‖ 

Id. at 753-54 (quoting Howe, 17 C.M.A. at 177-78, 37 C.M.R. at 441-42).\ 

 For these reasons, I would find that the Government‘s interests are compelling in this case. 

Of course, here, part of the problem in applying a First Amendment test to Appellant‘s words is 

that it is hard to imagine that anything so absurd could present anything but a tangential threat to 

a compelling governmental interest. But, if Appellant‘s speech contained on his profiles is 

protected speech, it is not hard to imagine the cascading effect on the military institution of 

additional members of the military took up this perceived mantle of free speech. 

 I would further conclude that Article 134(2), UCMJ, as applied in this case, is narrowly 

tailored to protect those compelling interests, provided the Article is limited in application to 
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Appellant‘s profiles. These profiles were public, racist, and identified Appellant as an Army 

paratrooper. Appellant also relied on his military identity to advertise and advance his racist 

message and agenda.  

 The fact that Appellant‘s words appeared on the Internet on a profile does not transform this 

case from one of public conduct to one of private conduct. The Internet profile is the modern 

equivalent of standing on a street corner in uniform with a sign saying ―I‘m in the Army and I 

am a racist and Aryan extremist.‖ This may not be a busy corner—we should hope that it is 

not—but it is a public corner nonetheless. Indeed, where the Internet is concerned, the impact of 

the metaphorical back alley protest may be magnified in time and distance in a manner distinct 

from that taking place in an actual back road or alley. Persons from all over the world may see it, 

and at a time when the street protester in uniform has long ago put the placard away, the racist 

message on the Internet lingers. 

 . . . . 

 We cannot put the Internet genie back in the bottle. Nor should we hope or wish to. The 

genie is a source of morale in the field. It is a means of familial communication. And, it is a 

ubiquitous instrument that allows each bad idea to be met by a better idea. What we can do is 

ensure that it is not used to discredit the armed forces and undermine compelling national 

interests. This is done through education, appropriate and lawful regulation, and where 

necessary, criminal sanction; and, where speech is involved, through application of an exacting 

constitutional review.  

NOTES AND QUESTIONS 

 1. In a case decided after Wilcox, the Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals affirmed a 

conviction for violating Article 134 by wrongfully recruiting for, soliciting membership in, and 

promoting activities of the Ku Klux Klan. United States v. Blair, 67 M.J. 566 (C.G. Ct. Crim. 

App. 2008).  Petty Officer Third Class Blair was accused of, on two occasions, affixing Ku Klux 

Klan recruiter flyers to the mirror in a civilian airport where he had been ordered to attend a 

group counseling session. He was wearing civilian clothes at the time, but the coordinators of 

and participants in the group counseling session knew he was a Coast Guardsman. Unlike Private 

First Class Wilcox, Petty Officer Third Class Blair pleaded guilty to the offense. In Blair, the 

Coast Guard Court reasoned: 

 Applying the formula set forth in Wilcox, the first question is whether 

Appellant‘s speech is ―otherwise protected under the First Amendment.‖ [66 

M.J.] at 447. For the purpose of this issue, we will assume that it is protected 

speech. 

 Next, we are to determine whether the elements of the offense were 

proved. Id. Here, our case diverges from Wilcox procedurally in that we have a 

guilty plea. The question is whether Appellant pleaded providently. . . . [T]his 

question becomes whether he admitted the elements, and whether there was a 

factual basis. . . .  Appellant explicitly admitted the service-discrediting effect, 
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and, as to factual basis, admitted the public nature of his conduct, which bears 

strongly on service discredit as well as being separately pleaded. We note, too, the 

contrast between his conduct, which was on the ground, so to speak, and the on-

line conduct at issue in Wilcox. Surely the possibility of a member of the public 

observing Appellant‘s conduct and taking it seriously was much greater than such 

a possibility in the Wilcox case. We find that the elements of the offense were 

proved in this case. 

 Finally, Wilcox requires that we strike a balance ―between the essential 

needs of the armed services and the right to speak out as a free American.‖ Id. 

(quoting United States v. Priest, 21 U.S.C.M.A. 564, 570, 45 C.M.R. 338, 344 

(1972)). Like CAAF, we ―must weigh the gravity of the effect of the speech, 

discounted by the improbability of its effectiveness on the audience the speaker 

sought to reach, to determine whether the conviction is warranted.‖ Id. at 449 

(citing Priest, 21 U.S.C.M.A. at 570-71, 45 C.M.R. at 344-45). 

 Having weighed this case as prescribed, we conclude that Appellant‘s 

conviction is justified despite First Amendment concerns. . . . Besides the gravity 

inherent or readily inferable in the circumstances of Appellant‘s conduct brought 

out during the providence inquiry, considerable evidence of significant effects at 

the airport was presented before sentencing. The director of the airport, an Air 

Force retiree, testified that upon discovery of the first flyer, he assessed whether it 

constituted a threat and, after appropriate consultation, concluded it did not. Upon 

discovery of the second flyer the next week, security awareness and procedures 

were increased and an investigation ensued, placing a burden on airport resources 

until the source of the flyers was determined. He also testified that when he found 

out the source of the flyers was an active duty Coast Guard person, ―it just made 

me sick.‖ We think the potential effects, both stated and inherent, of Appellant‘s 

conduct on the Coast Guard‘s reputation outweigh Appellant‘s interest in his right 

to speak out while on government business at the airport. 

Blair, 67 M.J. at 570-71. 

 2. Which do you find more persuasive, the majority‘s opinion in Wilcox or Judge Baker‘s 

dissent? Why? 
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BAYATYAN v. ARMENIA 

European Court of Human Rights, 2009 

[An Armenian national, Mr Vahan Bayatyan (―the applicant‖) brought suit under Article 34 of 

the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (―the 

Convention‖) against the Republic of Armenia. Mr. Bayatyan was a Jehovah‘s Witness who 
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sought to avoid compulsory military service.  When he became eligible for the draft in the spring 

of 2001, he wrote to the authorities to explain: 

 ―I, Vahan Bayatyan, born in 1983, inform you that I have studied the Bible 

since 1996 and have trained my conscience by the Bible in harmony with the 

words of Isaiah 2:4, and consciously refuse to perform military service. At the 

same time I inform you that I am ready to perform alternative civilian service in 

place of military service.‖ 

His request was rejected on the grounds that Armenian law did not permit alternative service. 

After he failed to appear as ordered, he was arrested, convicted, and sentenced to a year and a 

half in prison. The prosecutor appealed, seeking a harsher sentence, and succeeded in getting a 

Court of Appeal to increase the sentence to two and a half years because the applicant hid from 

the preliminary investigation and later manifested no repentance (since he could have avoided 

the conviction had he relented on his beliefs and agreed to serve in the military).  After serving 

some ten months of his sentence, Mr. Bayatyan was paroled.  He appealed to the European Court 

of Human Rights, seeking a pardon, after Armenia joined the Council of Europe.] 

II.  RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW 

A.  The Constitution of Armenia of 1995 (prior to the amendments introduced in 2005) 

1.  The relevant provisions of the Constitution read as follows: 

Article 23 

―Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.‖ 

Article 44 

―The fundamental rights and freedoms of man and citizen enshrined in 

Articles 23-27 of the Constitution can be restricted only by law if necessary for 

the protection of State security and public safety, the public order, the health and 

morals of society, and the rights, freedoms, honour and good name of others.‖ 

Article 47 

―Every citizen is obliged to participate in the defence of the Republic of 

Armenia in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law.‖ . . .  

C.  The Military Liability Act of 1998 

2.  The relevant provisions of the Military Liability Act read as follows: 

Section 11: Conscription to compulsory military service 

―1.   Male conscripts and officers of the first category reserve whose age is 

between 18 and 27 [and] who have been found physically fit for military service 

in peacetime shall be drafted to compulsory military service.‖ 
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Section 12: Exemption from compulsory military service 

―1.  [A citizen] can be exempted from compulsory military service: (a) if the 

republican recruiting commission recognises him to be unfit for military service 

on account of poor health, striking him off the military register; (b) if his father 

(mother) or brother (sister) perished while performing the duty of defending 

Armenia or in [the Armenian] armed forces and other troops, and he is the only 

male child in a family; (c) by a decree of the Government; (d) if he has performed 

compulsory military service in foreign armed forces before acquiring Armenian 

citizenship; or (e) he has a science degree (candidate of science or doctor of 

science) and is engaged in specialised, scientific or educational activities.‖ 

Section 16: Granting deferral of conscription to compulsory military service 

on other grounds 

―2.  In individual cases the Government defines categories of citizens and 

particular individuals to be granted deferral from conscription to compulsory 

military service.‖ 

D.  The Freedom of Conscience and Religious Organisations Act of 1991 

3.  The relevant provisions of the Freedom of Conscience and Religious Organisations Act 

read as follows: 

Section 19 

―All civic obligations envisaged by law apply equally to believing members of 

religious organisation as they do to other citizens. 

In specific cases of contradiction between civic obligations and religious 

convictions, the matter of discharging one's civic obligations can be resolved by 

means of an alternative principle, in the procedure prescribed by law, by mutual 

agreement between the relevant State authority and the given religious 

organisation.‖ 

E.  The Alternative Service Act adopted on 17 December 2003 and entered into force on 

1 July 2004 

4.  The relevant provisions of the Act, with their subsequent amendments introduced on 22 

November 2004, read as follows: 

Section 2: The notion and types of alternative service 

―1.  Alternative service, within the meaning of this Act, is the service replacing 

the compulsory fixed-period military service which does not involve the carrying, 

keeping, maintenance and use of arms, and which is performed both in military 

and civilian institutions. 

2.  Alternative service includes the following types: (a) alternative military 

[service, namely] military service performed in the armed forces of Armenia 

which does not involve being on combat duty, and the carrying, keeping, 
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maintenance and use of arms; and (b) alternative labour [service, namely] the 

labour service performed outside the armed forces of Armenia. 

3.  The purpose of alternative service is to ensure the fulfilment of a civic 

obligation before the motherland and society and it does not have a punitive, 

depreciatory and degrading nature.‖ 

Section 3: Grounds for performing alternative service 

―1.  An Armenian citizen, whose creed or religious beliefs do not allow him to 

carry out military service in a military unit, including the carrying, keeping, 

maintenance and use of arms, can perform alternative service.‖ 

III.  RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTS 

A.  Opinion No. 221 (2000) of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe 

(PACE): Armenia's application for membership of the Council of Europe 

5.  The relevant extract from the Opinion stipulates: 

―13.  The Parliamentary Assembly takes note of the letters from the President 

of Armenia, the speaker of the parliament, the Prime Minister and the chairmen of 

the political parties represented in the parliament, and notes that Armenia 

undertakes to honour the following commitments: ... iv. human rights: ... d. to 

adopt, within three years of accession, a law on alternative service in compliance 

with European standards and, in the meantime, to pardon all conscientious 

objectors sentenced to prison terms or service in disciplinary battalions, allowing 

them instead to choose, when the law on alternative service has come into force, 

to perform non-armed military service or alternative civilian service.‖ 

B.  Recommendation 1518 (2001) of the PACE: Exercise of the right of conscientious 

objection to military service in Council of Europe member states 

6.  The relevant extract from the Recommendation provides: 

―2.  The right of conscientious objection is a fundamental aspect of the right to 

freedom of thought, conscience and religion enshrined in the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights and the European Convention on Human Rights. 

3.  Most Council of Europe member states have introduced the right of 

conscientious objection into their constitutions or legislation. There are only five 

members states where this right is not recognised.‖ 

C.  Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000) 

7.  The relevant provisions of the Charter read as follows: 

Article 10: Freedom of thought, conscience and religion 

―1.  Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. 

This right includes freedom to change religion or belief and freedom, either alone 
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or in community with others and in public or in private, to manifest religion or 

belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance. 

2.  The right to conscientious objection is recognised, in accordance with the 

national laws governing the exercise of this right.‖ 

I.  ALLEGED VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 9 OF THE CONVENTION 

8.  The applicant complained that his conviction for refusal to serve in the army had violated 

Article 9 of the Convention which reads as follows: 

―1.  Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; 

this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either 

alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his 

religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance. 

2.  Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such 

limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in 

the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, 

or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.‖ 

A.  The parties’ submissions 

1.  The Government 

9.  The Government submitted that the rights guaranteed by the Convention and the 

Armenian Constitution, including the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, were 

to be applied to everyone equally and without discrimination. The applicant was an Armenian 

citizen, which meant that he was entitled to all the rights and freedoms, and was subject to all the 

obligations prescribed by the Constitution and laws, regardless of his convictions. Military 

service was a constitutional obligation of all citizens. . . . .   

[T]he Government asserted that religious convictions could not serve as a means for a citizen 

to avoid the fulfilment of obligations prescribed by the Constitution. 

10.  The Government finally submitted that, as far as Armenia's obligations undertaken upon 

accession to the Council of Europe were concerned, on 17 December 2003 the Alternative 

Service Act was adopted. By adopting this Act, which established a substitute service, the 

authorities accepted the possibility of exemption from military service on religious grounds, 

while conscientious objectors were provided with an alternative for performing their 

constitutional obligation. Thus, at present conscientious objectors were being convicted only if 

they also refused to perform the alternative service. As regards the obligation to pardon all 

conscientious objectors sentenced to prison terms, the Government insisted that the authorities 

had complied with it by exempting the applicant from serving the imposed sentence. In 

particular, after having being sentenced to two years and six months' imprisonment, the applicant 

had been released six months after the decision of the Court of Cassation. 

2.  The applicant 

11.  The applicant submitted . . . that his refusal to serve in the army had been a manifestation 

of his freedom of thought and conscience, and his conviction amounted to an interference with 
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this freedom. . . . The fact that the recognition of conscientious objection to military service was 

now a binding rule was reflected in the policy of the Council of Europe which required that new 

member states undertake to recognise this as a condition of their admission into the organisation, 

as most recently happened with Armenia. 

B.  The Court’s assessment 

 . . . 

12.  The Court notes that the applicant was convicted for his refusal to perform compulsory 

military service on the ground that it was against his religious convictions as a Jehovah's 

Witness. The applicant requested the Court to review the Convention case-law concerning the 

issue of conscientious objection and applicability of Article 9 to this issue, relying on the ―living 

instrument‖ doctrine. 

13.  The Court reiterates that the Convention is a living instrument which must be interpreted 

in the light of present-day conditions (Tyrer v. the United Kingdom, judgment of 25 April 1978, 

Series A no. 26, pp. 15-16, § 31). It is legitimate when deciding whether a certain measure is 

acceptable under one of its provisions to take account of the standards prevailing amongst the 

member States of the Council of Europe (see T. v. the United Kingdom, no. 24396/94, § 

24724/94, 16 December 1999). 

14.  The Court does not deny that the majority of member states of the Council of Europe 

have indeed adopted laws providing for various forms of alternative service for conscientious 

objectors. At the same time, the Court cannot overlook the provisions contained in Article 4 § 3 

(b) of the Convention summarised above (see paragraphs 56-57 above). In the Court's opinion, 

since this Article clearly left the choice of recognising conscientious objectors to each 

Contracting Party, the fact that the majority of the Contracting Parties have recognised this right 

cannot be relied upon to hold a Contracting Party which has not done so to be in violation of its 

Convention obligations. Consequently, as far as this particular issue is concerned, this factor 

cannot serve a useful purpose for the evolutive interpretation of the Convention. In such 

circumstances, the Court concludes that Article 9, read in the light of Article 4 § 3 (b), does not 

guarantee a right to refuse military service on conscientious grounds. 

15.  The Court notes that at the material time the right to conscientious objection was not 

recognised in Armenia. On the other hand, Armenia had officially committed itself to the outside 

world legally to recognise that right and – in the meantime – to pardon all convicted 

conscientious objectors, allowing them instead, when the law on alternative service had come 

into force, to perform alternative civilian service (see paragraph 43 above). The Court does not 

doubt that the applicant's objection to compulsory military service was based on his genuine 

religious convictions and accepts that the very fact that Armenia, by its declaration, officially 

committed itself to the outside world, must have given him a legitimate expectation to be 

allowed to perform alternative service after the entry into force of the new law instead of having 

to serve a prison sentence. Nevertheless, given its conclusion in paragraph 63 above, the Court 

considers that the authorities cannot be regarded as having acted in breach of their Convention 

obligations for convicting the applicant for his refusal to perform military service. 
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16.  The Court further takes note of the fact that a law on alternative service has already been 

adopted in Armenia, thereby recognising the right to conscientious objection. The Court 

considers, however, that the substance of this law and the manner of its application in practice 

fall beyond the scope of the present application. 

17.  It follows that there has been no violation of Article 9. 

FOR THESE REASONS, THE COURT 

Holds by six votes to one that there has been no violation of Article 9 of the Convention. 

 

CONCURRING OPINION OF JUDGE FURA 

1.  Although I voted with the majority in finding no violation of Article 9 I did so out of 

discipline and respect for the Court's case-law. I would like to add the following. 

2.  It is somewhat surprising that the Court's case-law under Article 9 is not more developed. 

The existing case-law, however, is clear in as much as there is no right of conscientious objection 

to military service within the Convention generally or under Article 9 in particular. So to apply 

general law to someone who refuses to do military service on grounds of conscience would not 

violate Article 9. 

3.  A State may - but is not obliged to - recognise conscientious objection and only if it does 

so should it provide some kind of substitute non-military service as an alternative. A more 

harmonized view on these issues seems to be emerging in Europe as of late. In most States 

recognised conscientious objectors have the right to perform an alternative service. In some 

States, however, only religious grounds are accepted and in other States there seems to be no 

legal system enabling conscientious objectors to be recognised. Sometimes an alternative service 

may last for much longer than the military service. 

4.  Lately, the Court has shown some willingness to tackle the issue of conscientious 

objection by looking beyond Article 9. In Thlimmenos v Greece (2000) the applicant's previous 

conviction for refusing to wear a military uniform could not justify his exclusion from the 

chartered accountants profession. In that case it was held that the State's failure to distinguish his 

case from that of more serious criminal offences – from which it was significantly different 

(paragraph 44) – meant that Article 14 taken in conjunction with Article 9 had been violated. The 

Court has in other cases based its reasoning on Article 3 (degrading treatment) and Article 5 

(unlawful detention): see Ülke v Turkey (2006) and Tsirlis and Kouloumpas v Greece (1997) 

respectively. 

5.  To date the Court has not found that the obligation to perform military service breaches 

Article 9 but it seems to have been prepared to examine the proportionality of sanctions imposed 

on conscientious objectors and to find a violation of Article 9 if excessive, like in Thlimmenos, 

where the objector served a prison sentence and was excluded from the profession of chartered 

accountants. 

6.  My preliminary conclusion in the case at hand was to relinquish and allow the Grand 

Chamber to re-examine the issue, revisit the case-law, and maybe to take a step further and to 
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state that to sentence someone who refuses to do military service on grounds of conscience 

would be in violation of Article 9. Present day conditions might have changed and lead to such a 

conclusion, at least when the sentence includes prison. 

7.  As an alternative I would have preferred to requalify the complaint and examine it under 

Article 3 since the applicant was imprisoned against the clear (and perhaps even legally binding) 

commitment of Armenia (see paragraph 43 of the judgment) and this might have amounted to 

degrading treatment, drawing inspiration from Ülke v Turkey and from the Nuclear Test Case 

decided by the International Court of Justice (Nuclear Tests (Australia v. France), Judgement, 

I.C.J. Reports 1974, p.253, paragraphs 42-60). 

 

DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGE POWER 

1.  In consideration of its application for membership of the Council of Europe, the 

respondent state, in May 2000, made a unilateral declaration whereby it undertook to adopt, 

within three years of accession, a law on alternative service in compliance with European 

standards and, in the meantime, to pardon all conscientious objectors sentenced to prison terms, 

allowing them instead to choose to perform alternative civilian service when that law entered 

into force. Subsequent to that state's ratification of the Convention and more than two years after 

its declaration, the applicant was convicted and sentenced to a significant term of imprisonment 

because he refused to be drafted for compulsory military service. His refusal was based upon his 

religious beliefs which, it is uncontested, were genuinely held. He was at all times willing to 

perform alternative civilian service. 

2.  In finding no violation of Article 9, the majority, in my view, has failed to have sufficient 

regard to two important principles, namely, that the Convention is a ―living instrument‖ whose 

provisions must be interpreted in accordance with current legal standards and norms and that, 

notwithstanding the lawfulness of a permitted interference with a Convention right, the Court 

retains its supervisory role in assessing the proportionality of any measure taken. 

(i) The Convention is a “Living Instrument” 

3.  Compulsory military service is not per se prohibited under the Convention but the Court 

has repeatedly stressed that this treaty is a ―living instrument‖ and that its provisions must be 

approached in a dynamic and evolutive manner if its object and purpose is to be achieved. Its 

norms, in other words, must be interpreted and applied in the light of present day conditions. 

Indeed, the Court has recognised that its decisions must be kept under review and that in coming 

to a judgment it cannot but be influenced by the developments and commonly accepted standards 

and policy of the member states of the Council of Europe. 

4.  Bound, as it considers itself, by the case law of the former Commission, the majority's 

finding, in my view, fails to reflect the almost universal acceptance within democratic societies 

that ―the right of conscientious objection is a fundamental aspect of the right to freedom of 

thought, conscience and religion enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 

European Convention on Human Rights”. The Council of Europe (as far back as 1987), the 
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United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and the European Parliament have all 

underscored this point. Indeed, the respondent state‘s own declaration made in 2000 confirmed 

its acceptance of what were, even then, current and common European legal standards in this 

area and its subsequent conduct in convicting and imprisoning the applicant was inconsistent 

with its recognition of those standards and its commitment to apply them in practice. Adopting 

the Court‘s general approach to interpreting and applying the Convention in the light of current 

legal norms and standards I cannot but conclude that there has been a violation of Article 9 in 

this case. 

5.  In any event, it is clear that the Court's position on the right of conscientious objection can 

be distinguished from the approach adopted by the former Commission. It is evident that the 

Court regards the question as one that raises important issues of human rights. In Thlimmenos v. 

Greece the Grand Chamber considered that, unlike other criminal offences, a conviction for 

refusing on religious and philosophical grounds to wear the military uniform cannot imply any 

dishonesty or moral turpitude and that the ongoing adverse consequences of the applicant's 

earlier criminal conviction in this regard (a prohibition on entry to a profession) was sufficient to 

constitute a violation of Article 14 in conjunction with Article 9. In Stefanov v. Bulgaria the 

Court agreed to strike out the case when satisfied that a settlement reached between the parties 

―was based on respect for human rights‖ as defined in the Convention. Its decision recorded in 

detail the terms of the settlement which provided for the dismissal of all criminal proceedings 

against the applicant (and others) for refusing to perform military service, the elimination of all 

penalties imposed, the furnishing of undertakings by the respondent state to introduce legislation 

providing for a total amnesty of these cases and for a purely civilian alternative to military 

service and, finally, for the payment of the applicant's costs and expenses. Six years later, in Ülke 

v. Turkey the Court found that the repeated imprisonment of a peace activist for refusing to serve 

in the military constituted a violation of Article 3. It considered that the domestic law had failed 

to make provision for conscientious objectors and did not provide an appropriate means of 

dealing with refusals to perform military service on account of one‘s beliefs. In view of the 

foregoing, it would appear that the majority‘s finding is not just incompatible with current 

European standards on the question of conscientious objection but that it parts company with the 

Court itself in terms of the overall direction of the jurisprudence as discernible in the case law. 

(ii) Proportionality of Interference 

6.  I accept that Article 4 § 3 (b) neither recognises nor excludes a right of conscientious 

objection but it does not follow that a state which excludes recognition thereby acquires a carte 

blanche in terms of how it deals with those who assert such an objection. The substantive rights 

under Article 9 § 1 remain and any permitted interference with the freedom to manifest one‘s 

religion or belief must be shown to be justified as ―necessary‖ for the protection of the public 

interests listed in 9 § 2 (none of which, incidentally, includes the interests of national security). 

7.  The Court has consistently held that a margin of appreciation which a state enjoys in 

assessing whether and to what extent interference is necessary goes hand in hand with European 

supervision covering both the legislation and the decisions applying it. When carrying out that 

supervision, the Court must ascertain whether the measures taken at national level are justifiable 

in principle and are proportionate and it must look at the impugned judicial decisions against the 

background of the case as a whole. The respondent state in this case has offered no justification 
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as to what, if any, ―pressing social need‖ existed which necessitated the incarceration of the 

applicant in the particular circumstances of this matter. The onus was on that state to demonstrate 

this necessity, all the more so in circumstances where it had already confirmed its recognition of 

and commitment to current European standards in this area. It has not established that the 

applicant's imprisonment was necessary, thus failing the proportionality test, and this failure 

confirms me in my view that there has been a violation of Article 9. Insofar as the majority did 

not carry out the supervisory function reserved to this Court, its approach, it seems to me, is not 

consistent with the Court‘s practice in interpreting the necessity of state interference with a 

protected Convention right. 
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Add before II. The Right to Privacy: 

3. For a perceptive analysis of the problem of gang-related activity in the armed forces (and 

suggestions for change) see Gustav Eyler, Gangs in the Military, 118 YALE L.J. 696 (2009). 
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Add before Notes and Questions: 

 

Statement of “OutServe” 
July 26, 2010 

 

 [In May 2010, the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate Armed Services 

Committee voted to repeal the “don‟t ask/don‟t tell” policy in the National Defense 

Authorization Act.  The repeal, supported by the White House but opposed by some military 

leaders, was not immediately implemented; it awaited both a vote of the full Senate and the 

completion of a Department of Defense (DoD) report intended to study the impact of changing 

the policy.  During the summer of 2010, as the DoD working group assigned to study the repeal 

conducted its investigation (including a survey sent to 400,000 servicemembers that asked how 

they might feel if they had to serve with an openly gay or lesbian servicemember), lesbian and 

gay servicemembers began to speak up, addressing an issue on which they had long been 

silenced.] 

 We are active duty and veteran gay, lesbian, and bisexual soldiers, sailors, Marines, 

airmen, and members of the Coast Guard who are currently serving and who have served – some 

in silence, some with the open support of our comrades – in defense of our nation. We include 

service men and women who graduated at the top of our classes at the service academies and 

enlisted at recruitment centers around the country. Some of our members have lost their lives in 

service to their country. 

 There have been many predictions regarding how gay, lesbian, and bisexual service 

members will behave after “don‟t ask, don‟t tell” is repealed and fully non-discriminatory 

standards of behavior are implemented. These predictions represent, in some cases, fear 

mongering and lack of understanding. We submit the following to clarify what service members 

should expect from their gay, lesbian, and bisexual brothers and sisters in arms, and to articulate 

what we believe to be reasonable expectations about our ongoing professionalism in defense of 

our nation: 

 (1) We are service members first. Our overriding operational imperative is to do 

everything in our power to sustain team cohesion, to maintain trust and loyalty between 

Commanders and those they command, and to provide positive examples of ethical behavior to 

all of our fellow service members. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3131382059616C65204C2E4A2E2020363936&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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 (2) We believe that sexual orientation is merely one facet of individual identity. As a 

consequence, we seek to be accepted as equals while conducting ourselves with the same 

professionalism regarding our personal lives. Those actions, which serve to create an 

uncomfortable or hostile work environment, are as wrong when coming from a gay individual as 

from a heterosexual. 

 (3) Social conventions regarding public displays of mutual affection should apply equally 

to couples of the same and opposite sexes. Military couples recognize that open displays of 

affection can be viewed as inappropriate in any context and that service men and women have a 

responsibility to represent themselves in discreet ways. 

  (4) Breaches of professional decorum can and should be handled at the Command level, 

as individuals can be counseled about appropriate behaviors in the Service environment. As 

service members grow in their role as leaders, Command should afford them the opportunity to 

grow and learn about what it means to be a military professional. 

  (5) As with any repeated unprofessional behavior, if inappropriate conduct – by 

heterosexuals or gays and lesbians – continues, other options can and should be considered, 

particularly in instances in which Commanders view the behavior as a consistent breach of 

commonly accepted norms of professionalism. 

  (6) These values of professionalism should extend to the full range of military functions, 

including official and semi- official functions, overseas deployments, training environments, and 

any context in which service members and their partners might interact with one another in the 

spirit of collaboration, camaraderie, service, and mutual support. Contrary to those who would 

spread fear about the consequences of change, we value unit cohesion and aim to do everything 

in our power to support it. 

 Upon certification and repeal of “don‟t ask, don‟t tell” and the subsequent 

implementation of fully non-discriminatory standards of behavior and enforcement, all service 

members can expect that their gay, lesbian and bisexual colleagues will continue to conduct 

themselves in the same exemplary fashion that has governed our conduct thus far. 

 JD Smith, Co-Director, OutServe [OutServe is a network or approximately 450 active-

duty soldiers, sailors, Marines, airmen, and members of the Coast Guard. JD Smith is a 

pseudonym.] 

 Ty Walrod, Co-Director and civilian spokesperson, OutServe 

 Jeff Petrie, USNA „89, Chair, Service Academy Gay and Lesbian Alumni Association 

[SAGALA is a professional network of 435 gay, lesbian, transgender and bisexual cadets, 

midshipmen and alumni who attended one of the five federal Service Academies.] 

 Becky Kanis, West Point „91, Chair, KnightsOut [Knights Out is an organization of West 

Point alumni, staff and faculty who are united in supporting the rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual 

and transgender soldiers to openly serve their country. The group has 203 members and graduate 

supporters and 462 allies.] 

 Greg Mooneyham, USAFA „87, Executive Director, Blue Alliance [Blue Alliance is an 

organization of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender graduates of the U.S. Air Force Academy.] 

[www.outserve.org/statement (visited July 30, 2010)] 

http://www.outserve.org/statement
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Add after Note 3 (re-numbering Notes 3-4 and 4-5): 

 

4.  In July 2010, as Congress and the Department of Defense considered repealing the “don‟t 

ask/don‟t tell” policy, the policy was challenged in federal district court as a violation of the Fifth 

Amendment of the Constitution.  The Log Cabin Republicans sued on the ground that the policy 

lacked a legal justification and asked the court to issue an injunction suspending it. The 

government (placed in the unenviable position of defending a policy that the nation‟s political 

leadership seemed to be rejecting) argued that the court lacked authority to act during a time in 

which Congress, the Commander-in-Chief, and the armed forces themselves were pondering the 

path to repeal.  Should a court intervene in the midst of a national debate over discrimination in 

the military? What collateral legal issues are raised by statements such as the one published by 

“Outserve”? If the policy is repealed, what claims might servicemembers who were discharged 

under the policy during the years it was in effect have against the government?  How should they 

be resolved? 
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Chapter 12.  Judicial Independence 
 

Page 657 

Add at end of Notes and Questions 3: 

The U.S. Army has established a one-year Judicial Apprenticeship Program under which judge 

advocates will be certified as military judge after completing the military judge‟s course and then 

“work under the supervision of more senior military judges at various installations.. At the end of 

the year, these Judge Advocates will be reassigned to a non-judicial assignment and may apply at 

a later time for a regular tour in the trial judiciary, not as an apprentice.” Fansu Ku, From Law 

Member to Military Judge: The Continuing Evolution of an Independent Trial Judiciary in the 

Twenty-First Century, 199 MIL. L. REV. 49, 76 (2009) (footnotes omitted). Quaere: is such a 

program consistent with the Army‟s regulation? What distinguishes an apprentice judge from a 

probationary one? 

 

Page 658 

Add at end of Notes and Questions 4: 

Oppermann was summarily affirmed. 2007 U.S. App. LEXIS 26269 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (per 

curiam). 

 

Page 679 

Add to Notes and Questions: 

 4. In RB (Algeria) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, [2009] UKHL 10, the 

House of Lords was asked to overturn a deportation order on the basis, among others, that if 

deported to Jordan, the appellant would be subject to trial by the three-member State Security 

Court (“SSCt”), of which the president and at least one of the other two judges would be senior 

military officers. “The judges would have no security of tenure and would be subject to being 

replaced by executive decision. They would be subject to the influence of the executive. While 

not independence there was no reason to suspect them of partiality. Convictions were not a 

foregone conclusion before the SSCt. There had in the past been a number of acquittals and 

successful appeals to the Court of Cassation. That was a civil court with jurisdiction to review 

the decisions of the SSct on both law and fact.” Id. ¶ 144. Lord Phillips noted that “[s]uch a court 

would not have satisfied the article 6 [of the European Convention on Human Rights] 

requirement of „an independent and impartial tribunal,‟” id., ¶ 145, he concluded that, “[w]hile in 

a domestic case the composition of the SSCt would violate article 6 [of the European 

Convention], it does not follow that this would, of itself, constitute a flagrant breach of article 6 

sufficient to prevent deportation in a foreign case.” Id. ¶ 146. 

 
 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=313939204D696C2E204C2E205265762E20203439&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3230303720552E532E204170702E204C4558495320203236323639&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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Chapter 13.  The Military Jury 
 

Page 683 

Insert before United States v. Kirkland: 

QUESTION 

 Is it inevitable that members (jurors) in a court-martial be military personnel? In Martin, 

Chapter 6, § III supra, two of the members were civilians. Civilians can serve as jurors in 

Russian military courts, although military jury trials are uncommon. Most of the military jury 

trials that do occur are aggravated murder cases. See generally Nikolai P. Kovalev, Trial by Jury 

in Russian Military Courts, 8 J. POWER INSTITUTIONS IN POST-SOVIET SOC‘Y, No. 8 (2008), 

available at http://pipss.revues.org/index1533.html (recommending ―Code of Criminal 

Procedure provisions allowing change of venue and selection of juries from residents of different 

provinces in cases where there are serious doubts about impartiality and independence of the 

jury,‖ notably Chechnya). 

UNITED STATES v. BARTLETT 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

66 M.J. 426 (C.A.A.F. 2008) 

[An Army court-martial panel sentenced a lieutenant colonel to 25 years‘ confinement for 

unpremeditated murder. Are the statutory criteria for court members exhaustive, or may other 

criteria be established by regulation. Erdmann, J.‘s concurring opinion, not reproduced here, 

noted that a structural error analysis, i.e., not one requiring a showing of prejudice, might be 

appropriate in some member-selection cases.] 

Judge STUCKY delivered the opinion of the Court. 

 We granted review of the following issue: 

WHETHER THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY‘S DECISION TO EXEMPT 

FROM COURT-MARTIAL SERVICE OFFICERS OF THE SPECIAL 

BRANCHES NAMED IN AR 27-10 CONTRADICTS ARTICLE 25(d)(2), 

UCMJ, WHICH REQUIRES A CONVENING AUTHORITY TO SELECT 

COURT-MARTIAL MEMBERS BASED UPON AGE, EDUCATION, 

TRAINING, EXPERIENCE, LENGTH OF SERVICE, AND JUDICIAL 

TEMPERAMENT. 

 We hold that the Secretary of the Army impermissibly contravened the provisions of Article 

25, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 825 (2000). However, we conclude that on these facts, the error was 

harmless. We therefore affirm. 

I 

 Prior to trial, on July 18, 2002, the garrison staff judge advocate for Fort Meade, Maryland, 

sent a memorandum to the garrison commander, who was the general court-martial convening 

authority (GCMCA) for the present case. The memorandum dealt with the selection of court 

http://pipss.revues.org/index1533.html
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3636204D2E4A2E2020343236&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A720383235&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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members for Appellant‘s trial. It recited, inter alia, that the GCMCA could not ―detail officers 

assigned to the Medical Corps, Medical Specialist Corps, Army Nurse Corps, Dental Corps, 

Chaplain Corps, Veterinary Corps, nor those detailed to Inspector General duties as courts-

martial panel members.‖ The authority for this statement was given as ―AR 27-10, Chapter 7.‖ 

The parties stipulated that the GCMCA acted in accordance with this advice and did not detail 

any officer to the court-martial who fell within one of the prohibited classes. The parties further 

stipulated that the GCMCA had, at the time of selecting the panel, eleven officers within his 

general court-martial convening authority who were senior in grade or rank to Appellant but who 

fell within one of the prohibited classes. 

 At trial, the defense moved for a new court-martial panel, arguing that the Secretary of the 

Army exceeded his authority in exempting officers of the branches, set out in Dep‘t of the Army 

Reg. (AR) 27-10, Military Justice (Aug. 20, 1999), from service on courts-martial. The military 

judge made extensive findings of fact and law and denied the motion. The Army Court of 

Criminal Appeals affirmed, citing Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 

Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984), and the analysis therein. Bartlett, 64 M.J. [641,] 645-49 [A. Ct. Crim. 

App. 2007)]. 

II 

 We review claims of error in the selection of members of courts-martial de novo as questions 

of law. United States v. Dowty, 60 M.J. 163, 171 (C.A.A.F. 2004); United States v. Kirkland, 53 

M.J. 22, 24 (C.A.A.F. 2000). 

 At the outset, we are constrained to point out that although relied on by both sides, Chevron 

is inapposite to this case. Chevron deals with the deference given to an administrative agency‘s 

interpretation of a regulatory statute, the administration of which has been committed to it by 

Congress. 467 U.S. at 839. That is not this case. Instead, here Congress has enacted a detailed 

statute – Article 25, UCMJ – which deals explicitly with the question of who may serve on 

courts-martial. Congress has further, in Article 36, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 836 (2000), delegated to 

the President the authority to prescribe by regulation procedures for the trial of courts-martial, 

insofar as such regulations are not inconsistent with the UCMJ. United States v. Jenkins, 7 

C.M.A. 261, 262-63, 22 C.M.R. 51, 52-53 (1956). Such regulations are also to be ―uniform 

insofar as practicable.‖ Article 36(b), UCMJ. 

 A general and wholly separate statute, 10 U.S.C. § 3013 (2000), establishes the position of 

Secretary of the Army and grants the Secretary broad general powers over the Department of the 

Army. Subsection (g), in pertinent part, states: 

(g) The Secretary of the Army may – 

(1) assign, detail, and prescribe the duties of members of the Army and civilian 

personnel of the Department of the Army; 

. . . . 

(3) prescribe regulations to carry out his functions, powers, and duties under this 

title. 

 It appears clear that the Secretary issued the underlying personnel management regulations 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=34363720552E532E2020383337&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3634204D2E4A2E2020363431&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3630204D2E4A2E2020313633&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3533204D2E4A2E20203232&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3533204D2E4A2E20203232&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=34363720552E532E2020383339&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A720383336&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3720432E4D2E412E2020323631&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3720432E4D2E412E2020323631&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=323220432E4D2E522E20203531&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A72033303133&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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collected in AR 27-10 pursuant to his authority to ―prescribe the duties of members of the 

Army.‖ Id. We, therefore, are faced with a situation in which Congress has enacted detailed and 

specific legislation dealing with a subject common to all the armed forces, while a service 

secretary, pursuant to a separate general statute, has issued regulations
1
 dealing with the same 

subject. 

 In addressing the apparent tension between Article 25, UCMJ, and the Secretary‘s 

implementation of his enabling authority, we apply standard principles of statutory construction. 

See United States v. Lopez, 35 M.J. 35, 39 (C.M.A. 1992); United States v. Baker, 18 C.M.A. 

504, 507, 40 C.M.R. 216, 219 (1969). While statutes covering the same subject matter should be 

construed to harmonize them if possible, this does not empower courts to undercut the clearly 

expressed intent of Congress in enacting a particular statute. United States v. Johnson, 3 M.J. 

361, 363 (C.M.A. 1977); United States v. Walker, 7 C.M.A. 669, 674, 23 C.M.R. 133, 138 

(1957); United States v. Lucas, 1 C.M.A. 19, 22, 1 C.M.R. 19, 22 (1951). Congress did not see fit 

to include in Article 25, UCMJ, any limitations on court-martial service by any branch, corps, or 

occupational specialty among commissioned officers of the armed forces. Rather, it cast the 

eligibility of such officers to serve in broad and inclusive terms in Article 25(a), UCMJ 

(emphasis added): ―Any commissioned officer on active duty is eligible to serve on all courts-

martial for the trial of any person who may lawfully be brought before such courts for trial.‖ 

Within that broad class, the convening authority of a court-martial is to detail those members 

who, ―in his opinion, are best qualified for the duty by reason of age, education, training, 

experience, length of service, and judicial temperament.‖ Article 25(d)(2), UCMJ. 

 Equally as important, Congress limited the broad and inclusive terms of Article 25, UCMJ, 

by prohibiting only certain members of the armed forces from acting as members of courts-

martial. For example, a member who is the accuser or a witness for the prosecution, or who has 

acted as investigating officer or counsel in a case, may not sit on that case. Article 25(d)(2), 

UCMJ. Nor may a warrant officer or enlisted person sit as a member in a case involving a 

commissioned officer, like this one. Article 25(b), 25(c)(1), UCMJ. Unless it is unavoidable, no 

member of the armed forces junior in rank or grade to the accused member may sit on that 

member‘s court-martial. Article 25(d)(1), UCMJ. 

 The President, to whom regulatory authority is committed by Article 36, UCMJ, has 

similarly seen fit to take a nonrestrictive view of court-martial service. Rule for Courts-Martial 

(R.C.M.) 502(a), which sets out the basic qualifications of members of courts-martial, adds 

nothing to the statutory language. R.C.M. 912(f), which does deal with disqualification for 

service, is cast not in terms of prohibition from detail to court-martial service, but in terms of 

allowable challenges for cause. The disqualifying factors in the Rules for Courts-Martial, as in 

Article 25, UCMJ, are limited to two: (1) actual involvement in the case (as, for example, an 

                                                           
1
 [n.2] It appears that only the Army exempts medical and related personnel and inspectors general from court-

martial duty by regulation. The services appear to have a uniform policy of exempting chaplains. Air Force Instr. 52-
101, Chaplain, Planning and Organizing, para. 2.1.7. (May 10, 2005); Secretary of the Navy Instr. 1730-7B, Religious 
Ministry Support Within the Department of the Navy, para. 4.a. (Oct. 12, 2000). Navy chaplains serve the needs of 
the Coast Guard and are not to be assigned collateral duties which involve serving as a member of a court-martial. 
Coast Guard Chaplains Orientation Manual, ch. 3, para. B.7.(5), at 63, available at 
http://www.uscg.mil/comdt/cocg/docs/orientationmanual.pdf (last visited June 25, 2008). 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3335204D2E4A2E20203335&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=313820432E4D2E412E2020353034&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=313820432E4D2E412E2020353034&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=343020432E4D2E522E2020323136&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=33204D2E4A2E2020333631&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=33204D2E4A2E2020333631&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3720432E4D2E412E2020363639&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=323320432E4D2E522E2020313333&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3120432E4D2E412E20203139&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3120432E4D2E522E20203139&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.uscg.mil/comdt/
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investigating officer); and (2) formal distinctions of grade or rank (as in, for example, the 

prohibition of a warrant officer‘s sitting on a commissioned officer‘s court-martial). The 

implication is clear: Congress and the President crafted few prohibitions on court-martial service 

to ensure maximum discretion to the convening authority in the selection process, while 

maintaining the basic fairness of the military justice system. 

 It is inescapable, then, that the Army regulations limiting detail of commissioned officers to 

court-martial duty, collected in AR 27-10, directly conflict with the provisions of Article 25, 

UCMJ, on the same subject. Congress did not simply set out broad criteria in that article and 

leave it to administrative implementation; rather, it set out detailed requirements, 

disqualifications, and prohibitions for courts-martial of varying classes of members of the armed 

forces. As such, the Army regulations must yield to the clear language of Article 25, UCMJ. See, 

e.g., United States v. Simpson, 10 C.M.A. 229, 232, 27 C.M.R. 303, 306 (1959). 

 Moreover, the Secretary‘s application of 10 U.S.C. § 3013(g) (2000) runs afoul of the 

accepted principle of statutory construction that in cases of direct conflict, a specific statute 

overrides a general one, regardless of their dates of enactment. 2B Norman J. Singer, Statutes 

and Statutory Construction § 51.02, at 187 (7th ed. 2000); Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 

550-51 (1974); Bulova Watch Co. v. United States, 365 U.S. 753, 758 (1961); United States v. 

Mitchell, 44 C.M.R. 649, 651 (A.C.M.R. 1971). The general grant of authority to the Secretary to 

run the Army, broad and necessary as it is, cannot trump Article 25, UCMJ, which is narrowly 

tailored legislation dealing with the precise question in issue. We are left, then, with a clear 

explication of the convening authority‘s broad power to detail any officer to a panel as long as 

the requirements of Article 25, UCMJ, are met. . . . 

III 

*   *   * 

 This case represents a novel question in that the source of the error is the Army regulation 

that required the convening authority to exclude certain classes of officers from consideration. 

Nevertheless, as this error was not a simple administrative mistake, we conclude the Government 

has the burden of showing the error was harmless.
2
 

 In Appellant‘s case (1) there is no evidence that the Secretary of the Army enacted the 

regulation with an improper motive; (2) there is no evidence that the convening authority‘s 

motivation in detailing the members he assigned to Appellant‘s court-martial was anything but 

benign – the desire to comply with a facially valid Army regulation; (3) the convening authority 

who referred Appellant‘s case to trial was a person authorized to convene a general court-

martial; (4) Appellant was sentenced by court members personally chosen by the convening 

authority from a pool of eligible officers; (5) the court members all met the criteria in Article 25, 

                                                           
2
 [n.4] Although the burden is on the Government to show there was no prejudice, Appellant has alleged that he 

was prejudiced because his panel lacked the benefit of the special skills and education of the special branch 
officers. Appellant offers nothing more than supposition that the special branch officers would bring skills unique 
to their occupations – “critical thinking” (doctors and nurses), “compassion” (chaplains), and “neutrality” 
(inspectors general). While such prejudice is speculative at best, we considered this allegation of prejudice in 
determining whether the Government had met its burden. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=313020432E4D2E412E2020323239&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=323720432E4D2E522E2020333033&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A72033303133&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=34313720552E532E2020353335&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=34313720552E532E2020353335&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=33363520552E532E2020373533&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=343420432E4D2E522E2020363439&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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UCMJ; and, (6) as the military judge found, the panel was ―well-balanced across gender, racial, 

staff, command, and branch lines.‖ Under these circumstances, we are convinced the error in this 

case was harmless. 

IV 

The decision of the United States Army Court of Criminal Appeals is affirmed. 

 

QUESTIONS 

1. As a matter of policy, should healthcare providers be barred from service on courts-

martial? The National Council of the Belgian Order of Physicians ruled in 1998 that there was no 

basic objection to medical officers serving as president or military judge in a court-martial but 

they would have to be replaced if participation compromised their professional confidences. 

They would not be permitted to give details as to the reasons for withdrawal. The council later 

made clear, at the request of the chief of staff of the Belgian Armed Forces Medical Service, that 

there is no ethical objection to a medical officer who participates in a trial later treating the 

accused at his request. Any patient – military or not – may freely choose his doctor and the 

doctor chosen must care for each patient conscientiously, regardless of the patient's particular 

reputation or the doctor‘s feelings. Ordre des médecins [Belg.], Bull. No. 84, at 15 (Dec. 12, 

1998); id. Bull. No. 88, at 23 (Mar. 25, 2000). Does this possibility suggest that healthcare 

providers should be excluded from service as court-martial members? 

2. Before Bartlett, the Chief of the U.S. Air Force Chaplain Service wrote: 

Chaplains will not serve as members of military courts-martial 

proceedings. It is occasionally argued that a particular case being adjudicated in a 

military court will not cause a conflict with confidential or privileged 

communication. Further, it is asserted that the UCMJ and other authoritative 

guidance on military justice do not prohibit chaplains from such duty. However, 

the most essential characteristic of a chaplain—our functional imperative—is 

sacrificed by the very nature of service on a court martial; that is, chaplains are 

officers commissioned to provide for the free exercise of religion, ministry to the 

military community, and pastoral care that includes the most extreme application 

of privileged communication. A single betrayal (actual or perceived) of the 

special relationship existing between a chaplain and military member would have 

devastating effects. The risk of such betrayal, even if remote, is significant 

enough to warrant the excusing of chaplains. 

Memorandum from Maj. Gen. (Chaplain) William J. Dendinger, U.S. Air Force, Policy 

Clarification on Inappropriate Duties, Sept. 22, 1999. Was he right? 

3. What other categorical exclusions would you consider wise? Judge advocates? 

4. When should an accused be relieved of the duty to show prejudice? What qualifies as a 

―structural error‖? See generally Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 310 (1991). 

 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=343420432E4D2E522E2020363439&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=34393920552E532E2020323739&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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Page 723 

UNITED STATES v. BAGSTAD 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

68 M.J. 460 (C.A.A.F. 2010) 

Judge STUCKY delivered the opinion of the Court. 

We granted review to determine whether the military judge abused his discretion in denying 

Appellant‘s challenge for cause against Captain (Capt) Stojka, who sat with his subordinate on a 

court-martial panel composed of three members. We hold that the military judge did not err in 

denying the challenge for cause. 

I 

Contrary to his pleas, a special court-martial composed of members convicted Appellant of 

wrongfully using marijuana, in violation of Article 112a, Uniform Code of Military Justice 

(UCMJ), 10 U.S.C. § 912a (2006). The members sentenced Appellant to a bad-conduct discharge 

and reduction to the lowest enlisted grade. . . . 

[T]he venire was originally composed of five members: Capt Pirttinen, Capt Stojka, First 

Sergeant Nguyen, Gunnery Sergeant (GySgt) Walston, and GySgt United States v. Bagstad, No. 

09-0429/MC Hightower. Voir dire revealed that Capt Stojka was the senior reporting officer for 

GySgt Walston. The military judge asked GySgt Walston if he would feel inhibited in any way 

in voicing an opinion that disagreed with Capt Stojka‘s opinion, and GySgt Walston responded 

that he would not. The military judge then asked Capt Stojka whether he would feel undermined 

if a subordinate voiced an opinion different from his in deliberations, and Capt Stojka responded 

that he would not. The defense did not question either Capt Stojka or GySgt Walston about their 

senior-subordinate relationship.  

After questioning but prior to the challenges, the military judge sua sponte expressed his 

intention to excuse Capt Pirttinen based on her knowledge of the results of Appellant‘s previous 

trial. The defense then challenged Capt Stojka for cause, in part on the ground that Capt Stojka 

wrote GySgt Walston‘s fitness report. 

The Government responded by arguing that GySgt Walston was an experienced staff 

noncommissioned officer who would have no trouble being on the same panel as Capt Stojka. 

The military judge then denied the challenge for cause against Capt Stojka. 

The military judge‘s analysis did not specifically address Capt Stojka‘s reporting relationship 

with GySgt Walston. The defense exercised its peremptory challenge on GySgt Hightower. The 

military judge then formally excused Capt United States v. Bagstad, No. 09-0429/MC Pirttinen 

and GySgt Hightower. The defense did not object to the final composition of the three-member 

panel. 

II 

Appellant argues that the military judge‘s denial of the challenge for cause resulted in an 

unfair trial because the senior member and one of his subordinates comprised the two-thirds 

majority sufficient to convict. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3638204D2E4A2E2020343630&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31302055534320A72039313261&keyenum=15452&keytnum=0
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Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 912(f)(1)(N) mandates that a member be excused whenever 

he should not sit ―in the interest of having the court-martial free from substantial doubt as to 

legality, fairness, and impartiality.‖ ―This rule encompasses challenges based upon both actual 

and implied bias.‖ United States v. Elfayoumi, 66 M.J. 354, 356 (C.A.A.F. 2008) (citing United 

States v. Clay, 64 M.J. 274, 276 (C.A.A.F. 2007)). ―Implied bias exists when, ‗regardless of an 

individual member‘s disclaimer of bias, most people in the same position would be prejudiced . . 

. .‘‖ United States v. Briggs, 64 M.J. 285, 286 (C.A.A.F. 2007) (quoting United States v. 

Napolitano, 53 M.J. 162, 167 (C.A.A.F. 2000)). The test for determining an R.C.M. 912(f)(1)(N) 

challenge for implied bias is objective, ―‗viewed through the eyes of the public, focusing on the 

appearance of fairness.‘‖ Clay, 64 M.J. at 276 (quoting United States v. Rome, 47 M.J. 467, 469 

(C.A.A.F. 1998)). The hypothetical ―public‖ is assumed to be familiar with the military justice 

system. See United States v. Downing, 56 M.J. 419, 423 (C.A.A.F. 2002). In carrying out this 

objective test, this Court determines ―whether the risk that the public will perceive that the 

accused received something less than a court of fair, impartial members is too high.‖ United 

States v. Townsend, 65 M.J. 460, 463 (C.A.A.F. 2008). Challenges for actual or implied bias are 

evaluated based on the totality of the factual circumstances. United States v. Bragg, 66 M.J. 325, 

327 (C.A.A.F. 2008) (citing United States v. Strand, 59 M.J. 455, 459 (C.A.A.F. 2004)). 

This Court‘s standard of review on a challenge for cause premised on implied bias is ―less 

deferential than abuse of discretion, but more deferential than de novo review.‖ United States v. 

Moreno, 63 M.J. 129, 134 (C.A.A.F. 2006) (citing United States v. Armstrong, 54 M.J. 51, 54 

(C.A.A.F. 2000); United States v. Napoleon, 46 M.J. 279, 283 (C.A.A.F. 1997)). We apply less 

deference in this case because the military judge did not place his analysis concerning the senior-

subordinate relationship portion of the challenge on the record. See United States v. Richardson, 

61 M.J. 113, 120 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (providing less deference where the military judge‘s analysis 

was not comprehensive). 

III 

We find that the military judge did not err in denying the challenge for two reasons. First, 

there is no per se rule that a military judge must dismiss a member ―predicated solely on the fact 

that a senior member of the court-martial is involved in writing or endorsing the effectiveness 

reports of junior members.‖ United States v. Murphy, 26 M.J. 454, 456 (C.M.A. 1988); accord 

United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 172, 175 (C.A.A.F. 2001). And second, there was no other 

evidence in the record indicating implied bias from the ratings relationship that would cause the 

knowledgeable member of the public to perceive that the accused‘s court-martial panel was not 

fair and impartial. See Townsend, 65 M.J. at 463. 

Before the CCA and this Court, Appellant cited this Court‘s decision in Wiesen for the 

proposition that implied bias is implicated where the senior member and his subordinate 

constitute the two-thirds majority necessary to convict. 56 M.J. at 175. But at the time of 

Appellant‘s challenge for cause, only half of the panel was involved in any senior-subordinate 

relationship because Appellant had not yet exercised his peremptory challenge on GySgt 

Hightower. Appellant also did not object to the final composition of the three-member panel on 

the basis that it violated Wiesen. As such, we review the military judge‘s denial of the challenge 

from the perspective of when Appellant objected and the military judge pronounced his ruling, 

not with hindsight and knowledge of the final composition of the panel. 
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Appellant‘s challenge simply asserted that Capt Stojka wrote GySgt Walston‘s fitness report. 

Appellant did not ask any questions or make any argument on the record concerning the 

relationships between members on the panel, the general nature of relationships between 

company commanders and their gunnery sergeants, or the actual nature of the relationship 

between Capt Stojka and GySgt Walston beyond its senior-subordinate component. Under these 

circumstances, there is a lack of evidence in the record supporting a claim of implied bias. 

A challenge for cause is a contextual judgment that is determined through the totality of the 

factual circumstances. In this case, the military judge‘s denial of the challenge for cause was in 

accord with this Court‘s precedent that a member need not be dismissed solely on the basis of a 

ratings relationship with another member. We are confident that, viewed through the eyes of the 

public, the military judge‘s denial of the challenge for cause against Capt Stojka did not create 

doubt as to the fairness of Appellant‘s court-martial. 

IV 

The decision of the United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals is affirmed. 

BAKER, Judge, with whom ERDMANN, Judge, joins (dissenting) 

There is no per se rule against a reporting senior and a subordinate sitting on the same court-

martial panel. See United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 172, 175 (C.A.A.F. 2001). The mere 

existence of a senior-subordinate relationship does not require a per se disqualification; rather, 

the decision rests on the context and is rooted in the public‘s perception of the deference 

accorded to military officers. 

The problem in this case is that Appellant was tried and convicted by a three-member panel 

composed of a company commander, that commander‘s company gunnery sergeant, and a senior 

enlisted member from another command. That is a structure that looks more like ―company 

office hours‖ (nonjudicial punishment) than a military court-martial. 

There is a reason the Military Judges‘ Benchbook includes voir dire questions regarding the 

reporting chain of command. Dep‘t of the Army, Pam. 27-9, Legal Services, Military Judges‘ 

Benchbook ch. 2 § V, para. 2-5-1 (2010). The reason is not found in a per se rule of exclusion; 

nor out of concern that military members might compromise their integrity for a better fitness 

report. Rather, some military relationships are just too close to sustain public or military 

confidence in the fair administration of justice where such members sit together. As stated in 

Wiesen: 

[t]he focus is on the perception or appearance of fairness of the military justice 

system. At the same time, this Court has suggested that the test for implied bias 

also carries with it an element of actual bias. Thus, there is implied bias when 

most people in the same position would be prejudiced. 

56 M.J. at 174 (citations and quotation marks omitted). That was the case in Wiesen and it is the 

case here. 

The problem with the majority‘s analysis is that it treats the reporting chain of command like 

a civilian human resources department might treat it. The administrative chain of command is 

not a sterile concept, comprised of line diagrams and fitness reports. The analysis is divorced 
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from the reality of military life. This case is not about fitness reports; it is about the special 

relationship, particularly in Marine Corps life, which exists in a company headquarters among 

the company commander, his executive officer, the first sergeant, and the company gunnery 

sergeant. 

The bond among these leaders may be strong or it may be weak. They may respect each 

other; they may not. It need not matter. Whatever the actual rapport among these leaders in a 

given company, the interplay is constant, the bond unique, and the opportunity for influence or 

resentment continuous. We should, however, recognize that these relationships permeate 

company grade life. The point is that in a Marine company the relationship between the 

commanding officer and the company gunnery sergeant holds a special place. 

The majority avoids the special nature of company grade relationships in the Marine Corps 

by asserting that defense counsel only objected to the nature of the ―reporting relationship‖ 

between Captain Stojka and Gunnery Sergeant Walston. United States v. Bagstad, 68 M.J. 460, 

461-62 (C.A.A.F. 2010). In other words, defense counsel forfeited any objection that extended 

beyond the drafting of fitness reports, because he did not specifically raise ―the Gunny 

objection.‖ This argument presumes that the military judge, a Marine lieutenant colonel, did not 

understand the relationship between a company gunnery sergeant and the company commander. 

Although a civilian judge may not be familiar with this relationship, a military judge does not 

need an explanation from counsel concerning ―the general nature of relationships between 

company commanders and their gunnery sergeants.‖ Bagstad, 68 M.J. at 463. 

The majority also addresses the issue by arguing that at the time the defense objected the 

panel consisted of four members only two of which came from the same company. Id. at 462. 

Military judges are not required to be prescient, but they are required to think one step ahead. 

Here, the initial panel was composed of only five members. Thus, it should not have required 

omnipotence on the part of the military judge to anticipate the possibility that two members of 

the same company headquarters could end up on a three-member panel.
3
 Whatever the public 

might perceive regarding the appearance of fairness in the military justice system, and I am 

confident ―the public‖ would find the composition of this three-member panel dubious, I am 

certain that a junior enlisted Marine would think a panel composed like the one in this case was 

anything but fair. Therefore, I respectfully dissent. 

 

Page 726 

SANFORD v. UNITED STATES 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 

586 F.3d 28 (D.C. Cir. 2009) 

ROGERS, Circuit Judge 

In challenging his conviction by a military court-martial consisting of less than six persons, 

Kevin Sanford invites this court to hold that his rights under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 

                                                           
3
 [n.1] As in Wiesen, 56 M.J. at 176, the record does not reflect an exigent or military circumstance limiting the pool 

of available members or requiring selection of these particular members to the panel. 
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Amendment were violated. He relies on the Supreme Court‘s announcement of a constitutional 

minimum six-person jury for the trial of civilian, non-petty offenses in Ballew v. Georgia, 435 

U.S. 223 (1978), and suggests it is the government‘s burden to show that his due process rights 

were not violated. Because Ballew was grounded in the Sixth Amendment right to a jury trial, 

however, Sanford is actually seeking a new due process right to a court-martial panel of a 

minimum size. Sanford‘s focus on rebutting the government‘s assertions thus fails to engage the 

appropriate inquiry under Weiss v. United States, 510 U.S. 163 (1994), which is ―whether the 

factors militating in favor of [the proposed rule] are so extraordinarily weighty as to overcome 

the balance struck by Congress,‖ id. at 177–78 (quoting Middendorf v. Henry, 425 U.S. 25, 44 

(1976)). Because Sanford failed to engage this standard before the military courts, their 

resolution of his claim suffered from no fundamental defect and was properly upheld by the 

district court. 

The Supreme Court‘s conclusion regarding minimum jury size in the civilian system was 

based on empirical studies. Ballew, 435 U.S. at 231–39. Sanford presented no similar empirical 

evidence regarding the military justice system, which has features to ensure accurate fact finding 

not found in the civilian justice system. Rather, Sanford contends that Ballew reflects a 

conclusion about a fundamental right that is required by due process under both the Fifth and 

Fourteenth Amendments. Still he fails to show that the empirical data underlying Ballew‘s 

holding applies with equal force to the military justice system, which is based on Congress‘ 

balancing of interests, some of which are unique to the military. Doubtless it is fundamental that 

there be accurate fact finding under the justice system Congress established in the Uniform Code 

of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. §§ 801, et seq. (―UCMJ‖), but Sanford fails to show that the design 

of the military system is so incompatible with that principle as to violate due process. 

Accordingly, we affirm the dismissal of his complaint. 

I 

A 

Pursuant to Article I of the Constitution, U.S.CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 14, Congress established a 

military justice system that includes three types of courts-martial: summary, special, and general. 

See 10 U.S.C. § 816. The summary court-martial consists of only one commissioned officer, id. 

§ 816(3), has jurisdiction over enlisted men and women only, can be conducted only with their 

consent, and can impose only a limited array of minor punishments for minor offenses, see id. § 

820. At the other end of the spectrum is the general court-martial, which comprises a military 

judge and at least 5 members, or the judge alone if the accused so requests, id. § 816(1), has 

jurisdiction over all persons in the military for offenses under the UCMJ, and can impose all 

lawful sentences, even death, see id. § 818. 

The special court-martial, at issue in this appeal, falls somewhere in between. Consisting of 

not less than three members, a military judge and not less than three members, or the military 

judge alone if the accused requests, id. § 816(2), the special court-martial has jurisdiction over 

most offenses under the UCMJ and may, ―under such limitations as the President may prescribe, 

adjudge any punishment not forbidden by this chapter except death, dishonorable discharge, 

dismissal, confinement for more than one year, hard labor without confinement for more than 

three months, forfeiture of pay exceeding two-thirds pay per month, or forfeiture of pay for more 
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than one year,‖ id. § 819. Subject to an exception for exigency, adjudgment of ―[a] bad-conduct 

discharge, confinement for more than six months, or forfeiture of pay for more than six months‖ 

requires that a military judge have presided over the court-martial, that a complete record have 

been made, and that counsel have been detailed to the accused. See id. 

The military judge who presides over a special or general court-martial rules on all legal 

questions and instructs the members regarding the law and procedures to be followed. Id. § 851. 

The members (if the accused has not opted to be tried by the military judge alone) decide guilt or 

innocence, as well as the sentence, if any, to be imposed. Id. Except in death cases, their verdict 

need not be unanimous. 10 U.S.C. § 852. Members of the court-martial are selected on the basis 

of being ―best qualified for the duty by reason of age, education, training, experience, length of 

service, and judicial temperament.‖ 10 U.S.C. § 825(d)(2). 

Upon conviction, the defendant may appeal, id. § 866, and the service court of appeals is 

required to review the entire record de novo, id. § 866(c), and may ―‗substitute its judgment‘ for 

that of the military judge [and] that of the court members,‖ United States v. Cole, 31 M.J. 270, 

272 (C.M.A. 1990). A further appeal may be had upon petition to the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Armed Forces at that court‘s discretion. 10 U.S.C. § 867(a)(3). The Court of 

Appeals for the Armed Forces may only set aside convictions that are ―incorrect in law.‖ Id. § 

867(c); see also Cole, 31 M.J. at 272. The court‘s refusal to grant a petition is not subject to 

review by the United States Supreme Court. 10 U.S.C. § 867a(a); 28 U.S.C. § 1259. 

B 

Sanford is a former sergeant who served in the United States Marine Corps. On October 3, 

2004, a special court-martial comprised of a military judge and four members convicted him of 

violating a lawful order, dereliction of duty, larceny, and impersonating an officer, all in 

violation of the UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. §§ 892, 921, 934. The conviction was based on his false 

preparation of recall orders for a marine reservist that, along with other false representations, 

induced the reservist‘s employer to purchase airfare on his behalf from Texas to Camp 

Pendleton, California. Sanford was sentenced to confinement for six months, forfeiture of 

$767.00 pay per month for six months, reduction from pay grade E-5 to E-1, and a bad-conduct 

discharge. 

On appeal, the United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals (―the Marine 

Corps Court‖) affirmed the court-martial‘s finding of guilt with some modifications and reduced 

the period of his confinement to 150 days. United States v. Sanford, 2006 WL 4571896, at *11 

(N-M. Ct. Crim. App. Nov. 6, 2006). Rejecting Sanford‘s argument that empaneling fewer than 

six members for his court-martial violated his Fifth Amendment right to due process in 

contravention of the standard articulated in Ballew, the Marine Corps Court stated: 

We have considered the appellant‘s eighth assignment of error challenging his 

convictions for ‗non-petty offenses‘ by a panel of only four members, and find it 

to be without merit. See United States v. Wolff, 5 M.J. 923, 925 (N.C.M.R. 1978); 

see also Art. 29, UCMJ. 

Id. at *10 n.2. The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces denied Sanford‘s petition for review. 

United States v. Sanford, 64 M.J. 428 (C.A.A.F. 2007). 
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On October 4, 2007, Sanford filed suit in the federal district court challenging the validity of 

his conviction. As he did on direct appeal, Sanford argued that his four-member court-martial 

violated his due process rights under Ballew. The district court ruled that the Marine Corps Court 

had given thorough consideration to Sanford‘s argument and that the court‘s judgment did not 

contravene Supreme Court standards. Sanford v. United States, 567 F. Supp. 2d 114 (D.D.C. 

2008). Sanford appeals, and this court reviews de novo the dismissal of his complaint for failure 

to state a claim. Kowal v. MCI Commc’ns Corp., 16 F.3d 1271, 1276 (D.C. Cir. 1994). . . . 

II 

This court has recognized that the standard of review in non-custodial collateral attacks on 

court-martial proceedings is ―tangled.‖ United States ex rel. New v. Rumsfeld, 448 F.3d 403, 406 

(D.C. Cir. 2006) (―New II‖). Two lines of precedent are relevant: the first deals with the ―full and 

fair consideration‖ standard that applies for habeas review of courts-martial, and the second deals 

with the ―void‖ standard that applies to collateral attacks on court-martial proceedings by 

persons who are not in custody. The court in New II, which was faced, as here, with a non-

custodial plaintiff, attempted a synthesis of the two standards, looking primarily to the military 

courts‘ analyses of the merits of the plaintiff‘s claim. Because the first standard (―full and fair 

consideration‖) is, if anything, less deferential than the second (―void‖), the court observed that a 

claim that fails the former a fortiori fails the latter. Id. at 408. In that situation, the court did not 

need to address how much more deference, if any, was due to the military court‘s judgment on 

non-custodial review. 

In Burns v. Wilson, 346 U.S. 137 (1953) (plurality), the Supreme Court first articulated the 

―full and fair consideration‖ standard, stating in the context of military habeas proceedings that 

―when a military decision has dealt fully and fairly with an allegation raised in that application, it 

is not open to a federal civilian court to grant the writ simply to re-evaluate the evidence,‖ id. at 

142. In Kauffman v. Secretary of the Air Force, 415 F.2d 991 (D.C. Cir. 1969), this court 

interpreted that standard, observing that ―[t]he Supreme Court has never clarified the standard of 

full and fair consideration, and it has meant many things to many courts,‖ id. at 997. The court 

reasoned that the standard should not differ ―from that currently imposed in habeas corpus 

review of state convictions,‖ and held that ―the test of fairness requires that military rulings on 

constitutional issues conform to Supreme Court standards, unless it is shown that conditions 

peculiar to military life require a different rule.‖ Id. 

The second line of precedent follows Schlesinger v. Councilman, 420 U.S. 738 (1975), which 

held that federal courts have jurisdiction to review the validity of court-martial proceedings 

brought by non-custodial plaintiffs who cannot bring habeas suits, id. at 752–53. However, for a 

court to grant any relief to such plaintiffs, the military court judgment must be ―void,‖ id. at 748; 

see id. at 753, meaning the error must be fundamental. The Supreme Court stated that ―whether a 

court-martial judgment properly may be deemed void . . . may turn on the nature of the alleged 

defect, and the gravity of the harm from which relief is sought. Moreover, both factors must be 

assessed in light of the deference that should be accorded the judgments of the carefully designed 

military justice system established by Congress.‖ Id. at 753. This court adopted the Councilman 

standard as law for the circuit for non-custodial collateral attacks on court-martial judgments in 

Priest v. Secretary of the Navy, 570 F.2d 1013, 1016 (D.C. Cir. 1977), and there considered the 

fundamental nature of the purported constitutional errors, id., in light of Supreme Court 
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precedent examining the requirements of the First Amendment, id. at 1016–18. 

In New II, the court traced both these standards, their interplay with the evolution of the 

relevant standards for habeas review of civilian criminal judgments, and the level of deference to 

be accorded by the court in each type of proceeding. In the end, however, the court stated it had 

―serious doubt whether the judicial mind is really capable of applying the sort of fine gradations 

in deference that the varying formulae may indicate.‖ New II, 448 F.3d at 408. Acknowledging 

―Councilman‘s statement that errors must be fundamental to void a court-martial judgment on 

collateral review,‖ id., the court held that ―in light of Councilman‘s point that non-habeas review 

is if anything more deferential than habeas review of military judgments, a military court‘s 

judgment clearly will not suffer such a defect if it satisfies Burns‘ ‗fair consideration‘ test,‖ id. at 

408 (internal citation omitted). Ultimately, the court found no fundamental defect in the military 

Court of Appeals‘ resolution of the claim. Id. at 408, 410. 

However, in applying the ―full and fair consideration‖ test, the court in New II did not strictly 

follow Kauffman, which would have required the court to consider New‘s claims de novo and 

solely on the merits before shifting the burden to the military to show that the needs of military 

life require a different rule. In New II the court‘s review was searching, but deferential, much as 

in Priest, 570 F.2d at 1018, stating, for example, ―the Court of Appeals reasonably found,‖ 448 

F.3d at 409, and ―we can find no fundamental defect in the Court of Appeals‘ consideration of 

the issue,‖ id. at 410, and ―the military courts‘ use of the political question doctrine deserves 

deference,‖ id. 

By contrast, the Kauffman view of ―full and fair consideration,‖ which asks whether the 

military court‘s decision conforms to Supreme Court standards, does not appear to contemplate 

such deference. Although in New II the court did not describe the exact degree of deference 

accorded to the military courts, its analysis suggests there are two steps in applying the ―full and 

fair consideration‖ standard: (1) a review of the military court‘s thoroughness in examining the 

relevant claims, at least where thoroughness is contested; and (2) a close look at the merits of the 

claim, albeit with some degree of deference and certainly more than under Kauffman‘s de novo 

standard. 

The contrast between Kauffman and New II is sharp because New II does not refer to 

Kauffman, which represented this court‘s most extensive previous interpretation of the Burns 

―full and fair consideration‖ standard that New II purports to apply (albeit as a stand-in for the 

Councilman ―void‖ standard). 

However, Sanford‘s appeal does not present the occasion in which the inconsistencies are 

outcome-determinative, and we reserve for another day the question whether, on collateral 

review in non-custodial cases, the court need ever reach Burns‘ ―full and fair consideration‖ 

inquiry: that is, resolving the extent to which the Burns and Councilman standards may differ 

and the content of those standards. Sanford presents two challenges to his conviction: he 

contends, first, that the military courts did not give his due process claim thorough-enough 

consideration to satisfy the ―full and fair consideration‖ standard, and second, that his four-

member court-martial violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment under Ballew. 

Although in a non-custodial case Councilman frames the inquiry, we apply New II‘s approach, 

considering Sanford‘s claims on the merits — the least deferential test possible under either 
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Burns or Councilman — for it remains true that if they are unpersuasive on the merits, Sanford‘s 

claims would fail a fortiori under the more deferential ―void‖ inquiry. 

III 

For a Fifth Amendment due process claim in the court-martial context, the Supreme Court 

has instructed that in light of the fact that ―[j]udicial deference . . . is at its apogee when 

reviewing congressional decisionmaking in this area,‖ Weiss, 510 U.S. at 177 (internal 

quotations omitted), ―the appropriate standard to apply . . . is found in Middendorf,‖ id., where 

the Court inquired ―whether the factors militating in favor of [the proposed rule] are so 

extraordinarily weighty as to overcome the balance struck by Congress,‖ id. at 177–78 (quoting 

Middendorf, 425 U.S. at 44). The question here, therefore, is whether Sanford has shown that the 

factors militating in favor of a six-member court-martial are so extraordinarily weighty as to 

overcome the balance struck by Congress when it provided that special courts-martial could 

proceed with as few as three members. 

A 

The Marine Corps Court addressed Sanford‘s due process argument in a footnote to its multi-

page opinion, citing United States v. Wolff, 5 M.J. 923 (N.C.M.R. 1978). In Wolff, the Navy 

Court of Military Review, after noting the Sixth Amendment‘s inapplicability to courts-martial, 

id. at 924, concluded the Ballew factors were inapplicable through the Fifth Amendment as well, 

id. at 925. The court observed that Wolff‘s contentions ―rel[ied] upon the Ballew rationale that 

the quality of justice varies proportionately with the number of members in the deliberating 

body.‖ Id. However, it concluded that no evidence in the record supported this premise when 

applied to courts-martial. Furthermore, because of differences between civilian jurors and court-

martial members, the court was unwilling to adopt empirical data compiled in the civilian 

community. Id. The court noted that court-martial members are not selected to represent a cross-

section of the community and are deliberately selected, not at random, but on the basis of who is 

best qualified for the position. Id.; see also United States v. Corl, 6 M.J. 914, 915–16 (N.C.M.R. 

1979); United States v. Guilford, 8 M.J. 598, 601–02 (A.C.M.R. 1979). 

Sanford‘s strongest point in contending that the military courts failed to give his due process 

claim ―full and fair consideration‖ is that because Congress doubled the confinement and 

forfeiture powers of special courts-martial from six to twelve months,2 after Wolff was decided 

but before his case, simply citing Wolff was insufficient. However, neither Wolff, Corl, nor 

Guilford relied on the panel‘s punishment power to justify their holdings. Corl like Wolff instead 

focused on the empirical data before the Supreme Court in Ballew, and on the judicially 

recognized fact that the civilian community is different from the military community. See Corl, 6 

M.J. at 915 (citing Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733 (1974); Councilman, 420 U.S. 738); see also 

Guilford, 8 M.J. at 601–02. Furthermore, the factual premises underlying the rationale in all 

three of those cases has not changed. It remains true that there are differences between civilian 

jurors and court-martial members and that court-martial members are not selected at random to 

represent a cross-section of the community but rather selected from the military population on 

the basis of who is best qualified for the position. 10 U.S.C. § 825(d)(2). Because Sanford‘s due 

process claim was therefore controlled by those prior decisions, it is unclear what benefit could 

have come from a longer discussion. 
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Taking New II at its word, 448 F.3d at 410, that summary disposition is appropriate for a 

weak claim, the Marine Corps Court‘s citation to precedent addressing the relevant 

considerations and UCMJ Article 29 sufficed. The Marine Corps Court gave ―full and fair 

consideration‖ to Sanford‘s due process claim in light of the fact that its resolution was 

predetermined by binding precedent. 

B 

In Ballew the Supreme Court held that five-person juries for non-petty offenses violated the 

Sixth Amendment right to a criminal jury trial, 435 U.S. at 239, a right that previously had been 

incorporated through the Fourteenth Amendment to apply to the States, see Duncan v. Louisiana, 

391 U.S. 145 (1968). Relying on empirical studies of juries and group dynamics more generally, 

the Court concluded that there was a constitutional deficiency with juries that were too small. 

The studies showed that, in general, as group size decreased beyond a certain threshold, so did 

the quality of deliberation, Ballew, 435 U.S. at 232–33. When juries in particular were smaller, 

the studies raised doubts about the accuracy and consistency of the results achieved. Id. at 234. 

The studies further indicated that smaller juries resulted in fewer minority viewpoints being 

represented, and that jurors holding those viewpoints were less likely to speak up during 

deliberations. Id. at 236. Finally, the studies indicated that representation of minority groups 

decreased with decreasing panel size. Id. at 236–37. Given the Sixth Amendment‘s requirement 

of ―an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed,‖ the 

Court was concerned that juries with fewer than six members would limit ―the opportunity for 

meaningful and appropriate representation‖ of a ―cross-section of the community,‖ id. at 237. 

Members of the military are entitled to the basic guarantees of due process. Burns, 346 U.S. 

at 142–43. However, the Sixth Amendment right to a criminal jury trial does not, itself, apply to 

the military. Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1, 38–41 (1942). Therefore, Sanford‘s challenge to a 

special court-martial of less than six members must proceed without the benefit of that right. 

Thus, Sanford was obligated to demonstrate to the military courts that, under the Fifth 

Amendment, ―the factors militating in favor of [at least six-member courts-martial] are so 

extraordinarily weighty as to overcome the balance struck by Congress,‖ Weiss, 510 U.S. at 177–

78 (quoting Middendorf, 425 U.S. at 44). Instead, Sanford attempts to avoid the balancing that 

Weiss requires for new due process rights by recasting Ballew as a due process case that would 

apply directly to courts-martial as a preexisting constitutional requirement. He maintains that 

because courts-martial are subject to the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment, and 

because the Sixth Amendment jury trial right applies to the States through the Due Process 

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, Ballew is in fact a ―due process‖ case that provides the 

requisite Supreme Court standard, from which the military must justify deviation under 

Kauffman. See Appellant‘s Br. at 18–21. For at least two reasons, this position is flawed. 

First, adoption of Sanford‘s reasoning would undermine Quirin, essentially importing a Sixth 

Amendment jury trial right that the Supreme Court has held is inapplicable to the military 

through the Fifth Amendment. Second, Sanford misapprehends the doctrine of incorporation. As 

Ballew makes clear, the ―[Sixth] Amendment‘s provision as to trial by jury is made applicable to 

the States by the Fourteenth Amendment.‖ 435 U.S. at 224 n.1 (emphasis added). The right to 

jury trial is not, however, converted into a procedural due process right by incorporation. 

Sanford‘s assertion of a Fifth Amendment due process right to a trial by at least six court-martial 
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members therefore seeks recognition of an as yet undiscovered constitutional right. 

Sanford‘s flawed conclusion that Ballew recognized a due process right infects the rest of his 

argument, which presumes that ―[t]he burden is on the government to show ‗that military 

conditions require a different rule than that prevailing in the civilian community.‘‖ Appellant‘s 

Br. 24 (citing Courtney v. Williams, 1 M.J. 267, 270 (C.M.A. 1976) (in turn citing Kauffman, 415 

F.2d at 997)). If the Sixth Amendment jury trial right applied directly to the military, then it 

would have been relevant (if true) that ―[t]he government never demonstrated . . . that the 

empirical basis on which Ballew rests would be any different in light of the compositional 

differences between court-martial panels and civilian juries,‖ id. at 21. Under Kauffman 

judgments can diverge from Supreme Court standards only when military life requires a different 

rule. Because Ballew was not a due process case, however, there is no prevailing Fifth 

Amendment standard on this issue with which to require military conformity, and Sanford had to 

do more than simply rebut the government‘s arguments about why Ballew was inapposite; he had 

to offer affirmative arguments to meet the higher standard articulated in Weiss. 

Sanford does contend that court-martial members are not functionally different from civilian 

jurors. Both need to evaluate evidence and find facts, and both justice systems are premised on 

the implicit assumption that there will be a fair and impartial tribunal that will find facts 

accurately. One circuit has suggested this similarity lends ―some credence‖ to Sanford‘s view 

that the numerosity requirements should be similar. Mendrano v. Smith, 797 F.2d 1538, 1541 

(10th Cir. 1986). Sanford points to Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 78, 100 (1970), for the 

proposition that the ―purpose of the jury trial . . . is to prevent oppression by the Government.‖ 

Even so, Sanford‘s contention suffers from the same flaw as his contention the burden is on the 

government: because Ballew was not a Fifth Amendment case, arguing that civilian jurors and 

court-martial members are functionally equivalent does not advance Sanford‘s Fifth Amendment 

due process claim. The Due Process Clause does not currently contain a requirement of a trial by 

jury or court-martial panel, and Sanford therefore needed to offer a persuasive connection 

between the considerations underlying Ballew and Fifth Amendment due process. 

Sanford assumes that the differences between courts-martial and civilian trials, considered 

holistically, are irrelevant to the due process inquiry. See Appellant‘s Br. at 20. However, Wolff 

recognized that courts-martial are not empaneled to represent a fair cross-section of the 

community, Wolff, 5 M.J. at 925, and Ballew‘s holding rested in part on this requirement, see 

Ballew, 435 U.S. at 236–37. Indeed, civilian justice and military justice differ in ways even as 

fundamental as the purposes that the two systems of justice serve. Sanford himself recognizes 

that one of the purposes of military law, unlike civilian law, is ―to assist in maintaining good 

order and discipline in the armed forces, to promote efficiency and effectiveness in the military 

establishment, and thereby to strengthen the national security of the United States.‖ Appellant‘s 

Br. 20 n.12; Reply Br. 5–6 (quoting Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, Preamble ¶ 3 

(2008 ed.)). Yet Sanford never confronts those parts of the military justice system that focus on 

the accuracy of fact finding, nor on its various procedural safeguards regarding qualifications for 

members of courts-martial, see, e.g., 10 U.S.C. § 825(d)(2), the requirement of fair and impartial 

panel members, United States v. Dowty, 60 M.J. 163, 169 (C.A.A.F. 2004), much less on the 

provision of de novo appellate review, 10 U.S.C. § 866(c). 

Under Weiss, it is insufficient for Sanford simply to posit that members of a court-martial 
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have the same legal duty as civilian jurors to follow the judge‘s instructions and thus to conclude 

that the military justice system is not so ―distinct‖ as to preclude the application to the military of 

the numerosity requirement identified in Ballew. Neither is it enough to point out that the 

government failed to demonstrate through studies or otherwise that the empirical basis on which 

Ballew rests would be any different in light of the compositional differences between court-

martial panels and civilian juries. In light o those differences and the functional differences 

between the civilian and military justice systems more generally, the military courts‘ rejection of 

Sanford‘s claim was not fundamentally defective. In urging a new due process right Sanford had 

to demonstrate that the empirical studies relied on in Ballew or comparable studies of the 

military justice system would show a due process violation in the context of the military justice 

system. 

It is true that Sanford points to history showing that courts-martial of three members or fewer 

have never been able to impose imprisonment of greater than six months, although courts-martial 

of five members were granted such authority by the Continental Congress (as are general courts-

martial under the UCMJ). History is ―a factor that must be weighed‖ in the due process analysis. 

Weiss, 510 U.S. at 179. But Sanford acknowledges that the absence of historical precedent is not 

enough for him to succeed. See Appellant‘s Br. 30. 

To the extent Sanford sought to rely on Ballew, it was incumbent on him to demonstrate, at a 

minimum, that Ballew, or the considerations underlying its holding, applied outside of the Sixth 

Amendment to the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. That is, he needed to show that 

the same concerns underlying the Ballew decision also undermine ―a fair trial in a fair tribunal,‖ 

which is ―a basic requirement of due process,‖ Weiss, 510 U.S. at 178 (internal quotation 

omitted), so as to meet his burden under Weiss. This Sanford did not do. Because he presumed 

that the government had the burden to justify a departure from the Ballew rule, the majority of 

his brief simply rebuts the arguments that the government presented in the district court. But 

these arguments do not offer affirmative reasons why courts-martial that fail to conform to 

Ballew violate the Fifth Amendment. As the advocate of a rule that does not already apply, 

Sanford needed to show that Fifth Amendment due process requires a court-martial panel to have 

six or more members. Instead, by presuming the burden was on the government to justify a 

―departure‖ from Ballew, which in turn incorrectly presumed that Ballew applied to courts-

martial, he failed to present arguments under the appropriate standard articulated in Weiss. 

Accordingly, because the military courts‘ analysis suffered from no fundamental defect, we 

affirm the dismissal of Sanford‘s complaint pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). 
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Chapter 14.  Speedy and Public Trial 
 

 

Replace Note 2 on page 742 with the following: 

 2. In Vermont v. Brillon, 129 S. Ct. 1283 (2009), the Supreme Court held that, absent a 

systemic breakdown in a public defender system, pretrial delay attributable to appointed or 

retained defense counsel, is generally not attributable to the state. As of August 2010, the Court 

of Appeals for the Armed Forces had cited Vermont v. Brillon only once, observing: 

The Supreme Court recently held that the general rule, that a delay caused by a 

defendant‘s counsel is charged to the defendant, applies equally to privately 

retained or publicly assigned counsel. Vermont v. Brillon, 129 S. Ct. 1283, 1292 

(2009). The Court noted, however, that this rule was not absolute and that delay 

resulting from a systemic breakdown in the public defender system could be 

charged to the state. Id. The impact of the Brillon decision on this court‘s 

jurisprudence was not briefed nor argued in this appeal and it is therefore not 

appropriate for the court to address at this time. 

United States v. Ashby, 68 M.J. 108, 124 n.10 (C.A.A.F. 2009). To what extent does Vermont v. 

Brillon undercut the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces‘ analysis in Moreno?  

 

UNITED STATES v. FOSTER 

United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals 

2009 CCA Lexis 62 (2009) 

MAKSYM, Judge. 

 A general court-martial composed of officer members convicted the appellant, contrary to his 

pleas, of rape, two specifications of aggravated assault, and wrongfully communicating a threat 

in violation of Articles 120, 128, and 134 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. §§ 

920, 928, and 934. The appellant was sentenced to confinement for seventeen years, forfeiture of 

all pay and allowances, reduction to pay grade E-1, and a dishonorable discharge. The convening 

authority (CA) approved the sentence as adjudged. 

 [The Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals, exercising its Article 66(c) authority to 

set aside a finding of guilty that it does not consider factually sufficient, set aside the finding of 

guilty to rape and dismissed that charge. The court also held that the military judge committed 

plain error by admitting prosecution expert testimony that ―compromised the credibility of this 

trial in its entirety.‖ The court concluded that cumulative error required it to vacate all of the 

findings.] 
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V. Post-Trial Delay 

 The appellant next alleges that he was denied speedy post-trial processing. In this case, the 

following dates pertain: 

 

EVENT DATE TIME TOTAL TIME 

Court-Martial Conviction 03 Dec 99 0 0 

Authentication 09 Aug 2000 250 250 

SJAR 14 Nov 2000 97 347 

SJAR Served on Defense Counsel 20 Nov 2000 6 353 

Addendum SJAR and service of addendum SJAR 

on Defense Counsel 

23 Jan 2001 64 417 

CA‘s Action 09 Feb 2001 17 434 

Docketed at NMCCA 27 Nov 2001 291 725 

Civilian Counsel files Notice of Appearance after a 

10th enlargement 

19 Mar 2003 477 1202 

Appellant‘s Brief filed (after a total of 20 

enlargements) 

19 Dec 2003 275 1477 

Government‘s answer filed (5 Enlargements 

granted) 

16 Aug 2004 241 1718 

Appellant‘s Response filed (1 Enlargement 

granted) 

10 Sep 2004 25 1743 

Appellant‘s Motion to Substitute/Withdraw 

Appellate Counsel 

22 Sep 2004 12 1755 

Appellant‘s Motion to Substitute Appellate 

Counsel Granted 

12 Oct 2004 20 1775 

Appellant‘s Motion for Expedited Review 21 Jun 2006 617 2392 

DuBay Order issued 06 Jul 2006 15 2407 

DuBay Record authenticated 24 Apr 2007 292 2699 

DuBay record docketed at NMCCA 12 Jun 2007 49 2748 

Appellant‘s Brief filed (1 Enlargement granted) 16 Aug 2007 65 281 3 

Government‘s Answer filed 13 Sep 2007 28 2841 

NMCCA Order issued 30 Oct 2008 413 3254 

Appellant‘s Response to NMCCA Order filed 21 Nov 2008 22 3276 

Government Response to NMCCA Order filed 05 Dec 2008 14 3290 

  

. . . . 

 We consider four factors in determining if post-trial delay violates the appellant‘s due 

process rights: (1) the length of the delay; (2) the reasons for the delay; (3) the appellant‘s 

assertion of the right to a timely appeal; and (4) prejudice to the appellant. Toohey v. United 

States (Toohey I), 60 M.J. 100, 102 (C.A.A.F. 2004) (citing Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 530 

(1972)). Once this due process analysis is triggered by a facially unreasonable delay, the four 

factors are balanced, with no single factor being required to find that post-trial delay constitutes a 
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due process violation. United States v. Moreno, 63 M.J. 129, 136 (C.A.A.F. 2006). In extreme 

cases, the delay itself may ―‗give rise to a strong presumption of evidentiary prejudice.‘‖ United 

States v. Jones, 61 M.J. 80, 83 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (quoting Toohey I, 60 M.J. at 102). We look at 

―the totality of the circumstances in a particular case‖ in deciding whether relief is warranted. 

United States v. Allison, 63 M.J. 365, 371 (C.A.A.F. 2006). The standard of review for a claim 

alleging denial of speedy post-trial review and appeal is de novo. United States v. Dearing, 63 

M.J. 478, 486 (C.A.A.F. 2006). 

 Because the appellant‘s case was tried prior to the date the court above decided Moreno, the 

presumptions of unreasonable delay set forth in that case do not apply. Nevertheless, we view the 

Moreno presumptions as instructive, and note that: (1) the CA did not take his action within 120 

days of the completion of the trial; and (2) the record of trial was not initially docketed at this 

court for another nine months—well beyond the 30-day presumption period established for cases 

tried 30 days after Moreno. See Moreno, 63 M.J. at 142. We find the 725-day period between the 

date of trial and the date of initial docketing of the case at this court to be facially unreasonable, 

thus triggering a due process review. 

 Regarding the second factor, reasons for delay, we look at each stage of the post-trial period, 

at the Government‘s responsibility for any delay, and at any explanations for delay. United States 

v. Toohey (Toohey II), 63 M.J. 353, 359 (C.A.A.F. 2006). In its brief, the Government provides 

no explanation for the 291-day delay from the CA‘s action to docketing the appellant‘s court-

martial with this court. While the appellant does not reference the 752-day delay in filing his 

initial brief, we note that the appellant filed twenty enlargements of time, ten of which were filed 

before he retained civilian appellate counsel, citing other caseload commitments. We 

additionally note that the Government filed five enlargements of time before filing its answer to 

the appellant‘s brief. But, the bulk of delay in this case is attributable to the manner in which this 

court failed to properly advance this litigation. The delay incurred by this court‘s ineffective 

action amounts to nothing less than judicial negligence. 

 Specifically, we acknowledge a 664-day delay from the filing of the appellant‘s reply to our 

issuing a DuBay order, and 413-day delay from the filing of the Government‘s answer to our 

issuing an order specifying two issues for consideration. Based upon the precedent set by the 

court above, we do not hold the appellant ―responsible for the lack of ‗institutional vigilance‘ 

that should have been exercised in this case.‖ Dearing, 63 M.J. at 486 (quoting Moreno, 63 M.J. 

at 137). We find, therefore, that the reason for delay in processing the appellant‘s court-martial is 

a factor that weighs heavily in favor of the appellant. 

 Turning to the third factor, we find no assertion of the right to a timely appeal prior to the 

filing of the appellant‘s brief and assignments of error with this court on 19 December 2003. 

While this factor weighs against an appellant, the weight against him is usually slight, because 

the primary responsibility for speedy processing rests with the Government. Moreno, 63 M.J. at 

138. 

 Regarding prejudice, we find that this case is one in which the post-trial delay is so extreme 

as to ― ‗give rise to a strong presumption of evidentiary prejudice.‘‖Jones, 61 M.J. at 83 
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(citations omitted).
1
 We conclude that based upon the record before us, the appellant was 

prejudiced by the post-trial delay after his general court-martial, and consider this a factor that 

weighs heavily in favor of the appellant. Of primacy in our evaluation is the determination that 

the Government failed to prove the appellant guilty of rape by legal and competent evidence 

beyond a reasonable doubt. We conclude that had one of the seven previous lead judges in this 

matter conducted a thorough assessment of the record of trial in a timely fashion, the extensive 

errors embracing this case would have been discovered and the appellant would have faced the 

prospect of a new trial on all but the rape charge. In short, nearly ten years of delay makes a 

difference in a case where the alleged instances of misconduct took place years before the actual 

trial. The court above has spoken as to the appropriateness of dismissal in an instance where an 

appellant has remained in confinement, in part, for an offense of which he was wrongfully 

convicted. Moreno, 63 M.J. at 139 n.15. Here, we have determined that Sergeant Foster‘s 

conviction for rape was improper as the Government did not establish his guilt. Therefore, the 

appellant has served nearly ten years of confinement, in part, for an offense of which he should 

not have been convicted. 

 Balancing all four factors, we conclude that there has been a due process violation resulting 

from the post-trial delay in processing this case. We find the delay in this case ― ‗is so egregious 

that tolerating it would adversely affect the public‘s perception of the fairness and integrity of the 

military justice system.‘ ― United States v. Haney, 64 M.J. 101, 108 n.36 (C.A.A.F. 2006) 

(quoting Toohey II, 63 M.J. at 362). Further, we conclude that the error created by the 

unreasonable delay is not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. Even if it was, we are aware of 

our authority to grant relief under Article 66, UCMJ, and in this case, irrespective of the due 

process violation, we would choose to exercise that authority because of the unique 

circumstances in this case. 

 As to an appropriate remedy, we have considered dismissing all charges and specifications 

with prejudice. We would do so if we had evidence that the appellant was unable to defend 

himself against the remaining charges at any rehearing. However, we have no such evidence 

before us. Accordingly, we will set aside the findings and sentence and return the record to the 

Judge Advocate General for remand to an appropriate convening authority with a rehearing 

authorized. However, so as to compensate the appellant for the actual prejudice we have 

discerned from ten years of confinement, served in part, for an offense which we have dismissed 

herein, we will limit the appellant‘s further exposure to any adjudged sentence other than a 

punitive discharge. Should the rehearing result in conviction, we believe that limiting the 

appellant‘s sentence will serve as adequate relief for the deprivation of his right to speedy post-

trial review. 

 

 

                                                           
1
 [n.7] By way of example, the appellant asserts that the appellate delay was responsible for civilian defense 

counsel’s failure to recall events that occurred during the trial.  Indeed, the military judge, during the DuBay 
hearing, noted that the delay affected the recollection of civilian trial defense counsel. . . .  
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VI. Conclusion 

 The charge of rape is dismissed with prejudice. The remaining findings and the sentence are 

set aside. The record is returned to the Judge Advocate General for remand to an appropriate CA 

with a rehearing authorized. In the event of conviction, the convening authority may approve 

only so much of the sentence as includes a punitive discharge, if one is awarded. The appellant is 

ordered released from confinement forthwith. 

Chief Judge O‘TOOLE concurring. 

 I associate myself entirely with the majority opinion. I write separately to address the 

egregious delay that is so evident. 

 This is a case of moderate length and of some complexity. Nevertheless, there is no readily 

perceived reason for the expenditure of 434 days to authentication by the military judge, or 

another 291 days to docket the record with this court. Thereafter, among themselves, appellate 

counsel (including civilian appellate defense counsel) required 26 enlargements; and, with the 

court, consumed five years to brief the case, and for this court to order a DuBay hearing, which 

thereafter took nearly another year to complete. While there certainly can be circumstances to 

justify appellate counsel requesting enlargements, the sheer volume of time consumed should 

have caused counsel and supervisory counsel on both sides to pause and consider the earnestness 

of representation. I am not ascribing blame to anyone in particular, and most certainly not on the 

part of those who ultimately moved this case through to its conclusion after nearly 10 years. But, 

I do want to re-emphasize in the strongest possible terms, that all those in our military justice 

community should take note that there is some responsibility for delayed justice in this case at 

every level of practice; delay that, in the future, both bench and bar must more critically 

evaluate, and urgently address at every phase of trial and post-trial. With respect to this case, 

however, the principal responsibility for delay rests with this court. 

 Though the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has usually taken a more flexible view of 

delay by the Courts of Criminal Appeals in the exercise of their judicial decision-making 

authority, see United States v. Moreno, 63 M.J. 129, 137 (C.A.A.F. 2006) (citing Diaz v. Judge 

Advocate General of the Navy, 59 M.J. 34, 39-40 (C.A.A.F. 2003) and United States v. Dearing, 

63 M.J. 478, 486 (C.A.A.F. 2006)), I do not want that to dilute my point: the inability of the court 

to dispose of this case in a more timely manner was, and is, intolerable. Having said this, I hasten 

to add that it is not my purpose to castigate our predecessors. It is only to provide context in 

which the legal basis for our ultimate disposition must be understood. Looking forward, I know I 

can speak for all of my colleagues in asserting that this court will take heed of the lessons learned 

here: delay of this nature represents a failure in the performance of our duty to provide every 

appellant ―even greater diligence and timeliness than is found in the civilian system‖ regarding 

their appeal of right. Toohey v. United States, 60 M.J. 100, 102 (C.A.A.F. 2004). We failed to do 

that in this case. 

 Finally, it would be unfair to fail to take notice of changes initiated by the Judge Advocate 

General in response to cases such as this one. The establishment of a military justice litigation 

career track, the appointment of adequate and more specialized appellate counsel and staff, and 

expanded appointments to this court, including more experienced trial judges, all contributed to 

the ultimate resolution of this case. However, these institutional changes will only result in 
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timely disposition in every case if assigned counsel, supervisors, and judges remain vigilant. 

Nothing less is acceptable. 

 

Senate Report No. 111-035 (2009) 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010 

Inspector General review of post-trial processes for court-martial record 

preparation and appellate review within the Department of the Navy 

 The committee believes that action is long overdue to analyze and correct longstanding 

problems with the post-trial processes for preparation of records of courts-martial and for 

appellate review of court-martial convictions within the Department of the Navy. The United 

States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces (C.A.A.F.) in the case of Toohey v. United States, 

60 M.J. 100 (C.A.A.F. 2004), established standards for assessing whether convicted service 

members had been denied due process under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution as a result 

of denial of reasonable appellate processing of their cases. Since then, a succession of Navy and 

Marine Corps cases, including, but not limited to, United States v. Jones, 61 M.J. 80 (C.A.A.F. 

2005); United States v. Allison, 63 M.J. 365 (C.A.A.F. 2006); United States v. Moreno, 63 M.J. 

129 (C.A.A.F. 2006); United States v. Dearing, 63 M.J. 478 (C.A.A.F. 2006); and, most recently, 

the unpublished case of United States v. Foster have addressed extremely lengthy delays in 

appellate review. In the Foster case, the conviction of a Marine was set aside because his 

conviction for rape ―could not withstand the test for legal and factual sufficiency.‖ This Marine 

had been confined for more than 9 years awaiting appellate review of his case. These cases 

demonstrate that cognizant legal authorities in the Department of the Navy have not taken 

necessary and appropriate steps to ensure that the resources, command attention, and necessary 

supervision have been devoted to the task of ensuring that the Navy and Marine Corps post-trial 

military justice system functions properly in all cases. 

 The committee recognizes that a series of Navy Judge Advocates General have attempted to 

overcome the systemic challenges associated with preparing, authenticating, tracking, and 

forwarding records of trial from numerous commands entrusted with court-martial convening 

authority and ensuring that the appellate review process comports with all legal standards. The 

committee is convinced, however, that intervention is needed by departmental civilian and 

military leaders to definitively resolve these chronic administrative problems and that action 

should be taken immediately to resolve these issues. 

 The committee directs the Inspector General of the Department of Defense, in consultation 

with the Secretary of the Navy, to review the systems, policies, and procedures currently in use 

to ensure timely and legally sufficient post-trial reviews of courts-martial within the Department 

of the Navy. The review shall discuss and summarize the history of problems experienced by the 

Navy and Marine Corps since 1990 in ensuring appropriate appellate review of general and 

special courts-martial and curative measures. 

 The principal focus of the review shall be to determine whether the resources dedicated to 

post-trial processes, the information and tracking systems in use, the applicable procedures and 

policies, and the monitoring and supervision of actions of participants in the military justice 
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system aimed at ensuring compliance with the procedural requirements of law are adequate to 

accomplish the requirements for due process of law under the Uniform Code of Military Justice 

and applicable case law. This review should be provided to the Secretary of the Navy no later 

than January 1, 2010. 

 The committee further directs the Secretary of the Navy, in consultation with the Chief of 

Naval Operations and the Commandant of the Marine Corps, no later than March 1, 2010, to 

submit to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and the House of Representatives a 

written report on the findings and recommendations of the Department of Defense Inspector 

General and actions taken or planned to address these findings and recommendations. The 

Secretary shall include in the report his assessment of the adequacy of (1) the Department of the 

Navy‘s processes and resources dedicated to affording legally sufficient post-trial review of all 

Navy and Marine Corps cases, (2) the systems in place to track courts-martial cases, and (3) 

means to ensure accountability and compliance with the requirements of the Uniform Code of 

Military Justice and applicable case law. 

 

NOTE 

 As Chief Judge O‘Toole‘s Foster concurrence suggests, by the time the Senate Armed 

Services Committee directed the Department of Defense Inspector General to investigate post-

trial delay in the Department of the Navy, the problem had been largely cured. 

 

IA.  SPEEDY TRIAL 

Uniform Code of Military Justice 
Article 10. Restraint of persons charged with offenses 

 . . . When any person subject to this chapter is placed in arrest or confinement prior to trial, 

immediate steps shall be taken to inform him of the specific wrong of which he is accused and to 

try him or to dismiss the charges and release him. 

Rule for Courts-Martial 707 
Speedy Trial 

(a) In general. The accused shall be brought to trial within 120 days after the earlier of: 

 (1) Preferral of charges; 

 (2) The imposition of restraint under R.C.M. 304(a)(2)–(4); or 

 (3) Entry on active duty under R.C.M. 204. 

(b) Accountability. 

 (1) In general. The date of preferral of charges, the date on which pretrial restraint under 

R.C.M. 304 (a)(2)-(4) is imposed, or the date of entry on active duty under R.C.M. 204 shall not 

count for purpose of computing time under subsection (a) of this rule. The date on which the 
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accused is brought to trial shall count. The accused is brought to trial within the meaning of this 

rule at the time of arraignment under R.C.M. 904. 

 (2) Multiple Charges. When charges are preferred at different times, accountability for each 

charge shall be determined from the appropriate date under subsection (a) of this rule for that 

charge. 

 (3) Events which affect time periods. 

  (A) Dismissal or mistrial. If charges are dismissed, or if a mistrial is granted, a new 120-

day time period under this rule shall begin on the date of dismissal or mistrial for cases in which 

there is no repreferral and cases in which the accused is in pretrial restraint. In all other cases, a 

new 120-day time period under the rule shall begin on the earlier of 

   (i) the date of repreferral; 

   (ii) the date of imposition of restraint under R.C.M. 304(a)(2)–(4). 

  (B) Release from restraint. If the accused is released from pretrial restraint for a 

significant period, the 120-day time period under this rule shall begin on the earlier of 

   (i) the date of preferral of charges; 

   (ii) the date on which restraint under R.C.M. 304(a)(2)-(4) is reimposed; or 

   (iii) the date of entry on active duty under R.C.M. 204. 

 . . . . 

(c) Excludable delay. All periods of time during which appellate courts have issued stays in the 

proceedings, or the accused is absent without authority, or the accused is hospitalized due to 

incompetence, or is otherwise in the custody of the Attorney General, shall be excluded when 

determining whether the period in subsection (a) of this rule has run. All other pretrial delays 

approved by a military judge or the convening authority shall be similarly excluded. 

 (1) Procedure. Prior to referral, all requests for pretrial delay, together with supporting 

reasons, will be submitted to the convening authority or, if authorized under regulations 

prescribed by the Secretary concerned, to a military judge for resolution. After referral, such 

requests for pretrial delay will be submitted to the military judge for resolution. 

 (2) Motions. Upon accused‘s timely motion to a military judge under R.C.M. 905 for speedy 

trial relief, counsel should provide the court a chronology detailing the processing of the case. 

This chronology should be made a part of the appellate record. 

(d) Remedy. A failure to comply with this rule will result in dismissal of the affected charges, or, 

in a sentence-only rehearing, sentence relief as appropriate. 

 (1) Dismissal. Dismissal will be with or without prejudice to the government‘s right to 

reinstitute court-martial proceedings against the accused for the same offense at a later date. The 

charges must be dismissed with prejudice where the accused has been deprived of his or her 

constitutional right to a speedy trial. In determining whether to dismiss charges with or without 

prejudice, the court shall consider, among others, each of the following factors: the seriousness 

of the offense; the facts and circumstances of the case that lead to dismissal; the impact of a re-
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prosecution on the administration of justice; and any prejudice to the accused resulting from the 

denial of a speedy trial. 

 (2) Sentence relief. In determining whether or how much sentence relief is appropriate, the 

military judge shall consider, among others, each of the following factors: the length of the 

delay, the reasons for the delay, the accused‘s demand for speedy trial, and any prejudice to the 

accused from the delay. Any sentence relief granted will be applied against the sentence 

approved by the convening authority. 

(e) Waiver. Except as provided in R.C.M. 910(a)(2), a plea of guilty which results in a finding of 

guilty waives any speedy trial issue as to that offense. 

 

NOTES AND QUESTIONS 

 1. As the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces discussed in its Mizgala opinion (see page 

48 of the casebook), a speedy trial analysis under Article 10 is distinct from both a Sixth 

Amendment analysis and an R.C.M. 707 analysis. The court has ―consistently noted that Article 

10 creates a more exacting speedy trial demand than does the Sixth Amendment.‖ United States 

v. Mizgala, 61 M.J. 122, 124 (C.A.A.F. 2005). The court acknowledged that ―the full scope of 

this ‗more exacting‘ Article 10 right has not been precisely defined by this court.‖ Id. at 125. In 

Mizgala, the court also reiterated that Article 10‘s protections are distinct from and greater than 

those in R.C.M. 707. Id. ―[I]n the area of subconstitutional speedy trial,‖ the court has held, 

―Article 10 reigns preeminent over anything propounded by the President.‖ United States v. 

Kossman, 38 M.J. 258, 261 (C.A.A.F. 1993).  

 2. Article 17.2(b) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) establishes a 

speedy trial requirement for the assertion of national jurisdiction over crimes that might come 

under the jurisdiction of the ICC. It states that ―an unjustified delay in the proceedings‖ shall be 

considered when assessing a nation‘s unwillingness to investigate or prosecute. What might 

constitute an ―unjustified delay‖ during times of war, political instability, or national emergency? 

Is that period of time longer or shorter than the period of time for which an ―enemy non-

combatant‖ (see Chapter 19 on Military Commissions) can be held before the pre-charging delay 

should be considered unjustified?  

 

Page 765 

Military Dockets: Examining the Public’s Right 

of Access to the Workings of Military Justice 
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, 2008 

The case for public dockets 

On December 6, 2007, the U.S. Marine Corps quietly concluded one of the more disturbing 

personnel scandals in the military‘s recent history. During his general court-martial on that date, 

Lt. Cmdr. John Thomas Matthew Lee pleaded guilty to sodomy, aggravated assault, and indecent 

assault, among other charges. The HIV-positive Navy chaplain admitted to sexual liaisons that 
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included using alcohol and his superior rank to coerce a Navy midshipman into performing 

various sexual acts. In another instance, Lee had consensual sex with an Air Force officer but 

lied concerning his HIV-positive condition. Lee also admitted to having convinced a Marine 

corporal to photograph him nude during a counseling session.  

And if not for a tip received by a newspaper editor just two days before Lee‘s court-martial 

transpired, the public may have never heard a word about it.  

For months after Lee was first charged in August 2007, the Marine Corps kept the case a 

secret. Like other military branches, the Marine Corps does not require its courts-martial 

schedules to be released through a publicly available case docketing system. Without such a 

mechanism in place, military court officials in Quantico, Va., were able to suppress public notice 

of the Lee case and thereby deny the public‘s First Amendment right of access to a criminal 

proceeding.  

Lee‘s attorney, who helped secure the plea deal that ensures his client will likely spend just 

19 months behind bars, praised the Marine Corps ―because their primary interest here was to 

protect people.‖  

But was it really? While some victims in the case were reportedly notified that Lee is HIV-

positive, it remains unclear if Lee actually indentified all of his victims preyed upon during his 

12-year military career as an officer. Other victims who were not notified directly by the Marine 

Corps earlier in the investigation had to wait more than an additional month from the time the 

Corps formally announced Lee‘s HIV-related charges to the time the case was first publicized 

through a newspaper report. During that period, not only were potentially unidentified victims 

denied treatment for HIV exposure, but they may have unknowingly spread the lethal disease. As 

an editorial in the Marine Corps Times and Navy Times noted just after Lee‘s court-martial: ―It 

might not sound like much, but ask the victims whether they would like that time back. More 

important, ask anyone who‘s had sex with the victims since then.‖ 

The Lee court-martial illustrates the alarming consequences of denying journalists and the 

public at large access to military court information. But the issue is hardly a new one. Despite the 

fact that the highest military courts ruled more than a decade ago that the public has a First 

Amendment right of access to both military courts-martial and Article 32 preliminary hearings, 

military public affairs officers (PAOs) routinely reject reporters‘ requests for courtroom dockets. 

Even when dockets are released, the information is often so general and devoid of meaningful 

detail that the public is still left in the dark. When it comes to public access to military court 

proceedings, a constitutional key can be essentially useless if one cannot find the gate. 

As discussed further below, past attempts to persuade military officials to create an online 

military courts docketing system that provides the public with basic information in a timely 

manner have failed. At a minimum, an adequate online docketing system would include the full 

names of a given criminal proceeding‘s participants, specific scheduling information for the 

proceeding, and detailed information concerning the criminal charges in the case. Alternatively, 

the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) would, at first glance, appear as a statutorily based tool 

the public could use to access military court dockets. But FOIA‘s exemptions and the relatively 

cumbersome process the statute offers for document access make FOIA of little use to military 

reporters on deadline who would need to make docket requests every day to ensure they did not 
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miss an important new case. The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press believes this 

burden is far too great to ensure timely coverage of military court proceedings. Furthermore, 

given the public‘s First Amendment right of access to such proceedings and a defendant‘s Sixth 

Amendment right to a public trial, this burden is wholly unnecessary and unjustified. . . . 

Reporting on the military justice system 

In performing their jobs day-to-day, military court reporters around the world often 

experience a tremendous sense of personal conflict. On the one hand, the institutional challenges 

that encumber military reporting at nearly every turn have the effect of testing journalistic skill 

and providing scenarios where reporters can prove their mettle: the old-school, pavement-

pounding, Woodward-and-Bernstein kind of stuff. In short, the adversarial element within the 

military beat creates a heightened sense of purpose for reporters and beyond that, a thrill. On the 

other hand, these same reporters will acknowledge that the unusual obstacles they face inevitably 

hamper their performance as the public‘s eyes and ears. For every scoop ferreted out from a 

confidential source, there is the nagging feeling that perhaps another ten got away. In the end, 

after military reporters and base PAOs complete their jousting and the dust settles, the public 

remains underserved. 

In deconstructing their frustrations with the military justice system, most reporters 

interviewed for this project articulated feelings of powerlessness, that reporters are ―at the 

mercy‖ of base PAOs and commanders. In contrast to the civilian judicial system, in which court 

dockets routinely furnish detailed information available weeks in advance, the military system 

typically puts the burden on reporters to discover upcoming cases.  

In practice, this means military reporters are often completely dependent on backchannel 

sources such as defense attorneys, relatives of the service member charged and ―leakers‖ within 

the military itself — all of whom are, more often than not, speaking from biased perspectives 

that benefit their clients, family members, or other professional aspirations. While military 

reporters are usually aware of these sources‘ ulterior motives, they often have no other objective 

sources of information by which to ground their reports. 

―If I could just walk into the local JAG office each week and look at the docket for myself, 

life would be a lot simpler,‖ said Stars and Stripes reporter John Vandiver. ―It works for the 

justice system in the civilian universe. I don‘t see why it should be any different in the military.‖ 

Interviews with more than a dozen reporters who cover courts on military bases worldwide 

indicated that the following deficiencies are most problematic: 

• base officials‘ apparent discretion to withhold embarrassing or damaging information on a 

case-by-case basis without further justification; 

• when docketing information is produced, it lacks basic, relevant details; 

• a lack of timeliness of docketing information release; 

• a patronizing or intimidating attitude expressed by base officials when reporters request 

information; and 

• an apparent ignorance reflected by some base personnel in regard to their own base policies 

and available information. . . . 
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Reporters’ perspectives 

In interviewing military reporters for this analysis, the Reporters Committee spoke to 

seasoned journalists who had covered high-profile courts-martial and Article 32 hearings during 

which military officials withheld information critical to the public‘s understanding of the story. 

The reporters‘ anecdotes below have been parsed into categories reflecting the most frequently 

received complaints.  

Discretion to withhold embarrassing or damaging information 

A paramount function performed by any journalist is oversight — often referred to as the 

―watchdog‖ role. While most investigative journalists depend upon backchannel sources 

operating independently of government public affairs offices, these journalists also rely on 

objective sources of public information typically obtained through the federal Freedom of 

Information Act (FOIA) or state open records laws. 

Military court reporters often find it profoundly difficult to force military officials to produce 

information through written FOIA requests that would place the military in a bad light. 

Confronted with a request for court documents related to ongoing Article 32 hearings and courts-

martial, military officials have frequently argued that that such documents are ―pre-decisional‖ 

and therefore exempt from disclosure under FOIA until all appeals in the case have been 

exhausted. Journalists on deadline therefore find the Act to be an ineffective and impractical tool 

for obtaining military court dockets.  

One of the more compelling military crime accounts of the past several years came to light in 

the summer of 2006 after Tim McGlone, a reporter for The (Norfolk) Virginian-Pilot, introduced 

himself to a uniformed Navy attorney he met in a public place shortly after having started the 

military beat. In a conversation McGlone believes the attorney later regretted, the attorney 

casually suggested there were pending espionage cases the newspaper had not yet discovered. 

Following up on that general tip, McGlone said he called Navy officials at Norfolk Naval 

Station and elsewhere for about three months, desperately trying to learn more about any 

pending espionage cases. Eventually, after months of denying any such cases existed, Norfolk 

officials publicly released the name, rank, and charges of the officer involved.  

After McGlone and fellow Pilot reporter Kate Wiltrout wrote stories critical of the base‘s 

disclosure policy, the Navy released more information about Petty Officer 3rd Class Ariel J. 

Weinmann and the espionage charges he faced. The reporters ultimately learned Weinmann had 

been secretly held in custody for an astounding four months before his Article 32 hearing was 

held and the Navy made the charges public. 

―The bottom line is, they never would‘ve released this, and we never would‘ve found out 

about it if it wasn‘t for the tip — or at least not before it was all over,‖ said McGlone, who is 

protecting the identity of his original military source so the attorney will not be reprimanded. 

The Navy chaplain case was another high-profile case of great public interest that was only 

revealed after C. Mark Brinkley — managing editor of the Springfield, Va.-based Marine Corps 

Times — ―bumped into‖ an old, reliable source who said, ―Hey, I think you guys need to know 

about this,‖ according to Brinkley. 
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Lt. Cmdr. Lee, the Navy chaplain, pleaded guilty to sexual misconduct, aggravated assault 

and other charges during a Dec. 6, 2007 court-martial after he admitted to having sex with sailors 

of inferior rank while the chaplain was HIV-positive. The Marine Corps only acknowledged the 

charges on Dec. 4 after the newspaper followed up on Brinkley‘s tip. 

A subsequent editorial published Dec. 17 in the Marine Corps Times and Navy Times noted 

that some of Lee‘s victims during the chaplain‘s 12-year military career may not have known 

Lee was HIV-positive. Between the time Lee was first secretly charged with crimes related to his 

HIV-positive status and the court-martial — more than a month — those victims not only may 

have missed opportunities for treatment but also could have unknowingly spread the disease, the 

editorial asserted. 

―I trust that the military is going to do the right thing most of the time, but it doesn‘t mean 

that we don‘t think that we shouldn‘t keep an eye on them,‖ Brinkley said in an interview. ―I 

think everyone is better off for the watchdog role of the press, and, in my mind, the only way to 

ensure that everything is done above board is to ensure they always have a fear that somebody is 

going to find out it wasn‘t.‖ 

Scarcity of relevant detail 

Even reporters who have access to the best court dockets the military has to offer have reason 

to complain. The Marine Corps base at Camp Pendleton in Southern California, for example, has 

one of the most comprehensive docketing systems in the military. Along with the full name of 

the service member charged and the date, time, and location of the upcoming proceeding, the site 

includes details such as a service member‘s unit and the likely duration of the proceeding. 

Significantly, however, the sheet includes no factual detail relating to Uniform Code of Military 

Justice (UCMJ) provisions under which the service member has been charged. 

Without those facts, reporters are often left clueless as to the severity of the charges, or — as 

in some cases in which the UCMJ provisions encompass a large assortment of infractions — 

even the most basic idea as to what type of crime the service member allegedly committed. 

The Army is particularly unusual among the five branches in its docketing disclosure 

policies, as it offers an online site that allows the public to look up dockets by base and often 

discloses proceedings scheduled days and weeks in advance. However, the Army site tends to 

include less information than the Camp Pendleton site. Reporters attempting to prioritize their 

time between stories consistently struggle to determine which Army cases deserve their and the 

public‘s attention. 

After the Weinmann case, Wiltrout said her newspaper published multiple stories criticizing 

the Navy‘s docketing procedures, accusing the Navy of intentionally withholding the information 

from the public to protect its image. As a result, Wiltrout said the Norfolk base temporarily 

instituted a new system for a few months that included remarkably comprehensive detail 

concerning upcoming court proceedings on the base. By January 2007, however, Wiltrout said 

the Norfolk base‘s policy abruptly changed with little explanation from Navy officials. Wiltrout 

said she now receives just ―minimal information‖ and when she asks for court scheduling 

information, the base will only provide information up to five days in advance. 
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Lack of timeliness 

Many military journalists interviewed for this analysis said that when military base officials 

disclose information to the press, the information is often released at the last minute or during 

off-hours. Even at bases where docketing systems are posted online, the calendars are sometimes 

only updated one or two business days before the proceeding is scheduled to be held, reporters 

said. 

Given the potentially dire health issues at stake in the Navy chaplain case, few examples 

better illustrate the implications of allowing the military to release information only when it sees 

fit to do so. After the Marine Corps Times learned of the story through an independent source, 

military officials claimed they were preparing to alert the press to the chaplain case, Brinkley 

said. But that assurance was given to the paper just hours before the court-martial‘s start, he said. 

―Now, you had to give [Marine Corps officials] the benefit of the doubt, because we were out in 

front of it,‖ Brinkley said. ―But, in fact, if that was the plan, the plan would‘ve been to give the 

press a minimal amount of notice.‖ 

Moni Basu, a reporter at the Atlanta Journal-Constitution for 18 years, has been covering the 

Iraq War since 2002. During the summer of 2007, Basu was assigned to the case of Army Spc. 

Christopher P. Shore, who was charged with murdering an Iraqi detainee in June 2007 during a 

raid in the northern Iraqi city of Kirkuk. Shore, a Georgia native who claimed his platoon 

sergeant ordered him to ―finish‖ the wounded detainee, was tried by court-martial at Schofield 

Barracks in Hawaii. 

In reporting the story beginning in July 2007, Basu said she was initially tipped off by a 

report from another newspaper rather than military officials. After then contacting an Army 

PAO, Basu said she received a charge sheet that included no factual detail about the alleged 

crimes. In addition to the general charges filed against Shore, Basu said the PAO would only tell 

her that the soldier‘s Article 32 hearing was ―sometime in October.‖ 

―As far as the details of the case, the Army wasn‘t about to tell us anything more than what 

was on that charge sheet,‖ said Basu, who has been embedded with American military units in 

Iraq seven times since the war began. Basu said she became reliant on Shore‘s father and civilian 

defense attorney to learn any details of the case. Eventually Basu traveled from the Journal-

Constitution‘s bureau in Atlanta to Hawaii to cover Shore‘s Article 32 hearing in October. She 

missed the court-martial because she returned to a new embed assignment in Iraq when it was 

held. 

When Basu returned from Iraq, she waited patiently for the military to release a decision in 

Shore‘s case, which was particularly important to the Journal-Constitution‘s readership because 

Shore was the first Georgia-born soldier charged with murder during Operation Enduring 

Freedom. Despite the fact that Basu had written several stories about the Shore case before and 

after Shore‘s criminal proceedings and that she had alerted Army PAOs as to her interest, Basu 

only learned of the court‘s initial decision in the matter from the defense attorney, the day after 

the decision was released. In February 2008, Shore was found guilty of aggravated assault with a 

loaded firearm instead of murder. ―If I‘d waited for [the base PAO] to send it to me, we 

would‘ve been late with the story,‖ Basu said. 
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Back on the West Coast, North County Times military reporter Teri Figueroa noted that even 

with Camp Pendleton‘s relatively comprehensive system, the base‘s docket is typically only 

updated the Thursday or Friday just before the following week‘s proceedings are scheduled. The 

short notice leaves Figueroa little time to adequately prepare for the complex criminal 

proceedings that often ensue just days after she is made aware of them. ―It‘s a sliver of access. 

It‘s like a crack in the door,‖ said Figueroa, in describing Camp Pendleton‘s docketing system. ―I 

get a little bit of access, but I need more for it to be viable public access — credible, legitimate 

public access without having to beg.‖ 

Patronizing or intimidating attitude 

Too often military officials exploit their secrecy prerogative and withhold non-classified 

information that affects civilians on American streets rather than soldiers on foreign battlefields. 

Military justice officials, in particular, frequently seem either oblivious to their disclosure 

responsibilities or downright hostile to such openness. ―It‘s that attitude that bothers us a lot, 

which is something like, ‗We let you be here, so that should be enough,‘‖ said Wiltrout, of the 

Virginian-Pilot. ―How dare we ask a question about what it all meant?‖ 

In conducting their survey, Tully Center researchers reported that base officials often 

responded abruptly and dismissively, offering little help or guidance in regard to the researchers 

most basic questions. Upon being asked for Article 32 docketing information, an official at one 

Army base rudely told the researcher to ―Google it.‖ Several reporters interviewed by the 

Reporters Committee for this analysis said they have experienced similar treatment. 

Seth Robson, a Stars and Stripes reporter who covers U.S. Army Garrison Grafenwoehr in 

Germany, recalled the belligerent resistance he encountered as he wrote a series of stories 

concerning an incident in 2006 during which American soldiers were charged with beating 

German civilians with retractable clubs in Amberg, Germany. ―I received warnings from [Joint 

Multinational Training Command] public affairs Shore‘s officials that continued coverage of the 

case would affect my career,‖ Robson recalled. 

With his requests for court-martial information concerning the case essentially ignored by 

installation officials, Robson said he missed the courts-martial and did not learn any of the 

corresponding adjudicatory details until he traveled to Iraq and interviewed soldiers who were in 

the same Army unit as those who had been charged in the beatings case. With the interviewed 

soldiers‘ information in hand, Robson said he was eventually able to persuade military officials, 

after many additional months of requests, to release transcripts from some of the courts-martial 

that had occurred in the case. ―In my opinion, the Army wanted the thing swept under the rug so 

they held the courts-martial in secret,‖ Robson said. 

Covering the U.S. Army Garrison in Baumholder, Germany, Vandiver has recently written 

stories for Stars and Stripes on the case of Army Capt. Robert Przybylski, who was charged in 

November 2007 with desertion. After Przybylski‘s subsequent Article 32 hearing was on hold for 

months with virtually no explanation from base officials for the delay, Vandiver wrote a story 

that quoted an official‘s curt response to the reporter‘s query: ―The Article 32, it‘s still pending. 

It takes as long as it takes.‖ 

In covering Yokosuka Naval Base in Japan, Stars and Stripes reporter Allison Batdorff 

recalled arriving at the base to cover her new beat a few years ago and asking for base‘s court 
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docket. She said the base PAO literally laughed in her face. ―You Stripes reporters never learn,‖ 

Batdorff remembers the PAO telling her. ―If you want court information, I suggest you make 

friends with the lawyers. Take them out for a few drinks — that‘s the only way you‘ll get 

anything.‖ 

Ignorance 

The Tully Center survey findings [omitted here] demonstrate that some base officials appear 

unaware of their base‘s policies in regard to court docketing disclosures. In some cases, base 

personnel rejected Tully Center requests for information despite the fact that at least some of the 

information denied could be found on base or branch-wide Web site. In other cases, the base 

officials simply admitted that they did not know their base‘s policy in regard to disclosing such 

information. . . . 

There are no statutes or regulations mandating the production of publicly available docketing 

within the military court system. Generally speaking, the R.C.M. provisions that could 

prospectively apply to docketing appear to be Rule 801, which generally outlines a military 

judge‘s responsibilities, and Rule 806, which sets regulations for managing public attendance at 

courts-martial. 

In September 2006, the National Institute of Military Justice (NIMJ), working with American 

University‘s Washington College of Law, sent identical letters to the Judge Advocates General 

(JAGs) of each of the five military branches, requesting their assistance in creating a complete, 

cross-branch docketing system for military courts. In the letter, then-Executive Director Kathleen 

Duignan emphasized that the docketing system should be available online to the general public. 

―Any unwarranted lack of transparency only encourages the kind of misconceptions about 

military justice that all of us who have practiced in the field are familiar with,‖ Duignan wrote. 

Responding in a joint letter, the JAGs rejected the idea, arguing that ―teaming‖ up with a 

private entity such as the NIMJ would be inappropriate for a government agency, and that such a 

docketing system would otherwise trigger privacy concerns. ―We recognize that this is not the 

response that you desired,‖ the JAGs wrote. ―We are committed to increasing the public‘s 

understanding and awareness of the military justice system in a manner consistent with our 

obligation to protect the privacy and dignity of our service members.‖ 

 

NOTES 

1. Prompted by the Reporters Committee study (and apparently having overcome the privacy 

concerns cited in the JAGs‘ letter to the National Institute of Military Justice), the armed forces 

eventually instituted web-based dockets. These remain rudimentary. Much valuable on-line 

information remains difficult to access because it is posted on websites open only to military 

personnel. For its part, the civilian United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has to 

date not made arrangements for online access to its dockets, although it has by steps moved to e-

filing of pleadings. Lack of public access to dockets and pending motions has also been the 

subject of controversy in the military commissions context. ―The Pentagon's Office of Military 

Commissions, for example, doesn‘t make public the court‘s unclassified docket, which lists all 

motions and submissions made by government prosecutors or the officially appointed 
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government defense. The motions themselves often aren‘t released until months after they‘ve 

been argued in court.‖ Roy Gutman, Reporters Complain They Can’t Get Guantanamo Court 

Records, MCCLATCHY, http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2010/07/29/98348/do-guantanamo-media-

restrictions.html. As a result, commission hearings are at times incomprehensible to observers. 

2. In 2010, the Department of Defense barred four journalists from covering military 

commission trials at Guantánamo Bay on the ground that they had disclosed the name of a 

witness who had been an interrogator, contrary to the Department‘s media ground rules—even 

though the witness‘s name was widely known because he had already given media interviews 

and himself had been prosecuted, in a public proceeding, for misconduct. As of this writing, the 

journalists had been permitted to return to Guantánamo to cover the commission proceedings, 

but the legality of the expulsion remains in dispute. See Letter from David A. Schulz to Hon. Jeh 

Charles Johnson, Gen‘l Counsel, Dep‘t of Defense, July 1, 2010, available at 

http://media.mcclatchydc.com/smedia/2010/07/02/17/Ltr__to_Jeh_Johnson__00315649___3_.so

urce.prod_affiliate.91.pdf. 

 

TIMES NEWSPAPERS LTD v. REGINA 
Courts Martial Appeal Court 

[2008] EWCA Crim 2396 

LATHAM, L.J. 

 These are appeals by the media, and by one of the defendant soldiers, from an order made on 

the 4th February 2008 by His Honour Judge Blackett, Judge Advocate General (the JAG) 

pursuant to s. 11 of the Contempt of Court Act 1981 and s. 94 (2) of the Army Act 1955. The 

order related to proceedings brought against 6 soldiers charged with a conspiracy to defraud 

involving a sum in total of about £3,000. In essence the judge ordered that the proceedings 

should be held in camera in their entirety, and that no reports of the proceedings should be 

published save for the fact the six soldiers were so charged.  

 The appellants appeal under s. 103 (2)(nn) of the Army Act 1955 and paragraph 90 (1)(2) of 

the Courts Martial (Army) Rules 2007. At the hearing of the application for leave to appeal on 

the 17th March 2008, this court ordered that in the absence of any rules of procedure in this 

court, the procedure under s. 159 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988 was to be adopted. As far as 

procedure was concerned, the court ultimately ordered that there should be argument in open 

court as to the principles to be followed when the court is considering making any orders 

affecting public access to or reporting of criminal proceedings. The court would then sit in 

camera to consider any material put before it which could justify any such orders. And finally 

there was to be an open hearing at which the court would have the opportunity to indicate its 

views on the material it had heard in camera, before any further argument. This is accordingly 

the procedure we adopted. We gave our decision on the 7th August 2008. We allowed the 

appeals, but ordered that the names of five of the six soldiers should be anonymised, and made 

consequential orders to secure the effectiveness of the main order. These are our reasons. 

 The order made the JAG was made after he had adopted a somewhat similar procedure. The 

judgment he gave was in the following terms: 

http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2010/07/29/98348/do-guantanamo-media-restrictions.html
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2010/07/29/98348/do-guantanamo-media-restrictions.html
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 Clearly as we all agree the fundamental principle is that unless the 

circumstances are highly exceptional justice must be administered in public. And 

this fundamental principle is subject to a number of recognised exceptions under 

common law. If there are to be any restrictions they must be the minimum 

necessary, and the burden is on those seeking the order to show that there is a 

substantial risk of prejudice to national security and to the administration of 

justice without an in camera hearing. A court cannot sit in private purely because 

it believes that to sit in public would be prejudicial to national security. However, 

if the fact of national safety appears to endanger the true administration of justice, 

for example by deterring the crown from prosecuting cases where it should do so, 

the court may sit in private. Those are all quotations from the jurisprudence which 

has been placed before me.  

 But we have also discussed s. 94 (2) of The Army Act 1955. But I have 

found no case where this has been tested in the Court of Appeal, and no authority 

has been brought to my attention. However, I agree with Mr Hudson that this 

section must be construed in a way which is compatible with the European 

Convention on Human Rights, and a judge should only exercise his discretion to 

exclude the public were absolutely necessary for the interests of national security. 

This construction means that the hurdle over which an applicant must jump before 

this fundamental principle of open justice is affected is a very high one. So there 

must be material made known to the court upon which it can reasonably, or which 

the court can reasonably reach its conclusions. Now I have examined a bundle of 

evidence produced by the Crown, and the defence relating to the defendants, their 

former and current activities, their fears for the integrity of future operations 

involving them, and their colleagues, and their fears for the physical safety of 

themselves and their families. I also heard evidence that these subjective fears 

could be objectively justified. This evidence also includes assertions about the 

way the defence is to be conducted by reference to dates, locations and other 

colleagues. Having all that evidence I am satisfied that there would be a 

substantial risk of prejudice to national security, both in terms of safety of 

individuals, and the adverse effect it would have on operational effectiveness and 

therefore providing a n advantage to potential enemies. And I am also satisfied 

there would be a substantial risk of prejudice to the administration of justice 

because the defence would not be able to pursue certain lines of questions and 

enquiries, and therefore the defendant may not receive a fair hearing. And I have 

listened to what Mr. Hudson has said about the way that that can be addressed, 

but given the evidence that I have heard I do not think that that is a practical 

suggestion. Therefore in the exercise of my discretion under s. 94 (2) of The 

Army Act 1955, and in line with common law exceptions to the fundamental 

principle of open justice, I am going to order that all proceedings in this case will 

be in camera. 

 Mr. Millar on behalf of the media, supported by Mr. McKenzie on behalf of Staff Sergeant 

McKay, submits that this order was wrong in principle, could not be justified on the material 

before the JAG and is in any event far more restrictive than is necessary on any proper 
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evaluation of the authorities and the evidence. The basic principle is set out in the speeches in the 

House of Lords in Scott v Scott [1913] A.C. 417, namely that justice requires proceedings in 

court to be held in public, with all the consequences that that entails. It is only where the proper 

administration of justice would be affected that any derogation from this principle can be 

permitted. An example given by Earl Loreburn was where parties might reasonably be deterred 

from seeking justice. It is therefore only where it is strictly necessary for the attainment of justice 

that the court can hear proceedings in camera.  

 In Attorney-General v Leveller [1979] A.C. 440, Lord Diplock stated at page 450: 

… since the purpose of the general rule is to serve the ends of justice it may be 

necessary to depart from it where the nature or circumstances of the particular 

proceedings are such that the application of the general rule in its entirety would 

frustrate or render impracticable the administration of justice or would damage 

some other public interest for whose protection Parliament has made some 

statutory derogation from the rule. Apart from the statutory exceptions, however, 

where a court in the exercise of its inherent power to control the conduct of 

proceedings before it departs in any way from the general rule, the departure is 

justified to the extent and to no more than the extent that the court reasonably 

believes it to be necessary in order to serve the ends of justice. 

 Lord Scarman said this, which is particularly relevant in the present context at page 471: 

. . . the basis of the modern law is as Viscount Haldane declared it was in Scott v 

Scott. It follows: (1) that, in the absence of express statutory provision (e.g. s. 8(4) 

of the Act of 1920), a court cannot sit in private merely because it believes that to 

sit in public would be prejudicial to national safety, (2) that, if the fact of national 

safety appears to endanger the true administration of justice, e.g. by deterring the 

crown from prosecuting in cases where it should do so, a court may sit in private, 

(3) that there must be material (not necessarily formally adduced evidence) made 

known to the court upon which it can reasonably reach its conclusion. 

 There is, in fact, no dispute about these principles. And it is now clear from the submissions 

of the Army Prosecuting Authority, from counsel acting on behalf of all the defendants apart 

from Staff Sergeant McKay and from the Secretary of State for Defence, who has been given 

leave to intervene, that they accept that the order made by the JAG was wider than was necessary 

in the interests of justice. They also accept that it was not justified by s. 94 of The Army Act, 

which provides as follows: 

(1) Subject to the provisions of this section, a court-martial shall sit in open court 

and in the presence of the accused. 

 (2) Nothing in the last foregoing sub-section shall affect the power of a court-

martial to sit in camera on the ground that it is necessary or expedient in the 

interests of the administration of justice to do so; and without prejudice to that 

power a court-martial may order that, subject to any exemptions the court may 

specify, the public should be excluded from all or any part of the proceedings of 

the court if it appears to the court that any evidence to be given or statement to be 

made in the course of the proceedings or that part as the case may be, might 
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otherwise lead to the disclosure of any information which would or might be 

directly or indirectly useful to an enemy. 

 The Army Prosecuting Authority has, in its submissions, put forward a modified form of 

order which would, it was said, have been effective in ensuring that the public would only be 

excluded where matters engaging national security were truly in issue in the evidence or the 

argument. On that basis they do not oppose the appeal, which, accordingly, is allowed.  

 The position, however, is now very different from the position at the time of the original 

order. At that time the JAG was concerned about controlling a trial in which a substantial body 

of evidence both for the prosecution and for the defence would be led. The Army Prosecuting 

Authority has now informed this court that, for reasons which do not concern us, it has decided 

to offer no evidence when the matter comes back to the court-martial. The question therefore is 

what orders, if any, should this court make in place of the order made by the JAG in the light of 

the new situation.  

 Mr. Millar submits that, having allowed the appeals, we should revisit the previous hearings 

and make such orders as are appropriate enabling the material placed before the court at those 

hearings to be made publicly available, at least to the extent that we consider appropriate. He 

further submits that we should consider whether or not there is any further justification in 

maintaining the anonymity of the six soldiers, particularly bearing in mind the fact that, as Mr. 

McKenzie confirmed, Staff Sergeant McKay did not want anonymity. He has, in fact, recently 

been acquitted at a court-martial trial in which he was named.  

 As to the first, we consider that the application is misconceived. The press is entitled to 

report whatever has transpired in open court. In so far as the hearings were in camera, there was 

therefore nothing that the press was entitled to publish. The parts of the hearings which were in 

camera were those where the court was considering evidence and argument as to the extent to 

which evidence or other material should be made public. It was clearly in the interest of justice 

that those hearings should be in camera. We cannot turn the clock back. In any event, having 

considered the material in question, it is quite clear that none of it should be in the public 

domain. 

 That leaves the question of anonymity. That has been the essential subject matter of the 

proceedings before us. It is clearly an important aspect of open justice that defendants‘ names 

should be made public. . . . But there is no doubt that a court may, in appropriate circumstances, 

order that the identity of a defendant can be protected from publicity by withholding his or her 

name. This is recognised by s. 11 of the Contempt of Court Act 1981, which provides: 

In any case where a court (having power to do so) allows a name or other matter 

to be withheld from the public in proceedings before the court, the court may give 

such directions prohibiting the publication of that name or matter in connection 

with the proceedings as appear to the court to be necessary for the purposed for 

which it was so held. 

 But the critical words for our purposes are the words ―having power to do so‖. S. 11 does 

not, of itself, give any such power. 
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 In R v Evesham Justices, ex parte McDonnagh [1988] 1 Q.B. 553, the Divisional Court 

recognised the existence of the power, but said at page 562: 

But, s. 11 was not enacted for the benefit of the comfort and feelings of 

defendants. The general rule enunciated in the passage I have quoted from 

Attorney-General v Leveller Magazine Limited [1979] A.C. 440, 450, may not, as 

is there stated, be departed from save where the nature or the circumstances of 

proceedings are such that the application of the general rule in its entirety would 

frustrate or render impracticable the administration of justice. 

 In R v Reigate Justices ex p Argus Newspapers and Larcombe (1983) 5 Cr .App. R. (S) 181, 

the Divisional Court indicated that a defendant who was in danger of being identified as a 

―supergrass‖ could be granted anonymity but only if that was the only way to protect him. 

 In common law, there is therefore no authority for the proposition that anonymity can be 

ordered for any purpose which is not connected to, or does not have an effect on, the 

administration of justice, or is not provided for in any statutory exception. In Re Officer L [2007] 

1 W.L.R. 2135, the House of Lords considered the question of anonymity, albeit witness 

anonymity, in the context of the Human Rights Act 1998, and in particular Article 2 of the 

European Convention on Human Rights. In that case it was held that two police officer witnesses 

to an affray in which a man died were not entitled, on the facts, to anonymity in an inquiry into a 

death. The House of Lords accepted that Article 2 would be engaged if there was a ―real and 

immediate‖ risk to the life of either officer, so that the State‘s obligation to take reasonable steps 

towards preventing loss of life could justify the grant of anonymity. The claim to anonymity 

failed essentially on the basis that calling the officers by name to the inquiry would not 

materially increase the risk to their lives, which was acknowledged to exist, but, arising form the 

fact that they were serving police officers in Northern Ireland, and from their being called to the 

inquiry. 

 In order therefore for us to be entitled to make any order for anonymity for all or any of the 

soldiers we must be satisfied either that the administration of justice would be seriously affected 

were we not to grant anonymity, or that there is a ―real and immediate‖ risk to the life of any of 

the soldiers were anonymity not granted. The only other route would be by statute. But s. 94 (2) 

is not worded in a way which could justify an order for anonymity. It is concerned with 

protecting information given in evidence which might affect the national interest. As there is to 

be no trial, there is no evidence upon which s. 94(2) could bite. 

 We have considered the evidence put before us in camera in the light of those principles. 

That evidence consisted of statements from the soldiers and statements and oral evidence from a 

senior officer in the Special Forces. That evidence satisfies us that, in general, the Special Forces 

have a justifiable policy of not disclosing the names of personnel whether they are active, that is 

badged members of the Special Forces, or ancillary staff. But that policy cannot of itself justify 

the court granting anonymity. In the present case the claim to anonymity rest fairly and squarely 

on the risk to the lives of two of the soldiers, and the service history makes it clear that they 

would be at a real and immediate risk if they were identified. As far as the other three are 

concerned, they do not fall into the same category. But we are satisfied from the evidence that 

we have heard that there is a real risk that if they were identified, the other two could be 
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identified. Granting them anonymity is, in our view, a reasonable and proportionate precaution to 

take in order to provide the protection to which the other two are entitled. So far as Staff 

Sergeant McKay is concerned, he has asserted his Article 6 rights to an open hearing. Although 

there must be some risk of the disclosure of his name undermining the integrity of the order in 

respect of the others, we have come to the conclusion that his rights must be accommodated at 

least to the extent of enabling him to be identified. And this would be consistent with the fact 

that he was identified in the earlier trial. 

 It is for these reasons that we have ordered that the names of the soldiers apart from Staff 

Sergeant McKay should be withheld, and have granted orders under s. 11 of the Contempt of 

Court Act accordingly. We should say for completeness that Mr. Bashir on behalf of the Army 

Prosecuting Authority submitted that future prosecutions would be inhibited if [there were] any 

failure to grant anonymity. He did so clearly by assertion. We do not consider that this could be a 

sufficient basis for granting anonymity in this case even though, as Lord Scarman recognised in 

Attorney General v Leveller, material short of admissible evidence may well be sufficient in 

other cases. 

QUESTION 

The Canadian court-martial system includes important elements of transparency, including a 

website maintained by the Chief Military Justice that presents, in user-friendly fashion, charging 

information, rulings by the trial judges, and sentencing statements. How is transparency achieved 

when a case is classified as secret and even the names of the accuseds cannot be revealed? See 

Canada (Dir. of Military Prosecutions) v. Canada (Court Martial Adm’r), 2007 FCA 390 (2007) 

[2008] 2 F.C.R. D-5. 
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Page 793 

Add to end of Note 3: 

The version of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2011 that the House of 

Representatives passed on May 28, 2010 would establish a privilege for communications 

between a victim and a Sexual Assault Victims Advocate. H.R. 5136, 111th Cong. § 1647 (2010). 

As of this writing, it is uncertain whether the final version of the legislation will include the 

creation of such a privilege. 

UNITED STATES v. MATTHEWS 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces. 

68 M.J. 29 (C.A.A.F. 2009) 

Judge BAKER delivered the opinion of the Court. 

[A portion of the Appellant‘s original court-martial was a contested trial before the military 

judge alone. During this contested trial, the defense called Private (PVT) Gibson as a witness.
 
On 

cross-examination, the trial counsel asked PVT Gibson about previous acts of misconduct. PVT 

Gibson declined to answer 13 of those questions by invoking his Fifth Amendment right against 

self-incrimination. The military judge denied the trial counsel‘s request to strike PVT Gibson‘s 

testimony.  

 During the assistant trial counsel‘s rebuttal argument on findings, she commented on PVT 

Gibson‘s invocation of the Fifth Amendment. Appellant‘s counsel objected. The military judge 

overruled the objection, holding that counsel‘s comments were permissible under the ―interests 

of justice‖ exception to Military Rule of Evidence 512(a)(2). That rule provides: 

The claim of a privilege by a person other than the accused whether in the present 

proceeding or upon a prior occasion normally is not a proper subject of comment 

by the military judge or counsel for any party. An adverse inference may not be 

drawn therefrom except when determined by the military judge to be required by 

the interests of justice. 

 Military Rule of Evidence 301 characterizes the Fifth Amendment‘s right against self-

incrimination as a ―privilege.‖ 

 Before the Army Court of Criminal Appeals, the defense argued that the military judge erred 

by allowing the assistant trial counsel to comment on PVT Gibson‘s invocation of his right 

against self-incrimination and that the military judge drew an adverse inference from those 

comments. The defense submitted to the Army Court affidavits from the Appellant‘s trial-level 

civilian and military defense counsel, as well as the Appellant‘s father, stating that the military 

judge had, off the record, explained that he had considered Private Gibson‘s invocation of his 

Fifth Amendment right in determining Private Gibson‘s credibility. The Government submitted a 

conflicting affidavit from the military judge that denied making such a statement.  

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3638204D2E4A2E20203239&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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 The Army Court ordered an evidentiary hearing, known as a DuBay hearing in military 

practice, to determine ―whether the military judge: (1) made any comment regarding PVT 

Gibson‘s invocation of the Fifth Amendment, and/or (2) drew any adverse inference that the 

invocation made PVT Gibson less credible.‖ 

 Without objection, the Government called the military judge who presided at the Appellant‘s 

original court-martial as a witness at the DuBay hearing. The judge testified about his reasons for 

handling PVT Gibson‘s testimony as he had and his reasons for overruling the objection during 

the assistant trial counsel‘s rebuttal sentencing argument. The judge denied making an ex parte 

statement that he drew an inference based on PVT Gibson‘s invocation of his right against self-

incrimination, though he stated that he believed ―then, and I believe now, that the inference could 

be drawn by the court under these circumstances.‖ The judge testified, however, that he had 

already concluded that PVT Gibson‘s testimony was not credible during his direct examination, 

before he invoked his Fifth Amendment rights during cross-examination. 

 The military judge presiding at the DuBay hearing concluded that the trial judge ―did not 

abuse his discretion by allowing assistant trial counsel to comment on Private Gibson‘s 

invocation of the privilege against self-incrimination in her rebuttal argument on findings.‖  

 When the case returned to the Army Court of Criminal Appeals, the defense argued that the 

military judge presiding over the DuBay hearing had erred by permitting the trial judge to testify 

about his deliberative process and by concluding that the trial judge properly permitted the 

assistant trial counsel to comment on PVT Gibson‘s invocation of his privilege against self-

incrimination. The Army Court held that the trial judge erred by allowing the assistant trial 

counsel to comment on PVT Gibson‘s invocation of his Fifth Amendment rights. But the Army 

Court held that the error was harmless, relying on the trial judge‘s DuBay testimony about his 

deliberative process to support that conclusion. In a footnote, the Army Court rejected the 

defense‘s argument that the DuBay military judge erred by allowing the trial judge to testify 

about his deliberative process. 

 The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces granted review of this issue: 

WHETHER THE UNITED STATES ARMY COURT OF CRIMINAL 

APPEALS ERRED IN HOLDING THAT MIL. R. EVID. 509 DOES NOT BAR 

THE GOVERNMENT FROM CALLING THE MILITARY JUDGE FROM A 

JUDGE-ALONE TRIAL TO TESTIFY AT A DUBAY HEARING AS TO HIS 

DELIBERATIVE PROCESS.] 

ANALYSIS 

 We review the CCA‘s conclusion that M.R.E. 509 is inapplicable to military judges de novo. 

See United States v. Flores, 64 M.J. 451, 454 (C.A.A.F. 2007); United States v. Best, 61 M.J. 

376, 381 (C.A.A.F. 2005); United States v. McCollum, 58 M.J. 323, 340 (C.A.A.F. 2003). In 

addressing the granted issue, we look first to the text of M.R.E. 509, and in particular, the use of 

the terms ―courts‖ and ―privilege.‖ In light of M.R.E. 509‘s incorporation of federal evidentiary 

law, as well as the varied ways in which the term ―privilege‖ might be read, we ultimately turn to 

federal common law, consistent with M.R.E. 101, to answer the question presented. Indeed, for 

the reasons explained below, it would not be possible to interpret M.R.E. 509 without reliance on 

federal common law and its purposes. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3634204D2E4A2E2020343531&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3631204D2E4A2E2020333736&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3631204D2E4A2E2020333736&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3538204D2E4A2E2020333233&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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I. Applicability of M.R.E. 509 to Military Judges 

 M.R.E. 509 is included in the ―Privileges‖ section of the Military Rules of Evidence and is 

entitled ―Deliberations of courts and juries.‖ M.R.E. 509 provides that: 

Except as provided in Mil. R. Evid. 606, the deliberations of courts and grand and 

petit juries are privileged to the extent that such matters are privileged in trial of 

criminal cases in the United States district courts, but the results of the 

deliberations are not privileged. 

 M.R.E. 509 ―is taken from 1969 Manual Para. 151 but has been modified to ensure 

conformity with Rule 606(b) which deals specifically with disclosure of deliberations in certain 

cases.‖ Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, Analysis of the Military Rules of Evidence 

app. 22 at A22-44 (2008 ed.) (MCM). 

 Paragraph 151(b) of both the 1951 and 1969 MCM provided that ―[t]he deliberations of 

courts and of grand or petit juries are privileged, but the results of their deliberations are not 

privileged.‖ The reference to ―courts and grand or petit juries‖ in M.R.E. 509 has not changed 

substantively since the 1951 MCM.
 

 
The parties disagree on the meaning of ―courts,‖ and thus whether M.R.E. 509 applies to 

military judges. Appellant argues that the plain meaning of ―courts‖ includes a military judge 

sitting alone. Thus, according to Appellant, M.R.E. 509 prohibits a military judge from testifying 

about his or her deliberative process. On the other hand, the Government argues that the history 

of the MCM demonstrates that ―courts‖ does not include military judges. The Government 

contends that the reference to ―courts‖ in the 1951 MCM could not have referred to a military 

judge sitting in a judge alone court-martial because the position of military judge did not exist 

prior to 1968.
 

 
 ―It is a well established rule that principles of statutory construction are used in construing 

the . . . Military Rules of Evidence. . ..‖ United States v. Custis, 65 M.J. 366, 370 (C.A.A.F. 

2007). ―‗[W]hen the statute‘s language is plain, the sole function of the courts—at least where 

the disposition required by the text is not absurd—is to enforce it according to its terms.‘‖ Id. 

(quoting Hartford Underwriters Ins. Co. v. Union Planters Bank, N.A., 530 U.S. 1, 6 (2000)) 

(alteration in original). ―In construing the language of a statute or rule, it is generally understood 

that the words should be given their common and approved usage.‖ McCollum, 58 M.J. at 340 

(citation and quotation marks omitted).
 

 
Dictionaries from both today and the 1950s suggest that ―court‖ is tantamount to ―judge.‖ 

According to the 1951 Fourth Edition of Black's Law Dictionary, ―[t]he words ‗court‘ and 

‗judge,‘ or ‗judges,‘ are frequently used in statutes as synonymous.‖ Black’s Law Dictionary 425 

(4th ed. 1951). The 1952 version of Webster’s defines ―court‖ as, inter alia, ―a judge or judges 

sitting for the hearing or trial of causes. . . . The judge or judges, as distinguished from the 

counsel or jury.‖ Webster’s New Int’l Dictionary Unabridged 611 (2d ed. 1952). The modern-

day Black’s Law Dictionary defines ―court‖ as ―1. A governmental body consisting of one or 

more judges who sit to adjudicate disputes and administer justice. . . . 2. The judge or judges who 

sit on such governmental body. . . .‖ Black’s Law Dictionary 378 (8th ed. 2004). Therefore, 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3635204D2E4A2E2020333636&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3635204D2E4A2E2020333636&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=35333020552E532E202031&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3538204D2E4A2E2020333430&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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under the plain meaning of ―courts,‖ M.R.E. 509 could be read to include a judge, which, in turn, 

evolved to incorporate a military judge.
 

 
However, while the phrase ―courts and grand and petit juries‖ has remained substantively 

constant over time, related sections of the MCM have changed, which may or may not alter the 

meaning of ―courts.‖ The 1951 MCM reference to ―courts and grand and petit juries‖ may have 

referred to the deliberations of both the judge and juries in civilian courts, given that neither 

military judges nor grand or petit juries existed in the military justice system at that time. 

However, in 1968, the Military Justice Act created the position of military judge and the judge 

alone court-martial. Military Justice Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-632, 70A Stat. 37 (codified as 

amended in scattered sections of 10 U.S.C.). The President promulgated the Military Rules of 

Evidence in 1980, which expressly protects the deliberations of members in M.R.E. 606(b). 

Exec. Order No. 12,198, 45 Fed. Reg. 16,932 (Mar. 12, 1980). What is less clear is whether, by 

restricting the application of M.R.E. 606(b) to only members, the drafters intended to preclude 

any protection over the deliberations of military judges. See McNutt, 62 M.J. at 20 (concluding 

―that M.R.E. 606(b) applies to court members only‖). Or, alternatively, whether the drafters 

determined that the reference to ―courts‖ in M.R.E. 509 was sufficient to accomplish that goal, 

negating the need to either include ―courts‖ within M.R.E. 606(b) or amend M.R.E. 509. There is 

no need to amend language when it already covers the intended result. See Stone v. Immigration 

and Naturalization Serv., 514 U.S. 386, 397 (1995) (―When Congress acts to amend a statute, we 

presume it intends its amendment to have real and substantial effect.‖).
 

 
The canon of contextual construction that ―counsels that a word gathers meaning from the 

words around it‖ also supports the conclusion that ―courts‖ includes military judges. Babbitt v. 

Sweet Home Chapter of Cmtys. for a Great Or., 515 U.S. 687, 702 (1995) (citation and quotation 

marks omitted). M.R.E. 509 includes a reference to both ―courts and grand and petit juries‖ and 

―United States district courts.‖ The first reference in M.R.E. 509 is to ―courts,‖ but the text later 

refers more specifically to ―United States district courts.‖ Thus, that initial reference to ―courts‖ 

likely cannot mean only ―United States district courts.‖ Had the drafters intended the first 

reference to ―courts‖ to mean civilian courts, they would not have distinguished between courts 

in general and ―United States district courts‖ more specifically. Separating courts from juries 

also suggests that ―courts‖ does not equal juries in M.R.E. 509.
 

 Given the plain meaning of the word ―courts,‖ it is reasonable to conclude that M.R.E. 509 

includes military judges within its ambit. However, while M.R.E. 509 reaches military judges, it 

is unclear whether M.R.E. 509 protects the deliberative process of military judges or, 

alternatively, whether it creates a privilege that shields such information but requires affirmative 

judicial invocation similar to that required by other privileges embodied in the Military Rules of 

Evidence. 

II. A “Protection” or a “Privilege”
 

 
There are at least two reasonable ways to interpret the term ―privilege‖ in M.R.E. 509, in the 

absence of legislative history, controlling guidance in the MCM discussion or analysis, or case 

law.
1
 First, because the drafters included M.R.E. 509 in the Privileges section of the Military 

                                                           
1
 [n.6] Of course, one reason that scant guidance exists is because the issue of judicial testimony rarely arises. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=343520465220203136&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3632204D2E4A2E20203230&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=35313420552E532E2020333836&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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Rules of Evidence, alongside privileges such as the lawyer-client privilege, M.R.E. 502, 

husband-wife privilege, M.R.E. 504, and the psychotherapist-patient privilege, M.R.E. 513, one 

might infer that ―privilege‖ should be interpreted similarly to the way the term is used in the 

context of other privileges. Under this reading, by using ―privilege‖ to describe the limitation on 

disclosing the deliberative processes of military judges, M.R.E. 509 would confer upon a person 

or an institutional entity an affirmative privilege against disclosure of certain information. That 

person or institution would hold the privilege, could assert the privilege, and could voluntarily 

waive such privilege.
 

 Second, and alternatively, because M.R.E. 509 defines the scope of the privilege as 

coterminous with that found in ―trial of criminal cases in the United States district courts,‖ one 

might look to federal evidentiary law to determine the meaning of ―privilege‖ in this specific 

context. An examination of federal evidentiary law, however, reveals that the civilian federal 

courts recognize a general rule against review of a trial judge‘s deliberative process, rather than a 

privilege over such information that can be invoked and waived, such as the privilege that exists 

in the context of the attorney-client relationship. Fayerweather v. Ritch, 195 U.S. 276, 306-07 

(1904); Perkins v. LeCureux, 58 F.3d 214, 220 (6th Cir. 1995), superseded by statute on other 

grounds, Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-132, 110 Stat. 

1214 (AEDPA); Washington v. Strickland, 693 F.2d 1243, 1263 (5th Cir. 1982), rev'd on other 

grounds, 466 U.S. 668 (1984), superseded by statute on other grounds, AEDPA; United States v. 

Crouch, 566 F.2d 1311, 1316 (5th Cir. 1978), abrogated on other grounds by United States v. 

Singleterry, 683 F.2d 122 (5th Cir. 1982); Morrison v. Kimmelman, 650 F. Supp. 801, 806 

(D.N.J. 1986), superseded by statute on other grounds, AEDPA. Thus, the deliberative process 

of a judge in civilian court is subject to protection rather than a claim of privilege in the 

traditional legal sense. 

 In our view, both readings are plausible. Therefore, consistent with M.R.E. 101, and the text 

of M.R.E. 509 itself, we look to the Federal Rules of Evidence and federal common law 

generally to interpret M.R.E. 509 and adopt the prevailing federal common law rule that the 

deliberative process of judges is protected from disclosure.
2
 

 

                                                           
2
 *n.7+ “M.R.E. 101(b) instructs military courts to look to the federal rules and the common law for guidance on 

evidentiary issues where doing so is ‘not otherwise prescribed in *the+ Manual . . . and insofar as practicable and 
not inconsistent with or contrary to the code or *the+ Manual.’ ”  McCollum, 58 M.J. at 341 (quoting M.R.E. 
101(b))(alteration in original).  M.R.E. 101(b) further mandates that, when looking to such federal law, military 
courts should consider:  

(1) First, the rules of evidence generally recognized in the trial of criminal cases in the United 
States district courts; and  

(2) Second, when not inconsistent with subdivision (b)(1), the rules of evidence at common law.  

The Federal Rules of Evidence do not expressly protect the deliberative processes of judges or treat such 

information as privileged.  See Fed. R. Evid. 501.  However, federal common law does provide such a protection. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=31393520552E532E2020323736&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=35363620462E32642031333131&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=36353020462E20537570702E2020383031&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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III. Federal Common Law 

 An analysis of federal common law on the deliberative process of judges usually begins with 

Fayerweather, 195 U.S. 276. In Fayerweather, the Supreme Court stated that ―no testimony 

should be received except of open and tangible facts,‖ emphasizing the potential for a negative 

effect on the judicial system if such testimony were permitted: 

[T]he testimony of the trial judge, given six years after the case has been disposed 

of, in respect to the matters he considered and passed upon, was obviously 

incompetent. True, the reasoning of the court for the rule is not wholly applicable, 

for as the case was tried before a single judge there were not two or more minds 

coming by different processes to the same result. Nevertheless no testimony 

should be received except of open and tangible facts—matters which are 

susceptible of evidence on both sides. A judgment is a solemn record. Parties 

have a right to rely upon it. It should not lightly be disturbed, and ought never to 

be overthrown or limited by the oral testimony of a judge or juror of what he had 

in mind at the time of the decision. 

Id. at 306-07. 

 Based on the Fayerweather foundation, other courts have similarly limited the post-trial 

testimony of judges. 

[T]he overwhelming authority from the federal courts in this country, including 

the United States Supreme Court, makes it clear that a judge may not be 

compelled to testify concerning the mental processes used in formulating official 

judgments or the reasons that motivated him in the performance of his official 

duties. 

United States v. Roth, 332 F. Supp. 2d 565, 567-68 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (refusing to permit a party 

to subpoena, and thus compel, the judge to testify concerning his deliberative process); see also 

Crouch, 566 F.2d at 1316 (―A judge‘s statement of his mental processes is absolutely 

unreviewable.‖). ―[T]his [protection] must be construed and applied with the greatest care for 

fear that it be misused or abused.‖ Standard Packaging Corp. v. Curwood, Inc., 365 F. Supp. 

134, 135 (N.D.Ill. 1973) (analogizing the protection provided by the ―mental processes‖ rule to a 

―testimonial ‗privilege‘ ‖). While the case law is often inconsistent in its terminology, whether 

describing the limitation on deliberative process testimony as a privilege, a protection, 

inadmissible evidence, or some other characterization, the operation and application of the 

limitation is the same—courts will not review the deliberative process of a judge. Crouch, 566 

F.2d at 1316. 

 While the underlying principle holds firm, federal courts have stopped short of prohibiting 

judicial testimony entirely and have employed a ―case-by-case‖ evaluation to delineate between 

protected and unprotected testimony. Standard Packaging Corp., 365 F. Supp. at 135. A number 

of decisional trends appear. 

 The most common line of demarcation is between factual testimony and testimony about a 

judge‘s deliberative process, as suggested in Fayerweather itself. 195 U.S. at 306-07. While a 

judge may testify ―to the extent [the testimony] contains personal knowledge of historical facts 
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or expert opinion[,]‖ a court may not consider testimony in which a judge explains his reasoning 

and deliberative process for reaching a decision. Washington, 693 F.2d at 1263. Thus, federal 

courts have permitted judicial testimony about facts when a sufficient basis exists for calling the 

judge to testify and those facts are unavailable from other sources. United States v. Roebuck, 271 

F. Supp. 2d 712, 719-21 (D.V.I. 2003); United States v. Edwards, 39 F. Supp. 2d 692, 706 (M.D. 

La. 1999); United States v. Frankenthal, 582 F.2d 1102, 1106, 1108 (7th Cir. 1978) (concluding 

that a judge could properly testify when that judge was the sole possessor of certain facts through 

which the accused was attempting to prove witness bias). However, questions posed to a judge to 

elicit historical facts cannot ―probe into the mental processes employed in formulating the 

judgment in question.‖
 
Roebuck, 271 F. Supp. 2d at 719. 

 Further, a judge may be permitted to testify where a credible showing of judicial misconduct 

exists. Id. at 718. 

Only in the most extraordinary of cases, such as a strong showing of bad faith or 

improper behavior by a judge or quasi-judicial officer or where circumstances 

were such to overcome the presumption of regularity as to the acts of the decision 

maker, may a judge be questioned as to matters within the scope of his 

adjudicative duties. 

Id.
3
 

IV. Applying M.R.E. 509 and Common Law to this Case 

 In this case, the CCA ordered a DuBay hearing to examine ―[w]hether the military judge 

properly applied Mil. R. Evid. 512(a)(2) . . .‖ and ―[w]hat, if anything, did the military judge say 

concerning PVT Gibson‘s credibility. . . .‖ Matthews Order, No. ARMY 20030404, slip op. at 6. 

The Government called the trial military judge to testify at the DuBay hearing and questioned the 

judge about his reasoning and motives for his holdings at Appellant‘s court-martial. We 

recognize that the questions posed to the trial military judge were an attempt to obey the CCA‘s 

order, however, such a practice is ill-advised, regardless of which party calls or compels the trial 

military judge to testify. 

While it is true that the rule has generally been applied where the party adverse to 

the judgment or record calls an unwilling judicial or quasi-judicial officer for the 

purpose of contradicting or impeaching the record . . ., it does not necessarily 

follow that the result is or should be quite different when the testimony of the 

                                                           
3
 [n.10] In surveying the federal common law, we recognize as well that a few federal courts have allowed state 

court judges to testify or submit affidavits in the context of habeas hearings.  See Weidner, 932 F.2d at 633 
(concluding the court did not “clearly err” when permitting state judge to submit an affidavit in a habeas hearing); 
Wilson v. Lash, 457 F.2d 106, 110 (7th Cir. 1972)(permitting state judge to testify at habeas hearing about the 
quality of defense counsel’s performance at trial), superseded by statute on other grounds, AEDPA.  However, this 
practice appears more akin to a remand for further analysis or fact-finding than it is to exploration of a judge’s 
deliberative process, and the cases were decided before Congress passed the AEDPA, which had a significant effect 
on habeas corpus jurisprudence.  Given the absence of authoritative sources on judicial testimony, we nonetheless 
draw on these cases for guidance. 
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judge or administrative officer is ostensibly offered to support the position 

sustained [below]. . . . 

Feller v. Bd. of Educ., 583 F. Supp. 1526, 1529 (D. Conn. 1984) (citation and quotation marks 

omitted). 

 Moreover, this case is not one involving issues about which federal courts have previously 

permitted trial judges to testify—this is not a habeas case, there is no evidence of judicial bad 

faith or misconduct, and inquiry was not limited to material factual matters about which the 

military judge was uniquely or specially situated to testify. To the contrary, in response to 

questions, the trial military judge provided lengthy testimony about his deliberative process for 

deciding how to rule on certain issues at the court-martial. In fairness to the CCA, the DuBay 

military judge, and the trial military judge, there is no definitive military case law from this 

Court on this issue, and sparse federal case law. But there is a reason for that: permitting judicial 

deliberative process testimony is a bad idea, and thus few courts have done so or have addressed 

these issues. 

 The limited federal common law that exists, predicated on Fayerweather, explains why a 

military judge‘s deliberative process should generally be free from consideration in post-

judgment proceedings. First, ―[t]he prohibition against compelling the testimony of a judge is to 

protect the integrity of the legal system itself.‖ Roebuck, 271 F. Supp. 2d at 722. Permitting a 

military judge to testify about his deliberative process in making a decision at the court-martial 

could expose the judicial system and its judges to ―frivolous attacks upon its dignity and 

integrity, and interrupt[ ] . . . its ordinary and proper functioning.‖ United States v. Dowdy, 440 

F.Supp. 894, 896 (W.D. Va. 1977) (citation and question marks omitted) (omission in original). 

 Second, such testimony threatens the finality of judgments. Washington, 693 F.2d at 1263. 

―When a verdict is rendered, neither the judge nor the jury is asked for justifications. The 

decision may be reviewed and reversed, modified or amended. However, the trier of fact is not to 

be placed on the witness stand and cross examined as to the reasons for the outcome, absent 

evidence of improprieties in the decision making process itself.‖ Morrison, 650 F. Supp. at 807. 

 Third, deliberative process testimony disrupts one of the basic tenants of evidentiary law—

reliability. Testimony about a judge‘s deliberative process poses special risks of inaccuracy. Id. 

Here, the trial military judge testified at the DuBay hearing three years after the court-martial. 

We do not doubt the good faith ability of a military judge to recall exact details about a court-

martial that occurred several years prior. However, the potential for inaccurate recollections 

generally outweighs the probative value that such evidence may have. Washington, 693 F.2d at 

1263; see also Perkins, 58 F.3d at 220 (holding that the district court could not consider the trial 

judge‘s statements about a case that took place over ten years prior). Moreover, alerted to the 

legal question in appellate controversy, a judge might consciously or subconsciously attempt to 

perfect the record in order to withstand appellate review, and do so in good faith. 

 Fourth, the concerns surrounding deliberative process testimony are compounded because a 

judge‘s testimony regarding his own deliberations is ―essentially irrebuttable.‖ Weidner, 932 

F.2d at 632. 

Admitting the testimony of the decision-maker below not only places a heavy 

burden on the party opposing [that] testimony because of that decision-maker‘s 
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virtually unimpeachable credibility, but it becomes practically impossible for a 

party to challenge the mental impressions of a [decision-maker], as his thought 

process is known to him alone. 

Rubens v. Mason, 387 F.3d 183, 191 (2d Cir. 2004) (citation and quotation marks omitted) 

(alterations in original). 

 Fifth, the medium for evaluating a military judge‘s reasoning is the record of trial, not a 

DuBay hearing. Allowing a military judge to testify about his reasoning for a particular decision 

provides a disincentive for sufficiently articulating his holdings on the record. Further, parties 

could also take advantage of such a tool to correct record errors to which they failed to object or 

request further explanation from the military judge. ―It is inappropriate . . . to base an appellate 

opinion on assertions dehors the record.‖ Crouch, 566 F.2d at 1316 (citation and quotation marks 

omitted) (omission in original); see also Proffitt v. Wainwright, 685 F.2d 1227, 1255 (11th Cir. 

1982) (―Such post-decision statements by a judge . . . about his mental processes in reaching 

decision may not be used as evidence in a subsequent challenge to the decision.‖), superseded by 

statute on other grounds, AEDPA, as recognized in Moore v. Campbell, 344 F.3d 1313, 1324 n. 

9 (11th Cir. 2003). 

 Appellant originally appealed to the CCA to determine whether the trial ―military judge erred 

by allowing trial counsel to comment upon the defense witness[‗s] . . . invocation of his Fifth 

Amendment privilege against self-incrimination, and thereafter, improperly drawing an adverse 

inference based on those comments.‖ Matthews, 66 M.J. at 645-46. However, Fayerweather 

cautions against consideration of the judge‘s deliberative process in response to or in evaluating 

that evidence. See Brownko Int’l, Inc. v. Ogden Steel Co., 585 F. Supp. 1432, 1436 (S.D.N.Y. 

1983) (concluding that ―the [Supreme] Court in Fayerweather[, 195 U.S. at 306-07] in no 

circumstances condones the testimony of the trial judge himself to explain his decision‖). 

 This is not a case where the underlying appeal or policy implications compel testimony from 

the trial military judge about his reasoning or motivations. Thus, in formulating its opinion, the 

CCA should not have considered the trial military judge‘s testimony at the DuBay hearing that 

described his deliberations at the court-martial, regardless of whether the trial military judge was 

willing to testify. 

 The Government contends that because the military judge provided a brief recitation of the 

facts and his findings on the record, he ―waived his deliberative privilege‖ and could 

―appropriately testif[y] about those limited matters during the Du[B]ay hearing.‖ Under this 

reasoning, any time a military judge makes findings of fact or conclusions of law on the record, 

he can later be called upon to explain these findings in more detail in a subsequent proceeding. 

This is inconsistent with M.R.E. 509‘s incorporation of federal common law, which protects a 

military judge‘s deliberative process, and with the policy supporting such a protection. ―If a 

judge seeks to give reasons for a decision, we are wiser for what is said on the record. However, 

once a judicial opinion is written and filed, we are all as expert in its interpretation as the hand 

that wrote it. It belongs to us all.‖ Morrison, 650 F. Supp. at 807. 
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 In summary, it is ―well-settled law that testimony revealing the deliberative thought 

processes of judges . . . is inadmissible.‖ Rubens, 387 F.3d at 191. Therefore, we hold that the 

portions of the trial military judge‘s DuBay testimony in which he explained his deliberative 

process and reasoning at the court-martial are unreviewable evidence that cannot be considered 

by the CCA in this case. Perkins, 58 F.3d at 220; Washington, 693 F.2d at 1263. 

 Our conclusion is consistent with the Military Rules of Evidence, the Rules for Courts-

Martial, and this Court‘s previous case law. M.R.E. 601 indicates that ―[e]very person is 

competent to be a witness except as otherwise provided in these rules.‖ Indeed, the subsequent 

evidentiary rules limit this general principle with regard to who may testify and the subject 

matter to which that person may testify. While M.R.E. 605, which addresses the competency of a 

military judge to serve as a witness, does not address a military judge‘s deliberative process, 

M.R.E. 605 is generally one of exclusion, rather than inclusion. See Roth, 332 F. Supp. 2d at 566 

(interpreting the corollary Federal Rule of Evidence). Further, our decision is consistent with 

McNutt, 62 M.J. 16. In that case, we stated that: 

Our holding in this case in no way implies that the mental deliberations of 

military judges are not protected or that the decision-making processes of military 

judges are more open to scrutiny than the decision-making processes of members. 

We hold only that M.R.E. 606(b) is not the vehicle to protect those mental 

processes of military judges. 

Id. at 20 n.26. Today we hold that the federal common law protection of the deliberative 

processes of judges is incorporated into military law through M.R.E. 509, and encompasses 

military judges sitting alone. Although the term ―privilege‖ in this context is ambiguous, we 

interpret it in a manner consistent with federal common law, and thus also in a manner consistent 

with both M.R.E. 509 and M.R.E. 101. 

CONCLUSION 

 In this case, we do not know the extent to which the CCA considered the testimony of the 

military trial judge regarding his deliberative process in applying M.R.E. 512, if at all. In light of 

our conclusion that such testimony is unreviewable, the appellate record does not now reflect 

whether or not the lower court would have reached its conclusion on harmless error without 

considering that testimony. Therefore, the decision of the United States Army Court of Criminal 

Appeals is set aside. The record of trial is returned to the Judge Advocate General of the Army 

for remand to that court for review consistent with this opinion. 

 

UNITED STATES v. WUTERICH 
United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

67 M.J. 63 (C.A.A.F. 2008) 

 

Chief Judge EFFRON delivered the opinion of the Court. 

*   *   * 

 . . . Appellant faces charges of voluntary manslaughter and other offenses related to the 

deaths of civilians in Haditha, Iraq. During the period in which the civilian deaths were under 
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investigation, Appellant provided an interview to CBS Broadcasting Inc. regarding the events on 

the date of and in the place of the charged offenses. CBS subsequently broadcast a portion of the 

interview as part of the 60 Minutes television program. The Government issued a subpoena to 

CBS that included a request for the outtakes – the portions of the interview given by Appellant 

that were not included in the broadcast. CBS declined to provide the outtakes and filed a motion 

to quash the subpoena. The military judge, without reviewing the content of the outtakes, granted 

the motion to quash the subpoena. . . . 

 . . . [I]t was an abuse of discretion for the military judge to quash the subpoena without first 

conducting an in camera review of the requested materials. In our decretal paragraph, we order 

the military judge to review the requested material prior to ruling on the motion to quash the 

subpoena. . . . 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. THE CHARGES AT THE PENDING COURT-MARTIAL 

 The trial of SSgt Wuterich concerns the alleged unlawful killing of civilians during military 

operations in Haditha, Iraq, on November 19, 2005. During an investigation into the events in 

Haditha, Appellant provided a statement on February 21, 2006, concerning this incident and his 

role. Following further investigation, charges against Appellant were referred for trial by court-

martial on December 27, 2007. The pending charges allege dereliction of duty, voluntary 

manslaughter, aggravated assault, reckless endangerment, and obstruction of justice, offenses 

under Articles 92, 119, 128, and 134, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. §§ 892, 919, 928, 934 (2000). 

B. STATEMENTS PROVIDED BY APPELLANT TO CBS 

REGARDING THE CHARGED OFFENSES 

 On March 18, 2007, the CBS television program 60 Minutes broadcast a segment entitled 

―The Killings in Haditha; Staff Sergeant Frank Wuterich discusses what the Marines did the day 

24 Iraqi civilians were killed.‖ At the outset of the broadcast, the CBS correspondent offered the 

following introduction: 

On November 19th, 2005, a squad of United States Marines killed 24 

apparently innocent civilians in an Iraqi town called Haditha. The dead included 

men, women and children as young as two. Iraqi witnesses say the Marines were 

on a rampage, slaughtering people in the street and in their homes. And in 

December, four Marines were charged with murder. Was it murder? Was Haditha 

a massacre? A military jury will decide, but there‘s no question that Haditha is 

symbolic of a war that leaves American troops with terrible choices. The Marine 

making those choices in Haditha was a 25-year-old sergeant named Frank 

Wuterich. He‘s charged with 18 murders, the most by far, and he‘s accused of 

lying on the day that it happened. Wuterich faces life in prison. None of the 

Marines charged with murder has spoken publicly about this, but tonight Staff 

Sergeant Wuterich says he wants to tell the truth about the day he decided who 

would live and who would die in Haditha. 
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 The segment included questions to Appellant by CBS correspondent Scott Pelley, statements 

by Appellant, observations by Mr. Pelley regarding Appellant‘s statements, other commentary by 

Mr. Pelley, and statements by other individuals. The segment consisted of about one-half hour of 

broadcast time. The statements broadcast by CBS were made during an on-camera interview 

with Appellant conducted by Mr. Pelley in October 2006. According to Mr. Pelley, ―During our 

interview, Staff Sergeant Wuterich recounted the events of the incident at Haditha.‖ The precise 

length of Appellant‘s interview with CBS is not set forth in the record. Defense counsel indicated 

on the record that the interview lasted for ―hours,‖ and the military judge referred to 

representations that there were ―several hours‖ of outtakes. These statements have not been 

challenged on appeal. Subsequent to Appellant‘s meeting with Mr. Pelley, CBS selected portions 

of the interview for presentation during the broadcast. 

C. THE SUBPOENA FOR APPELLANT‘S STATEMENTS TO CBS 

 The prosecution issued a subpoena to CBS, dated January 16, 2008. See Rule for Courts-

Martial (R.C.M.) 703. In pertinent part, the subpoena required CBS ―to deliver any and all video 

and/or audio tape(s), to include out-takes and raw footage, of any and all interviews and/or 

statements, oral comments, and/or oral communications or nonverbal acts, actions, and/or 

acknowledgements made by Staff Sergeant Frank D. Wuterich, United States Marine Corps, 

recorded by or for, or in the possession of, CBS News.‖ The subpoena also noted that ―SSgt 

Frank D. Wuterich is a criminal defendant and any/all statements made by him or his defense 

counsel concerning his actions could be deemed to be admissions and admissible at the trial of 

the facts . . . .‖ 

 CBS moved to quash the portion of the subpoena that sought production of the unaired 

footage. In support of the motion, CBS cited R.C.M. 703(f)(4)(C), which authorizes the military 

judge to require that a subpoena be withdrawn or modified if it is ―unreasonable or oppressive.‖ 

CBS also contended that the subpoena should be quashed because the Government could not 

meet its burden of showing that production of the unaired footage was required under ―a 

qualified reporter‘s privilege that is rooted in both the First Amendment . . . and the common 

law.‖ As an alternative to the motion to quash the subpoena, CBS moved that the military judge 

issue ―a protective order, pursuant to R.C.M. 701(g)(2), precluding the Government from 

obtaining the materials sought by the subpoena.‖ CBS agreed to provide and authenticate a copy 

of the segment broadcast on 60 Minutes. 

 Responding to the CBS motion, the prosecution asserted that the subpoena reflected a good 

faith determination that the outtakes contained admissions from Appellant that were relevant, 

material, and necessary. The prosecution contended that the existence of a reporter‘s privilege 

represented a minority view among the federal courts and that, even under the rulings of those 

courts that had found a qualified privilege, the subpoena should not be quashed. 

 The prosecution and CBS submitted detailed briefs to the military judge, including 

appendices directed to the question of whether the information sought in the outtakes was 

cumulative of evidence otherwise in the Government‘s possession. The military judge reviewed 

the 60 Minutes broadcast, but he did not obtain and review the unaired outtakes that were the 

subject of the motion to quash. The defense did not submit a brief on the CBS motion to quash. 
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When the military judge asked whether the defense had a position on the motion to quash, 

defense counsel responded: ―No, Your Honor.‖ 

 During a subsequent colloquy with trial counsel, the military judge commented to trial 

counsel that after viewing the 60 Minutes broadcast, ―I‘m having a hard time seeing what it is 

you think that‘s there that‘s not already there.‖ Trial counsel responded that the outtakes could 

provide the prosecution with the following information about Appellant‘s broadcast statements: 

The background to those comments. The backdrop for his rational[e]. The in-

context expressions of the accused in the context of the interview. Not the 

snippets. Not the sound bites. Not the portion that has been edited for broadcast. 

But the context. The totality of his expressions of his conduct, and his rational[e] 

for his conduct and the conduct on the part of his Marines. 

 The military judge then asked defense counsel what position the defense would take at trial if 

the prosecution offered into evidence Appellant‘s statements from the 60 Minutes broadcast. 

Defense counsel responded that he would object if the prosecution sought to admit only the 

broadcast portions of the interview: ―I would assert the doctrine of completeness [under] M.R.E. 

106 and ask that it all be there for context.‖ 

 At that point, the military judge asked counsel for CBS what position CBS would take if the 

defense asked for the complete interview. Counsel for CBS responded that ―we would, I suspect, 

file a similar motion to quash,‖ depending on the state of the record at the time, among other 

factors. He further noted that the burden to overcome the privilege asserted by CBS would rest 

with the defense, although the balance might be different in the context of a defense request. 

 Defense counsel requested permission to address the issue, noting that the defense was not 

―requesting that these outtakes be admitted [at] trial.‖ Defense counsel further emphasized that 

―we are not a party to the dispute that‘s going on today. And we are also not required to assist the 

government in acquiring its evidence or the evidence it thinks it needs. That‘s never our duty . . . 

.‖ 

 The military judge did not indicate how he might rule if the defense were to offer a motion to 

compel introduction of the interview outtakes under Military Rule of Evidence (M.R.E.) 106. 

Instead, he indicated that he would provide both the prosecution and counsel for CBS with the 

opportunity to brief that issue should it arise in the future. 

 At the conclusion of arguments on the motion, the military judge granted the motion to quash 

the subpoena on the grounds that ―the requirement of necessity has not been met.‖ See R.C.M. 

703(f)(1) (―Each party is entitled to the production of evidence which is relevant and 

necessary.‖). The military judge took note of ―the representation that there are several hours of 

outtakes in the possession of CBS which contain information concerning the accused‘s view of 

the events that occurred on the 19th of November of 2005.‖ He also observed that the outtakes 

―could be admissible into the evidence as statements of the accused under Military Rule of 

Evidence 801(d) [admissibility of statements by a party-opponent].‖ The military judge 

concluded, however, that ―with respect to the outtakes, the contents of the accused‘s comments 
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are speculative at this point and the court is concerned that the subpoena in this case likely 

qualifies as a fishing expedition.‖ 

 The military judge determined that production of the requested information was not 

necessary because ―the information desired here by the government from CBS would be 

cumulative with what is already in the hands of the government.‖ See R.C.M. 703(f)(1) 

Discussion (noting, in the nonbinding commentary accompanying the rule, that ―[r]elevant 

evidence is necessary when it is not cumulative and when it would contribute to a party‘s 

presentation of the case in some positive way on a matter in issue‖). In the course of reaching his 

conclusion on cumulativeness, the military judge considered the availability to the prosecution of 

statements by Appellant broadcast in the 60 Minutes segment; other statements made by 

Appellant prior to trial; statements made by members of his unit; and the forensic evidence, 

photographs, and other physical evidence obtained from the scene of the charged offenses. 

 The military judge also addressed the question of whether CBS could rely on a 

newsgathering privilege, stating that he was persuaded that such a privilege existed ―under 

federal common law.‖ He added, however, that it was not necessary to base his decision on such 

a privilege because any motion to quash that met the ―lower standard‖ of R.C.M. 703 would 

necessarily meet  ―the greater standard required for disclosure‖ under a qualified reporter‘s 

privilege. 

 The prosecution asked the military judge to reconsider his ruling ―and order an in camera 

inspection to determine whether or not the material in question is in fact cumulative . . . given the 

fact that the military judge had not had an opportunity to review‖ the material. See R.C.M. 

703(f)(4)(C) (providing that when the recipient of a subpoena requests relief, ―the military judge 

may direct that the evidence be submitted to the military judge for an in camera inspection to 

determine whether such relief should be granted‖). The military judge denied the motion without 

explanation. The Government appealed the ruling to the Court of Criminal Appeals under Article 

62, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 862 (2000). The United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal 

Appeals vacated the ruling of the military judge and remanded the case for further proceedings. 

United States v. Wuterich, 66 M.J. 685, 691-92 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 2008). 

*   *   * 

III. DISCUSSION 

 In the present case, Appellant – knowing of the investigation into the events in Haditha –  

granted an interview to CBS Broadcasting Inc. CBS, which was aware of the ongoing 

investigation, focused the interview on the events occurring on the date and in the place of the 

matters under investigation. CBS broadcast some, but not all, of the statements made by 

Appellant during the interview. In the nationally televised 60 Minutes program, CBS stated that 

Appellant wanted ―to tell the truth about the day he decided who would live and who would die 

in Haditha.‖ 

 At this stage in the appellate proceedings, Appellant neither contests the voluntariness of the 

statements made during his CBS interview about the events in Haditha nor claims any privilege 

that would preclude use of his statements to CBS in the pending court-martial. The majority of 

the statements made by Appellant during the CBS interview, however, are not now available for 

introduction into evidence at the court-martial. 
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 In response to a Government subpoena for tapes of Appellant‘s entire interview, CBS 

produced only the broadcast portion. It declined to provide the court-martial with the outtakes, 

which contained the majority of Appellant‘s interview statements. 

 On the record before us, only CBS has access to Appellant‘s full interview regarding the 

events in Haditha. Only CBS – an entity that is not a party to the pending court-martial – is in a 

position to assess whether the statements in the outtakes are exculpatory, inculpatory, or 

otherwise necessary to enhance the significance of other statements made by Appellant. 

 The military judge ruled that the Government could not have access to the majority of 

statements made by the accused in his interview because the military judge concluded that those 

statements -- which he had not reviewed – were cumulative in relationship to other evidence 

available to the Government. The military judge did not explain on the record how he was able to 

assess the content and quality of statements contained in the outtakes that he had not reviewed. . . 

. 

D. THE MILITARY JUDGE‘S DECISION TO QUASH THE SUBPOENA 

 The question before us is whether the military judge in this case erred when he granted the 

motion to quash the subpoena on the grounds that it was unnecessary without reviewing in 

camera the evidence requested. . . . See R.C.M. 703(f)(1). We review the military judge‘s 

decision under an abuse of discretion standard. See United States v. Reece, 25 M.J. 93, 95 

(C.M.A. 1987). 

 In trials by courts-martial, ―[t]he trial counsel, the defense counsel, and the court-martial 

shall have equal opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence in accordance with such 

regulations as the President may prescribe.‖ Article 46, UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 846 (2000). The 

President has provided that the parties and the court-martial ―shall have equal opportunity to 

obtain witnesses and evidence, including the benefit of compulsory process.‖ R.C.M. 703(a). 

Under R.C.M. 703(f)(1), ―Each party is entitled to the production of evidence which is relevant 

and necessary.‖ M.R.E. 401 establishes ―a low threshold of relevance.‖ Reece, 25 M.J. at 95 

(quoting United States v. Tomlinson, 20 M.J. 897, 900 (A.C.M.R. 1985)). As noted in the 

nonbinding Discussion accompanying R.C.M. 703(f)(1): ―Relevant evidence is necessary when 

it is not cumulative and when it would contribute to a party‘s presentation of the case in some 

positive way on a matter in issue.‖ See Reece, 25 M.J. at 95. 

 R.C.M. 703(f)(4)(C) provides: ―If the person having custody of evidence requests relief on 

grounds that compliance with the subpoena or order of production is unreasonable or oppressive 

. . . the military judge may direct that the subpoena or order of production be withdrawn or 

modified.‖ Under the rule, ―the military judge may direct that the evidence be submitted to the 

military judge for an in camera inspection in order to determine whether such relief should be 

granted.‖ 

 Reece considered these provisions on direct review of a case in which the military judge had 

declined to review in camera the social service and counseling records of two witnesses. 25 M.J. 

at 94-95. The defense at trial had asserted that records of drug and alcohol abuse, as well as 

behavioral problems, were relevant to the credibility of the witnesses. On appeal, this Court 
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observed that the credibility of the two witnesses was a key issue at trial and that the appellant 

had ―made as specific a showing of relevance as possible, given that he was denied all access to 

the documents.‖ Id. at 95. Under the circumstances of the case, Reece held that the military judge 

erred in not conducting an in camera review of the requested materials, and remanded the case 

for in camera inspection by a military judge under United States v. DuBay, 17 C.M.A. 147, 37 

C.M.R. 411 (1967). 25 M.J. at 95; cf. United States v. Cuthbertson, 630 F.2d 139, 145-46, 148-

49 (3d Cir. 1980) (holding that the trial judge did not err in requiring an in camera review of trial 

witness statements when there was a showing of relevancy, necessity, and specificity, but erred 

in requiring an in camera review of non-witness statements without such a showing). 

 In the present case, Appellant argues that the military judge did not err in quashing the 

subpoena because ―[t]here is no reason to believe that there are material statements in excess of 

what CBS aired on March 17, 2007, as Petitioner‘s [Appellant‘s] statements are relatively 

uniform and indicative of his subjective intent.‖ Appellant further contends that – 

the government also has a wealth of additional evidence that can be used to 

demonstrate [Appellant‘s] specific intent, including forensic evidence, the 

testimony of all of [Appellant‘s] squad members, and secondary evidence. The 

testimony of Appellant‘s squad members is indicative of his specific intent, as he 

trained his squad on the rules of engagement and their understanding of the rules 

of engagement mirrors his. Appellant‘s subjective intent is clear from his multiple 

statements – he declared the buildings and anyone within hostile and authorized 

the use of force. He repeatedly admitted to telling them to ―shoot first and ask 

questions later.‖ 

(citations omitted). In similar fashion, Petitioner-CBS notes that the record is replete with other 

evidence available to the Government on the contested issues in the court-martial. Petitioner-

CBS further suggests that an in camera review of the outtakes is unnecessary because ―it is 

typically the case that the most relevant and important information is included in the publicly 

disseminated news report.‖ 

 As we have noted earlier, Appellant granted an interview with CBS in which he specifically 

described events at the time and in the place of the charged offenses. CBS conducted the 

interview knowing that it involved matters then under investigation. The interview lasted for 

several hours, but only a portion of the interview was aired by CBS. The outtakes contain a 

majority of Appellant‘s discussion of the charged offenses with CBS, and only CBS possesses 

those outtakes. . . . 

 At this stage in the proceedings, Appellant has pled not guilty. Therefore, the issues of his 

specific intent and other key elements of the offenses remain in dispute. On the record before us, 

the case involves both direct and circumstantial evidence, including statements by Appellant. 

Both the prosecution and the defense will have the opportunity to demonstrate the inculpatory or 

exculpatory value of evidence that is introduced with respect to the charged offenses. Under 

those circumstances, the level of detail, the context, and the credibility of the evidence is likely 

to be at issue. In that setting, the decisions made by CBS as to what was relevant and important 

to include in a nationally broadcast news story are not the same as the judgment by the parties to 

the court-martial of what might be relevant and necessary in the trial of the pending case, which 
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includes both general crimes and unique military offenses. Likewise, Appellant‘s assessment that 

his statements in the record reflect a consistent expression of intent is a matter that, at this stage 

in the proceedings, is likely to be subject to evaluation by the fact-finder at trial. Moreover, 

Appellant‘s assessment does not describe the content of the statements in the outtakes. 

 In Cuthbertson, the Third Circuit addressed similar considerations in a case where a news 

organization sought to resist a subpoena that requested, in part, material containing ―verbatim 

and substantially verbatim statements . . . of witnesses that the government intends to call at 

trial.‖ 630 F.2d at 148. In sustaining the decision of the trial judge to order production of that 

material for in camera inspection, the court observed: 

By their very nature, these statements are not obtainable from any other source. 

They are unique bits of evidence that are frozen at a particular place and time. 

Even if the defendants attempted to interview all of the government witnesses and 

the witnesses cooperated with them, the defendants would not obtain the 

particular statements that may be useful for impeachment purposes at trial. 

Id.; accord United States v. LaRouche, 841 F.2d 1176, 1180 (1st Cir. 1988) (sustaining the trial 

judge‘s decision to order production of outtakes of a news media interview with a key trial 

witness). 

 The outtakes of the CBS interview of Appellant about the events in Haditha on the date of 

the charged offenses, like the material at issue in Cuthbertson and LaRouche, constitute a 

potentially unique source of evidence that is not necessarily duplicated by any other material. 

Under the circumstances of the present case, consideration of whether the outtakes are 

cumulative requires review of the requested material by the military judge. The military judge‘s 

decision to quash the subpoena without conducting an in camera review of the requested material 

constituted an abuse of discretion. 

E. FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 

 Petitioner-CBS based the motion to quash the subpoena in part on the grounds that the 

outtakes were protected by a qualified newsgathering privilege. Petitioner-CBS relied on 

principles related to the newsgathering process and did not claim that Appellant‘s statements 

were made under conditions of confidentiality. Although the military judge indicated agreement 

with the concept of a qualified newsgathering privilege, he found it unnecessary to base his 

decision on the privilege because he determined that the outtakes were cumulative. 

 Under M.R.E. 501(a)(4), a privilege may be claimed under ―[t]he principles of common law 

generally recognized in the trial of criminal cases in the United States district courts pursuant to 

Rule 501 of the Federal Rules of Evidence insofar as the application of such principles in trials 

by courts-martial is practicable and not contrary to or inconsistent with the code, these rules, or 

this Manual.‖ In the past, this Court has considered but has not resolved the question of whether 

a newsgathering privilege applies in the military justice system. See United States v. Rodriguez, 

50 M.J. 38, 38 (C.A.A.F. 1998) (summary disposition). On appeal, the parties have referred to 

the question of whether a newsgathering privilege should be recognized in the military justice 

system, but they have not asked this Court to resolve whether the subpoena in this case should 
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have been quashed on a qualified newsgathering privilege. Under these circumstances, we do not 

decide here whether such a privilege should be recognized in the military justice system. 

 The issue of an in camera review is a separate matter. Even to the extent that a qualified 

privilege has been recognized by some courts in the trial of federal civilian cases, the application 

of such a privilege to an in camera review has been highly case specific. See, e.g., United States 

v. Burke, 700 F.2d 70, 76-78 (2d Cir. 1983); Cuthbertson, 630 F.2d at 146-49. In that context, 

even if a qualified privilege applied to cases in the military justice system – a matter that we do 

not decide here – such a privilege would not preclude an in camera review pursuant to R.C.M. 

703(f)(4)(C) under the circumstances of the present case. The description of the material at issue 

in the present case – video outtakes from a specific interview in which Appellant discussed the 

events occurring on the date of and in the place of the charged offenses – is sufficient to meet a 

threshold showing of necessity for an in camera review. The military judge could not make an 

evaluation of necessity under the specific circumstances of this case without reviewing the 

outtakes for content and context. . . . Accordingly, we conclude that the military judge in the 

present case must conduct an in camera review of the requested materials prior to ruling on the 

motion to quash the subpoena. 

 In any further hearing before the military judge on a motion to quash the subpoena, the 

military judge alone will inspect the requested materials in camera. Such a hearing, accompanied 

by inspection of the requested material in camera by the military judge alone, will provide the 

appropriate forum for consideration of issues pertinent to a motion to quash the subpoena, such 

as the existence, if any, of a qualified newsgathering privilege under M.R.E. 501(a)(4), the scope 

of any such privilege, and the application, if any, of such a privilege to the requested materials. 

 Our decision to order inspection in camera by the military judge alone pertains to the present 

case. We do not decide here whether, under other circumstances, inspection by the parties under 

an appropriate protective order would be warranted. See Reece, 25 M.J. at 95 n.6. 

IV. DECISION 

 We vacate the decision of the United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals 

and the order of the military judge quashing the Government‘s subpoena. We remand the record 

of trial to the Judge Advocate General of the Navy for return to the military judge for further 

consideration of whether relief should be granted to Petitioner-CBS under R.C.M. 703. Prior to 

ruling, the military judge shall order production of the requested material for in camera 

inspection by the military judge alone. 

[Judges RYAN and ERDMANN dissented on the ground that the court of criminal appeals lacked 

jurisdiction to entertain the government‘s appeal. The majority‘s extensive discussion of that 

issue is omitted here.] 
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Chapter 16.  Punishment 
 

Page 813 

Add at the end of the third paragraph: 

A recurring issue in the American military justice system is the extent to which the Bill of 

Rights‟ protections apply to courts-martial. So far, the Supreme Court has declined to decide 

whether its Eighth Amendment case law applies to the military death penalty. The military 

justice system‟s appellate courts have generally followed civilian Eighth Amendment case law 

while recognizing that “there may be circumstances under which the rules governing capital 

punishment of servicemembers will differ from those applicable to civilians.” United States v. 

Matthews, 16 M.J. 354, 368 (C.M.A. 1983). 

 

Page 820 

Note 2: delete the sentence: “Only three civilian death penalty jurisdictions — Arkansas, 

Louisiana, and New York — have similar prohibitions.” Replace with: “It appears that Arkansas 

is the only civilian death penalty jurisdiction that similarly prohibits guilty pleas in capital 

cases.” Whether a guilty plea is permissible in capital military commissions has been an issue in 

the case of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and remains unclear at this writing. 

 

Page 845 

Insert before Loving v. Hart: 

KENNEDY v. LOUISIANA 
Supreme Court of the United States 

129 S. Ct. 1 (2008) 

[In Kennedy v. Louisiana, 128 S. Ct. 2641 (2008), the Supreme Court held that the Eighth 

Amendment prohibits the imposition of the death penalty for the rape of a child. Both the 

majority and the dissent canvassed American death penalty jurisdictions to determine how many 

allowed the death penalty for the rape of a child. But neither the majority nor the dissent noted 

the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-163, § 552(b)(1), 

119 Stat. 3136, 3262 (2006), which stated: “Until the President otherwise provides . . . the 

punishment which a court-martial may direct . . . may not exceed the following . . . . For an 

offense under [Article 120] subsection (a) (rape) or subsection (b) (rape of a child), death or such 

other punishment as a court-martial may direct.” In 2007, President Bush amended the Manual 

for Courts-Martial to specify death as the maximum punishment for those offenses. 

After the Kennedy decision‟s release, the State of Louisiana moved for rehearing, relying on 

that previously overlooked statutory provision. Both the Kennedy majority and dissent revised 

their opinions to note the availability of death as a sentence for the rape of a child in the military 

justice system. But the Court denied the rehearing petition. The five justices who were in the 
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original Kennedy majority issued a statement respecting the denial of rehearing. Two of the 

original dissenting justices issued their own statement respecting the denial of rehearing.] 

Statement of Justice KENNEDY, with whom Justice STEVENS, Justice SOUTER, Justice GINSBURG, 

and Justice BREYER join, respecting the denial of rehearing. 

In its petition for rehearing respondent argues that the military penalty for rape, a 

congressional amendment of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) in 2006, and a 

related executive order in 2007 should alter the Court‟s analysis of the Eighth Amendment 

question in this case. After considering the petition as well as supplemental briefs from the 

parties and the United States, the Court has determined that rehearing is not warranted. 

The military death penalty for rape has been the rule for more than a century. As respondent 

acknowledges in its petition for rehearing, military law has included the death penalty for rape of 

a child or adult victim since at least 1863. See § 30, 12 Stat. 736. Since 1950, that punishment 

has applied to peacetime offenses by members of the military. See Art. 120, 64 Stat. 140. The 

death penalty, however, has not been carried out against a military offender for almost 50 years. 

The last instance of military capital punishment, in 1961, was for the crimes of rape and 

attempted murder. See R. Paternoster, R. Brame, & S. Bacon, The Death Penalty: America‟s 

Experience with Capital Punishment 69 (2008). There are six individuals now subject to a final 

sentence of death under the UCMJ, see NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., 

Death Row U.S.A. 66 (Winter 2008), all of whom committed offenses that involved the death of 

a victim. 

In 2006, Congress passed the National Defense Authorization Act, which authorized that 

year‟s appropriations for military and national-security activities. Pub L. 109-163. Also in that 

bill, Congress revised the military‟s sexual-assault statutes, in part by reclassifying the UCMJ‟s 

offense of rape as two separate crimes: adult rape and child rape. § 552(a)(1), 119 Stat. 3257. It 

is unclear what effect, if any, that reclassification worked on the availability of the military death 

penalty. Pending the President‟s setting the maximum penalty for adult rape and child rape, 

Congress included a temporary provision applying the existing maximum punishment of death 

for rape as the “interim maximum punishment” for those crimes. Id., § 552(b)(1), at 3263; see 

also 10 U.S.C. § 856. But Congress also removed from the text of the statute itself, § 920, the 

specific authorization of “death” as a punishment; the new statute provides only that adult rape 

and child rape shall be punished “as a court-martial may direct.” For his part, the President later 

left in place, in the Manual for Courts-Martial, the availability of the death penalty for rape of an 

adult or child victim. Exec. Order No. 13447, 72 Fed. Reg. 56214 (2007); Manual for Courts-

Martial, United States, Part IV, ¶ 45.f(1) (2008). The parties disagree on the effect of Congress‟ 

and the President‟s actions in light of 10 U.S.C. § 818, which allows imposition of the death 

penalty only “when specifically authorized by this chapter.” 

In any event, authorization of the death penalty in the military sphere does not indicate that 

the penalty is constitutional in the civilian context. The military death penalty for rape was in 

effect before the decisions in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972) (per curiam), and Coker 

v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977); and when the Court surveyed state and federal law in Coker, it 

made no mention of the military penalty. See id., at 595-596, 593, and n. 6 (plurality opinion) 

(not including the military as a “jurisdiction in the United States” that authorized the death 
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penalty for rape, and naming the Federal Government among jurisdictions that recognized the 

death penalty for rape prior to Furman but citing only the nonmilitary provision). The same is 

true of more recent Eighth Amendment cases in the civilian context. See Enmund v. Florida, 458 

U.S. 782, 789-793 (1982); Tison v. Arizona, 481 U.S. 137, 152-154 (1987). This case, too, 

involves the application of the Eighth Amendment to civilian law; and so we need not decide 

whether certain considerations might justify differences in the application of the Cruel and 

Unusual Punishments Clause to military cases (a matter not presented here for our decision). Cf. 

Loving v. United States, 517 U.S. 748, 755 (1996). 

That the Manual for Courts-Martial retains the death penalty for rape of a child or an adult 

when committed by a member of the military does not draw into question our conclusions that 

there is a consensus against the death penalty for the crime in the civilian context and that the 

penalty here is unconstitutional. The laws of the separate States, which have responsibility for 

the administration of the criminal law for their civilian populations, are entitled to considerable 

weight over and above the punishments Congress and the President consider appropriate in the 

military context. The more relevant federal benchmark is federal criminal law that applies to 

civilians, and that law does not permit the death penalty for child rape. Until the petition for 

rehearing, none of the briefs or submissions filed by the parties or the amici in this case cited or 

discussed the UCMJ provisions. 

Statement of Justice SCALIA, with whom THE CHIEF JUSTICE joins, respecting the denial of 

rehearing. 

Respondent has moved for rehearing of this case because there has come to light a federal 

statute enacted in 2006 permitting the death sentence under the Uniform Code of Military Justice 

for rape of a minor. See Pub L. 109-163, § 552(b)(1), 119 Stat. 3263. This provision was not 

cited by either party, nor by any of the numerous amici in the case; it was first brought to the 

Court‟s attention after the opinion had issued, in a letter signed by 85 Members of Congress. 

Respondent asserts that rehearing is justified because this statute calls into question the majority 

opinion‟s conclusion that there is a national consensus against capital punishment for rape of a 

child. 

I am voting against the petition for rehearing because the views of the American people on 

the death penalty for child rape were, to tell the truth, irrelevant to the majority‟s decision in this 

case. The majority opinion, after an unpersuasive attempt to show that a consensus against the 

penalty existed, in the end came down to this: “[T]he Constitution contemplates that in the end 

our own judgment will be brought to bear on the question of the acceptability of the death 

penalty under the Eighth Amendment.” 128 S. Ct. 2641, 2658. Of course the Constitution 

contemplates no such thing; the proposed Eighth Amendment would have been laughed to scorn 

if it had read “no criminal penalty shall be imposed which the Supreme Court deems 

unacceptable.” But that is what the majority opinion said, and there is no reason to believe that 

absence of a national consensus would provoke second thoughts. 

While the new evidence of American opinion is ultimately irrelevant to the majority‟s 

decision, let there be no doubt that it utterly destroys the majority‟s claim to be discerning a 

national consensus and not just giving effect to the majority‟s own preference. As noted in the 

letter from Members of Congress, the bill providing the death penalty for child rape passed the 
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Senate 95-0; it passed the House 374-41, with the votes of a majority of each State‟s delegation; 

and was signed by the President. Justice KENNEDY‟s statement posits two reasons why this act by 

Congress proves nothing about the national consensus regarding permissible penalties for child 

rape. First, it claims the statute merely “reclassif[ied]” the offense of child rape. Ante, at 2. But 

the law did more than that; it specifically established (as it would have to do) the penalty for the 

new offense of child rape—and that penalty was death: “For an offense under subsection (a) 

(rape) or subsection (b) (rape of a child), death or such other punishment as a court-martial may 

direct.” § 552(b)(1), 119 Stat. 3263 (emphasis added). By separate executive order, the President 

later expressly reauthorized the death penalty as a punishment for child rape. Exec. Order No. 

13447, 72 Fed. Reg. 56214 (2007). Based on these acts, there is infinitely more reason to think 

that Congress and the President made a judgment regarding the appropriateness of the death 

penalty for child rape than there is to think that the many non-enacting state legislatures upon 

which the majority relies did so—especially since it was widely believed that Coker took the 

capital-punishment option off the table. See Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977). 

Second, Justice KENNEDY speculates that the Eighth Amendment may permit subjecting a 

member of the military to a means of punishment that would be cruel and unusual if inflicted 

upon a civilian for the same crime. That is perhaps so where the fact of the malefactor‟s 

membership in the Armed Forces makes the offense more grievous. One can imagine, for 

example, a social judgment that treason by a military officer who has sworn to defend his 

country deserves the death penalty even though treason by a civilian does not. (That is not the 

social judgment our society has made, see 18 U.S.C. § 2381, but one can imagine it.) It is 

difficult to imagine, however, how rape of a child could sometimes be deserving of death for a 

soldier but never for a civilian. 

 

NOTES AND QUESTIONS 

1. Should the military justice system be included when the Supreme Court surveys American 

criminal justice systems to determine evolving standards of decency for Eighth Amendment 

purposes? 

2. In their statement respecting denial of rehearing in Kennedy, the five justices from the 

original Kennedy majority observed: “[W]e need not decide whether certain considerations might 

justify differences in the application of the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause to military 

cases (a matter not presented here for our decision).” Is there tension between that position and 

the concurring opinion that four of those justices joined in Loving v. United States, observing: 

“[W]hen the punishment may be death, there are particular reasons to ensure that the men and 

women of the Armed Forces do not by reason of serving their country receive less protection 

than the Constitution provides for civilians”? See Loving v. United States, 517 U.S. 748, 774 

(1996) (Stevens, J., concurring). 

3. In one case tried under the current military death penalty system, a convening authority 

authorized a death sentence for rape without murder. United States v. Straight, 42 M.J. 244 

(C.A.A.F. 1995). But that case did not result in an adjudged death sentence.  
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4. Are there special concerns about controlling servicemembers in theaters of operation or 

occupied territory that would justify a death sentence for rape even though such a sentence is 

unconstitutional in a U.S. civilian criminal justice system?  
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Delete from Note 2: 

Uncertainty persists concerning whether death can be, in some circumstances, a constitutionally 

permissible punishment for rape. See Corey Rayburn, Better Dead than Raped? The Patriarchal 

Rhetoric Driving Capital Rape Statutes, 78 ST. JOHN‟S L. REV. 119, 1135-40 (2004) (discussing, 

inter alia, UCMJ art. 120); Capt. Douglas L. Simon, Making Sense of Cruel and Unusual 

Punishment: A New Approach to Reconciling Military and Civilian Eighth Amendment Law, 184 

MIL. L. REV. 66, 115-16 (2005); Lt. Col Robert T. Jackson, Jr., Death – An Excessive Penalty for 

Rape of a Child?, ARMY LAW., Sept. 1986, at 37. 
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Catherine M. Grosso, David C. Baldus & George G. Woodworth, 

Impact of Civilian Aggravating Circumstances on the Military Death 

Penalty: Another Chapter in the Resistance of the Armed Forces 

to the Civilianization of Military Justice, 1984-2005 
43 U. MICH. J. L. REFORM 569 (2010) 

I. Introduction 

 The threshold question we address in this paper is the extent to which the administration of 

the military death penalty since 1984 has followed the civilian model of limiting death sentences 

to the most aggravated cases as defined by the 1984 Executive Order [Exec. Order No. 12,473, 

49 Fed. Reg. 17,152 (1984)] delineating death eligible murder for the U.S. Armed Forces or 

whether practice has overridden the reforms and voided the intended civilianizing influence. 

 This analysis is based on an empirical study of the administration of the death penalty by the 

U.S. Armed Forces since 1984 for premeditated and felony murder committed by United States 

military personnel. Our data include the prosecution of 104 death eligible cases from 1984 

through 2005, which resulted in the imposition of 15 death sentences. We find an abrupt 

distinction between the charging and sentencing practices in the first six years after the 1984 

order and the charging and sentencing practices after 1990. After 1990, charging and sentencing 

practices turned many of the civilianizing aspects of the 1984 order into dead letter. 

 Since the founding of the Republic, the military criminal justice system stood as a system 

apart, a system designed to advance the needs of military commanders for efficient and effective 

control of soldiers, airmen, sailors, and marines. The military system has consistently lagged 

behind its civilian counterparts in its concern for the broad protections associated with the Bill of 

Rights. While many in military command worked to incorporate the protections of the Bill of 

Rights into military criminal justice over time, other military leaders have resisted each such 
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change as unnecessary “civilianizing” and a direct threat to their ability to run a proper military. 

 This empirical study documents contemporary resistance in the U.S. Armed Forces to 

civilianizing changes in the context of capital punishment. Our study shows that the charging 

decisions of commanders and the conviction and sentencing decisions of court martial members 

(jurors) since 1990 have essentially nullified the deliberate adoption in 1984 of a military death 

sentencing system modeled after those prevailing in over 30 states. These actors have 

transformed the military death penalty system into a dual system that treats quite differently two 

classes of death eligible murder. The first class (“military murder”) directly impacts the capacity 

of military commanders to run an effective and disciplined military. Prominent among military 

murders are murders of commissioned and non-commissioned officers. While the second class of 

“civilian murders” such as felony murder, murders with multiple victims, and particularly 

heinous killings have no impact on military command and control.  

 Since 1990 a soldier accused of civilian murder is significantly less likely to face a capital 

court martial, to receive a capital conviction, and to be sentenced to death than a similarly 

situated soldier accused of military murder. After 1990, only one of eight military death 

sentences has involved a civilian murder. Given this reality, the study queries whether it would 

be appropriate to recognize this de facto transformation by amending military death penalty law 

to bring it back in line with the central purpose of the military criminal justice system, that of 

advancing command and control of the armed forces. . . . 

IV. Evidence of Disparate Treatment of Civilian Murders and Military Murders 

 . . . We believe that the foregoing evidence clearly establishes that for the first five years of 

the new system, there was an effort to conform the military‟s use of its death penalty to the 

civilian model embodied in the 1984 executive order but since 1990, the effort largely has been 

abandoned and the use of the death penalty has been confined almost exclusively to cases with 

significant military implications. 

V. Possible Policy Explanations for the Disparate Treatment 

of Military and Civilian Murder 

 There are a number of possible explanations for the post-1990 decline of support for the 

capital prosecution of civilian murder cases. The first is a lack of incentive for convening 

authorities to seek death in run of the mill civilian murders, especially those with a single victim. 

Unlike elected civilian prosecutors for whom a tough on crime policy may be an important way 

to promote one‟s career, flag officers and commanding generals likely see little professional 

advantage from such prosecutions. However, when the authority and effectiveness of the military 

mission is threatened, convening authorities are likely to be under the same sort of pressure to 

maintain discipline that civilian prosecutors are under to deliver justice with a death sentence in 

highly aggravated civilian cases. 

 In terms of identification with the 1984 aggravating factors, one can imagine how 

commanders, particularly in the combat units from which the majority of the death eligible cases 

arise, can identify with the commissioned officer victim cases, while having much less concern 

with death eligible cases whose Rule 1004 aggravating factors do not implicate military 

discipline. It has also been suggested that the first Gulf war, which began in August 1990, may 

have shifted the values of commanders. While U.S. military personnel engaged in a handful of 
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short-term engagements previously, “the Gulf War was warfare on a grand scale” for the first 

time in decades. Once troops engaged in active combat, commanders may have focused on 

things that really matter to the military, which do not include civilian murders. 

 Opposition to capital punishment in Western Europe may also have had an impact on 

commanders. All the countries in the European Union and any country seeking to join the 

European Union must abolish the death penalty. Many European countries have been active in 

advocating for international abolition of the death penalty. Tension around this issue came to the 

fore in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

 For example, tension between the United States and West Germany which have concurrent 

jurisdiction over crimes involving U.S. military personnel in Germany, was particularly 

pronounced in 1989. In November 1984, a court martial imposed a death sentence on Todd Dock 

for a civilian murder committed in Germany. After Dock, German officials issued several 

statements suggesting that they would refuse to yield jurisdiction to the U.S. military in cases 

involving military personnel at risk of capital punishment. Moreover, in May 1989, German 

officials recalled their waiver of jurisdiction in a case concerning two soldiers accused of 

attempted rape and a heinous murder of a German woman, and tried the soldiers in German 

courts. The German authorities had requested letter assurances from the U.S. military authorities 

stating that it was “unlikely that the soldiers would be sentenced to death by a court martial.” 

U.S. authorities refused to issue the letter and Germany recalled jurisdiction. 

 While Germany did not assert jurisdiction uniformly over all cases in which the accused 

might face the death penalty, the tensions lurked both in West Germany and in other Western 

European countries. The German position drew additional support from a 1993 amendment to 

the treaty allowing U.S. armed forces to be stationed in Germany. Parties to this amendment, 

including the United States, agreed not to “carry out a death penalty in [Germany] nor carry 

through such a prosecution which may lead to the imposition of such a sentence in [Germany].” 

A non-capital referral may have come to be seen as a small price to pay to avoid the diplomatic 

incidents that capital referrals in civilian military murders, produced in the 1980s. 

 The evidence is consistent with this hypothesis. Before 1990, commanders in Western 

Europe capitally referred 59% (10/17) of the civilian murder cases prosecuted in Western 

Europe, but from 1990 through 2005, none (0/7) of the civilian cases from Western Europe were 

capitally referred. This explanation cannot, however, explain fully the discrepancies documented 

above. Even after the European cases are removed from consideration, a 39-point civilian versus 

military disparity, significant at the .005 level, persists in the decision to seek a capital court 

martial, and a 20-point disparity, significant at the .07 level, persists in death sentencing among 

all death eligible cases. 

 A third possible explanation turns on a cost benefit analysis that weighs the time and expense 

of a capital prosecution against the likelihood that members will return a death verdict and a 

death sentence actually imposed will ever be executed. A 1990 case illustrates the concern about 

the inclination of court martial members to impose a death sentence in the typical civilian 

murder. In U.S. v. Anderson, the accused, in a fit of sexual jealousy (he believed his wife was 

seeing other men), brutally stabbed his wife multiple times in the presence of his 9-year-old 

daughter and left her to bleed to death. 
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 The Article 32 investigating officer recommended a non-capital charge because in his words, 

“There is no realistic expectation of the death sentence being imposed in this case.” However, 

the convening authority, an Air Force lieutenant general, accepted the Staff Judge Advocate‟s 

contradictory recommendation for a capital referral. In the capital court martial the members 

failed to find premeditation unanimously, which took death off the table. Indeed, the data 

document that members more frequently took death off the table in this manner after 1990 than 

between 1984 and 1990. In the earlier period, members were not unanimous on premeditation in 

23% (5/22) of the civilian cases in which the convening authority brought the case to a capital 

court martial. This rate increased to 37% after 1990 (3/8). 

 In contrast to civilian jurors for whom capital defendants are normally complete strangers, 

members in a capital court martial are also members of the accused‟s military organization. 

Moreover, enlisted members may be more able to understand the circumstances of the accused‟s 

situation that resulted in the murder than their counterparts on a civilian jury. This may also 

reflect shifting values subsequent to the engagement of ground forces in the Gulf War. 

 On the likelihood of an execution, one can assume that convening authorities are aware that 

no one has been executed in the military since 1961. Some convening authorities may also be 

aware (a) that no single-victim civilian killers are still on death row, and (b) that only two 

civilian murder accused with multiple-victims are on death row out of the 12 prosecutions for 

such crimes since 1984. 

 An alternative explanation that might be proposed is the role of the availability of a sentence 

of life without the possibility of parole since 1997. This, however, seems an unlikely 

explanation. First, the sentencing option became available seven years after the observed shift in 

policy. Second, only 4 of the 17 civilian murder cases prosecuted after November 18, 1997, 

received a life without parole sentence. The convening authority did not seek the death penalty in 

any of these cases. As a result, none of the sentences were imposed in a capital sentencing 

hearing. 

 Overall, the military approach to civilian murder approximates the approach of many civilian 

prosecutors in large urban communities. With resources scarce and the prospects of a death 

sentence and execution uncertain, capital prosecutions are limited to highly aggravated, highly 

publicized cases that clearly implicate the interests of justice in civilian eyes. For the military 

convening authorities, the calculus appears quite comparable with the overriding concern being 

the maintenance of discipline and the protection of the authority and effectiveness of the military 

command. 

VI. Conclusions 

 The evidence presented in this paper documents another chapter in the resistance of the U.S. 

armed forces to the civilianization of military criminal justice. In spite of an 1984 executive 

order that defined death eligible murder in the armed forces principally in terms of civilian 

murder modeled after state law systems, the military in its administration of the death penalty 

since 1990, has applied a dual system in which there is a large disparity in the weight it places on 

military as contrasted to civilian murder. 

 In this process, the military death penalty has come to be used almost exclusively as a 

disciplinary vehicle to protect the authority and effectiveness of the military command. This 
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disparity in the treatment of civilian and military murder in terms of the aggravating factors in 

the 1984 executive order substantially implicates equal justice in the administration of the 

military death penalty. Some have argued more broadly that it may be time to refocus the 

military justice system on military crimes. This study supports that argument. On the basis of this 

record, it may be appropriate for the President to consider amending Rule [for Courts-Martial] 

1004 to bring it in line with the central purpose of the military criminal justice system, that of 

advancing efficient command and control of the armed forces. 
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Add after Note 2: 

3. Many of the same collateral consequences that can arise from a civilian conviction also 

apply to those with court-martial convictions, including requirements to register as a sex 

offender, adverse effects on immigration status, limitations on voting rights, and limitations on 

the right to bear arms. For example, federal law prohibits anyone discharged from the military 

“under dishonorable conditions” from “possess[ing] in or affect commerce, any firearm or 

ammunition,” as well as from “receiv[ing] any firearm or ammunition which has been shipped or 

transported in interstate or foreign commerce.” 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(6) (2006).  

4. The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces requires military defense counsel to advise 

clients facing certain sex charges about the potential that they will be required to register as sex 

offenders. United States v. Miller, 63 M.J. 452 (C.A.A.F. 2006). 

 

UNITED STATES v. DENEDO 
Supreme Court of the United States 

129 S. Ct. 2213 (2009) 

Justice KENNEDY delivered the opinion of the Court.  

The case before us presents a single issue: whether an Article I military appellate court has 

jurisdiction to entertain a petition for a writ of error coram nobis to challenge its earlier, and 

final, decision affirming a criminal conviction. The military court which had affirmed the 

conviction and where the writ of coram nobis was sought is the Navy-Marine Corps Court of 

Criminal Appeals (NMCCA). Its ruling that it had jurisdiction to grant the writ, but then denying 

its issuance for lack of merit, was appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed 

Forces (CAAF). After the CAAF agreed that the NMCCA has jurisdiction to issue the writ, it 

remanded for further proceedings on the merits. The Government of the United States, 

contending that a writ of coram nobis directed to a final judgment of conviction is beyond the 

jurisdiction of the military courts, now brings the case to us.  

I 

Respondent Jacob Denedo came to the United States in 1984 from his native Nigeria. He 

enlisted in the Navy in 1989 and became a lawful permanent resident in 1990. In 1998, military 

authorities charged him with conspiracy, larceny, and forgery—in contravention of Articles 81, 

121, and 123 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 10 U.S.C. §§ 881, 921, 923—all 
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for his role in a scheme to defraud a community college. With the assistance of both military and 

civilian counsel, respondent made a plea bargain to plead guilty to reduced charges. In exchange 

for his plea the convening authority referred respondent‟s case to a special court-martial, ß 819, 

which, at that time, could not impose a sentence greater than six months‟ confinement.  

The special court-martial, consisting of a single military judge, accepted respondent‟s guilty 

plea after determining that it was both knowing and voluntary. The court convicted respondent of 

conspiracy and larceny. It sentenced him to three months‟ confinement, a bad-conduct discharge, 

and a reduction to the lowest enlisted pay grade. Respondent appealed on the ground that his 

sentence was unduly severe. The NMCCA affirmed. App. to Pet. for Cert. 64a-67a. Respondent 

did not seek further review in the CAAF, and he was discharged from the Navy on May 30, 

2000.  

In 2006, the Department of Homeland Security commenced removal proceedings against 

respondent based upon his special court-martial conviction. To avoid deportation, respondent 

decided to challenge his conviction once more, though at this point it had been final for eight 

years. He maintained, in a petition for a writ of coram nobis filed with the NMCCA, that the 

conviction it had earlier affirmed must be deemed void because his guilty plea was the result of 

ineffective assistance of counsel. Respondent alleged that he informed his civilian attorney 

during plea negotiations that “„his primary concern and objective‟“ was to avoid deportation and 

that he was willing to “„risk . . . going to jail‟“ to avert separation from his family. 66 M.J. 114, 

118 (C.A. Armed Forces 2008). On respondent‟s account, his attorney--an alcoholic who was not 

sober during the course of the special court-martial proceeding--erroneously assured him that “„if 

he agreed to plead guilty at a special-court-martial he would avoid any risk of deportation.‟“ 

Ibid. Petitioner argued that the NMCCA could set aside its earlier decision by issuing a writ of 

coram nobis under the authority of the All Writs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a).  

The Government filed a motion to dismiss for want of jurisdiction. It contended that the 

NMCCA had no authority to conduct postconviction proceedings. In a terse, four-sentence order, 

the NMCCA summarily denied both the Government‟s motion and respondent‟s petition for a 

writ of coram nobis. App. to Pet. for Cert. 63a. Respondent appealed and the CAAF, dividing 3 

to 2, affirmed in part and reversed in part. The CAAF agreed with the NMCCA that standing 

military courts have jurisdiction to conduct “collateral review under the All Writs Act.” 66 M.J., 

at 119. This is so, the CAAF explained, because “when a petitioner seeks collateral relief to 

modify an action that was taken within the subject matter jurisdiction of the military justice 

system . . . a writ that is necessary or appropriate may be issued under the All Writs Act „in aid 

of‟ the court‟s existing jurisdiction.” Id., at 120 (citing 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a)).  

Satisfied that it had jurisdiction, the CAAF next turned to whether the writ of coram nobis 

should issue. It held that a nondefaulted, ineffective-assistance claim that was yet to receive a 

full and fair review “within the military justice system” could justify issuance of the writ. 66 

M.J., at 125. Finding that respondent‟s ineffective-assistance claim satisfied “the threshold 

criteria for coram nobis review,” the CAAF remanded to the NMCCA so it could ascertain in the 

first instance “whether the merits of [respondent‟s] petition can be resolved on the basis of the 

written submissions, or whether a factfinding hearing is required.” Id., at 126, 130.  
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Judge Stucky filed a dissenting opinion. Assuming that the majority had correctly determined 

its jurisdiction to grant the requested relief, he concluded that respondent‟s ineffective-assistance 

claim lacked merit. Id., at 131. Judge Ryan also dissented. Reasoning that the majority had 

misapplied this Court‟s holding in Clinton v. Goldsmith, 526 U.S. 529 (1999), she concluded that 

the UCMJ does not confer jurisdiction upon military tribunals to conduct “post-finality collateral 

review.” 66 M.J., at 136. We granted certiorari, 555 U.S. ___ (2008), and now affirm. . . . 

III 

A 

 The writ of coram nobis is an ancient common-law remedy designed “to correct errors of 

fact.” United States v. Morgan, 346 U.S. 502, 507 (1954). In American jurisprudence the precise 

contours of coram nobis have not been “well defined,” Bronson v. Schulten, 104 U.S. 410, 416 

(1882), but the writ traces its origins to the King‟s Bench and the Court of Common Pleas. 

United States v. Plumer, 27 F. Cas. 561, 573 (No. 16,056) (C.C. Mass. 1859)(opinion for the 

court by Clifford, Circuit Justice); see also Morgan, supra, at 507, n. 9 (citing 2 W. Tidd, 

Practice of Courts of King‟s Bench and Common Pleas *1136-*1137). In English practice the 

office of the writ was to foster respect for judicial rulings by enabling the same court “where the 

action was commenced and where the judgment was rendered” to avoid the rigid strictures of 

judgment finality by correcting technical errors “such as happened through the fault of the clerk 

in the record of the proceedings prior to the judgment.” Plumer, supra, at 572-573.  

 Any rationale confining the writ to technical errors, however, has been superseded; for in its 

modern iteration coram nobis is broader than its common-law predecessor. This is confirmed by 

our opinion in Morgan. In that case we found that a writ of coram nobis can issue to redress a 

fundamental error, there a deprivation of counsel in violation of the Sixth Amendment, as 

opposed to mere technical errors. 346 U.S., at 513. The potential universe of cases that range 

from technical errors to fundamental ones perhaps illustrates, in the case of coram nobis, the 

“tendency of a principle to expand itself to the limit of its logic.” B. Cardozo, The Nature of the 

Judicial Process 51 (1921). To confine the use of coram nobis so that finality is not at risk in a 

great number of cases, we were careful in Morgan to limit the availability of the writ to 

“extraordinary” cases presenting circumstances compelling its use “to achieve justice.” 346 U.S., 

at 511. Another limit, of course, is that an extraordinary remedy may not issue when alternative 

remedies, such as habeas corpus, are available. See id., at 510-511.  

 In federal courts the authority to grant a writ of coram nobis is conferred by the All Writs 

Act, which permits “courts established by Act of Congress” to issue “all writs necessary or 

appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions.” 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a). Though military courts, 

like Article III tribunals, are empowered to issue extraordinary writs under the All Writs Act, 

Noyd v. Bond, 395 U.S. 683, 695, n.7 (1969), that authority does not determine the anterior 

question whether military courts have jurisdiction to entertain a petition for coram nobis. As the 

text of the All Writs Act recognizes, a court‟s power to issue any form of relief—extraordinary 

or otherwise—is contingent on that court‟s subject-matter jurisdiction over the case or 

controversy.  

 Assuming no constraints or limitations grounded in the Constitution are implicated, it is for 

Congress to determine the subject-matter jurisdiction of federal courts. Bowles v. Russell, 551 
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U.S. 205, 212 (2007) (“Within constitutional bounds, Congress decides what cases the federal 

courts have jurisdiction to consider”). This rule applies with added force to Article I tribunals, 

such as the NMCCA and CAAF, which owe their existence to Congress‟ authority to enact 

legislation pursuant to Art. I, § 8 of the Constitution. Goldsmith, 526 U.S., at 533-534. 

Our decision in Goldsmith demonstrates these teachings. There an Air Force officer, James 

Goldsmith, was convicted of various crimes by general court-martial and sentenced to six years‟ 

confinement. Id., at 531. Following his conviction, Congress enacted a statute authorizing the 

President to drop convicted officers from the rolls of the Armed Forces. When the Air Force 

notified Goldsmith that he would be dropped from the rolls, he lodged a petition before the Air 

Force Court of Criminal Appeals (AFCCA) claiming that the proposed action contravened the 

Ex Post Facto Clause of the Constitution. Id., at 532-533. Goldsmith sought extraordinary relief 

as authorized by the All Writs Act to enjoin the President from removing him from the rolls. The 

AFCCA denied relief, but the CAAF granted it.  

Concluding that the UCMJ does not authorize military courts to review executive action--

including a decision to drop an officer from the rolls--we held that the AFCCA and the CAAF 

lacked jurisdiction over Goldsmith‟s case. Id., at 535. This was so, we unequivocally found, 

irrespective of the military court‟s authority to issue extraordinary relief pursuant to the All Writs 

Act and its previous jurisdiction over Goldsmith‟s criminal proceeding. The power to issue relief 

depends upon, rather than enlarges, a court‟s jurisdiction. Id., at 536-537.  

That principle does not control the question before us. Because coram nobis is but an 

extraordinary tool to correct a legal or factual error, an application for the writ is properly viewed 

as a belated extension of the original proceeding during which the error allegedly transpired. See 

Morgan, supra, at 505 n.4 (coram nobis is “a step in the criminal case and not, like habeas 

corpus where relief is sought in a separate case and record, the beginning of a separate civil 

proceeding”); see also United States v. Beggerly, 524 U.S. 38, 46 (1998) (citing Pacific R. Co. of 

Mo. v. Missouri Pacific R. Co., 111 U.S. 505, 522 (1884) (noting that an “independent action”—

which, like coram nobis, is an equitable means to obtain relief from a judgment--”‟may be 

regarded as ancillary to the prior suit, so that the relief asked may be granted by the court which 

made the decree in that suit . . . . The bill, though an original bill in the chancery sense of the 

word, is a continuation of the former suit, on the question of the jurisdiction of the [court]‟“). It 

follows that to issue respondent a writ of coram nobis on remand, the NMCCA must have had 

statutory subject-matter jurisdiction over respondent‟s original judgment of conviction.  

B 

In the critical part of its opinion discussing the jurisdiction and authority of the NMCCA to 

issue a writ of coram nobis in an appropriate case, the CAAF describes respondent‟s request for 

review as one “under the All Writs Act.” 66 M.J., at 119. This is correct, of course, if it simply 

confirms that the Act authorizes federal courts to issue writs “in aid of” their jurisdiction; but it 

does not advance the inquiry into whether jurisdiction exists.  

And there are limits to the use of coram nobis to alter or interpret earlier judgments. As 

Goldsmith makes plain, the All Writs Act and the extraordinary relief the statute authorizes are 

not a source of subject-matter jurisdiction. 526 U.S., at 534-535. Statutes which address the 

power of a court to use certain writs or remedies or to decree certain forms of relief, for instance 
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to award damages in some specified measure, in some circumstances might be construed also as 

a grant of jurisdiction to hear and determine the underlying cause of action. Cf. Marbury v. 

Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 1 Cranch 137 (1803). We have long held, however, that the All Writs Act 

should not be interpreted in this way. Goldsmith, supra, at 536; Plumer, 27 F. Cas., at 574 

(jurisdiction cannot be acquired “by means of the writ to be issued”). The authority to issue a 

writ under the All Writs Act is not a font of jurisdiction. See Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc. v. 

Henson, 537 U.S. 28, 31 (2002).  

Quite apart from the All Writs Act, we conclude that the NMCCA has jurisdiction to 

entertain respondent‟s request for a writ of coram nobis. Article 66 of the UCMJ provides: “For 

the purpose of reviewing court-martial cases, the [Court of Criminal Appeals] may sit . . . .” 10 

U.S.C. § 866(a). Because respondent‟s request for coram nobis is simply a further “step in [his] 

criminal” appeal, Morgan, 346 U.S., at 505 n.4, the NMCCA‟s jurisdiction to issue the writ 

derives from the earlier jurisdiction it exercised to hear and determine the validity of the 

conviction on direct review. As even the Government concedes, the textual authority under the 

UCMJ to “„revie[w] court-martial cases‟“ provided the NMCCA with jurisdiction to hear an 

appeal of respondent‟s judgment of conviction. See Brief for United States 17-18. That 

jurisdiction is sufficient to permit the NMCCA to entertain respondent‟s petition for coram 

nobis. See also Courts of Criminal Appeals Rule of Practice and Procedure 2(b) (recognizing 

NMCCA discretionary authority to entertain petitions for extraordinary writs).  

It is true that when exercising its jurisdiction under § 866(a), the NMCCA “may act only 

with respect to the findings and sentence as approved by the convening authority.” § 866(c). That 

limitation does not bar respondent‟s request for a writ of coram nobis. An alleged error in the 

original judgment predicated on ineffective-assistance-of-counsel challenges the validity of a 

conviction, see Knowles v. Mirzayance, ante, at 3, so respondent‟s Sixth Amendment claim is 

“with respect to” the special-court-martial‟s “findings of guilty,” 10 U.S.C. § 866(c). Pursuant to 

the UCMJ, the NMCCA has subject-matter jurisdiction to hear respondent‟s request for 

extraordinary relief.  

Because the NMCCA had jurisdiction over respondent‟s petition for coram nobis, the CAAF 

had jurisdiction to entertain respondent‟s appeal from the NMCCA‟s judgment. When exercising 

its jurisdiction, the CAAF‟s authority is confined “to matters of law” connected to “the findings 

and sentence as approved by the convening authority and as affirmed or set aside . . . by the 

Court of Criminal Appeals,” § 867(c), but these limitations pose no obstacle to respondent‟s 

requested review of the NMCCA‟s decision. Respondent‟s Sixth Amendment claim presents a 

“matte[r] of law” “with respect to the [guilty] findings . . . as approved by the [special court-

martial] and as affirmed . . . by the Court of Criminal Appeals.” Ibid. The CAAF had subject-

matter jurisdiction to review the NMCCA‟s denial of respondent‟s petition challenging the 

validity of his original conviction.  

C 

The Government counters that Article 76 of the UCMJ, 10 U.S.C. § 876, “affirmatively 

prohibit[s] the type of collateral review sought by respondent.” Brief for United States 18. That 

is incorrect. The Government‟s argument commits the error of “conflating the jurisdictional 
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question with the merits” of respondent‟s petition. Arthur Andersen LLP, ante, at ___. Article 76 

states in relevant part:  

 The appellate review of records of trial provided by this chapter, the proceedings, 

findings, and sentences of courts-martial as approved, reviewed, or affirmed as 

required by this chapter, and all dismissals and discharges carried into execution 

under sentences by courts-martial following approval, review, or affirmation as 

required by this chapter, are final and conclusive. Orders publishing the 

proceedings of courts-martial and all action taken pursuant to those proceedings 

are binding upon all departments, courts, agencies, and officers of the United 

States . . . . 10 U.S.C. § 876. 

 Article 76 codifies the common-law rule that respects the finality of judgments. Schlesinger 

v. Councilman, 420 U.S. 738, 749 (1975). Just as the rules of finality did not jurisdictionally bar 

the court in Morgan from examining its earlier judgment, neither does the principle of finality 

bar the NMCCA from doing so here.  

The Government may ultimately be correct that the facts of respondent‟s case are insufficient 

to set aside the final judgment that Article 76 makes binding. No doubt, judgment finality is not 

to be lightly cast aside; and courts must be cautious so that the extraordinary remedy of coram 

nobis issues only in extreme cases. But the long-recognized authority of a court to protect the 

integrity of its earlier judgments impels the conclusion that the finality rule is not so inflexible 

that it trumps each and every competing consideration. Our holding allows military courts to 

protect the integrity of their dispositions and processes by granting relief from final judgments in 

extraordinary cases when it is shown that there were fundamental flaws in the proceedings 

leading to their issuance. The Government remains free to argue that respondent‟s is a merely 

ordinary case that is not entitled to extraordinary relief. But respondent‟s entitlement to relief is a 

merits question outside the scope of the jurisdictional question presented.  

The Government‟s contention that coram nobis permits a court “to correct its own errors, not 

. . . those of an inferior court,” Brief for United States 36, can be disposed of on similar grounds. 

Just as respondent‟s request for coram nobis does not confer subject-matter jurisdiction, the 

Government‟s argument that the relief should not issue “in light of the writ‟s traditional scope” 

does not undermine it, ibid. (emphasis deleted). In sum, the Government‟s argument speaks to 

the scope of the writ, not the NMCCA‟s jurisdiction to issue it. The CAAF rejected the former 

argument. Only the latter one is before us.  

We hold that Article I military courts have jurisdiction to entertain coram nobis petitions to 

consider allegations that an earlier judgment of conviction was flawed in a fundamental respect. 

That conclusion is consistent with our holding that Article III courts have a like authority. 

Morgan, 346 U.S., at 508.  

The result we reach today is of central importance for military courts. The military justice 

system relies upon courts that must take all appropriate means, consistent with their statutory 

jurisdiction, to ensure the neutrality and integrity of their judgments. Under the premises and 

statutes we have relied upon here, the jurisdiction and the responsibility of military courts to 

reexamine judgments in rare cases where a fundamental flaw is alleged and other judicial 
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processes for correction are unavailable are consistent with the powers Congress has granted 

those courts under Article I and with the system Congress has designed.  

  

*   *   * 

We do not prejudge the merits of respondent‟s petition. To be sure, the writ of error coram 

nobis is an extraordinary writ; and “an extraordinary remedy . . . should not be granted in the 

ordinary case.” Nken v. Holder, ante, at 1 (Kennedy, J., concurring). The relative strength of 

respondent‟s ineffective-assistance claim, his delay in lodging his petition, when he learned or 

should have learned of his counsel‟s alleged deficiencies, and the effect of the rule of judgment 

finality expressed in Article 76 are all factors the NMCCA can explore on remand. We hold only 

that the military appellate courts had jurisdiction to hear respondent‟s request for a writ of coram 

nobis. The judgment of the CAAF is affirmed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings 

consistent with this opinion. 

Chief Justice ROBERTS, with whom Justice SCALIA, Justice THOMAS, and Justice ALITO join, 

concurring in part and dissenting in part.  

The Court‟s approach is simple: Jurisdiction to issue writs of coram nobis is a “belated 

extension” of a court‟s original, statutory jurisdiction. Ante, at ____. The military courts here had 

original jurisdiction over Denedo‟s case. Those courts therefore have implicit “extended” 

jurisdiction to consider Denedo‟s coram nobis petition.  

The flaw in this syllogism is at the first step: The only arguable authority for the proposition 

that coram nobis jurisdiction marches hand in hand with original jurisdiction is a footnote in 

United States v. Morgan, 346 U.S. 502 (1954), and that case concerned Article III courts. The 

military courts are markedly different. They are Article I courts whose jurisdiction is precisely 

limited at every turn. Those careful limits cannot be overridden by judicial “extension” of 

statutory jurisdiction, or the addition of a “further step” to the ones marked out by Congress. 

Ante, at ____ (internal quotation marks omitted). . . . 

I 

“Traditionally, military justice has been a rough form of justice emphasizing summary 

procedures, speedy convictions and stern penalties with a view to maintaining obedience and 

fighting fitness in the ranks.” Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 35-36 (1957) (plurality opinion). 

Courts-martial are composed of active service members who sit only to hear the particular case 

before them. Once a court-martial reaches a judgment and imposes a sentence, it is dissolved, 

and its members return to their regular duties.  

Prior to the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), military courts of appeals did not 

exist. If a service member wanted to challenge a court-martial conviction, he pursued a collateral 

attack in an Article III court. There, review was limited to whether the conviction was void 

“because of lack of jurisdiction or some other equally fundamental defect,” Schlesinger v. 

Councilman, 420 U.S. 738, 747 (1975); beyond that, Article III courts adhered to “the general 

rule that the acts of a court martial, within the scope of its jurisdiction and duty, cannot be 

controlled or reviewed in the civil courts,” Smith v. Whitney, 116 U.S. 167, 177 (1886).  
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The UCMJ established a “complete system of [military] review,” Burns v. Wilson, 346 U.S. 

137, 140 (1953) (plurality opinion), including direct review in what are now the Courts of 

Criminal Appeals (CCAs) and the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces (CAAF). But in 

keeping with the historical backdrop against which these courts were created, Congress did not 

grant military courts of appeals “broad responsibility with respect to administration of military 

justice”; on the contrary, their jurisdiction is “narrowly circumscribed” by the governing statutes. 

Clinton v. Goldsmith, 526 U.S. 529, 534, 535 (1999) (internal quotation marks omitted).  

The CCAs provide direct, record-based review of court-martial judgments, but they may only 

review cases referred by the judge advocate general, who in turn refers only those cases in which 

specific sentences are imposed. 10 U.S.C. §§ 866(b), (c). When reviewing that subset of court-

martial judgments, a CCA “may act only with respect to the findings and sentence as approved 

by the convening authority.” § 866(c). If a case is reviewed by the CCA, the CCA‟s decision 

may then be reviewed by the CAAF. § 867(a). But that court, too, conducts limited direct review: 

It “may act only with respect to the findings and sentence as approved by the convening 

authority and as affirmed or set aside as incorrect in law by the [CCA].” § 867(c). Once direct 

review in the CCA and the CAAF is complete, and review in this Court is exhausted or waived, a 

judgment as to the legality of the court-martial proceedings is final, and the sentence imposed 

may be executed. § 871(c)(1).  

The UCMJ provides only one avenue for reconsideration of a final court-martial conviction: 

a petition for a new trial under Article 73. See § 873. An Article 73 petition may be brought 

“within two years after approval by the convening authority of a court-martial sentence,” 

meaning it may be brought before or after a conviction becomes final. Ibid. If direct review is 

still pending before a CCA or the CAAF when the petition is filed, the judge advocate general (to 

whom the petition must be directed) will refer the petition to that court. Ibid. But once the 

conviction is final, only the judge advocate general may act on an Article 73 petition. Ibid. 

Article 76 “„describ[es] the terminal point for proceedings within the court-martial system.‟“ 

Councilman, supra, at 750 (quoting Gusik v. Schilder, 340 U.S. 128, 132 (1950)). Under that 

provision, final court-martial judgments are “binding upon all departments, courts, agencies, and 

officers of the United States, subject only to action upon a petition for a new trial [under Article 

73],” or to action by the appropriate Secretary or the President. 10 U.S.C. § 876 (emphasis 

added). Once an Article 73 petition is denied, a service member has no relief left to seek within 

the court-martial system. See Gusik, supra, at 133-134.
1
 

Federal courts are authorized to issue extraordinary writs such as coram nobis only as 

“necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions.” 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a). The All 

Writs Act “confine[s] the power of the CAAF to issuing process „in aid of‟ its existing statutory 

jurisdiction” and “does not enlarge that jurisdiction.” Goldsmith, supra, at 534-535; see also 

Noyd v. Bond, 395 U.S. 683, 695 n.7 (1969) (although military courts can issue extraordinary 

                                                           
1
 A court-martial conviction may still be collaterally attacked in an Article III court, but that is because those courts 

possess jurisdiction beyond that granted by the UCMJ.  See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. §§ 2241, 1331.  We have repeatedly 
held that Article 76 “does not expressly effect any change in the subject-matter jurisdiction of Art. III courts.”  
Schlesinger v. Councilman, 420 U.S. 738, 749 (1975).  Our cases have never questioned that Article 76 limits the 
jurisdiction of military courts. 
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writs in aid of their direct review jurisdiction, “[a] different question would, of course, arise in a 

case which the [courts are] not authorized to review under the governing statutes”). The UCMJ 

grants military courts of appeals no jurisdiction over final court-martial judgments, so there is no 

jurisdiction for a post-conviction extraordinary writ to “aid.” A petition for coram nobis by its 

nature seeks post-conviction review; it is therefore beyond the scope of these courts‟ “narrowly 

circumscribed” statutory jurisdiction. Goldsmith, supra, at 535.  

II 

The majority overrides these careful limits on military court jurisdiction by maintaining that 

later jurisdiction to issue coram nobis is a “belated extension” of the statutory jurisdiction, that 

“jurisdiction to issue [coram nobis] derives from the earlier jurisdiction.” Ante, at ____, ____. 

The authority the Court cites for this key jurisdictional analysis is--a footnote. See ante, at ____ 

(citing Morgan, 346 U.S., at 505 n.4); ante, at ____ (same). Now, footnotes are part of an 

opinion, too, even if not the most likely place to look for a key jurisdictional ruling. But since 

footnote 4 plays such an indispensable role in the majority‟s analysis, it must be read with care.  

The first thing you notice in doing so is that the footnote does not mention the word 

“jurisdiction” at all. That is because it has nothing to do with jurisdiction. The issue addressed in 

the paragraph to which the footnote was appended was “choice of remedy.” 346 U.S., at 505. 

The Court concluded that coram nobis was the appropriate one. The footnote simply addressed 

the concern that the remedy might not be available because the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

had abolished coram nobis as a remedy; the concern was dismissed because the Court concluded 

the criminal rules, not the civil rules, applied. Id., at 505 n.4; see also United States v. Keogh, 

391 F.2d 138, 140 (CA2 1968) (Friendly, J.) (“The problem to which the footnote was addressed 

was that F. R. Civ. P. 60(b) had abolished writs of error coram nobis”).  

The point is further confirmed by the text in the body of the opinion: The Court‟s conclusion 

in the paragraph in which the footnote appears is that since the remedy sought was “in the nature 

of . . . coram nobis,” the trial court could “properly exercise its jurisdiction.” 346 U.S., at 505 

(emphasis added). The issue was not the existence of jurisdiction, but whether the court had the 

authority to exercise it. The Court in the present case recognizes the distinction. See ante, at 

____ (“When exercising its jurisdiction, the CAAF‟s authority is confined to matters of law” 

(internal quotation marks omitted)); ante, at ____ (“The authority to issue a writ under the All 

Writs Act is not a font of jurisdiction”).  

Even accepting the majority‟s reading of Morgan‟s hitherto obscure footnote, that reading 

would only establish the “belated jurisdiction” theory for Article III courts. The military courts 

are Article I courts. The distinction has direct pertinence to the point at issue in this case.  

Legal doctrines “must be placed in their historical setting. They cannot be wrenched from it 

and mechanically transplanted into an alien, unrelated context without suffering mutilation or 

distortion.” Reid, 354 U.S., at 50 (Frankfurter, J., concurring in result). The Article III courts 

have been given broad jurisdiction. I can understand, if not necessarily agree with, the notion that 

they might enjoy some implicit “long-recognized authority” to correct their earlier judgments. 

See ante, at ____, ____. But not so for Article I courts. The principle that Congress defines the 

jurisdiction of the lower federal courts “applies with added force to Article I tribunals.” Ante, at 

____. That is especially true with respect to military courts. The military justice system is the last 
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place courts should go about finding “extensions” of jurisdiction beyond that conferred by 

statute.  

As we expressly recognized in Goldsmith, “there is no source of continuing jurisdiction for 

the CAAF over all actions administering sentences that the CAAF at one time had the power to 

review.” 526 U.S., at 536 (emphasis added). Since the UCMJ grants military courts no post-

conviction jurisdiction, conferring on them perpetual authority to entertain coram nobis petitions 

plainly contravenes that basic principle.
2
 

III 

Even if the majority‟s reading of Morgan‟s footnote could be transplanted to the military 

context, the majority‟s conclusion would still not follow. “„[T]he All Writs Act is a residual 

source of authority to issue writs that are not otherwise covered by statute. Where a statute 

specifically addresses the particular issue at hand, it is that authority, and not the All Writs Act, 

that is controlling.‟“ Carlisle v. United States, 517 U.S. 416, 429 (1996) (quoting Pennsylvania 

Bureau of Correction v. United States Marshals Service, 474 U.S. 34, 43 (1985)).  

The UCMJ contains not one, but two provisions specifically limiting the circumstances under 

which post-conviction relief (other than action by the appropriate Secretary or the President) may 

be obtained within the court-martial system. First, Article 73 provides that, “within two years 

after approval by the convening authority of a court-martial sentence, the accused may petition 

the Judge Advocate General for a new trial on the grounds of newly discovered evidence or fraud 

on the court.” 10 U.S.C. § 873. The only relief available under this “special post-conviction 

remedy” is a new trial, Burns, 346 U.S., at 141 (plurality opinion), and even that may be granted 

only in an expressly circumscribed timeframe (two years) and set of circumstances (newly 

discovered evidence or fraud on the court). Article 73 stands in stark contrast to coram nobis, 

which the majority characterizes as a writ infinitely available “to redress a[ny] fundamental 

error.” Ante, at ____; see Morgan, supra, at 512 (“fundamental error” not limited to 

jurisdictional defects or errors on the face of the record).  

To be sure, the limited nature of relief available under Article 73 might lead one to question 

whether that is truly the only post-conviction relief the UCMJ permits. “You‟re in the Army 

now” is a sufficient answer to such concerns; the relief available looks positively extravagant in 

light of the prior history and tradition of military justice. In any event, as the majority recognizes, 

see ante, at ____, Article 76 makes clear that all court-martial judgments “carried into execution” 

after completion of direct review are “final and conclusive,” 10 U.S.C. § 876. Contrary to the 

majority‟s assertion, that language does not simply “codif[y] the common-law rule that respects 

the finality of judgments.” Ante, at ____. In fact, Article 76 does not stop there. It goes on to 

instruct that final court-martial judgments are binding “subject only to action upon a petition for 

                                                           
2
 Once you get into the business of extending jurisdiction, it can be hard to stop.  Denedo is no longer in the military.  

Ante, at ____.  Military courts lack jurisdiction over “civilian ex-soldiers who ha[ve] severed all relationship with 

the military and its institutions.”  United States ex rel. Toth v. Quarles, 350 U.S. 11, 14 (1955).  In the event coram 

nobis does issue with respect to a former service member, the Government maintains it would lack jurisdiction to 

retry.  Tr. of Oral Arg. 56-57; see 10 U.S.C. §§ 802-803.  Avoiding that extraordinary result would require another 

“belated extension” of the original court-martial proceeding, expanding the jurisdiction of military courts to try 

individuals who have long since severed their ties to the military. 
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a new trial [under Article 73],” or action by the appropriate Secretary or the President. 10 U.S.C. 

§ 876 (emphasis added).  

In light of these provisions, only Article 73 provides any authority to the CCAs or the CAAF, 

and even that narrow authority is limited to pending cases. Once a conviction is final, only the 

judge advocate general can provide relief. See supra, at ____; 10 U.S.C. § 873. To the extent the 

CCAs or the CAAF could be deemed to have some inherent continuing authority to issue writs of 

coram nobis, Articles 73 and 76 extinguish it.  

IV 

The Government goes on to argue that even if military courts have jurisdiction to issue writs 

of coram nobis, and even if Articles 73 and 76 do not bar such relief, the courts still lack 

authority to issue coram nobis, because the writ is neither “necessary” nor “appropriate” to the 

court-martial system of justice. See 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a) (federal courts “may issue all writs 

necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions”). Coram nobis allows the court 

that issued a judgment to correct its own errors of fact. See Morgan, 346 U.S., at 507 n.9 (“„If a 

judgment in the King‟s Bench be erroneous in matter of fact only, . . . it may be reversed in the 

same court, by writ of error coram nobis‟“ (quoting 2 W. Tidd, Practice of the Courts of King‟s 

Bench, and Common Pleas 1136 (4th Am. ed. 1856); some emphasis added)); see also ante, at 

____ (referring to “authority of a court to protect the integrity of its earlier judgments” (emphasis 

added)). But a court-martial is not a standing court. On a case-by-case basis, “[i]t is called into 

existence for a special purpose and to perform a particular duty. When the object of its creation 

has been accomplished it is dissolved.” Runkle v. United States, 122 U.S. 543, 555-556 (1887); 

see also 66 M.J. 114, 124 (CAAF 2008) (a court-martial “does not have independent jurisdiction 

over a case after the military judge authenticates the record and the convening authority forwards 

the record after taking action”). Because the court-martial that issues the conviction no longer 

exists once the conviction is final, there is no court to which a post-conviction petition for coram 

nobis could be directed.  

The absence of standing courts-martial is no mere technicality, but rather an integral and 

intentional part of the military justice system. “Court-martial jurisdiction sprang from the belief 

that within the military ranks there is need for a prompt, ready-at-hand means of compelling 

obedience and order.” United States ex rel. Toth v. Quarles, 350 U.S. 11, 22 (1955). But meeting 

that need requires expending significant military resources, and “[t]o the extent that those 

responsible for performance of [the military‟s] primary function are diverted from it by the 

necessity of trying cases, the basic fighting purpose of armies is not served.” Id., at 17. 

Accordingly, courts-martial, composed of active duty military personnel, have always been 

called into existence for a limited purpose and duration.  

It is no answer that the CCAs and the CAAF are standing courts that could act as substitutes 

for coram nobis purposes. As this case illustrates, those courts are not equipped to handle the 

kind of fact-finding necessary to resolve claims that might be brought on coram nobis. Instead, 

the CCAs will have to resort to the procedures invented by United States v. DuBay, 17 C.M.A. 

147, 37 C.M.R. 411 (1967), under which a new convening authority will refer a case to a new 

court-martial, and task various military personnel who have no prior familiarity with the case to 

conduct an out-of-court evidentiary hearing on the merits of the petitioner‟s claim. Id., at 149, 37 
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C.M.R., at 413. This “unwieldy and imperfect system” will undoubtedly divert valuable military 

resources, 66 M.J., at 136 (Ryan, J., dissenting), all in aid of post-conviction relief Congress 

specifically withheld.  

The Court expressly declines to consider the Government‟s “necessary or appropriate” 

argument: “[T]he Government‟s argument speaks to the scope of the writ, not the [CCA‟s] 

jurisdiction to issue it. The CAAF rejected the former argument. Only the latter one is before 

us.” Ante, at ____. The Court may well be correct in dividing the questions into separate 

pigeonholes. But the Government‟s argument, even if an argument about authority rather than 

jurisdiction, applies to every coram nobis case, given the nature of the military justice system. It 

is curious to conclude that military courts have jurisdiction, while not considering a raised and 

briefed argument that they may never exercise it.  

*   *   * 

Since the adoption of the UCMJ, “Congress has gradually changed the system of military 

justice so that it has come to more closely resemble the civilian system.” Weiss v. United States, 

510 U.S. 163, 174 (1994). “But the military in important respects remains a specialized society 

separate from civilian society.” Ibid. (internal quotation marks omitted). Neither the jurisdiction 

nor the powers of Article III courts are necessarily appropriate for military courts, and 

Congress‟s contrary determinations in this area are entitled to “the highest deference.” Loving v. 

United States, 517 U.S. 748, 768 (1996). Rather than respect the rule that military courts have no 

jurisdiction to revisit final convictions, the majority creates an exception that swallows it. 

Because I would hold the military courts to the statutory restraints that govern them, I 

respectfully dissent. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Even those who thought the government should have won Denedo were disturbed by the 

dissent‟s dismissive view of military justice. It seemed to hearken back to an earlier era in which 

military justice was considered rough or drumhead justice. What explains this view and how 

should leaders of the military legal community respond? One judge of the Court of Appeals, who 

had dissented in Denedo, was at pains, not long after, to push back. See United States v. Loving, 

68 M.J. 1, 28 n.11 (C.A.A.F. 2009) (Ryan, J., dissenting) (“whatever its beginnings, far from 

being „a rough form of justice,‟ the military justice system today, including this Court, generally 

provides „substantial procedural protections and provision for appellate review by independent 

civilian judges [to] “vindicate servicemen‟s constitutional rights.”‟”) (internal citations omitted). 

2. Do you agree with the dissent that Petty Officer Denedo could not have been prosecuted 

again because his enlistment had expired? 

3. Given this decision, what legislation, if any, would you recommend to Congress? 
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Chapter 17.  Review and Appeal 

Page 876 

UNITED STATES v. PENNINGTON 
United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals (2008) 

BOOKER, Judge: 

A military judge sitting as a general court-martial convicted the appellant, pursuant to his 

pleas, of conspiracy to commit murder and kidnapping, and kidnapping itself, in violation of 

Articles 81 and 134 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. §§ 881 and 934. The 

military judge awarded confinement for 14 years, reduction to E-1, and a dishonorable discharge. 

His sentence as finally approved included confinement for 21 months, reduction to E-1, and a 

bad-conduct discharge from the U.S. Marine Corps. 

In his sole assignment of error, the appellant claims that his sentence is inappropriately 

severe when compared with the sentences of his conspirators. On considering the record of trial, 

the appellant’s assignment of error, and the Government’s answer, we conclude that the 

appellant’s sentence was not inappropriately severe and that no other error materially prejudicial 

to the substantial rights of the appellant occurred. Arts. 59(a) and 66(c), UCMJ. 

Background 

The appellant was a radio operator for a squad of Marines deployed to Iraq. The senior 

Marine in the squad, a sergeant, devised a plan whereby the squad would kidnap a suspected 

insurgent leader in Hamdaniyah and then stage his death to look as if the Marines had been 

ambushed and forced to respond with deadly defensive force. The plan required the squad to 

obtain a shovel and an AK-47 from local residents and plant them in the vicinity of a known 

Improvised Explosive Device location (IED hole) to lend credence to the ambush story. Six 

Marines and their Navy corpsman ultimately agreed to the plan and executed it on 26 April 2006. 

Members of the squad had specific tasks allocated to them by the senior member of the squad. 

The appellant was never intended to be a triggerman for the murder, and indeed he did not 

fire his weapon on the night in question. He did, however, use his rudimentary Arabic-language 

skills to deceive residents of Hamdaniyah to allow the squad to steal a shovel and an AK-47; 

help force the condemned Iraqi (not their original “target,” but rather an Iraqi who had the 

misfortune to be a male of military age) from his home to the IED hole some distance away; help 

bind the doomed man with flex-ties about his legs; participate in radio traffic to higher 

headquarters concerning the “ambush” that his squad encountered; attempt to gag the man with a 

bandage; assist, after the man was murdered, in removing the flex-ties and positioning the shovel 

and weapon as if they were being used against the Marines; and tinker with physical evidence by 

removing Marines’ fingerprints and replacing them with the dead man’s. He also, as the Iraqi’s 

body was being removed, desecrated the corpse by taking the man’s arm and slapping him in the 

face with it. 
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As of the date of the convening authority’s (CA) action in the appellant’s case, 23 January 

2008, all members of the squad had had their cases adjudicated. We have appended a summary 

of the charges and actions in their cases from the CA’s action in the appellant’s case. 

Discussion 

In reviewing a case for sentence appropriateness, this court is required to compare sentences 

in specific cases only “in those rare instances in which sentence appropriateness can be fairly 

determined only by reference to disparate sentences adjudged in closely related cases.” United 

States v. Lacy, 50 M.J. 286, 288 (C.A.A.F. 1999) (citations and internal quotation marks 

omitted). The burden is upon the appellant to show why we should look to related cases, and if 

the appellant satisfies this burden, the Government must then establish a rational basis for the 

disparity. Id. It is only then that we may determine what sentence should be approved in a 

particular case. 

The cases that the appellant invites us to compare to his are all closely related, as they 

involve a conspiracy and the offenses all arose from a common scheme or design. See United 

States v. Kelly, 40 M.J. 558, 570 (N.M.C.M.R. 1994). We note at the outset that all these cases 

were referred for trial by general court-martial, thereby distinguishing our footing from that of 

the court in Kelly, where one co-actor had his offenses disposed of by nonjudicial punishment, 

another by general court-martial. 

Three squad members, the Marine noncommissioned officers
1
 (NCO) involved in the 

offenses, fully contested their cases before mixed panels of officer and enlisted members. The 

senior Marine, a sergeant, received a substantial sentence which, as of the date of the CA’s 

action in the appellant’s case, had not been made final through the action of the CA. The other 

two Marine NCO’s, both corporals, received sentences from the panels that are considerably less 

than the appellant’s. 

We take this occasion to observe that a sentence is largely advisory until the CA takes his 

action under Article 60. For purposes of the appellant’s assignment of error, therefore, we will 

consider only those adjudged sentences that gave the CA the same sort of latitude in approval 

and execution that the appellant’s did. This is not meant in any way to criticize the members who 

heard the evidence and reached the findings and the sentence in the other two cases, nor is it 

meant to express a preference for sentencing by a military judge; it is merely a recognition that 

when we exercise our highly discretionary power in these sorts of cases, we are trying where 

possible to make a meaningful comparison. 

The remaining NCO among the co-actors was a Navy hospital corpsman, then Hospitalman 

Third Class (HM3) Bacos. Petty Officer Bacos, consistent with his status under the law of armed 

conflict, did not fire any weapons during the course of the evening, although he was, again 

consistent with his status, equipped with small arms. Petty Officer Bacos offered some advice to 

the squad on what sort of medical supplies they should pack, and he stood guard during the 

                                                           
1
 [n.1] This status of noncommissioned officer is significant not only because of the function within a particular 

unit, but also because the law recognizes that it sets one apart from junior service members; see, e.g., Article 91, 
UCMJ. 
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events of 26 April. Petty Officer Bacos (by then serving as a Hospitalman Recruit due to his 

court-martial) testified in the presentencing proceedings against the appellant pursuant to his 

obligations in a pretrial agreement. As a result of that pretrial agreement, HM3 Bacos received a 

substantial reduction in his term of confinement and had his punitive discharge disapproved. 

The remaining three Marines in the squad were equal or junior to the appellant in grade. Each 

of them pleaded guilty to a conspiracy to obstruct justice, an offense which has a maximum 

sentence of 5 years, and to aggravated assault, an offense which has a maximum sentence of 8 

years (10 if grievous bodily harm is actually inflicted with a firearm). Each of those three 

Marines, therefore, faced a maximum confinement of 15 years (for the most serious form of 

aggravated assault) on the basis of his pleas, compared to the maximum punishment of life 

without eligibility for parole faced by the appellant. One of them, Private First Class (PFC) 

Jodka, testified against the appellant during the presentencing proceedings. 

Because those three Marines were convicted of offenses carrying substantially lower 

maximum sentences, it is tempting to conclude that their cases do not provide a useful basis for 

comparison. We note, however, that all Marines participated in the events of 26 April, and that 

the sentence disparities really resulted from the decision to accept a plea to a lesser offense. This 

sort of charging/referral decision “can certainly lead to differences in sentencing,” United States 

v. Durant, 55 M.J. 258, 261 (C.A.A.F. 2001), so we must give some attention to possible reasons 

behind the dispositions. 

One piece of information that we do not have regarding the referral decision or the 

Government’s motivation to accept a plea is the state of the evidence against the other members. 

We do have a detailed admission, Prosecution Exhibit 2, from the appellant, and that might have 

formed a basis for some negotiations. As noted, PFC Jodka testified against the appellant during 

his sentencing proceedings. Neither Lance Corporal (LCpl) Shumate nor LCpl Jackson testified 

against the appellant. According to the appellant’s clemency submission, all three of these 

Marines entered into their agreements before the appellant did and all three had minor roles 

leading up to the murder in comparison to the appellant’s. We note further that the appellant’s 

extensive combat experience prior to this tour made him a leader in his squad, irrespective of his 

pay grade, and we are satisfied that all these factors combined to allow the less experienced 

junior Marines to negotiate dispositions different from the appellant’s. 

We also do not have before us the prior disciplinary records of the three junior Marines. We 

note that the appellant had been punished by a summary court-martial for carnal knowledge two 

years before these offenses occurred, a further component of a rational basis for sentence 

disparity. 

We are mindful of, and sympathetic to, the trauma that the appellant had suffered and 

observed in previous combat tours to Iraq. His heroism in those previous tours was not 

unremarked by the CA, but it is the CA, not this court, who holds the clemency power. For us to 

reduce his sentence even further than that which was approved by the CA would be to engage, 

improperly, in an act of clemency. See United States v. Healy, 26 M.J. 394, 395 (C.M.A. 1988). 
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Conclusion 

The appellant participated in the planning and execution of a ruthless murder of a 

noncombatant in circumstances that brought discredit to him, his unit, his service, and his nation. 

The military judge who announced the sentence and the CA who acted upon the results of trial 

considered all the information placed before them to come up with a sentence that is appropriate 

for this offender and his offenses. Exercising our authority under Article 66, we conclude that the 

approved sentence is one that should be affirmed, and accordingly we affirm the findings and the 

sentence as approved by the CA below. 

Appendix 

Sgt Hutchins: Guilty of conspiracy to commit murder, kidnapping, larceny, and false official 

statement; Guilty of making a false official statement; Guilty of larceny; Guilty of 

unpremeditated murder. All guilty findings were contrary to pleas. The mixed panel sentenced 

Sgt Hutchins to confinement for 15 years; reduction to E-1; reprimand; and a dishonorable 

discharge. CA’s action in this case was pending on 23 January 2008. 

Cpl Magincalda: Guilty of conspiracy to commit murder, kidnapping, false official statement, 

housebreaking, and larceny; Guilty of wrongful appropriation; Guilty of housebreaking. All 

guilty findings were contrary to pleas. The mixed panel sentenced Cpl Magincalda to 

confinement for 448 days and reduction to E-1. CA’s action in this case was pending on 23 

January 2008. 

Cpl Thomas: Guilty of conspiracy to commit murder, kidnapping, larceny, housebreaking, 

and false official statement; Guilty of kidnapping. All guilty findings were contrary to pleas. The 

mixed panel sentenced Cpl Thomas to reduction to E-1 and a bad-conduct discharge. CA’s 

action in this case was pending on 23 January 2008. 

HM3 Bacos: Pursuant to pleas and protected by a pretrial agreement (PTA), Guilty of 

conspiracy to kidnap and make a false official statement; Guilty of kidnapping. The military 

judge adjudged a sentence of confinement for 10 years; forfeiture of all pay and allowances; 

reduction to E-1; and a dishonorable discharge. CA’s action: Pursuant to terms of the PTA, 

disapproved confinement in excess of 11 months, 15 days, disapproved punitive discharge, 

disapproved forfeitures. 

LCpl Shumate: Pursuant to pleas and protected by a PTA, Guilty of conspiracy to obstruct 

justice; Guilty of aggravated assault. The military judge adjudged a sentence of confinement for 

8 years; forfeiture of all pay and allowances; reduction to E-1; and a dishonorable discharge. 

CA’s action: Pursuant to terms of the PTA, approved confinement adjudged (and suspended 

confinement exceeding time served), approved reduction to E-1, disapproved punitive discharge, 

disapproved forfeitures. 

LCpl Jackson: Pursuant to pleas and protected by a PTA, Guilty of conspiracy to obstruct 

justice; Guilty of aggravated assault. The military judge adjudged a sentence of confinement for 

9 years; forfeiture of all pay and allowances; reduction to E-1; and a dishonorable discharge. 

CA’s action: Pursuant to terms of the PTA, approved confinement adjudged (and suspended 

confinement exceeding time served), approved reduction to E-1, disapproved punitive discharge, 

disapproved forfeitures. 
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PFC Jodka: Pursuant to pleas and protected by a PTA, Guilty of conspiracy to obstruct 

justice; Guilty of aggravated assault. The military judge adjudged a sentence of confinement for 

5 years; forfeiture of all pay and allowances; reduction to E-1; and a dishonorable discharge. 

CA’s action: Pursuant to terms of PTA, approved confinement adjudged (and suspended 

confinement exceeding 18 months), approved reduction to E-1, disapproved punitive discharge, 

disapproved forfeitures. 

 

Page 885 

REPUBLIC OF FIJI MILITARY FORCES v. QICATABUA 
Court of Appeal, Fiji Islands 

[2008] FJCA 50 

BYRNE, J.A. 

The Respondents were convicted and sentenced by Courts Martial for offences relating to the 

take-over of Fiji Parliament in May 2000 and/or mutiny at Queen Elizabeth Army Barracks in 

November 2000. They were sentenced to various terms of imprisonment. They appealed against 

their sentences to the Court of Appeal which ruled that Section 30 of the Royal Fiji Military 

Forces Act, Cap. 81 did not permit appeal against sentences. 

 The Respondents then began an action for Constitutional Redress under Section 41 of the 

Constitution in an attempt to challenge the validity of Section 30 of the RFMF Act. Section 41 is 

part of Chapter 4 of the Constitution which is entitled, Bill of Rights. Sub-section (1) states that 

if a person considers that if any of the provisions of the Chapter has been or is likely to be 

contravened in relation to him or her, that person may apply to the High Court for redress. The 

action came before Singh J. in the High Court on the 27th of April 2007 and he gave Judgment 

on the 22nd of May 2007 holding that the words "and sentence" must be read into Section 30 of 

the RFMF Act. The Judge held that Section 30 was unconstitutional in that it did not allow any 

soldiers convicted by Court Martial to appeal their sentences to the Court of Appeal. Although in 

the papers relating to this appeal the Republic of Fiji Military Forces and the Commissioner of 

Prisons, and the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice are named as Appellants, no 

submissions were received in this Court from either the Commissioner of Prisons or the 

Attorney- General and Minister for Justice. In fact in the High Court the Commissioner of 

Prisons and the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice both supported the arguments of the 

Respondents and submitted that there was a lacuna in Section 30 the RFMF Act and invited the 

High Court to remove it by reading in the words previously mentioned.  

It is appropriate to set out here Section 30 which reads: 

A person convicted by a court martial may, with the leave of the Court of 

Appeal, appeal to that court against conviction provided that the leave of the court 

shall not be required in any case where the person convicted was sentenced by the 

court martial to imprisonment for ninety days or more or to detention for ninety 

days or more. 
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The Appellant RFMF has filed six grounds of appeal against the decision of Singh J. but 

these may be conveniently reduced to the following: 

1. The Judge erred in holding that he could read words into Section 30 when the present case 

was one seeking constitutional redress.  

2. He erred in failing to give any or any sufficient weight to the fact that the Respondents had 

been convicted of the most serious military offence the maximum sentence for which is life 

imprisonment and therefore he should have directed the relevant authorities to make the 

necessary change or changes. 

3. He failed to take into account or give due consideration to the fact that a Court might not 

be the best forum to determine appeals from General Courts Martial because only Parliament 

was the correct forum to overhaul the military justice system in this country. 

4. The Judge erred in failing to consider and take into account: 

a) Military procedures and customs; 

b) The suitability of the Fiji Court of Appeal to deal with Court Martial Appeals; 

c) The need to have the matter properly debated and scrutinised by legislators. 

5. That the Attorney-General or his Chambers should make a Presidential Promulgation 

reflecting the wishes of the Court as this is the method adopted by the Interim Government to 

make laws.  

At paragraph 34 of his Judgment the Judge acknowledged that: 

The real problem lies in deciding where interpretation ends and amendment 

begins. The line between the two is very thin indeed. The Courts in our modern 

age take a purposive and more liberal attitude towards interpretation which in 

some cases may be considered as intruding into the realm of the legislature. . . . 

This Court has on three occasions ruled that as the legislation stands at this time there is no 

right of appeal to sentences given by a General Court Martial. . .  

It has to be said however, and Singh J. noted this, that Ward P. also expressed grave 

misgivings about the availability of appeal against sentence to soldiers convicted and sentenced 

by Court Martial. He said in the penultimate paragraph of his Judgment: 

Clearly the establishment of special military laws and courts is a necessary 

consequence of the special nature of military service and the need for strict and 

constant discipline means that many offences regarded as minor in civilian society 

must be treated more seriously in the armed forces. Consequently, the Court of 

Appeal may not be considered the most suitable body to review the severity, as 

opposed to the propriety, of sentences passed by Courts Martial but, whichever is 

the appropriate body, it would be in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution 

to provide a right of appeal to an independent tribunal against sentence in cases 

tried under the RFMF Act. 

Section 30 was also considered by Scott J. A. in Mosese Vakadrala v. The State AAU20 of 

2004 who found that non-availability of appeal against sentence was a most unfortunate lacuna 
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in the law. He requested a copy of his Judgment to be forwarded to the Solicitor General and the 

Fiji Human Rights Commission no doubt in the hope that the legislature would rectify the gap. 

Despite the statements of Ward P. and Scott J. A., Singh J. disregarded them and read words 

into the legislation. 

His Lordship noted that the section had remained unamended and considered that there were 

two possible courses of action open to him - namely either a declaration of incompatibility or to 

read the words "and sentence" into the legislation. 

 

Declaration of Incompatibility 

Singh J. considered that he had the power to make a declaration of incompatibility 

considering the broad language of Section 41(3) of the Constitution which reads: 

The High Court has original jurisdiction: 

a) To hear and determine applications under sub-section 1; 

b) To determine questions that are referred to it under sub-section 5; 

c) That sub-section concerns references by a subordinate Court for the opinion of the 

High Court. 

Singh J. considered that if he did not grant a declaration there would be a constitutional dead-

end. With respect I do not agree. If there would be a constitutional dead-end then in my view it is 

not for a court to remedy it but for the Parliament after debate to make the necessary 

amendments. In my Judgment it is not an answer to the problem posed in this case to say that if 

since December the 5th 2006 and for some unknown period into the future there is no Parliament 

then a court may assume the role of Parliament in attempting to remedy a situation thought by 

some people to require change. 

It is important to remember as I said earlier, that the Respondents have been convicted of one 

of the most serious offences known to the law, mutiny. Once upon a time conviction by Court 

Martial for this offence resulted in the death penalty, which is an indication of how seriously 

governments at that time regarded mutiny. It is in one sense the military equivalent of treason 

and indeed, it may be both. 

In the end, considering the current political situation in Fiji with no prospect of immediate 

parliamentary sittings, a declaration of incompatibility would serve no purpose and would be 

meaningless and so His Lordship opted for the device of Reading In. In paragraph 31of his 

Judgment he recognised that this was the bolder route and appears to have accepted, as present 

counsel for the Appellant submitted to him, that this would amount to the court legislating, 

which, as before Singh J., and before us, Mr Tuinaosara says the Court should not do. 

In my judgment it is important not to be moved by what I respectfully term emotional 

arguments, such as, with respect to learned counsel for the Respondents, we have received here. 
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It must be remembered that the object of military law is two-fold. First, it is to provide for the 

maintenance of good order and discipline among members of the army and in certain 

circumstances among others who live or work in a military environment. This it does by 

supplementing the ordinary criminal law of Fiji and the ordinary judicial system with a special 

code of discipline and a special system for enforcing it. In my opinion such special provision is 

necessary in order to maintain in time of peace as well as war, and overseas as well as at home, 

the operational efficiency of the armed force. It is for this reason that acts or omissions which in 

civil life may amount to no more than breaches of contract (like failing to attend work) or, indeed 

mere incivility (like being offensive to a superior) become in the context of army life punishable 

offences. The second object of military law is to regulate certain aspects of army administration, 

mainly in those fields which affect individual rights. Thus, there is provision relating to 

enlistment and discharge, terms of service, forfeitures of deductions from pay and, billeting. 

Often in practice, however the term "military law" is used with regard to its disciplinary 

provisions rather than its administrative ones. 

In Peni Naduaniwai v. The Commander Republic of Fiji Military Forces – Miscellaneous 

Case No. HBM 32 of 2004, Winter J. referring to the Judgment of L’Heureux-Dubeè J. in R v. 

Genereux 22 [1992] 88 DLR (4th) 110 said:  

Her Honour focused on the military nature of the tribunal upholding that it was 

not appropriate to apply civilian criteria to evaluate the validity of a General 

Courts Martial. Her Honour considered that the three essential conditions 

identified by the majority could not always be applicable to every tribunal. In a 

strongly worded dissent for a jurist well known as a champion of Human Rights, 

Her Honour’s contextual approach to constitutional interpretation on this issue is 

one with respect that I adopt as it is particularly relevant to the provision I have 

just discussed from the Fijian Constitution, She said: "When measuring the 

General Court Martial against the requirements of the Charter, certain 

considerations must be kept in mind. Among those considerations are that the 

armed forces depend upon the strictest discipline in order to function effectively 

and that alleged instances of non-adherence to rules of the military need to be 

tried within the chain of command". These cases arise in a context of military 

tribunals convened under Fijian law and sufficient weight must be given to that 

context in deciding whether or not a breach of a given right or freedom might 

occur. Her Honour observed, and I agree, that a right or freedom may have 

different meanings in different circumstances. I accept as a principle that the 

constitutional standards applicable in the civilian system of justice for assessing 

an independent and impartial tribunal are wholly inapplicable to measuring trial 

by General Court Martial. 

In my judgment the remarks of Winter J. are very apposite to this case. It would seem with 

respect that Singh J. has ignored the realities of the military disciplinary system by placing too 

much emphasis on the constitutionality of the section in question. The legislation in my view 

could not be clearer and the purpose of those who enacted it is also quite clear, that there was to 

be no appeal against sentence. 
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It is true that the British, Australian and New Zealand Parliaments have amended their Court 

Martial legislation to make it more in accordance with what are seen to be the Human Rights 

desires and aims of which we hear almost every day. Of course, the law should not stand still and 

thanks to both the common law down the centuries and Parliaments, virtually since Magna Carta, 

it has not done so but, and I consider that a very important but, in my view this amendment, if it 

is to be effected, must be made by Parliament. It is also necessary to note that under the system 

of military discipline the emphasis is on speedy, effective and quick justice. The reality as far as 

military service is concerned is that cases cannot be allowed to drag on and divert attention from 

the military mission a unit may be sent on. 

We were informed in argument that in England now, a country I might add with a population 

of over 60 million, there are approximately eight Court Martial appeal tribunals consisting of 

Judges of the High Court and Court of Appeal in England. England’s population is not only 

much higher than that of Fiji but its budget is also far higher than will ever be necessary for Fiji, 

at least in the foreseeable future. 

I note the suggestion of a General Court Martial appeals court here. I do not doubt the 

sincerity of those who support the establishment of such a Court but I say this should not be done 

without properly scrutinising its suitability for this country and its army. I say that it is wrong to 

attempt to make the Constitution of this country a panacea for all ills. There is an old Latin 

maxim Festina Lente which means, hasten slowly. In my view changes of the magnitude sought 

to be effected to section 30 deserve no less than debate in Parliament. This was certainly done in 

Britain and New Zealand and Australia and in our view it must be done here. 

It is no answer to say that because there is presently no Parliament any amendment may be 

made by Promulgation. To do so would be merely an act of expediency for which I can find no 

justification in the law in the present circumstances. . . . 

Page 908 

Note 5, add at end: See also Sanford v. United States, supra. 
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Chapter 18.  Military Justice in Operational Settings 

Page 916 

Add at the end of Note 2: 

In 2007 the United Nations created a Conduct and Discipline Unit as part of the Department of 

Field Support. Its functions include handling allegations of misconduct. The UN also maintains 

Conduct and Discipline Teams to address all forms of misconduct by UN peacekeeping 

personnel in field missions. 

 

Page 917 

Insert before United States v. Bryant: 

Captain Eric Hanson, Know Your Ground: 

The Military Justice Terrain of Afghanistan 
438 ARMY LAWYER 36 (Nov. 2009)

*
 

Introduction 

 . . . .This note is intended to further the discussion with a focus on the challenges of rapidly 

and effectively bringing courts-martial to trial and delivering other military justice support in 

Afghanistan. 

 At the time of this writing, the Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps has accumulated over 

seven years of continuous experience conducting legal operations and delivering legal advice in 

real-world combat environments of Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere. Articles published in The 

Army Lawyer and Military Law Review, as well as the evolving curriculum at The Judge 

Advocate General’s Legal Center and School (TJAGLCS) during that interval show that our 

Corps has been a learning organization, acquiring and sharing knowledge borne of experience 

about the full spectrum of deployed Army legal practice. Much of this knowledge has been 

gained in Iraq as a result of the large contingent of Army forces deployed to that theater since 

2003. As the commander-in-chief and the Army shift focus to Afghanistan, there may be some 

Afghanistan-specific lessons learned that may be useful to Army judge advocates and others 

whose base of experience was developed elsewhere. This note will address strategies for 

effective military justice prosecution in Afghanistan based on experience there from 2007 to 

2009. 

The Challenge of Afghanistan’s Terrain 

                                                           
*
 Reprinted from the The Army Lawyer, Department of the Army Pamphlet 27-50-438. The opinions and 

conclusions expressed are those of the individual author, and do not necessarily represent the views of The Judge 
Advocate General’s School, the U.S. Army, or any other governmental agency. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/slft?cite=3433382041726D79204C61772E20203336&keyenum=15451&keytnum=0
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 Military tacticians and strategists have long observed that success on the battlefield involves 

a recognition of the limitations and opportunities presented by the terrain. Military justice 

practice in Afghanistan is the same, where time is of the essence both in collecting evidence and 

in getting the case to trial. Afghanistan features over two hundred camps, forward operating 

bases, combat outposts, firebases, and observation posts at which Soldiers live, work, and fight 

year-round. Strings of small outposts in remote valleys are part of the strategy to confront the 

anti-Afghan insurgency. As omnipresent as lawyers may seem to be in the modern Army, there 

are Army legal offices on only about fifteen installations in Afghanistan, and six of those are 

staffed by paralegals only. As a result, most U.S. personnel deployed in Afghanistan are not co-

located with any resident legal or law enforcement presence. For example, from 2007 to 2009, 

four provinces and over thirty installations were supported by only one organic legal office and a 

squad of National Guard military police, which performed customs and law-and-order duties. A 

single Criminal Investigation Division (CID) office and a single Trial Defense Services (TDS) 

office serve the entire country from Bagram Airfield (BAF), the main U.S. military base in 

Afghanistan. A military judge travels to BAF for a few days every month or two to hear motions 

and trials in a conference room converted to use as a courtroom. In comparison, TDS operates 

five offices throughout Iraq, and a military judge is regularly on assignment in Iraq, available to 

hear motions, conduct hearings, and try cases as necessary. The Victory Base Complex south of 

Baghdad alone boasts three dedicated courthouses. In short, most trial counsel (TC) in 

Afghanistan are physically remote from witnesses, evidence, and client commanders, and almost 

all TCs are located far from the country’s only venue for Special and General Court-Martial 

proceedings. 

 The terrain not only dictates how many Soldiers and commanders have a legal or law 

enforcement presence on hand, it also dictates whether and how rapidly these assets can be 

moved around. Afghanistan’s terrain poses logistical challenges that can seriously hamper the 

movement of men and materiel across the battlefield. The aircraft and ground convoys that move 

personnel and equipment around the battlefield are limited, both in number and by the restrictive 

terrain. Roads of any kind are few, and roads capable of carrying military vehicles are startlingly 

scarce. Consequently, some installations are difficult to access. 

 Arranging travel can also be a challenge involving significant coordination up and down the 

chain of command. Travelling from one forward operating base (FOB) to another, even one five 

minutes down the road, requires organizing a convoy operation, a process which can take a day 

or more even if the convoy is a high priority mission. 

“Front End” Challenges to UCMJ Administration in Afghanistan 

 These geographic and operational factors limit resources in ways not seen in garrison or other 

combat theaters. To overcome these limitations, the fundamentals of military justice practice 

should be rigorously applied with an eye towards finding timely solutions when resources are 

unavailable. First, the ability to collect and preserve evidence upon discovery of suspected 

misconduct is often limited. Indeed, TCs often do not learn about an incident until it is too late to 

influence the preservation of case evidence. This information gap can hamstring the preparation 

of a case from the beginning. As a result, TCs must be ready to handle every report of 

misconduct, from the discovery of the misconduct to the end of the investigation, and, as noted 

earlier, time is of the essence in the deployed military justice arena. Exactly what deployed case 
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preparation entails will inevitably vary over time, from place to place, and unit to unit, but some 

techniques to help mitigate the “front end” challenges of deployed military justice practice are 

worth mentioning. 

Prepare Yourself 

 Expect, plan, and prepare to actively coordinate evidence collection and preservation, not just 

analyze what investigators present for your review. Identifying and developing relationships with 

military police and CID personnel operating in the area will help you fully leverage their 

capabilities; however, understand that mission requirements, distance, weather, and other 

circumstances will often delay or preclude these organizations from providing adequate support. 

Trial counsel in Afghanistan should anticipate that support may be scarce and should proactively 

take a lead role in coordinating the preservation of evidence and the identification and 

interviewing of witnesses. Frequently, commander’s inquiries or informal investigations, either 

written or oral, under AR [Army Regulation] 15-6 are typically the best vehicles to gather and 

preserve evidence that would otherwise be lost. Indeed, when assigning responsibility for various 

types of legal actions, a BCT legal office may assign investigations to the TC, rather than assign 

responsibilities along the traditional “military justice” and “administrative law” lines. 

Prepare Your Office 

 The TC may benefit from assigning one or more paralegals (depending on how paralegals are 

deployed and employed by the unit) various duties, including monitoring routine reports for 

investigation-triggering events (including suspected misconduct); generating initial appointment 

packets for investigating officers; tracking the progress of investigations; supporting IOs by 

answering administrative questions and ensuring they meet important suspenses [deadlines—

eds.]; reviewing investigations for administrative completeness prior to legal review; and 

ensuring digital and hard copies of completed investigation are properly labeled, filed, or 

destroyed, as appropriate. This task set is similar to, but more robust than, typical garrison 

military justice paralegal duties. A smoothly running BCT legal office can process three to four 

hundred investigations per year without faltering in the execution of other duties, if paralegal 

talent and energy are fully leveraged. For BCTs lacking adequate investigative agency support, 

these are realistic numbers. 

Prepare Your Unit 

 United States Army doctrine identifies several pre-deployment tasks that facilitate the 

efficient administration of military justice during deployment. In addition to these formal tasks, 

TCs should condition unit commanders to use commander’s inquiries to investigate potential 

misconduct when other means of gathering evidence are unavailable. TCs should recognize 

when an AR 15-6 investigation is required and when merely an informal inquiry may be more 

appropriate. Training brigade, battalion, and company staff officers (the population from which 

AR 15-6 investigating officers are invariably drawn) on investigative techniques, including the 

ability to recognize relevant evidence, interviewing techniques, and the correct preparation of 

paperwork, helps maximize investigation quality. TCs should also ensure that every investigating 

officer (IO) receives a legal briefing prior to the investigation. A legal briefing—which is usually 

conducted by telephone in Afghanistan—is often the best way to ensure the IO understands the 

tasks necessary to complete the investigation, recognizes the sequence of steps and techniques 
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required to photograph and handle physical evidence, appreciates when and how to administer 

Article 31b rights to witnesses, and knows what the final investigation product should look like. 

Following these simple preparatory steps pays huge dividends in the military justice landscape of 

Afghanistan. 

 Afghanistan produces most of the world’s opium, and certain illicit drugs, including opium, 

heroin, marijuana, hashish, and prescription medications, are cheaply and easily available to 

Soldiers in theater. Trial counsel should learn what these substances look like in Afghanistan and 

should consult unit surgeons, physician’s assistants, or written resources for information on the 

symptoms of use and overdose associated with these drugs, when used both alone and in 

combination. Trial counsel should also become familiar with the effects of anti-opiate 

medications administered by the unit’s aid stations and recognize how these medications affect 

patients under the influence of drugs. Understanding these issues can help guide investigating 

officers to ask crucial questions of witnesses in drug use or overdose cases. It can also help the 

TC ensure that suspected drug users are not questioned until the effects of the drug, the overdose 

experience, and medical treatment subside enough that answers will be admissible in UCMJ 

action. Ensuring units thoroughly prepare Unit Prevention Leaders (UPLs) and deploy with 

adequate urinalysis (UA) supplies is also critical for preventive and investigative purposes. 

 Meanwhile, the distribution of forces across the battlespace can have significant 

consequences for UA inspection programs that can affect the admissibility of evidence. 

Geographical constraints may come into play in two ways. First, the dispersion of troops across 

multiple locations and the intermixing of disparate units may mislead a commander into 

mistaking the extent of his authority to order an inspection. This can also arise when reserve 

component elements serve alongside or incorporated within active duty command structures, as 

frequently happens in Afghanistan. 

 Understanding the disposition of troops on the ground can also affect the conduct of probable 

cause searches. For example, the first time a unit discovers that a Soldier may have overdosed on 

opium should not be the first time the TC considers where a UPL may be found; whether the unit 

has the appropriate bottles, labels, and sealing tape to conduct a proper UA; how a UA specimen 

may be transported to a lab for analysis; or where a military working dog team may be located. 

Additionally, living and working conditions, which can vary significantly from base to base, can 

affect whether and where Soldiers have a reasonable expectation of privacy for Fourth 

Amendment purposes. Accordingly, when advising commanders on probable cause search 

authorizations, the TC must avoid making assumptions about a location to be searched and 

should, instead, methodically gather details about the place, including what it looks like, how it 

is used, who has access to it, and what command policies apply at the location. 

 An effective TC will think creatively and proactively and utilize the brigade judge advocate 

(BJA), senior trial counsel, and chief of military justice in the preparation process. As an officer 

on the brigade staff, the BJA can be the proponent of the Fragmentary Order (FRAGO) 

necessary to bring a plan to life, both prior to and during the deployment. Brigade-level 

FRAGOs that could directly affect the administration of military justice include FRAGOs 

implementing the BCT’s UA program, withholding or delegating certain classes of UCMJ 

authority and investigation approval authority, establishing requirements for investigations into 

certain types of incidents, requiring IOs to receive legal briefings, requiring battalions to provide 
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standing pools of potential investigating officers, and directing the allocation of battalion 

paralegals during the deployment. 

 Taking charge of evidence development is both a natural role for the TC and a potentially 

risky one. Specifically, when building a case for trial, TCs should avoid becoming witnesses in 

their own cases, a circumstance which almost always requires the TC to withdraw from the trial. 

Trial counsel should not write a legal review for an investigation he was substantially involved in 

conducting. Trial counsel should also be wary of becoming too heavily invested in building a 

case if it could result in diminished objectivity and impair the TC’s ability to safeguard 

procedural rights and give impartial advice to the chain of command. Although these dangers are 

not unique to Afghanistan, TCs, BJAs, and chiefs of military justice should be especially attuned 

to these circumstances in theater because of limited resources. The BJA or another lawyer can 

always step in to assist with these tasks on a case-by-case basis, but requiring other attorneys to 

perform the TC’s job can strain already limited resources. 

Bringing the Case to Court-Martial 

 Gathering and preserving evidence is just one consideration in getting a case to trial. The 

Afghan terrain and operating environment frequently affect the TC’s ability to assemble the 

personnel required to conduct judicial proceedings. These “back end” challenges can be 

mitigated by vigorous coordination during the court-martial preparation process. 

Securing the Witnesses 

 United States forces operating in Afghanistan work under several distinct “stovepipe” chains 

of command, some of which include reserve component units. This means that FOBs often 

feature U.S. servicemembers from different chains of command working side-by-side. Some 

units, particularly those stationed at BAF or in the Kabul area, may also operate alongside 

multinational personnel, both military and civilian, under the auspices of the International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF). The intermingled character of these command relationships 

and the staggered time horizons of deployment cycles significantly increases the possibility that 

key witnesses may not fall under the command of the convening authority, an Army element, an 

active-duty unit, or even a U.S. commander at the time of the alleged crime or at the time of trial. 

Promptly and accurately identifying the unit and chain of command of witnesses, as well as their 

status, expected redeployment date, and follow-on contact information, is therefore important. 

 Coordinating witness availability can be an administrative challenge. Expert witnesses or 

other civilians from the United States require special approval to travel on military aircraft and to 

stay at BAF. For active duty witnesses, TCs should coordinate with the legal office supporting 

the witness’s chain of command to secure the witness’s presence at trial. National Guard 

personnel who have returned to civilian status should be recalled to active duty in order to testify 

in Afghanistan; this not only gives the witness service credit for the time spent testifying, it also 

ensures the witness’s presence complies with existing agreements with Afghanistan, facilitates 

travel on military aircraft on military orders, and ensures the witness has all the benefits of active 

duty status in case of injury or death. This process requires coordination with the National Guard 

personnel office in Washington, D.C. (USARNG G-1) and the approval of the relevant state 

National Guard Adjutant General. Depending on how long the witness is required and the length 

of time since the witness was last activated for federal service, an uncooperative witness may be 
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able to block or delay activation to testify in Afghanistan, so maintaining good relationships with 

witnesses can be especially important. The approved recall to active duty and orders to testify at 

trial are implemented by the witness’s local National Guard chain of command. Similarly, the 

availability of third-country military witnesses must be coordinated with the witness’s chain of 

command and national military authorities. Witness procurement is one of the reasons that some 

cases will be tried “downrange” or not at all, reinforcing the need for TCs to speedily prepare 

cases for trial during deployments. 

 As in Iraq or Kuwait, calling a witness for one hour of testimony may require the witness to 

be absent from his unit and normal place of duty for a week or more. This significant time 

commitment applies both to witnesses traveling from outside and from within Afghanistan, so it 

is important to prepare and manage witnesses efficiently. Given these time constraints, putting 

the Government’s entire sentencing case into a stipulation of fact, rather than using live 

sentencing witnesses, for a guilty plea is often an effective use of resources. Informing 

commanders well in advance which witnesses will be called (and periodically reminding them) 

will also help ensure witness availability for trial. For the same reason, trial counsel should also 

encourage the defense to identify witnesses as early as possible, and experienced defense counsel 

will generally cooperate, understanding they face the same logistical constraints as the 

Government. The parties may also find the use of stipulations of expected testimony mutually 

expedient in theater. 

Prepare the Witnesses 

 Arranging for local national (LN) witnesses to testify at courts-martial and judicial 

proceedings presents a variety of special challenges. First, organizing transportation for LNs, 

especially for LNs traveling from outside the Bagram area, will often require the use of military 

vehicles, aircraft, and personnel. Coordinating a proper convoy operation can take time, as 

discussed above. In comparison, witnesses traveling on their own may require room and board, 

provided on the economy, which must be arranged well in advance. Finally, once LN witnesses 

have successfully arrived at BAF, they must be granted access to the installation in order to 

attend trial. The TC must ensure that each LN has a letter, usually from the convening authority, 

authorizing him to enter the installation; once granted access, the witness may be required to 

remain under armed guard in a segregated lodging facility if he does not already possess a BAF 

access badge. Additionally, LN witnesses may not be authorized to enter U.S. dining facilities, 

and arranging suitable meals must take into account Afghan dietary mores. Trial counsel must 

coordinate with the chief of military justice early and must manage witnesses’ expectations to 

ensure these administrative issues are handled efficiently. 

 In addition to the logistical difficulty involved in securing Afghan witnesses for trial, TCs 

must also prepare for unique challenges in the courtroom. Afghanistan’s rugged terrain has 

produced a population that is as linguistically fractured as the land itself. It is therefore crucial to 

identify interpreters in advance who speak the same language and dialect as the witnesses. 

Interpreters should also be familiar with the subject matter of witness testimony. Finally, trial 

counsel should carefully explain to the interpreter his role at a court-martial prior to trial. Many 

new interpreters have a tendency to summarize witness statements—and counsel questions—

rather than provide verbatim translations. Counsel accustomed to working with experienced 

German interpreters in USAREUR or certified Spanish interpreters in the United States may find 
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working with their Afghan counterparts challenging. In the author’s experience, multilingual 

Afghans experienced as translators did not immediately grasp the distinct task of interpreting 

testimony in court, and courtroom interpretation literally had to be practiced before trial. These 

interpreters had sufficient command of the languages to perform the task; they simply had no 

idea what a court-martial proceeding was supposed to look and sound like. Interpreters were 

inclined to summarize the testimony of witnesses on the stand or engage in clarifying 

conversations with witnesses which, although a valued skill when accompanying a commander 

to a key leader engagement, is insufficient in a court-martial setting. 

 Eliciting testimony from Afghan witnesses is also complicated by the Afghan 

unfamiliarity—a result of Afghanistan’s historical geographical remoteness—with the flow of 

U.S. or Western-style court proceedings. Unlike Americans raised on a steady television diet of 

Perry Mason, Law and Order, and “you can’t handle the truth!” Afghans are keepers of a vibrant 

oral storytelling tradition. Afghan witnesses—especially those with less-than-cosmopolitan life 

experiences—find it unnatural and disconcerting to constrain themselves to answering only the 

question asked and to break up the flow of a story to enable an interpreter to catch up or to allow 

counsel to ask more questions. Many Afghans are not accustomed to giving testimony multiple 

times and are unprepared to be challenged over minor variations between each telling. A TC may 

anticipate some measure of frustration from an Afghan witness who has told his story to a U.S. 

commander, then is questioned by an investigator, questioned again by the same investigator 

looking for a written statement, interviewed by the TC while preparing for the Article 32 

hearing, questioned again at the Article 32 hearing, interviewed yet again by the TC at the 

courtroom prior to the beginning of the court martial, and finally examined by the TC during the 

court proceeding itself. Careful explanation to the Afghan witness of what it means to “swear” or 

“affirm” the truth of testimony may also be appropriate. Some Afghans consider it bad luck to 

swear to the accuracy of one’s own statement, and perceive that the asking for such assurances is 

an affront to the declarant’s honor and reputation for truthfulness. 

Prepare the Convening Authority 

 Witnesses are not the only logistical hurdle that the successful TC must address. In recent 

years, the General Court-Martial Convening Authority (GCMCA) in Afghanistan has been a 

single two-star commander of a division headquarters element that is not the organic higher 

headquarters of all the BCTs in Afghanistan, and the GCMCA headquarters has not been on the 

same deployment schedule as those BCTs. These jurisdictional alignments and overlapping 

deployment schedules make it a challenge to maintain a valid standing panel. The convening 

authority might not certify a panel until and unless a case requires it, as is his statutory 

prerogative. In addition to the usual panel composition considerations, Afghan geography and its 

attendant logistical constraints may tempt the convening authority to select members who 

already live and work at BAF. In some cases, choosing only members from BAF may actually be 

grounds for a defense objection to the entire panel. (For example, the defense might successfully 

argue that a Soldier accused of committing a crime at the end of a fifteen-month combat tour in a 

remote, highly contested valley cannot receive a fair trial if the convening authority selects a 

panel of newly arrived staff personnel, from unrelated units, who have never set foot outside 

BAF). Such a panel could also become a potential public relations liability to the command, the 

JAG Corps, or the Army in view of the well-documented academic and civilian unease with the 
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court-martial panel selection process. Identifying these issues well in advance and raising them 

to the attention of the chief of military justice should ensure the selection and certification of a 

proper panel and avoid delay in trying the case. 

Conclusion 

 Military justice is a tool for maintaining good order and discipline in order maximize the 

effectiveness of the military and the security of the United States. Perhaps ironically, the tools of 

good order and discipline seem heavier to wield in the midst of deployed combat operations, 

though that may be when they can have the greatest effect. Undoubtedly, there are many reasons 

for the apparent difficulty or reluctance to strictly enforce military justice during deployments; 

the phrase “T.I.A.” (meaning “this is Afghanistan”) has been appropriated more than once to 

describe the seemingly endless barriers to getting things done in Afghanistan. Nevertheless, the 

common misconception that military justice is too difficult to implement or is too distracting to 

enforce during combat should be corrected. As a result, the most valuable service a deployed TC 

can provide may not be the advice he gives commanders on military justice matters. Rather, the 

deployed TC’s true value may come from ensuring the dust of the deployed environment does 

not weigh so heavily on the tools of military justice that commanders become discouraged from 

using them when Justice demands. In other words, knowing what should be done is terrific, but 

knowing how to make it happen swiftly within the constraints Afghanistan presents is no less 

valuable. With luck, the information provided in this note will assist TCs, DCs, BJAs, chiefs of 

military justice, and all judge advocates involved in the administration of military justice to 

effectively confront the challenges Afghanistan presents. 

Page 928 (following the Note) 

BILLARD v. H. M. THE QUEEN 
Court Martial Appeal Court of Canada, 2008 

[Despite its markedly different operational setting, readers may find that this case reminds them 

of United States v. Pratt, 34 C.M.R. 731 (C.G.B.R. 1963), reproduced in the textbook at pp. 62-

66.]  

BLANCHARD, C.J. 

The Appellant applies for leave and if leave is granted appeals the severity of his sentence of 

21 days of detention imposed by a Military Judge on July 6, 2007, after the Appellant pleaded 

guilty on the charge of neglect to the prejudice of good order and discipline pursuant to section 

129 of the National Defence Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. N-5 (NDA). 

In the charge sheet, the following particulars are given: 

NEGLECT TO THE PREJUDICE OF GOOD ORDER AND DISCIPLINE 

Particulars: In that he, on or about 22 May 2006, at or near Kandahar Province, 

Afghanistan, whilst the forward operating base in which he was present was under 

direct attack, failed to don his helmet and flak vest contrary to Task Force 

Standing Orders. 

The following statement of circumstances was read into the record at the Court Martial and 

was accepted by the accused:  
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1. MCpl Billard was at all pertinent times, and remains, a member of the 

Regular Force. At all pertinent times, MCpl Billard was serving as an image 

analyst at a Forward Operating Base (FOB) located in Kandahar Province, 

Afghanistan. He was quartered in room 3A. 

2. The term “stand-to” refers to a defensive state of preparedness of troops in 

anticipation of enemy action. The order “stand-to” is given to soldiers to indicate 

that they are to ready themselves to defend their position from attack. 

3. The term “fighting order” refers to an order of dress worn by soldiers. At 

the pertinent time and place, “fighting order” included the following; helmet, flak 

vest, load bearing vest, rifle, pistol, and personal radio. 

4. MCpl Billard arrived at the FOB on 12 December 2005. Within a day of 

his arrival, MCpl Billard attended an in-clearance briefing given by the Camp 

Sergeant Major (CSM). Included in that briefing were orders pertaining to the 

security of the FOB and the Task Force (TF) to which MCpl Billard belonged. 

Amongst the orders was an instruction that, in response to a stand-to (which could 

be initiated by a siren or by the verbal command “stand-to”), personnel were to 

don their fighting order and react to the person in charge. Once the CSM had 

given the in-clearance briefing to a member, the CSM would sign the member’s 

in-clearance card on a line entitled “CSM (Security Brief)”. On 13 December 

2005, the CSM signed the security brief line of MCpl Billard’s in-clearance card. 

5. Also included on the in-clearance card was a line entitled “mbr read and 

ack TF standing orders” (meaning: member has read and acknowledges the task 

force standing orders). On 13 December 2005, MCpl Billard signed the line 

indicating that he had read the standing orders. According to the TF standing 

orders, in response to an attack, either direct or indirect, members were to don 

their helmets and flak vests. At the pertinent time, MCpl Billard had read the 

standing order and was aware of the requirement to don his helmet and flak vest 

in response to an attack. 

6. On 21 May 2006, MCpl Billard attended a briefing during which TF 

members were informed that there was an increased threat to the FOB at that 

time. Members were also told that a rehearsal of stand-to drills would be held that 

night. That rehearsal, however, would not involve use of the stand-to siren or the 

live fire of weapons. Members were warned that the FOB was particularly 

vulnerable at that time, as a large number of soldiers were then absent from the 

camp. 

7. The personnel living in room 3A were not the primary defenders of the 

FOB but, if necessary, were to act as stretcher-bearers and the reserve force. 

8. At approximately 0200 hours, 22 May 2006, two armed insurgents 

launched a direct attack on the FOB. From a distance of approximately 50 metres, 

one of the insurgents aimed a Rocket Propelled Grenade (RPG) at one of the 

FOB’s guard towers. A member of the FOB’s defence and security detail, 

“Soldier A”, was present in that guard tower. Soldier A observed the insurgent 
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aim the RPG at the tower and saw a flash emanate from the launcher, indicating 

that the insurgent had attempted to fire the RPG. However, the RPG 

malfunctioned and failed to leave the launcher. Soldier A then yelled out loud, the 

order “stand-to” and repeated the order into his radio. Soldier A then engaged the 

insurgents with small arms fire. Soldier A heard fire from other weapons but 

could not determine if they were firing at the FOB. 

9. Upon hearing Soldier A’s “stand-to” order, a soldier on duty in the 

command post activated the stand-to siren. The stand-to siren and small arms fire 

could be heard throughout the camp, including in room 3A, where MCpl Billard 

was present. 

10. A Sergeant who lived in room 3A, “Soldier B”, had been appointed as the 

senior Non-Commissioned Officer in charge of room 3A for local defence issues. 

Before leaving the room to report to his superior, Soldier B reminded everyone in 

the room that they should get up and get dressed. 

11. Most residents of room 3A, but not all, got out of bed and began donning 

their fighting order. MCpl Billard was amongst those who remained in bed. 

12. Another Sergeant living in room 3A, “Soldier C”, awoke to hear the stand-

to siren sounding and shots being fired. He turned on his radio and heard the 

following: the order “stand-to”; a contact report; and confirmation that this was 

not a drill. 

13. A Corporal living in room 3A was in the process of donning his fighting 

order when MCpl Billard said to him, “Where are you going and what for? You 

are a fucking flincher.” Several soldiers then began to urge MCpl Billard to get 

out of bed. He replied saying, “You are just flinchers. You don’t have to get 

dressed. You’re just fucking flinching.” 

14. Solder C then suggest to another soldier, “Soldier D”, that they could roust 

MCpl Billard by making a loud noise. Soldier D then struck the side of a locker 

with a plastic tube. MCpl Billard replied, “I’m immune to that. I’m going to 

sleep.” 

15. At no time during the stand-to did MCpl Billard don his fighting order. In 

particular, MCpl Billard did not don his helmet and flak vest in response to the 

direct attack upon the FOB. 

16. At one point during the stand-to, MCpl Billard had to use the washroom. 

He got out of bed, pulled on a pair of shorts, grabbed his pistol, and left the room. 

He returned and climbed back into bed. The stand-to ended a short time later. 

17. Throughout the stand-to, MCpl Billard monitored his radio and kept 

himself apprised of the tactical situation. He came to the conclusion that the 

situation did not require his getting out of bed. His magazines were loaded with 

ammunition and his weapons were readied. Although he did not don his fighting 

order, it was readily accessible. 
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On sentence, the prosecutor recommended a sentence of 10 to 21 days of detention while 

defence counsel recommended a severe reprimand and a fine in the amount of $2,000 to $3,000 

payable by monthly installments of $250. Alternatively, defence counsel argued that any period 

of detention the Military judge saw fit to impose, be suspended. 

On July 6, 2007, the Military Judge found the Appellant guilty of neglect to the prejudice of 

good order and discipline and sentenced the Appellant to detention for a period of 21 days.  

Upon review of the record and hearing counsel for the Appellant, we are of the view that the 

sentence imposed is not illegal or demonstrably unfit. In our view, the Military Judge committed 

no error in principle, did not fail to consider relevant factors and did not over-emphasize the 

appropriate factors.  

This case raises an important principle, namely, “the Soldier first principle”. A member of 

the Canadian Forces, whatever his or her rank, trade or occupation, is at all times a fighting 

soldier. The Appellant’s offence did not relate to the performance of his routine duties as an 

intelligence operator; the evidence is that he performs those duties very well as witnessed, 

amongst other things, by the continuing support and presence of his commanding officer and 

superiors at the hearing of this appeal. Rather, his offence bore directly on his failure to perform 

as a member of a fighting unit which was then under attack. It put at risk the lives and safety of 

himself and his comrades. 

It is imperative in such circumstances that lawful orders be unquestioningly obeyed. 

The principles of denunciation and deterrence assume particular importance in these 

circumstances. Recognizing that the offence to which the Appellant pleaded guilty carries with it 

a maximum sentence of dismissal with disgrace, we are of the view that a sentence of 21 days of 

detention was fit and proper in the circumstances.  

Leave to appeal will be allowed and the appeal will be dismissed. 

 

UNITED STATES v. SHARRATT 
U.S. Marine Corps Forces Central Command, 2007 

On November 19, 2005, a squad of United States Marines made a convoy patrol through 

Haditha, Iraq. As the convoy’s Humvees passed, insurgents detonated a roadside bomb, killing 

one Marine and wounding others. Members of the squad then conducted clearing operations in 

two nearby buildings. As a result of those clearing operations and other military action in the 

immediate aftermath of the bomb blast, 24 Iraqi civilians were killed. Charges arising from the 

incident were eventually preferred against eight Marines, including Lance Corporal Justin 

Sharratt. The Article 32 investigating officer recommended that the charges against Lance 

Corporal Sharratt be dropped. The Commander of Marine Corps Forces Central Command, then-

Lieutenant General James N. Mattis, informed Lance Corporal Sharratt of the disposition of the 

charges in this letter: 
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Page 935 

Insert a new paragraph to the Note: 

 In 2010, an Army doctor who questioned whether President Obama met the constitutional 

test of natural born citizenship, U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 5, announced his intent not to comply 

with deployment orders. He was charged under the UCMJ with missing movement, violating 

lawful orders, and dereliction of duty. A convening authority referred the case for trial by a 

general court-martial. The case, United States v. Lakin, is pending as of this writing. 
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Chapter 19.  Military Commissions 
 

 

Page 945 

Insert after the second paragraph in the introduction: 

 Between the passage of the Military Commissions Act of 2006 and the end of President 

Bush‘s second term, the military commission system produced three convictions. After President 

Obama came into office, at his Administration‘s urging, Congress again revamped the military 

commission system by passing the Military Commissions Act of 2009. As of this writing, no 

cases had been tried to completion under the latest version of the military commissions system, 

although United States v. Khadr is scheduled to be tried in August 2010. In July 2010, Ibrahim 

Ahmed Mahmoud al Qosi pleaded guilty before a military commission to charges of material 

support for terrorism and conspiring to commit terrorism.  Sentencing was deferred and, as of 

this writing, had yet to occur. 

At the end of the second paragraph, delete ―the Military Commissions Act of 2006‖ and replace 

with ―subsequent legislation governing the military commissions system.‖ 

Add new third paragraph: 

 Three court systems are available to try many terrorism-related offenses: (1) the civilian 

federal court system; (2) the military justice system; and (3) the military commissions system. 

While Article 18 provides general courts-martial with ―jurisdiction to try any person who by the 

law of war is subject to trial by a military tribunal,‖ no serious consideration has been given to 

trying alleged terrorists by court-martial. Rather, debate has been focused on whether particular 

alleged terrorists should be tried in United States District Court or instead by military 

commissions at Guantánamo Bay. In this chapter, we look at a letter by Obama Administration 

Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr., discussing both the Obama Administration‘s and the Bush 

Administration‘s policies concerning when suspected terrorists should be tried in United States 

District Court. 

 

Page 964 

Add to the Notes and Questions: 

 4. In 1945, the War Department held a much lower-profile military commission to try two 

German spies captured in New York City in late 1944. One of the two accused had been born in 

Connecticut and was a U.S. citizen. This military commission followed procedures similar to 

those that governed courts-martial at the time. See generally FISHER, supra, at 138-44. 
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Pages 1007-08 

Delete Notes 3-4 and replace with the following: 

 3. Justice Breyer‘s concurrence, which was joined by Justices Kennedy, Souter, and 

Ginsburg, observed, ―Congress has denied the President the legislative authority to create 

military commissions of the kind at issue here. Nothing prevents the President from returning to 

Congress to seek the authority he believes necessary.‖ Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, 636 

(2006) (Breyer, J., concurring). In the wake of the Supreme Court‘s Hamdan ruling, President 

Bush did just that. In 2006, Congress passed and the President signed into law the Military 

Commissions Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-366, 120 Stat. 2600. The act established ―procedures 

governing the use of military commissions to try alien unlawful enemy combatants engaged in 

hostilities against the United States‖ and specified offenses that could be tried by military 

commissions.  

 4. Three cases were tried to completion while the Military Commissions Act of 2006 was in 

effect. The first of these was United States v. Hicks, which produced the first conviction of any 

post-9/11 military commission.  In March 2007, David Hicks pleaded guilty to providing 

material support for terrorism. A military commission consisting of seven U.S. military officers 

sentenced him to confinement for seven years—the maximum sentence the commission was 

authorized to adjudge. But under the terms of a pretrial agreement, he was required to serve only 

nine months of confinement. Hicks was soon transferred from Guantánamo Bay to his native 

Australia. In August 2008, a military commission convicted Salim Hamdan (the petitioner from 

Hamdan v. Rumsfeld) of material support for terrorism. This was the first conviction in a 

contested post-9/11 military commission. The military commission, which was composed of six 

U.S. military officers, sentenced him to confinement for 66 months with credit for the 61 months 

he had already been held at Guantánamo Bay. He was returned to his native Yemen in November 

2008. Also in November 2008, Ali Hamza Ahmad Suliman al Bahlul was convicted by a military 

commission of conspiracy, soliciting murder, and providing material support for terrorism. al 

Bahlul had largely refused to participate in the military commission process. He was sentenced 

to confinement for life and, as of June 2010, remains confined at Guantánamo Bay.  

 5. In 2009, Congress amended the Military Commissions Act to make the commissions 

system more closely resemble the court-martial system established by the Uniform Code of 

Military Justice. Pub. L. No. 111-84, 123 Stat. 2190. But many controversial aspects of earlier 

versions of the commission system remain. For example, unlike their World War II predecessors, 

each of the post-9/11 military commission systems has been limited to the trial of aliens. See, 

e.g., 10 U.S.C.A. § 948b(a) (West Supp. 2010) (―This chapter establishes procedures governing 

the use of military commissions to try alien unprivileged enemy belligerents for violations of the 

law of war and other offenses triable by military commission.‖); see also id. § 948c. Is limiting 

the commission system to aliens constitutionally problematic? See, e.g., Wong Wing v. United 

States, 163 U.S. 228 (1896); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886); see generally Neal 

Katyal, Equality in the War on Terror, 59 STAN. L. REV. 1365, 1370-78 (2007). Another 

controversial portion of the Military Commissions Act of 2009 allows the admission of some 

statements obtained by coercion. 10 U.S.C.A. § 949a(b)(3)(B) (West Supp. 2010) (―A statement 

of the accused that is otherwise admissible shall not be excluded from trial by military 
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commission on grounds of alleged coercion or compulsory self-incrimination so long as the 

evidence complies with the provisions of section 948r of this title.‖). 

 6. One provision in the Military Commissions Act of 2009‘s ―Punitive Matters‖ subchapter is 

particularly interesting. 10 U.S.C.A. § 950p(d) provides: 

The provisions of this subchapter codify offenses that have traditionally been 

triable by military commission. This chapter does not establish new crimes that 

did not exist before the date of the enactment of this subchapter, as amended by 

the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, but rather codifies 

those crimes for trial by military commission. Because the provisions of this 

subchapter codify offenses that have traditionally been triable under the law of 

war or otherwise triable by military commission, this subchapter does not 

preclude trial for offenses that occurred before the date of the enactment of this 

subchapter, as so amended. 

 Among the substantive offenses included in the Act is conspiracy ―to commit one or more 

substantive offenses triable by military commission.‖ Id. § 950t(29). Yet the Hamdan plurality 

opined, ―The crime of ‗conspiracy‘ has rarely if ever been tried as such in this country by any 

law of war military commission not exercising some other form of jurisdiction, and does not 

appear in either the Geneva Conventions or the Hague Conventions — the major treaties on the 

law of war.‖ Hamdan, 548 U.S. at 603-04 (plurality opinion). Justice Kennedy declined to 

address the conspiracy issue. Id. at 655 (Kennedy, J., concurring). Justice Thomas, joined by 

Justices Scalia and Alito, dissented on the point. Id. at 697-704 (Thomas, J., dissenting). Given 

Congress‘s Article I, § 8 power to ―define and punish . . . offenses against the law of nations,‖ 

would retroactive application of the Military Commissions Act‘s conspiracy article to alleged 

offenses before Congress criminalized conspiracy to commit an offense triable by military 

commission violate the Ex Post Facto Clause, U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9, cl. 3? Is Congress‘s 

conclusion that it may be applied retroactively entitled to judicial deference despite the Hamdan 

plurality‘s conclusion that conspiracy to commit a war crime was not an offense triable by 

military commission? Does the Ex Post Facto Clause even apply to a statute governing the trial 

of unlawful enemy combatants? If the plurality‘s conclusion had instead appeared in a majority 

opinion, which would prevail: (a) Congress‘s power to define offenses against the law of nations; 

or (b) the judiciary‘s ―duty . . . to say what the law is‖? Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 

137, 177 (1803).  

 

UNITED STATES v. KHADR 
United States Military Commission 

1 M.C. 223 (2008) 

BROWNBACK, J. 

Statutory Jurisdiction Over Child Soldiers 

 4. The defense motion states that Congress did not give the commission ―jurisdiction over 

juvenile crimes by child soldiers.‖ (Paragraph 5a(1), Defense Motion) That statement is not 
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legally correct. Congress said nothing about jurisdiction over child soldiers. The jurisdictional 

portion of the Military Commissions Act of 2006 (MCA) reads: 

§ 948d. Jurisdiction of military commissions 

(a) JURISDICTION.—A military commission under this chapter shall have 

jurisdiction to try any offense made punishable by this chapter or the law of war 

when committed by an alien unlawful enemy combatant before, on, or after 

September 11, 2001. 

There is no statutory age limitation within § 948d(a). 

 5. Further, the definition of ―unlawful enemy combatant‖ contained in § 948a(1) reads: 

§ 948a. Definitions 

In this chapter: 

(1) UNLAWFUL ENEMY COMBATANT.—(A) The term ―unlawful enemy 

combatant‖ means— 

(i) a person who has engaged in hostilities or who has purposefully and materially 

supported hostilities against the United States or its co-belligerents who is not a 

lawful enemy combatant (including a person who is part of the Taliban, al Qaeda, 

or associated forces); or 

(ii) a person who, before, on, or after the date of the enactment of the Military 

Commissions Act of 2006, has been determined to be an unlawful enemy 

combatant by a Combatant Status Review Tribunal or another competent tribunal 

established under the authority of the President or the Secretary of Defense. 

There is no statutory age limitation within § 948a(1). 

 6. Further, in 1 U.S.C. § 8a(1), Congress has set forth the following rule of construction for 

the word ―person‖: 

§ 8. ―Person‖, ―human being‖, ―child‖, and ―individual‖ as including born-alive 

infant, 

(a) In determining the meaning of any Act of Congress, or of any ruling, 

regulation, or interpretation of the various administrative bureaus and agencies of 

the United States, the words ―person‖, ―human being‖, ―child‖, and ―individual‖, 

shall include every infant member of the species homo sapiens who is born alive 

at any stage of development. 

 7. Reading the statutory provisions together, it is clear that Congress did not, either by 

implication or otherwise, limit the jurisdiction of a military commission so that persons of a 

certain age could not be tried thereby. 

Effect of the Juvenile Delinquency Act 

 8. The defense contends (Paragraph 5d, defense motion) that the provisions of the Juvenile 

Delinquency Act (JDA), 18 U.S.C. §§ 5031 et seq, prohibit the trial of Mr. Khadr by a military 
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commission. The defense notes, correctly, that Congress did not expressly abrogate the JDA in 

the MCA. . . . 

 9. In pertinent part, 18 U.S.C. § 5032 provides: 

A juvenile alleged to have committed an act of juvenile delinquency, other than a 

violation of law committed within the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction 

of the United States for which the maximum authorized term of imprisonment 

does not exceed six months, shall not be proceeded against in any court of the 

United States unless the Attorney General, after investigation, certifies to the 

appropriate district court of the United States that. . . . (emphasis added)  

While the term ―court of the United States‖ is not defined in Chapter 403 of Title 18, it is defined 

in other provisions of the Code. None of those definitions include a military commission, a 

military tribunal, or a court-martial. An example of such a definition is found in 28 U.S.C. § 451: 

The term ―court of the United States‖ includes the Supreme Court of the United 

States, courts of appeals, district courts constituted by chapter 5 of this title, 

including the Court of International Trade and any court created by Act of 

Congress the judges of which are entitled to hold office during good behavior. 

 10. The issue as to whether a military court-martial, commission, or tribunal is a court of the 

United States or is subject to rules applicable to Article III courts has been addressed in other 

writings and proceedings. 

a. Commenting on the distinction between statutes affecting jurisdiction of federal 

district courts and courts-martial, Winthrop stated: ―None of the statutes 

governing the jurisdiction or procedure of the ‗courts of the United States‘ have 

any application to [a court-martial]‖ (Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents (2d 

Ed. 1920), p. 49). Quoted in United States v. Thieman, 33 C.M.R. 560, 561 

(A.B.R., 1963). 

b. This distinction would appear to hold true for military commissions as well, 

considering that the procedures for military commissions are based on the 

procedures for trial by general courts-martial (10 U.S.C. § 948b(c)). In United 

States v. Thieman, the Army Board of Review noted that both a military and 

civilian tribunal had previously considered the question as whether the JDA, 

enacted solely under the Article III powers of Congress affecting the federal 

judiciary as opposed to the Article I powers granting Congress authority to make 

rules and regulations for the armed forces, created any limitation on the 

jurisdiction of a court-martial. The Board of Review further noted that in both 

instances the appellant was denied relief. 

 11. The commission finds that a military commission established pursuant to the MCA is not 

a ―court of the United States‖ as that term in used in 18 U.S.C. § 5032. Two of the many indicia 

that a military commission is not a court of the United States are: 

a. Congress enacted the MCA with a background of previous dealings with 

commissions and courts. If Congress had intended to make a military commission 

a ―court of the United States,‖ Congress would have done so. Instead, Congress 
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used a term that has been in use for hundreds of years within the United States – a 

military commission. 

b. Congress determined that the judges for these commissions would be military judges 

(18 U.S.C. § 948j). Military judges are not ―entitled to hold office during good behavior.‖ 

Having found that a military commission established pursuant to the MCA is not a ―court of the 

United States,‖ the commission need not go further to discuss the obvious anomalies which 

could be created if the JDA were to apply to this case, such as requiring some state to take 

jurisdiction and responsibility for a alien captured on the battlefield in a foreign country. 

 12. The commission finds that the provisions of the JDA are not applicable to a military 

commission established under the MCA. 

Recruitment and Use of Child Soldiers 

 13. The commission accepts the position of the defense that the ―use and abuse of a juvenile 

by al Qaeda is a violation of the law of nations. . . .‖ The commission further accepts the general 

statements contained within all of the amicus briefs which point to many ways in which various 

nation states and the international community are attempting to limit the recruitment and use of 

child soldiers. Having accepted these matters, the commission does not find them to be germane 

to the issue before it. 

Age as a Bar to Trial for Violations of the Law of Nations 

 14. Both the defense and the prosecution cite the commission to various treaties and 

protocols and legal writings in an attempt to show that Mr. Khadr‘s age, at the time of the 

offenses alleged, does or does not prohibit his trial by military commission on criminal charges. 

The defense relies, in great part, on the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict. Specifically, the defense points to Article 

7, paragraph 1 of the Optional Protocol: 

1. States parties shall cooperate in the implementation of the present Protocol, 

including in the prevention of any activity contrary thereto and in the 

rehabilitation and social reintegration of persons who are victims of acts contrary 

thereto, including through technical cooperation and financial assistance. Such 

assistance and cooperation will be undertaken in consultation with the States 

Parties concerned and the relevant international organizations.  

 15. The government, among other matters cited, believes that the issue is settled by what it 

calls a relevant comment by the Committee on the Rights of the Child (page 14, government 

response): 

32. Rule 4 of the Beijing Rules recommends that the beginning of MACR 

[Minimum Age of Criminal Responsibility] shall not be fixed at too low an age 

level, bearing in mind the facts of emotional, mental and intellectual maturity. In 

line with this rule the Committee has recommended States parties not to set a 

MACR at a too low level and to increase the existing low MACR to an 

internationally acceptable level. From these recommendations, it can be 

concluded that a minimum age of criminal responsibility below the age of 12 
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years is considered by the Committee not to be internationally acceptable. States 

parties are encouraged to increase their lower MACR to the age of 12 years as the 

absolute minimum age and to continue to increase it to a higher age level. 

 16. The commission has reviewed the entire Optional Protocol. Nothing in the Protocol 

prohibits the trial of Mr. Khadr by this commission. The commission has also reviewed the entire 

General Comment No. 10: Children‘s Rights in Juvenile Justice. While it does set a certain 

MACR, it does not address the issue of MACR for ―child soldiers.‖ Both the Optional Protocol 

and General Comment No. 10 focus on ways in which children may, should, could, or would be 

treated before, during, and after criminal prosecutions. Neither of them directly addresses the 

issue before this commission. 

 17. The commission finds that certain segments of the international community believe in 

and articulate various methods and standards which could be used when a person under the age 

of 16 (or 18 - the segments are not as one on the exact age limit to be used) is charged with a 

criminal offense - either in violation of the law of nations or in violation of the law of a nation. 

While these may be interesting as a matter of policy, they are not governing on this commission. 

To quote from the amicus brief filed by Sarah H. Paoletti on behalf of various persons and 

groups: 

Although international treaty law does not consistently and unequivocally 

preclude the exercise of criminal jurisdiction over child soldiers by military 

tribunals, customary international law clearly recognizes that absent exceptional 

circumstances and rehabilitative intent, such prosecutions should not occur. . . . 

The MCA and the Manual for Military Commissions (MMC) give the Convening Authority the 

power to decide which cases should be referred to trial by military commission. The commission 

presumes, without deciding, that the Convening Authority considers the circumstances of each 

case and each accused before referring a case to trial. Whether or not being tried for alleged 

crimes is rehabilitative is not a question before this commission. 

 18. Having considered the motion, response, and reply, and the amicus briefs, the 

commission finds that neither customary international law nor international treaties binding upon 

the United States prohibit the trial of a person for alleged violations of the law of nations 

committed when he was 15 years of age. 

Last in Time Rule and Customary International Law or Treaty Law 

 19. Assuming, arguendo, that the commission is incorrect in its analysis of the effect of 

international law on the trial of a person who was 15 at the time when the acts charged allegedly 

occurred, the commission returns to its analysis of the statutory jurisdiction in the MCA. 

Congress, by passing the MCA, made the provisions of the MCA superior, under the Last in 

Time Rule, to prior statutes, treaties, and customary international law. Simply put, while a 

federal statute and a treaty are both the supreme law of the land (Article VI, Clause 2), a federal 

statute, passed after the ratification of a treaty, prevails over contrary provisions in a treaty. See, 

e.g., The Chinese Exclusion Case (Chae Chan Ping v. United States), 130 U.S. 581 (1889). 
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Matters Not Addressed 

 20. The commission has not and will not address that portion of the defense motion and reply 

which attempts to analogize the position of Mr. Khadr with the position of various accused tried 

under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (Paragraphs 5a(3) and 5b, defense motion; paragraph 

2e, defense reply.). A brief comparison of the jurisdictional prerequisites for the UCMJ found in 

18 U.S.C. § 802 and § 803 with the jurisdictional prerequisites for a military commission found 

in § 948d of the MCA reveals that there is no fruitful analogy to be drawn. 

 21. The commission has not and will not address that portion of the defense (or amicus 

briefs) arguments concerning the unsuitability of the death penalty for acts committed at the age 

of 15. Mr. Khadr does not face the possibility of a death penalty at this commission. Nor will the 

commission address the issue of a five-year old child being tried by military commission. 

 22. The commission has not and will not address that portion of the defense (or amicus 

briefs) arguments concerning what is to the defense an obvious and apparent breach of the 

United States‘ duties and obligations concerning rehabilitation and reintegration of Mr. Khadr. 

Such arguments and issues should be addressed to a forum other than a military commission. 

Conclusion and Ruling 

 23. The commission has considered the defense (and amicus briefs) arguments in light of the 

scheme for trial established by the MCA and the MMC. 

a. The arguments and positions presented concerning the need to protect a child 

and a child‘s incapacity to understand her/his actions relate to issues which may 

be presented to the finders of fact at this commission. RMC 916, generally, and 

RMC 916c, e, h, j, and k, specifically, authorize the presentation of matters which 

would negate intent and capacity, among other issues raised by the defense. 

b. The commission makes no finding and renders no conclusion concerning the 

existence or non-existence of any possible defense. 

c. In connection with any need to present special items concerning a child to 

lessen (mitigate) any possible sentence, the commission notes the broad scope of 

RMC 1001 in general and specifically RMC 1001c. 

d. The commission further notes the broad scope of RMC 1107 and the items 

which can be presented to and considered by the Convening Authority prior to 

action being taken on the findings and sentence. 

 24. The Defense Motion For Dismissal Due to Lack of Jurisdiction Under the MCA in 

Regard to Juvenile Crimes of a Child Soldier is denied. 
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Page 1008 

Insert at the end of the Notes and Questions: 

Letter from Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr. 

to Senator Mitch McConnell 
February 3, 2010 

 I am writing in reply to your letter of January 26, 2010, inquiring about the decision to 

charge Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab with federal crimes in connection with the attempted 

bombing of Northwest Airlines Flight 253 near Detroit on December 25, 2009, rather than 

detaining him under the law of war. . . . 

 The decision to charge Mr. Abdulmutallab in federal court, and the methods used to 

interrogate him, are fully consistent with the long-established and publicly known policies and 

practices of the Department of Justice, the FBI, and the United States Government as a whole, as 

implemented for many years by Administrations of both parties. Those policies and practices, 

which were not criticized when employed by previous Administrations, have been and remain 

extremely effective in protecting national security. They are among the many powerful weapons 

this country can and should use to win the war against al-Qaeda. . . . . 

 1. Detention. . . . 

 Since the September 11, 2001 attacks, the practice of the U.S. government, followed by prior 

and current Administrations without a single exception, has been to arrest and detain under 

federal criminal law all terrorist suspects who are apprehended inside the United States. The 

prior Administration adopted policies expressly endorsing this approach. Under a policy 

directive issued by President Bush in 2003, for example, ―the Attorney General has lead 

responsibility for criminal investigations of terrorist acts or terrorist threats by individuals or 

groups inside the United States, or directed at United States citizens or institutions abroad, where 

such acts are within the Federal criminal jurisdiction of the United States, as well as for related 

intelligence collection activities within the United States.‖ Homeland Security Presidential 

Directive 5 (HSPD-5, February 28, 2003). The directive goes on to provide that ―[f]ollowing a 

terrorist threat or an actual incident that falls within the criminal jurisdiction of the United States, 

the full capabilities of the United States shall be dedicated, consistent with United States law and 

with activities of other Federal departments and agencies to protect our national security, to 

assisting the Attorney General to identify the perpetrators and bring them to justice.‖  

 In keeping with this policy, the Bush Administration used the criminal justice system to 

convict more than 300 individuals on terrorism-related charges. For example, Richard Reid, a 

British citizen, was arrested in December 2001 for attempting to ignite a shoe bomb while on a 

flight from Paris to Miami carrying 184 passengers and 14 crewmembers. He was advised of his 

right to remain silent and to consult with an attorney within five minutes of being removed from 

the aircraft (and was read or reminded of these rights a total of four times within 48 hours), pled 

guilty in October 2002, and is now serving a life sentence in federal prison. In 2003, Iyman 

Faris, a U.S. citizen from Pakistan, pled guilty to conspiracy and providing material support to 

al-Qaeda for providing the terrorist organization with information about possible U.S. targets for 
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attack. Among other things, he was tasked by al-Qaeda operatives overseas to assess the 

Brooklyn Bridge in New York City as a possible post-9/11 target of destruction. After initially 

providing significant information and assistance to law enforcement personnel, he was sentenced 

to 20 years in prison. In 2002, the ―Lackawanna Six‖ were charged with conspiring, providing, 

and attempting to provide material support to al-Qaeda based upon their pre-9/11 travel to 

Afghanistan to train in the Al Farooq camp operated by al-Qaeda. They pled guilty, agreed to 

cooperate, and were sentenced to terms ranging from seven to ten years in prison. There are 

many other examples of successful terrorism prosecutions – ranging from Zacarias Moussaoui 

(convicted in 2006 in connection with the 9/11 attacks and sentenced to life in prison) to Ahmed 

Omar Abu Ali (convicted in 2005 of conspiracy to assassinate the President and other charges 

and sentenced to life in prison) to Ahmed Ressam (convicted in 2001 for the Millenium plot to 

bomb the Los Angeles airport and sentenced to 22 years, a sentence recently reversed as too 

lenient and remanded for resentencing) . . . . 

 In fact, two (and only two) persons apprehended in this country in recent times have been 

held under the law of war. Jose Padilla was arrested on a federal material witness warrant in 

2002, and was transferred to law of war custody approximately one month later, after his court-

appointed counsel moved to vacate the warrant. Ali Saleh Kahlah Al-Marri was also initially 

arrested on a material witness warrant in 2001, was indicted on federal criminal charges 

(unrelated to terrorism) in 2002, and then transferred to law of war custody approximately 

eighteen months later. In both of these cases, the transfer to law of war custody raised serious 

statutory and constitutional questions in the courts concerning the lawfulness of the 

government‘s actions and spawned lengthy litigation. In Mr. Padilla‘s case, the United States 

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit found that the President did not have the authority to 

detain him under the law of war. In Mr. Al-Marri‘s case, the United States Court of Appeals for 

the Fourth Circuit reversed a prior panel decision and found in a fractured en banc opinion that 

the President did have authority to detain Mr. Al Marri, but that he had not been afforded 

sufficient process to challenge his designation as an enemy combatant. Ultimately, both Al-Marri 

(in 2009) and Padilla (in 2006) were returned to law enforcement custody, convicted of terrorism 

charges and sentenced to prison. . . . . 

 2. Interrogation. The interrogation of Abdulmutallab was handled in accordance with FBI 

policy that has governed interrogation of every suspected terrorist apprehended in the United 

States for many years. Across many Administrations, both before and after 9/11, the consistent, 

well-known, lawful, and publicly-stated policy of the FBI has been to provide Miranda warnings 

prior to any custodial interrogation conducted inside the United States. The FBI‘s current 

Miranda policy, adopted during the prior Administration,
 

provides explicitly that ―[w]ithin the 

United States, Miranda warnings are required to be given prior to custodial interviews . . . .‖
 

In 

both terrorism and non-terrorism cases, the widespread experience of law enforcement agencies, 

including the FBI, is that many defendants will talk and cooperate with law enforcement agents 

after being informed of their right to remain silent and to consult with an attorney. Examples 

include L‘Houssaine Kherchtou, who was advised of his Miranda rights, cooperated with the 

government and provided critical intelligence on al-Qaeda, including their interest in using 

piloted planes as suicide bombers, and Nuradin Abdi, who provided significant information after 

being repeatedly advised of his Miranda rights over a two week period. During an international 

terrorism investigation regarding Operation Crevice, law enforcement agents gained valuable 
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intelligence regarding al-Qaeda military commanders and suspects involved in bombing plots in 

the U.K. from a defendant who agreed to cooperate after being advised of, and waiving his 

Miranda rights. Other terrorism subjects cooperate voluntarily with law enforcement without the 

need to provide Miranda warnings because of the non-custodial nature of the interview or 

cooperate after their arrest and agree to debriefings in the presence of their attorneys. Many of 

these subjects have provided vital intelligence on al-Qaeda, including several members of the 

Lackawanna Six, described above, who were arrested and provided information about the Al 

Farooq training camp in Afghanistan; and Mohammad Warsame, who voluntarily submitted to 

interviews with the FBI and provided intelligence on his contacts with al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. . 

. .  

 The initial questioning of Abdulmutallab was conducted without Miranda warnings under a 

public safety exception that has been recognized by the courts. Subsequent questioning was 

conducted with Miranda warnings, as required by FBI policy, after consultation between FBI 

agents in the field and at FBI Headquarters, and career prosecutors in the U.S. Attorney‘s Office 

and at the Department of Justice. Neither advising Abdulmutallab of his Miranda rights nor 

granting him access to counsel prevents us from obtaining intelligence from him, however. On 

the contrary, history shows that the federal justice system is an extremely effective tool for 

gathering intelligence. The Department of Justice has a long track record of using the 

prosecution and sentencing process as a lever to obtain valuable intelligence, and we are actively 

deploying those tools in this case as well.  

 Some have argued that had Abdulmutallab been declared an enemy combatant, the 

government could have held him indefinitely without providing him access to an attorney. But 

the government‘s legal authority to do so is far from clear. In fact, when the Bush administration 

attempted to deny Jose Padilla access to an attorney, a federal judge in New York rejected that 

position, ruling that Padilla must be allowed to meet with his lawyer. Notably, the judge in that 

case was Michael Mukasey, my predecessor as Attorney General. In fact, there is no court-

approved system currently in place in which suspected terrorists captured inside the United 

States can be detained and held without access to an attorney; nor is there any known mechanism 

to persuade an uncooperative individual to talk to the government that has been proven more 

effective than the criminal justice system. Moreover, while in some cases defense counsel may 

advise their clients to remain silent, there are situations in which they properly and wisely 

encourage cooperation because it is in their client‘s best interest, given the substantial sentences 

they might face.  

 3. The Criminal Justice System as a National Security Tool. As President Obama has made 

clear repeatedly, we are at war against a dangerous, intelligent, and adaptable enemy. Our goal in 

this war, as in all others, is to win. Victory means defeating the enemy without damaging the 

fundamental principles on which our nation was founded. To do that, we must use every weapon 

at our disposal. Those weapons include direct military action, military justice, intelligence, 

diplomacy, and civilian law enforcement. Each of these weapons has virtues and strengths, and 

we use each of them in the appropriate situations.  

 Over the past year, we have used the criminal justice system to disrupt a number of plots, 

including one in New York and Colorado that might have been the deadliest attack on our 

country since September 11, 2001, had it been successful. The backbone of that effort is the 
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combined work of thousands of FBI agents, state and local police officers, career prosecutors, 

and intelligence officials around the world who go to work every day to help prevent terrorist 

attacks. I am immensely proud of their efforts. At the same time, we have worked in concert with 

our partners in the military and the Intelligence Community to support their tremendous work to 

defeat the terrorists and with our partners overseas who have great faith in our criminal justice 

system.  

 The criminal justice system has proven to be one of the most effective weapons available to 

our government for both incapacitating terrorists and collecting intelligence from them. 

Removing this highly effective weapon from our arsenal would be as foolish as taking our 

military and intelligence options off the table against al-Qaeda, and as dangerous. In fact, only by 

using all of our instruments of national power in concert can we be truly effective. As Attorney 

General, I am guided not by partisanship or political considerations, but by a commitment to 

using the most effective course of action in each case, depending on the facts of each case, to 

protect the American people, defeat our enemies, and ensure the rule of law.  

NOTES AND QUESTIONS 

 1. During the first 17 months of the Obama Administration, an intense debate has arisen as to 

whether suspected terrorists in general – and the alleged 9/11 plotters in particular – should be 

tried in U.S. District Court or by military commission. Long-established U.S. law provides a 

little-discussed third option. Under Article 18 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, a general 

court-martial has ―jurisdiction to try any person who by the law of war is subject to trial by a 

military tribunal and may adjudge any punishment permitted by the law of war.‖ 10 U.S.C. § 818 

(2006). Yet neither the Bush Administration nor the Obama Administration appears to have 

given serious consideration to trying suspected alien unlawful enemy combatants by court-

martial. Why not? Should courts-martial be a venue to try alleged terrorism cases? 

 2. In a November 30, 2001 New York Times op-ed, then-White House Counsel Alberto R. 

Gonzales made the case for using military commissions to try enemy belligerents suspected of 

committing war crimes: 

In appropriate circumstances, these commissions provide important advantages 

over civilian trials. They spare American jurors, judges and courts the grave risks 

associated with terrorist trials. They allow the government to use classified 

information as evidence without compromising intelligence or military efforts. 

They can dispense justice swiftly, close to where our forces may be fighting, 

without years of pretrial proceedings or post-trial appeals.  

And they can consider the broadest range of relevant evidence to reach their 

verdicts. For example, circumstances in a war zone often make it impossible to 

meet the authentication requirements for documents in a civilian court, yet 

documents from Al Qaeda safe houses in Kabul might be essential to accurately 

determine the guilt of Qaeda cell members hiding in the West.  

Has the military commission system realized these advantages? Which of these advantages could 

be obtained by trial by court-martial. 
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Chapter 20.  Law Reform and Globalization 
 
Page 1038 

Add after Note 4: 

5. In 2009, the Cox Commission reconvened, with some changes in membership and with co-

sponsorship of the Military Justice Committee of the American Bar Association’s Criminal 

Justice Section. After receiving numerous comments and conducting a public hearing, the 

Commission made seven basic recommendations “to advance principles of justice, equity, and 

fairness in American military justice”: 

1. Expand appeal to the Courts of Criminal Appeals and Court of Appeals for the 

Armed Forces (CAAF) to make appellate review a matter of right in every 

contested court-martial. 

2. Enact the Equal Justice for Our Military Act of 2009, now pending in the 

House of Representatives, to permit direct appeal to the Supreme Court by 

convicted servicemembers, regardless of whether CAAF grants certiorari. 

3. Consider permitting accused servicemembers to waive their right to appellate 

review in pre-trial agreements. 

4. Improve access of defense counsel to expert assistance during case 

investigation and trial. 

5. Prohibit trial counsel from attacking the credentials of an expert witness if the 

government provided that specific expert to the defense as an adequate substitute 

for an expert consultant requested by the defense. 

6. Require military law enforcement agencies to videotape the entirety of 

custodial interrogations of crime suspects at law enforcement offices, detention 

centers, or other places where suspects are held for questioning, or, where 

videotaping is not practicable, to audiotape the entirety of such custodial 

interrogations. 

7. Repeal Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. § 925, (Article 125, 

sodomy). 

The Commission made the following additional observations about the exercise of court-martial 

jurisdiction over civilians: 

 The Commission notes the recent change to Article 2(a)(10) of the UCMJ, 

expanding UCMJ jurisdiction over civilians accompanying the forces in 

contingency operations. This amendment to Article 2(a)(10) has the potential of 

significantly expanding UCMJ jurisdiction over civilians. In Operation Iraqi 

Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom, the military has dramatically 

increased the use of civilian contractors to conduct those military operations. 

While the Commission did not hear evidence on this issue directly, it is aware that 
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such an expansion of UCMJ jurisdiction over civilians raises a number of 

challenging issues. The Commission encourages the military services and 

Congress to consider carefully a number of points that require further attention. 

Specifically, the Commission notes the following issues which should be 

carefully considered: the constitutionality of exercising UCMJ jurisdiction over 

civilians; the need to have civilians serve on court-martial panels when a civilian 

is being tried; the kinds of crimes with which a civilian may be charged under the 

UCMJ; a civilian’s right to appellate review; and the potential criminal liability of 

a military commander for the misconduct of civilians. 

See generally NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MILITARY JUSTICE & AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTION, MILITARY JUSTICE COMMITTEE, REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON 

MILITARY JUSTICE (Oct. 2009). 
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Part VI   Statutes 

Uniform Code of Military Justice 
10 U.S.C. ch. 47 (2006) 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS  

Sec. Art.  

801 1.  Definitions. 

802 2.  Persons subject to this chapter. 

803 3.  Jurisdiction to try certain personnel. 

804 4.  Dismissed officer’s right to trial by court-martial. 

805 5.  Territorial applicability of this chapter. 

806 6.  Judge advocates and legal officers. 

806a 6a.  Investigations and disposition of matters pertaining to the fitness of  

   military judges  

 

§ 801. Art. 1. Definitions 

In this chapter. 

(1) The term “Judge Advocate General” means, severally, the Judge Advocates General of the 

Army, Navy, and Air Force and, except when the Coast guard is operating as a service in the 

Navy, an official designated to serve as Judge Advocate General of the Coast Guard by the 

Secretary of Homeland Security.  

(2) The Navy, the Marine Corps, and the Coast Guard when it is operating as a service in the 

Navy, shall be considered as one armed force. 

(3) The term “commanding officer” includes only commissioned officers. 

(4) The term “officer in Charge” means a member of the Navy, the Marine Corps, or the 

Coast Guard designated as such by appropriate authority. 

(5) The term “superior commissioned officer” means a commissioned officer superior in rank 

or command. 

(6) The term “cadet” means a cadet of the United States Military Academy, the United States 

Air Force Academy, or the United States Coast Guard Academy. 

(7) The term “midshipman” means a midshipman of the United States Naval Academy and 

any other midshipman on active duty in the naval service. 

(8) The term “military” refers to any or all of the armed forces. 

(9) The term “accuser” means a person who signs and swears to charges, any person who 

directs that charges nominally be signed and sworn to by another, and any other person who has 

an interest other than an official interest in the prosecution of the accused. 

(10) The term “military judge” means an official of a general or special court-martial detailed 

in accordance with section 826 of this title (article 26). 
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(11) The term “law specialist” means a commissioned officer of the Coast Guard designated 

for special duty (law). 

(12) The term “legal officer” means any commissioned officer of the Navy, Marine Corps, or 

Coast Guard designated to perform legal duties for a command. 

(13) The term “judge advocate” means― 

(A) an officer of the Judge Advocate General’s Corps of the Army or the Navy; 

(B) an officer of the Air Force or the Marine Corps who is designated as a judge 

advocate; or  

(C) an officer of the Coast Guard who is designated as a law specialist. 

(14) The term “record”, when used in connection with the proceedings of a court-martial 

means― 

(A) an official written transcript, written summary, or other writing relating to the 

proceedings: or  

(B) an official audiotape, videotape, or similar material from which sound, or sound and 

visual images, depicting the proceedings may be reproduced. 

(15) The term “classified information” means― 

 (A) any information or material that has been determined by an official of the United 

States pursuant to law, an Executive order, or regulation to require protection against 

unauthorized disclosure for reasons of national security, and 

 (B) any restricted data, as defined in section 11(y) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 

U.S.C. 2014(y)). 

(16) The term “national security” means the national defense and foreign relations of the 

United States. 

§ 802. Art. 2. Persons subject to this chapter 

(a) The following persons are subject to this chapter: 

(1) Members of a regular component of the armed forces, including those awaiting discharge 

after expiration of their terms of enlistment; volunteers from the time of their muster or 

acceptance into the armed forces; inductees from the time of their actual induction into the armed 

forces; and other persons lawfully called or ordered into, or to duty in or for training in, the 

armed forces, from the dates when they are required by the terms of the call or order to obey it. 

(2) Cadets, aviation cadets, and midshipmen. 

(3) Members of a reserve component while on inactive-duty training, but in the case of 

members of the Army National Guard of the United States or the Air National Guard of the 

United States only when in Federal service. 

(4) Retired members of a regular component of the armed forces who are entitled to pay. 
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(5) Retired members of a reserve component who are receiving hospitalization from an 

armed force. 

(6) Members of the Fleet Reserve and Fleet Marine Corps Reserve. 

(7) Persons in custody of the armed forces serving a sentence imposed by a court-martial. 

(8) Members of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Public Health 

Service, and other organizations, when assigned to and serving with the armed forces. 

(9) Prisoners of war in custody of the armed forces. 

(10) In time of declared war or a contingency operation, persons serving with or 

accompanying an armed force in the field. 

(11) Subject to any treaty or agreement to which the United States is or may be a party or to 

any accepted rule of international law, persons serving with, employed by, or accompanying the 

armed forces outside the United States and outside the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, 

and the Virgin Islands. 

(12) Subject to any treaty or agreement to which the United States is or may be a party or to 

any accepted rule of international law, persons within an area leased by or otherwise reserved or 

acquired for the use of the United States which is under the control of the Secretary concerned 

and which is outside the United States and outside the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, 

and the Virgin Islands.  

(b) The voluntary enlistment of any person who has the capacity to understand the 

significance of enlisting in the armed forces shall be valid for purposes of jurisdiction under 

subsection (a) and a change of status from civilian to member of the armed forces shall be 

effective upon the taking of the oath of enlistment.  

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a person serving with an armed force who― 

(1) submitted voluntarily to military authority;  

(2) met the mental competence and minimum age qualifications of sections 504 and 505 of 

this title at the time of voluntary submissions to military authority:  

(3) received military pay or allowances; and  

(4) performed military duties; 

is subject to this chapter until such person’s active service has been terminated in accordance 

with law or regulations promulgated by the Secretary concerned.  

(d)(1) A member of a reserve component who is not on active duty and who is made the 

subject of proceedings under section 815 (article 15) or section 830 (article 30) with respect to an 

offense against this chapter may be ordered to active duty involuntary for the purpose of 

(A) investigation under section 832 of this title (article 32);  

(B) trial by court-martial; or  
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(C) nonjudicial punishment under section 815 of this title (article15).  

(2) A member of a reserve component may not be ordered to active duty under paragraph (1) 

except with respect to an offense committed while the member was  

(A) on active duty; or  

(B) on inactive-duty training, but in the case of members of the Army National Guard of the 

United States or the Air National Guard of the United States only when in Federal service.  

(3) Authority to order a member to active duty under paragraph (1) shall be exercised under 

regulations prescribed by the President.  

(4) A member may be ordered to active duty under paragraph (1) only by a person 

empowered to convene general courts-martial in a regular component of the armed forces.  

(5) A member ordered to active duty under paragraph (1), unless the order to active duty was 

approved by the Secretary concerned, may not 

(A) be sentenced to confinement; or  

(B) be required to serve a punishment consisting of any restriction on liberty during a period 

other than a period of inactive-duty training or active duty (other than active duty ordered under 

paragraph (1)). 

(e) The provisions of this section are subject to section 876(d)(2) of this title (article 

76b(d)(2). 

§ 803. Art. 3. Jurisdiction to try certain personnel 

(a) Subject to section 843 of this title (article 43), no person who is in a status in which the 

person is subject to this chapter and who committed an offense against this chapter while 

formerly in a status in which the person was subject to this chapter is not relieved from 

amenability to the jurisdiction of this chapter for that offense by reason of a termination of that 

person’s former status. 

(b) Each person discharged from the armed forces who is later charged with having 

fraudulently obtained his discharge is, subject to section 843 of this title (article 43), subject to 

trial by court-martial on that charge and is after apprehension subject to trial by court-martial on 

that charge and is after apprehension subject to this chapter while in the custody of the armed 

forces for that trial.  Upon conviction of that charge he is subject to trial by court-martial for all 

offenses under this chapter committed before the fraudulent discharge. 

(c) No person who has deserted from the armed forces may be relieved from amenability to 

the jurisdiction of this chapter by virtue of separation from any later period of service. 

(d) A member of a reserve component who is subject to this chapter is not, by virtue of the 

termination of a period of active duty or inactive-duty training, relieved from amenability to the 

jurisdiction of this chapter for an offense against this chapter committed during such period of 

active duty or inactive-duty training. 
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§ 804 Art. 4. Dismissed officer’s right to trial by court-martial 

(a) If any commissioned officer, dismissed by order of the President, makes a written 

application for trial by court-martial setting forth, under oath, that he has been wrongfully 

dismissed, the President, as soon as practicable, shall convene a general court-martial to try that 

officer on the charges on which he was dismissed. A court-martial so convened has jurisdiction 

to try the dismissed officer on those charges, and he shall be considered to have waived the right 

to plead any statute of limitations applicable to any offense with which he is charged. The court-

martial may, as part of its sentence, adjudge the affirmance of the dismissal, but if the court-

martial acquits the accused or if the sentence adjudged, as finally approved or affirmed, does not 

include dismissal or death, the Secretary concerned shall substitute for the dismissal ordered by 

the President a form of discharge authorized for administrative issue. 

(b) If the President fails to convene a general court-martial within six months from the 

preparation of an application for trial under this article, the Secretary concerned shall substitute 

for the dismissal order by the President a form of discharge authorized for administrative issue. 

(c) If a discharge is substituted for a dismissal under this article, the President alone may 

reappoint the officer to such commissioned grade and with such rank as, in the opinion of the 

President, that former officer would have attained had he not been dismissed. The reappointment 

of such a former officer shall be without regard to the existence of a vacancy and shall affect the 

promotion status of other officers only insofar as the President may direct. All time between the 

dismissal and the reappointment shall be considered as actual service for all purposes, including 

the right to pay and allowances. 

(d) If an officer is discharged from any armed force by administrative action or is dropped 

from the rolls by order of the President, he has no right to trial under this article. 

§ 805. Art. 5. Territorial Applicability of this chapter 

This chapter applies in all places. 

§ 806. Art. 6. Judge Advocates and legal officers 

(a) The assignment for duty of judge advocates of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Coast 

Guard shall be made upon the recommendation of the Judge Advocate General of the armed 

force of which they are members. The assignment for duty of judge advocate of the Marine 

Corps shall be made by direction of the Commandant of the Marine Corps. The Judge Advocate 

General or senior members of his staff shall make frequent inspection in the field in supervision 

of the administration of military justice. 

(b) Convening authorities shall at all times communicate directly with their staff judge 

advocates or legal officers in matters relating to the administration of military justice; and the 

staff judge advocate or legal officer of any command is entitled to communicate directly with the 

staff judge advocate or legal officer of a superior or subordinate command, or with the Judge 

Advocate General. 
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(c) No person who has acted as member, military judge, trial counsel, assistant trial counsel, 

defense counsel, assistant defense counsel, or investigating officer in any case may later act as a 

staff judge advocate or legal officer to any reviewing authority upon the same case. 

(d)(1) A judge advocate who is assigned or detailed to perform the functions of a civil office 

in the Government of the United States under section 973(b)(2)(B) of this title may perform such 

duties as may be requested by the agency concerned, including representation of the United 

States in civil and criminal cases.  

(2) The Secretary of Defense, and the Secretary of Homeland Security with respect to the 

Coast Guard when it in not operating as a service in the Navy, shall prescribe regulations 

providing that reimbursement may be a condition of assistance by judge advocates assigned or 

detailed under section 973(b)(2)(B) of this title. 

§ 806a. Art. 6a. Investigation and disposition of matters pertaining to the fitness of military 

judges 

(a) The President shall prescribe procedures for the investigation and disposition of charges, 

allegations, or information pertaining to the fitness of a military judge or military appellate judge 

to perform the duties of the judge’s position.  To the extent practicable, the procedures shall be 

uniform for all armed forces. 

(b) The President shall transmit a copy of the procedures prescribed pursuant to this section 

to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and the House of Representatives. 
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SUBCHAPTER II. APPREHENSION AND RESTRAINT 

Sec. Art.  

807 7.  Apprehension. 

808 8.  Apprehension of deserters. 

809 9.  Imposition of restraint. 

810 10.  Restraint of persons charged with offenses. 

811 11.  Reports and receiving of prisoners. 

812 12.  Confinement with enemy prisoners prohibited. 

813 13.  Punishment prohibited before trial. 

814 14.  Delivery of offenders to civil authorities. 

§ 807. Art. 7. Apprehension 

(a) Apprehension is the taking of a person into custody. 

(b) Any person authorized under regulations governing the armed forces to apprehend 

persons subject to this chapter or to trial thereunder may do so upon reasonable belief that an 

offense has been committed and that the person apprehended committed it. 

(c) Commissioned officers, warrant officers, petty officers, and noncommissioned officers 

have authority to quell quarrels, frays and disorders among persons subject to this chapter who 

take part therein. 

§ 808. Art. 8. Apprehension of deserters 

Any civil officer having authority to apprehend offenders under the laws of the United States 

or of a State, Territory, Commonwealth, or possession, or the District of Columbia may 

summarily apprehend a deserter from the armed forces and deliver him into the custody of those 

forces. 

§ 809. Art. 9. Imposition of restraint 

(a) Arrest is the restraint of a person by an order, not imposed as a punishment for an offense, 

directing him to remain within certain specified limits. Confinement is the physical restraint of a 

person. 

(b) An enlisted member may be ordered into arrest or confinement by any commissioned 

officer by an order, oral or written, delivered in person or through other persons subject to this 

chapter. A commanding officer may authorize warrant officers, petty officers, or 

noncommissioned officers to order enlisted members of his command or subject to his authority 

into arrest or confinement. 

(c) A commissioned officer, a warrant officer, or a civilian subject to this chapter or to trial 

thereunder may be ordered into arrest or confinement only by a commanding officer to whose 

authority he is subject, by an order, oral or written, delivered in person or by another 

commissioned officer. The authority to order such persons into arrest or confinement may not be 

delegated. 
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(d) No person may be ordered into arrest or confinement except for probable cause. 

(e) Nothing in this article limits the authority of persons authorized to apprehend offenders to 

secure the custody of an alleged offender until proper authority may be notified. 

§ 810. Art. 10. Restraint of persons charged with offenses 

Any person subject to this chapter charged with an offense under this chapter shall be ordered 

into arrest or confinement, as circumstances may require; but when charged only with an offense 

normally tried by a summary court-martial, he shall not ordinarily be placed in confinement. 

When any person subject to this chapter is placed in arrest or confinement prior to trial, 

immediate steps shall be taken to inform him of the specific wrong of which he is accused and to 

try him or to dismiss the charges and release him. 

§ 811. Art. 11. Reports and receiving of prisoners 

(a) No provost marshal, commander or a guard, or master at arms may refuse to receive or 

keep any prisoner committed to his charge by a commissioned officer of the armed forces, when 

the committing officer furnishes a statement, signed by him, of the offense charged against the 

prisoner. 

(b) Every commander of a guard or master at arms to whose charge a prisoner is committed 

shall, within twenty-four hours after that commitment or as soon as he is relieved from guard, 

report to the commanding officer the name of the prisoner, the offense charged against him, and 

the name of the person who ordered or authorized the commitment. 

§ 812. Art. 12. Confinement with enemy prisoners prohibited 

No member of the armed forces may be placed in confinement in immediate association with 

enemy prisoners or other foreign nationals not members of the armed forces. 

§ 813. Art. 13 Punishment prohibited before trial 

No person, while being held for trial, may be subjected to punishment or penalty other than 

arrest or confinement upon the charges pending against him, nor shall the arrest or confinement 

imposed upon him be any more rigorous than the circumstances required to insure his presence, 

but he may be subjected to minor punishment during that period for infractions of discipline. 

§ 814. Art. 14. Delivery of offenders to civil authorities 

(a) Under such regulations as the Secretary concerned may prescribe, a member of the armed 

forces accused of an offense against civil authority may be delivered, upon request, to the civil 

authority for trial.  

(b) When delivery under this article is made to any civil authority of a person undergoing 

sentence of a court-martial, the delivery, if followed by conviction in a civil tribunal, interrupts 

the execution of the sentence of the court-martial, and the offender after having answered to the 

civil authorities for his offense shall, upon the request of competent military authority, be 

returned to military custody for the completion of his sentence.  
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SUBCHAPTER III. NON-JUDICIAL PUNISHMENT  

§ 815. Art. 15. Commanding officer’s non-judicial punishment 

(a) Under such regulations as the President may prescribe, and under such additional 

regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary concerned, limitations may be placed on the 

powers granted by this article with respect to the kind and amount of punishment authorized, the 

categories of commanding officers and warrant officers exercising command authorized to 

exercise those powers, the applicability of this article to an accused who demands trial by court-

martial, and the kinds of courts-martial to which the case may be referred upon such a demand. 

However, except in the case of a member attached to or embarked in a vessel, punishment may 

not be imposed upon any member of the armed forces under this article if the member has, 

before the imposition of such punishment, demanded trial by court-martial in lieu of such 

punishment. Under similar regulations, rules may be prescribed with respect to the suspension of 

punishments authorized hereunder.  If authorized by regulations of the Secretary concerned, a 

commanding officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction or an officer of general or flag 

rank in command may delegate his powers under this article to a principal assistant. 

(b) Subject to subsection (a) any commanding officer may, in addition to or in lieu of 

admonition or reprimand, impose one or more of the following disciplinary punishments for 

minor offenses without the intervention of a court-martial― 

(1) upon officers of his command— 

(A) restriction to certain specified limits, with or without suspension from duty, for not 

more that 30 consecutive days;  

(B) if imposed by an officer exercising general court-martial jurisdictions or an officer of 

general flag rank in command 

(i) arrest in quarters for not more than 30 consecutive days; 

(ii) forfeiture of not more than one-half of one month’s pay per month for two 

months; 

(iii) restriction to certain specified limits, with or without suspension from duty, for 

not more than 60 consecutive days; 

(iv) detention of not more than one-half of one month’s pay per month for three 

months; 

(2) upon other personnel of his command― 

(A) if imposed upon a person attached to or embarked in a vessel, confinement on bread 

and water or diminished rations for not more than three consecutive days;  

(B) correctional custody for not more than seven consecutive days; 

(C) forfeiture of not more than seven days’ pay; 
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(D) reduction to the next inferior pay grade, if the grade from which demoted is within 

the promotion authority of the officer imposing the reduction or any officer subordinate to the 

one who imposes the reduction; 

(E) extra duties, including fatigue or other duties, for not more than 14 consecutive days; 

(F) restriction to certain specified limits, with or without suspension from duty, for not 

more than 14 consecutive days; 

(G) detention of not more than 14 days’ pay; 

(H) if imposed by an officer of the grade of major or lieutenant commander, or above 

(i) the punishment authorized under clause (A); 

(ii) correctional custody for not more than 30 consecutive days; 

(iii) forfeiture of not more than one-half of one month’s pay per month for two 

months;  

(iv) reduction to the lowest or any intermediate pay grade, if the grade from which 

demoted is within the promotion authority of the officer imposing the reduction or any officer 

subordinate to the one who imposes the reduction, but an enlisted member in a pay grade above 

E-4 may not be reduced more than two pay grades;  

(v) extra duties, including fatigue or other duties, for not more than 45 consecutive 

days;  

(vi) restriction to certain specified limits, with or without suspension from duty, for 

not more than 60 consecutive days;  

(vii) detention of not more than one-half of one month’s pay per month for three 

months.  

Detention of pay shall be for a stated period of not more than one year but if the offender’s 

term of service expires earlier, the detention shall terminate upon that expiration. No two or more 

of the punishments of arrest in quarters, confinement or bread and water or diminished rations, 

correctional custody, extra duties, and restriction may be combined to run consecutively in the 

maximum amount imposable for each. Whenever any of those punishments are combined to run 

consecutively, there must be an apportionment. In addition, forfeiture of pay may not be 

combined with detention of pay without an apportionment. For the purpose of this subsection, 

“correctional custody” is the physical restraint of a person during duty or nonduty hours and may 

include extra duties, fatigue duties, or hard labor. If practicable, correctional custody will not be 

served in immediate association with persons awaiting trial or held in confinement pursuant to 

trial by court-martial.  

(c) An officer in charge may impose upon enlisted members assigned to the unit of which he 

is in charge such of the punishment authorized under subsection (b)(2)(A)-(G) as the Secretary 

concerned may specifically prescribe by regulation.  

(d) The officer who imposes the punishment authorized in subsection (b), or his successor in 

command, may, at any time, suspend probationally any part or amount of the unexecuted 

punishment imposed and may suspend probationally a reduction in grade or forfeiture imposed 
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under subsection (b), whether or not executed. In addition, he may, at any time, remit or mitigate 

any part or amount of the unexecuted punishment imposed and may set aside in whole or in part 

the punishment, whether executed or unexecuted, and restore all rights, privileges and property 

affected. He may also mitigate reduction in grade to forfeiture or detention of pay. When 

mitigating― 

(1) arrest in quarters to restriction;  

(2) confinement on bread and water or diminished rations to correctional custody;  

(3) correctional custody or confinement on bread and water or diminished rations to extra 

duties or restriction, or both; or  

(4) extra duties to restriction; the mitigated punishment shall not be for a greater period 

than the punishment mitigated. When mitigating forfeiture of pay to detention of pay, the amount 

of detention shall not be greater than the amount of the forfeiture. When mitigating reduction in 

grade to forfeiture or detention of pay, the amount of the forfeiture or detention shall not be 

greater than the amount that could have been imposed initially under this article by the officer 

who imposed the punishment mitigated.  

(e) A person punished under this article who considers his punishment unjust or 

disproportionate to the offense may, through proper channels, appeal to the next superior 

authority. The appeal shall be promptly forwarded and decided, but the person punished may in 

the meantime be required to undergo the punishment adjudged. The superior authority may 

exercise the same powers with respect to the punishment imposed as may be exercised under 

subsection (d) by the officer who imposed the punishment.  Before acting on appeal from a 

punishment of― 

(1) arrest in quarters for more than seven days;  

(2) correctional custody for more than seven days;  

(3) forfeiture of more than seven days’ pay;  

(4) reduction of one or more pay grades from the fourth or a higher pay grade;  

(5) extra duties for more than 14 days;  

(6) restriction for more than 14 days; or  

(7) detention of more than 14 days’ pay;  

the authority who is to act on the appeal shall refer the case to a judge advocate or a lawyer of 

the Department of Homeland Security for consideration and advice, and may so refer the case 

upon appeal from any punishment imposed under subsection (b).  

(f) The imposition and enforcement of disciplinary punishment under this article for any act 

or omission is not a bar to trial by court-martial for a serious crime or offense growing out of the 

same act or omission, and not properly punishable under this article; but the fact that a 

disciplinary punishment has been enforced may be shown by the accused upon trial, and when so 
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shown shall be considered in determining the measure of punishment to be adjudged in the event 

of a finding of guilty.  

(g) The Secretary concerned may, by regulation, prescribe the form of records to be kept 

under this article and may also prescribe that certain categories of those proceedings shall be in 

writing. 
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SUBCHAPTER IV. COURT-MARTIAL JURISDICTION 

Sec. Art.  

816 16.  Courts-martial classified. 

817 17.  Jurisdiction of courts-martial in general. 

818 18.  Jurisdiction of general courts-martial. 

819 19.  Jurisdiction of special courts-martial. 

820 20.  Jurisdiction of summary courts-marital. 

821 21.  Jurisdiction of courts-martial not exclusive. 

§ 816. Art. 16. Courts-martial classified 

The three kinds of courts-martial in each of the armed forces are— 

(1) general courts-martial, consisting of— 

 (A) a military judge and not less than five members or, in a case in which the accused 

may be sentenced to a penalty of death, the number of members determined under section 825a 

of this title (article 25a); or 

 (B) only a military judge, if before the court is assembled the accused, knowing the 

identity of the military judge and after consultation with defense counsel, requests orally on the 

record or in writing a court composed only of a military judge and the military judge approves; 

(2) special courts-martial, consisting of— 

 (A) not less than three members; or 

 (B) a military judge and not less than three members; or 

 (C) only a military judge, if one has been detailed to the court, and the accused under the 

same conditions as those prescribed in clause (1)(B) so requests; and 

(3) summary courts-martial, consisting of one commissioned officer. 

§ 817. Art. 17. Jurisdiction of courts-martial in general 

(a) Each armed force has court-martial jurisdiction over all persons subject to this chapter. 

The exercise of jurisdiction by one armed force over personnel of another armed force shall be in 

accordance with regulations prescribed by the President. 

(b) In all cases, departmental review after that by the officer with authority to convene a 

general court-martial for the command which held the trial, where that review is required under 

this chapter, shall be carried out by the department that includes the armed force of which the 

accused is a member. 

§ 818. Art. 18. Jurisdiction of general courts-martial 

Subject to section 817 of this title (article 17), general courts-martial have jurisdiction to try 

persons subject to this chapter for any offense made punishable by this chapter and may, under 

such limitations as the President may prescribe, adjudge any punishment not forbidden by this 
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chapter, including the penalty of death when specifically authorized by this chapter. General 

courts-martial also have jurisdiction to try any person who by the law of war is subject to trial by 

a military tribunal and may adjudge any punishment permitted by the law of war. However, a 

general court-martial of the kind specified in section 816(1)(B) of this title (article 16(1)(B)) 

shall not have jurisdiction to try any person for any offense for which the death penalty may be 

adjudged unless the case has been previously referred to trial as a noncapital case. 

§ 819.  Art. 19. Jurisdiction of special courts-martial 

Subject to section 817 of this title (article 17), special courts-martial have jurisdiction to try 

persons subject to this chapter for any noncapital offense made punishable by this chapter and, 

under such regulations as the President may prescribe, for capital offenses. Special courts-martial 

may, under such limitations as the President may prescribe, adjudge any punishment not 

forbidden by this chapter except death, dishonorable discharge, dismissal, confinement for more 

than one year, hard labor without confinement for more than three months, forfeiture of pay 

exceeding two-thirds pay per month, or forfeiture of pay for more than one year. A bad-conduct 

discharge, confinement for more than six months, or forfeiture of pay for more than six months 

may not be adjudged unless a complete record of the proceedings and testimony has been made, 

counsel having the qualifications prescribed under section 827(b) of this title (article 27(b)) was 

detailed to represent the accused, and a military judge was detailed to the trial, except in any case 

in which a military judge could not be detailed to the trial because of physical conditions or 

military exigencies. In any such case in which a military judge was not detailed to the trial, the 

convening authority shall make a detailed written statement, to be appended to the record, stating 

the reason or reasons a military judge could not be detailed. 

§ 820 Art. 20. Jurisdiction of summary courts-martial 

Subject to section 817 of this title (article 17), summary courts-martial have jurisdiction to 

try persons subject to this chapter, except officers, cadets, aviation cadets, and midshipmen, for 

any noncapital offense made punishable by this chapter. No person with respect to whom 

summary courts-martial have jurisdiction may be brought to trial before a summary court-martial 

if he objects thereto. If objection to trial by summary court-martial is made by an accused, trial 

shall be ordered by special or general court-martial, as may be appropriate. Summary courts-

martial may, under such limitations as the President may prescribe, adjudge any punishment not 

forbidden by this chapter except death, dismissal, dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge, 

confinement for more than one month, hard-labor without confinement for more than 45 days, 

restriction to specified limits for more than two months, or forfeiture of more than two-thirds of 

one month’s pay. 

§ 821. Art. 21. Jurisdiction of courts-martial not exclusive 

The provisions of this chapter conferring jurisdiction upon courts-martial do not deprive 

military commissions, provost courts, or other military tribunals of concurrent jurisdiction with 

respect to offenders or offenses that by statute or by the law of war may be tried by military 

commissions, provost courts, or other military tribunals. This section does not apply to a military 

commission established under chapter 47A of this title. 
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SUBCHAPTER V COMPOSITION OF COURTS-MARTIAL 

Sec. Art.  

822 22.  Who may convene general courts-martial. 

823 23.  Who may convene special courts-marital. 

824 24.  Who may convene summary courts-martial.  

825 25.  Who may serve on courts-martial. 

825a 25a. Number of members in capital cases. 

826 26.  Military judge of a general or special court-martial. 

827   27.  Detail of trial counsel and defense counsel. 

828 28.  Detail or employment of reporters and interpreters. 

829 29.  Absent and additional members. 

§ 822. Art. 22. Who may convene general courts-martial 

(a) General courts-martial may be convened by— 

 (1) the President of the United States; 

 (2) the Secretary of Defense; 

 (3) the commanding officer of a unified or specified combatant command; 

 (4) the Secretary concerned; 

 (5) the commanding officer of an Army Group, an Army, an Army Corps, a division, a 

separate brigade, or a corresponding unit of the Army or Marine Corps; 

 (6) the commander in chief of a fleet; the commanding officer of a naval station or larger 

shore activity of the Navy beyond the United States; 

 (7) the commanding officer of an air command, an air force, an air division, or a separate 

wing of the Air Force or Marine Corps; 

 (8) any other commanding officer designated by the Secretary concerned; or 

 (9) any other commanding officer in any of the armed forces when empowered by the 

President. 

(b) If any such commanding officer is an accuser, the court shall be convened by superior 

competent authority, and may in any case be convened by such authority if considered desirable 

by him. 

§ 823. Art. 23. Who may convene special courts-martial 

(a) Special courts-martial may be convened by— 

 (1) any person who may convene a general court-martial; 

 (2) the commanding officer of a district, garrison, fort, camp, station, Air Force base, 

auxiliary air field, or other place where members of the Army or the Air Force are on duty; 
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 (3) the commanding officer of a brigade, regiment, detached battalion, or corresponding 

unit of the Army; 

 (4) the commanding officer of a wing, group, or separate squadron of the Air Force; 

 (5) the commanding officer of any naval or Coast Guard vessel, shipyard, base, or station; 

the commanding officer of any Marine brigade, regiment, detached battalion, or corresponding 

unit; the commanding officer of any Marine barracks, wing, group, separate squadron, station, 

base, auxiliary air field, or other place where members of the Marine Corps are on duty; 

 (6) the commanding officer of any separate or detached command or group of detached 

units of any of the armed forces placed under a single commander for this purpose; or 

 (7) the commanding officer or officer in charge of any other command when empowered 

by the Secretary concerned. 

(b) If any such officer is an accuser, the court shall be convened by superior competent 

authority, and may in any case be convened by such authority if considered advisable by him. 

§ 824. Art. 24. Who may convene summary courts-martial 

(a) Summary courts-martial may be convened by— 

 (1) any person who may convene a general or special court-martial; 

 (2) the commanding officer of a detached company, or other detachment of the Army; 

 (3) the commanding officer of a detached squadron or other detachment of the Air Force; 

or 

 (4) the commanding officer or officer in charge of any other command when empowered 

by the Secretary concerned. 

(b) When only one commissioned officer is present with a command or detachment he shall 

be the summary court-martial of that command or detachment and shall hear and determine all 

summary court-martial cases brought before him. Summary courts-martial may, however, be 

convened in any case by superior competent authority when considered desirable by him. 

§ 825. Art. 25. Who may serve on courts-martial 

(a) Any commissioned officer on active duty is eligible to serve on all courts-martial for the 

trial of any person who may lawfully be brought before such courts for trial. 

(b) Any warrant officer on active duty is eligible to serve on general and special courts-

martial for the trial of any person, other than a commissioned officer, who may lawfully be 

brought before such courts for trial. 

(c)(1) Any enlisted member of an armed force on active duty who is not a member of the 

same unit as the accused is eligible to serve on general and special courts-martial for the trial of 

any enlisted member of an armed force who may lawfully be brought before such courts for trial, 

but he shall serve as a member of a court only if, before the conclusion of a session called by the 

military judge under section 839(a) of this title (article 39(a)) prior to trial or, in the absence of 

such a session, before the court is assembled for the trial of the accused, the accused personally 

has requested orally on the record or in writing that enlisted members serve on it. After such a 
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request, the accused may not be tried by a general or special court-martial the membership of 

which does not include enlisted members in a number comprising at least one-third of the total 

membership of the court, unless eligible enlisted members cannot be obtained on account of 

physical conditions or military exigencies. If such members cannot be obtained, the court may be 

assembled and the trial held without them, but the convening authority shall make a detailed 

written statement, to be appended to the record, stating why they could not be obtained. 

 (2) In this article, “unit” means any regularly organized body as defined by the Secretary 

concerned, but in no case may it be a body larger than a company, squadron, ship’s crew, or body 

corresponding to one of them. 

(d)(1) When it can be avoided, no member of an armed force may be tried by a court-martial 

any member of which is junior to him in rank or grade. 

 (2) When convening a court-martial, the convening authority shall detail as members 

thereof such members of the armed forces as, in his opinion, are best qualified for the duty by 

reason of age, education, training, experience, length of service, and judicial temperament. No 

member of an armed force is eligible to serve as a member of a general or special court-martial 

when he is the accuser or a witness for the prosecution or has acted as investigating officer or as 

counsel in the same case. 

(e) Before a court-martial is assembled for the trial of a case, the convening authority may 

excuse a member of the court from participating in the case. Under such regulations as the 

Secretary concerned may prescribe, the convening authority may delegate his authority under 

this subsection to his staff judge advocate or legal officer or to any other principal assistant. 

§ 825a.  Art. 25a. Number of members in capital cases 

 In a case in which the accused may be sentenced to a penalty of death, the number of 

members shall be not less than 12, unless 12 members are not reasonably available because of 

physical conditions or military exigencies, in which case the convening authority shall specify a 

lesser number of members not less than five, and the court may be assembled and the trial held 

with not less than the number of members so specified. In such a case, the convening authority 

shall make a detailed written statement, to be appended to the record, stating why a greater 

number of members were not reasonably available. 

§ 826. Art. 26. Military judge of a general or special court-martial 

(a) A military judge shall be detailed to each general court-martial. Subject to regulations of 

the Secretary concerned, a military judge may be detailed to any special court-martial. The 

Secretary concerned shall prescribe regulations providing for the manner in which military 

judges are detailed for such courts-martial and for the persons who are authorized to detail 

military judges for such courts-martial. The military judge shall preside over each open session 

of the court-martial to which he has been detailed. 

(b) A military judge shall be a commissioned officer of the armed forces who is a member of 

the bar of a Federal court or a member of the bar of the highest court of a State and who is 
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certified to be qualified for duty as a military judge by the Judge Advocate General of the armed 

force of which such military judge is a member. 

(c) The military judge of a general court-martial shall be designated by the Judge Advocate 

General, or his designee, of the armed force of which the military judge is a member for detail in 

accordance with regulations prescribed under subsection (a). Unless the court-martial was 

convened by the President or the Secretary concerned, neither the convening authority nor any 

member of his staff shall prepare or review any report concerning the effectiveness, fitness, or 

efficiency of the military judge so detailed, which relates to his performance of duty as a military 

judge. A commissioned officer who is certified to be qualified for duty as a military judge of a 

general court-martial may perform such duties only when he is assigned and directly responsible 

to the Judge Advocate General, or his designee, of the armed force of which the military judge is 

a member and may perform duties of a judicial or nonjudicial nature other than those relating to 

his primary duty as a military judge of a general court-martial when such duties are assigned to 

him by or with the approval of that Judge Advocate General or his designee. 

(d) No person is eligible to act as military judge in a case if he is the accuser or a witness for 

the prosecution or has acted as investigating officer or a counsel in the same case. 

(e) The military judge of a court-martial may not consult with the members of the court 

except in the presence of the accused, trial counsel, and defense counsel, nor may he vote with 

the members of the court. 

§ 827. Art. 27. Detail of trial counsel and defense counsel 

(a)(1) Trial counsel and defense counsel shall be detailed for each general and special court-

martial. Assistant trial counsel and assistant and associate defense counsel may be detailed for 

each general and special court-martial. The Secretary concerned shall prescribe regulations 

providing for the manner in which counsel are detailed for such courts-martial and for the 

persons who are authorized to detail counsel for such courts-martial. 

 (2) No person who has acted as investigating officer, military judge, or court member in 

any case may act later as trial counsel, assistant trial counsel, or, unless expressly requested by 

the accused, as defense counsel or assistant or associate defense counsel in the same case. No 

person who has acted for the prosecution may act later in the same case for the defense, nor may 

any person who has acted for the defense act later in the same case for the prosecution. 

(b) Trial counsel or defense counsel detailed for a general court-martial— 

 (1) must be a judge advocate who is a graduate of an accredited law school or is a 

member of the bar of a Federal court or of the highest court of a State; or must be a member of 

the bar of a Federal court or of the highest court of a State; and 

 (2) must be certified as competent to perform such duties by the Judge Advocate General 

of the armed force of which he is a member. 

(c) In the case of a special court-martial— 

 (1) the accused shall be afforded the opportunity to be represented at the trial by counsel 

having the qualifications prescribed under section 827(b) of this title (article 27(b)) unless 

counsel having such qualifications cannot be obtained on account of physical conditions or 
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military exigencies. If counsel having such qualifications cannot be obtained, the court may be 

convened and the trial held but the convening authority shall make a detailed written statement, 

to be appended to the record, stating why counsel with such qualifications could not be obtained; 

 (2) if the trial counsel is qualified to act as counsel before a general court-martial, the 

defense counsel detailed by the convening authority must be a person similarly qualified; and 

 (3) if the trial counsel is a judge advocate or a member of the bar of a Federal court or the 

highest court of a State, the defense counsel detailed by the convening authority must be one of 

the foregoing. 

§ 828. Art. 28. Detail or employment of reporters and interpreters   

Under such regulations as the Secretary concerned may prescribe, the convening authority of 

a court-martial, military commission, or court of inquiry shall detail or employ qualified court 

reporters, who shall record the proceedings of and testimony taken before that court or 

commission. Under like regulations the convening authority of a court-martial, military 

commission, or court of inquiry may detail or employ interpreters who shall interpret for the 

court or commission. This section does not apply to a military commission established under 

chapter 47A of this title. 

§ 829. Art. 29. Absent and additional members 

(a) No member of a general or special court-martial may be absent or excused after the court 

has been assembled for the trial of the accused unless excused as a result of a challenge, excused 

by the military judge for physical disability or other good cause, or excused by order of the 

convening authority for good cause. 

(b)(1) Whenever a general court-martial, other than a general court-martial composed of a 

military judge only, is reduced below the applicable minimum number of members, the trial may 

not proceed unless the convening authority details new members sufficient in number to provide 

not less than the applicable minimum number of members. The trial may proceed with the new 

members present after the recorded evidence previously introduced before the members of the 

court has been read to the court in the presence of the military judge, the accused, and counsel 

for both sides. 

 (2) In this section, the term “applicable minimum number of members” means five 

members or, in a case in which the death penalty may be adjudged, the number of members 

determined under section 825a of this title (article 25a). 

(c) Whenever a special court-martial, other than a special court-martial composed of a 

military judge only, is reduced below three members, the trial may not proceed unless the 

convening authority details new members sufficient in number to provide not less than three 

members. The trial shall proceed with the new members present as if no evidence had previously 

been introduced at the trial, unless a verbatim record of the evidence previously introduced 

before the members of the court or a stipulation thereof is read to the court in the presence of the 

military judge, if any, the accused and counsel for both sides. 
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(d) If the military judge of a court-martial composed of a military judge only is unable to 

proceed with the trial because of physical disability, as a result of a challenge, or for other good 

cause, the trial shall proceed, subject to any applicable conditions of section 816(1)(B) or (2)(C) 

of this title (article 16(1)(B) or (2)(C)), after the detail of a new military judge as if no evidence 

had previously been introduced, unless a verbatim record of the evidence previously introduced 

or a stipulation thereof is read in court in the presence of the new military judge, the accused, and 

counsel for both sides. 
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SUBCHAPTER VI. PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURE 

Sec. Art.  

830 30.  Charges and specifications. 

831 31.  Compulsory self-incrimination prohibited. 

832 32.  Investigation.  

833 33.  Forwarding of charges. 

834 34.  Advice of staff judge advocate and reference for trial. 

826 35.  Service of charges. 

§ 830. Art. 30. Charges and specifications 

(a) Charges and specifications shall be signed by a person subject to this chapter under oath 

before a commissioned officer of the armed forces authorized to administer oaths and shall 

state— 

 (1) that the signer has personal knowledge of, or has investigated, the matters set forth 

therein; and 

 (2) that they are true in fact to the best of his knowledge and belief. 

(b) Upon the preferring of charges, the proper authority shall take immediate steps to 

determine what disposition should be made thereof in the interest of justice and discipline, and 

the person accused shall be informed of the charges against him as soon as practicable. 

§ 831. Art. 31. Compulsory self-incrimination prohibited 

(a) No person subject to this chapter may compel any person to incriminate himself or to 

answer any question the answer to which may tend to incriminate him. 

(b) No person subject to this chapter may interrogate, or request any statement from, an 

accused or a person suspected of an offense without first informing him of the nature of the 

accusation and advising him that he does not have to make any statement regarding the offense 

of which he is accused or suspected and that any statement made by him may be used as 

evidence against him in a trial by court-martial. 

(c) No person subject to this chapter may compel any person to make a statement or produce 

evidence before any military tribunal if the statement or evidence is not material to the issue and 

may tend to degrade him. 

(d) No statement obtained from any person in violation of this article, or through the use of 

coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement may be received in evidence against him 

in a trial by court-martial.  

§ 832. Art. 32. Investigation 

(a) No charge or specification may be referred to a general court-martial for trial until a 

thorough and impartial investigation of all the matters set forth therein has been made. This 

investigation shall include inquiry as to the truth of the matter set forth in the charges, 
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consideration of the form of charges, and a recommendation as to the disposition which should 

be made of the case in the interest of justice and discipline. 

(b) The accused shall be advised of the charges against him and of his right to be represented 

at that investigation by counsel. The accused has the right to be represented at that investigation 

as provided in section 838 of this title (article 38) and in regulations prescribed under that 

section. At that investigation full opportunity shall be given to the accused to cross-examine 

witnesses against him if they are available and to present anything he may desire in his own 

behalf, either in defense or mitigation, and the investigating officer shall examine available 

witnesses requested by the accused. If the charges are forwarded after the investigation, they 

shall be accompanied by a statement of the substance of the testimony taken on both sides and a 

copy thereof shall be given to the accused. 

(c) If an investigation of the subject matter of an offense has been conducted before the 

accused is charged with the offense, and if the accused was present at the investigation and 

afforded the opportunities for representation, cross-examination, and presentation prescribed in 

subsection (b), no further investigation of that charge is necessary under this article unless it is 

demanded by the accused after he is informed of the charge. A demand for further investigation 

entitles the accused to recall witnesses for further cross-examination and to offer any new 

evidence in his own behalf. 

(d) If evidence adduced in an investigation under this article indicates that the accused 

committed an uncharged offense, the investigating officer may investigate the subject matter of 

that offense without the accused having first been charged with the offense if the accused— 

 (1) is present at the investigation; 

 (2) is informed of the nature of each uncharged offense investigated; and 

 (3) is afforded the opportunities for representation, cross-examination, and presentation 

prescribed in subsection (b). 

(e) The requirements of this article are binding on all persons administering this chapter but 

failure to follow them does not constitute jurisdictional error. 

§ 833. Art. 33. Forwarding of charges 

When a person is held for trial by general court-martial the commanding officer shall, within 

eight days after the accused is ordered into arrest or confinement, if practicable, forward the 

charges, together with the investigation and allied papers, to the officer exercising general court-

martial jurisdiction. If that is not practicable, he shall report in writing to that officer the reasons 

for delay. 

§ 834. Art. 34. Advice of staff judge advocate and reference for trial 

(a) Before directing the trial of any charge by general court-martial, the convening authority 

shall refer it to his staff judge advocate for consideration and advice. The convening authority 

may not refer a specification under a charge to a general court-martial for trial unless he has been 

advised in writing by the staff judge advocate that— 

 (1) the specification alleges an offense under this chapter; 
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 (2) the specification is warranted by the evidence indicated in the report of investigation 

under section 832 of this title (article 32)(if there is such a report); and 

 (3) a court-martial would have jurisdiction over the accused and the offense. 

(b) The advice of the staff judge advocate under subsection (a) with respect to a specification 

under a charge shall include a written and signed statement by the staff judge advocate— 

 (1) expressing his conclusions with respect to each matter set forth in subsection (a); and 

 (2) recommending action that the convening authority take regarding the specification. 

If the specification is referred for trial, the recommendation of the staff judge advocate shall 

accompany the specification. 

(c) If the charges or specifications are not formally correct or do not conform to the substance 

of the evidence contained in the report of the investigating officer, formal corrections, and such 

changes in the charges and specifications as are needed to make them conform to the evidence, 

may be made. 

§ 835. Art. 35. Service of charges 

The trial counsel to whom court-martial charges are referred for trial shall cause to be served 

upon the accused a copy of the charges upon which trial is to be had. In time of peace no person 

may, against his objection, be brought to trial, or be required to participate by himself or counsel 

in a session called by the military judge under section 839(a) of this title (article 39(a)), in a 

general court-martial case within a period of five days after the service of charges upon him, or 

in a special court-martial case within a period of three days after the service of charges upon him. 
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SUBCHAPTER VII. TRIAL PROCEDURE 

Sec. Art.  

836 36.  President may prescribe rules. 

837 37.  Unlawfully influencing action of court. 

838 38.  Duties of trial counsel and defense counsel.  

839 39.  Sessions. 

840 40.  Continuances. 

841 41.  Challenges. 

842   42.  Oaths. 

843 43.  Statute of limitations. 

844 44.  Former jeopardy. 

845 45.  Pleas of the accused. 

846 46.  Opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence. 

847 47.  Refusal to appear or testify.  

848 48.  Contempts. 

849 49.  Depositions. 

850 50.  Admissibility of records of courts of inquiry. 

850a   50a. Defense of lack of mental responsibility. 

851 51.  Voting and rulings. 

852 52.  Number of votes required. 

853 53.  Court to announce action. 

854 54.  Record of trial. 

§ 836. Art 36. President may prescribe rules 

(a) Pretrial, trial, and post-trial procedures, including modes of proof, for cases arising under 

this chapter triable in courts-martial, military commissions and other military tribunals, and 

procedures for courts of inquiry, may be prescribed by the President by regulations which shall, 

so far as he considers practicable, apply the principles of law and the rules of evidence generally 

recognized in the trial of criminal cases in the United States district courts, but which may not, 

except as provided in chapter 47A of this title, be contrary to or inconsistent with this chapter. 

(b) All rules and regulations made under this article shall be uniform insofar as practicable, 

except insofar as applicable to military commissions established under chapter 47A of this title. 

§ 837. Art. 37. Unlawfully influencing action of court 

(a) No authority convening a general, special, or summary court-martial, nor any other 

commanding officer, may censure, reprimand, or admonish the court or any member, military 

judge, or counsel thereof, with respect to the findings or sentence adjudged by the court, or with 

respect to any other exercise of its or his functions in the conduct of the proceeding. No person 

subject to this chapter may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence the action 

of a court-martial or any other military tribunal or any member thereof, in reaching the findings 

or sentence in any case, or the action of any convening, approving, or reviewing authority with 

respect to his judicial acts. The foregoing provisions of the subsection shall not apply with 

respect to (1) general instructional or informational courses in military justice if such courses are 

designed solely for the purpose of instructing members of a command in the substantive and 
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procedural aspects of courts-martial, or (2) to statements and instructions given in open court by 

the military judge, president of a special court-martial, or counsel. 

(b) In the preparation of an effectiveness, fitness, or efficiency report, or any other report or 

document used in whole or in part for the purpose of determining whether a member of the 

armed forces is qualified to be advanced, in grade, or in determining the assignment or transfer 

of a member of the armed forces or in determining whether a member of the armed forces should 

be retained on active duty, no person subject to this chapter may, in preparing any such report (1) 

consider or evaluate the performance of duty of any such member as a member of a court-

martial, or (2) give a less favorable rating or evaluation of any member of the armed forces 

because of the zeal with which such member, as counsel, represented any accused before a court-

martial. 

§ 838. Art. 38. Duties of trial counsel and defense counsel 

(a) The trial counsel of a general or special court-martial shall prosecute in the name of the 

United States, and shall, under the direction of the court, prepare the record of the proceedings. 

(b)(1) The accused has the right to be represented in his defense before a general or special 

court-martial or at an investigation under section 832 of this title (article 32) as provided in this 

subsection. 

 (2) The accused may be represented by civilian counsel if provided by him. 

 (3) The accused may be represented— 

  (A) by military counsel detailed under section 827 of this title (article 27); or 

  (B) by military counsel of his own selection if that counsel is reasonably available 

(as determined under regulations prescribed under paragraph (7)). 

 (4) If the accused is represented by civilian counsel, military counsel detailed or selected 

under paragraph (3) shall act as associate counsel unless excused at the request of the accused. 

 (5) Except as provided under paragraph (6), if the accused is represented by military 

counsel of his own selection under paragraph (3)(B), any military counsel detailed under 

paragraph (3)(A) shall be excused. 

 (6) The accused is not entitled to be represented by more than one military counsel. 

However, the person authorized under regulations prescribed under section 827 of this title 

(article 27) to detail counsel, in his sole discretion— 

 (A) may detail additional military counsel as assistant defense counsel; and 

 (B) if the accused is represented by military counsel of his own selection under paragraph 

(3)(B), may approve a request from the accused that military counsel detailed under paragraph 

(3)(A) act as associate defense counsel. 

 (7) The Secretary concerned shall, by regulation, define “reasonably available” for the 

purpose of paragraph (3)(B) and establish procedures for determining whether the military 

counsel selected by an accused under that paragraph is reasonably available. Such regulations 
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may not prescribe any limitation based on the reasonable availability of counsel solely on the 

grounds that the counsel selected by the accused is from an armed force other than the armed 

force of which the accused is a member. To the maximum extent practicable, such regulations 

shall establish uniform policies among the armed forces while recognizing the differences in the 

circumstances and needs of the various armed forces. The Secretary concerned shall submit 

copies of regulations prescribed under this paragraph to the Committee on Armed Services of the 

Senate and the Committee on Armed Services of the House of Representatives. 

(c) In any court-martial proceeding resulting in a conviction, the defense counsel— 

 (1) may forward for attachment to the record of proceedings a brief of such matters as he 

determines should be considered in behalf of the accused on review (including any objection to 

the contents of the record which he considers appropriate); 

 (2) may assist the accused in the submission of any matter under section 860 of this title 

(article 60); and 

 (3) may take other action authorized by this chapter. 

(d) An assistant trial counsel of a general court-martial may, under the direction of the trial 

counsel or when he is qualified to be a trial counsel as required by section 827 of this title (article 

27), perform any duty imposed by law, regulation, or the custom of the service upon the trial 

counsel of the court. An assistant trial counsel of a special court-martial may perform any duty of 

the trial counsel. 

(e) An assistant defense counsel of a general or special court-martial may, under the direction 

of the defense counsel or when he is qualified to be the defense counsel as required by section 

827 of this title (article 27), perform any duty imposed by law, regulation, or the custom of the 

service upon counsel for the accused. 

§ 839. Art. 39. Sessions 

(a) At any time after the service of charges which have been referred for trial to a court-

martial composed of a military judge and members, the military judge may, subject to section 

835 of this title (article 35), call the court into session without the presence of the members for 

the purpose of— 

 (1) hearing and determining motions raising defenses or objections which are capable of 

determination without trial of the issues raised by a plea of not guilty; 

 (2) hearing and ruling upon any matter which may be ruled upon by the military judge 

under this chapter, whether or not the matter is appropriate for later consideration or decision by 

the members of the court; 

 (3) if permitted by regulations of the Secretary concerned, holding the arraignment and 

receiving the pleas of the accused; and 

 (4) performing any other procedural function which may be performed by the military 

judge under this chapter or under rules prescribed pursuant to section 836 of this title (article 36) 

and which does not require the presence of the members of the court. 
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(b) Proceedings under subsection (a) shall be conducted in the presence of the accused, the 

defense counsel, and the trial counsel and shall be made a part of the record. These proceedings 

may be conducted notwithstanding the number of members of the court and without regard to 

section 829 of this title (article 29). If authorized by regulations of the Secretary concerned, and 

if at least one defense counsel is physically in the presence of the accused, the presence required 

by this subsection may otherwise be established by audiovisual technology (such as 

videoteleconferencing technology). 

(c) When the members of a court-martial deliberate or vote, only the members may be 

present. All other proceedings, including any other consultation of the members of the court with 

counsel or the military judge, shall be made a part of the record and shall be in the presence of 

the accused, the defense counsel, the trial counsel, and, in cases in which a military judge has 

been detailed to the court, the military judge. 

§ 840. Art. 40. Continuances. 

 The military judge or a court-martial without a military judge may, for reasonable cause, 

grant a continuance to any party for such time, and as often, as may appear to be just. 

§ 841. Art. 41. Challenges 

(a)(1) The military judge and members of a general or special court-martial may be 

challenged by the accused or the trial counsel for cause stated to the court. The military judge, or, 

if none, the court, shall determine the relevancy and validity of challenges for cause, and may not 

receive a challenge to more than one person at a time. Challenges by the trial counsel shall 

ordinarily be presented and decided before those by the accused are offered. 

 (2) If exercise of a challenge for cause reduces the court below the minimum number of 

members required by section 816 of this title (article 16), all parties shall (notwithstanding 

section 829 of this title (article 29)) either exercise or waive any challenge for cause then 

apparent against the remaining members of the court before additional members are detailed to 

the court. However, peremptory challenges shall not be exercised at that time. 

(b)(1) Each accused and the trial counsel are entitled initially to one peremptory challenge of 

members of the court. The military judge may not be challenged except for cause. 

 (2) If exercise of a peremptory challenge reduces the court below the minimum number 

of members required by section 816 of this title (article 16), the parties shall (notwithstanding 

section 829 of this title (article 29)) either exercise or waive any remaining peremptory challenge 

(not previously waived) against the remaining members of the court before additional members 

are detailed to the court. 

(c) Whenever additional members are detailed to the court, and after any challenges for cause 

against such additional members are presented and decided, each accused and the trial counsel 

are entitled to one peremptory challenge against members not previously subject to peremptory 

challenge. 
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§ 842. Art. 42. Oaths 

(a) Before performing their respective duties, military judges, members of general and 

special courts-martial, trial counsel, assistant trial counsel, defense counsel, assistant or associate 

defense counsel, reporters, and interpreters shall take an oath to perform their duties faithfully. 

The form of the oath, the time and place of the taking thereof, the manner of recording the same, 

and whether the oath shall be taken for all cases in which these duties are to be performed or for 

a particular case, shall be as prescribed in regulations of the Secretary concerned. These 

regulations may provide that an oath to perform faithfully duties as a military judge, trial 

counsel, assistant trial counsel, defense counsel, or assistant or associate defense counsel may be 

taken at any time by any judge advocate, or other person certified to be qualified or competent 

for the duty, and if such an oath is taken it need not again be taken at the time the judge advocate, 

or other person is detailed to that duty. 

(b) Each witness before a court-martial shall be examined on oath. 

§ 843. Art. 43. Statute of limitations 

(a) A person charged with absence without leave or missing movement in time of war, with 

murder or rape, or with any other offense punishable by death, may be tried and punished at any 

time without limitation. 

(b)(1) Except as otherwise provided in this section (article), a person charged with an offense 

is not liable to be tried by court-martial if the offense was committed more than five years before 

the receipt of sworn charges and specifications by an officer exercising summary court-martial 

jurisdiction over the command. 

 (2)(A) A person charged with having committed a child abuse offense against a child is 

liable to be tried by court-martial if the sworn charges and specifications are received during the 

life of the child or within five years after the date on which the offense was committed, 

whichever provides a longer period, by an officer exercising summary court-martial jurisdiction 

with respect to that person. 

  (B) In subparagraph (A), the term “child abuse offense” means an act that 

involves abuse of a person who has not attained the age of 16 years and constitutes any of the 

following offenses: 

   (i) Any offense in violation of section 920 of this title (article 120). 

   (ii) Maiming in violation of section 924 of this title (article 124). 

   (iii) Sodomy in violation of section 925 of this title (article 125). 

   (iv) Aggravated assault or assault consummated by a battery in violation 

of section 928 of this title (article 128). 

   (v) Kidnaping; indecent assault; assault with intent to commit murder, 

voluntary manslaughter, rape, or sodomy, or indecent acts or liberties with a child in violation of 

section 934 of this title (article 134). 
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  (C) In subparagraph (A), the term “child abuse offense” includes an act that 

involves abuse of a person who has not attained the age of 18 years and would constitute an 

offense under chapter 110 or 117 of title 18 or under section 1591 of that title 18. 

 (3) A person charged with an offense is not liable to be punished under section 815 of this 

title (article 15) if the offense was committed more than two years before the imposition of 

punishment. 

(c) Periods in which the accused is absent without authority or fleeing from justice shall be 

excluded in computing the period of limitation prescribed in this section (article). 

(d) Periods in which the accused was absent from territory in which the United States has the 

authority to apprehend him, or in the custody of civil authorities, or in the hands of the enemy, 

shall be excluded in computing the period of limitation prescribed in this article. 

(e) For an offense the trial of which in time of war is certified to the President by the 

Secretary concerned to be detrimental to the prosecution of the war or inimical to the national 

security, the period of limitation prescribed in this article is extended to six months after the 

termination of hostilities as proclaimed by the President or by a joint resolution of Congress. 

(f) When the United States is at war, the running of any statute of limitations applicable to 

any offense under this chapter— 

 (1) involving fraud or attempted fraud against the United States or any agency thereof in 

any manner, whether by conspiracy or not; 

 (2) committed in connection with the acquisition, care, handling, custody, control, or 

disposition of any real or personal property of the United States; or 

 (3) committed in connection with the negotiation, procurement, award, performance, 

payment, interim financing, cancellation, or other termination or settlement, of any contract, 

subcontract, or purchase order which is connected with or related to the prosecution of the war, 

or with any disposition of termination inventory by any war contractor or Government agency; 

is suspended until three years after the termination of hostilities as proclaimed by the President 

or by a joint resolution of Congress. 

(g)(1) If charges or specifications are dismissed as defective or insufficient for any cause and 

the period prescribed by the applicable statute of limitations— 

  (A) has expired; or 

  (B) will expire within 180 days after the date of dismissal of the charges and 

specifications, 

trial and punishment under new charges and specifications are not barred by the statute of 

limitations if the conditions specified in paragraph (2) are met. 

 (2) The conditions referred to in paragraph (1) are that the new charges and specifications 

must— 
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  (A) be received by an officer exercising summary court-martial jurisdiction over 

the command within 180 days after the dismissal of the charges or specifications; and 

  (B) allege the same acts or omissions that were alleged in the dismissed charges 

or specifications (or allege acts or omissions that were included in the dismissed charges or 

specifications). 

§ 844. Art. 44. Former jeopardy 

(a) No person may, without his consent, be tried a second time for the same offense. 

(b) No proceeding in which an accused has been found guilty by a court-martial upon any 

charge or specification is a trial in the sense of this article until the finding of guilty has become 

final after review of the case has been fully completed. 

(c) A proceeding which, after the introduction of evidence but before a finding, is dismissed 

or terminated by the convening authority or on motion of the prosecution for failure of available 

evidence or witnesses without any fault of the accused is a trial in the sense of this article. 

§ 845. Art. 45. Pleas of the accused 

(a) If an accused after arraignment makes an irregular pleading, or after a plea of guilty sets 

up matter inconsistent with the plea, or if it appears that he has entered the plea of guilty 

improvidently or through lack of understanding of its meaning and effect, or if he fails or refuses 

to plead, a plea of not guilty shall be entered in the record, and the court shall proceed as though 

he had pleaded not guilty. 

(b) A plea of guilty by the accused may not be received to any charge or specification 

alleging an offense for which the death penalty may be adjudged. With respect to any other 

charge or specification to which a plea of guilty has been made by the accused and accepted by 

the military judge or by a court-martial without a military judge, a finding of guilty of the charge 

or specification may, if permitted by regulations of the Secretary concerned, be entered 

immediately without vote. This finding shall constitute the finding of the court unless the plea of 

guilty is withdrawn prior to announcement of the sentence, in which event the proceedings shall 

continue as though the accused had pleaded not guilty. 

§ 846. Art. 46. Opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence 

The trial counsel, the defense counsel, and the court-martial shall have equal opportunity to 

obtain witnesses and other evidence in accordance with such regulations as the President may 

prescribe. Process issued in court-martial cases to compel witnesses to appear and testify and to 

compel the production of other evidence shall be similar to that which courts of the United States 

having criminal jurisdiction may lawfully issue and shall run to any part of the United States, or 

the Commonwealths and possessions. 

§ 847. Art. 47. Refusal to appear or testify 

(a) Any person not subject to this chapter who— 

 (1) has been duly subpoenaed to appear as a witness before a court-martial, military 

commission, court of inquiry, or any other military court or board, or before any military or civil 
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officer designated to take a deposition to be read in evidence before such a court, commission, or 

board; 

 (2) has been duly paid or tendered the fees and mileage of a witness at the rates allowed 

to witnesses attending the courts of the United States; and 

 (3) willfully neglects or refuses to appear, or refuses to qualify as a witness or to testify or 

to produce any evidence which that person may have been legally subpoenaed to produce; 

is guilty of an offense against the United States. 

(b) Any person who commits an offense named in subsection (a) shall be tried on indictment 

or information in a United States district court or in a court of original criminal jurisdiction in 

any of the Commonwealths or possessions of the United States, and jurisdiction is conferred 

upon those courts for that purpose. Upon conviction, such a person shall be fined or imprisoned, 

or both, at the court’s discretion. 

(c) The United States attorney or the officer prosecuting for the United States in any such 

court of original criminal jurisdiction shall, upon the certification of the facts to him by the 

military court, commission, court of inquiry, or board, file an information against and prosecute 

any person violating this article. 

(d) The fees and mileage of witnesses shall be advanced or paid out of the appropriations for 

the compensation of witnesses. 

§ 848. Art. 48. Contempts 

A court-martial, provost court, or military commission may punish for contempt any person 

who uses any menacing word, sign, or gesture in its presence, or who disturbs its proceedings by 

any riot or disorder. The punishment may not exceed confinement for 30 days or a fine of $100, 

or both. This section does not apply to a military commission established under chapter 47A of 

this title. 

§ 849. Art. 49. Depositions 

(a) At any time after charges have been signed as provided in section 830 of this title (article 

30), any party may take oral or written depositions unless the military judge or court-martial 

without a military judge hearing the case or, if the case is not being heard, an authority 

competent to convene a court-martial for the trial of those charges forbids it for good cause. If a 

deposition is to be taken before charges are referred for trial, such an authority may designate 

commissioned officers to represent the prosecution and the defense and may authorize those 

officers to take the deposition of any witness. 

(b) The party at whose instance a deposition is to be taken shall give to every other party 

reasonable written notice of the time and place for taking the deposition. 

(c) Depositions may be taken before and authenticated by any military or civil officer 

authorized by the laws of the United States or by the laws of the place where the deposition is 

taken to administer oaths. 
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(d) A duly authenticated deposition taken upon reasonable notice to the other parties, so far as 

otherwise admissible under the rules of evidence, may be read in evidence or, in the case of 

audiotape, videotape, or similar material, may be played in evidence before any military court or 

commission in any case not capital, or in any proceeding before a court of inquiry or military 

board, if it appears— 

 (1) that the witness resides or is beyond the State, Commonwealth, or District of 

Columbia in which the court, commission, or board is ordered to sit, or beyond 100 miles from 

the place of trial or hearing; 

 (2) that the witness by reason of death, age, sickness, bodily infirmity, imprisonment, 

military necessity, nonamenability to process, or other reasonable cause, is unable or refuses to 

appear and testify in person at the place of trial or hearing; or 

 (3) that the present whereabouts of the witness is unknown. 

(e) Subject to subsection (d), testimony by deposition may be presented by the defense in 

capital cases. 

(f) Subject to subsection (d), a deposition may be read in evidence or, in the case of 

audiotape, videotape, or similar material, may be played in evidence in any case in which the 

death penalty is authorized but is not mandatory, whenever the convening authority directs that 

the case be treated as not capital, and in such a case a sentence of death may not be adjudged by 

the court-martial. 

§ 850. Art. 50. Admissibility of records of courts of inquiry 

(a) In any case not capital and not extending to the dismissal of a commissioned officer, the 

sworn testimony, contained in the duly authenticated record of proceedings of a court of inquiry, 

of a person whose oral testimony cannot be obtained, may, if otherwise admissible under the 

rules of evidence, be read in evidence by any party before a court-martial or military commission 

if the accused was a party before the court of inquiry and if the same issue was involved or if the 

accused consents to the introduction of such evidence. This section does not apply to a military 

commission established under chapter 47A of this title. 

(b) Such testimony may be read in evidence only by the defense in capital cases or cases 

extending to the dismissal of a commissioned officer. 

(c) Such testimony may also be read in evidence before a court of inquiry or a military board. 

§ 850a. Art. 50a. Defense of lack of mental responsibility 

(a) It is an affirmative defense in a trial by court-martial that, at the time of the commission 

of the acts constituting the offense, the accused, as a result of a severe mental disease or defect, 

was unable to appreciate the nature and quality or the wrongfulness of the acts. Mental disease or 

defect does not otherwise constitute a defense. 

(b) The accused has the burden of proving the defense of lack of mental responsibility by 

clear and convincing evidence. 

(c) Whenever lack of mental responsibility of the accused with respect to an offense is 

properly at issue, the military judge, or the president of a court-martial without a military judge, 
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shall instruct the members of the court as to the defense of lack of mental responsibility under 

this section and charge them to find the accused— 

 (1) guilty; 

 (2) not guilty; or 

 (3) not guilty only by reason of lack of mental responsibility. 

(d) Subsection (c) does not apply to a court-martial composed of a military judge only. In the 

case of a court-martial composed of a military judge only, whenever lack of mental responsibility 

of the accused with respect to an offense is properly at issue, the military judge shall find the 

accused— 

 (1) guilty; 

 (2) not guilty; or 

 (3) not guilty only by reason of lack of mental responsibility. 

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 852 of this title (article 52), the accused shall 

be found not guilty only by reason of lack of mental responsibility if— 

 (1) a majority of the members of the court-martial present at the time the vote is taken 

determines that the defense of lack of mental responsibility has been established; or 

 (2) in the case of a court-martial composed of a military judge only, the military judge 

determines that the defense of lack of mental responsibility has been established. 

§ 851. Art. 51. Voting and rulings 

(a) Voting by members of a general or special court-martial on the findings and on the 

sentence, and by members of a court-martial without a military judge upon questions of 

challenge, shall be by secret written ballot. The junior member of the court shall count the votes. 

The count shall be checked by the president, who shall forthwith announce the result of the ballot 

to the members of the court. 

(b) The military judge and, except for questions of challenge, the president of a court-martial 

without a military judge shall rule upon all questions of law and all interlocutory questions 

arising during the proceedings. Any such ruling made by the military judge upon any question of 

law or any interlocutory question other than the factual issue of mental responsibility of the 

accused, or by the president of a court-martial without a military judge upon any question of law 

other than a motion for a finding of not guilty, is final and constitutes the ruling of the court. 

However, the military judge or the president of a court-martial without a military judge may 

change his ruling at any time during the trial. Unless the ruling is final, if any member objects 

thereto, the court shall be cleared and closed and the question decided by a voice vote as 

provided in section 852 of this title (article 52), beginning with the junior in rank. 

(c) Before a vote is taken on the findings, the military judge or the president of a court-

martial without a military judge shall, in the presence of the accused and counsel, instruct the 

members of the court as to the elements of the offense and charge them— 
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 (1) that the accused must be presumed to be innocent until his guilt is established by legal 

and competent evidence beyond reasonable doubt; 

 (2) that in the case being considered, if there is a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the 

accused, the doubt must be resolved in favor of the accused and he must be acquitted; 

 (3) that, if there is a reasonable doubt as to the degree of guilt, the finding must be in a 

lower degree as to which there is no reasonable doubt; and 

 (4) that the burden of proof to establish the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt 

is upon the United States. 

(d) Subsections (a), (b), and (c) do not apply to a court-martial composed of a military judge 

only. The military judge of such a court-martial shall determine all questions of law and fact 

arising during the proceedings and, if the accused is convicted, adjudge an appropriate sentence. 

The military judge of such a court-martial shall make a general finding and shall in addition on 

request find the facts specially. If an opinion or memorandum of decision is filed, it will be 

sufficient if the findings of fact appear therein. 

§ 852. Art. 52. Number of votes required 

(a)(1) No person may be convicted of an offense for which the death penalty is made 

mandatory by law, except by the concurrence of all the members of the court-martial present at 

the time the vote is taken. 

 (2) No person may be convicted of any other offense, except as provided in section 

845(b) of this title (article 45(b)) or by the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present at 

the time the vote is taken. 

(b)(1) No person may be sentenced to suffer death, except by the concurrence of all the 

members of the court-martial present at the time the vote is taken and for an offense in this 

chapter expressly made punishable by death. 

 (2) No person may be sentenced to life imprisonment or to confinement for more than ten 

years, except by the concurrence of three-fourths of the members present at the time the vote is 

taken. 

 (3) All other sentences shall be determined by the concurrence of two-thirds of the 

members present at the time the vote is taken. 

(c) All other questions to be decided by the members of a general or special court-martial 

shall be determined by a majority vote, but a determination to reconsider a finding of guilty or to 

reconsider a sentence, with a view toward decreasing it, may be made by any lesser vote which 

indicates that the reconsideration is not opposed by the number of votes required for that finding 

or sentence. A tie vote on a challenge disqualifies the member challenged. A tie vote on a motion 

for a finding of not guilty or on a motion relating to the question of the accused’s sanity is a 

determination against the accused. A tie vote on any other question is a determination in favor of 

the accused. 
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§ 853. Art. 53. Court to announce action 

A court-martial shall announce its findings and sentence to the parties as soon as determined. 

§ 854. Art. 54. Record of trial 

(a) Each general court-martial shall keep a separate record of the proceedings in each case 

brought before it, and the record shall be authenticated by the signature of the military judge. If 

the record cannot be authenticated by the military judge by reason of his death, disability, or 

absence, it shall be authenticated by the signature of the trial counsel or by that of a member if 

the trial counsel is unable to authenticate it by reason of his death, disability, or absence. In a 

court-martial consisting of only a military judge the record shall be authenticated by the court 

reporter under the same conditions which would impose such a duty on a member under this 

subsection. 

(b) Each special and summary court-martial shall keep a separate record of the proceedings 

in each case, and the record shall be authenticated in the manner required by such regulations as 

the President may prescribe. 

(c)(1) A complete record of the proceedings and testimony shall be prepared— 

  (A) in each general court-martial case in which the sentence adjudged includes 

death, a dismissal, a discharge, or (if the sentence adjudged does not include a discharge) any 

other punishment which exceeds that which may otherwise be adjudged by a special court-

martial; and 

  (B) in each special court-martial case in which the sentence adjudged includes a 

bad-conduct discharge, confinement for more than six months, or forfeiture of pay for more than 

six months. 

 (2) In all other court-martial cases, the record shall contain such matters as may be 

prescribed by regulations of the President. 

(d) A copy of the record of the proceedings of each general and special court-martial shall be 

given to the accused as soon as it is authenticated. 
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SUBCHAPTER VIII. SENTENCES 

Sec. Art.  

855 55.  Cruel and unusual punishments prohibited. 

856 56.  Maximum limits. 

856a 56a. Sentence of confinement for life without eligibility for parole.  

857 57.  Effective date of sentences. 

857a 57a. Deferment of sentences. 

858 58.  Execution of sentences. 

858a 58a. Sentences: reduction in enlisted grade upon approval. 

858b 58b. Sentences: forfeiture of pay and allowances during confinement. 

§ 855. Art. 55. Cruel and unusual punishments prohibited 

Punishment by flogging, or by branding, marking, or tattooing on the body, or any other cruel 

or unusual punishment, may not be adjudged by any court-martial or inflicted upon any person 

subject to this chapter. The use of irons, single or double, except for the purpose of safe custody, 

is prohibited. 

§ 856. Art. 56. Maximum limits 

The punishment which a court-martial may direct for an offense may not exceed such limits 

as the President may prescribe for that offense. 

§ 856a. Art. 56a. Sentence of confinement for life without eligibility for parole 

(a) For any offense for which a sentence of confinement for life may be adjudged, a court-

martial may adjudge a sentence of confinement for life without eligibility for parole. 

(b) An accused who is sentenced to confinement for life without eligibility for parole shall be 

confined for the remainder of the accused’s life unless— 

 (1) the sentence is set aside or otherwise modified as a result of— 

  (A) action taken by the convening authority, the Secretary concerned, or another 

person authorized to act under section 860 of this title (article 60); or 

  (B) any other action taken during post-trial procedure and review under any other 

provision of subchapter IX; 

 (2) the sentence is set aside or otherwise modified as a result of action taken by a Court of 

Criminal Appeals, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, or the Supreme Court; or 

 (3) the accused is pardoned. 

§ 857. Art. 57. Effective date of sentences 

(a)(1) Any forfeiture of pay or allowances or reduction in grade that is included in a sentence 

of a court-martial takes effect on the earlier of— 

 (A) the date that is 14 days after the date on which the sentence is adjudged; or 

 (B) the date on which the sentence is approved by the convening authority. 
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 (2) On application by an accused, the convening authority may defer a forfeiture of pay 

or allowances or reduction in grade that would otherwise become effective under paragraph 

(1)(A) until the date on which the sentence is approved by the convening authority. Such a 

deferment may be rescinded at any time by the convening authority. 

 (3) A forfeiture of pay or allowances shall be applicable to pay and allowances accruing 

on and after the date on which the sentence takes effect. 

 (4) In this subsection, the term “convening authority”, with respect to a sentence of a 

court-martial, means any person authorized to act on the sentence under section 860 of this title 

(article 60). 

(b) Any period of confinement included in a sentence of a court-martial begins to run from 

the date the sentence is adjudged by the court-martial, but periods during which the sentence to 

confinement is suspended or deferred shall be excluded in computing the service of the term of 

confinement. 

(c) All other sentences of courts-martial are effective on the date ordered executed.  

§ 857a. Art. 57a. Deferment of sentences 

(a) On application by an accused who is under sentence to confinement that has not been 

ordered executed, the convening authority or, if the accused is no longer under his jurisdiction, 

the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the command to which the accused 

is currently assigned, may in his sole discretion defer service of the sentence to confinement. The 

deferment shall terminate when the sentence is ordered executed. The deferment may be 

rescinded at any time by the officer who granted it or, if the accused is no longer under his 

jurisdiction, by the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the command to 

which the accused is currently assigned. 

(b)(1) In any case in which a court-martial sentences a person referred to in paragraph (2) to 

confinement, the convening authority may defer the service of the sentence to confinement, 

without the consent of that person, until after the person has been permanently released to the 

armed forces by a State or foreign country referred to in that paragraph. 

 (2) Paragraph (1) applies to a person subject to this chapter who— 

  (A) while in the custody of a State or foreign country is temporarily returned by 

that State or foreign country to the armed forces for trial by court-martial; and 

  (B) after the court-martial, is returned to that State or foreign country under the 

authority of a mutual agreement or treaty, as the case may be. 

 (3) In this subsection, the term “State” includes the District of Columbia and any 

commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States. 

(c) In any case in which a court-martial sentences a person to confinement and the sentence 

to confinement has been ordered executed, but in which review of the case under section 
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867(a)(2) of this title (article 67(a)(2)) is pending, the Secretary concerned may defer further 

service of the sentence to confinement while that review is pending. 

§ 858. Art. 58. Execution of confinement 

(a) Under such instructions as the Secretary concerned may prescribe, a sentence of 

confinement adjudged by a court-martial or other military tribunal, whether or not the sentence 

includes discharge or dismissal, and whether or not the discharge or dismissal has been executed, 

may be carried into execution by confinement in any place of confinement under the control of 

any of the armed forces or in any penal or correctional institution under the control of the United 

States, or which the United States may be allowed to use. Persons so confined in a penal or 

correctional institution not under the control of one of the armed forces are subject to the same 

discipline and treatment as persons confined or committed by the courts of the United States or 

of the State, District of Columbia, or place in which the institution is situated. 

(b) The omission of the words “hard labor” from any sentence of a court-martial adjudging 

confinement does not deprive the authority executing that sentence of the power to require hard 

labor as a part of the punishment. 

§ 858a. Art. 58a. Sentences: reduction in enlisted grade upon approval 

(a) Unless otherwise provided in regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary concerned, a 

court-martial sentence of an enlisted member in a pay grade above E-1, as approved by the 

convening authority, that includes— 

 (1) a dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge; 

 (2) confinement; or 

 (3) hard labor without confinement; 

reduces that member to pay grade E-1, effective on the date of that approval. 

(b) If the sentence of a member who is reduced in pay grade under subsection (a) is set aside 

or disapproved, or, as finally approved, does not include any punishment named in subsection 

(a)(1), (2), or (3), the rights and privileges of which he was deprived because of that reduction 

shall be restored to him and he is entitled to the pay and allowances to which he would have been 

entitled, for the period the reduction was in effect, had he not been so reduced. 

§ 858b. Art. 58a. Sentences: forfeiture of pay and allowances during confinement 

(a)(1) A court-martial sentence described in paragraph (2) shall result in the forfeiture of pay, 

or of pay and allowances, due that member during any period of confinement or parole. The 

forfeiture pursuant to this section shall take effect on the date determined under section 857(a) of 

this title (article 57(a)) and may be deferred as provided by that section. The pay and allowances 

forfeited, in the case of a general court-martial, shall be all pay and allowances due that member 

during such period and, in the case of a special court-martial, shall be two-thirds of all pay due 

that member during such period. 

 (2) A sentence covered by this section is any sentence that includes— 

  (A) confinement for more than six months or death; or 
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  (B) confinement for six months or less and a dishonorable or bad-conduct 

discharge or dismissal. 

(b) In a case involving an accused who has dependents, the convening authority or other 

person acting under section 860 of this title (article 60) may waive any or all of the forfeitures of 

pay and allowances required by subsection (a) for a period not to exceed six months. Any 

amount of pay or allowances that, except for a waiver under this subsection, would be forfeited 

shall be paid, as the convening authority or other person taking action directs, to the dependents 

of the accused. 

(c) If the sentence of a member who forfeits pay and allowances under subsection (a) is set 

aside or disapproved or, as finally approved, does not provide for a punishment referred to in 

subsection (a)(2), the member shall be paid the pay and allowances which the member would 

have been paid, except for the forfeiture, for the period during which the forfeiture was in effect. 
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SUBCHAPTER IX. POST-TRIAL PROCEDURE AND REVIEW OF COURTS-

MARTIAL 

Sec. Art.  

859 59.  Error of law; lesser included offense. 

860 60.  Action by the convening authority. 

861 61.  Waiver or withdrawal of appeal.  

862 62.  Appeal by the United States. 

863 63.  Rehearings. 

864 64.  Review by a judge advocate. 

865   65.  Disposition of records. 

866 66.  Review by Court of Criminal Appeals. 

867 67.  Review by the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces. 

867a 67a. Review by the Supreme Court. 

868 68.  Branch offices. 

869 69.  Review in the office of the Judge Advocate General.  

870 70.  Appellate counsel. 

871 71.  Execution of sentence; suspension of sentence. 

872 72.  Vacation of suspension. 

873   73.  Petition for a new trial. 

874 74.  Remission and suspension. 

875 75.  Restoration. 

876 76.  Finality of proceedings, findings, and sentence. 

876a 76a. Leave required to be taken pending review of certain court-martial 

convictions. 

876b 76b. Lack of mental capacity or mental responsibility; commitment of accused for 

examination and treatment. 

§ 859. Art. 59. Error of law; lesser included offense 

(a) A finding or sentence of a court-martial may not be held incorrect on the ground of an 

error of law unless the error materially prejudices the substantial rights of the accused. 

(b) Any reviewing authority with the power to approve or affirm a finding of guilty may 

approve or affirm, instead, so much of the finding as includes a lesser included offense. 

§ 860. Art. 60. Action by the convening authority 

(a) The findings and sentence of a court-martial shall be reported promptly to the convening 

authority after the announcement of the sentence. 

(b)(1) The accused may submit to the convening authority matters for consideration by the 

convening authority with respect to the findings and the sentence. Any such submission shall be 

in writing. Except in a summary court-martial case, such a submission shall be made within 10 

days after the accused has been given an authenticated record of trial and, if applicable, the 

recommendation of the staff judge advocate or legal officer under subsection (d). In a summary 

court-martial case, such a submission shall be made within seven days after the sentence is 

announced. 
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 (2) If the accused shows that additional time is required for the accused to submit such 

matters, the convening authority or other person taking action under this section, for good cause, 

may extend the applicable period under paragraph (1) for not more than an additional 20 days. 

 (3) In a summary court-martial case, the accused shall be promptly provided a copy of the 

record of trial for use in preparing a submission authorized by paragraph (1). 

 (4) The accused may waive his right to make a submission to the convening authority 

under paragraph (1). Such a waiver must be made in writing and may not be revoked. For the 

purposes of subsection (c)(2), the time within which the accused may make a submission under 

this subsection shall be deemed to have expired upon the submission of such a waiver to the 

convening authority. 

(c)(1) The authority under this section to modify the findings and sentence of a court-martial 

is a matter of command prerogative involving the sole discretion of the convening authority. 

Under regulations of the Secretary concerned, a commissioned officer commanding for the time 

being, a successor in command, or any person exercising general court-martial jurisdiction may 

act under this section in place of the convening authority. 

 (2) Action on the sentence of a court-martial shall be taken by the convening authority or 

by another person authorized to act under this section. Subject to regulations of the Secretary 

concerned, such action may be taken only after consideration of any matters submitted by the 

accused under subsection (b) or after the time for submitting such matters expires, whichever is 

earlier. The convening authority or other person taking such action, in his sole discretion, may 

approve, disapprove, commute, or suspend the sentence in whole or in part. 

 (3) Action on the findings of a court-martial by the convening authority or other person 

acting on the sentence is not required. However, such person, in his sole discretion may— 

  (A) dismiss any charge or specification by setting aside a finding of guilty thereto; 

or 

  (B) change a finding of guilty to a charge or specification to a finding of guilty to 

an offense that is a lesser included offense of the offense stated in the charge or specification. 

(d) Before acting under this section on any general court-martial case or any special court-

martial case that includes a bad-conduct discharge, the convening authority or other person 

taking action under this section shall obtain and consider the written recommendation of his staff 

judge advocate or legal officer. The convening authority or other person taking action under this 

section shall refer the record of trial to his staff judge advocate or legal officer, and the staff 

judge advocate or legal officer shall use such record in the preparation of his recommendation. 

The recommendation of the staff judge advocate or legal officer shall include such matters as the 

President may prescribe by regulation and shall be served on the accused, who may submit any 

matter in response under subsection (b). Failure to object in the response to the recommendation 

or to any matter attached to the recommendation waives the right to object thereto. 

(e)(1) The convening authority or other person taking action under this section, in his sole 

discretion, may order a proceeding in revision or a rehearing. 
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 (2) A proceeding in revision may be ordered if there is an apparent error or omission in 

the record or if the record shows improper or inconsistent action by a court-martial with respect 

to the findings or sentence that can be rectified without material prejudice to the substantial 

rights of the accused. In no case, however, may a proceeding in revision— 

  (A) reconsider a finding of not guilty of any specification or a ruling which 

amounts to a finding of not guilty; 

  (B) reconsider a finding of not guilty of any charge, unless there has been a 

finding of guilty under a specification laid under that charge, which sufficiently alleges a 

violation of some article of this chapter; or 

  (C) increase the severity of the sentence unless the sentence prescribed for the 

offense is mandatory. 

 (3) A rehearing may be ordered by the convening authority or other person taking action 

under this section if he disapproves the findings and sentence and states the reasons for 

disapproval of the findings. If such person disapproves the findings and sentence and does not 

order a rehearing, he shall dismiss the charges. A rehearing as to the findings may not be ordered 

where there is a lack of sufficient evidence in the record to support the findings. A rehearing as to 

the sentence may be ordered if the convening authority or other person taking action under this 

subsection disapproves the sentence. 

§ 861. Art. 61.  Waiver or withdrawal of appeal 

(a) In each case subject to appellate review under section 866 or 869(a) of this title (article 66 

or 69(a)), except a case in which the sentence as approved under section 860(c) of this title 

(article 60(c)) includes death, the accused may file with the convening authority a statement 

expressly waiving the right of the accused to such review. Such a waiver shall be signed by both 

the accused and by defense counsel and must be filed within 10 days after the action under 

section 860(c) of this title (article 60(c)) is served on the accused or on defense counsel. The 

convening authority or other person taking such action, for good cause, may extend the period 

for such filing by not more than 30 days. 

(b) Except in a case in which the sentence as approved under section 860(c) of this title 

(article 60(c)) includes death, the accused may withdraw an appeal at any time. 

(c) A waiver of the right to appellate review or the withdrawal of an appeal under this section 

bars review under section 866 or 869(a) of this title (article 66 or 69(a)). 

§ 862. Art. 62. Appeal by the United States 

(a)(1) In a trial by court-martial in which a military judge presides and in which a punitive 

discharge may be adjudged, the United States may appeal the following (other than an order or 

ruling that is, or that amounts to, a finding of not guilty with respect to the charge or 

specification): 

  (A) An order or ruling of the military judge which terminates the proceedings 

with respect to a charge or specification. 
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  (B) An order or ruling which excludes evidence that is substantial proof of a fact 

material in the proceeding. 

  (C) An order or ruling which directs the disclosure of classified information. 

  (D) An order or ruling which imposes sanctions for nondisclosure of classified 

information. 

  (E) A refusal of the military judge to issue a protective order sought by the United 

States to prevent the disclosure of classified information. 

  (F) A refusal by the military judge to enforce an order described in subparagraph 

(E) that has previously been issued by appropriate authority. 

 (2) An appeal of an order or ruling may not be taken unless the trial counsel provides the 

military judge with written notice of appeal from the order or ruling within 72 hours of the order 

or ruling. Such notice shall include a certification by the trial counsel that the appeal is not taken 

for the purpose of delay and (if the order or ruling appealed is one which excludes evidence) that 

the evidence excluded is substantial proof of a fact material in the proceeding. 

 (3) An appeal under this section shall be diligently prosecuted by appellate Government 

counsel. 

(b) An appeal under this section shall be forwarded by a means prescribed under regulations 

of the President directly to the Court of Criminal Appeals and shall, whenever practicable, have 

priority over all other proceedings before that court. In ruling on an appeal under this section, the 

Court of Criminal Appeals may act only with respect to matters of law, notwithstanding section 

866(c) of this title (article 66(c)). 

(c) Any period of delay resulting from an appeal under this section shall be excluded in 

deciding any issue regarding denial of a speedy trial unless an appropriate authority determines 

that the appeal was filed solely for the purpose of delay with the knowledge that it was totally 

frivolous and without merit. 

§ 863. Art. 63. Rehearings 

Each rehearing under this chapter shall take place before a court-martial composed of 

members not members of the court-martial which first heard the case. Upon a rehearing the 

accused may not be tried for any offense of which he was found not guilty by the first court-

martial, and no sentence in excess of or more severe than the original sentence may be approved, 

unless the sentence is based upon a finding of guilty of an offense not considered upon the merits 

in the original proceedings, or unless the sentence prescribed for the offense is mandatory. If the 

sentence approved after the first court-martial was in accordance with a pretrial agreement and 

the accused at the rehearing changes his plea with respect to the charges or specifications upon 

which the pretrial agreement was based, or otherwise does not comply with the pretrial 

agreement, the approved sentence as to those charges or specifications may include any 

punishment not in excess of that lawfully adjudged at the first court-martial. 
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§ 864. Art. 64. Review by a judge advocate 

(a) Each case in which there has been a finding of guilty that is not reviewed under section 

866 or 869(a) of this title (article 66 or 69(a)) shall be reviewed by a judge advocate under 

regulations of the Secretary concerned. A judge advocate may not review a case under this 

subsection if he has acted in the same case as an accuser, investigating officer, member of the 

court, military judge, or counsel or has otherwise acted on behalf of the prosecution or defense. 

The judge advocate’s review shall be in writing and shall contain the following: 

 (1) Conclusions as to whether— 

  (A) the court had jurisdiction over the accused and the offense; 

  (B) the charge and specification stated an offense; and 

  (C) the sentence was within the limits prescribed as a matter of law. 

 (2) A response to each allegation of error made in writing by the accused. 

 (3) If the case is sent for action under subsection (b), a recommendation as to the 

appropriate action to be taken and an opinion as to whether corrective action is required as a 

matter of law. 

(b) The record of trial and related documents in each case reviewed under subsection (a) shall 

be sent for action to the person exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the accused at 

the time the court was convened (or to that person’s successor in command) if— 

 (1) the judge advocate who reviewed the case recommends corrective action; 

 (2) the sentence approved under section 860(c) of this title (article 60(c)) extends to 

dismissal, a bad-conduct or dishonorable discharge, or confinement for more than six months; or 

 (3) such action is otherwise required by regulations of the Secretary concerned. 

  

(c)(1) The person to whom the record of trial and related documents are sent under subsection (b) 

may— 

  (A) disapprove or approve the findings or sentence, in whole or in part; 

  (B) remit, commute, or suspend the sentence in whole or in part; 

  (C) except where the evidence was insufficient at the trial to support the findings, 

order a rehearing on the findings, on the sentence, or on both; or 

  (D) dismiss the charges. 

 (2) If a rehearing is ordered but the convening authority finds a rehearing impracticable, 

he shall dismiss the charges. 

 (3) If the opinion of the judge advocate in the judge advocate’s review under subsection 

(a) is that corrective action is required as a matter of law and if the person required to take action 

under subsection (b) does not take action that is at least as favorable to the accused as that 

recommended by the judge advocate, the record of trial and action thereon shall be sent to the 

Judge Advocate General for review under section 869(b) of this title (article 69(b)). 
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§ 865. Art. 65. Disposition of records 

(a) In a case subject to appellate review under section 866 or 869(a) of this title (article 66 or 

69(a)) in which the right to such review is not waived, or an appeal is not withdrawn, under 

section 861 of this title (article 61), the record of trial and action thereon shall be transmitted to 

the Judge Advocate General for appropriate action. 

(b) Except as otherwise required by this chapter, all other records of trial and related 

documents shall be transmitted and disposed of as the Secretary concerned may prescribe by 

regulation. 

§ 866. Art. 66. Review by Court of Criminal Appeals 

(a) Each Judge Advocate General shall establish a Court of Criminal Appeals which shall be 

composed of one or more panels, and each such panel shall be composed of not less than three 

appellate military judges. For the purpose of reviewing court-martial cases, the court may sit in 

panels or as a whole in accordance with rules prescribed under subsection (f). Any decision of a 

panel may be reconsidered by the court sitting as a whole in accordance with such rules. 

Appellate military judges who are assigned to a Court of Criminal Appeals may be 

commissioned officers or civilians, each of whom must be a member of a bar of a Federal court 

or of the highest court of a State. The Judge Advocate General shall designate as chief judge one 

of the appellate military judges of the Court of Criminal Appeals established by him. The chief 

judge shall determine on which panels of the court the appellate judges assigned to the court will 

serve and which military judge assigned to the court will act as the senior judge on each panel. 

(b) The Judge Advocate General shall refer to a Court of Criminal Appeals the record in each 

case of trial by court-martial— 

 (1) in which the sentence, as approved, extends to death, dismissal of a commissioned 

officer, cadet, or midshipman, dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge, or confinement for one 

year or more; and 

 (2) except in the case of a sentence extending to death, the right to appellate review has 

not been waived or an appeal has not been withdrawn under section 861 of this title (article 61). 

(c) In a case referred to it, the Court of Criminal Appeals may act only with respect to the 

findings and sentence as approved by the convening authority. It may affirm only such findings 

of guilty, and the sentence or such part or amount of the sentence, as it finds correct in law and 

fact and determines, on the basis of the entire record, should be approved. In considering the 

record, it may weigh the evidence, judge the credibility of witnesses, and determine controverted 

questions of fact, recognizing that the trial court saw and heard the witnesses. 

(d) If the Court of Criminal Appeals sets aside the findings and sentence, it may, except 

where the setting aside is based on lack of sufficient evidence in the record to support the 

findings, order a rehearing. If it sets aside the findings and sentence and does not order a 

rehearing, it shall order that the charges be dismissed. 
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(e) The Judge Advocate General shall, unless there is to be further action by the President, 

the Secretary concerned, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, or the Supreme Court, 

instruct the convening authority to take action in accordance with the decision of the Court of 

Criminal Appeals. If the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has ordered a rehearing but the 

convening authority finds a rehearing impracticable, he may dismiss the charges. 

(f) The Judge Advocates General shall prescribe uniform rules of procedure for Courts of 

Criminal Appeals and shall meet periodically to formulate policies and procedure in regard to 

review of court-martial cases in the offices of the Judge Advocates General and by Courts of 

Criminal Appeals. 

(g) No member of a Court of Criminal Appeals shall be required, or on his own initiative be 

permitted, to prepare, approve, disapprove, review, or submit, with respect to any other member 

of the same or another Court of Criminal Appeals, an effectiveness, fitness, or efficiency report, 

or any other report or document used in whole or in part for the purpose of determining whether 

a member of the armed forces is qualified to be advanced in grade, or in determining the 

assignment or transfer of a member of the armed forces, or in determining whether a member of 

the armed forces should be retained on active duty. 

(h) No member of a Court of Criminal Appeals shall be eligible to review the record of any 

trial if such member served as investigating officer in the case or served as a member of the 

court-martial before which such trial was conducted, or served as military judge, trial or defense 

counsel, or reviewing officer of such trial. 

§ 867. Art. 67. Review by the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

(a) The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces shall review the record in— 

 (1) all cases in which the sentence, as affirmed by a Court of Criminal Appeals, extends 

to death; 

 (2) all cases reviewed by a Court of Criminal Appeals which the Judge Advocate General 

orders sent to the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces for review; and 

 (3) all cases reviewed by a Court of Criminal Appeals in which, upon petition of the 

accused and on good cause shown, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has granted a 

review. 

(b) The accused may petition the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces for review of a 

decision of a Court of Criminal Appeals within 60 days from the earlier of— 

 (1) the date on which the accused is notified of the decision of the Court of Criminal 

Appeals; or 

 (2) the date on which a copy of the decision of the Court of Criminal Appeals, after being 

served on appellate counsel of record for the accused (if any), is deposited in the United States 

mails for delivery by first-class certified mail to the accused at an address provided by the 

accused or, if no such address has been provided by the accused, at the latest address listed for 

the accused in his official service record. 
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The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces shall act upon such a petition promptly in 

accordance with the rules of the court. 

(c) In any case reviewed by it, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces may act only with 

respect to the findings and sentence as approved by the convening authority and as affirmed or 

set aside as incorrect in law by the Court of Criminal Appeals. In a case which the Judge 

Advocate General orders sent to the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, that action need be 

taken only with respect to the issues raised by him. In a case reviewed upon petition of the 

accused, that action need be taken only with respect to issues specified in the grant of review. 

The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces shall take action only with respect to matters of law. 

(d) If the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces sets aside the findings and sentence, it may, 

except where the setting aside is based on lack of sufficient evidence in the record to support the 

findings, order a rehearing. If it sets aside the findings and sentence and does not order a 

rehearing, it shall order that the charges be dismissed. 

(e) After it has acted on a case, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces may direct the 

Judge Advocate General to return the record to the Court of Criminal Appeals for further review 

in accordance with the decision of the court. Otherwise, unless there is to be further action by the 

President or the Secretary concerned, the Judge Advocate General shall instruct the convening 

authority to take action in accordance with that decision. If the court has ordered a rehearing, but 

the convening authority finds a rehearing impracticable, he may dismiss the charges. 

§ 867a. Art. 67a. Review by the Supreme Court 

(a) Decisions of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces are subject to 

review by the Supreme Court by writ of certiorari as provided in section 1259 of title 28. The 

Supreme Court may not review by a writ of certiorari under this section any action of the Court 

of Appeals for the Armed Forces in refusing to grant a petition for review. 

(b) The accused may petition the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari without prepayment 

of fees and costs or security therefor and without filing the affidavit required by section 1915(a) 

of title 28. 

§ 868. Art. 68. Branch offices 

The Secretary concerned may direct the Judge Advocate General to establish a branch office 

with any command. The branch office shall be under an Assistant Judge Advocate General who, 

with the consent of the Judge Advocate General, may establish a Court of Criminal Appeals with 

one or more panels. That Assistant Judge Advocate General and any Court of Criminal Appeals 

established by him may perform for that command under the general supervision of the Judge 

Advocate General, the respective duties which the Judge Advocate General and a Court of 

Criminal Appeals established by the Judge Advocate General would otherwise be required to 

perform as to all cases involving sentences not requiring approval by the President. 
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§ 869. Art. 69. Review in the office of the Judge Advocate General 

(a) The record of trial in each general court-martial that is not otherwise reviewed under 

section 866 of this title (article 66) shall be examined in the office of the Judge Advocate General 

if there is a finding of guilty and the accused does not waive or withdraw his right to appellate 

review under section 861 of this title (article 61). If any part of the findings or sentence is found 

to be unsupported in law or if reassessment of the sentence is appropriate, the Judge Advocate 

General may modify or set aside the findings or sentence or both. 

(b) The findings or sentence, or both, in a court-martial case not reviewed under subsection 

(a) or under section 866 of this title (article 66) may be modified or set aside, in whole or in part, 

by the Judge Advocate General on the ground of newly discovered evidence, fraud on the court, 

lack of jurisdiction over the accused or the offense, error prejudicial to the substantial rights of 

the accused, or the appropriateness of the sentence. If such a case is considered upon application 

of the accused, the application must be filed in the office of the Judge Advocate General by the 

accused on or before the last day of the two-year period beginning on the date the sentence is 

approved under section 860(c) of this title (article 60(c)), unless the accused establishes good 

cause for failure to file within that time. 

(c) If the Judge Advocate General sets aside the findings or sentence, he may, except when 

the setting aside is based on lack of sufficient evidence in the record to support the findings, 

order a rehearing. If he sets aside the findings and sentence and does not order a rehearing, he 

shall order that the charges be dismissed. If the Judge Advocate General orders a rehearing but 

the convening authority finds a rehearing impractical, the convening authority shall dismiss the 

charges. 

(d) A Court of Criminal Appeals may review, under section 866 of this title (article 66)— 

 (1) any court-martial case which (A) is subject to action by the Judge Advocate General 

under this section, and (B) is sent to the Court of Criminal Appeals by order of the Judge 

Advocate General; and 

 (2) any action taken by the Judge Advocate General under this section in such case. 

(e) Notwithstanding section 866 of this title (article 66), in any case reviewed by a Court of 

Criminal Appeals under this section, the Court may take action only with respect to matters of 

law. 

§ 870. Art. 70. Appellate counsel 

(a) The Judge Advocate General shall detail in his office one or more commissioned officers 

as appellate Government counsel, and one or more commissioned officers as appellate defense 

counsel, who are qualified under section 827(b)(1) of this title (article 27(b)(1)). 

(b) Appellate Government counsel shall represent the United States before the Court of 

Criminal Appeals or the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces when directed to do so by the 

Judge Advocate General. Appellate Government counsel may represent the United States before 

the Supreme Court in cases arising under this chapter when requested to do so by the Attorney 

General. 
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(c) Appellate defense counsel shall represent the accused before the Court of Criminal 

Appeals, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, or the Supreme Court— 

 (1) when requested by the accused; 

 (2) when the United States is represented by counsel; or 

 (3) when the Judge Advocate General has sent the case to the Court of Appeals for the 

Armed Forces. 

(d) The accused has the right to be represented before the Court of Criminal Appeals, the 

Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, or the Supreme Court by civilian counsel if provided by 

him. 

(e) Military appellate counsel shall also perform such other functions in connection with the 

review of court martial cases as the Judge Advocate General directs. 

§ 871. Art. 71. Execution of sentence; suspension of sentence 

(a) If the sentence of the court-martial extends to death, that part of the sentence providing 

for death may not be executed until approved by the President. In such a case, the President may 

commute, remit, or suspend the sentence, or any part thereof, as he sees fit. That part of the 

sentence providing for death may not be suspended. 

(b) If in the case of a commissioned officer, cadet, or midshipman, the sentence of a court-

martial extends to dismissal, that part of the sentence providing for dismissal may not be 

executed until approved by the Secretary concerned or such Under Secretary or Assistant 

Secretary as may be designated by the Secretary concerned. In such a case, the Secretary, Under 

Secretary, or Assistant Secretary, as the case may be, may commute, remit, or suspend the 

sentence, or any part of the sentence, as he sees fit. In time of war or national emergency he may 

commute a sentence of dismissal to reduction to any enlisted grade. A person so reduced may be 

required to serve for the duration of the war or emergency and six months thereafter. 

(c)(1) If a sentence extends to death, dismissal, or a dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge 

and if the right of the accused to appellate review is not waived, and an appeal is not withdrawn, 

under section 861 of this title (article 61), that part of the sentence extending to death, dismissal, 

or a dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge may not be executed until there is a final judgment as 

to the legality of the proceedings (and with respect to death or dismissal, approval under 

subsection (a) or (b), as appropriate). A judgment as to legality of the proceedings is final in such 

cases when review is completed by a Court of Criminal Appeals and— 

  (A) the time for the accused to file a petition for review by the Court of Appeals 

for the Armed Forces has expired and the accused has not filed a timely petition for such review 

and the case is not otherwise under review by that Court; 

  (B) such a petition is rejected by the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces; or 

  (C) review is completed in accordance with the judgment of the Court of Appeals 

for the Armed Forces and— 
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   (i) a petition for a writ of certiorari is not filed within the time limits 

prescribed by the Supreme Court; 

   (ii) such a petition is rejected by the Supreme Court; or 

   (iii) review is otherwise completed in accordance with the judgment of the 

Supreme Court. 

 (2) If a sentence extends to dismissal or a dishonorable or bad conduct discharge and if 

the right of the accused to appellate review is waived, or an appeal is withdrawn, under section 

861 of this title (article 61), that part of the sentence extending to dismissal or a bad-conduct or 

dishonorable discharge may not be executed until review of the case by a judge advocate (and 

any action on that review) under section 864 of this title (article 64) is completed. Any other part 

of a court-martial sentence may be ordered executed by the convening authority or other person 

acting on the case under section 860 of this title (article 60) when approved by him under that 

section. 

(d) The convening authority or other person acting on the case under section 860 of this title 

(article 60) may suspend the execution of any sentence or part thereof, except a death sentence. 

§ 872. Art. 72. Vacation of suspension 

(a) Before the vacation of the suspension of a special court-martial sentence which as 

approved includes a bad-conduct discharge, or of any general court-martial sentence, the officer 

having special court-martial jurisdiction over the probationer shall hold a hearing on the alleged 

violation of probation. The probationer shall be represented at the hearing by counsel if he so 

desires. 

(b) The record of the hearing and the recommendation of the officer having special court-

martial jurisdiction shall be sent for action to the officer exercising general court-martial 

jurisdiction over the probationer. If he vacates the suspension, any unexecuted part of the 

sentence, except a dismissal, shall be executed, subject to applicable restrictions in section 871(c) 

of this title (article 71(c)). The vacation of the suspension of a dismissal is not effective until 

approved by the Secretary concerned. 

(c) The suspension of any other sentence may be vacated by any authority competent to 

convene, for the command in which the accused is serving or assigned, a court of the kind that 

imposed the sentence. 

§ 873. Art. 73. Petition for a new trial 

At any time within two years after approval by the convening authority of a court-martial 

sentence, the accused may petition the Judge Advocate General for a new trial on the grounds of 

newly discovered evidence or fraud on the court. If the accused’s case is pending before a Court 

of Criminal Appeals or before the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, the Judge Advocate 

General shall refer the petition to the appropriate court for action. Otherwise the Judge Advocate 

General shall act upon the petition. 
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§ 874. Art. 74. Remission and suspension 

(a) The Secretary concerned and, when designated by him, any Under Secretary, Assistant 

Secretary, Judge Advocate General, or commanding officer may remit or suspend any part or 

amount of the unexecuted part of any sentence, including all uncollected forfeitures other than a 

sentence approved by the President. However, in the case of a sentence of confinement for life 

without eligibility for parole that is adjudged for an offense committed after October 29, 2000, 

after the sentence is ordered executed, the authority of the Secretary concerned under the 

preceding sentence (1) may not be delegated, and (2) may be exercised only after the service of a 

period of confinement of not less than 20 years. 

(b) The Secretary concerned may, for good cause, substitute an administrative form of 

discharge for a discharge or dismissal executed in accordance with the sentence of a court-

martial. 

§ 875. Art. 75. Restoration 

(a) Under such regulations as the President may prescribe, all rights, privileges, and property 

affected by an executed part of a court-martial sentence which has been set aside or disapproved, 

except an executed dismissal or discharge, shall be restored unless a new trial or rehearing is 

ordered and such executed part is included in a sentence imposed upon the new trial or rehearing. 

(b) If a previously executed sentence of dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge is not 

imposed on a new trial, the Secretary concerned shall substitute therefor a form of discharge 

authorized for administrative issuance unless the accused is to serve out the remainder of his 

enlistment. 

(c) If a previously executed sentence of dismissal is not imposed on a new trial, the Secretary 

concerned shall substitute therefor a form of discharge authorized for administrative issue, and 

the commissioned officer dismissed by that sentence may be reappointed by the President alone 

to such commissioned grade and with such rank as in the opinion of the President that former 

officer would have attained had he not been dismissed. The reappointment of such a former 

officer shall be without regard to the existence of a vacancy and shall affect the promotion status 

of other officers only insofar as the President may direct. All time between the dismissal and the 

reappointment shall be considered as actual service for all purposes, including the right to pay 

and allowances. 

§ 876. Art. 76. Finality of proceedings, findings, and sentences 

The appellate review of records of trial provided by this chapter, the proceedings, findings, 

and sentences of courts-martial as approved, reviewed, or affirmed as required by this chapter, 

and all dismissals and discharges carried into execution under sentences by courts-martial 

following approval, review, or affirmation as required by this chapter, are final and conclusive. 

Orders publishing the proceedings of courts-martial and all action taken pursuant to those 

proceedings are binding upon all departments, courts, agencies, and officers of the United States, 

subject only to action upon a petition for a new trial as provided in section 873 of this title 
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(article 73) and to action by the Secretary concerned as provided in section 874 of this title 

(article 74), and the authority of the President. 

§ 876a. Art. 76a. Leave required to be taken pending review of certain court-martial 

convictions 

Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary concerned, an accused who has been sentenced 

by a court-martial may be required to take leave pending completion of action under this 

subchapter if the sentence, as approved under section 860 of this title (article 60), includes an 

unsuspended dismissal or an unsuspended dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge. The accused 

may be required to begin such leave on the date on which the sentence is approved under section 

860 of this title (article 60) or at any time after such date, and such leave may be continued until 

the date on which action under this subchapter is completed or may be terminated at any earlier 

time. 

§ 876b.  Art. 76b. Lack of mental capacity or mental responsibility: commitment of accused for 

examination and treatment  

(a) Persons incompetent to stand trial. 

 (1) In the case of a person determined under this chapter to be presently suffering from a 

mental disease or defect rendering the person mentally incompetent to the extent that the person 

is unable to understand the nature of the proceedings against that person or to conduct or 

cooperate intelligently in the defense of the case, the general court-martial convening authority 

for that person shall commit the person to the custody of the Attorney General. 

 (2) The Attorney General shall take action in accordance with section 4241(d) of title 18. 

 (3) If at the end of the period for hospitalization provided for in section 4241(d) of title 

18, it is determined that the committed person’s mental condition has not so improved as to 

permit the trial to proceed, action shall be taken in accordance with section 4246 of such title. 

 (4)(A) When the director of a facility in which a person is hospitalized pursuant to 

paragraph (2) determines that the person has recovered to such an extent that the person is able to 

understand the nature of the proceedings against the person and to conduct or cooperate 

intelligently in the defense of the case, the director shall promptly transmit a notification of that 

determination to the Attorney General and to the general court-martial convening authority for 

the person. The director shall send a copy of the notification to the person’s counsel. 

  (B) Upon receipt of a notification, the general court-martial convening authority 

shall promptly take custody of the person unless the person covered by the notification is no 

longer subject to this chapter. If the person is no longer subject to this chapter, the Attorney 

General shall take any action within the authority of the Attorney General that the Attorney 

General considers appropriate regarding the person. 

  (C) The director of the facility may retain custody of the person for not more than 

30 days after transmitting the notifications required by subparagraph (A). 

 (5) In the application of section 4246 of title 18 to a case under this subsection, references 

to the court that ordered the commitment of a person, and to the clerk of such court, shall be 

deemed to refer to the general court-martial convening authority for that person. However, if the 
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person is no longer subject to this chapter at a time relevant to the application of such section to 

the person, the United States district court for the district where the person is hospitalized or 

otherwise may be found shall be considered as the court that ordered the commitment of the 

person. 

(b) Persons found not guilty by reason of lack of mental responsibility. 

 (1) If a person is found by a court-martial not guilty only by reason of lack of mental 

responsibility, the person shall be committed to a suitable facility until the person is eligible for 

release in accordance with this section. 

 (2) The court-martial shall conduct a hearing on the mental condition in accordance with 

subsection (c) of section 4243 of title 18. Subsections (b) and (d) of that section shall apply with 

respect to the hearing. 

 (3) A report of the results of the hearing shall be made to the general court-martial 

convening authority for the person. 

 (4) If the court-martial fails to find by the standard specified in subsection (d) of section 

4243 of title 18 that the person’s release would not create a substantial risk of bodily injury to 

another person or serious damage of property of another due to a present mental disease or 

defect— 

  (A) the general court-martial convening authority may commit the person to the 

custody of the Attorney General; and 

  (B) the Attorney General shall take action in accordance with subsection (e) of 

section 4243 of title 18. 

 (5) Subsections (f), (g), and (h) of section 4243 of title 18 shall apply in the case of a 

person hospitalized pursuant to paragraph (4)(B), except that the United States district court for 

the district where the person is hospitalized shall be considered as the court that ordered the 

person’s commitment. 

(c) General provisions. 

 (1) Except as otherwise provided in this subsection and subsection (d)(1), the provisions 

of section 4247 of title 18 apply in the administration of this section. 

 (2) In the application of section 4247(d) of title 18 to hearings conducted by a court-

martial under this section or by (or by order of) a general court-martial convening authority 

under this section, the reference in that section to section 3006A of such title does not apply. 

(d) Applicability. 

 (1) The provisions of chapter 313 of title 18 referred to in this section apply according to 

the provisions of this section notwithstanding section 4247(j) of title 18. 

 (2) If the status of a person as described in section 802 of this title (article 2) terminates 

while the person is, pursuant to this section, in the custody of the Attorney General, hospitalized, 

or on conditional release under a prescribed regimen of medical, psychiatric, or psychological 
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care or treatment, the provisions of this section establishing requirements and procedures 

regarding a person no longer subject to this chapter shall continue to apply to that person 

notwithstanding the change of status. 
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SUBCHAPTER X. PUNITIVE ARTICLES 

Sec. Art.  

877 77.  Principals. 

878 78.  Accessory after the fact. 

879 79.  Conviction of lesser included offense.  

880 80.  Attempts. 

881 81.  Conspiracy. 

882 82.  Solicitation. 

883   83.  Fraudulent enlistment, appointment, or separation. 

884 84.  Unlawful enlistment, appointment, or separation. 

885 85.  Desertion. 

886 86.  Absence without leave. 

887 87.  Missing movement. 

888 88.  Contempt toward officials.  

889 89.  Disrespect toward superior commissioned officer. 

890 90.  Assaulting or willfully disobeying superior commissioned officer. 

891 91.  Insubordinate conduct toward warrant officer, noncommissioned officer, 

or petty officer. 

892   92.  Failure to obey order or regulation. 

893 93.  Cruelty and maltreatment. 

894 94.  Mutiny or sedition. 

895 95.  Resistance, flight, breach of arrest, and escape. 

896 96.  Releasing prisoner without proper authority. 

897 97.  Unlawful detention. 

898 98.  Noncompliance with procedural rules. 

899 99.  Misbehavior before the enemy. 

900 100. Subordinate compelling surrender. 

901 101. Improper use of countersign. 

902 102. Forcing a safeguard. 

903 103. Captured or abandoned property. 

904 104. Aiding the enemy. 

905 105. Misconduct as prisoner. 

906 106. Spies. 

906a 106a. Espionage. 

907 107. False official statements. 

908 108. Military property of United States—Loss, damage, destruction, or 

wrongful disposition. 

909 109. Property other than military property of United States—Waste, spoilage, 

or destruction. 

910 110. Improper hazarding of vessel. 

911 111. Drunken or reckless operation of a vehicle, aircraft, or vessel. 

912 112. Drunk on duty. 
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912a 112a. Wrongful use, possession, etc., of controlled substances. 

913 113. Misbehavior of sentinel. 

914 114. Dueling. 

915 115. Malingering. 

916 116. Riot or breach of peace. 

917 117. Provoking speeches or gestures. 

918 118. Murder. 

919 119. Manslaughter. 

919a 119a. Death or injury of an unborn child. 

920 120. Rape and carnal knowledge. 

920a. 120a. Stalking. 

921 121. Larceny and wrongful appropriation. 

922 122. Robbery. 

923 123. Forgery. 

923a 123a. Making, drawing, or uttering check, draft, or order without sufficient 

funds. 

924 124. Maiming. 

925 125. Sodomy. 

926 126. Arson. 

927 127. Extortion. 

928 128. Assault. 

929 129. Burglary. 

930 130. Housebreaking. 

931 131. Perjury. 

932 132. Frauds against the United States. 

933 133. Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman. 

934 134. General article. 

§ 877. Art. 77. Principals 

Any person punishable under this chapter who— 

(1) commits an offense punishable by this chapter, or aids, abets, counsels, commands, or 

procures its commission; or 

(2) causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him would be punishable by this 

chapter; 

is a principal. 

§ 878. Art. 78. Accessory after the fact 

Any person subject to this chapter who, knowing that an offense punishable by this chapter 

has been committed, receives, comforts, or assists the offender in order to hinder or prevent his 

apprehension, trial, or punishment shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 879. Art. 79. Conviction of lesser offense 

An accused may be found guilty of an offense necessarily included in the offense charged or 

of an attempt to commit either the offense charged or an offense necessarily included therein. 
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§ 880. Art. 80. Attempts 

(a) An act, done with specific intent to commit an offense under this chapter, amounting to 

more than mere preparation and tending, even though failing, to effect its commission, is an 

attempt to commit that offense. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who attempts to commit any offense punishable by this 

chapter shall be punished as a court-martial may direct, unless otherwise specifically prescribed. 

(c) Any person subject to this chapter may be convicted of an attempt to commit an offense 

although it appears on the trial that the offense was consummated. 

§ 881. Art. 81. Conspiracy 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who conspires with any other person to commit an 

offense under this chapter shall, if one or more of the conspirators does an act to effect the object 

of the conspiracy, be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who conspires with any other person to commit an 

offense under the law of war, and who knowingly does an overt act to effect the object of the 

conspiracy, shall be punished, if death results to one or more of the victims, by death or such 

other punishment as a court-martial or military commission may direct, and, if death does not 

result to any of the victims, by such punishment, other than death, as a court-martial or military 

commission may direct. 

§ 882. Art. 82. Solicitation 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who solicits or advises another or others to desert in 

violation of section 885 of this title (article 85) or mutiny in violation of section 894 of this title 

(article 94) shall, if the offense solicited or advised is attempted or committed, be punished with 

the punishment provided for the commission of the offense, but, if the offense solicited or 

advised is not committed or attempted, he shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who solicits or advises another or others to commit an 

act of misbehavior before the enemy in violation of section 899 of this title (article 99) or 

sedition in violation of section 894 of this title (article 94) shall, if the offense solicited or 

advised is committed, be punished with the punishment provided for the commission of the 

offense, but, if the offense solicited or advised is not committed, he shall be punished as a court-

martial may direct. 

§ 883. Art. 83. Fraudulent enlistment, appointment, or separation 

Any person who— 

(1) procures his own enlistment or appointment in the armed forces by knowingly false 

representation or deliberate concealment as to his qualifications for that enlistment or 

appointment and receives pay or allowances thereunder; or 

(2) procures his own separation from the armed forces by knowingly false representation or 

deliberate concealment as to his eligibility for that separation; 
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shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 884. Art. 84. Unlawful enlistment, appointment, or separation 

Any person subject to this chapter who effects an enlistment or appointment in or a 

separation from the armed forces of any person who is known to him to be ineligible for that 

enlistment, appointment, or separation because it is prohibited by law, regulation, or order shall 

be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 885. Art. 85. Desertion 

(a) Any member of the armed forces who— 

 (1) without authority goes or remains absent from his unit, organization, or place of duty 

with intent to remain away therefrom permanently; 

 (2) quits his unit, organization, or place of duty with intent to avoid hazardous duty or to 

shirk important service; or 

 (3) without being regularly separated from one of the armed forces enlists or accepts an 

appointment in the same or another one of the armed forces without fully disclosing the fact that 

he has not been regularly separated, or enters any foreign armed service except when authorized 

by the United States; 

is guilty of desertion. 

(b) Any commissioned officer of the armed forces who, after tender of his resignation and 

before notice of its acceptance, quits his post or proper duties without leave and with intent to 

remain away therefrom permanently is guilty of desertion. 

(c) Any person found guilty of desertion or attempt to desert shall be punished, if the offense 

is committed in time of war, by death or such other punishment as a court-martial may direct, but 

if the desertion or attempt to desert occurs at any other time, by such punishment, other than 

death, as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 886. Art. 86. Absence without leave 

Any member of the armed forces who, without authority— 

(1) fails to go to his appointed place of duty at the time prescribed; 

(2) goes from that place; or 

(3) absents himself or remains absent from his unit, organization, or place of duty at which he 

is required to be at the time prescribed; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 887. Art. 87. Missing movement 

Any person subject to this chapter who through neglect or design misses the movement of a 

ship, aircraft, or unit with which he is required in the course of duty to move shall be punished as 

a court-martial may direct. 
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§ 888. Art. 88. Contempt toward officials 

Any commissioned officer who uses contemptuous words against the President, the Vice 

President, Congress, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of a military department, the 

Secretary of Homeland Security, or the Governor or legislature of any State, Commonwealth, or 

possession in which he is on duty or present shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 889. Art. 89 Disrespect toward superior commissioned officer 

Any person subject to this chapter who behaves with disrespect toward his superior 

commissioned officer shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 890. Art. 90. Assaulting or willfully disobeying superior commissioned officer 

Any person subject to this chapter who— 

(1) strikes his superior commissioned officer or draws or lifts up any weapon or offers any 

violence against him while he is in the execution of his office; or 

(2) willfully disobeys a lawful command of his superior commissioned officer; 

shall be punished, if the offense is committed in time of war, by death or such other punishment 

as a court-martial may direct, and if the offense is committed at any other time, by such 

punishment, other than death, as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 891. Art. 91. Insubordinate conduct toward warrant officer, noncommissioned officer, or 

petty officer 

Any warrant officer or enlisted member who— 

(1) strikes or assaults a warrant officer, noncommissioned officer, or petty officer, while that 

officer is in the execution of his office; 

(2) willfully disobeys the lawful order of a warrant officer, noncommissioned officer, or petty 

officer; or 

(3) treats with contempt or is disrespectful in language or deportment toward a warrant 

officer, noncommissioned officer, or petty officer, while that officer is in the execution of his 

office; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 892. Art. 92. Failure to obey order or regulation 

Any person subject to this chapter who— 

(1) violates or fails to obey any lawful general order or regulation; 

(2) having knowledge of any other lawful order issued by a member of the armed forces, 

which it is his duty to obey, fails to obey the order; or 

(3) is derelict in the performance of his duties; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 
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§ 893. Art. 93. Cruelty and maltreatment 

Any person subject to this chapter who is guilty of cruelty toward, or oppression or 

maltreatment of, any person subject to his orders shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 894. Art. 94. Mutiny or sedition 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who— 

 (1) with intent to usurp or override lawful military authority, refuses, in concert with any 

other person, to obey orders or otherwise do his duty or creates any violence or disturbance is 

guilty of mutiny; 

 (2) with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of lawful civil authority, creates, in 

concert with any other person, revolt, violence, or other disturbance against that authority is 

guilty of sedition; 

 (3) fails to do his utmost to prevent and suppress a mutiny or sedition being committed in 

his presence, or fails to take all reasonable means to inform his superior commissioned officer or 

commanding officer of a mutiny or sedition which he knows or has reason to believe is taking 

place, is guilty of a failure to suppress or report a mutiny or sedition. 

(b) A person who is found guilty of attempted mutiny, mutiny, sedition, or failure to suppress 

or report a mutiny or sedition shall be punished by death or such other punishment as a court-

martial may direct. 

§ 895. Art. 95. Resistance, flight, breach of arrest, and escape 

Any person subject to this chapter who— 

(1) resists apprehension; 

(2) flees from apprehension; 

(3) breaks arrest; or 

(4) escapes from custody or confinement; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 896. Art. 96. Releasing prisoner without proper authority 

Any person subject to this chapter who, without proper authority, releases any prisoner 

committed to his charge, or who through neglect or design suffers any such prisoner to escape, 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct, whether or not the prisoner was committed in 

strict compliance with law. 

§ 897. Art. 97. Unlawful detention 

Any person subject to this chapter who, except as provided by law, apprehends, arrests, or 

confines any person shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 898. Art. 98. Noncompliance with procedural rules 

Any person subject to this chapter who— 
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(1) is responsible for unnecessary delay in the disposition of any case of a person accused of 

an offense under this chapter; or 

(2) knowingly and intentionally fails to enforce or comply with any provision of this chapter 

regulating the proceedings before, during, or after trial of an accused; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 899. Art. 99. Misbehavior before the enemy 

Any member of the armed forces who before or in the presence of the enemy— 

(1) runs away; 

(2) shamefully abandons, surrenders, or delivers up any command, unit, place, or military 

property which it is his duty to defend; 

(3) through disobedience, neglect, or intentional misconduct endangers the safety of any such 

command, unit, place, or military property; 

(4) casts away his arms or ammunition; 

(5) is guilty of cowardly conduct; 

(6) quits his place of duty to plunder or pillage; 

(7) causes false alarms in any command, unit, or place under control of the armed forces; 

(8) willfully fails to do his utmost to encounter, engage, capture, or destroy any enemy 

troops, combatants, vessels, aircraft, or any other thing, which it is his duty so to encounter, 

engage, capture, or destroy; or 

(9) does not afford all practicable relief and assistance to any troops, combatants, vessels, or 

aircraft of the armed forces belonging to the United States or their allies when engaged in battle; 

shall be punished by death or such other punishment as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 900. Art. 100. Subordinate compelling surrender 

Any person subject to this chapter who compels or attempts to compel the commander of any 

place, vessel, aircraft, or other military property, or of any body of members of the armed forces, 

to give it up to an enemy or to abandon it, or who strikes the colors or flag to an enemy without 

proper authority, shall be punished by death or such other punishment as a court-martial may 

direct. 

§ 901. Art. 101. Improper use of countersign 

Any person subject to this chapter who in time of war discloses the parole or countersign to 

any person not entitled to receive it or who gives to another who is entitled to receive and use the 

parole or countersign a different parole or countersign from that which, to his knowledge, he was 

authorized and required to give, shall be punished by death or such other punishment as a court-

martial may direct. 
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§ 902. Art. 102. Forcing a safeguard 

Any person subject to this chapter who forces a safeguard shall suffer death or such other 

punishment as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 903. Art. 103. Captured or abandoned property 

(a) All persons subject to this chapter shall secure all public property taken from the enemy 

for the service of the United States, and shall give notice and turn over to the proper authority 

without delay all captured or abandoned property in their possession, custody, or control. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who— 

 (1) fails to carry out the duties prescribed in subsection (a); 

 (2) buys, sells, trades, or in any way deals in or disposes of captured or abandoned 

property, whereby he receives or expects any profit, benefit, or advantage to himself or another 

directly or indirectly connected with himself; or 

 (3) engages in looting or pillaging; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 904. Art. 104. Aiding the enemy 

Any person who— 

(1) aids, or attempts to aid, the enemy with arms, ammunition, supplies, money, or other 

things; or 

(2) without proper authority, knowingly harbors or protects or gives intelligence to, or 

communicates or corresponds with or holds any intercourse with the enemy, either directly or 

indirectly; 

shall suffer death or such other punishment as a court-martial or military commission may direct. 

This section does not apply to a military commission established under chapter 47A of this title. 

§ 905. Art. 105. Misconduct as prisoner 

Any person subject to this chapter who, while in the hands of the enemy in time of war— 

(1) for the purpose of securing favorable treatment by his captors acts without proper 

authority in a manner contrary to law, custom, or regulation, to the detriment of others of 

whatever nationality held by the enemy as civilian or military prisoners; or 

(2) while in a position of authority over such persons maltreats them without justifiable 

cause; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 906. Art. 106. Spies 

Any person who in time of war is found lurking as a spy or acting as a spy in or about any 

place, vessel, or aircraft, within the control or jurisdiction of any of the armed forces, or in or 

about any shipyard, any manufacturing or industrial plant, or any other place or institution 

engaged in work in aid of the prosecution of the war by the United States, or elsewhere, shall be 
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tried by a general court-martial or by a military commission and on conviction shall be punished 

by death. This section does not apply to a military commission established under chapter 47A of 

this title. 

§ 906a. Art. 106a. Espionage 

(a)(1) Any person subject to this chapter who, with intent or reason to believe that it is to be 

used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of a foreign nation, communicates, 

delivers, or transmits, or attempts to communicate, deliver, or transmit, to any entity described in 

paragraph (2), either directly or indirectly, anything described in paragraph (3) shall be punished 

as a court-martial may direct, except that if the accused is found guilty of an offense that directly 

concerns (A) nuclear weaponry, military spacecraft or satellites, early warning systems, or other 

means of defense or retaliation against large scale attack, (B) war plans, (C) communications 

intelligence or cryptographic information, or (D) any other major weapons system or major 

element of defense strategy, the accused shall be punished by death or such other punishment as 

a court-martial may direct. 

 (2) An entity referred to in paragraph (1) is— 

  (A) a foreign government; 

  (B) a faction or party or military or naval force within a foreign country, whether 

recognized or unrecognized by the United States; or 

  (C) a representative, officer, agent, employee, subject, or citizen of such a 

government, faction, party, or force. 

 (3) A thing referred to in paragraph (1) is a document, writing, code book, signal book, 

sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, note, instrument, 

appliance, or information relating to the national defense. 

(b)(1) No person may be sentenced by court-martial to suffer death for an offense under this 

section (article) unless— 

  (A) the members of the court-martial unanimously find at least one of the 

aggravating factors set out in subsection (c); and 

  (B) the members unanimously determine that any extenuating or mitigating 

circumstances are substantially outweighed by any aggravating circumstances, including the 

aggravating factors set out in subsection (c). 

 (2) Findings under this subsection may be based on— 

  (A) evidence introduced on the issue of guilt or innocence; 

  (B) evidence introduced during the sentencing proceeding; or 

  (C) all such evidence. 

 (3) The accused shall be given broad latitude to present matters in extenuation and 

mitigation. 
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(c) A sentence of death may be adjudged by a court-martial for an offense under this section 

(article) only if the members unanimously find, beyond a reasonable doubt, one or more of the 

following aggravating factors: 

 (1) The accused has been convicted of another offense involving espionage or treason for 

which either a sentence of death or imprisonment for life was authorized by statute. 

 (2) In the commission of the offense, the accused knowingly created a grave risk of 

substantial damage to the national security. 

 (3) In the commission of the offense, the accused knowingly created a grave risk of death 

to another person. 

 (4) Any other factor that may be prescribed by the President by regulations under section 

836 of this title (article 36) 

§ 907. Art. 107. False official statements 

Any person subject to this chapter who, with intent to deceive, signs any false record, return, 

regulation, order, or other official document, knowing it to be false, or makes any other false 

official statement knowing it to be false, shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 908. Art. 108. Military property of the United States – Loss, damage, destruction, or 

wrongful disposition 

Any person subject to this chapter who, without proper authority— 

(1) sells or otherwise disposes of; 

(2) willfully or through neglect damages, destroys, or loses; or 

(3) willfully or through neglect suffers to be lost, damaged, destroyed, sold, or wrongfully 

disposed of; 

any military property of the United States, shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 909. Art. 109. Property other than military property of the United States – Waste, 

spoilage, or destruction 

Any person subject to this chapter who willfully or recklessly wastes, spoils, or otherwise 

willfully and wrongfully destroys or damages any property other than military property of the 

United States shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 910. Art. 110. Improper hazarding of vessel 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who willfully and wrongfully hazards or suffers to be 

hazarded any vessel of the armed forces shall suffer death or such other punishment as a court-

martial may direct. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who negligently hazards or suffers to be hazarded any 

vessel of the armed forces shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 911. Art. 111. Drunken or reckless operation of a vehicle, aircraft, or vessel 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who— 
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 (1) operates or physically controls any vehicle, aircraft, or vessel in a reckless or wanton 

manner or while impaired by a substance described in section 912a(b) of this title (article 

112a(b)), or 

 (2) operates or is in actual physical control of any vehicle, aircraft, or vessel while drunk 

or when the alcohol concentration in the person’s blood or breath is equal to or exceeds the 

applicable limit under subsection (b), 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b)(1) For purposes of subsection (a), the applicable limit on the alcohol concentration in a 

person’s blood or breath is as follows: 

  (A) In the case of the operation or control of a vehicle, aircraft, or vessel in the 

United States, such limit is the lesser of— 

   (i) the blood alcohol content limit under the law of the State in which the 

conduct occurred, except as may be provided under paragraph (2) for conduct on a military 

installation that is in more than one State; or 

   (ii) the blood alcohol content limit specified in paragraph (3). 

  (B) In the case of the operation or control of a vehicle, aircraft, or vessel outside 

the United States, the applicable blood alcohol content limit is the blood alcohol content limit 

specified in paragraph (3) or such lower limit as the Secretary of Defense may by regulation 

prescribe. 

 (2) In the case of a military installation that is in more than one State, if those States have 

different blood alcohol content limits under their respective State laws, the Secretary may select 

one such blood alcohol content limit to apply uniformly on that installation. 

 (3) For purposes of paragraph (1), the blood alcohol content limit with respect to alcohol 

concentration in a person's blood is 0.10 grams of alcohol per 100 milliliters of blood and with 

respect to alcohol concentration in a person's breath is 0.10 grams of alcohol per 210 liters of 

breath, as shown by chemical analysis. 

 (4) In this subsection: 

  (A) The term “blood alcohol content limit” means the amount of alcohol 

concentration in a person's blood or breath at which operation or control of a vehicle, aircraft, or 

vessel is prohibited. 

  (B) The term “United States” includes the District of Columbia, the 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa and the term 

“State” includes each of those jurisdictions. 

§ 912. Art. 112. Drunk on duty 

Any person subject to this chapter other than a sentinel or lookout, who is found drunk on 

duty, shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 
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§ 912a. Art. 112a. Wrongful use, possession, etc., of controlled substances 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who wrongfully uses, possesses, manufactures, 

distributes, imports into the customs territory of the United States, exports from the United 

States, or introduces into an installation, vessel, vehicle, or aircraft used by or under the control 

of the armed forces a substance described in subsection (b) shall be punished as a court-martial 

may direct. 

(b) The substances referred to in subsection (a) are the following: 

 (1) Opium, heroin, cocaine, amphetamine, lysergic acid diethylamide, methamphetamine, 

phencyclidine, barbituric acid, and marijuana and any compound or derivative of any such 

substance. 

 (2) Any substance not specified in clause (1) that is listed on a schedule of controlled 

substances prescribed by the President for the purposes of this article. 

 (3) Any other substance not specified in clause (1) or contained on a list prescribed by the 

President under clause (2) that is listed in schedules I through V of section 202 of the Controlled 

Substances Act. 

§ 913. Art. 113. Misbehavior of sentinel  

Any sentinel or look-out who is found drunk or sleeping upon his post, or leaves it before he 

is regularly relieved, shall be punished, if the offense is committed in time of war, by death or 

such other punishment as a court-martial may direct, but if the offense is committed at any other 

time, by such punishment other than death as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 914. Art. 114. Dueling 

Any person subject to this chapter who fights or promotes, or is concerned in or connives at 

fighting a duel, or who, having knowledge of a challenge sent or about to be sent, fails to report 

the fact promptly to the proper authority, shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 915. Art. 115. Malingering 

Any person subject to this chapter who for the purpose of avoiding work, duty, or service— 

 (1) feigns illness, physical disablement, mental lapse or derangement; or 

 (2) intentionally inflicts self-injury; 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 916. Art. 116. Riot or breach of peace 

Any person subject to this chapter who causes or participates in any riot or breach of the 

peace shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 917. Art. 117. Provoking speeches or gestures 

Any person subject to this chapter who uses provoking or reproachful words or gestures 

towards any other person subject to this chapter shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 
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§ 918. Art. 118. Murder 

Any person subject to this chapter who, without justification or excuse, unlawfully kills a 

human being, when he— 

(1) has a premeditated design to kill; 

(2) intends to kill or inflict great bodily harm; 

(3) is engaged in an act which is inherently dangerous to another and evinces a wanton 

disregard of human life; or 

(4) is engaged in the perpetration or attempted perpetration of burglary, sodomy, rape, rape of 

a child, aggravated sexual assault, aggravated sexual assault of a child, aggravated sexual 

contact, aggravated sexual abuse of a child, aggravated sexual contact with a child, robbery, or 

aggravated arson; 

is guilty of murder, and shall suffer such punishment as a court-martial may direct, except that if 

found guilty under clause (1) or (4), he shall suffer death or imprisonment for life as a court-

martial may direct. 

§ 919. Art. 119. Manslaughter 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who, with an intent to kill or inflict great bodily harm, 

unlawfully kills a human being in the heat of sudden passion caused by adequate provocation is 

guilty of voluntary manslaughter and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who, without an intent to kill or inflict great bodily 

harm, unlawfully kills a human being— 

 (1) by culpable negligence; or 

 (2) while perpetrating or attempting to perpetrate an offense, other than those named in 

clause (4) of section 918 of this title (article 118), directly affecting the person; 

is guilty of involuntary manslaughter and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

§ 919a. Art. 119a. Death or injury of an unborn child 

(a)(1) Any person subject to this chapter who engages in conduct that violates any of the 

provisions of law listed in subsection (b) and thereby causes the death of, or bodily injury (as 

defined in section 1365 of title 18) to, a child, who is in utero at the time the conduct takes place, 

is guilty of a separate offense under this section and shall, upon conviction, be punished by such 

punishment, other than death, as a court-martial may direct, which shall be consistent with the 

punishments prescribed by the President for that conduct had that injury or death occurred to the 

unborn child's mother. 

 (2) An offense under this section does not require proof that— 

  (i) the person engaging in the conduct had knowledge or should have had 

knowledge that the victim of the underlying offense was pregnant; or 
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  (ii) the accused intended to cause the death of, or bodily injury to, the unborn 

child. 

 (3) If the person engaging in the conduct thereby intentionally kills or attempts to kill the 

unborn child, that person shall, instead of being punished under paragraph (1), be punished as 

provided under sections 880, 918, and 919(a) of this title (articles 80, 118, and 119(a)) for 

intentionally killing or attempting to kill a human being. 

 (4) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the death penalty shall not be imposed 

for an offense under this section. 

(b) The provisions referred to in subsection (a) are sections 918, 919(a), 919(b)(2), 920(a), 

922, 924, 926, and 928 of this title (articles 118, 119(a), 119(b)(2), 120(a), 122, 124, 126, and 

128). 

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to permit the prosecution— 

 (1) of any person for conduct relating to an abortion for which the consent of the pregnant 

woman, or a person authorized by law to act on her behalf, has been obtained or for which such 

consent is implied by law; 

 (2) of any person for any medical treatment of the pregnant woman or her unborn child; 

or 

 (3) of any woman with respect to her unborn child. 

(d) In this section, the term “unborn child” means a child in utero, and the term “child in 

utero” or “child, who is in utero” means a member of the species homo sapiens, at any stage of 

development, who is carried in the womb. 

§ 920. Art. 120. Rape, sexual assault, and other sexual misconduct 

(a) Rape. Any person subject to this chapter who causes another person of any age to engage 

in a sexual act by— 

 (1) using force against that other person; 

 (2) causing grievous bodily harm to any person; 

 (3) threatening or placing that other person in fear that any person will be subjected to 

death, grievous bodily harm, or kidnapping; 

 (4) rendering another person unconscious; or 

 (5) administering to another person by force or threat of force, or without the knowledge 

or permission of that person, a drug, intoxicant, or other similar substance and thereby 

substantially impairs the ability of that other person to appraise or control conduct; 

is guilty of rape and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b) Rape of a child. Any person subject to this chapter who— 

 (1) engages in a sexual act with a child who has not attained the age of 12 years; or 
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 (2) engages in a sexual act under the circumstances described in subsection (a) with a 

child who has attained the age of 12 years; 

is guilty of rape of a child and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(c) Aggravated sexual assault. Any person subject to this chapter who— 

 (1) causes another person of any age to engage in a sexual act by— 

  (A) threatening or placing that other person in fear (other than by threatening or 

placing that other person in fear that any person will be subjected to death, grievous bodily harm, 

or kidnapping); or 

  (B) causing bodily harm; or 

 (2) engages in a sexual act with another person of any age if that other person is 

substantially incapacitated or substantially incapable of— 

  (A) appraising the nature of the sexual act; 

  (B) declining participation in the sexual act; or 

  (C) communicating unwillingness to engage in the sexual act; 

 is guilty of aggravated sexual assault and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(d) Aggravated sexual assault of a child. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in a 

sexual act with a child who has attained the age of 12 years is guilty of aggravated sexual assault 

of a child and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(e) Aggravated sexual contact. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in or causes 

sexual contact with or by another person, if to do so would violate subsection (a)(rape) had the 

sexual contact been a sexual act, is guilty of aggravated sexual contact and shall be punished as a 

court-martial may direct. 

(f) Aggravated sexual abuse of a child. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in a 

lewd act with a child is guilty of aggravated sexual abuse of a child and shall be punished as a 

court-martial may direct. 

(g) Aggravated sexual contact with a child. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in 

or causes sexual contact with or by another person, if to do so would violate subsection (b)(rape 

of a child) had the sexual contact been a sexual act, is guilty of aggravated sexual contact with a 

child and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(h) Abusive sexual contact. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in or causes 

sexual contact with or by another person, if to do so would violate subsection (c)(aggravated 

sexual assault) had the sexual contact been a sexual act, is guilty of abusive sexual contact and 

shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(i) Abusive sexual contact with a child. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in or 

causes sexual contact with or by another person, if to do so would violate subsection 
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(d)(aggravated sexual assault of a child) had the sexual contact been a sexual act, is guilty of 

abusive sexual contact with a child and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(j) Indecent liberty with a child. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in indecent 

liberty in the physical presence of a child— 

 (1) with the intent to arouse, appeal to, or gratify the sexual desire of any person; or 

 (2) with the intent to abuse, humiliate, or degrade any person; 

is guilty of indecent liberty with a child and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(k) Indecent act. Any person subject to this chapter who engages in indecent conduct is guilty 

of an indecent act and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(l) Forcible pandering. Any person subject to this chapter who compels another person to 

engage in an act of prostitution with another person to be directed to said person is guilty of 

forcible pandering and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(m) Wrongful sexual contact. Any person subject to this chapter who, without legal 

justification or lawful authorization, engages in sexual contact with another person without that 

other person's permission is guilty of wrongful sexual contact and shall be punished as a court-

martial may direct. 

(n) Indecent exposure. Any person subject to this chapter who intentionally exposes, in an 

indecent manner, in any place where the conduct involved may reasonably be expected to be 

viewed by people other than members of the actor's family or household, the genitalia, anus, 

buttocks, or female areola or nipple is guilty of indecent exposure and shall by punished as a 

court-martial may direct. 

(o) Age of child. 

 (1) Twelve years. In a prosecution under subsection (b)(rape of a child), subsection 

(g)(aggravated sexual contact with a child), or subsection (j)(indecent liberty with a child), it 

need not be proven that the accused knew that the other person engaging in the sexual act, 

contact, or liberty had not attained the age of 12 years. It is not an affirmative defense that the 

accused reasonably believed that the child had attained the age of 12 years. 

 (2) Sixteen years. In a prosecution under subsection (d)(aggravated sexual assault of a 

child), subsection (f)(aggravated sexual abuse of a child), subsection (i)(abusive sexual contact 

with a child), or subsection (j)(indecent liberty with a child), it need not be proven that the 

accused knew that the other person engaging in the sexual act, contact, or liberty had not attained 

the age of 16 years. Unlike in paragraph (1), however, it is an affirmative defense that the 

accused reasonably believed that the child had attained the age of 16 years. 

(p) Proof of threat. In a prosecution under this section, in proving that the accused made a 

threat, it need not be proven that the accused actually intended to carry out the threat. 

(q) Marriage. 

 (1) In general. In a prosecution under paragraph (2) of subsection (c)(aggravated sexual 

assault), or under subsection (d)(aggravated sexual assault of a child), subsection (f)(aggravated 

sexual abuse of a child), subsection (i)(abusive sexual contact with a child), subsection 
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(j)(indecent liberty with a child), subsection (m)(wrongful sexual contact), or subsection 

(n)(indecent exposure), it is an affirmative defense that the accused and the other person when 

they engaged in the sexual act, sexual contact, or sexual conduct are married to each other. 

 (2) Definition. For purposes of this subsection, a marriage is a relationship, recognized by 

the laws of a competent State or foreign jurisdiction, between the accused and the other person as 

spouses. A marriage exists until it is dissolved in accordance with the laws of a competent State 

or foreign jurisdiction. 

 (3) Exception. Paragraph (1) shall not apply if the accused’s intent at the time of the 

sexual conduct is to abuse, humiliate, or degrade any person. 

(r) Consent and mistake of fact as to consent. Lack of permission is an element of the offense 

in subsection (m)(wrongful sexual contact). Consent and mistake of fact as to consent are not an 

issue, or an affirmative defense, in a prosecution under any other subsection, except they are an 

affirmative defense for the sexual conduct in issue in a prosecution under subsection (a)(rape), 

subsection (c)(aggravated sexual assault), subsection (e)(aggravated sexual contact), and 

subsection (h)(abusive sexual contact). 

(s) Other affirmative defenses not precluded. The enumeration in this section of some 

affirmative defenses shall not be construed as excluding the existence of others. 

(t) Definitions. In this section: 

 (1) Sexual act. The term “sexual act” means— 

  (A) contact between the penis and the vulva, and for purposes of this 

subparagraph contact involving the penis occurs upon penetration, however slight; or 

  (B) the penetration, however slight, of the genital opening of another by a hand or 

finger or by any object, with an intent to abuse, humiliate, harass, or degrade any person or to 

arouse or gratify the sexual desire of any person. 

 (2) Sexual contact. The term “sexual contact” means the intentional touching, either 

directly or through the clothing, of the genitalia, anus, groin, breast, inner thigh, or buttocks of 

another person, or intentionally causing another person to touch, either directly or through the 

clothing, the genitalia, anus, groin, breast, inner thigh, or buttocks of any person, with an intent 

to abuse, humiliate, or degrade any person or to arouse or gratify the sexual desire of any person. 

 (3) Grievous bodily harm. The term “grievous bodily harm” means serious bodily injury. 

It includes fractured or dislocated bones, deep cuts, torn members of the body, serious damage to 

internal organs, and other severe bodily injuries. It does not include minor injuries such as a 

black eye or a bloody nose. It is the same level of injury as in section 928 (article 128) of this 

chapter, and a lesser degree of injury than in section 2246(4) of title 18. 

 (4) Dangerous weapon or object. The term “dangerous weapon or object” means— 

  (A) any firearm, loaded or not, and whether operable or not; 
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  (B) any other weapon, device, instrument, material, or substance, whether animate 

or inanimate, that in the manner it is used, or is intended to be used, is known to be capable of 

producing death or grievous bodily harm; or 

  (C) any object fashioned or utilized in such a manner as to lead the victim under 

the circumstances to reasonably believe it to be capable of producing death or grievous bodily 

harm. 

 (5) Force. The term “force” means action to compel submission of another or to 

overcome or prevent another’s resistance by— 

  (A) the use or display of a dangerous weapon or object; 

  (B) the suggestion of possession of a dangerous weapon or object that is used in a 

manner to cause another to believe it is a dangerous weapon or object; or 

  (C) physical violence, strength, power, or restraint applied to another person, 

sufficient that the other person could not avoid or escape the sexual conduct. 

 (6) Threatening or placing that other person in fear. The term “threatening or placing that 

other person in fear” under paragraph (3) of subsection (a)(rape), or under subsection 

(e)(aggravated sexual contact), means a communication or action that is of sufficient 

consequence to cause a reasonable fear that non-compliance will result in the victim or another 

person being subjected to death, grievous bodily harm, or kidnapping. 

 (7) Threatening or placing that other person in fear. 

  (A) In general. The term “threatening or placing that other person in fear” under 

paragraph (1)(A) of subsection (c)(aggravated sexual assault), or under subsection (h)(abusive 

sexual contact), means a communication or action that is of sufficient consequence to cause a 

reasonable fear that non-compliance will result in the victim or another being subjected to a 

lesser degree of harm than death, grievous bodily harm, or kidnapping. 

  (B) Inclusions. Such lesser degree of harm includes— 

   (i) physical injury to another person or to another person’s property; or 

   (ii) a threat— 

    (I) to accuse any person of a crime; 

    (II) to expose a secret or publicize an asserted fact, whether true or 

false, tending to subject some person to hatred, contempt or ridicule; or 

    (III) through the use or abuse of military position, rank, or 

authority, to affect or threaten to affect, either positively or negatively, the military career of 

some person. 

 (8) Bodily harm. The term “bodily harm” means any offensive touching of another, 

however slight. 

 (9) Child. The term “child” means any person who has not attained the age of 16 years. 

 (10) Lewd act. The term “lewd act” means— 
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  (A) the intentional touching, not through the clothing, of the genitalia of another 

person, with an intent to abuse, humiliate, or degrade any person, or to arouse or gratify the 

sexual desire of any person; or 

  (B) intentionally causing another person to touch, not through the clothing, the 

genitalia of any person with an intent to abuse, humiliate or degrade any person, or to arouse or 

gratify the sexual desire of any person. 

 (11) Indecent liberty. The term “indecent liberty” means indecent conduct, but physical 

contact is not required. It includes one who with the requisite intent exposes one's genitalia, anus, 

buttocks, or female areola or nipple to a child. An indecent liberty may consist of communication 

of indecent language as long as the communication is made in the physical presence of the child. 

If words designed to excite sexual desire are spoken to a child, or a child is exposed to or 

involved in sexual conduct, it is an indecent liberty; the child’s consent is not relevant. 

 (12) Indecent conduct. The term “indecent conduct” means that form of immorality 

relating to sexual impurity which is grossly vulgar, obscene, and repugnant to common propriety, 

and tends to excite sexual desire or deprave morals with respect to sexual relations. Indecent 

conduct includes observing, or making a videotape, photograph, motion picture, print, negative, 

slide, or other mechanically, electronically, or chemically reproduced visual material, without 

another person's consent, and contrary to that other person’s reasonable expectation of privacy, 

of— 

  (A) that other person’s genitalia, anus, or buttocks, or (if that other person is 

female) that person’s areola or nipple; or 

  (B) that other person while that other person is engaged in a sexual act, sodomy 

(under section 925 (article 125)), or sexual contact. 

 (13) Act of prostitution. The term “act of prostitution” means a sexual act, sexual contact, 

or lewd act for the purpose of receiving money or other compensation. 

 (14) Consent. The term “consent” means words or overt acts indicating a freely given 

agreement to the sexual conduct at issue by a competent person. An expression of lack of consent 

through words or conduct means there is no consent. Lack of verbal or physical resistance or 

submission resulting from the accused’s use of force, threat of force, or placing another person in 

fear does not constitute consent. A current or previous dating relationship by itself or the manner 

of dress of the person involved with the accused in the sexual conduct at issue shall not 

constitute consent. A person cannot consent to sexual activity if— 

  (A) under 16 years of age; or 

  (B) substantially incapable of— 

   (i) appraising the nature of the sexual conduct at issue due to— 

    (I) mental impairment or unconsciousness resulting from 

consumption of alcohol, drugs, a similar substance, or otherwise; or 
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    (II) mental disease or defect which renders the person unable to 

understand the nature of the sexual conduct at issue; 

   (ii) physically declining participation in the sexual conduct at issue; or 

   (iii) physically communicating unwillingness to engage in the sexual 

conduct at issue. 

 (15) Mistake of fact as to consent. The term “mistake of fact as to consent” means the 

accused held, as a result of ignorance or mistake, an incorrect belief that the other person 

engaging in the sexual conduct consented. The ignorance or mistake must have existed in the 

mind of the accused and must have been reasonable under all the circumstances. To be 

reasonable the ignorance or mistake must have been based on information, or lack of it, which 

would indicate to a reasonable person that the other person consented. Additionally, the 

ignorance or mistake cannot be based on the negligent failure to discover the true facts. 

Negligence is the absence of due care. Due care is what a reasonably careful person would do 

under the same or similar circumstances. The accused’s state of intoxication, if any, at the time of 

the offense is not relevant to mistake of fact. A mistaken belief that the other person consented 

must be that which a reasonably careful, ordinary, prudent, sober adult would have had under the 

circumstances at the time of the offense. 

 (16) Affirmative defense. The term “affirmative defense” means any special defense 

which, although not denying that the accused committed the objective acts constituting the 

offense charged, denies, wholly, or partially, criminal responsibility for those acts. The accused 

has the burden of proving the affirmative defense by a preponderance of evidence. After the 

defense meets this burden, the prosecution shall have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable 

doubt that the affirmative defense did not exist. 

§ 920a.  Art. 120a. Stalking  

(a) Any person subject to this section— 

 (1) who wrongfully engages in a course of conduct directed at a specific person that 

would cause a reasonable person to fear death or bodily harm, including sexual assault, to 

himself or herself or a member of his or her immediate family; 

 (2) who has knowledge, or should have knowledge, that the specific person will be placed 

in reasonable fear of death or bodily harm, including sexual assault, to himself or herself or a 

member of his or her immediate family; and 

 (3) whose acts induce reasonable fear in the specific person of death or bodily harm, 

including sexual assault, to himself or herself or to a member of his or her immediate family; is 

guilty of stalking and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b) In this section: 

 (1) The term “course of conduct” means— 

  (A) a repeated maintenance of visual or physical proximity to a specific person; or 

  (B) a repeated conveyance of verbal threat, written threats, or threats implied by 

conduct, or a combination of such threats, directed at or toward a specific person. 
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 (2) The term “repeated”, with respect to conduct, means two or more occasions of such 

conduct. 

 (3) The term “immediate family”, in the case of a specific person, means a spouse, parent, 

child, or sibling of the person, or any other family member, relative, or intimate partner of the 

person who regularly resides in the household of the person or who within the six months 

preceding the commencement of the course of conduct regularly resided in the household of the 

person. 

§ 921. Art. 121. Larceny and wrongful appropriation 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who wrongfully takes, obtains, or withholds, by any 

means, from the possession of the owner or of any other person any money, personal property, or 

article of value of any kind— 

 (1) with intent permanently to deprive or defraud another person of the use and benefit of 

property or to appropriate it to his own use or the use of any person other than the owner, steals 

that property and is guilty of larceny; or 

 (2) with intent temporarily to deprive or defraud another person of the use and benefit of 

property or to appropriate it to his own use or the use of any person other than the owner, is 

guilty of wrongful appropriation. 

(b) Any person found guilty of larceny or wrongful appropriation shall be punished as a 

court-martial may direct.  

§ 922. Art. 122. Robbery 

Any person subject to this chapter who with intent to steal takes anything of value from the 

person or in the presence of another, against his will, by means of force or violence or fear of 

immediate or future injury to his person or property or to the person or property of a relative or 

member of his family or of anyone in his company at the time of the robbery, is guilty of robbery 

and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 923. Art. 123. Forgery 

Any person subject to this chapter who, with intent to defraud— 

(1) falsely makes or alters any signature to, or any part of, any writing which would, if 

genuine, apparently impose a legal liability on another or change his legal right or liability to his 

prejudice; or 

(2) utters, offers, issues, or transfers such a writing, known by him to be so made or altered; 

is guilty of forgery and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 923a. Art. 123a. Making, drawing, or uttering check, draft, or order without sufficient 

funds 

Any person subject to this chapter who— 

(1) for the procurement of any article or thing of value, with intent to defraud; or 
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(2) for the payment of any past due obligation, or for any other purpose, with intent to 

deceive; 

makes, draws, utters, or delivers any check, draft, or order for the payment of money upon any 

bank or other depository, knowing at the time that the maker or drawer has not or will not have 

sufficient funds in, or credit with, the bank or other depository for the payment of that check, 

draft, or order in full upon its presentment, shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. The 

making, drawing, uttering, or delivering by a maker or drawer of a check, draft, or order, 

payment of which is refused by the drawee because of insufficient funds of the maker or drawer 

in the drawee’s possession or control, is prima facie evidence of his intent to defraud or deceive 

and of his knowledge of insufficient funds in, or credit with, that bank or other depository, unless 

the maker or drawer pays the holder the amount due within five days after receiving notice, 

orally or in writing, that the check, draft, or order was not paid on presentment. In this section, 

the word "credit" means an arrangement or understanding, express or implied, with the bank or 

other depository for the payment of that check, draft, or order.  

§ 924. Art. 124. Maiming 

Any person subject to this chapter who, with intent to injure, disfigure, or disable, inflicts 

upon the person of another an injury which— 

(1) seriously disfigures his person by any mutilation thereof; 

(2) destroys or disables any member or organ of his body; or 

(3) seriously diminishes his physical vigor by the injury of any member or organ; 

is guilty of maiming and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 925. Art. 125. Sodomy 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who engages in unnatural carnal copulation with 

another person of the same or opposite sex or with an animal is guilty of sodomy. Penetration, 

however slight, is sufficient to complete the offense. 

(b) Any person found guilty of sodomy shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 926. Art. 126. Arson 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who willfully and maliciously burns or sets on fire an 

inhabited dwelling, or any other structure, movable or immovable, wherein to the knowledge of 

the offender there is at the time a human being, is guilty of aggravated arson and shall be 

punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who willfully and maliciously burns or sets fire to the 

property of another, except as provided in subsection (a), is guilty of simple arson and shall be 

punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 927. Art. 127. Extortion 

Any person subject to this chapter who communicates threats to another person with the 

intention thereby to obtain anything of value or any acquittance, advantage, or immunity is guilty 

of extortion and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  
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§ 928. Art. 128. Assault 

(a) Any person subject to this chapter who attempts or offers with unlawful force or violence 

to do bodily harm to another person, whether or not the attempt or offer is consummated, is 

guilty of assault and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. 

(b) Any person subject to this chapter who— 

 (1) commits an assault with a dangerous weapon or other means or force likely to 

produce death or grievous bodily harm; or 

 (2) commits an assault and intentionally inflicts grievous bodily harm with or without a 

weapon; 

is guilty of aggravated assault and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 929. Art. 129. Burglary 

Any person subject to this chapter who, with intent to commit an offense punishable under 

sections 918-928 of this title (articles 118-128), breaks and enters, in the nighttime, the dwelling 

house of another, is guilty of burglary and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 930. Art. 130. Housebreaking 

Any person subject to this chapter who unlawfully enters the building or structure of another 

with intent to commit a criminal offense therein is guilty of housebreaking and shall be punished 

as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 931. Art. 131. Perjury 

Any person subject to this chapter who in a judicial proceeding or in a course of justice 

willfully and corruptly— 

(1) upon a lawful oath or in any form allowed by law to be substituted for an oath, gives any 

false testimony material to the issue or matter of inquiry; or 

(2) in any declaration, certificate, verification, or statement under penalty of perjury as 

permitted under section 1746 of title 28, subscribes any false statement material to the issue or 

matter of inquiry; 

is guilty of perjury and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 932. Art. 132. Frauds against the United States 

Any person subject to this chapter— 

(1) who, knowing it to be false or fraudulent— 

 (A) makes any claim against the United States or any officer thereof; or 

 (B) presents to any person in the civil or military service thereof, for approval or 

payment, any claim against the United States or any officer thereof; 
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(2) who, for the purpose of obtaining the approval, allowance, or payment of any claim 

against the United States or any officer thereof— 

 (A) makes or uses any writing or other paper knowing it to contain any false or fraudulent 

statements; 

 (B) makes any oath to any fact or to any writing or other paper knowing the oath to be 

false; or 

 (C) forges or counterfeits any signature upon any writing or other paper, or uses any such 

signature knowing it to be forged or counterfeited; 

(3) who, having charge, possession, custody, or control of any money, or other property of 

the United States, furnished or intended for the armed forces thereof, knowingly delivers to any 

person having authority to receive it, any amount thereof less than that for which he receives a 

certificate or receipt; or 

(4) who, being authorized to make or deliver any paper certifying the receipt of any property 

of the United States furnished or intended for the armed forces thereof, makes or delivers to any 

person such writing without having full knowledge of the truth of the statements therein 

contained and with intent to defraud the United States; 

shall, upon conviction, be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 933. Art. 133. Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman 

Any commissioned officer, cadet, or midshipman who is convicted of conduct unbecoming 

an officer and a gentleman shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.  

§ 934. Art. 134. General article 

Though not specifically mentioned in this chapter, all disorders and neglects to the prejudice 

of good order and discipline in the armed forces, all conduct of a nature to bring discredit upon 

the armed forces, and crimes and offenses not capital, of which persons subject to this chapter 

may be guilty, shall be taken cognizance of by a general, special, or summary court-martial, 

according to the nature and degree of the offense, and shall be punished at the discretion of that 

court.  
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SUBCHAPTER XI. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

Sec. Art.  

935 135. Courts of inquiry. 

936 136. Authority to administer oaths and to act as notary. 

937 137. Articles to be explained.  

938 138. Complaints of wrongs. 

939. 139. Redress of injuries to property. 

940. 140. Delegation by the President. 

§ 935. Art. 135. Courts of inquiry 

(a) Courts of inquiry to investigate any matter may be convened by any person authorized to 

convene a general court-martial or by any other person designated by the Secretary concerned for 

that purpose, whether or not the persons involved have requested such an inquiry. 

(b) A court of inquiry consists of three or more commissioned officers. For each court of 

inquiry the convening authority shall also appoint counsel for the court. 

(c) Any person subject to this chapter whose conduct is subject to inquiry shall be designated 

as a party. Any person subject to this chapter or employed by the Department of Defense who has 

a direct interest in the subject of inquiry has the right to be designated as a party upon request to 

the court. Any person designated as a party shall be given due notice and has the right to be 

present, to be represented by counsel, to cross-examine witnesses, and to introduce evidence. 

(d) Members of a court of inquiry may be challenged by a party, but only for cause stated to 

the court. 

(e) The members, counsel, the reporter, and interpreters of courts of inquiry shall take an oath 

to faithfully perform their duties. 

(f) Witnesses may be summoned to appear and testify and be examined before courts of 

inquiry, as provided for courts-martial. 

(g) Courts of inquiry shall make findings of fact but may not express opinions or make 

recommendations unless required to do so by the convening authority. 

(h) Each court of inquiry shall keep a record of its proceedings, which shall be authenticated 

by the signatures of the president and counsel for the court and forwarded to the convening 

authority. If the record cannot be authenticated by the president, it shall be signed by a member 

in lieu of the president. If the record cannot be authenticated by the counsel for the court, it shall 

be signed by a member in lieu of the counsel. 

§ 936. Art. 136. Authority to administer oaths and to act as notary 

(a) The following persons on active duty or performing inactive-duty training may administer 

oaths for the purposes of military administration, including military justice: 

 (1) All judge advocates. 
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 (2) All summary courts-martial. 

 (3) All adjutants, assistant adjutants, acting adjutants, and personnel adjutants. 

 (4) All commanding officers of the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. 

 (5) All staff judge advocates and legal officers, and acting or assistant staff judge 

advocates and legal officers. 

 (6) All other persons designated by regulations of the armed forces or by statute. 

(b) The following persons on active duty or performing inactive-duty training may administer 

oaths necessary in the performance of their duties: 

 (1) The president, military judge, trial counsel, and assistant trial counsel for all general 

and special courts-martial. 

 (2) The president and the counsel for the court of any court of inquiry. 

 (3) All officers designated to take a deposition. 

 (4) All persons detailed to conduct an investigation. 

 (5) All recruiting officers. 

 (6) All other persons designated by regulations of the armed forces or by statute. 

(c) The judges of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces may administer 

the oaths authorized by subsections (a) and (b). 

§ 937. Art. 137. Articles to be explained 

(a)(1) The sections of this title (articles of the Uniform Code of Military Justice) specified in 

paragraph (3) shall be carefully explained to each enlisted member at the time of (or within 

fourteen days after)— 

  (A) the member’s initial entrance on active duty; or 

  (B) the member’s initial entrance into a duty status with a reserve component. 

 (2) Such sections (articles) shall be explained again— 

  (A) after the member has completed six months of active duty or, in the case of a 

member of a reserve component, after the member has completed basic or recruit training; and 

  (B) at the time when the member reenlists. 

 (3) This subsection applies with respect to sections 802, 803, 807-815, 825, 827, 831, 

837, 838, 855, 877-934, and 937-939 of this title (articles 2, 3, 7-15, 25, 27, 31, 37, 38, 55, 77-

134, and 137-139). 

(b) The text of the Uniform Code of Military Justice and of the regulations prescribed by the 

President under such Code shall be made available to a member on active duty or to a member of 

a reserve component, upon request by the member, for the member’s personal examination. 
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§ 938. Art. 138. Complaints of wrongs 

Any member of the armed forces who believes himself wronged by his commanding officer, 

and who, upon due application to that commanding officer, is refused redress, may complain to 

any superior commissioned officer, who shall forward the complaint to the officer exercising 

general court-martial jurisdiction over the officer against whom it is made. The officer exercising 

general court-martial jurisdiction shall examine into the complaint and take proper measures for 

redressing the wrong complained of; and he shall, as soon as possible, send to the Secretary 

concerned a true statement of that complaint, with the proceedings had thereon. 

§ 939. Art. 139. Redress of injuries to property 

(a) Whenever complaint is made to any commanding officer that willful damage has been 

done to the property of any person or that his property has been wrongfully taken by members of 

the armed forces, he may, under such regulations as the Secretary concerned may prescribe, 

convene a board to investigate the complaint. The board shall consist of from one to three 

commissioned officers and, for the purpose of that investigation, it has power to summon 

witnesses and examine them upon oath, to receive depositions or other documentary evidence, 

and to assess the damages sustained against the responsible parties. The assessment of damages 

made by the board is subject to the approval of the commanding officer, and in the amount 

approved by him shall be charged against the pay of the offenders. The order of the commanding 

officer directing charges herein authorized is conclusive on any disbursing officer for the 

payment by him to the injured parties of the damages so assessed and approved. 

(b) If the offenders cannot be ascertained, but the organization or detachment to which they 

belong is known, charges totaling the amount of damages assessed and approved may be made in 

such proportion as may be considered just upon the individual members thereof who are shown 

to have been present at the scene at the time the damages complained of were inflicted, as 

determined by the approved findings of the board. 

§ 940. Art. 140. Delegation by the President 

The President may delegate any authority vested in him under this chapter, and provide for 

the subdelegation of any such authority. 
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SUBCHAPTER XII -- COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE ARMED FORCES 

Sec. Art.  

941 141. Status. 

942 142. Judges. 

943 143. Organization and employees.  

944 144. Procedure. 

945 145. Annuities for judges and survivors. 

946 146. Code committee. 

§ 941. Art. 141. Status 

There is a court of record known as the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces. 

The court is established under article I of the Constitution. The court is located for administrative 

purposes only in the Department of Defense. 

§ 942. Art. 142. Judges 

(a) Number. The United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces consists of five judges. 

(b) Appointment; qualification. 

 (1) Each judge of the court shall be appointed from civilian life by the President, by and 

with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a specified term determined under paragraph (2). A 

judge may serve as a senior judge as provided in subsection (e). 

 (2) The term of a judge shall expire as follows: 

  (A) In the case of a judge who is appointed after March 31 and before October 1 

of any year, the term shall expire on September 30 of the year in which the fifteenth anniversary 

of the appointment occurs. 

  (B) In the case of a judge who is appointed after September 30 of any year and 

before April 1 of the following year, the term shall expire fifteen years after such September 30. 

 (3) Not more than three of the judges of the court may be appointed from the same 

political party, and no person may be appointed to be a judge of the court unless the person is a 

member of the bar of a Federal court or the highest court of a State. 

 (4) For purposes of appointment of judges to the court, a person retired from the armed 

forces after 20 or more years of active service (whether or not such person is on the retired list) 

shall not be considered to be in civilian life. 

(c) Removal. Judges of the court may be removed from office by the President, upon notice 

and hearing, for— 

 (1) neglect of duty; 

 (2) misconduct; or 

 (3) mental or physical disability. 

A judge may not be removed by the President for any other cause. 
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(d) Pay and allowances. Each judge of the court is entitled to the same salary and travel 

allowances as are, and from time to time may be, provided for judges of the United States Courts 

of Appeals. 

(e) Senior judges. 

 (1)(A) A former judge of the court who is receiving retired pay or an annuity under 

section 945 of this title (article 145) or under subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5 

shall be a senior judge. The chief judge of the court may call upon an individual who is a senior 

judge of the court under this subparagraph, with the consent of the senior judge, to perform 

judicial duties with the court— 

 (i) during a period a judge of the court is unable to perform his duties because of illness 

or other disability; 

 (ii) during a period in which a position of judge of the court is vacant; or 

 (iii) in any case in which a judge of the court recuses himself. 

  (B) If, at the time the term of a judge expires, no successor to that judge has been 

appointed, the chief judge of the court may call upon that judge (with that judge’s consent) to 

continue to perform judicial duties with the court until the vacancy is filled. A judge who, upon 

the expiration of the judge’s term, continues to perform judicial duties with the court without a 

break in service under this subparagraph shall be a senior judge while such service continues. 

 (2) A senior judge shall be paid for each day on which he performs judicial duties with 

the court an amount equal to the daily equivalent of the annual rate of pay provided for a judge 

of the court. Such pay shall be in lieu of retired pay and in lieu of an annuity under section 945 of 

this title (article 145), subchapter III of chapter 83 or subchapter II of chapter 84 of title 5, or any 

other retirement system for employees of the Federal Government. 

 (3) A senior judge, while performing duties referred to in paragraph (1), shall be provided 

with such office space and staff assistance as the chief judge considers appropriate and shall be 

entitled to the per diem, travel allowances, and other allowances provided for judges of the court. 

 (4) A senior judge shall be considered to be an officer or employee of the United States 

with respect to his status as a senior judge, but only during periods the senior judge is performing 

duties referred to in paragraph (1). For the purposes of section 205 of title 18, a senior judge shall 

be considered to be a special government employee during such periods. Any provision of law 

that prohibits or limits the political or business activities of an employee of the United States 

shall apply to a senior judge only during such periods. 

 (5) The court shall prescribe rules for the use and conduct of senior judges of the court. 

The chief judge of the court shall transmit such rules, and any amendments to such rules, to the 

Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on Armed Services of the House 

of Representatives not later than 15 days after the issuance of such rules or amendments, as the 

case may be. 
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 (6) For purposes of subchapter III of chapter 83 of title 5 (relating to the Civil Service 

Retirement and Disability System) and chapter 84 of such title (relating to the Federal 

Employees’ Retirement System) and for purposes of any other Federal Government retirement 

system for employees of the Federal Government— 

  (A) a period during which a senior judge performs duties referred to in paragraph 

(1) shall not be considered creditable service; 

  (B) no amount shall be withheld from the pay of a senior judge as a retirement 

contribution under section 8334, 8343, 8422, or 8432 of title 5 or under any other such 

retirement system for any period during which the senior judge performs duties referred to in 

paragraph (1); 

  (C) no contribution shall be made by the Federal Government to any retirement 

system with respect to a senior judge for any period during which the senior judge performs 

duties referred to in paragraph (1); and 

  (D) a senior judge shall not be considered to be a reemployed annuitant for any 

period during which the senior judge performs duties referred to in paragraph (1). 

(f) Service of Article III judges. 

 (1) The Chief Justice of the United States, upon the request of the chief judge of the 

court, may designate a judge of a United States court of appeals or of a United States district 

court to perform the duties of judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed 

Forces— 

  (A) during a period a judge of the court is unable to perform his duties because of 

illness or other disability; 

  (B) in any case in which a judge of the court recuses himself; or 

  (C) during a period when there is a vacancy on the court and in the opinion of the 

chief judge of the court such a designation is necessary for the proper dispatch of the business of 

the court. 

 (2) The chief judge of the court may not request that a designation be made under 

paragraph (1) unless the chief judge has determined that no person is available to perform 

judicial duties with the court as a senior judge under subsection (e). 

 (3) A designation under paragraph (1) may be made only with the consent of the 

designated judge and the concurrence of the chief judge of the court of appeals or district court 

concerned. 

 (4) Per diem, travel allowances, and other allowances paid to the designated judge in 

connection with the performance of duties for the court shall be paid from funds available for the 

payment of per diem and such allowances for judges of the court. 

(g) Effect of vacancy on court. A vacancy on the court does not impair the right of the 

remaining judges to exercise the powers of the court. 
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§ 943. Art. 143. Organization and employees 

(a) Chief judge. 

 (1) The chief judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces shall be 

the judge of the court in regular active service who is senior in commission among the judges of 

the court who— 

  (A) have served for one or more years as judges of the court; and 

  (B) have not previously served as chief judge. 

 (2) In any case in which there is no judge of the court in regular active service who has 

served as a judge of the court for at least one year, the judge of the court in regular active service 

who is senior in commission and has not served previously as chief judge shall act as the chief 

judge. 

 (3) Except as provided in paragraph (4), a judge of the court shall serve as the chief judge 

under paragraph (1) for a term of five years. If no other judge is eligible under paragraph (1) to 

serve as chief judge upon the expiration of that term, the chief judge shall continue to serve as 

chief judge until another judge becomes eligible under that paragraph to serve as chief judge. 

 (4)(A) The term of a chief judge shall be terminated before the end of five years if— 

   (i) the chief judge leaves regular active service as a judge of the court; or 

   (ii) the chief judge notifies the other judges of the court in writing that 

such judge desires to be relieved of his duties as chief judge. 

  (B) The effective date of a termination of the term under subparagraph (A) shall 

be the date on which the chief judge leaves regular active service or the date of the notification 

under subparagraph (A)(ii), as the case may be. 

 (5) If a chief judge is temporarily unable to perform his duties as a chief judge, the duties 

shall be performed by the judge of the court in active service who is present, able and qualified 

to act, and is next in precedence. 

(b) Precedence of judges. The chief judge of the court shall have precedence and preside at 

any session that he attends. The other judges shall have precedence and preside according to the 

seniority of their original commissions. Judges whose commissions bear the same date shall have 

precedence according to seniority in age. 

(c) Status of certain positions. 

 (1) Attorney positions of employment under the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

are excepted from the competitive service. A position of employment under the court that is 

provided primarily for the service of one judge of the court, reports directly to the judge, and is a 

position of a confidential character is excepted from the competitive service. Appointments to 

positions referred to in the preceding sentences shall be made by the court, without the 

concurrence of any other officer or employee of the executive branch, in the same manner as 

appointments are made to other executive branch positions of a confidential or policy-
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determining character for which it is not practicable to examine or to hold a competitive 

examination. Such positions shall not be counted as positions of that character for purposes of 

any limitation on the number of positions of that character provided in law. 

 (2) In making appointments to the positions described in paragraph (1), preference shall 

be given, among equally qualified persons, to persons who are preference eligibles (as defined in 

section 2108(3) of title 5). 

§ 944. Art. 144. Procedure 

The United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces may prescribe its rules of 

procedure and may determine the number of judges required to constitute a quorum. 

§ 945. Art. 145. Annuities for judges and survivors 

(a) Retirement annuities for judges. 

 (1) A person who has completed a term of service for which he was appointed as a judge 

of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces is eligible for an annuity under this 

section upon separation from civilian service in the Federal Government. A person who 

continues service with the court as a senior judge under section 942(e)(1)(B) of this title (article 

142(e)(1)(B)) upon the expiration of the judge’s term shall be considered to have been separated 

from civilian service in the Federal Government only upon the termination of that continuous 

service. 

 (2) A person who is eligible for an annuity under this section shall be paid that annuity if, 

at the time he becomes eligible to receive that annuity, he elects to receive that annuity in lieu of 

any other annuity for which he may be eligible at the time of such election (whether an 

immediate or a deferred annuity) under subchapter III of chapter 83 or subchapter II of chapter 

84 of title 5 or any other retirement system for civilian employees of the Federal Government. 

Such an election may not be revoked. 

 (3)(A) The Secretary of Defense shall notify the Director of the Office of Personnel 

Management whenever an election under paragraph (2) is made affecting any right or interest 

under subchapter III of chapter 83 or subchapter II of chapter 84 of title 5 based on service as a 

judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces. 

  (B) Upon receiving any notification under subparagraph (A) in the case of a 

person making an election under paragraph (2), the Director shall determine the amount of the 

person’s lump-sum credit under subchapter III of chapter 83 or subchapter II of chapter 84 of 

title 5, as applicable, and shall request the Secretary of the Treasury to transfer such amount from 

the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund to the Department of Defense Military 

Retirement Fund. The Secretary of the Treasury shall make any transfer so requested. 

  (C) In determining the amount of a lump-sum credit under section 8331(8) of title 

5 for purposes of this paragraph— 

   (i) interest shall be computed using the rates under section 8334(e)(3) of 

such title; and 
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   (ii) the completion of 5 years of civilian service (or longer) shall not be a 

basis for excluding interest. 

(b) Amount of annuity. The annuity payable under this section to a person who makes an 

election under subsection (a)(2) is 80 percent of the rate of pay for a judge in active service on 

the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces as of the date on which the person is 

separated from civilian service. 

(c) Relation to thrift savings plan. Nothing in this section affects any right of any person to 

participate in the thrift savings plan under section 8351 of title 5 or subchapter III of chapter 84 

of such title. 

(d) Survivor annuities. The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe by regulation a program to 

provide annuities for survivors and former spouses of persons receiving annuities under this 

section by reason of elections made by such persons under subsection (a)(2). That program shall, 

to the maximum extent practicable, provide benefits and establish terms and conditions that are 

similar to those provided under survivor and former spouse annuity programs under other 

retirement systems for civilian employees of the Federal Government. The program may include 

provisions for the reduction in the annuity paid the person as a condition for the survivor annuity. 

An election by a judge (including a senior judge) or former judge to receive an annuity under this 

section terminates any right or interest which any other individual may have to a survivor 

annuity under any other retirement system for civilian employees of the Federal Government 

based on the service of that judge or former judge as a civilian officer or employee of the Federal 

Government (except with respect to an election under subsection (g)(1)(B)). 

(e) Cost-of-living increases. The Secretary of Defense shall periodically increase annuities 

and survivor annuities paid under this section in order to take account of changes in the cost of 

living. The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation procedures for increases in annuities under 

this section. Such system shall, to the maximum extent appropriate, provide cost-of-living 

adjustments that are similar to those that are provided under other retirement systems for civilian 

employees of the Federal Government. 

(f) Dual compensation. A person who is receiving an annuity under this section by reason of 

service as a judge of the court and who is appointed to a position in the Federal Government 

shall, during the period of such person’s service in such position, be entitled to receive only the 

annuity under this section or the pay for that position, whichever is higher. 

(g) Election of judicial retirement benefits. 

 (1) A person who is receiving an annuity under this section by reason of service as a 

judge of the court and who later is appointed as a justice or judge of the United States to hold 

office during good behavior and who retires from that office, or from regular active service in 

that office, shall be paid either (A) the annuity under this section, or (B) the annuity or salary to 

which he is entitled by reason of his service as such a justice or judge of the United States, as 

determined by an election by that person at the time of his retirement from the office, or from 

regular active service in the office, of justice or judge of the United States. Such an election may 

not be revoked. 
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 (2) An election by a person to be paid an annuity or salary pursuant to paragraph (1)(B) 

terminates (A) any election previously made by such person to provide a survivor annuity 

pursuant to subsection (d), and (B) any right of any other individual to receive a survivor annuity 

pursuant to subsection (d) on the basis of the service of that person. 

(h) Source of payment of annuities. Annuities and survivor annuities paid under this section 

shall be paid out of the Department of Defense Military Retirement Fund. 

(i) Eligibility to elect between retirement systems. 

 (1) This subsection applies with respect to any person who— 

  (A) prior to being appointed as a judge of the United States Court of Appeals for 

the Armed Forces, performed civilian service of a type making such person subject to the Civil 

Service Retirement System; and 

  (B) would be eligible to make an election under section 301(a)(2) of the Federal 

Employees’ Retirement System Act of 1986, by virtue of being appointed as such a judge, but for 

the fact that such person has not had a break in service of sufficient duration to be considered 

someone who is being reemployed by the Federal Government. 

 (2) Any person with respect to whom this subsection applies shall be eligible to make an 

election under section 301(a)(2) of the Federal Employees’ Retirement System Act of 1986 to the 

same extent and in the same manner (including subject to the condition set forth in section 

301(d) of such Act) as if such person’s appointment constituted reemployment with the Federal 

Government. 

§ 946. Art. 146. Code committee 

(a) Annual survey. A committee shall meet at least annually and shall make an annual 

comprehensive survey of the operation of this chapter. 

(b) Composition of committee. The committee shall consist of— 

 (1) the judges of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces; 

 (2) the Judge Advocates General of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, the Chief Counsel of 

the Coast Guard, and the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of the Marine Corps; and 

 (3) two members of the public appointed by the Secretary of Defense. 

(c) Reports. 

 (1) After each such survey, the committee shall submit a report— 

  (A) to the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on 

Armed Services of the House of Representatives; and 

  (B) to the Secretary of Defense, the Secretaries of the military departments, and 

the Secretary of Homeland Security. 

 (2) Each report under paragraph (1) shall include the following: 

  (A) Information on the number and status of pending cases. 
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  (B) Any recommendation of the committee relating to— 

   (i) uniformity of policies as to sentences; 

   (ii) amendments to this chapter; and 

   (iii) any other matter the committee considers appropriate. 

(d) Qualifications and terms of appointed members. Each member of the committee 

appointed by the Secretary of Defense under subsection (b)(3) shall be a recognized authority in 

military justice or criminal law. Each such member shall be appointed for a term of three years. 

(e) Applicability of Federal Advisory Committee Act. The Federal Advisory Committee Act 

(5 U.S.C. App. I) shall not apply to the committee. 
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Military Commissions Act of 2009 
Pub. L. No. 111-84, 123 Stat. 2190, 10 U.S. Code chapter 47A 

SUBCHAPTER Sec. 

I. General Provisions ................................................................................................................. 948a. 

II. Composition of Military Commissions ................................................................................948h. 

III. Pre-Trial Procedure .............................................................................................................948q. 

IV. Trial Procedure ................................................................................................................... 949a. 

V. Classified Information Procedures ...................................................................................949p–1. 

VI. Sentences ............................................................................................................................ 949s. 

VII. Post-Trial Procedures and Review of Military Commissions ........................................... 950a. 

VIII. Punitive Matters ...............................................................................................................950p. 

SUBCHAPTER I—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Sec. 

948a. Definitions. 

948b. Military commissions generally. 

948c. Persons subject to military commissions. 

948d. Jurisdiction of military commissions. 

§ 948a. Definitions 

In this chapter: 

(1) ALIEN.—The term ―alien‖ means an individual who is not a citizen of the United States. 

(2) CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.—The term ―classified information‖ means the 

following: 

(A) Any information or material that has been determined by the United States 

Government pursuant to statute, Executive order, or regulation to require protection against 

unauthorized disclosure for reasons of national security. 

(B) Any restricted data, as that term is defined in section 11 y. of the Atomic Energy Act 

of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2014(y)). 

(3) COALITION PARTNER.—The term ―coalition partner‖, with respect to hostilities 

engaged in by the United States, means any State or armed force directly engaged along with the 

United States in such hostilities or providing direct operational support to the United States in 

connection with such hostilities. 

(4) GENEVA CONVENTION RELATIVE TO THE TREATMENT OF PRISONERS OF 

WAR.—The term ―Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War‖ means 

the Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, done at Geneva August 12, 1949 

(6 UST 3316). 

(5) GENEVA CONVENTIONS.—The term ―Geneva Conventions‖ means the international 

conventions signed at Geneva on August 12, 1949. 
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(6) PRIVILEGED BELLIGERENT.—The term ―privileged belligerent‖ means an individual 

belonging to one of the eight categories enumerated in Article 4 of the Geneva Convention 

Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. 

(7) UNPRIVILEGED ENEMY BELLIGERENT.—The term ―unprivileged enemy 

belligerent‖ means an individual (other than a privileged belligerent) who— 

(A) has engaged in hostilities against the United States or its coalition partners; 

(B) has purposefully and materially supported hostilities against the United States or its 

coalition partners; or 

(C) was a part of al Qaeda at the time of the alleged offense under this chapter. 

(8) NATIONAL SECURITY.—The term ―national security‖ means the national defense and 

foreign relations of the United States. 

(9) HOSTILITIES.—The term ―hostilities‖ means any conflict subject to the laws of war. 

§ 948b. Military commissions generally 

(a) PURPOSE.—This chapter establishes procedures governing the use of military 

commissions to try alien unprivileged enemy belligerents for violations of the law of war and 

other offenses triable by military commission. 

(b) AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY COMMISSIONS UNDER THISCHAPTER.—The 

President is authorized to establish military commissions under this chapter for offenses triable 

by military commission as provided in this chapter. 

(c) CONSTRUCTION OF PROVISIONS.—The procedures for military commissions set 

forth in this chapter are based upon the procedures for trial by general courts-martial under 

chapter 47 of this title (the Uniform Code of Military Justice). Chapter 47 of this title does not, 

by its terms, apply to trial by military commission except as specifically provided therein or in 

this chapter, and many of the provisions of chapter 47 of this title are by their terms inapplicable 

to military commissions. The judicial construction and application of chapter 47 of this title, 

while instructive, is therefore not of its own force binding on military commissions established 

under this chapter. 

(d) INAPPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS.—(1) The following provisions of 

this title shall not apply to trial by military commission under this chapter: 

(A) Section 810 (article 10 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice), relating to speedy 

trial, including any rule of courts-martial relating to speedy trial. 

(B) Sections 831(a), (b), and (d)(articles 31(a), (b), and (d) of the Uniform Code of 

Military Justice), relating to compulsory self-incrimination. 

(C) Section 832 (article 32 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice), relating to pretrial 

investigation. 

(2) Other provisions of chapter 47 of this title shall apply to trial by military commission 

under this chapter only to the extent provided by the terms of such provisions or by this chapter. 
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(e) GENEVA CONVENTIONS NOT ESTABLISHING PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION.—

No alien unprivileged enemy belligerent subject to trial by military commission under this 

chapter may invoke the Geneva Conventions as a basis for a private right of action. 

§ 948c. Persons subject to military commissions 

Any alien unprivileged enemy belligerent is subject to trial by military commission as set 

forth in this chapter. 

§ 948d. Jurisdiction of military commissions 

A military commission under this chapter shall have jurisdiction to try persons subject to this 

chapter for any offense made punishable by this chapter, sections 904 and 906 of this title 

(articles 104 and 106 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice), or the law of war, whether such 

offense was committed before, on, or after September 11, 2001, and may, under such limitations 

as the President may prescribe, adjudge any punishment not forbidden by this chapter, including 

the penalty of death when specifically authorized under this chapter. A military commission is a 

competent tribunal to make a finding sufficient for jurisdiction. 
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SUBCHAPTER II—COMPOSITION OF MILITARY COMMISSIONS 

Sec. 

948h. Who may convene military commissions. 

948i. Who may serve on military commissions. 

948j. Military judge of a military commission. 

948k. Detail of trial counsel and defense counsel. 

948l. Detail or employment of reporters and interpreters. 

948m. Number of members; excuse of members; absent and additional members. 

§ 948h. Who may convene military commissions 

Military commissions under this chapter may be convened by the Secretary of Defense or by 

any officer or official of the United States designated by the Secretary for that purpose. 

§ 948i. Who may serve on military commissions 

(a) IN GENERAL.—Any commissioned officer of the armed forces on active duty is eligible 

to serve on a military commission under this chapter, including commissioned officers of the 

reserve components 

of the armed forces on active duty, commissioned officers of the National Guard on active 

duty in Federal service, or retired commissioned officers recalled to active duty. 

(b) DETAIL OF MEMBERS.—When convening a military commission under this chapter, 

the convening authority shall detail as members thereof such members of the armed forces 

eligible under subsection (a) who, in the opinion of the convening authority, are best qualified 

for the duty by reason of age, education, training, experience, length of service, and judicial 

temperament. No member of an armed force is eligible to serve as a member of a military 

commission when such member is the accuser or a witness for the prosecution or has acted as an 

investigator or counsel in the same case. 

(c) EXCUSE OF MEMBERS.—Before a military commission under this chapter is 

assembled for the trial of a case, the convening authority may excuse a member from 

participating in the case. 

§ 948j. Military judge of a military commission 

(a) DETAIL OF MILITARY JUDGE.—A military judge shall be detailed to each military 

commission under this chapter. The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe regulations providing 

for the manner in which military judges are so detailed to military commissions. The military 

judge shall preside over each military commission to which such military judge has been 

detailed. 

(b) ELIGIBILITY.—A military judge shall be a commissioned officer of the armed forces 

who is a member of the bar of a Federal court, or a member of the bar of the highest court of a 

State, and who is certified to be qualified for duty under section 826 of this title (article 26 of the 

Uniform Code of Military Justice) as a military judge of general courts-martial by the Judge 

Advocate General of the armed force of which such military judge is a member. 
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(c) INELIGIBILITY OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS.—No person is eligible to act as 

military judge in a case of a military commission under this chapter if such person is the accuser 

or a witness or has acted as investigator or a counsel in the same case. 

(d) CONSULTATION WITH MEMBERS; INELIGIBILITY TO VOTE.— 

A military judge detailed to a military commission under this chapter may not consult with 

the members except in the presence of the accused (except as otherwise provided in section 949d 

of this title), trial counsel, and defense counsel, nor may such military judge vote with the 

members. 

(e) OTHER DUTIES.—A commissioned officer who is certified to be qualified for duty as a 

military judge of a military commission under this chapter may perform such other duties as are 

assigned to such officer by or with the approval of the Judge Advocate General of the armed 

force of which such officer is a member or the designee of such Judge Advocate General. 

(f) PROHIBITION ON EVALUATION OF FITNESS BY CONVENING AUTHORITY.—

The convening authority of a military commission under this chapter may not prepare or review 

any report concerning the effectiveness, fitness, or efficiency of a military judge detailed to the 

military commission which relates to such judge‘s performance of duty as a military judge on the 

military commission. 

§ 948k. Detail of trial counsel and defense counsel 

(a) DETAIL OF COUNSEL GENERALLY.—(1) Trial counsel and military defense counsel 

shall be detailed for each military commission under this chapter. 

(2) Assistant trial counsel and assistant and associate defense counsel may be detailed for a 

military commission under this chapter. 

(3) Military defense counsel for a military commission under this chapter shall be detailed as 

soon as practicable.  

(4) The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe regulations providing for the manner in which 

trial counsel and military defense counsel are detailed for military commissions under this 

chapter and for the persons who are authorized to detail such counsel for such military 

commissions. 

(b) TRIAL COUNSEL.—Subject to subsection (e), a trial counsel detailed for a military 

commission under this chapter shall be— 

(1) a judge advocate (as that term is defined in section 801 of this title (article 1 of the 

Uniform Code of Military Justice)) who is— 

(A) a graduate of an accredited law school or a member of the bar of a Federal court or of 

the highest court of a State; and 

(B) certified as competent to perform duties as trial counsel before general courts-martial 

by the Judge Advocate General of the armed force of which such judge advocate is a member; or  

(2) a civilian who is— 
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(A) a member of the bar of a Federal court or of the highest court of a State; and 

(B) otherwise qualified to practice before the military commission pursuant to regulations 

prescribed by the Secretary of Defense. 

(c) DEFENSE COUNSEL.—(1) Subject to subsection (e), a military defense counsel 

detailed for a military commission under this chapter shall be a judge advocate (as so defined) 

who is— 

(A) a graduate of an accredited law school or a member of the bar of a Federal court or of 

the highest court of a State; and 

(B) certified as competent to perform duties as defense counsel before general courts-

martial by the Judge Advocate General of the armed force of which such judge advocate is a 

member. 

(2) The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe regulations for the appointment and performance 

of defense counsel in capital cases under this chapter. 

(d) CHIEF PROSECUTOR; CHIEF DEFENSE COUNSEL.—(1) The Chief Prosecutor in a 

military commission under this chapter shall meet the requirements set forth in subsection (b)(1). 

(2) The Chief Defense Counsel in a military commission under this chapter shall meet the 

requirements set forth in subsection (c)(1). 

(e) INELIGIBILITY OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS.—No person who has acted as an 

investigator, military judge, or member of a military commission under this chapter in any case 

may act later as trial counsel or military defense counsel in the same case. No person who has 

acted for the prosecution before a military commission under this chapter may act later in the 

same case for the defense, nor may any person who has acted for the defense before a military 

commission under this chapter act later in the same case for the prosecution. 

§ 948l. Detail or employment of reporters and interpreters 

(a) COURT REPORTERS.—Under such regulations as the Secretary of Defense may 

prescribe, the convening authority of a military commission under this chapter shall detail to or 

employ for the military commission qualified court reporters, who shall prepare a verbatim 

record of the proceedings of and testimony taken before the military commission. 

(b) INTERPRETERS.—Under such regulations as the Secretary of Defense may prescribe, 

the convening authority of a military commission under this chapter may detail to or employ for 

the military commission interpreters who shall interpret for the military commission, and, as 

necessary, for trial counsel and defense counsel for the military commission, and for the accused. 

(c) TRANSCRIPT; RECORD.—The transcript of a military commission under this chapter 

shall be under the control of the convening authority of the military commission, who shall also 

be responsible for preparing the record of the proceedings of the military commission. 

§ 948m. Number of members; excuse of members; absent and additional members 

(a) NUMBER OF MEMBERS.—(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), a military 

commission under this chapter shall have at least five members. 
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(2) In a case in which the accused before a military commission under this chapter may 

be sentenced to a penalty of death, the military commission shall have the number of members 

prescribed by section 949m(c) of this title. 

(b) EXCUSE OF MEMBERS.—No member of a military commission under this chapter 

may be absent or excused after the military commission has been assembled for the trial of a case 

unless excused— 

(1) as a result of challenge; 

(2) by the military judge for physical disability or other good cause; or 

(3) by order of the convening authority for good cause. 

(c) ABSENT AND ADDITIONAL MEMBERS.—Whenever a military commission under 

this chapter is reduced below the number of members required by subsection (a), the trial may 

not proceed unless the convening authority details new members sufficient to provide not less 

than such number. The trial may proceed with the new members present after the recorded 

evidence previously introduced before the members has been read to the military commission in 

the presence of the military judge, the accused (except as provided in section 949d of this title), 

and counsel for both sides. 
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SUBCHAPTER III—PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURE 

Sec. 

948q. Charges and specifications. 

948r. Exclusion of statements obtained by torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment; 

prohibition of self-incrimination; admission of other statements of the accused. 

948s. Service of charges. 

§ 948q. Charges and specifications 

(a) CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS.—Charges and specifications against an accused in 

a military commission under this chapter shall be signed by a person subject to chapter 47 of this 

title under oath before a commissioned officer of the armed forces authorized to administer oaths 

and shall state— 

(1) that the signer has personal knowledge of, or reason to believe, the matters set forth 

therein; and 

(2) that such matters are true in fact to the best of the signer‘s knowledge and belief. 

(b) NOTICE TO ACCUSED.—Upon the swearing of the charges and specifications in 

accordance with subsection (a), the accused shall be informed of the charges and specifications 

against the accused as soon as practicable. 

§ 948r. Exclusion of statements obtained by torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading 

treatment; prohibition of self-incrimination; admission of other statements of the accused 

(a) EXCLUSION OF STATEMENTS OBTAIN BY TORTURE OR CRUEL, INHUMAN, 

OR DEGRADING TREATMENT.—No statement obtained by the use of torture or by cruel, 

inhuman, or degrading treatment (as defined by section 1003 of the Detainee Treatment Act of 

2005 (42 U.S.C. 2000dd)), whether or not under color of law, shall be admissible in a military 

commission under this chapter, except against a person accused of torture or such treatment as 

evidence that the statement was made. 

(b) SELF-INCRIMINATION PROHIBITED.—No person shall be required to testify against 

himself or herself at a proceeding of a military commission under this chapter. 

(c) OTHER STATEMENTS OF THE ACCUSED.—A statement of the accused may be 

admitted in evidence in a military commission under this chapter only if the military judge 

finds— 

(1) that the totality of the circumstances renders the statement reliable and possessing 

sufficient probative value; and 

(2) that— 

(A) the statement was made incident to lawful conduct during military operations at 

the point of capture or during closely related active combat engagement, and the interests of 

justice would best be served by admission of the statement into evidence; or 

(B) the statement was voluntarily given. 
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(d) DETERMINATION OF VOLUNTARINESS.—In determining for purposes of 

subsection (c)(2)(B) whether a statement was voluntarily given, the military judge shall consider 

the totality of the circumstances, including, as appropriate, the following: 

(1) The details of the taking of the statement, accounting for the circumstances of the 

conduct of military and intelligence operations during hostilities. 

(2) The characteristics of the accused, such as military training, age, and education level. 

(3) The lapse of time, change of place, or change in identity of the questioners between 

the statement sought to be admitted and any prior questioning of the accused. 

§ 948s. Service of charges 

The trial counsel assigned to a case before a military commission under this chapter shall 

cause to be served upon the accused and military defense counsel a copy of the charges upon 

which trial is to be had in English and, if appropriate, in another language that the accused 

understands, sufficiently in advance of trial to prepare a defense. 
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SUBCHAPTER IV—TRIAL PROCEDURE  

Sec. 

949a. Rules. 

949b. Unlawfully influencing action of military commission and United States Court of Military 

Commission Review. 

949c. Duties of trial counsel and defense counsel. 

949d. Sessions. 

949e. Continuances. 

949f. Challenges. 

949g. Oaths. 

949h. Former jeopardy. 

949i. Pleas of the accused. 

949j. Opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence. 

949k. Defense of lack of mental responsibility. 

949l. Voting and rulings. 

949m. Number of votes required. 

949n. Military commission to announce action. 

949o. Record of trial. 

§ 949a. Rules 

(a) PROCEDURES AND RULES OF EVIDENCE.—Pretrial, trial, and post-trial procedures, 

including elements and modes of proof, for cases triable by military commission under this 

chapter may be prescribed by the Secretary of Defense. Such procedures may not be contrary to 

or inconsistent with this chapter. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter or chapter 47 of 

this title, the procedures and rules of evidence applicable in trials by general courts-martial of the 

United States shall apply in trials by military commission under this chapter. 

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—(1) In trials by military commission under this chapter, the Secretary of 

Defense, in consultation with the Attorney General, may make such exceptions in the 

applicability of the procedures and rules of evidence otherwise applicable in general courts-

martial as may be required by the unique circumstances of the conduct of military and 

intelligence operations during hostilities or by other practical need consistent with this chapter. 

(2) Notwithstanding any exceptions authorized by paragraph (1), the procedures and rules 

of evidence in trials by military commission under this chapter shall include, at a minimum, the 

following rights of the accused: 

(A) To present evidence in the accused‘s defense, to cross-examine the witnesses who 

testify against the accused, and to examine and respond to all evidence admitted against the 

accused on the issue of guilt or innocence and for sentencing, as provided for by this chapter. 

(B) To be present at all sessions of the military commission (other than those for 

deliberations or voting), except when excluded under section 949d of this title. 

(C)(i) When none of the charges preferred against the accused are capital, to be 

represented before a military commission by civilian counsel if provided at no expense to the 
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Government, and by either the defense counsel detailed or the military counsel of the accused‘s 

own selection, if reasonably available. 

(ii) When any of the charges preferred against the accused are capital, to be 

represented before a military commission in accordance with clause (i) and, to the greatest extent 

practicable, by at least one additional counsel who is learned in applicable law relating to capital 

cases and who, if necessary, may be a civilian and compensated in accordance with regulations 

prescribed by the Secretary of Defense. 

(D) To self-representation, if the accused knowingly and competently waives the 

assistance of counsel, subject to the provisions of paragraph (4). 

(E) To the suppression of evidence that is not reliable or probative. 

(F) To the suppression of evidence the probative value of which is substantially 

outweighed by— 

(i) the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the 

members; or 

(ii) considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of 

cumulative evidence. 

(3) In making exceptions in the applicability in trials by military commission under this 

chapter from the procedures and rules otherwise applicable in general courts-martial, the 

Secretary of Defense may provide the following: 

(A) Evidence seized outside the United States shall not be excluded from trial by military 

commission on the grounds that the evidence was not seized pursuant to a search warrant or 

authorization. 

(B) A statement of the accused that is otherwise admissible shall not be excluded from 

trial by military commission on grounds of alleged coercion or compulsory self-incrimination so 

long as the evidence complies with the provisions of section 948r of this title. 

(C) Evidence shall be admitted as authentic so long as— 

(i) the military judge of the military commission determines that there is sufficient 

evidence that the evidence is what it is claimed to be; and 

(ii) the military judge instructs the members that they may consider any issue as to 

authentication or identification of evidence in determining the weight, if any, to be given to the 

evidence. 

(D) Hearsay evidence not otherwise admissible under the rules of evidence applicable in 

trial by general courts-martial may be admitted in a trial by military commission only if— 

(i) the proponent of the evidence makes known to the adverse party, sufficiently in 

advance to provide the adverse party with a fair opportunity to meet the evidence, the 

proponent‘s intention to offer the evidence, and the particulars of the evidence (including 

information on the circumstances under which the evidence was obtained); and  
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(ii) the military judge, after taking into account all of the circumstances surrounding 

the taking of the statement, including the degree to which the statement is corroborated, the 

indicia of reliability within the statement itself, and whether the will of the declarant was 

overborne, determines that— 

(I) the statement is offered as evidence of a material fact; 

(II) the statement is probative on the point for which it is offered; 

(III) direct testimony from the witness is not available as a practical matter, taking 

into consideration the physical location of the witness, the unique circumstances of military and 

intelligence operations during hostilities, and the adverse impacts on military or intelligence 

operations that would likely result from the production of the witness; and 

(IV) the general purposes of the rules of evidence and the interests of justice will 

best be served by admission of the statement into evidence. 

(4)(A) The accused in a military commission under this chapter who exercises the right to 

self-representation under paragraph (2)(D) shall conform the accused‘s deportment and the 

conduct of the defense to the rules of evidence, procedure, and decorum applicable to trials by 

military commission. 

(B) Failure of the accused to conform to the rules described in subparagraph (A) may 

result in a partial or total revocation by the military judge of the right of self-representation under 

paragraph (2)(D). In such case, the military counsel of the accused or an appropriately authorized 

civilian counsel shall perform the functions necessary for the defense. 

(c) DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO PRESCRIBE REGULATIONS.—The Secretary 

of Defense may delegate the authority of the Secretary to prescribe regulations under this 

chapter. 

(d) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF MODIFICATION OF RULES.—Not later than 60 days 

before the date on which any proposed modification of the rules in effect for military 

commissions under this chapter goes into effect, the Secretary of Defense shall submit to the 

Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on Armed Services of the House 

of Representatives a report describing the proposed modification. 

§ 949b. Unlawfully influencing action of military commission and United States Court of 

Military Commission Review 

(a) MILITARY COMMISSIONS.—(1) No authority convening a military commission under 

this chapter may censure, reprimand, or admonish the military commission, or any member, 

military judge, or counsel thereof, with respect to the findings or sentence adjudged by the 

military commission, or with respect to any other exercises of its or their functions in the conduct 

of the proceedings. 

(2) No person may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence— 

(A) the action of a military commission under this chapter, or any member thereof, in 

reaching the findings or sentence in any case; 
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(B) the action of any convening, approving, or reviewing authority with respect to 

their judicial acts; or 

(C) the exercise of professional judgment by trial counsel or defense counsel. 

(3) The provisions of this subsection shall not apply with respect to— 

(A) general instructional or informational courses in military  justice if such courses 

are designed solely for the purpose of instructing members of a command in the substantive and 

procedural aspects of military commissions; or 

(B) statements and instructions given in open proceedings by a military judge or 

counsel. 

(b) UNITED STATES COURT OF MILITARY COMMISSION REVIEW.— 

(1) No person may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence— 

 (A) the action of a military appellate judge or other duly appointed judge under this 

chapter on the United States Court of Military Commissions Review in reaching a decision on 

the findings or sentence on appeal in any case; or 

(B) the exercise of professional judgment by trial counsel or defense counsel 

appearing before the United States Court of Military Commission Review. 

(2) No person may censure, reprimand, or admonish a military appellate judge on the 

United States Court of Military Commission Review, or counsel thereof, with respect to any 

exercise of their functions in the conduct of proceedings under this chapter. 

(3) The provisions of this subsection shall not apply with respect to— 

(A) general instructional or informational courses in military justice if such courses 

are designed solely for the purpose of instructing members of a command in the substantive and 

procedural aspects of military commissions; or 

(B) statements and instructions given in open proceedings by an appellate military 

judge or a duly appointed appellate judge on the United States Court of Military Commission 

Review, or counsel. 

(4) No appellate military judge on the United States Court of Military Commission 

Review may be reassigned to other duties, except under circumstances as follows: 

(A) The appellate military judge voluntarily requests to be reassigned to other duties 

and the Secretary of Defense, or the designee of the Secretary, in consultation with the Judge 

Advocate General of the armed force of which the appellate military judge is a member, 

approves such reassignment. 

(B) The appellate military judge retires or otherwise separates from the armed forces. 

(C) The appellate military judge is reassigned to other duties by the Secretary of 

Defense, or the designee of the Secretary, in consultation with the Judge Advocate General of the 

armed force of which the appellate military judge is a member, based on military necessity and 
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such reassignment is consistent with service rotation regulations (to the extent such regulations 

are applicable). 

(D) The appellate military judge is withdrawn by the Secretary of Defense, or the 

designee of the Secretary, in consultation with the Judge Advocate General of the armed force of 

which the appellate military judge is a member, for good cause consistent with applicable 

procedures under chapter 47 of this title (the Uniform Code of Military Justice). 

(c) PROHIBITION ON CONSIDERATION OF ACTIONS ON COMMISSION IN 

EVALUATION OF FITNESS.—In the preparation of an effectiveness, fitness, or efficiency 

report or any other report or document used in whole or in part for the purpose of determining 

whether a commissioned officer of the armed forces is qualified to be advanced in grade, or in 

determining the assignment or transfer of any such officer or whether any such officer should be 

retained on active duty, no person may— 

(1) consider or evaluate the performance of duty of any member of a military commission 

under this chapter; or 

(2) give a less favorable rating or evaluation to any commissioned officer because of the 

zeal with which such officer, in acting as counsel, represented any accused before a military 

commission under this chapter. 

§ 949c. Duties of trial counsel and defense counsel 

(a) TRIAL COUNSEL.—The trial counsel of a military commission under this chapter shall 

prosecute in the name of the United States. 

(b) DEFENSE COUNSEL.—(1) The accused shall be represented in the accused‘s defense 

before a military commission under this chapter as provided in this subsection. 

(2) The accused may be represented by military counsel detailed under section 948k of 

this title or by military counsel of the accused‘s own selection, if reasonably available. 

(3) The accused may be represented by civilian counsel if retained by the accused, 

provided that such civilian counsel— 

(A) is a United States citizen; 

(B) is admitted to the practice of law in a State, district, or possession of the United 

States, or before a Federal court; 

(C) has not been the subject of any sanction of disciplinary action by any court, bar, 

or other competent governmental authority for relevant misconduct; 

(D) has been determined to be eligible for access to information classified at the level 

Secret or higher; and 

(E) has signed a written agreement to comply with all applicable regulations or 

instructions for counsel, including any rules of court for conduct during the proceedings. 

(4) If the accused is represented by civilian counsel, military counsel shall act as 

associate counsel. 
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(5) The accused is not entitled to be represented by more than one military counsel. 

However, the person authorized under regulations prescribed under section 948k of this title to 

detail counsel, in such person‘s sole discretion, may detail additional military counsel to 

represent the accused. 

(6) Defense counsel may cross-examine each witness for the prosecution who testifies 

before a military commission under this chapter. 

(7) Civilian defense counsel shall protect any classified information received during the 

course of representation of the accused in accordance with all applicable law governing the 

protection of classified information, and may not divulge such information to any person not 

authorized to receive it. 

§ 949d. Sessions 

(a) SESSIONS WITHOUT PRESENCE OF MEMBERS.—(1) At any time after the service 

of charges which have been referred for trial by military commission under this chapter, the 

military judge may call the military commission into session without the presence of the 

members for the purpose of— 

(A) hearing and determining motions raising defenses or objections which are capable 

of determination without trial of the issues raised by a plea of not guilty; 

(B) hearing and ruling upon any matter which may be ruled upon by the military 

judge under this chapter, whether or not the matter is appropriate for later consideration or 

decision by the members; 

(C) if permitted by regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, receiving the 

pleas of the accused; and 

(D) performing any other procedural function which may be performed by the 

military judge under this chapter or under rules prescribed pursuant to section 949a of this title 

and which does not require the presence of the members. 

(2) Except as provided in subsections (b), (c), and (d), any proceedings under paragraph 

(1) shall be conducted in the presence of the accused, defense counsel, and trial counsel, and 

shall be made part of the record. 

(b) DELIBERATION OR VOTE OF MEMBERS.—When the members of a military 

commission under this chapter deliberate or vote, only the members may be present. 

(c) CLOSURE OF PROCEEDINGS.—(1) The military judge may close to the public all or 

part of the proceedings of a military commission under this chapter. 

(2) The military judge may close to the public all or a portion of the proceedings under 

paragraph (1) only upon making a specific finding that such closure is necessary to— 

(A) protect information the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to cause 

damage to the national security, including intelligence or law enforcement sources, methods, or 

activities; or 
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(B) ensure the physical safety of individuals. 

(3) A finding under paragraph (2) may be based upon a presentation, including a 

presentation ex parte or in camera, by either trial counsel or defense counsel. 

(d) EXCLUSION OF ACCUSED FROM CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS.—The military judge 

may exclude the accused from any portion of a proceeding upon a determination that, after being 

warned by the military judge, the accused persists in conduct that justifies exclusion from the 

courtroom— 

(1) to ensure the physical safety of individuals; or 

(2) to prevent disruption of the proceedings by the accused. 

§ 949e. Continuances 

The military judge in a military commission under this chapter may, for reasonable cause, 

grant a continuance to any party for such time, and as often, as may appear to be just. 

§ 949f. Challenges 

(a) CHALLENGES AUTHORIZED.—The military judge and members of a military 

commission under this chapter may be challenged by the accused or trial counsel for cause stated 

to the military commission. The military judge shall determine the relevance and validity of 

challenges for cause, and may not receive a challenge to more than one person at a time. 

Challenges by trial counsel shall ordinarily be presented and decided before those by the accused 

are offered. 

(b) PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES.—The accused and trial counsel are each entitled to one 

peremptory challenge, but the military judge may not be challenged except for cause. 

(c) CHALLENGES AGAINST ADDITIONAL MEMBERS.—Whenever additional 

members are detailed to a military commission under this chapter, and after any challenges for 

cause against such additional members are presented and decided, the accused and trial counsel 

are each entitled to one peremptory challenge against members not previously subject to 

peremptory challenge. 

§ 949g. Oaths 

(a) IN GENERAL.—(1) Before performing their respective duties in a military commission 

under this chapter, military judges, members, trial counsel, defense counsel, reporters, and 

interpreters shall take an oath to perform their duties faithfully. 

(2) The form of the oath required by paragraph (1), the time and place of the taking 

thereof, the manner of recording thereof, and whether the oath shall be taken for all cases in 

which duties are to be performed or for a particular case, shall be as provided in regulations 

prescribed by the Secretary of Defense. The regulations may provide that— 

(A) an oath to perform faithfully duties as a military judge, trial counsel, or defense 

counsel may be taken at any time by any judge advocate or other person certified to be qualified 

or competent for the duty; and 
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(B) if such an oath is taken, such oath need not again be taken at the time the judge 

advocate or other person is detailed to that duty. 

(b) WITNESSES.—Each witness before a military commission under this chapter shall be 

examined on oath. 

(c) OATH DEFINED.—In this section, the term ‗‗oath‘‗ includes an affirmation. 

§ 949h. Former jeopardy 

(a) IN GENERAL.—No person may, without the person‘s consent, be tried by a military 

commission under this chapter a second time for the same offense. 

(b) SCOPE OF TRIAL.—No proceeding in which the accused has been found guilty by 

military commission under this chapter upon any charge or specification is a trial in the sense of 

this section until the finding of guilty has become final after review of the case has been fully 

completed. 

§ 949i. Pleas of the accused 

(a) PLEA OF NOT GUILTY.—If an accused in a military commission under this chapter 

after a plea of guilty sets up matter inconsistent with the plea, or if it appears that the accused has 

entered the plea of guilty through lack of understanding of its meaning and effect, or if the 

accused fails or refuses to plead, a plea of not guilty shall be entered in the record, and the 

military commission shall proceed as though the accused had pleaded not guilty. 

(b) FINDING OF GUILT AFTER GUILTY PLEA.—With respect to any charge or 

specification to which a plea of guilty has been made by the accused in a military commission 

under this chapter and accepted by the military judge, a finding of guilty of the charge or 

specification may be entered immediately without a vote. 

The finding shall constitute the finding of the military commission unless the plea of guilty is 

withdrawn prior to announcement of the sentence, in which event the proceedings shall continue 

as though the accused had pleaded not guilty. 

§ 949j. Opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence 

(a) IN GENERAL.—(1) Defense counsel in a military commission under this chapter shall 

have a reasonable opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence as provided in regulations 

prescribed by the Secretary of Defense. The opportunity to obtain witnesses and evidence shall 

be comparable to the opportunity available to a criminal defendant in a court of the United States 

under article III of the Constitution. 

(2) Process issued in military commissions under this chapter to compel witnesses to 

appear and testify and to compel the production of other evidence— 

(A) shall be similar to that which courts of the United States having criminal 

jurisdiction may lawfully issue; and 

(B) shall run to any place where the United States shall have jurisdiction thereof. 
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(b) DISCLOSURE OF EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE.—(1) As soon as practicable, trial 

counsel in a military commission under this chapter shall disclose to the defense the existence of 

any evidence that reasonably tends to— 

(A) negate the guilt of the accused of an offense charged; or 

(B) reduce the degree of guilt of the accused with respect to an offense charged. 

(2) The trial counsel shall, as soon as practicable, disclose to the defense the existence of 

evidence that reasonably tends to impeach the credibility of a witness whom the government 

intends to call at trial. 

(3) The trial counsel shall, as soon as practicable upon a finding of guilt, disclose to the 

defense the existence of evidence that is not subject to paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) but that 

reasonably may be viewed as mitigation evidence at sentencing. 

(4) The disclosure obligations under this subsection encompass evidence that is known or 

reasonably should be known to any government officials who participated in the investigation 

and prosecution of the case against the defendant. 

§ 949k. Defense of lack of mental responsibility 

(a) AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE.—It is an affirmative defense in a trial by military 

commission under this chapter that, at the time of the commission of the acts constituting the 

offense, the accused, as a result of a severe mental disease or defect, was unable to appreciate the 

nature and quality or the wrongfulness of the acts. Mental disease or defect does not otherwise 

constitute a defense. 

(b) BURDEN OF PROOF.—The accused in a military commission under this chapter has the 

burden of proving the defense of lack of mental responsibility by clear and convincing evidence. 

(c) FINDINGS FOLLOWING ASSERTION OF DEFENSE.—Whenever  lack of mental 

responsibility of the accused with respect to an offense is properly at issue in a military 

commission under this chapter, the military judge shall instruct the members as to the defense of 

lack of mental responsibility under this section and shall charge the members to find the 

accused— 

(1) guilty; 

(2) not guilty; or 

(3) subject to subsection (d), not guilty by reason of lack of mental responsibility. 

(d) MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED FOR FINDING.—The accused shall be found not guilty 

by reason of lack of mental responsibility under subsection (c)(3) only if a majority of the 

members present at the time the vote is taken determines that the defense of lack of mental 

responsibility has been established. 

§ 949l. Voting and rulings 

(a) VOTE BY SECRET WRITTEN BALLOT.—Voting by members of a military 

commission under this chapter on the findings and on the sentence shall be by secret written 

ballot. 
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(b) RULINGS.—(1) The military judge in a military commission under this chapter shall rule 

upon all questions of law, including the admissibility of evidence and all interlocutory questions 

arising during the proceedings. 

(2) Any ruling made by the military judge upon a question of law or an interlocutory 

question (other than the factual issue of mental responsibility of the accused) is conclusive and 

constitutes the ruling of the military commission. However, a military judge may change such a 

ruling at any time during the trial. 

(c) INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO VOTE.—Before a vote is taken of the findings of a 

military commission under this chapter, the military judge shall, in the presence of the accused 

and counsel, instruct the members as to the elements of the offense and charge the members— 

(1) that the accused must be presumed to be innocent until the accused‘s guilt is 

established by legal and competent evidence beyond a reasonable doubt; 

(2) that in the case being considered, if there is a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the 

accused, the doubt must be resolved in favor of the accused and the accused must be acquitted; 

(3) that, if there is reasonable doubt as to the degree of guilt, the finding must be in a 

lower degree as to which there is no reasonable doubt; and 

(4) that the burden of proof to establish the guilt of the accused beyond a reasonable 

doubt is upon the United States. 

§ 949m. Number of votes required 

(a) CONVICTION.—No person may be convicted by a military commission under this 

chapter of any offense, except as provided in section 949i(b) of this title or by concurrence of 

two-thirds of the members present at the time the vote is taken. 

(b) SENTENCES.—(1) Except as provided in paragraphs (2) and (3), sentences shall be 

determined by a military commission by the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present at 

the time the vote is taken. 

(2) No person may be sentenced to death by a military commission, except insofar as— 

(A) the penalty of death has been expressly authorized under this chapter, chapter 47 

of this title, or the law of war for an offense of which the accused has been found guilty; 

(B) trial counsel expressly sought the penalty of death by filing an appropriate notice 

in advance of trial; 

(C) the accused was convicted of the offense by the concurrence of all the members 

present at the time the vote is taken; and 

(D) all members present at the time the vote was taken concurred in the sentence of 

death. 
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(3) No person may be sentenced to life imprisonment, or to confinement for more than 10 

years, by a military commission under this chapter except by the concurrence of three-fourths of 

the members present at the time the vote is taken. 

(c) NUMBER OF MEMBERS REQUIRED FOR PENALTY OF DEATH.—(1) Except as 

provided in paragraph (2), in a case in which the penalty of death is sought, the number of 

members of the military commission under this chapter shall be not less than 12 members. 

(2) In any case described in paragraph (1) in which 12 members are not reasonably 

available for a military commission because of physical conditions or military exigencies, the 

convening authority shall specify a lesser number of members for the military commission (but 

not fewer than 9 members), and the military commission may be assembled, and the trial held, 

with not less than the number of members so specified. In any such case, the convening authority 

shall make a detailed written statement, to be appended to the record, stating why a greater 

number of members were not reasonably available. 

§ 949n. Military commission to announce action 

A military commission under this chapter shall announce its findings and sentence to the 

parties as soon as determined. 

§ 949o. Record of trial 

(a) RECORD; AUTHENTICATION.—Each military commission under this chapter shall 

keep a separate, verbatim, record of the proceedings in each case brought before it, and the 

record shall be authenticated by the signature of the military judge. If the record cannot be 

authenticated by the military judge by reason of death, disability, or absence, it shall be 

authenticated by the signature of the trial counsel or by a member of the commission if the trial 

counsel is unable to authenticate it by reason of death, disability, or absence. Where appropriate, 

and as provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, the record of a military 

commission under this chapter may contain a classified annex. 

(b) COMPLETE RECORD REQUIRED.—A complete record of the proceedings and 

testimony shall be prepared in every military commission under this chapter. 

(c) PROVISION OF COPY TO ACCUSED.—A copy of the record of the proceedings of the 

military commission under this chapter shall be given the accused as soon as it is authenticated. 

If the record contains classified information, or a classified annex, the accused shall receive a 

redacted version of the record consistent with the requirements of subchapter V of this chapter. 

Defense counsel shall have access to the unredacted record, as provided in regulations prescribed 

by the Secretary of Defense. 
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SUBCHAPTER V—CLASSIFIED INFORMATION PROCEDURES 

Sec. 

949p–1. Protection of classified information: applicability of subchapter. 

949p–2. Pretrial conference. 

949p–3. Protective orders. 

949p–4. Discovery of, and access to, classified information by the accused. 

949p–5. Notice by accused of intention to disclose classified information. 

949p–6. Procedure for cases involving classified information. 

949p–7. Introduction of classified information into evidence. 

§ 949p–1. Protection of classified information: applicability of subchapter 

(a) PROTECTION OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.—Classified information shall be 

protected and is privileged from disclosure if disclosure would be detrimental to the national 

security. Under no circumstances may a military judge order the release of classified information 

to any person not authorized to receive such information. 

(b) ACCESS TO EVIDENCE.—Any information admitted into evidence pursuant to any 

rule, procedure, or order by the military judge shall be provided to the accused. 

(c) DECLASSIFICATION.—Trial counsel shall work with the original classification 

authorities for evidence that may be used at trial to ensure that such evidence is declassified to 

the maximum extent possible, consistent with the requirements of national security. A decision 

not to declassify evidence under this section shall not be subject to review by a military 

commission or upon appeal. 

(d) CONSTRUCTION OF PROVISIONS.—The judicial construction of the Classified 

Information Procedures Act (18 U.S.C. App.) shall be authoritative in the interpretation of this 

subchapter, except to the extent that such construction is inconsistent with the specific 

requirements of this chapter. 

§ 949p–2. Pretrial conference 

(a) MOTION.—At any time after service of charges, any party may move for a pretrial 

conference to consider matters relating to classified information that may arise in connection 

with the prosecution. 

(b) CONFERENCE.—Following a motion under subsection (a), or sua sponte, the military 

judge shall promptly hold a pretrial conference. Upon request by either party, the court shall hold 

such conference ex parte to the extent necessary to protect classified information from 

disclosure, in accordance with the practice of the Federal courts under the Classified Information 

Procedures Act (18 U.S.C. App.). 

(c) MATTERS TO BE ESTABLISHED AT PRETRIAL CONFERENCE.— 

(1) TIMING OF SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS.—At the pretrial conference, the military 

judge shall establish the timing of— 
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(A) requests for discovery; 

(B) the provision of notice required by section 949p–5 of this title; and 

(C) the initiation of the procedure established by section 949p–6 of this title. 

(2) OTHER MATTERS.—At the pretrial conference, the military judge may also 

consider any matter— 

(A) which relates to classified information; or 

(B) which may promote a fair and expeditious trial.  

(d) EFFECT OF ADMISSIONS BY ACCUSED AT PRETRIAL CONFERENCE.— No 

admission made by the accused or by any counsel for the accused at a pretrial conference under 

this section may be used against the accused unless the admission is in writing and is signed by 

the accused and by the counsel for the accused. 

§ 949p–3. Protective orders 

Upon motion of the trial counsel, the military judge shall issue an order to protect against the 

disclosure of any classified information that has been disclosed by the United States to any 

accused in any military commission under this chapter or that has otherwise been provided to, or 

obtained by, any such accused in any such military commission. 

§ 949p–4. Discovery of, and access to, classified information by the accused 

(a) LIMITATIONS ON DISCOVERY OR ACCESS BY THE ACCUSED.—(1) 

DECLARATIONS BY THE UNITED STATES OF DAMAGE TO NATIONAL SECURITY.—

In any case before a military commission in which the United States seeks to delete, withhold, or 

otherwise obtain other relief with respect to the discovery of or access to any classified 

information, the trial counsel shall submit a declaration invoking the United States‘ classified 

information privilege and setting forth the damage to the national security that the discovery of 

or access to such information reasonably could be expected to cause. The declaration shall be 

signed by a knowledgeable United States official possessing authority to classify information. 

(2) STANDARD FOR AUTHORIZATION OF DISCOVERY OR ACCESS.—Upon the 

submission of a declaration under paragraph (1), the military judge may not authorize the 

discovery of or access to such classified information unless the military judge determines that 

such classified information would be noncumulative, relevant, and helpful to a legally cognizable 

defense, rebuttal of the prosecution‗s case, or to sentencing, in accordance with standards 

generally applicable to discovery of or access to classified information in Federal criminal cases. 

If the discovery of or access to such classified information is authorized, it shall be addressed 

in accordance with the requirements of subsection (b). 

(b) DISCOVERY OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.— 

(1) SUBSTITUTIONS AND OTHER RELIEF.—The military judge, in assessing the 

accused‘s discovery of or access to classified information under this section, may authorize the 

United States— 

(A) to delete or withhold specified items of classified information; 
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(B) to substitute a summary for classified information; or 

(C) to substitute a statement admitting relevant facts that the classified information or 

material would tend to prove. 

(2) EX PARTE PRESENTATIONS.—The military judge shall permit the trial counsel to 

make a request for an authorization under paragraph (1) in the form of an ex parte presentation to 

the extent necessary to protect classified information, in accordance with the practice of the 

Federal courts under the Classified Information Procedures Act (18 U.S.C. App.). If the military 

judge enters an order granting relief following such an ex parte showing, the entire presentation 

(including the text of any written submission, verbatim transcript of the ex parte oral conference 

or hearing, and any exhibits received by the court as part of the ex parte presentation) shall be 

sealed and preserved in the records of the military commission to be made available to the 

appellate court in the event of an appeal. 

(3) ACTION BY MILITARY JUDGE.—The military judge shall grant the request of the 

trial counsel to substitute a summary or to substitute a statement admitting relevant facts, or to 

provide other relief in accordance with paragraph (1), if the military judge finds that the 

summary, statement, or other relief would provide the accused with substantially the same ability 

to make a defense as would discovery of or access to the specific classified information. 

(c) RECONSIDERATION.—An order of a military judge authorizing a request of the trial 

counsel to substitute, summarize, withhold, or prevent access to classified information under this 

section is not subject to a motion for reconsideration by the accused, if such order was entered 

pursuant to an ex parte showing under this section. 

§ 949p–5. Notice by accused of intention to disclose classified information 

(a) NOTICE BY ACCUSED.— 

(1) NOTIFICATION OF TRIAL COUNSEL AND MILITARY JUDGE.—If an accused 

reasonably expects to disclose, or to cause the disclosure of, classified information in any manner 

in connection with any trial or pretrial proceeding involving the prosecution of such accused, the 

accused shall, within the time specified by the military judge or, where no time is specified, 

within 30 days before trial, notify the trial counsel and the military judge in writing. Such notice 

shall include a brief description of the classified information. Whenever the accused learns of 

additional classified information the accused reasonably expects to disclose, or to cause the 

disclosure of, at any such proceeding, the accused shall notify trial counsel and the military judge 

in writing as soon as possible thereafter and shall include a brief description of the classified 

information. 

(2) LIMITATION ON DISCLOSURE BY ACCUSED.—No accused shall disclose, or 

cause the disclosure of, any information known or believed to be classified in connection with a 

trial or pretrial proceeding until— 

(A) notice has been given under paragraph (1); and 
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(B) the United States has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to seek a 

determination pursuant to the procedure set forth in section 949p–6 of this title and the time for 

the United States to appeal such determination under section 950d of this title has expired or any 

appeal under that section by the United States is decided. 

(b) FAILURE TO COMPLY.—If the accused fails to comply with the requirements of 

subsection (a), the military judge— 

(1) may preclude disclosure of any classified information not made the subject of 

notification; and 

(2) may prohibit the examination by the accused of any witness with respect to any such 

information. 

§ 949p–6. Procedure for cases involving classified information 

(a) MOTION FOR HEARING.— 

(1) REQUEST FOR HEARING.—Within the time specified by the military judge for the 

filing of a motion under this section, either party may request the military judge to conduct a 

hearing to make all determinations concerning the use, relevance, or admissibility of classified 

information that would otherwise be made during the trial or pretrial proceeding. 

(2) CONDUCT OF HEARING.—Upon a request by either party under paragraph (1), the 

military judge shall conduct such a hearing and shall rule prior to conducting any further 

proceedings. 

(3) IN CAMERA HEARING UPON DECLARATION TO COURT BY APPROPRIATE 

OFFICIAL OF RISK OF DISCLOSURE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.—Any hearing 

held pursuant to this subsection (or any portion of such hearing specified in the request of a 

knowledgeable United States official) shall be held in camera if a knowledgeable United States 

official possessing authority to classify information submits to the military judge a declaration 

that a public proceeding may result in the disclosure of classified information. Classified 

information is not subject to disclosure under this section unless the information is relevant and 

necessary to an element of the offense or a legally cognizable defense and is otherwise 

admissible in evidence. 

(4) MILITARY JUDGE TO MAKE DETERMINATIONS IN WRITING.—As to each 

item of classified information, the military judge shall set forth in writing the basis for the 

determination. 

(b) NOTICE AND USE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION BY THE GOVERNMENT.— 

(1) NOTICE TO ACCUSED.—Before any hearing is conducted pursuant to a request by 

the trial counsel under subsection (a), trial counsel shall provide the accused with notice of the 

classified information that is at issue. Such notice shall identify the specific classified 

information at issue whenever that information previously has been made available to the 

accused by the United States. When the United States has not previously made the information 

available to the accused in connection with the case the information may be described by generic 

category, in such forms as the military judge may approve, rather than by identification of the 

specific information of concern to the United States. 
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(2) ORDER BY MILITARY JUDGE UPON REQUEST OF ACCUSED.—Whenever the 

trial counsel requests a hearing under subsection (a), the military judge, upon request of the 

accused, may order the trial counsel to provide the accused, prior to trial, such details as to the 

portion of the charge or specification at issue in the hearing as are needed to give the accused fair 

notice to prepare for the hearing. 

(c) SUBSTITUTIONS.— 

(1) IN CAMERA PRETRIAL HEARING.—Upon request of the trial counsel pursuant to 

the Military Commission Rules of Evidence, and in accordance with the security procedures 

established by the military judge, the military judge shall conduct a classified in camera pretrial 

hearing concerning the admissibility of classified information. 

(2) PROTECTION OF SOURCES, METHODS, AND ACTIVITIES BY WHICH 

EVIDENCE ACQUIRED.—When trial counsel seeks to introduce evidence before a military 

commission under this chapter and the Executive branch has classified the sources, methods, or 

activities by which the United States acquired the evidence, the military judge shall permit trial 

counsel to introduce the evidence, including a substituted evidentiary foundation pursuant to the 

procedures described in subsection (d), while protecting from disclosure information identifying 

those sources, methods, or activities, if— 

(A) the evidence is otherwise admissible; and 

(B) the military judge finds that— 

 (i) the evidence is reliable; and 

(ii) the redaction is consistent with affording the accused a fair trial. 

(d) ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE FOR DISCLOSURE OF CLASSIFIED 

INFORMATION.— 

(1) MOTION BY THE UNITED STATES.—Upon any determination by the military 

judge authorizing the disclosure of specific classified information under the procedures 

established by this section, the trial counsel may move that, in lieu of the disclosure of such 

specific classified information, the military judge order— 

(A) the substitution for such classified information of a statement admitting relevant 

facts that the specific classified information would tend to prove; 

(B) the substitution for such classified information of a summary of the specific 

classified information; or 

(C) any other procedure or redaction limiting the disclosure of specific classified 

information. 

(2) ACTION ON MOTION.—The military judge shall grant such a motion of the trial 

counsel if the military judge finds that the statement, summary, or other procedure or redaction 

will provide the defendant with substantially the same ability to make his defense as would 

disclosure of the specific classified information. 
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(3) HEARING ON MOTION.—The military judge shall hold a hearing on any motion 

under this subsection. Any such hearing shall be held in camera at the request of a 

knowledgeable United States official possessing authority to classify information. 

(4) SUBMISSION OF STATEMENT OF DAMAGE TO NATIONAL SECURITY IF 

DISCLOSURE ORDERED.—The trial counsel may, in connection with a motion under 

paragraph (1), submit to the military judge a declaration signed by a knowledgeable United 

States official possessing authority to classify information certifying that disclosure of classified 

information would cause identifiable damage to the national security of the United States and 

explaining the basis for the classification of such information. If so requested by the trial 

counsel, the military judge shall examine such declaration during an ex parte presentation. 

(e) SEALING OF RECORDS OF IN CAMERA HEARINGS.—If at the close of an in 

camera hearing under this section (or any portion of a hearing under this section that is held in 

camera), the military judge determines that the classified information at issue may not be 

disclosed or elicited at the trial or pretrial proceeding, the record of such in camera hearing shall 

be sealed and preserved for use in the event of an appeal. The accused may seek reconsideration 

of the military judge‘s determination prior to or during trial. 

(f) PROHIBITION ON DISCLOSURE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION BY THE 

ACCUSED; RELIEF FOR ACCUSED WHEN THE UNITED STATES OPPOSES 

DISCLOSURE.— 

(1) ORDER TO PREVENT DISCLOSURE BY ACCUSED.—Whenever the military 

judge denies a motion by the trial counsel that the judge issue an order under subsection (a), (c), 

or (d) and the trial counsel files with the military judge a declaration signed by a knowledgeable 

United States official possessing authority to classify information objecting to disclosure of the 

classified information at issue, the military judge shall order that the accused not disclose or 

cause the disclosure of such information. 

(2) RESULT OF ORDER UNDER PARAGRAPH (1).—Whenever an accused is 

prevented by an order under paragraph (1) from disclosing or causing the disclosure of classified 

information, the military judge shall dismiss the case, except that, when the military judge 

determines that the interests of justice would not be served by dismissal of the case, the military 

judge shall order such other action, in lieu of dismissing the charge or specification, as the 

military judge determines is appropriate. 

Such action may include, but need not be limited to, the following: 

(A) Dismissing specified charges or specifications. 

(B) Finding against the United States on any issue as to which the excluded classified 

information relates. 

(C) Striking or precluding all or part of the testimony of a witness. 

(3) TIME FOR THE UNITED STATES TO SEEK INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL.—An 

order under paragraph (2) shall not take effect until the military judge has afforded the United 

States— 

(A) an opportunity to appeal such order under section 950d of this title; and 
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(B) an opportunity thereafter to withdraw its objection to the disclosure of the 

classified information at issue. 

(g) RECIPROCITY.— 

(1) DISCLOSURE OF REBUTTAL INFORMATION.—Whenever the military judge 

determines that classified information may be disclosed in connection with a trial or pretrial 

proceeding, the military judge shall, unless the interests of fairness do not so require, order the 

United States to provide the accused with the information it expects to use to rebut the classified 

information. The military judge may place the United States under a continuing duty to disclose 

such rebuttal information. 

(2) SANCTION FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY.—If the United States fails to comply 

with its obligation under this subsection, the military judge— 

(A) may exclude any evidence not made the subject of a required disclosure; and 

(B) may prohibit the examination by the United States of any witness with respect to 

such information. 

§ 949p–7. Introduction of classified information into evidence 

(a) PRESERVATION OF CLASSIFICATION STATUS.—Writings, recordings, and 

photographs containing classified information may be admitted into evidence in proceedings of 

military commissions under this chapter without change in their classification status. 

(b) PRECAUTIONS BY MILITARY JUDGES.— 

(1) PRECAUTIONS IN ADMITTING CLASSIFIED INFORMATION INTO 

EVIDENCE.—The military judge in a trial by military commission, in order to prevent 

unnecessary disclosure of classified information, may order admission into evidence of only part 

of a writing, recording, or photograph, or may order admission into evidence of the whole 

writing, recording, or photograph with excision of some or all of the classified information 

contained therein, unless the whole ought in fairness be considered. 

 (2) CLASSIFIED INFORMATION KEPT UNDER SEAL.—The military judge shall 

allow classified information offered or accepted into evidence to remain under seal during the 

trial, even if such evidence is disclosed in the military commission, and may, upon motion by the 

United States, seal exhibits containing classified information for any period after trial as 

necessary to prevent a disclosure of classified information when a knowledgeable United States 

official possessing authority to classify information submits to the military judge a declaration 

setting forth the damage to the national security that the disclosure of such information 

reasonably could be expected to cause. 

(c) TAKING OF TESTIMONY.— 

(1) OBJECTION BY TRIAL COUNSEL.—During the examination of a witness, trial 

counsel may object to any question or line of inquiry that may require the witness to disclose 

classified information not previously found to be admissible. 
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(2) ACTION BY MILITARY JUDGE.—Following an objection under paragraph (1), the 

military judge shall take such suitable action to determine whether the response is admissible as 

will safeguard against the compromise of any classified information. Such action may include 

requiring trial counsel to provide the military judge with a proffer of the witness‘‗ response to the 

question or line of inquiry and requiring the accused to provide the military judge with a proffer 

of the nature of the information sought to be elicited by the accused. Upon request, the military 

judge may accept an ex parte proffer by trial counsel to the extent necessary to protect classified 

information from disclosure, in accordance with the practice of the Federal courts under the 

Classified Information Procedures Act (18 U.S.C. App.). 

(d) DISCLOSURE AT TRIAL OF CERTAIN STATEMENTS PREVIOUSLY MADE BY A 

WITNESS.— 

(1) MOTION FOR PRODUCTION OF STATEMENTS IN POSSESSION OF THE 

UNITED STATES.—After a witness called by the trial counsel has testified on direct 

examination, the military judge, on motion of the accused, may order production of statements of 

the witness in the possession of the United States which relate to the subject matter as to which 

the witness has testified. This paragraph does not preclude discovery or assertion of a privilege 

otherwise authorized. 

(2) INVOCATION OF PRIVILEGE BY THE UNITED STATES.—If the United States 

invokes a privilege, the trial counsel may provide the prior statements of the witness to the 

military judge during an ex parte presentation to the extent necessary to protect classified 

information from disclosure, in accordance with the practice of the Federal courts under the 

Classified Information Procedures Act (18 U.S.C. App.). 

(3) ACTION BY MILITARY JUDGE ON MOTION.—If the military judge finds that 

disclosure of any portion of the statement identified by the United States as classified would be 

detrimental to the national security in the degree to warrant classification under the applicable 

Executive Order, statute, or regulation, that such portion of the statement is consistent with the 

testimony of the witness, and that the disclosure of such portion is not necessary to afford the 

accused a fair trial, the military judge shall excise that portion from the statement. If the military 

judge finds that such portion of the statement is inconsistent with the testimony of the witness or 

that its disclosure is necessary to afford the accused a fair trial, the military judge, shall, upon the 

request of the trial counsel, review alternatives to disclosure in accordance with section 949p–

6(d) of this title. 
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SUBCHAPTER VI—SENTENCES 

Sec. 

949s. Cruel or unusual punishments prohibited. 

949t. Maximum limits. 

949u. Execution of confinement. 

§ 949s. Cruel or unusual punishments prohibited 

Punishment by flogging, or by branding, marking, or tattooing on the body, or any other 

cruel or unusual punishment, may not be adjudged by a military commission under this chapter 

or inflicted under this chapter upon any person subject to this chapter. The use of irons, single or 

double, except for the purpose of safe custody, is prohibited under this chapter. 

§ 949t. Maximum limits 

The punishment which a military commission under this chapter may direct for an offense 

may not exceed such limits as the President or Secretary of Defense may prescribe for that 

offense. 

§ 949u. Execution of confinement 

(a) IN GENERAL.—Under such regulations as the Secretary of Defense may prescribe, a 

sentence of confinement adjudged by a military commission under this chapter may be carried 

into execution by confinement— 

(1) in any place of confinement under the control of any of the armed forces; or 

(2) in any penal or correctional institution under the control of the United States or its 

allies, or which the United States may be allowed to use. 

(b) TREATMENT DURING CONFINEMENT BY OTHER THAN THE ARMED 

FORCES.—Persons confined under subsection (a)(2) in a penal or correctional institution not 

under the control of an armed force are subject to the same discipline and treatment as persons 

confined or committed by the courts of the United States or of the State, District of Columbia, or 

place in which the institution is situated. 
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SUBCHAPTER VII—POST-TRIAL PROCEDURE AND REVIEW OF MILITARY 

COMMISSIONS 

Sec. 

950a. Error of law; lesser included offense. 

950b. Review by the convening authority. 

950c. Appellate referral; waiver or withdrawal of appeal. 

950d. Interlocutory appeals by the United States. 

950e. Rehearings. 

950f. Review by United States Court of Military Commission Review. 

950g. Review by United States Court of Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; 

writ of certiorari to Supreme Court. 

950h. Appellate counsel. 

950i. Execution of sentence; suspension of sentence. 

950j. Finality of proceedings, findings, and sentences. 

§ 950a. Error of law; lesser included offense 

(a) ERROR OF LAW.—A finding or sentence of a military commission under this chapter 

may not be held incorrect on the ground of an error of law unless the error materially prejudices 

the substantial rights of the accused. 

(b) LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSE.—Any reviewing authority with the power to approve 

or affirm a finding of guilty by a military commission under this chapter may approve or affirm, 

instead, so much of the finding as includes a lesser included offense. 

§ 950b. Review by the convening authority 

(a) NOTICE TO CONVENING AUTHORITY OF FINDINGS AND SENTENCE.— The 

findings and sentence of a military commission under this chapter shall be reported in writing 

promptly to the convening authority after the announcement of the sentence. 

(b) SUBMITTAL OF MATTERS BY ACCUSED TO CONVENING AUTHORITY.—(1) 

The accused may submit to the convening authority matters for consideration by the convening 

authority with respect to the findings and the sentence of the military commission under this 

chapter. 

(2)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), a submittal under paragraph (1) shall be 

made in writing within 20 days after the accused has been give an authenticated record of trial 

under section 949o(c) of this title. 

(B) If the accused shows that additional time is required for the accused to make a 

submittal under paragraph (1), the convening authority may, for good cause, extend the 

applicable period under subparagraph (A) for not more than an additional 20 days. 

(3) The accused may waive the accused‘s right to make a submittal to the convening 

authority under paragraph (1). Such a waiver shall be made in writing, and may not be revoked. 

For the purposes of subsection (c)(2), the time within which the accused may make a submittal 

under this subsection shall be deemed to have expired upon the submittal of a waiver under this 

paragraph to the convening authority. 
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(c) ACTION BY CONVENING AUTHORITY.—(1) The authority under this subsection to 

modify the findings and sentence of a military commission under this chapter is a matter of the 

sole discretion and prerogative of the convening authority. 

(2) The convening authority is not required to take action on the findings of a military 

commission under this chapter. If the convening authority takes action on the findings, the 

convening authority may, in the sole discretion of the convening authority, only— 

(A) dismiss any charge or specification by setting aside a finding of guilty thereto; or 

(B) change a finding of guilty to a charge to a finding of guilty to an offense that is a 

lesser included offense of the offense stated in the charge. 

(3)(A) The convening authority shall take action on the sentence of a military 

commission under this chapter. 

(B) Subject to regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, action under this 

paragraph may be taken only after consideration of any matters submitted by the accused under 

subsection (b) or after the time for submitting such matters expires, whichever is earlier. 

(C) In taking action under this paragraph, the convening authority may, in the sole 

discretion of the convening authority, approve, disapprove, commute, or suspend the sentence in 

whole or in part. The convening authority may not increase a sentence beyond that which is 

found by the military commission. 

(4) The convening authority shall serve on the accused or on defense counsel notice of 

any action taken by the convening authority under this subsection. 

(d) ORDER OF REVISION OR REHEARING.—(1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the 

convening authority of a military commission under this chapter may, in the sole discretion of 

the convening authority, order a proceeding in revision or a rehearing. 

(2)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), a proceeding in revision may be ordered 

by the convening authority if— 

(i) there is an apparent error or omission in the record; or 

(ii) the record shows improper or inconsistent action by the military commission 

with respect to the findings or sentence that can be rectified without material prejudice to the 

substantial rights of the accused. 

(B) In no case may a proceeding in revision— 

(i) reconsider a finding of not guilty of a specification or a ruling which amounts 

to a finding of not guilty; 

(ii) reconsider a finding of not guilty of any charge, unless there has been a 

finding of guilty under a specification laid under that charge, which sufficiently alleges a 

violation; or 
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(iii) increase the severity of the sentence unless the sentence prescribed for the 

offense is mandatory. 

(3) A rehearing may be ordered by the convening authority if the convening authority 

disapproves the findings and sentence and states the reasons for disapproval of the findings. If 

the convening authority disapproves the finding and sentence and does not order a rehearing, the 

convening authority shall dismiss the charges. A rehearing as to the findings may not be ordered 

by the convening authority when there is a lack of sufficient evidence in the record to support the 

findings. A rehearing as to the sentence may be ordered by the convening authority if the 

convening authority disapproves the sentence. 

§ 950c. Appellate referral; waiver or withdrawal of appeal 

(a) AUTOMATIC REFERRAL FOR APPELLATE REVIEW.—Except as provided in 

subsection (b), in each case in which the final decision of a military commission under this 

chapter (as approved by the convening authority) includes a finding of guilty, the convening 

authority shall refer the case to the United States Court of Military Commission Review. Any 

such referral shall be made in accordance with procedures prescribed under regulations of the 

Secretary. 

(b) WAIVER OF RIGHT OF REVIEW.—(1) Except in a case in which the sentence as 

approved under section 950b of this title extends to death, an accused may file with the 

convening authority a statement expressly waiving the right of the accused to appellate review by 

the United States Court of Military Commission Review under section 950f of this title of the 

final decision of the military commission under this chapter. 

(2) A waiver under paragraph (1) shall be signed by both the accused and a defense 

counsel. 

(3) A waiver under paragraph (1) must be filed, if at all, within 10 days after notice of the 

action is served on the accused or on defense counsel under section 950b(c)(4) of this title. The 

convening authority, for good cause, may extend the period for such filing by not more than 30 

days. 

(c) WITHDRAWAL OF APPEAL.—Except in a case in which the sentence as approved 

under section 950b of this title extends to death, the accused may withdraw an appeal at any 

time.  

(d) EFFECT OF WAIVER OR WITHDRAWAL.—A waiver of the right to appellate review 

or the withdrawal of an appeal under this section bars review under section 950f of this title. 

§ 950d. Interlocutory appeals by the United States 

(a) INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL.—Except as provided in subsection (b), in a trial by 

military commission under this chapter, the United States may take an interlocutory appeal to the 

United States Court of Military Commission Review of any order or ruling of the military 

judge— 

(1) that terminates proceedings of the military commission with respect to a charge or 

specification; 
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(2) that excludes evidence that is substantial proof of a fact material in the proceeding; 

(3) that relates to a matter under subsection (c) or (d) of section 949d of this title; or 

(4) that, with respect to classified information— 

(A) authorizes the disclosure of such information; 

(B) imposes sanctions for nondisclosure of such information; or 

(C) refuses a protective order sought by the United States to prevent the disclosure of 

such information. 

(b) LIMITATION.—The United States may not appeal under subsection (a) an order or 

ruling that is, or amounts to, a finding of not guilty by the military commission with respect to a 

charge or specification. 

(c) SCOPE OF APPEAL RIGHT WITH RESPECT TO CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.—

The United States has the right to appeal under paragraph (4) of subsection (a) whenever the 

military judge enters an order or ruling that would require the disclosure of classified 

information, without regard to whether the order or ruling appealed from was entered under this 

chapter, another provision of law, a rule, or otherwise. Any such appeal may embrace any 

preceding order, ruling, or reasoning constituting the basis of the order or ruling that would 

authorize such disclosure. 

(d) TIMING AND ACTION ON INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS RELATING TO 

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.— 

(1) APPEAL TO BE EXPEDITED.—An appeal taken pursuant to paragraph (4) of 

subsection (a) shall be expedited by the United States Court of Military Commission Review. 

(2) APPEALS BEFORE TRIAL.—If such an appeal is taken before trial, the appeal shall 

be taken within 10 days after the order or ruling from which the appeal is made and the trial shall 

not commence until the appeal is decided.  

(3) APPEALS DURING TRIAL.—If such an appeal is taken during trial, the military 

judge shall adjourn the trial until the appeal is decided, and the court of appeals— 

 (A) shall hear argument on such appeal within 4 days of the adjournment of the trial 

(excluding weekends and holidays); 

(B) may dispense with written briefs other than the supporting materials previously 

submitted to the military judge;  

(C) shall render its decision within four days of argument on appeal (excluding 

weekends and holidays); and 

(D) may dispense with the issuance of a written opinion in rendering its decision. 

(e) NOTICE AND TIMING OF OTHER APPEALS.—The United States shall take an 

appeal of an order or ruling under subsection (a), other than an appeal under paragraph (4) of that 
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subsection, by filing a notice of appeal with the military judge within 5 days after the date of the 

order or ruling. 

(f) METHOD OF APPEAL.—An appeal under this section shall be forwarded, by means 

specified in regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, directly to the United States 

Court of Military Commission Review. 

(g) APPEALS COURT TO ACT ONLY WITH RESPECT TO MATTER OF LAW.—In 

ruling on an appeal under paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subsection (a), the appeals court may act 

only with respect to matters of law. 

(h) SUBSEQUENT APPEAL RIGHTS OF ACCUSED NOT AFFECTED.—An appeal 

under paragraph (4) of subsection (a), and a decision on such appeal, shall not affect the right of 

the accused, in a subsequent appeal from a judgment of conviction, to claim as error reversal by 

the military judge on remand of a ruling appealed from during trial. 

§ 950e. Rehearings 

(a) COMPOSITION OF MILITARY COMMISSION FOR REHEARING.—Each rehearing 

under this chapter shall take place before a military commission under this chapter composed of 

members who were not members of the military commission which first heard the case. 

(b) SCOPE OF REHEARING.—(1) Upon a rehearing— 

(A) the accused may not be tried for any offense of which the accused was found not 

guilty by the first military commission; and 

(B) no sentence in excess of or more than the original sentence may be imposed 

unless— 

(i) the sentence is based upon a finding of guilty of an offense not considered 

upon the merits in the original proceedings; or 

(ii) the sentence prescribed for the offense is mandatory. 

(2) Upon a rehearing, if the sentence approved after the first military commission was in 

accordance with a pretrial agreement and the accused at the rehearing changes his plea with 

respect to the charges or specifications upon which the pretrial agreement was based, or 

otherwise does not comply with pretrial agreement, the sentence as to those charges or 

specifications may include any punishment not in excess of that lawfully adjudged at the first 

military commission. 

§ 950f. Review by United States Court of Military Commission Review 

(a) ESTABLISHMENT.—There is a court of record to be known as the ‗‗United States 

Court of Military Commission Review‘‗ (in this section referred to as the ‗‗Court‘‗). The Court 

shall consist of one or more panels, each composed of not less than three appellate military 

judges. For the purpose of reviewing decisions of military commissions under this chapter, the 

Court may sit in panels or as a whole, in accordance with rules prescribed by the Secretary of 

Defense. 

(b) JUDGES.—(1) Judges on the Court shall be assigned or appointed in a manner consistent 

with the provisions of this subsection. 
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(2) The Secretary of Defense may assign persons who are appellate military judges to be 

judges on the Court. Any judge so assigned shall be a commissioned officer of the armed forces, 

and shall meet the qualifications for military judges prescribed by section 948j(b) of this title. 

(3) The President may appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, 

additional judges to the United States Court of Military Commission Review. 

(4) No person may serve as a judge on the Court in any case in which that person acted as 

a military judge, counsel, or reviewing official. 

(c) CASES TO BE REVIEWED.—The Court shall, in accordance with procedures 

prescribed under regulations of the Secretary, review the record in each case that is referred to 

the Court by the convening authority under section 950c of this title with respect to any matter 

properly raised by the accused. 

(d) STANDARD AND SCOPE OF REVIEW.—In a case reviewed by the Court under this 

section, the Court may act only with respect to the findings and sentence as approved by the 

convening authority. The Court may affirm only such findings of guilty, and the sentence or such 

part or amount of the sentence, as the Court finds correct in law and fact and determines, on the 

basis of the entire record, should be approved. In considering the record, the Court may weigh 

the evidence, judge the credibility of witnesses, and determine controverted questions of fact, 

recognizing that the military commission saw and heard the witnesses. 

(e) REHEARINGS.—If the Court sets aside the findings or sentence, the Court may, except 

where the setting aside is based on lack of sufficient evidence in the record to support the 

findings, order a rehearing. If the Court sets aside the findings or sentence and does not order a 

rehearing, the Court shall order that the charges be dismissed. 

§ 950g. Review by United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; writ 

of certiorari to Supreme Court 

(a) EXCLUSIVE APPELLATE JURISDICTION.—Except as provided in subsection (b), the 

United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit shall have exclusive 

jurisdiction to determine the validity of a final judgment rendered by a military commission (as 

approved by the convening authority and, where applicable, the United States Court of Military 

Commission Review) under this chapter.  

(b) EXHAUSTION OF OTHER APPEALS.—The United States Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia Circuit may not review a final judgment described in subsection (a) until all 

other appeals under this chapter have been waived or exhausted. 

(c) TIME FOR SEEKING REVIEW.—A petition for review by the United States Court of 

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit must be filed by the accused in the Court of Appeals 

not later than 20 days after the date on which— 

(1) written notice of the final decision of the United States Court of Military Commission 

Review is served on the accused or on defense counsel; or 
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(2) the accused submits, in the form prescribed by section 950c of this title, a written 

notice waiving the right of the accused to review by the United States Court of Military 

Commission Review. 

(d) SCOPE AND NATURE OF REVIEW.—The United States Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia Circuit may act under this section only with respect to the findings and 

sentence as approved by the convening authority and as affirmed or set aside as incorrect in law 

by the United States Court of Military Commission Review, and shall take action only with 

respect to matters of law, including the sufficiency of the evidence to support the verdict. 

(e) REVIEW BY SUPREME COURT.—The Supreme Court may review by writ of 

certiorari pursuant to section 1254 of title 28 the final judgment of the United States Court of 

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit under this section. 

§ 950h. Appellate counsel 

(a) APPOINTMENT.—The Secretary of Defense shall, by regulation, establish procedures 

for the appointment of appellate counsel  for the United States and for the accused in military 

commissions under this chapter. Appellate counsel shall meet the qualifications of counsel for 

appearing before military commissions under this chapter. 

(b) REPRESENTATION OF UNITED STATES.—Appellate counsel appointed under 

subsection (a)—  

(1) shall represent the United States in any appeal or review proceeding under this 

chapter before the United States Court of Military Commission Review; and 

(2) may, when requested to do so by the Attorney General in a case arising under this 

chapter, represent the United States before the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia Circuit or the Supreme Court. 

(c) REPRESENTATION OF ACCUSED.—The accused shall be represented by appellate 

counsel appointed under subsection (a) before the United States Court of Military Commission 

Review, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, and the 

Supreme Court, and by civilian counsel if retained by the accused. Any such civilian counsel 

shall meet the qualifications under paragraph (3) of section 949c(b) of this title for civilian 

counsel appearing before military commissions under this chapter and shall be subject to the 

requirements of paragraph (7) of that section. 

§ 950i. Execution of sentence; suspension of sentence 

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Defense is authorized to carry out a sentence imposed 

by a military commission under this chapter in accordance with such procedures as the Secretary 

may prescribe. 

(b) EXECUTION OF SENTENCE OF DEATH ONLY UPON APPROVAL BY THE 

PRESIDENT.—If the sentence of a military commission under this chapter extends to death, that 

part of the sentence providing for death may not be executed until approved by the President. In 

such a case, the President may commute, remit, or suspend the sentence, or any part thereof, as 

he sees fit. 
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(c) EXECUTION OF SENTENCE OF DEATH ONLY UPON FINAL JUDGMENT OF 

LEGALITY OF PROCEEDINGS.—(1) If the sentence of a military commission under this 

chapter extends to death, the sentence may not be executed until there is a final judgment as to 

the legality of the proceedings (and with respect to death, approval under subsection (b)). 

(2) A judgment as to legality of proceedings is final for purposes of paragraph (1) when 

review is completed in accordance with the judgment of the United States Court of Military 

Commission Review and— 

(A) the time for the accused to file a petition for review by the United States Court of 

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has expired, the accused has not filed a timely 

petition for such review, and the case is not otherwise under review by the Court of Appeals; or 

(B) review is completed in accordance with the judgment of the United States Court 

of Appeals for the District of  Columbia Circuit and— 

(i) a petition for a writ of certiorari is not timely filed; 

(ii) such a petition is denied by the Supreme Court; or 

(iii) review is otherwise completed in accordance with the judgment of the 

Supreme Court. 

(d) SUSPENSION OF SENTENCE.—The Secretary of the Defense, or the convening 

authority acting on the case (if other than the Secretary), may suspend the execution of any 

sentence or part thereof in the case, except a sentence of death. 

§ 950j. Finality of proceedings, findings, and sentences 

The appellate review of records of trial provided by this chapter, and the proceedings, 

findings, and sentences of military commissions as approved, reviewed, or affirmed as required 

by this chapter, are final and conclusive. Orders publishing the proceedings of military 

commissions under this chapter are binding upon all departments, courts, agencies, and officers 

of the United States, subject only to action by the Secretary or the convening authority as 

provided in section 950i(c) of this title and the authority of the President. 
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SUBCHAPTER VIII—PUNITIVE MATTERS 

Sec. 

950p. Definitions; construction of certain offenses; common circumstances. 

950q. Principals. 

950r. Accessory after the fact. 

950s. Conviction of lesser offenses. 

950t. Crimes triable by military commission. 

§ 950p. Definitions; construction of certain offenses; common circumstances 

(a) DEFINITIONS.—In this subchapter: 

(1) The term ―military objective‖ means combatants and those objects during hostilities 

which, by their nature, location, purpose, or use, effectively contribute to the war-fighting or 

war-sustaining capability of an opposing force and whose total or partial destruction, capture, or 

neutralization would constitute a definite military advantage to the attacker under the 

circumstances at the time of an attack. 

(2) The term ―protected person‖ means any person entitled to protection under one or 

more of the Geneva Conventions, including civilians not taking an active part in hostilities, 

military personnel placed out of combat by sickness, wounds, or detention, and military medical 

or religious personnel. (3) The term ―protected property‖ means any property specifically 

protected by the law of war, including buildings dedicated to religion, education, art, science, or 

charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals, and places where the sick and wounded are 

collected, but only if and to the extent such property is not being used for military purposes or is 

not otherwise a military objective.  The term includes objects properly identified by one of the 

distinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions, but does not include civilian property that is a 

military objective. 

(b) CONSTRUCTION OF CERTAIN OFFENSES.—The intent required for offenses under 

paragraphs (1), (2), (3), (4), and (12) of section 950t of this title precludes the applicability of 

such offenses with regard to collateral damage or to death, damage, or injury incident to a lawful 

attack. 

(c) COMMON CIRCUMSTANCES.—An offense specified in this subchapter is triable by 

military commission under this chapter only if the offense is committed in the context of and 

associated with hostilities. 

(d) EFFECT.—The provisions of this subchapter codify offenses that have traditionally been 

triable by military commission. This chapter does not establish new crimes that did not exist 

before the date of the enactment of this subchapter, as amended by the National Defense 

Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, but rather codifies those crimes for trial by military 

commission. Because the provisions of this subchapter codify offenses that have traditionally 

been triable under the law of war or otherwise triable by military commission, this subchapter 

does not preclude trial for offenses that occurred before the date of the enactment of this 

subchapter, as so amended. 
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§ 950q. Principals 

Any person punishable under this chapter who— 

(1) commits an offense punishable by this chapter, or aids, abets, counsels, commands, or 

procures its commission; 

(2) causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him would be punishable by this 

chapter; or 

(3) is a superior commander who, with regard to acts punishable by this chapter, knew, had 

reason to know, or should have known, that a subordinate was about to commit such acts or had 

done so and who failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such acts or to 

punish the perpetrators thereof, is a principal. 

§ 950r. Accessory after the fact 

Any person subject to this chapter who, knowing that an offense punishable by this chapter 

has been committed, receives, comforts, or assists the offender in order to hinder or prevent his 

apprehension, trial, or punishment shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter 

may direct.  

§ 950s. Conviction of lesser offenses 

An accused may be found guilty of an offense necessarily included in the offense charged or 

of an attempt to commit either the offense charged or an attempt to commit either the offense 

charged or an offense necessarily included therein. 

§ 950t. Crimes triable by military commission 

The following offenses shall be triable by military commission under this chapter at any time 

without limitation: 

(1) MURDER OF PROTECTED PERSONS.—Any person subject  to this chapter who 

intentionally kills one or more protected persons shall be punished by death or such other 

punishment as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(2) ATTACKING CIVILIANS.—Any person subject to this chapter who intentionally 

engages in an attack upon a civilian population as such, or individual civilians not taking active 

part in hostilities, shall be punished, if death results to one or more of the victims, by death or 

such other punishment as a military commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does 

not result to any of the victims, by such punishment, other than death, as a military commission 

under this chapter may direct. 

(3) ATTACKING CIVILIAN OBJECTS.—Any person subject to this chapter who 

intentionally engages in an attack upon a civilian object that is not a military objective shall be 

punished as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(4) ATTACKING PROTECTED PROPERTY.—Any person subject to this chapter who 

intentionally engages in an attack upon protected property shall be punished as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct. 
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(5) PILLAGING.—Any person subject to this chapter who intentionally and in the absence 

of military necessity appropriates or seizes property for private or personal use, without the 

consent of a person with authority to permit such appropriation or seizure, shall be punished as a 

military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(6) DENYING QUARTER.—Any person subject to this chapter who, with effective 

command or control over subordinate groups, declares, orders, or otherwise indicates to those 

groups that there shall be no survivors or surrender accepted, with the intent to threaten an 

adversary or to conduct hostilities such that there would be no survivors or surrender accepted, 

shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

 (7) TAKING HOSTAGES.—Any person subject to this chapter who, having knowingly 

seized or detained one or more persons, threatens to kill, injure, or continue to detain such person 

or persons with the intent of compelling any nation, person other than the hostage, or group of 

persons to act or refrain from acting as an explicit or implicit condition for the safety or release 

of such person or persons, shall be punished, if death results to one or more of the victims, by 

death or such other punishment as a military commission under this chapter may direct, and, if 

death does not result to any of the victims, by such punishment, other than death, as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct. 

(8) EMPLOYING POISON OR SIMILAR WEAPONS.—Any person subject to this chapter 

who intentionally, as a method of warfare, employs a substance or weapon that releases a 

substance that causes death or serious and lasting damage to health in the ordinary course of 

events, through its asphyxiating, bacteriological, or toxic properties, shall be punished, if death 

results to one or more of the victims, by death or such other punishment as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does not result to any of the victims, by 

such punishment, other than death, as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(9) USING PROTECTED PERSONS AS A SHIELD.—Any person subject to this chapter 

who positions, or otherwise takes advantage of, a protected person with the intent to shield a 

military objective from attack. or to shield, favor, or impede military operations, shall be 

punished, if death results to one or more of the victims, by death or such other punishment as a 

military commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does not result to any of the 

victims, by such punishment, other than death, as a military commission under this chapter may 

direct. 

(10) USING PROTECTED PROPERTY AS A SHIELD.—Any person subject to this 

chapter who positions, or otherwise takes advantage of the location of, protected property with 

the intent to shield a military objective from attack, or to shield, favor, or impede military 

operations, shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(11) TORTURE.— 

(A) OFFENSE.—Any person subject to this chapter who commits an act specifically 

intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering (other than pain or suffering 

incidental to lawful sanctions) upon another person within his custody or physical control for the 

purpose of obtaining information or a confession, punishment, intimidation, coercion, or any 

reason based on discrimination of any kind, shall be punished, if death results to one or more of 

the victims, by death or such other punishment as a military commission under this chapter may 
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direct, and, if death does not result to any of the victims, by such punishment, other than death, 

as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(B) SEVERE MENTAL PAIN OR SUFFERING DEFINED.— In this paragraph, the term 

―severe mental pain or suffering‖ has the meaning given that term in section 2340(2) of title 18. 

 (12) CRUEL OR INHUMAN TREATMENT.—Any person subject to this chapter who 

subjects another person in their custody or under their physical control, regardless of nationality 

or physical location, to cruel or inhuman treatment that constitutes a grave breach of common 

Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions shall be punished, if death results to the victim, by death or 

such other punishment as a military commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does 

not result to the victim, by such punishment, other than death, as a military commission under 

this chapter may direct. 

(13) INTENTIONALLY CAUSING SERIOUS BODILY INJURY.— 

(A) OFFENSE.—Any person subject to this chapter who intentionally causes serious 

bodily injury to one or more persons, including privileged belligerents, in violation of the law of 

war shall be punished, if death results to one or more of the victims, by death or such other 

punishment as a military commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does not result 

to any of the victims, by such punishment, other than death, as a military commission under this 

chapter may direct. 

(B) SERIOUS BODILY INJURY DEFINED.—In this paragraph, the term ―serious 

bodily injury‖ means bodily injury which involves— 

(i) a substantial risk of death; 

(ii) extreme physical pain; 

(iii) protracted and obvious disfigurement; or 

(iv) protracted loss or impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ, or 

mental faculty. 

(14) MUTILATING OR MAIMING.—Any person subject to this chapter who intentionally 

injures one or more protected persons by disfiguring the person or persons by any mutilation of 

the person or persons, or by permanently disabling any member, limb, or organ of the body of 

the person or persons, without any legitimate medical or dental purpose, shall be punished, if 

death results to one or more of the victims, by death or such other punishment as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does not result to any of the victims, by 

such punishment, other than death, as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(15) MURDER IN VIOLATION OF THE LAW OF WAR.—Any person subject to this 

chapter who intentionally kills one or more persons, including privileged belligerents, in 

violation of the law of war shall be punished by death or such other punishment as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct. 
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(16) DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY IN VIOLATION OF THE LAW OF WAR.—Any 

person subject to this chapter who intentionally destroys property belonging to another person in 

violation of the law of war shall punished as a military commission under this chapter may 

direct. 

(17) USING TREACHERY OR PERFIDY.—Any person subject to this chapter who, after 

inviting the confidence or belief of one or more persons that they were entitled to, or obliged to 

accord, protection under the law of war, intentionally makes use of that confidence or belief in 

killing, injuring, or capturing such person or persons shall be punished, if death results to one or 

more of the victims, by death or such other punishment as a military commission under this 

chapter may direct, and, if death does not result to any of the victims, by such punishment, other 

than death, as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(18) IMPROPERLY USING A FLAG OF TRUCE.—Any person subject to this chapter who 

uses a flag of truce to feign an intention to negotiate, surrender, or otherwise suspend hostilities 

when there is no such intention shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter 

may direct. 

(19) IMPROPERLY USING A DISTINCTIVE EMBLEM.—Any person subject to this 

chapter who intentionally uses a distinctive emblem recognized by the law of war for combatant 

purposes in a manner prohibited by the law of war shall be punished as a military commission 

under this chapter may direct. 

(20) INTENTIONALLY MISTREATING A DEAD BODY.—Any person subject to this 

chapter who intentionally mistreats the body of a dead person, without justification by legitimate 

military necessary, shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(21) RAPE.—Any person subject to this chapter who forcibly or with coercion or threat of 

force wrongfully invades the body of a person by penetrating, however slightly, the anal or 

genital opening of the victim with any part of the body of the accused, or with any foreign object, 

shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(22) SEXUAL ASSAULT OR ABUSE.—Any person subject to this chapter who forcibly or 

with coercion or threat of force engages in sexual contact with one or more persons, or causes 

one or more persons to engage in sexual contact, shall be punished as a military commission 

under this chapter may direct 

(23) HIJACKING OR HAZARDING A VESSEL OR AIRCRAFT.— Any person subject to 

this chapter who intentionally seizes, exercises unauthorized control over, or endangers the safe 

navigation of a vessel or aircraft that is not a legitimate military objective shall be punished, if 

death results to one or more of the victims, by death or such other punishment as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does not result to any of the victims, by 

such punishment, other than death, as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(24) TERRORISM.—Any person subject to this chapter who intentionally kills or inflicts 

great bodily harm on one or more protected persons, or intentionally engages in an act that 

evinces a wanton disregard for human life, in a manner calculated to influence or affect the 

conduct of government or civilian population by intimidation or coercion, or to retaliate against 

government conduct, shall be punished, if death results to one or more of the victims, by death or 
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such other punishment as a military commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does 

not result to any of the victims, by such punishment, other than death, as a military commission 

under this chapter may direct. 

(25) PROVIDING MATERIAL SUPPORT FOR TERRORISM.— 

(A) OFFENSE.—Any person subject to this chapter who provides material support or 

resources, knowing or intending that they are to be used in preparation for, or in carrying out, an 

act of terrorism (as set forth in paragraph (24) of this section), or who intentionally provides 

material support or resources to an international terrorist organization engaged in hostilities 

against the United States, knowing that such organization has engaged or engages in terrorism 

(as so set forth), shall be punished  as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(B) MATERIAL SUPPORT OR RESOURCES DEFINED.—In this paragraph, the term 

―material support or resources‖ has the meaning given that term in section 2339A(b) of title 18. 

(26) WRONGFULLY AIDING THE ENEMY.—Any person subject to this chapter who, in 

breach of an allegiance or duty to the United States, knowingly and intentionally aids an enemy 

of the United States, or one of the co-belligerents of the enemy, shall be punished as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct. 

(27) SPYING.—Any person subject to this chapter who, in violation of the law of war and 

with intent or reason to believe that it is to be used to the injury of the United States or to the 

advantage of a foreign power, collects or attempts to collect information by clandestine means or 

while acting under false pretenses, for the purpose of conveying such information to an enemy of 

the United States, or one of the co-belligerents of the enemy, shall be punished by death or such 

other punishment as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 

(28) ATTEMPTS.— 

(A) IN GENERAL.—Any person subject to this chapter who attempts to commit any 

offense punishable by this chapter shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter 

may direct. 

(B) SCOPE OF OFFENSE.—An act, done with specific intent to commit an offense 

under this chapter, amounting to more than mere preparation and tending, even though failing, to 

effect its commission, is an attempt to commit that offense. 

(C) EFFECT OF CONSUMMATION.—Any person subject to this chapter may be 

convicted of an attempt to commit an offense although it appears on the trial that the offense was 

consummated. 

(29) CONSPIRACY.—Any person subject to this chapter who conspires to commit one or 

more substantive offenses triable by military commission under this subchapter, and who 

knowingly does any overt act to effect the object of the conspiracy, shall be punished, if death 

results to one or more of the victims, by death or such other punishment as a military 

commission under this chapter may direct, and, if death does not result to any of the victims, by 

such punishment, other than death, as a military commission under this chapter may direct. 
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(30) SOLICITATION.—Any person subject to this chapter who solicits or advises another or 

others to commit one or more substantive offenses triable by military commission under this 

chapter shall, if the offense solicited or advised is attempted or committed, be punished with the 

punishment provided for the commission of the offense, but, if the offense solicited or advised is 

not committed or attempted, shall be punished as a military commission under this chapter may 

direct. 

(31) CONTEMPT.—A military commission under this chapter may punish for contempt any 

person who uses any menacing word, sign, or gesture in its presence, or who disturbs its 

proceedings by any riot or disorder. 

(32) PERJURY AND OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE.—A military commission under this 

chapter may try offenses and impose such punishment as the military commission may direct for 

perjury, false testimony, or obstruction of justice related to the military commission. 
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*   *   * 

SEC. 1807. SENSE OF CONGRESS ON MILITARY COMMISSION SYSTEM. 

It is the sense of Congress that—(1) the fairness and effectiveness of the military commissions 

system under chapter 47A of title 10, United States Code (as amended by section 1802), will 

depend to a significant degree on the adequacy of defense counsel and associated resources for 

individuals accused, particularly in the case of capital cases, under such chapter 47A; and (2) 

defense counsel in military commission cases, particularly in capital cases, under such chapter 

47A of title 10, United States Code (as so amended), should be fully resourced as provided in 

such chapter 47A. 
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Criminal Law 
People’s Republic of China (1997) 

 

Chapter VII.  Crimes of Endangering the Interests of National Defense 

 

Article 368. Those who use methods of violence or threat to obstruct military personnel from 

carrying out their duties in accordance with the law are to be sentenced to not more then three 

years of fixed-term imprisonment, or criminal detention or control and may, in addition, be 

sentenced to a fine. Those who intentionally obstruct military actions of the armed forces and 

cause serious consequences are to be sentenced to not more than five years of fixed-term 

imprisonment or criminal detention.  

Article 369. Those who sabotage weapons and equipment, military facilities or military 

communications are to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment or 

criminal detention or control. Those who sabotage important weapons and equipment, military 

facilities or military communications are to be sentenced to more than three years but less than 

10 years of fixed-term imprisonment. Those whose crimes are especially serious are to be 

sentenced to more than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment, life imprisonment or death. During 

war times, the punishment will be more severe.  

Article 370. Those who knowingly supply unqualified weapons and equipment and other 

military facilities to armed units are to be sentenced to not more than five years fixed- term 

imprisonment or criminal detention. In serious cases, those law offenders are to be sentenced to 

more than five years but less than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment. In especially serious 

cases, those law offenders are to be sentenced to more than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment, 

life imprisonment or death. Those who commit the above-mentioned crimes and cause serious 

consequences due to negligence are to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term 

imprisonment or criminal detention. Those who commit above-mentioned crimes and cause 

especially serious consequences due to negligence are to be sentenced to more than three years 

but less than seven years of fixed-term imprisonment. If a unit commits crimes noted in section 

one of this article, the unit will be sentenced to a fine. Leading personnel of the unit having direct 

responsibility and other personnel directly responsible for the crimes are to be punished in 

accordance with section one of this article.  

Article 371. The principal leaders of those who assemble a crowd to charge military forbidden 

zones and seriously disrupt order in military forbidden zones are to be sentenced to more than 

five years but less than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment. Other active participants are to be 

sentenced to not more than five years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention or control 

or deprivation of political rights. The principal leaders of those who assemble a crowd to 

seriously disrupt order in military administrative zones, hamper operation in the military 

administrative zones and cause serious losses are to be sentenced to more than three years but 

less than seven years of fixed-term imprisonment. Other active participants are to be sentenced to 
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not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention, control or deprivation 

of political rights.  

Article 372. Those who pose as military personnel and engage in cheating and bluffing are to be 

sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention, control or 

deprivation of political rights. In serious cases, those law offenders are to be sentenced to more 

than three years but less than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment.  

Article 373. Those who instigate military personnel to escape from the unit to which they belong 

or knowingly employ those escaped military personnel are to be sentenced to not more than three 

years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention or control if the situation is serious.  

Article 374. Those who play favoritism and commit irregularities in conscription work or receive 

and deliver unqualified enlisted men are to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-

term imprisonment or criminal detention if the situation is serious. Those law offenders are to be 

sentenced to more than three years but less then seven years fixed-term imprisonment if the 

consequences are especially serious.  

Article 375. Those who forge, alter, buy or sell, steal or rob documents, certificates and seals of 

armed units are to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment, 

criminal detention, control or deprivation of political rights. If the situation is serious, those law 

offenders are to be sentenced to more than three years but less than 10 years of fixed-term 

imprisonment. 

Those who illegally produce, buy or sell uniforms, vehicle licenses and other military signs 

of armed forces are to be sentenced to not more three years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal 

detention or control if the situation is serious, and, in addition, be sentenced to a fine. 

Units which commit the crime of paragraph two of this article are to be sentenced to a fine. 

The principal leading persons responsible for the crime and other directly responsible personnel 

are to be punished in accordance with paragraph two of this article.  

Article 376. Reserve service personnel who refuse or evade conscription or military training in 

times of war are to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment or 

criminal detention if the situation is serious. Citizens who refuse or evade conscription in times 

of war are to be sentenced to not more two years of fixed-term imprisonment if the situation is 

serious.  

Article 377. Those who intentionally provide false enemy information and thus cause serious 

consequences are to be sentenced to more than three years but less than 10 years of fixed-term 

imprisonment. Those whose acts cause especially serious consequences are to be sentenced to 

more than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment or life imprisonment.  

Article 378. Those who create rumors and undermine the morale of the armed forces are to be 

sentenced to not more three years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention or control. In 

serious cases, those law offenders are to be sentenced to more than three years but less than 10 

years of fixed-term imprisonment.  
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Article 379. Those who knowingly provide shelter, properties and things for escaped military 

personnel in times of war are to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term 

imprisonment or criminal detention if the situation is serious.  

Article 380. Units which refuse or intentionally delay military orders for supplies in times of war 

are to be sentenced to a fine. The principal leading responsible personnel and other persons 

directly responsible for the crimes are to be sentenced to not more than five years of fixed-term 

imprisonment or criminal detention. In serious cases, those law offenders are to be  

Article 381. Those who refuse military requisition in times of war are to be sentenced to more 

than three years of fixed-term imprisonment or criminal detention if the situation is serious. 
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United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor 

Code of Military Discipline for the Defence Force of East Timor 

Regulation No. 2001/12 (2001) 

Section 1. Definitions 

Wherever used in the present Regulation, the following terms shall have the following 

meanings: 

(a) “accused” means the member of the Defence Force subject to this Code of Military 

Discipline in respect of whom disciplinary proceedings are conducted into an alleged breach of 

service discipline. 

(b) “breach of service discipline” means each of the acts or omissions described in Section 4 

of the present Regulation, including the elements of each as provided in the annex attached 

hereto. 

(c) “charge” means a formal accusation in the prescribed form, prepared at the direction of 

the disciplinary officer, that a member of the Defence Force subject to this Code of Military 

Discipline has committed a breach of service discipline. 

(d) “Chief of the Defence Force” means the Chief of the Defence Force of East Timor as 

appointed by the Transitional Administrator pursuant to Section 4.2 of UNTAET Regulation No. 

2001/1. 

(e) “Code of Military Discipline” means this Code of Military Discipline for the Defence 

Force of East Timor as established in Section 2 of the present Regulation. 

(f) “Defence Force” means the Defence Force of East Timor as established pursuant to 

UNTAET Regulation No. 2001/1, and includes both the Regular and Reserve components. 

(g) “disciplinary officer” means: 

(i) the Chief of the Defence Force; or 

(ii) an officer not below the rank of Major appointed in writing by the Chief of the 

Defence Force to be a disciplinary officer for such period and with such provisos as the Chief of 

the Defence Force deems proper. 

(h) “disciplinary proceedings” means the investigation into, hearing of and decision, under 

the present Regulation, on a allegation of a breach of service discipline and includes a review of 

any such decision. 

(i) “investigating officer” means an officer, Chief Sergeant or Sergeant Major of the 

Defence Force tasked with the investigation of an alleged breach of service discipline pursuant to 

Section 6 of the present Regulation.. 

(j) “member of the Defence Force” means an officer or enlisted rank in either the Regular or 

Reserve component of the Defence Force.  

Section 2. Code of Military Discipline 

The Code of Military Discipline for the Defence Force of East Timor is hereby established. 
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Section 3. Application 

3.1 All members of the Regular component of the Defence Force are subject to this Code of 

Military Discipline at all times. 

3.2 Members of the Reserve component of the Defence Force are subject to this Code of 

Military Discipline whilst on duty. 

Section 4. Breaches of Service Discipline 

Any member of the Defence Force subject to this Code of Military Discipline who commits 

any of the following shall commit a breach of service discipline and shall be liable on conviction 

to any punishment laid down in Section 9 of the present Regulation: 

(a) the ill-treatment in any way of a member of the Defence Force of inferior rank or a 

subordinate; 

(b) the offering, in the course of duty, of inhumane or degrading treatment to another 

member of the Defence Force; 

(c) the causing or engaging in a disturbance or behavior in a disorderly manner; 

(d) behavior in an insubordinate manner; 

(e) whilst on watch or sentry duty either  

 (i) the engaging in misconduct, or 

 (ii) the failure to do one’s duty; 

(f) disobedience of a lawful order; 

(g) disobedience of a lawful general order; 

(h) drunkenness if, owing to the influence of alcohol or any drug, whether alone or in 

combination with any other circumstances: 

(i) unfitness to be entrusted with his duty, 

(ii) unfitness to be entrusted with any duty which he was reasonably aware that he 

could be called upon to perform, 

(iii) behavior in a disorderly manner, or 

(iv) behavior in any manner likely to bring discredit on the Defence Force; 

(i) absence without leave;  

(j) avoidance of duty; 

(k) the making of a false statement concerning any official matter relating to the Defence 

Force; 

(l) without reasonable excuse, fighting with another member of the Defence Force; 

(m) the willful or by willful neglect damaging or causing damage to or the loss of any 

property of the Defence Force;  
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(n) conduct prejudicial to good order or military discipline or behavior in a manner which 

brings discredit on the Defence Force.  

Section 5. Arrest 

5.1 Any member of the Defence Force subject to this Code of Military Discipline found 

committing a breach of service discipline, or reasonably suspected of committing or having 

committed a breach of service discipline, may be arrested in accordance with the provisions of 

this Section. 

5.2 A member of the Defence Force subject to this Code of Military Discipline may be 

arrested by a member of the Defence Force of superior rank. 

5.3 As soon as possible, but in any event no later than 24 hours following arrest, the arrested 

member of the Defence Force must be informed of the reasons for his arrest. 

5.4 Within 24 hours of arrest, a disciplinary officer must be informed and must consider the 

necessity of retaining the member of the Defence Force in arrest, and the disciplinary officer 

shall order the release of the arrested member of the Defence Force unless he reasonably believes 

that if released: 

(a)  the arrested member of the Defence Force will absent himself or flee disciplinary 

proceedings; 

(b) there is a risk that evidence will be lost, tainted or destroyed; or 

(c) the arrested member of the Defence Force will commit further breaches of service 

discipline if released. 

5.5 If, in accordance with Section 5.4 of the present Regulation, the disciplinary officer shall 

have determined the member of the Defence Force under arrest shall be further retained, the 

period of such further retention shall not exceed 24 hours, and the disciplinary officer must 

notify the local prosecutor of the arrest. 

5.6 Before the expiry of the period of 48 hours of arrest, the disciplinary officer must have 

either released the member of the Defence Force under arrest from arrest under this Section or 

dealt with the allegation of the breach of service discipline upon which the arrest is based. 

Section 6. Investigation of Breaches of Service Discipline 

6.1 An allegation that a member of the Defence Force subject to this Code of Military 

Discipline has committed a breach of discipline shall be reported to a disciplinary officer, who 

shall investigate each such allegation and, in doing so, may task an investigating officer. 

6.2 One or more investigating officers may investigate a breach of service discipline, which 

investigation shall be conducted in accordance with procedures for investigations of breaches of 

service discipline to be prescribed by the Chief of the Defence Force in subsequent 

administrative instructions.  

6.3 If, as a result of an investigation conducted in accordance with this Section 6, the 

disciplinary officer determines to charge a member of the Defence Force with a breach of service 
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discipline, charges shall be preferred in accordance with procedures for charging a member of 

the Defence Force with a breach of service discipline to be prescribed by the Chief of the 

Defence Force in subsequent administrative instructions.    

Section 7. Jurisdiction of Disciplinary Officers 

7.1 The Chief of the Defence Force: 

 (a) has jurisdiction over all breaches of service discipline; and 

 (b) may impose any punishment provided in Section 9.1 of the present Regulation for 

such breach of service discipline. 

7.2 A disciplinary officer: 

 (a) has jurisdiction over all breaches of service discipline by accused junior in rank to 

the disciplinary officer; and 

 (b) may impose any punishment provided in Section 9.1 of the present Regulation for 

such a breach of service discipline. 

Section 8. Procedures at Disciplinary Hearings 

8.1 Disciplinary proceedings are not judicial proceedings. 

8.2 An accused shall be considered as innocent until proven guilty.   

8.3 Disciplinary officers shall not be bound by technical rules of law or evidence and may 

inform themselves on any matter relevant to the alleged breach of service discipline as the 

disciplinary officer considers reasonably necessary for the purposes of the disciplinary hearing; 

provided, however,  

(a) the disciplinary hearing shall at all times be conducted in a manner that is fair and just; 

and 

(b) all evidence presented at a disciplinary hearing shall be given on oath or affirmation. 

8.4 Disciplinary hearings shall be conducted in a manner that provides to the accused a full 

and fair opportunity to present a defence or explanation, and for that purpose and to that extent 

an accused is entitled: 

(a) to have the charge reduced into writing;  

(b) to have a copy of the charge before the disciplinary hearing commences;  

(c) to have the charge explained before the commencement of the disciplinary hearing by a 

superior officer or at the disciplinary hearing by the disciplinary officer;  

(d) to question witnesses called against the accused and persons whose statements are used 

against the accused;  

(e) to call and question witnesses on the accused’s behalf;  

(f) to give evidence in his own defence, to provide an explanation of his actions and of 

mitigating factors and to have such evidence or explanation recorded in writing; and  
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(g) to be represented by a member of the Defence Force of the accused’s own choosing, 

provided that member is reasonably available and not connected with the investigation or 

conduct of the disciplinary proceedings. 

8.5 A disciplinary officer may conclude that an accused is guilty of the breach of service 

discipline for which the accused has been subjected to a disciplinary hearing only if the 

disciplinary officer, considering all of the evidence available, is sure that each of the elements of 

the breach of service discipline as set forth in the annex attached hereto has been established. 

8.6 The findings of the disciplinary officer in relation to each disciplinary hearing, and any 

punishment awarded in connection therewith, including determinations relating to defences, 

explanations and mitigating factors, shall be recorded in writing. 

8.7 If, at any stage of the disciplinary proceedings, before any punishment has been imposed, 

the disciplinary officer, of his own motion or at the request of the accused, determines that in the 

interests of justice he should not deal with the charge, then he may transfer the matter to another 

disciplinary officer. 

Section 9. Punishments for Breaches of Service Discipline 

9.1 The disciplinary officer, taking into account such factors as may be relevant in 

determining the same, may impose the following punishments, listed in descending order of 

severity, on a member of the Defence Force found guilty of committing a breach of service 

discipline: 

(a) detention for a period not exceeding 7 days;  

(b) confinement to barracks for a period not exceeding 7 days; 

(c) a fine not exceeding the equivalent of 2 days’ pay;  

(d) stoppage of leave for a period not exceeding 7 days; 

(e) extra duties for a period not exceeding 7 days; or  

(f) reprimand, 

provided, however, that at any disciplinary hearing addressing more than one breach of service 

discipline,  

(g) the total period of detention may not exceed 28 days; 

(h) the total period of confinement to barracks may not exceed 28 days; 

(i) the total fine imposed may not exceed the equivalent of 8 days’ pay; 

(j) the total stoppage of leave imposed may not exceed 28 days; and 

(k) the total number of extra duties imposed may not exceed 28 days; 

and, provided further, that detention may only be imposed for a member below the rank of 

Sargento Ajudante. 
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9.2 The Chief of the Defence Force may, by subsequent administrative instruction, make 

rules in relation to punishments for breaches of service discipline. 

Section 10. Review of Decisions in Disciplinary Proceedings 

10.1 The Chief of the Defence Force may, of his own motion or at the request of any 

member of the Defence Force affected by the decision emanating from a disciplinary hearing, 

review such decision and, if he deems proper in the interests of justice to do so, may: 

(a) disallow any finding of guilt; or 

(b) impose any punishment less than that imposed by the decision 

and, for the purposes of a review, may suspend the carrying out, or the continuance, of any 

punishment imposed. 

10.2 The Transitional Administrator or his civilian delegate may, of his own motion or at the 

request of any member of the Defence Force affected by the decision emanating from a 

disciplinary hearing, review a decision of the Chief of the Defence Force in connection with such 

disciplinary proceedings and, if he deems proper in the interests of justice to do so, may: 

(a) disallow any finding of guilt; or 

(b) impose any punishment less than that imposed by the decision 

and, for the purposes of a review, may suspend the carrying out, or the continuance, of any 

punishment imposed. 

10.3 When a member of the Defence Force affected by a decision emanating from a 

disciplinary hearing requests a review under Sections 10.1 or 10.2 of the present Regulation,  

(a) the request must be made in writing within 30 days of the completion of the disciplinary 

hearing, and 

(b) further proceedings in connection with such disciplinary proceedings shall be stayed until 

such time as the requesting the review shall have been completed.  

Section 11. Administrative Instructions 

11.1 The Transitional Administrator may issue administrative instructions and other 

instruments prescribing all matters that are necessary or convenient to be prescribed in 

connection with the implementation of the present Regulation. 

11.2 The Chief of the Defence Force may issue administrative instructions, not inconsistent 

with this Regulation, on matters relating but not limited to: 

(a) the appointment of members of the Defence Force as disciplinary officers to exercise 

disciplinary powers as set out in this Regulation;  

(b) the rank of members of the Defence Force that a disciplinary officer may exercise 

disciplinary power over in accordance with this Code of Military Discipline; 

(c) the procedures to be followed in the investigation of breaches of service discipline;  

(d) the procedure for charging an accused with a breach of service discipline; 
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(e) the procedure for a disciplinary hearing into a breach of service discipline; 

(f) the number and combination of punishments that may be imposed by a disciplinary 

officer; and 

(g) the consequences of any punishment listed in Section 9 of the present Regulation. 

Section 12. Reference of Matter to Civil Authorities 

12.1 If, in the course of any disciplinary proceedings, the disciplinary officer shall form the 

opinion that a member of the Defence Force may have committed a civil criminal offence, the 

disciplinary officer shall as soon as practicable advise the appropriate civil law enforcement or 

judiciary authorities of that opinion and the reasons for it. 

12.2 If, following notification to civil authorities pursuant to Section 12.1 of the present 

Regulation, the disciplinary proceedings should conclude prior to the conclusion of the civilian 

criminal justice process with respect to the alleged civil criminal offence, no decision of the 

disciplinary proceedings shall in any way constitute a defence or other impediment to such 

civilian criminal justice proceedings. 

Section 13. Entry into Force 

The present Regulation shall enter into force upon signature. 

[Elements of the breaches of service discipline set out in § 4 were prescribed in an Annex.]
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Federal Constitutional Law on Courts-Martial 

of the Russian Federation 

No. 1-ФКЗ, June 23, 1999
* 

 

CHAPTER I.   GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

Article 1. Courts-Martial of the Russian Federation 

1. Courts-martial of the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as courts-martial) shall 

form a part of the Court System of the Russian Federation, be Federal Courts of common 

jurisdiction and execute judicial power in the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other 

troops, military formations and Federal bodies of executive power (hereinafter referred to as 

bodies) in which military service is envisaged according to federal law.  

2. Courts-martial shall be formed on the principle of territory in the place of stationing of 

military units and institutions of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, 

military formations and bodies. Courts-martial shall be situated in open for free access places. 

3. Courts-martial shall be organized and cancelled in accordance with federal law. No court-

martial may be cancelled if the matters that were submitted to it were not immediately 

transferred to the jurisdiction of another court.  The number of courts-martial and the number of 

judges of courts-martial shall be determined by the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. 

4. During the time of mobilization and in wartime the peculiarities of organization and 

functioning of courts-martial shall be defined by relevant Federal Constitutional Laws. 

Article 2. Legislation of the Russian Federation on Courts-Martial 

The powers, the order of organization and functioning of courts-martial shall be determined 

by the Constitution of the Russian Federation, Federal Constitutional Law on Judicial System of 

the Russian Federation, this Federal Constitutional Law, other Federal Constitutional laws and 

federal laws. 

Article 3. Courts-Martial Administer Justice 

Courts-martial administer justice on behalf of the Russian Federation, considering cases in 

the order of civil, administrative and criminal legal proceedings. 

 

 

                                                 
*
 A. Arbatov & E. Chernikov (eds.), RUSSIAN FEDERATION LEGAL ACTS ON CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS. Collection 

of Documents, Moscow 2003, 675 pp. ISBN 5-93111-027-5. 
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Article 4. Main Tasks of Courts-Martial 

While considering the cases, the main tasks of courts-martial shall be provision and 

protection: 

of infringed and/or questioned rights, freedoms and interests of an individual and citizen, 

entities and their formations that are protected by law; 

 of infringed and/or questioned rights and interests of local self government that are protected 

by law; 

of infringed and/or questioned rights and protected by law interests of the Russian 

Federation, bodies of the Russian Federation, Federal agencies of State power and agencies of 

State power of the bodies of the Russian Federation. 

Article 5. Independence of Courts-Martial and Independence of Judges of Courts-Martial 

1. Courts-martial shall administer justice independently, be subordinate only to the 

Constitution of the Russian Federation, Federal Constitutional Laws and federal laws. 

2. Judges of courts-martial shall be independent and in their activities of administering justice 

they shall not report to anyone. 

3. Any interference in the activities of the judges of courts-martial concerning administering 

justice shall be inadmissible and shall lead to responsibility foreseen by federal law. 

4. The guarantees of judges’ independence determined by the Constitution of the Russian 

Federation, Federal Constitutional Laws and federal laws, shall not be cancelled or reduced in 

respect to the judges of courts-martial. 

Article 6. Language of Legal Proceedings and Records in Courts-Martial 

The language of legal proceedings and records in courts-martial shall be conducted in the 

state language of the Russian Federation—in the Russian language. The individuals who 

participate in the proceedings and who do not know the Russian language shall be given the right 

to speak and to give evidence in their native language or in any other language that they choose 

voluntarily, and to use interpreter’s services. 

Article 7. Cases within the Competence of Courts-Martial 

1. The following cases shall be within the competence of courts-martial: 

(1) civil and administrative cases about infringed and/or questioned rights, freedoms and 

protected by law interests of military persons of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, 

other troops, military formations and bodies (hereinafter referred to as military personnel), 

citizens who are attending military periodical training, from actions (inaction) of authorities of 

Military Office, military officials and from the decisions taken by them; 

(2) cases about crimes with which the following individuals are charged: the military 

persons, citizens who are attending military periodical training and citizens who are discharged 

from military service and citizens who have passed military periodical training—on the condition 
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that these crimes were committed by them during the time of military service or military 

periodical training; 

(3) cases about administrative offenses that were committed by military persons, citizens 

who are attending military periodical training. 

2. Citizens who were discharged from military service and citizens who have passed military 

periodical training, shall have the right to appeal to a court-martial against actions (inaction) of 

authorities of Military Office, military officials and against decisions taken by them that infringe 

the rights, freedoms and protected by law interests of the above mentioned citizens during their 

military service and military periodical training. 

3. The jurisdiction of cases about administrative offenses and cases about crimes with which 

the following individuals are charged: the military persons, citizens who are attending military 

periodical training and citizens who are discharged from military service and citizens who have 

passed military periodical training who have committed offenses during the time of military 

service or military periodical training and the civil—shall be determined by corresponding 

Federal procedure laws. 

4. Courts-martial which are located outside the territory of the Russian Federation shall have 

jurisdiction over all civil, administrative and criminal cases that are to be submitted to Federal 

courts of common jurisdiction if it is not determined otherwise under the International Treaty of 

the Russian Federation. 

5. Courts-martial shall not have jurisdiction over the cases about crimes of which military 

persons, citizens who are attending military periodical training, are accused on the condition that 

these crimes have been committed by them before enrollment into military service, military 

periodical training. 

6. Courts-martial examine appeals against the application by an official who is making an 

inquiry, by an investigator or prosecutor the measure of taking into custody and prolongation by 

the above mentioned officials the period of taking into custody military persons and citizens who 

are attending military periodical trainings and also claims against actions (inaction) of military 

prosecutors and decisions adopted by them in respect to military persons and citizens who are 

attending military periodical trainings. 

7. Within their competence and in the order determined by federal law, courts-martial shall 

consider cases and materials connected with the limitations of constitutional freedoms and rights 

to confidentiality of correspondence, telephone and any other conversations, post, telegraph and 

other messages, inviolability of home. 

8. The jurisdiction of courts-martial and the order of administering of justice during the time 

of mobilization and in wartime shall be determined by corresponding Federal Constitutional 

Laws. 
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CHAPTER II.   SYSTEM AND POWERS OF COURTS-MARTIAL 

Article 8. System of Courts-Martial 

1. The following courts constitute the systems of courts-martial: district (fleet) courts martial 

and garrison courts-martial. 

2. In case a military unit, enterprise, institution or organization of the Armed Forces of the 

Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and bodies are located outside the territory 

of the Russian Federation, courts martial may be formed in the place of their dislocation if it is 

envisaged according to an International Treaty of the Russian Federation. 

Article 9. Powers of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation to Examine Cases within 

the Jurisdiction of Courts-Martial 

1. The Presidium of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation shall consider cases 

concerning appeals against decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of the Military 

Chamber of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as the Military 

Chamber) and of courts-martial upon these documents have entered into force. 

2. Cassation Chamber of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation shall consider cases 

concerning complaints and appeals against decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of 

the Military Chamber that were adopted in the first instance by it and have not entered into force 

yet. 

3. The Military Chamber shall consider in the first instance: 

(1) cases concerning appeals against non-regulatory acts issued by the President of the 

Russian Federation, regulation acts issued by the Government of the Russian Federation, the 

Defense Ministry of the Russian Federation, other Federal bodies of executive power in which 

military service is envisaged under federal law, and related to rights, freedoms and protected by 

law interests of military persons, citizens who have periodical military training; 

(2) cases concerning crimes of which a judge of a military court is accused if the judge 

submitted a relevant request and cases concerning crimes of a very complicated character or of 

special public importance, over which the Military Chamber is entitled to have jurisdiction if an 

accused has submitted a request. 

4. The Military Chamber shall consider cases concerning complaints and appeals against 

decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of District (Fleet) Courts-Martial which were 

adopted by them in first instance and have not entered into force. 

5. The Military Chamber shall consider cases concerning complaints and appeals against 

decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of courts-martial which have entered into 

force. 

6. The Military Chamber shall consider cases concerning newly appeared circumstances in 

relation to decisions and judgements of the Military Chamber, which entered into force. 
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Article 10. The Military Chamber 

1. The Military Chamber shall act within the structure of the Supreme Court of the Russian 

Federation and shall be direct higher court instance than District (Fleet) Courts-Martial. 

2. The Military Chamber shall comprise the Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Chairmen of court 

staffs and other judges of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as 

judges of the Military Chamber). 

3. Military staffs may be formed in the Military Chamber. 

4. The Military Chamber shall consider cases over which military courts have jurisdiction, 

composed of the following staff: 

(1) in the first instance civil and administrative cases shall be considered by a single judge or 

by the Chamber consisting of three judges, and criminal cases shall be considered by the 

Chamber consisting of three judges, or by a judge and the jury, or by the Chamber consisting of a 

judge and people’s assessors; 

(2) cases concerning complaints and appeals against decisions, convictions, definitions and 

judgements of District (Fleet) Courts-Martial which were adopted by them in first instance and 

have not entered into force shall be considered by the Chamber consisting of three judges; 

(3) cases concerning complaints and appeals against decisions, convictions, definitions and 

judgements of courts-martial which have entered into force shall be considered by the Chamber 

consisting of three judges. 

5. The Military Chamber shall issue Information Report of Courts-Martial where the 

following is printed: decisions of courts-martial on civil and criminal cases, reviews on court 

practice, analytical materials and statistics on the work of courts-martial and other materials. 

Article 11. Chairman of the Military Chamber of the Supreme Court of the Russian 

Federation 

1. The Chairman of the Military Chamber of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation 

(hereinafter referred to as the Chairman of the Military Chamber) is Deputy Chairman of the 

Supreme Court of the Russian Federation and is appointed to this position by the Federation 

Council of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation after nomination by the President of 

the Russian Federation based on the nomination made by the Chairman of the Supreme Court of 

the Russian Federation and conclusions drawn by the Qualification Chamber of Judges of the 

Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. 

2. The Chairman of the Military Chamber shall: 

(1) submit protests to the Presidium of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation against 

decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of the Military Chamber that have entered 

into force; 
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(2) submit protests to the Military Chamber and presidiums of District (Fleet) Courts-Martial 

against decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of courts-martial that have entered 

into force; 

(3) be entitled to participate in review of cases by the Military Chamber and act as Chairman 

in court hearings; 

(4) organize activity of the Military Chamber; 

(5) decide, if necessary, whether to transfer the case from one court staff to another; 

(6) control the work of the staff of the Military Chamber that is a structural unit of the staff of 

the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as the staff of the Military 

Chamber), appoint to positions and relieve the personnel of the Military Chamber of their posts; 

(7) have other powers envisaged by federal law and perform duties that were entrusted by the 

Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. 

Article 12. Deputy Chairman of the Military Chamber, Chairman of the court staff 

1. Deputy Chairman of the Military Chamber shall: 

(1) be entitled to participate in review of cases by the Military Chamber and act as a 

Chairman in court hearings; 

(2) have powers of the Chairman of the Military Chamber while the latter is absent, 

excluding powers to submit protests; 

(3) perform other duties entrusted by the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian 

Federation and by the Chairman of the Military Chamber. 

2. The Chairman of the court staff shall: 

(1) organize the work of the court staff; 

(2) participate in review of cases by the court staff and act as Chairman in court hearings of 

the court staff; 

(3) control the work of personnel of the court staff; 

(4) perform duties entrusted by the Chairman of the Military Chamber. 

Article 13. District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

1. District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall act on the territory of one or several bodies of the 

Russian Federation, on which military units and institutions of the Armed Forces of the Russian 

Federation, of other troops, military formations and agencies are located. 

 2. District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall comprise Chairman, Deputy Chairman and other 

judges. The position of First Deputy Chairman may be included in District (Fleet) Court-Martial. 

3. The presidium shall be formed in District (Fleet) Court-Martial, as well as Military 

Chambers and/or court staffs may be formed there. 
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Article 14. Jurisdiction of District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

1. Within the limits determined by this Federal Constitutional Law District (Fleet) Court-

Martial shall consider in first instance civil cases concerning state secret and cases about crimes 

for which punishment may be imposed in the form of imprisonment for the period of more than 

15 years, life imprisonment or capital punishment. 

2. Within the limits determined by this Federal Constitutional Law District (Fleet) Court-

Martial shall consider cases concerning complaints and appeals against decisions, convictions, 

definitions and judgements of garrison courts martial that were adopted by them in the first 

instance and have not entered into force. 

3. Within the limits determined by this Federal Constitutional Law District (Fleet) Court-

Martial shall consider cases concerning complaints and appeals against decisions, convictions, 

definitions and judgements of garrison courts martial that have entered into force and judgements 

that were adopted by District (Fleet) Court-Martial in the second instance. 

4. The District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall consider cases concerning newly appeared 

circumstances in relation to decisions and judgements of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial which 

entered into force. 

Article 15. Personnel of District (Fleet) Court-Martial while administering justice 

1. The District (Fleet) Court-Martial in the first instance shall consider cases which fall 

within its jurisdiction according to this Federal Constitutional Law, composed of the following 

staff: 

 (1) civil and administrative cases shall be considered by a single judge or by the Chamber 

composed of three judges; 

(2) criminal cases shall be considered by the Chamber composed of three Judges, or a Judge 

and the jury, or by the Chamber composed of a judge and people’s assessors. 

2. The District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall consider cases concerning complaints and appeals 

against decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of garrison courts martial that were 

adopted by them in the first instance and have not entered into force yet, and concerning 

complaints and appeals against decisions of garrison courts martial on detention, custody, 

limitations of rights to the confidentiality of correspondence, telephone and other 

communications, post, telegraph and other messages, on inviolability of the home, on action 

(inaction) of officials making an inquiry, of investigator, prosecutor and on decisions adopted by 

them, — by the Chamber composed of three judges. 

3. The District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall consider at the meetings of the Presidium cases 

concerning appeals against decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of garrison courts 

martial that entered into force, as well as against decisions and judgements that were adopted by 

the District (Fleet) Court-Martial in the second instance. 
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Article 16. Presidium of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

1. The Presidium of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall act as composed by Chairman, 

Deputy Chairman — Chairmen of Court Chambers and court staffs. 

2.The Presidium of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall: 

(1) consider civil, administrative and criminal cases concerning appeals against decisions, 

convictions, definitions and judgements of garrison courts martial that entered into force, as well 

as against decisions and judgements that were adopted by the District (Fleet) Court-Martial in the 

second instance; 

(2) consider questions of organization of work and coordinate the work of Court Chambers 

and court staffs; 

(3) appoint Chairmen of Court Chambers and Court staffs upon nomination of the Chairman 

of the Court; 

(4) determine the number of Court Chambers and Court staffs upon nomination of the 

Chairman of the Court; 

(5) consider questions of organization of work of the Court staff, approve the structure and 

schedule of the court personnel, number of staff and regulations on the court staff upon 

nomination by the Chairman of the Court. 

Article 17. Order of Work of the Presidium of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

1. Meetings of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall be held not less than once per month 

on the initiative of the Chairman of the Court. 

2. The meeting of the Presidium of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall have quorum if 

more than half members are present. 

3. The judgements of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall be adopted by the majority of 

votes of the members who are present at the meeting. 

Article 18. Court Chambers and Court Staffs of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

The Court Chambers and Court Staffs of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall consider: 

(1) in first instance cases that fall under the jurisdiction of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

according to this Federal Constitutional Law; 

(2) cases about complaints and appeals against decisions, convictions, definitions and 

judgements of garrison courts martial that were adopted by them in the first instance and that 

have not entered into force; 

(3) cases on newly appeared circumstances related to decisions, convictions, definitions and 

judgements that were adopted by the relevant Court Chamber, Court Staff and that entered into 

force. 
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Article 19. Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

1. The Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall be appointed to this position by 

the President of the Russian Federation upon the nomination of the Chairman of the Supreme 

Court of the Russian Federation based on the conclusions of the Supreme Qualification Chamber 

of Judges of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. 

2.The Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall: 

(1) submit protests against decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements of the relevant 

garrison and District (Fleet) Courts Martial that have entered into force; 

(2) be entitled to participate in examination of cases by a District (Fleet) Court-Martial and 

act as Chairman in court hearings; 

(3) organize court activities; 

(4) convene meetings of the Presidium of the Court and submit to it cases that shall be 

examined, preside at the meetings of the Presidium; 

(5) delegate duties to Deputy Chairmen of the Court; 

(6) decide, if necessary, whether to transfer cases from one court Chamber or Court staff to 

another Court Chamber or Court Staff, and also decide questions concerning the appointment of 

a Court Chamber or Court staff to examine cases in another Court Chamber or Court staff; 

(7) control the work of Administrator and court personnel, appoint to a post and relieve court 

personnel of their posts if they do not perform military service; 

(8) represent the Court in state agencies, public organizations and bodies of self government; 

(9) have other powers envisaged by federal law. 

Article 20. Deputy Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial, Deputy Chairman—

Chairman of the Court Chamber or Court staff of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial, 

Chairman of the Court staff of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial 

1. Deputy Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall be appointed to this post by 

the President of the Russian Federation upon the nomination of the Chairman of the Supreme 

Court of the Russian Federation based on the conclusions of the Supreme Qualification Chamber 

of Judges of the Russian Federation. 

Deputy Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial, Deputy Chairman—Chairman of the 

Court Chamber or Court staff of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial, Chairman of the Court staff of 

the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall: 

(1) be entitled to participate in the review of cases by the relevant Court Chamber or Court 

Staff and preside at court hearings; 

(2) organize the work of the relevant Court Chamber or Court Staff; 
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(3) control the work of personnel of the relevant Court Chamber or Court Staff; 

(4) have other powers envisaged by federal law and perform duties that were entrusted by the 

Chairman of the Court. 

3. Deputy Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall have powers of the Chairman 

of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial while the latter is absent, excluding the powers to submit 

protests, and shall perform other duties at the Chairman’s request. 

4. Deputy Chairman of the District (Fleet) Court-Martial shall:  

(1) be entitled to participate in the review of cases by the Court Staff and preside at court 

hearings; 

(2) organize the work of the Court Staff; 

(3) control the work of personnel of the Court Staff; 

(4) have other powers envisaged by federal law and perform duties that were entrusted by the 

Chairman of the Court and/or the Chairman of the relevant Court Chamber. 

Article 21. Garrison Court-Martial 

1. Garrison Court-Martial shall operate on the territory on which one or more military 

garrisons are located. 

2. Garrison Court-Martial shall be composed of the Chairman, Deputy Chairmen and other 

judges. 

Article 22. Jurisdiction of Garrison Court-Martial 

1. Within the scope envisaged by this Federal Constitutional Law, Garrison Court-Martial 

shall consider in the first instance civil, administrative and criminal cases that are not related by 

this Federal Constitutional Law to jurisdiction of the Military Chamber or the District (Fleet) 

Court-Martial. 

Garrison Court-Martial shall consider cases on newly appeared circumstances related to 

decisions, convictions, definitions and judgements that were adopted by Garrison Court-Martial 

and that entered into force. 

3. Garrison Court-Martial shall make decisions on detention, custody, limitations of rights to 

the confidentiality of correspondence, telephone and other communications, post, telegraph and 

other messages, on inviolability of the home. 

4. Garrison Court-Martial shall consider complaints and appeals against action (inaction) of 

officials making an inquiry, of investigator, prosecutor and on decisions adopted by them in the 

order and cases that are determined by the Federal Criminal Procedure Law. 

Article 23. Staff of Garrison Court-Martial while administering justice 

1. Garrison Court-Martial shall consider cases in the first instance in the following staff: 

(1) civil and administrative cases shall be considered by a single judge or by a Chamber 

composed of a judge and people’s assessors if any of the parties submits a relevant request; 
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(2) criminal cases shall be considered by a single judge or by a Chamber composed of a 

judge and people’s assessors. 

2. A judge of a Garrison Court-Martial shall solely make decisions on detention, custody, 

limitations of rights to the confidentiality of correspondence, telephone and other 

communications, post, telegraph and other messages, on inviolability of the home, and shall 

consider complaints and appeals against action (inaction) of officials making an inquiry, of 

investigator, prosecutor and on decisions adopted by them in the order and cases that are 

determined by the Federal Criminal Procedure Law. 

Article 24. Chairman of Garrison Court-Martial  

1. The Chairman of Garrison Court-Martial shall be appointed to this post by the President of 

the Russian Federation upon the nomination of the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the 

Russian Federation based on the conclusions of the Supreme Qualification Chamber of Judges of 

the Russian Federation. 

2. The Chairman of Garrison Court-Martial shall: 

(1) be entitled to participate in the review of cases by Garrison Court-Martial and preside at 

court hearings; 

(2) organize the work of the court; 

(3) delegate duties to judges; 

(4) control the work of the Administrator and personnel of the court, appoint to posts and 

relieve personnel of the Court Staff of their posts if they do not perform military service and 

adopt regulations on the Court Staff; 

(5) represent the Court in state agencies, public organizations and bodies of self government. 

Article 25. Deputy Chairman of Garrison Court-Martial 

1. Deputy Chairman of Garrison Court-Martial shall be appointed to this post by the 

President of the Russian Federation upon the nomination of the Chairman of the Supreme Court 

of the Russian Federation based on the conclusions of the Supreme Qualification Chamber of 

Judges of the Russian Federation. 

2. Along with performing duties of the judge, Deputy Chairman of the Garrison Court-

Martial shall deputize for Chairman of Garrison Court-Martial while the latter is absent and shall 

perform other duties at Chairman’s request. 

 

CHAPTER III.   STATUS OF COURTS-MARTIAL JUDGES 

Article 26. Peculiarities of Status of Judges of Courts-Martial and Military Chamber 

1. The status of judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall be determined 

according to the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the Federal Constitutional Law on Court 

System of the Russian Federation, the Law of the Russian Federation on the Status of Judges in 
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the Russian Federation, this Federal Constitutional Law, Federal Constitutional laws and federal 

laws.  

2. Appointment of a court-martial judge to another post in the same court or transfer of the 

judge to another court-martial shall be made with the consent of the judge, excluding cases of 

transfer of the judge to a court-martial that is situated outside the territory of the Russian 

Federation or that is operating in an area where a state of emergency has been declared. 

3. Judges of courts-martial who are fit for military service, taking into account their health 

conditions, cannot be discharged from military service without their consent till they reach the 

age limit for military service that is envisaged by federal laws. The term of military service for 

judges of courts-martial who reach the age limit for being in the relevant military rank may be 

prolonged to 10 years by the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation on the 

recommendation of the Qualification Chamber of Judges of Courts-Martial, but past age 65. 

Article 27. Requirements that Candidates for the Position of Court-Martial Judge shall 

Meet 

A court-martial judge shall be a citizen of the Russian Federation who has reached the age of 

25 years, who has higher law education, experience in law not less than five years, who has not 

committed any misconduct, and who has passed a qualification exam and obtained 

recommendation of the Qualification Chamber of Judges of Courts-Martial and who has an 

officer rank and has concluded the Contract on Military Service. 

Article 28. Status of the Jury and People’s Assessors of Courts-Martial and the Military 

Chamber 

The Status of the Jury and People’s Assessors of Courts-Martial and the Military Chamber 

and the order of invitation of citizens of the Russian Federation to administer justice as the jury 

and People’s assessors shall be determined by Federal Constitutional Laws and federal laws. 

Article 29. Peculiarities of Material Security of Judges of Courts-Martial and the Military 

Chamber 

1. A money allowance shall be paid to judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber on 

the grounds and in the amounts determined for judges by federal law. Judges of courts-martial 

and the Military Chamber shall be entitled to receive other payments that are provided for judges 

by federal law. 

2. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall also be paid salaries according to 

their military ranks on the grounds and in the amounts determined for military persons by federal 

law. 

3. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall have a choice whether to receive 

either long service bonus on the grounds and in the amount defined for judges by federal law, or 

long service interest payment on the grounds and in the amount defined for military persons by 

relevant legal regulation acts. 

4. Awarding a premium to judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber and granting 

material aid to them shall be made on the grounds and in the amount that are envisaged for 

judges by federal law. 
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5. In case of honorable resignation (discharge) of judges of courts-martial and the Military 

Chamber and at the same time of discharge from military service the above mentioned judges 

shall be entitled to receive at their choice either lump sum allowance upon their discharge from 

military service, that is envisaged for military persons by federal law, or gratuity that is 

envisaged by the Law of the Russian Federation on the Status of Judges in the Russian 

Federation. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber who have received gratuity for 

the period of service as a judge and who have remained in military service, shall not be entitled 

to receive lump sum allowance for the above mentioned period upon their discharge from 

military service. 

6. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber who have the right to receive monthly 

life allowance in full amount or long service military pensions and who continue to work as 

Judges shall be entitled to receive at their choice either monthly bonus to money allowance 

which is calculated in percentage from monthly life allowance that might be awarded to them at 

the time of retirement or percentage bonus to pension that might be awarded to them for long 

military service. 

Article 30. Living Allowance and Pension of Judges of Courts-Martial and the Military 

Chamber 

1. In case of honorable resignation (discharge) of judges of courts-martial and the Military 

Chamber and at the same time of discharge from military service the above mentioned judges 

shall be entitled to receive at their choice either tax free monthly living allowance, that is 

envisaged for judges by federal law, or pension, that is envisaged for military persons, or 

pension, that is envisaged for civilians. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall 

be entitled to the pension that is envisaged for military personnel and calculated on the basis of 

their salary, taking into account their position. The increase in pension, if it is reviewed later in 

cases envisaged by federal law, shall be calculated taking into account the above-mentioned 

salary. 

2. The period of service (including the period before this Federal Constitutional Law entered 

into force) in the position of court-martial judge located outside the territory of the Russian 

Federation and in regions and areas of the Russian Federation where according to the legislation 

of the Russian Federation military personnel have a right to special calculation of long military 

service term, shall be taken into consideration for the calculation of long service of judges of 

courts-martial in the position of judges in the order determined for calculation of long military 

service in the relevant Military Court, region and area. 

Article 31. Peculiarities of Social Security of Judges of Courts-Martial and the Military 

Chamber, and members of their family 

1. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber, members of their families and their 

property are under special protection of the State. The Interior services and the command of 

military units in the place of dislocation of a court-martial shall take necessary measures to 

provide security to judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber, members of their family, 
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safety of their property according to the federal law on “State Security of Judges, Officials of 

Law Enforcement Agencies and Inspections.” 

2. If a court-martial judge or judge of the Military Chamber (including retired judges) dies 

not because of the judge’s service duties, disabled members of the judge’s family who were the 

judge’s dependents shall be entitled, at the choice of agencies responsible for pensions of judges 

and military personnel, to receive pension which might be awarded to a court-martial judge or to 

a judge of the Military Chamber on the grounds determined by this Federal Constitutional Law, 

the Law of the Russian Federation on “Pensions to individuals who performed military service, 

service in the agencies of the Interior, institutions and agencies of criminal executive system and 

to members of their families” or the Law of the Russian Federation on “the Status of Judges of 

the Russian Federation.” 

3. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall be granted at their request main 

annual paid leaves and additional leaves in the order envisaged by federal law either for judges 

or for military personnel. 

4. Housing shall be provided to judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber in out of 

turn order by the relevant bodies of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, 

military formations and agencies with the following compensation of their expenses from the 

funds of the federal budget or shall be bought with the money of the federal budget allocated for 

these aims according to the requirements defined in the Law of the Russian Federation “On the 

Status of Judges in the Russian Federation,” not later than within six months since the judge was 

entrusted with powers. 

5. Living quarters that are occupied by judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber in 

houses of state or municipal dwelling funds and in case it is vacated, shall be granted to other 

court-martial judges and to personnel of the Court staff who need their living conditions to be 

improved in accordance with the requirements defined by federal law. 

6. Medical service for judges of courts-martial (including retired judges) and members of 

their families, including provision of medicine and facilities in sanatoria and health resorts, shall 

be in accordance with standards and in the order that are determined for judges by federal law. 

The above-mentioned service, provision and facilities of judges of courts-martial shall be 

supplied by relevant agencies of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, 

military formations and bodies and, as far as judges of the Military Chamber are concerned, in 

the order prescribed for judges of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. 

7. Judges of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and members of their families shall have 

the right to use at their discretion privileges and compensations that are envisaged by federal law 

either for judges and members of their family or for military personnel and members of their 

families. 
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CHAPTER IV.   FINANCING AND PROVISION FOR THE ACTIVITIES 

OF COURTS-MARTIAL AND THE MILITARY CHAMBER 

Article 32. Financing and Provision for Courts-Martial and the Military Chamber 

1. Courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall be financed with the funds of the Federal 

budget by the Court Department attached to the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation 

(hereinafter referred to as the Court Department) and by the Supreme Court of the Russian 

Federation respectively in accordance with the Federal Constitutional Law “On the Court System 

of the Russian Federation” and by this Federal Constitutional Law. 

2. Provision of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the relevant unit of the Court 

Department with transport, communication means, armament, service premises, maintenance, 

operation and security of such premises, and archives keeping shall be supplied by relevant 

agencies of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and 

other agencies, the incurred expenses shall be paid by the Court Department and the Supreme 

Court of the Russian Federation respectively. 

3. Organizational provision of the Military Chamber shall be supplied by the Staff of the 

Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, and as far as courts-martial are concerned, by the 

Court Department. 

4. The order of financing and provision of courts-martial in wartime and in a state of 

emergency shall be determined by relevant Federal Constitutional Laws. 

Article 33. Staffs of the Court-Martial and the Military Chamber 

1. The staffs of the court-martial and the Military Chamber shall provide for administration 

of justice by courts-martial and the Military Chamber respectively, summary of court practice, 

analysis of court statistics, systematization of legislation and performance of other functions of 

the court. 

2. The staff of the court-martial and the staff of the Military Chamber shall be governed by 

heads of the relevant staffs. The operations of the staff of the court-martial and the staff of the 

Military Chamber shall be controlled by the Chairman of the Court-Martial and the Chairman of 

the Military Chamber respectively. 

3. The structure and schedule of the staff of the court-martial, the number of personnel shall 

be determined within the limits of the funds that were allocated by the Presidium of the relevant 

court and, if the Presidium is not established, by the chairman of the relevant court. The structure 

and schedule of the staff of the Military Chamber, the number of personnel shall be determined 

within the limits of the funds that were allocated by the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the 

Russian Federation. 

4. The following posts shall be envisaged in the staffs of courts-martial and the Military 

Chamber: Assistant Chairman of the Court, Assistant Judges, Heads of Departments, Deputy 

Heads of Departments, Counsellors, Consultants, Chief Specialists, Leading Specialists, 

Specialists of 1st category, Specialists of the 2nd category, Specialists. 
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5. Personnel of the staffs of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall be considered to 

be officials of the State. Military personnel may be attached to the staffs of courts-martial and the 

Military Chamber. The rights and duties of the above mentioned personnel and the order of their 

performing state service shall be determined by federal laws and other legal regulations on 

Federal State Service. These personnel shall be given class ranks and special ranks and military 

persons shall be given also military ranks. 

6. Personnel of the staffs of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall be certified once 

per three years. The order of certification shall be defined by the Regulations on Attestation of 

Personnel of the Staffs of Federal Court of Common Jurisdiction, adopted by the Chairman of 

the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. Certification of military personnel who are 

attached to the staffs of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall be carried out in the order 

adopted in the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. 

7. Personnel of the staffs of courts-martial and the Military Chamber (including military 

persons) and members of their family shall be entitled to regulations on material allowance, 

measures of social protection and other legal and social guarantees that are defined by federal 

law for the personnel of staffs of federal courts of common jurisdiction and for the members of 

their family. 

8. Salaries of personnel on the staffs of courts-martial and the Military Chamber from 

military personnel shall be determined in relation to salaries of corresponding personnel of the 

Staffs of Federal Courts of common jurisdiction. The above mentioned personnel shall also be 

paid salaries for their military ranks and percentage long service bonus on the grounds and in the 

amounts defined by federal law for military personnel. 

9. Pensions of personnel of the staffs of courts-martial and the Military Chamber from 

military persons shall be paid in accordance with the Law of the Russian Federation on Pension 

allowance of individuals who performed military service, service in the Interior, institutions and 

agencies of criminal executive system and of their family members. Pensions shall be granted to 

the above-mentioned personnel, taking into account salaries that they had in their positions. In 

cases of the further review of the amount of pension as envisaged by federal law, the rise in 

pension shall be granted, taking into account the said salaries. 

10. The regulations for the staff of the Military Chamber shall be adopted by the Chairman of 

the Military Chamber. 

Article 34. Administrator of Court-Martial 

1. The Administrator of the court-martial shall: 

(1) take measures on organizational provision of the court; 

(2) cooperate with state agencies, public associations, bodies of local self government, their 

officials and other personnel on the question of provision of the court; 

(3) take measures on providing judges of courts-martial and personnel of the staff of the 

court-martial with necessary material and life conditions, medical service and facilities of 

sanatoria and health resorts; 
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(4) supply judges of the court-martial and personnel of the staff of the court-martial with law 

literature, manuals and reference and information materials; 

(5) supply information and legal provision to courts-martial, organize court statistics, record-

keeping and work of archives; 

(6) organize the guard of the building, premises and other property of the court-martial in 

non-working time, provide for faultless work of transport of the court-martial, communications 

means, work of household services; 

(7) organize construction of premises, as well as reconstruction and technical equipment of 

buildings and premises of the court-martial; 

(8) make up draft estimate of expenses of the court-martial that shall be adopted by the 

Chairman of the court-martial, and submit it to a relevant unit of the Court Department; 

(9) take other measures on provision of the court-martial; 

(10) fulfill orders and directions of the Chairman of the court-martial that are connected with 

provision of the court-martial. 

2 The Administrator of the court-martial shall perform his/her duties under control of the 

chairman of the relevant court and under direction of the corresponding unit of the Court 

Department. 

3. The Administrator of the court-martial shall be appointed and relieved by the head of the 

relevant unit of the Court Department on nomination by the Chairman of the relevant court-

martial. 

Article 35. Peculiarities of Staffing of Courts-Martial, the Military Chamber and the Court 

Department 

1. To posts of judges of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and envisaged by schedule state 

positions of personnel of the staffs of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court 

Department, military personnel who are attached to courts-martial, the Supreme Court of the 

Russian Federation and the Court Department shall be appointed in the order defined by the 

Federal Law on Military Duty and Military Service, taking into account the provisions of this 

Federal Constitutional Law. Military persons shall be attached upon the nomination of the 

Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. 

2. Limits on the attachment of military persons to courts-martial, the Supreme Court of the 

Russian Federation and the Court Department shall be established from the number of the Armed 

Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and agencies in proportion to 

the number of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and 

agencies respectively, and shall be adopted by the President of the Russian Federation upon the 

presentation of the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. 

3. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber, personnel of the staffs of courts-

martial, the Military Chamber and the Court Department from the number of military persons 
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shall be attached to courts-martial, the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation and the Court 

Department for the period of holding the following position. 

4. The Contract on Military Service executed by the judge of the court-martial and the judges 

of the Military Chamber before nomination to a judicial position shall be suspended from the 

moment the decision on appointment of the judge to a post was adopted by the Federation 

Council of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation or by the President of the Russian 

Federation. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall retain the status of military 

persons who perform military service in accordance with the Contract. In case the powers of 

judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber cease according to the Law of the Russian 

Federation on the Status of Judges in the Russian Federation, the Contract on Military Service 

shall be valid again as defined by the Federal Law on Military Duties and Military Service. 

5. The list of positions of judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber and military 

ranks corresponding to these positions shall be determined by this Federal Constitutional Law.  

6. Personnel of the Court Department from the number of military persons attached to the 

Court Department who are providing for the operation of courts-martial, shall be appointed to 

state posts that are determined for the Court Department. 

7. The list of positions of personnel of the staffs of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and 

the Court Department that are to be filled by military personnel, and of military ranks 

corresponding to these positions shall be adopted by the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the 

Russian Federation. The positions of judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber and the 

positions of personnel of the staffs of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court 

Department that are to be filled by military personnel, shall be included in the relevant list of 

positions. 

Article 36. Order of Performing Military Service in Courts-Martial and the Military 

Chamber 

1. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber, personnel of the staffs of courts-

martial, the Military Chamber and the Court Department from the number of military personnel 

shall perform military service in accordance with the Federal Law on Military Duties and 

Military Service, taking into account provisions of this Federal Constitutional Law. 

2. Judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber shall be given higher military ranks in 

the order envisaged by the Federal Law on Military Duties and Military Service on the 

nomination of the Chairman of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, other military 

ranks—upon the nomination of Chairmen of District (Fleet) Courts-Martial. 

3. Military ranks in the order envisaged by the Federal Law on Military Duties and Military 

Service shall be given to personnel of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court 

Department from the number of military personnel upon the nomination of: 

(1) the Chairman of the Military Chamber—for personnel of the staff of the Military 

Chamber; 

(2) the Chairman of District (Fleet) Court-Martial—for personnel of the staffs of a relevant 

District (Fleet) Court-Martial and Garrison Court-Martial; 
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(3) Director General of the Court Department—for personnel of the Court Department. 

4. Appointment to the position and dismissal from the position, as well as transfer or removal 

to another position of personnel of the staffs of courts-martial from the number of military 

persons shall be made by the head of the relevant subdivision of the Court Department, and the 

personnel of the staff of the Military Chamber—by the Chairman of the Military Chamber. 

5. Personnel of the staffs of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court Department 

from the number of military persons shall be paid lump sum allowance upon the discharge from 

military service and all additional money allowances that are defined for military persons by 

federal law. In this case the amount of money allowances shall be calculated taking into account 

salaries of personnel of the staffs of the courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court 

Department from the number of military persons. 

6. Clothing, food and other provision of judges of courts-martial and the Military Chamber, 

as well as of personnel of the staffs of courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court 

Department from the number of military personnel shall be supplied on the basis and in the 

amounts that are defined for military personnel by federal law. 

7. Medical service, facilities of sanatoria and health resorts, dwelling provision, clothing, 

food and other provision, compulsory state insurance of judges of courts-martial, as well as 

personnel of the staffs of the courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court Department 

from the number of military personnel, granting of other privileges and compensations, that are 

envisaged for military personnel by federal law, shall be provided by the relevant bodies of the 

Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, other troops, military formations and agencies at the 

expense of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation and the Court Department respectively. 

8. Personnel of the staffs of the courts-martial, the Military Chamber and the Court 

Department from the number of military persons and members of their family shall have the 

right at their discretion to use privileges and compensations, that are envisaged by federal law 

either for personnel of the Staffs of Federal Courts of common jurisdiction and the members of 

their family, or for military personnel and members of their family. 

9. Military registration of judges of courts-martial and personnel of the staffs of courts-

martial who were discharged from military service and safe-keeping of their personal records 

shall be carried out by the relevant Military Commissariats in the order, envisaged by federal 

law. 

Article 37. Premises and Other Property of Courts-Martial 

1. Courts-martial shall be located in premises which have exterior and interior corresponding 

to the constitutional status of the judicial power in the Russian Federation. 

2. To administer justice, a court-martial judge shall be granted premises that meet sanitary 

and hygienic standards and other standards that are defined.  
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3. Premises, buildings and movable property shall be used by courts-martial solely for the 

purpose of administering justice or organizational provision of the court operation and shall be 

considered to be Federal property. The above mentioned property cannot be seized. 

4. Courts-martial shall be free of rent and other payments for the use of land that is allocated 

for construction of buildings and premises which are in possession of courts-martial; courts-

martial shall be free of communal and other payments for the maintenance of these buildings and 

premises. 

Article 38. Guarding and Escorting of Individuals Held in Custody 

1. In courts-martial guarding of individuals held in disciplinary military units, held in custody 

in guardroom and their escorting shall be carried out by military units or military commandant’s 

office of garrison respectively. 

2. Escorting of individuals who are located in the place of detention, prisons and reformatory 

to a place where the court-martial examines cases shall be carried out by the authorized Federal 

bodies of executive power. 

CHAPTER V.   CLOSING AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS [OMITTED] 

[Attachment] 

 

Positions of Judges of Courts-Martial and the Military Chamber of the Supreme Court 

of the Russian Federation and Corresponding Military Ranks 

No. Position Military Rank 

1.  Chairman of the Military Chamber of the 

Supreme Court of the Russian Federation 

Colonel General of Justice 

2.  Deputy Chairman of the Military Chamber of 

the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, 

Chairman of the Staff of the Military 

Chamber of the Supreme Court of the Russian 

Federation; Chairman of Moscow District 

Court-Martial 

Lieutenant General of Justice 

3.  Judge of the Military Chamber of the Supreme 

Court of the Russian Federation; Chairman of 

District (Fleet) Court-Martial; Deputy 

Chairman of Moscow District Court-Martial; 

Chairman of Moscow Garrison Court-Martial 

Major Colonel of Justice 

4.  Deputy Chairman and Judge of District (Fleet) 

Court-Martial; Chairman of Garrison Court-

Martial; Deputy Chairman of Moscow 

Garrison Court-Martial 

Colonel of Justice 

5.  Deputy Chairman and Judge of Garrison 

Court-Martial  

 Lieutenant Colonel of Justice 

 




